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U ne mathematique bleue 
Dans une mer jamais etale 
D' ou no us remonte peu a peu 
Cette memoire des etoiles 

Leo Ferre 

, .-
A Eliane 



Preface to the Second Edition 

Apart from correction of misprints, inaccuracies and errors, the main differ
ence between the second edition and the first is the addition of a new chapter 
on Mac Lane (co)homology, written jointly with Teimuraz Pirashvili. It is 
related to Hochschild homology, to algebraic K-theory and cohomology of 
small categories as treated in the previous chapters (see the introduction to 
Chapter 13). Appendix C has been modified accordingly. 

The first list of references was reasonably up to date for papers dealing 
with cyclic homology until 1992. It contains all the references mentioned 
in Chapters 1 to 12 and in the appendices. Chapter 13 has its own list of 
references. Since the publication of the first edition numerous results on the 
cyclic theory have appeared, namely about the periodic theory, and also 
about topological cyclic homology. For the convenience of the reader we give 
a second list of references concerning the cyclic theory for the period 1992-96. 

It is a pleasure to thank here all the colleagues who helped me to im
prove this second edition, namely C. Allday, C.-F. Bodigheimer, J. Browkin, 
B. Dayton, I. Emmanouil, V. Franjou, A. Frabetti, J. Franke, F. Goichot, 
V. Gnedbaye, J.A. Guccione, J.J. Guccione, P. Julg, W. van der Kallen, M. 
Karoubi, C. Kassel, B. Keller, M. Khalkhali, J. Lodder, J. Majadas, J. Mc
Cleary, M. Ronco, G. van der Sandt. 

It is a pleasure to warmly thank Teimuraz Pirashvili for numerous en
lightening conversations and for his kind collaboration on Chapter 13. 

At 48°35'N and 7°48'E, January 21st, 1997. 



Preface 

II y a maintenant 10 ans que l'homologie cyclique a pris son essor et Ie rythme 
de parution des publications a son sujet confirme son importance. Durant ce 
laps de temps l'efIet de sedimentation a pu operer et il devenait possible, 
sinon necessaire, de disposer d'un ouvrage de reference sur Ie sujet. 

Je n'ai pu ecrire ce livre que grace aux enseignements et a l'aide de 
nombreux collegues, que je voudrais remercier ici. Les cours de topologie 
algebrique d'Henri Cartan, qui resteront certainement dans la memoire de 
ses auditeurs, ont constitue mon initiation et il est difficile d'en etre digne. 
Max Karoubi m'a introduit a la K-theorie, topologique tout d'abord, puis 
algebrique ensuite, et son enseignement n'a pas peu contribue a rna forma
tion. Dan Quillen a ete constamment present tout au long de ces annees. 
Au debut ce fut par ses ecrits (cobordisme et groupes formels, homotopie 
rationnelle), puis par ses exposes (K-theorie algebrique) et, plus recemment, 
par une collaboration qui est a l'origine de ce livre. Les conversations et 
discussions avec Alain Connes furent toujours stimulantes et exaltantes. Ses 
encouragements et son aide furent pour moi un soutien constant. Je voudrais 
aussi remercier Zbignew Fiedorowicz, Claudio Procesi et Ronnie Brown pour 
leur collaboration effie ace et amicale. Remerciements aussi a Keith Dennis 
pour m'avoir donne l'opportunite de faire un cours sur l'homologie cyclique 
a Cornell University au tout debut de la redaction et a Jean-Luc Brylin
ski pour un semestre fructueux passe a Penn State University. Ce livre doit 
aussi beaucoup a de nombreux autres collegues, soit pour des discussions, soit 
pour des commentaires pertinents, en particulier a L. Avramov, P. Blanc, J.
L. Cathelineau, C. Cuvier, S. Chase, P. Gaucher, F. Goichot, P. Julg, W. 
van der Kallen, C. Kassel, P. Ion, J. Lodder, R. MacCarthy, A. Solotar, T. 
Pirashvili, C. Weibel et Ie rapporteur. Mamuka Jiblaze a relu entierement Ie 
manuscrit durant la phase finale et je lui en sais gre. 

Je voudrais aussi mentionner tout particulierement Maria Ronco pour 
m'avoir toujours ecoute avec attention, pour avoir lu plusieurs versions de 
ce livre et pour avoir corrige de nombreuses imprecisions. Enfin et surtout 
je terminerai en remerciant chaleureusement Daniel Guin pour Ie nombre 
incalculable d'heures que nous avons passe ensemble devant un tableau noir 
et dont je garde Ie meilleur souvenir. 

Par 48° 35'N et 7° 48'E, Ie 12 janvier 1992. 
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Introduction 

Cyclic homology appeared almost simultaneously from several directions. In 
one, Alain Connes [0] developed cyclic homology as a non-commutative vari
ant of the de Rham cohomology, in order to interpret index theorems for 
non-commutative Banach algebras, via a generalization of the Chern charac
ter. In another, cyclic homology was shown to be the primitive part ofthe Lie 
algebra homology of matrices by Boris Tsygan [1983], and by Dan Quillen 
and myself [1983, LQ]. This relationship shows that cyclic homology can be 
considered as a Lie analogue of algebraic K-theory, and, in fact, I met it for 
the first time through the cyclic property of some higher symbols in algebraic 
K-theory (cf. [Loday [1981]). There is still another framework where cyclic 
homology plays an important role: the homology of S1-spaces, which provides 
the connection between index theorems and algebraic K -theory. We will see 
that cyclic homology theory illuminates a great many interactions between 
algebra, topology, geometry, and analysis. 

The contents of the book can be divided into three main topics: 
- cyclic homology of algebras (Chaps. 1-5), which essentially deals with 

homological algebra, 
- cyclic sets and S1-spaces (Chaps. 6-8), which uses the simplicial tech

nique and some algebraic topology, 
- Lie algebras and algebraic K-theory (Chaps. 9-11), which is about the 

relationship with the homology of matrices under different guises. 
The last chapter (Chap. 12), which contains no proof, is essentially an 

opening towards Connes' work and recent results on the Novikov conjectures. 

The cyclic homology of an algebra A consists of a family of abelian groups 
HCn(A), n ~ 0, which are, in characteristic zero, the homology groups of 
the quotient of the Hochschild complex by the action of the finite cyclic 
groups. This is the reason for the term "cyclic". The notation HC was for 
"Homologie de Connes", but soon became "Homologie Cyclique" . This very 
first definition of Connes was slightly modified later on, so as to give a good 
theory in a charateristic-free context. In any case, the basic ingredient is the 
Hochschild complex, so the first chapter is about Hochschild homology, whose 
groups are denoted HHn(A), n ~ O. Chapter 2 contains several definitions 
of cyclic homology, together with the basic properties of the functors HCn. 
The most important one is Connes periodicity exact sequence, 
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In Chap. 3 we perform some computation for tensor algebras, symmetric al
gebras, universal enveloping algebras and smooth algebras. We emphasize the 
relationship with the de Rham cohomology (in the commutative case). For 
smooth algebras, in characteristic zero, it takes the form of an isomorphism 

Chapter 4 is about the operations on cyclic homology: conjugation, deriva
tion, product, coproduct, and ,X-operations. These latter operations bring in 
some very interesting idempotents lying in the group algebra of the symmet
ric group, called the Eulerian idempotents. They are related to combinatorics 
(Eulerian numbers) and to the Campbell-Hausdorff formula. They permit 
us to show the existence of a 'x-decomposition of the cyclic homology of a 
commutative algebra, 

In both Chaps. 3 and 4 we give explicit isomorphisms and explicit homotopies 
(instead of using the acyclic model method) so as to give the possibility to 
extend these proofs to other settings (entire cyclic cohomology for instance). 

In Chap. 5, important variations of cyclic homology are studied. The "neg
ative cyclic homology", introduced by J.D.S. Jones and T. Goodwillie, is the 
right range for the Chern-Connes character. The "periodic cyclic theory" is 
close to the de Rham theory for commutative algebras. The "dihedral the
ory" comes in when dealing with skew-symmetric and symplectic matrices. 
We also study cyclic homology of differential graded algebras, since it is an 
efficient tool for computation. 

The second part starts, in Chap. 6, with a detailed analysis of the rela
tionship between the finite cyclic groups and the simplicial category ..:1 of 
non-decreasing maps on finite sets. It gives rise to the cyclic category ..:1C of 
Connes. Other similar situations are studied for other families of groups: the 
dihedral groups, the symmetric groups, the hyperoctahedral groups, and the 
braid groups. The cyclic category permits us to interpret the cyclic groups 
as derived functors and to construct cyclic sets and cyclic spaces. The main 
point (Chap. 7) is that their geometric realizations are Sl-spaces and that, 
for any cyclic set X, there is an isomorphism 

An important example, which arises naturally by this procedure, is the free 
loop space of a topological space (equivalent to Witten's way of handling the 
free loop space of a manifold). We also include in this chapter the compu
tation of the cyclic homology of a group algebra, which is going to play an 
important role in the construction ofthe Chern-Connes character. The study 
of this character is carried out in Chap. 8. The classical Chern character is a 
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morphism from K -theory to de Rham cohomology. In the non-commutative 
framework the range space is cyclic homology; in fact negative cyclic homol
ogy is best. The construction of this Chern character 

was the main motivation of Connes in building the cyclic theory. This chapter 
ends up with an application to the idempotent conjecture. 

The last part is essentially devoted to the relationship of the cyclic the
ory with homology of matrices, either (under their additive structure) Lie 
algebra homology, or (under their multiplicative structure) homology of the 
general linear group or more precisely algebraic K-theory. Chapter 9 is an 
account of the classical invariant theory used as a tool in Chap. 10. The main 
result of Chap. 10 claims that the homology of the Lie algebra of matrices 
is computable, in characteristic zero, in terms of cyclic homology (Loday
Quillen-Tsygan theorem), 

This result is supplemented with some partial results on the computation 
of H.(glr(A)), r fixed. Conjectures (cf. 10.3.9) for the general case are pro
posed in terms of the 'x-decomposition of HC.(A). Some variations are briefly 
treated: adjoint representation as coefficients, skew-symmetric and symplectic 
algebras. The last section introduces a completely new variant of Lie homol
ogy, called "non-commutative Lie algebra homology" and denoted HLn(g), 
n ~ O. It consists in replacing, in the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of the Lie 
algebra g (used to define Hn(g), the exterior module Ag by the tensor module 
Tg. The tricky point was to find the correct differential in this framework. 
Then, the analogue of the L-Q-T theorem mentioned above is 

Important generalizations of this non-commutative theory, with Lie algebras 
replaced by groups or spaces, are to be expected. 

Chapter 11 is devoted to algebraic K-theory and its relationship to cyclic 
homology. The first two sections form a short introduction to algebraic K
theory of rings. Then we study in detail the relationship between the K -theory 
of a nilpotent ideal I and the corresponding cyclic homology. The aim is to 
prove the following isomorphism, due to T. Goodwillie, 

The rest of the chapter is a continuation of the chapter on the Chern char
acter, with a succinct account of secondary characteristic classes as done by 
M. Karoubi. 

We end this book with a chapter on "Non-Commutative Differential Ge
ometry". The aim is to give an overview of some applications of the cyclic 
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theory to the Godbillon-Vey invariant, to the index theorem for Fredholm 
modules, and to the Novikov conjecture on higher signatures and its K
theoretic analogue. This chapter is expository and without any proof. All 
these subjects are under active current research. 

In this second edition we add a chapter on Mac Lane (co ) homology which 
is a variant of Hochschild (co ) homology suitable to deal with when one works 
with rings instead of k-algebras (to classify extensions for instance). On the 
other hand algebraic K-theory gives rise to a "more additive" theory called 
stable K -theory. It turns out that these two theories are isomorphic. The main 
tool for this comparison is a third theory constructed from derived functors 
over the category of polynomial functors (non-additive bimodules). This is 
the subject of Chapter 13 which is a transition from the content of the first 12 
chapters to topological Hochschild homology (T H H) and topological cyclic 
homology (TC). 

Among the five appendices the first four are recapitulations of notions, 
techniques and results used throughout the book. The last one, written by 
Maria Ofelia Ronco, is a survey, with proofs, on "smooth algebras" . 

Conceived as a comprehensive study of the cyclic homology theory, this 
book requires some acquaintance with homological algebra and for some chap
ters, some familiarity with the basic techniques of algebraic topology. However 
it is conceivable to give a graduate course in homological algebra from the 
first chapters or another one on the chapters on invariant theory and Lie alge
bras. We have tried to make the statements and the proofs as self-contained 
as possible, though at some particular points we refer to Cartan-Eilenberg 
[CE] or Mac Lane [ML] for details. Beginning with chapter one is not the 
only way to read this book. If one is only interested in the Lie algebra re
sults, then one can go directly to Chap. 10 (or Chap. 9, if invariant theory is 
not at one's disposal). If one is interested in cyclic sets and Sl-spaces, then 
one can begin with Sects.6.1 and 6.2, and then go directly to Chap. 7. For 
the construction of the Chern character, read Sects. 1.1, 2.1, 5.1, and then 
Chap. 8. More itineraries are possible, corresponding to other interests. 

Most of the results are already in the literature, in research articles, 
though several proofs are original. The bibliographical comments at the end 
of each chapter try to give appropriate credit and information for further 
reading. 



Notation and Terminology 

The standard language and notation of set theory, homological algebra and 
algebraic topology is used throughout. For instance Z is the ring of integers, 
Q, JR., C, are the fields of rational, real and complex numbers respectively. 
The arrow '-t (resp. -+» stands for a monomorphism (resp. an epimorphism), 
that is an injective (resp. surjective) map if in the category of sets. 

Categories are denoted by boldface characters: (Sets) for the category of 
sets, (Spaces) for the category of compactly generated spaces and continuous 
maps, (k-Mod) for the category of k-modules and k-linear maps, etc. 

A notation like 71'n{X) := [sn, X] indicates a definition of the left-hand 
term. 

Throughout the book k denotes a commutative ring, which sometimes 
satisfies some conditions like k contains Q or k is a field. Every module M 
over k is supposed to be symmetric and unital: Am = mA, 1m = m. An 
algebra A over k need not have a unit. If it has a unit, then it is called unital. 
The term "k-linear map" is often abbreviated into "map". Tensor products 
are taken over k unless otherwise stated, and so ® = ®k' 

The automorphism group of the set {1, 2, ... ,n} is called a permutation 
group and denoted by Sn. It is sometimes helpful to make it act on the set 
{O, 1, ... , n - 1} instead. The sign of a permutation a E Sn is denoted by 
sgn{a) E {±1}. 

For any discrete group G the group algebra k[G] is the free module over 
k with basis G. On elements of G the product is given by the grouplaw. For 
other elements it is extended by linearity. 

More notation is introduced in Sect.l.O and in the appendices A, Band 
C. 

The symbol 0 indicates the end or the absence of a proof. 
Standing assumption valid for the whole chapter or section are indicated 

in the introduction of the relevant chapter or section. 
The exercises are, most of the time, interesting results that we want to 

mention, but do not prove. Hints or, more often, bibliographical references 
are given in brackets. 



Chapter 1. Hochschild Homology 

Since cyclic homology is, in a certain sense, a variant of Hochschild homology 
we begin with a chapter on this theory. Most of the material presented here 
is classical and has been known for more than thirty years (except Sect. 1.4). 
However our presentation is adapted to fit in with the subsequent chapters. 
One way to think of the relevance of Hochschild homology is to view it as a 
generalization of the modules of differential forms to non-commutative alge
bras. In fact, as will be proved in Chap. 3, it is only for smooth algebras that 
these two theories agree. 

Hochschild homology of the k-algebra A (k being a commutative ring) 
with coefficients in an A-bimodule M consists of a family of k-modules 
Hn(A, M) defined for any n ~ o. The case M = A is of particular inter
est for us since Hn (A, A) is closely related to cyclic homology and we denote 
it by HHn(A). There are several possible definitions of Hochschild homol
ogy. Though one of the most popular is through derived functors (in fact 
Tor-functors) we emphasize the original definition of Hochschild out of which 
cyclic homology is constructed. 

The main general properties of H Hn are proved in view of their counter
part in cyclic homology. Computations will be found in Chap. 3 and also in 
Sect. 7.4 for group algebras. 

Section 1.0 on chain complexes consists of a list of background results in 
homological algebra (mainly without proofs). It fixes the main notation and 
notions used throughout the book. 

Section 1.1 defines Hochschild homology via the Hochschild complex, 
shows its equivalence with the Tor-definition (via the bar complex) and sets 
up the normalized Hochschild complex which is often more convenient to use. 

Section 1.2 is essentially devoted to the computation of Hochschild ho
mology of matrix algebras. The main result asserts that the generalized trace 
map induces an isomorphism. This Morita invariance is in fact proved in full 
generality. 

Section 1.3 emphasizes the relationship between Hochschild homolo
gy, the module of derivations and the module of differential forms n~lk (in 
the commutative case). The so-called antisymmetrization map from n~lk to 
HH.(A) is of great importance for future computation. It shows that Hoch-

J.-L. Loday, Cyclic Homology
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



2 Chapter 1. Hochschild Homology 

schild homology is a good substitute for differential forms when the algebra 
A is non-commutative. 

Section 1.4 is slightly technical and can be skipped in a first reading. It 
studies the case of nonunital algebras. Most of the results of this section are 
due to M. Wodzicki. The cyclic operator, which is going to playa fundamental 
role in cyclic homology (next chapter), crops up upon the attempt at defining 
H H* for nonunital algebras. The notion of H-unitality (nonunital algebras 
having the same properties as unital algebras as far as H H* is concerned) 
plays a significant role in the applications (namely to excision in algebraic 
K-theory). 

Section 1.5 gives an account of Hochschild cohomology and its dual rela
tionship with the homology theory. 

Finally, Sect. 1.6 on simplicial modules can be thought of as an axiom
atization of the preceding results, which will prove helpful in the sequel. It 
serves as an introduction to the section on cyclic modules and cyclic sets. 

1.0 Chain Complexes 

This section is a quick summary on chain complexes and bicomplexes. Its 
main purpose is to fix notation. Proofs and subsequent results can be found 
in any text book on homological algebra, for instance Cartan-Eilenberg [CE], 
Mac Lane [MLJ, Bourbaki [1980]. 

1.0.1 Definition. A chain complex C. of k-modules, or simply a complex C, 
is a sequence of k-module homomorphisms 

(C.) 
d d d d d d d 

... ---t Cn ---t Cn - l ---t . .. ---t C1 ---t Co ---t C-1 ---t . .. 

such that dod = O. We adopt the classical convention of not putting any 
index on the boundary map d, which is sometimes called the differential map. 

We are mainly interested in non-negative chain complexes, that is we take 
C-n = 0 if n > O. So, in general, by "complex" we mean a non-negatively 
graded chain complex over k. An element x E Cn is a chain of degree (or of 
dimension) n. We adopt the notation Ixl = n. 

The cycles are the elements of Zn = Ker{d: Cn -+ Cn-d. The boundaries 
are the elements of Bn = Im{d: Cn+! -+ Cn). The relation dod = 0 implies 
Bn c Zn. The homology groups (which are in fact k-modules) are defined by 
Hn{C*,d) = Zn/Bn and are also denoted Hn{C). The homology class of the 
cycle x is denoted by [x] or simply by X. 

1.0.2 Morphisms of Complexes. A map of complexes f : C -+ C' is a 
collection of linear maps f n : Cn -+ C~ such that the following diagram is 
commutative for any n 
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lfn-l 
C' ... ~ C' n --r n-l 

It obviously induces a map f. : Hn(C) ---t Hn(C') (sometimes also denoted 
simply by f). The map of complexes f is called a quasi-isomorphism (or chain 
equivalence) if f. is an isomorphism for all n. 

Two maps of complexes f and g: C ---t C' are chain homotopic (or simply 
homotopic) if there exist maps h = hn : Cn ---t C~+l for all n such that 

dh+hd=f-g 

(by this we mean that for all n the morphisms dhn + hn- 1 d and f n - gn: 
Cn ---t C~ are equal). The map h is called a homotopy from f to g. 

A map of degree r is a family of maps fn: Cn ---t C~+r which commute 
with the boundary maps. 

1.0.3 Lemma. If f and 9 are chain homotopic, then f. = g. : H.(C) ---t 

H.(C'). 

Proof. Let x be a cycle of C., then f(x)-g(x) = (dh+hd)(x) = dh(x) because 
d(x) = O. Hence this difference is a boundary and the homology classes of 
f(x) and g(x) are equal. 0 

An important particular example is the following: C = C', f = ide, 9 = O. 
Then, if ide is homotopic to 0, the complex C. is said to be contractible (and 
the homotopy a contracting homotopy). 

1.0.4 Acyclicity and Resolutions. A non-negative chain complex Cover 
k is said to be augmented if there is given a k-linear map e : Co ---t M 
such that eo d = O. Such an augmented complex is called a resolution of M if 
Hn(C) = 0 for n > 0 and e. : Ho(C) ---t M is an isomorphism. It is equivalent 
to the vanishing of the homology groups of the complex 

... ---t Cn ---t Cn - 1 ---t ... ---t Co ---t M ---t 0 . 

In this situation the complex C. is said to be acyclic. 

One of the most powerful tools of homological algebra is the following fact. 
Let (C., e) and (C~,e') be two free resolutions of M (i.e. all the modules Cn 

and C~ are free; in fact projective suffices). Then there exists a chain map 
f : C ---t C' over idM , and any two such chain maps are chain homotopic. 

1.0.5 Exact Sequence of Complexes. An exact sequence of complexes 

o ---t C' ---t C ---t c" ---t 0 
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is a pair of maps I : G' --+ G and 9 : G --+ G" such that the sequence of 
k-modules 

o --+ G~ --+ Gn --+ G~ --+ 0 

is exact for any n. The most important consequence of this exactness hypoth
esis is the existence of a canonical long exact sequence in homology 

... --+ Hn(G') --+ Hn(G) --+ Hn(G") ~ Hn-1(G') --+ Hn-1(G) --+ .. , 
... --+ Ho(G") --+ 0 . 

This can be proved by applying the snake lemma repeatedly. If it happens that 
G'(resp. Gil) is acyclic, then G --+ Gil (resp. G' --+ G) is a quasi-isomorphism. 
Recall that the boundary map 8 is constructed as follows. Let x E G~ be a 
cycle with homology class [x]. Lift x as y in Gn , then d(y) has a trivial image in 
G~_l' hence it comes from G~_l' By construction 8([x]) = [d(y)] E Hn-1(G'). 

We now examine some particular types of complexes which will appear 
very often throughout the book, those for which the differential map d is of 
the form 

n 

d = ~:)-1)idi: Gn --+ Gn- 1 . 
i=O 

1.0.6 Definition. A presimplicial module G is a collection of modules 
Gn, n ~ 0, together with maps, called lace maps or lace opemtors, 

di : Gn --+ Gn - 1 , i = 0, ... , n 

such that 

1.0.7 Lemma. Let d = L:~=O(_l)idi' then dod = O. In other words (C., d) 
is a complex. 

Proof The sum dod = L:( -l)i+ididi where 0 ~ j ~ n, 0 ~ i ~ n - 1 splits 
into two parts according to i < j or i ~ j. The term (-1 )i+i didj of the first 
part cancels with the term (-l)j-Hidj_ldi of the second part. 0 

For simplicial modules see Sect. 1.6. 

A map of presimplicial modules I : G. --+ G~ is a collection of maps 
In : Gn --+ G~ such that In-l 0 di = di 0 In. It implies that In-l 0 d = do In 
and so induces a map of complexes I : G* --+ G~. On homology the induced 
map is denoted I. : H*(G*) --+ H.(G~). 

1.0.8. A presimplicial homotopy h between two presimplicial maps I and g: 
G --+ G' is a collection of maps hi: Gn --+ G~+ l' i = 0, ... , n such that 
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dihj = hj-1di for i < j , 

dihi =dihi- 1 for O<i~n (cases i=j and i=j+l), 

dihj = hjdi - 1 for i > j + 1 , 

doho = f and dn+1hn = 9 . 

1.0.9 Lemma. If h. be a presimplicial homotopy from f to g, then h := 
L~=o( -l)ihi is a homotopy from f to 9 and therefore f* = g*. 

Proof. In order to compute dh + hd we remark that the term dihi cancels 
with the term dihi- 1. Then the term dihj cancels with the term hj-1di when 
i < j and with the term hjdi- 1 when i > j + 1. What is left over is doho and 
dn+1hn' whence the result. 0 

1.0.10 Cochain Complexes. We will sometimes use complexes in the co
homology framework, that is cochain complexes 

(C*) C O Ii C1 Ii Ii Cn Ii C n +1 Ii --t --t ... --t --t --t ... 

where 808 = O. The homology groups of this complex are called cohomology 
groups: 

The Hom functor permits us to go from chain complexes to cochain 
complexes. Let C* be a complex of k-modules and M be a k-module. Put 
cn = Homk(Cn, M) and 8(1) = (_1)n f 0 d for f E c n (remark the sign 
convention), then obviously (cn, 8) is a cochain complex. 

A non-negative cochain complex can be thought of as a negative complex 
via the classical convention C-n = cn. 

1.0.11 Bicomplexes. A bicomplex (also called a double chain complex) is 
a collection of modules Cp,q indexed by two integers p and q together with 
a "horizontal" differential dh : Cp,q --t Cp-1,q and a "vertical" differential dV : 

Cp,q --t Cp,q-l 

Cp-1,q-l 

satisfying the following identities 

Cp,q-l 

Note that a complex of complexes, that is a complex in the category of 
complexes is almost a bicomplex. The only difference is that the squares do 
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commute (instead of anticommuting). But changing the sign of the boundary 
map of every other row yields a bicomplex. 

Suppose that the bicomplex C** is in the first quadrant, that is Cp,q = 0 
if p < 0 or if q < 0: 

1 1 1 
CO2 t- C12 t- C22 t-

1 1 1 
COl t- Cu t- C21 t-

1 1 1 
coo t- Cw t- C20 t-

Then the k-module 

{Tot C**)n:= EEl Cp,q 
p+q=n 

is well-defined (finite sum) and endowed with the differential d = dh + dV • 

It is a complex called the total complex of the bicomplex (C**) and denoted 
Tot{Cu ) or simply Tot C. The homology groups Hn(Tot C) are called the 
homology groups of the bicomplex (C). 

There are other ways of constructing homology groups from a bicom
plex. For instance one can first take the homology of the vertical complexes: 
Hq(Cp,*) for a fixed p. Then the horizontal differential induces a map (dhk 
Hq(Cp ,.) -+ Hq(Cp _ 1,.), and so, for a fixed q, there is defined a new complex 
whose homology groups are denoted H; H~ (C). The relationship between 
these groups and the homology groups of (C) (Le. Tot C) is given by the 
study of a "spectral sequence" (see Appendix D). 

Similarly one can first take the horizontal homology and second the verti
cal homology to get the groups H~ H; (C). This gives rise to another spectral 
sequence. 

In general the simultaneous study of both spectral sequences gives infor
mation on the homology of the bicomplex C. 

Later on we will use the following proposition which can be proved either 
via a spectral sequence argument or via the staircase trick. 

1.0.12 Proposition. Let C** -+ C~. be a map of bicomplexes which is a 
quasi-isomorphism when restricted to each column. Then the induced map 
on the total complexes is a quasi-isomorphism. In particular, suppose that 
for all q the (horizontal) homology groups Hp(C*,q) are 0 for p > 0 and put 
Kn = Ho(C*,n). Then Hn(TotC.*) = Hn(K.,dV ). In other words, under 
the above hypothesis, the homology of the bicomplex is the homology of the 
cokemel of the first two columns. 
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1.0.13 Shifted Complexes. Let (C, d) be a complex and let p be an integer. 
By definition C[p] is the complex such that C[P]n = Cn- p with differential 
operator (-l)Pd. In fact it is the tensor product of k[P] (that is k concentrated 
in degree p) with C (see infra). 

1.0.14 Tensor Product of Complexes. Let R be a ring and let (C*, d) 
(resp. (C~, d)) be a non-negative complex of right R-modules (resp. left R
modules). Their tensor product is the complex C 0 RC' defined as follows. 
The module of n-chains is (C 0 RC')n = EBp+q=n Cp 0 RC q and the differential 
map is defined by the formula 

d(x 0 y) = (d 01 + 1 0 d)(x 0 y) = dx 0 y + (-l)lxlx 0 dy . 

1.0.15 Koszul Sign Convention. Let f : A -+ Band 9 : C -+ D be maps 
of complexes of degrees If I and Igl respectively. Then f 0 9 : A 0 C -+ B 0 D 
is defined by (J 0 g)(a 0 c) := (_l)lgl'lal f(a) 0 g(c). The moral is "when 9 
jumps over a the sign (_l)lgl'lal pops up". This convention simplifies a lot 
of expressions in homological algebra. As a consequence the composition of 
maps is given by (J 0g) 0 (J' 0g') = (-l)lgl'!f'!(J 0 f' 0go g'). Similarly the 
additive commutator of (homogeneous) graded elements a and b is [a, b] = 
ab - (-1)!a!.!b1ba. 

We will sometimes use Quillen's notation ± in place of (_l)!g!·!a! when 
no confusion can arise. This notation is such that the sign is always + when 
all the elements are of even degree. 

1.0.16 Kiinneth Formula. If Cn and Bn(C) are flat R-modules for all n, 
then there is a short exact sequence 

0-+ EB Hp(C)0RHq(C')-+ EB Torf(Hp(C),Hq(C'))-+O. 
p+q=n p+q=n-l 

If moreover Hn (C) is flat for all n, then there is a canonical isomorphism 

EB Hp(C) 0 RHq(C') ~ Hn{C 0 C'). 
p+q=n 

In particular this isomorphism holds when R is a field. 

1.0.17 Universal Coefficient Theorem. Let R be a principal ideal domain 
and let (C*, d) be a complex of projective R-modules. For any R-module M, 
the cochain complex (HomR(C*, M), 8) is denoted H*(C, M). Then, for each 
n, there is an exact sequence 

0-+ Ext(Hn_l(C),M) -+ Hn(C,M) -+ Hom(Hn(C),M) -+ O. 

In particular if R is a field, then Hn(c, M) -+ Hom(Hn(C) , M) is an isomor
phism. 
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The dual statement is an exact sequence 

Exercises 

E.1.0.1. Let 0 --+ G' --+ G --+ G" --+ 0 be an exact sequence of complexes 
and let a' (resp. aI, a2, resp. a") be an endomorphism of G' (resp. G, resp. 
G") such that a' commutes with al and that a2 commutes with a". Show 
that, if a~ = a~ = 0, then (al 0 (2)* = o. 
E.1.0.2. Let a and b be two elements of the ring A such that the left anni
hilator of a (resp. b) is the ideal Ab (resp. Aa). Show that the sequence 

a b a b a I . . . --+ A ---+ A ---+ A ---+ A --L . . --+ A ---+ A --+ A Aa --+ 0 

is a free resolution of the A-module AI Aa. Make this construction explicit in 
the following cases: 

(i) A = R[cJ, ring of dual numbers over the ring R (c2 = 0), 
(ii) A = k[GJ where G is a cyclic group of order n + 1 with generator t. Take 

a = 1 - t and b = 1 + t + ... + tn. 

1.1 Hochschild Homology 

In this section we introduce Hochschild homology of an associative (not nec
essarily commutative) unital k-algebra (k being a commutative ring) and we 
state a few elementary facts about it. Our definition is the original defini
tion of Hochschild (instead of the definition with derived functors) since it 
is more closely related to the definition of cyclic homology given in Chap. 2. 
Other important notions are introduced such as the trace map, the module 
of Kahler differentials, the bar complex and the normalized bar complex. 

1.1.0 Bimodules. Let A be a k-algebra. A bimodule over A is a (symmetric) 
k-module M on which A operates linearly on the left and on the right in such 
a way that (am)a' = a(ma') for a, a' E A and mE M. The actions of A and k 
on M are always supposed to be compatible, for instance: (>.a)m = >.(am) = 
a(>.m), >. E k, a E A, mE M. When A has a unit element 1 we always assume 
that 1m = ml = m for all mE M. Under this unital hypothesis, the bimodule 
M is equivalent to a right A ® AOP-module via m(a' ® a) = ama'. 

The product map of A is usually denoted p, : A ® A --+ A, p,( a, b) = abo 

1.1.1 Hochschild Boundary. Consider the module Gn(A,M):= M®A0n 

(where ® = ® k and A 0n = A ® ... ® A, n factors). The H ochschild boundary 
is the k-linear map b : M ® A0n --+ M ® A0n- 1 given by the formula 
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n-l 

b(m, al,"" an) := (mal, a2,"" an) + L( -l)i(m, al,"" aiai+l,"" an) 
i=l 

This formula makes sense because A is an algebra and M is an A
bimodule. The main example we are going to look at is M = A. It will 
prove useful to introduce the operators di : M (8) A®n ---+ M (8)A®n-1 given by 

do(m, all,'" an) := (mall a2,"" an) , 

(1.1.1.1) di(m,al, ... ,an) :=(m,al, ... ,aiai+ll ... ,an) for l::;i<n, 

dn(m,al, ... ,an) :={anm,al, ... ,an-d· 

With this notation one has 
n 

b = L(-l)idi . 
i=O 

1.1.2 Lemma. bob = O. 

Proof. It is immediate to check that 

didj = dj-1di for 0::; i < j ::; n , 

(hence M (8) A®n is a presimplicial module), from which bob = 0 follows (cf. 
1.0.6 and 1.0.7). 0 

1.1.3 Hochschild Complex and Hochschild Homology Groups. As a 
consequence of lemma 1.1.2 we get the Hochschild complex 

C(A,M) = C.(A,M): M A ®n b M A®n-l b ... ---+ (8) -t (8) ---+ ... 

b b 
... ---+M(8)A-tM 

where the module M (8) A®n is in degree n. 
In the case where M = A the Hochschild complex 

C(A) = C.(A) : 

is sometimes called the cyclic bar complex in the literature. 
By definition the nth Hochschild homology group of the unital k-algebra 

A with coefficients in the A-bimodule M is the nth homology group of the 
Hochschild complex (C. (A, M), b). The direct sum EBn>oHn(A, M) is denoted 
H. (A, M) (see 1.1.4 and 1.1.17 for other notation). -

A priori one does not need the existence of a unit to construct the 
Hochschild complex. However Hochschild homology of non-unital algebras 
is defined slightly differently. This will be dealt with in Sect. 1.4. 
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1.1.4 Functoriality, Notation HH*. This construction is obviously func
torial in M: a bimodule homomorphism f : M -t M' induces a map 
f* : H*(A, M) -t H*(A, M'), f*(m, aI, ... , an) = (f(m), al, ... , an). It is 
also functorial in A in the following sense. Let 9 : A -t A' be a k-algebra 
map and M' be an A' -bimodule. Via 9 the module M' can be considered 
as an A-bimodule and there is defined a map g* : H*(A,M') -t H*(A',M') 
given by g*(m,aI, ... ,an) = (m,g(at}, ... ,g(an)). 

In the particular case M = A we write C*(A) instead of C*(A, A) and 
HH*(A) instead of H*(A,A). Any k-algebra map f : A -t A' (which need 
not preserve the unit) induces a homomorphism f* : HHn(A) -t HHn(A'). 
So H Hn is a (covariant) functor from the category of associative k-algebras 
to the category of k-modules. This functor respects the product, that is 
HHn(A x A') = HHn(A) EB HHn(A') (cf. Exercise E.1.1.1). 

1.1.5 Module Structure Over the Center. Let Z(A) be the center of A, 
i.e. Z(A) = {z E A I za = az for all a E A}. There is an action of Z(A) on 
Cn(A, M) given by z· (m, aI, ... , an) = (zm, aI, ... , an). Since z commutes 
with A, this is an endomorphism of the complex. So Hn(A, M) is a module 
over Z(A). In fact the right action (mz instead of zm in the formula) gives 
the same module structure on the homology groups (cf. Exercise E.1.1.2). In 
particular when A is commutative then HH*(A) is an A-module. 

1.1.6 Elementary Computations. The group 

Ho(A,M) = MA = M/{am-ma I a E A, mE M} 

is also called the module of coinvariants of M by A. Let [A, A] denote the 
additive commutator sub-k-module generated by [a, a'] = aa' -a' a, for a, a' E 
A. Then HHo(A) = A/[A,A]. If A is commutative, then HHo(A) = A. When 
A = k the Hochschild complex for M = k is 

... -t k~k~ ... ~k~k 

therefore HHo(k) = k and HHn(k) = 0 for n > o. 
Let k[c:] be the algebra of dual numbers (that is c:2 = 0). If 2 is invertible 

in k, then for any n ~ 1, 1 ® c:®(2n+l) (resp. c: ® c:®2n) is a cocycle whose 
homology class spans HH2nH(k[c:]) (resp. HH2n(k[c:])). 

Denote by Mr(R) the associative ring of r X r-matrices with entries in 
the ring R. 

1.1.7 Lemma. For any ring R the abelianized tmce map Tr: Mr(R) -t 

R/[R, R] induces an isomorphism Tr*: Mr(R)/[Mr(R), Mr(R)]-t R/[R, R]. 

Proof. The tmce map tr: Mr(R) -t R is defined by tr(a) = "Ei aii, and the 
abelianized tmce map Tr is the composition with the projection onto R/[R, R]. 
It is sufficient to show that Ker (Tr) = [Mr(R), Mr(R)]. 
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The fundamental property of the abelianized trace map is Tr{ ex(3) = 
Tr{{3ex). It implies Ker (Tr) ;;2 [Mr(R), Mr{R)]. 

The module Ker (Tr) is generated by the elementary matrices Eij (a), 
i :f. j, {a in the (i, j)-position and 0 everywhere else) and the diagonal matri
ces ex such that Li exii E [R, R]. From the equality Eij(a) = [Eij(a), E jj (l)], 
i :f. j, we deduce that Eij(a) E [Mr(R), Mr(R)]. From the equality 
[Eij(a), E ji (l)] = Eii(a) - Ejj(a) we deduce that a diagonal matrix which is 
in Ker (Tr) is equivalent to Eu{c), with c E [R, R], modulo [Mr{R), Mr{R)]. 
Therefore Ker (Tr) ~ [Mr(R), Mr(R)]. 0 

1.1.8 Corollary. HHo{Mr(A)) = A/[A, A]. o 
This is in fact a particular case of a more general theorem valid for all n, 

see the next section on Morita invariance. 

1.1.9 Kahler Differentials. For A unital and commutative let n~lk be the 
A-module of Kahler differentials. It is generated by the k-linear symbols da 
for a E A (so d(-Xa+ J-Lb) = -Xda+ J-Ldb, A, J-L E k and a, bE A) with the relation 

(1.1.9.1) d(ab) = a(db) + b(da) , a, bE A , 

Remark that du = 0 for any u E k. See also 1.3.7 for another definition of 
nl. 

1.1.10 Proposition. If A is a unital and commutative, then there is a 
canonical isomorphism HH1(A) 9:! n~lk. If M is a symmetric bimodule (i.e. 

arn = rna for all a E A and rn E M, then H1(A,M) 9:! M ® An~lk. 

Proof. Since A is commutative the map b : A ® A -t A is trivial. Therefore 
H H 1 (A) is the quotient of A ® A by the relation 

(1.1.lO.1) ab ® c - a ® bc + ca ® b = 0 . 

The map HH1{A) -t n~lk' which sends the class of a ® b to adb, is well
defined because of (1.1.9.1). In the other direction adb is sent to the class of 
a ® b which is a cycle because A is commutative. It is obviously a module 
homomorphism which sends d(ab) - adb - bda to 0 because of (1.1.10.1). It 
is immediate to check that these two maps are inverse to each other. 0 

More information on these matters is given throughout the book, but espe
cially in Sect. 1.3 and in Chap. 3, where the relationship between Hochschild 
homology and exterior differential forms is treated. 

The comparison of the definition of Hochschild homology given above and 
the definition in terms of derived functors (in fact Tor-functors) is via the 
so-called "bar resolution" that we now introduce. 
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1.1.11 Bar Complex. Let AOP be the opposite algebra of A. The product 
of a and bin AOP is given by a· b = ba. Let Ae = A ® AOP be the enveloping 
algebra of the associative and unital algebra A. The left Ae-module structure 
of A is given by (a ® al)c = aca' . Consider the following complex, called the 
bar complex 

(1.1.11.1) Char. . . 

where AI8I2 is in degree 0 and where b' = E::OI(-l)idi (note that the sum 
is only up to n - 1) with the notation introduced in 1.1.1. The map b' = J.L : 
A ® A ~ A is an augmentation for the bar complex. 

1.1.12 Proposition-definition. Let A be a unital k-algebra. The complex 
c~ar is a resolution of the Ae-module A. It is called the "bar resolution" of 
A. 

An n-chain of the bar resolution is often denoted by ao[alla21 ... lanlan+1' 

Proof. It is immediate to see that the cokernel of the last map is precisely 
J.L : A 1812 ~ A. The operator 

called the extra degeneracy, satisfies the formulas diS = sdi - I for i = 
1, ... , n - 1 and dos = id. Therefore b' s + sb' = id and s is a contracting 
homotopy, showing that the b'-complex is acyclic (cf. 1.0.3). 0 

Remarks. We only used the fact that A has a left unit in the preceding 
proof (to check do s = id). If A has a right unit then take s(al,"" an) = 
(aI, ... , an, 1). Remark also that the boundary map b' of the bar complex is 
completely determined by the following conditions 

(a) b' is left A-module homomorphism, 
(b) b' = J.L on A 18I2, 
(c) b' s + sb' = id. 
In fact there is an isomorphism c~ar(A) ~ C.(A, A ® AOP). 

1.1.13 Proposition. If the unital algebra A is projective as a module over 
k, then for any A-bimodule M there is an isomorphism 

Ae 
Hn(A,M) = Torn (M,A). 

Proof. Since A is k-projective by hypothesis, AI8In is also k-projective and 
A l8ln+2 = A ® Al8ln ® A is an Ae-projective left module (the module struc
ture is given by (A, J.L) . (ao, ... , an+d = (Aao, al,"" an, an+IJ.L). So the bar 
resolution is a projective resolution of A as an Ae-module. 
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Upon tensoring this projective resolution with M considered as a right 
module over Ae we obtain the Hochschild complex, because 1M i8) b' becomes 
b under M i8)Ae A®n+2 ~ M i8) A®n. This proves the proposition. 0 

So, under the hypothesis that A is projective over k, Hochschild homology 
is a particular example of the homology theory of augmented rings, the aug
mentation (in the sense of Cartan-Eilenberg) being Ai8)Aop --+ A, ai8)b H abo 
Suppose, moreover, that A is augmented over k via e : A --+ k. Let M be a 
right A-module, that we consider as an A-bimodule, denoted Me, with left 
A-module structure given by a· m = e(a)m. Then (cf. [CE, p.186]), there is 
an isomorphism 

Hn(A, Me) ~ Tor~(M, k) . 

Note that thanks to a theorem of D. Lazard, (cf. Bourbaki [1980, p.14]), 
one can replace the hypothesis "A projective over k" by "A flat over k" in 
the above proposition. 

1.1.14 Normalized Hochschild Complex. When A is unital there is a 
large subcomplex D* of the Hochschild complex which is acyclic, and it is 
often helpful to get rid of it. The submodule Dn of M i8) A®n is generated 
by the so-called degenerate elements, that is the elements (m, al,' .. , an) for 
which at least one of the ai's is equal to 1. The quotient of the Hochschild 
complex by the sub-complex D* of degenerate elements is called the normal
ized Hochschild complex. Put A = A/k (where k is mapped into k· 1 in A), 

then M i8) A®n/Dn = M i8) A®n. It is denoted by Cn(A,M), or simply by 
Cn(A) when M = A. 

1.1.15 Proposition. The complex D* is acyclic and the projection map 
C*(A, M) --+ C*(A, M) is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes. 

Proof. This is a general fact about simplicial modules and will be proved in 
1.6.5. 0 

1.1.16 Relative Hochschild Homology. Let I be a two-sided ideal of A 
with quotient A/I. The relative Hochschild homology groups HHn(A, I) (not 
to be confused with Hn(A,I)) are, by definition, the homology groups of the 
complex Ker (C(A) --+ C(A/ I)). They fit into the long exact sequence: 

... --+ HHn(A, I) --+ HHn(A) --+ HHn(A/I) --+ HHn-I(A,I) --+ ... 

which is the homology exact sequence of a short exact sequence of complexes 
(cf. 1.0.5). More generally for any k-algebra map A --+ B one can define 
relative Hochschild homology groups HHn(A --+ B), which fit into a long 
exact sequence by taking the homology of the cone-complex of C*(A) --+ 
C*(B). Similarly, one can abstractly define birelative Hochschild homology 
groups, etc. 

The next result is about localization of Hochschild homology. 
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1.1.17 Proposition. Let Z(A) be the center of A and let S be a multiplica
tive subset of Z(A) containing 1 but not O. For any left A-module M the 
localization of M at S is Ms = Z(A)s ® AM, where Z(A)s is Z(A) localized 
at S. When A is fiat over k, there are canonical isomorphisms 

Proof. Since we suppose A flat over k, we can use, by proposition 1.1.13, the 
definition of Hochschild homology in terms of derived functors. The three fam
ily of groups under investigation define homological functors (8-functors in 
the sense of Cart an-Eilenberg [CEl) of the A-bimodule M. They are equipped 
with natural maps 

To prove that they are isomorphisms it is sufficient to treat the case n = 0 
(cf. loco cit.), for which it can be checked by direct inspection. 0 

1.1.18 Change of Ground Ring. Though the notation does not mention 
k, the Hochschild homology groups depend on the choice of k. For instance 
H HI (C) = 0 if k = C but H HI (C) =f. 0 if k = Q. If we want to emphasize the 
choice of the ground ring k, we write HH*(Alk) or HH:(A). For any ring 
homomorphism k -+ K (always preserving the unit) a K-algebra A is also a 
k-algebra. It is immediate that there is defined a canonical map of k-modules 

1.1.19 Localization of the Ground Ring. Let S be a multiplicative subset 
of k (containing 1 and not 0) and let ks be the localization of k at S. If A 
is flat over k, then the induced morphism HH*(Alk) ® kks -+ HH*(Aslks) 
is an isomorphism. In particular, if A is a Q-algebra, then HH*(AIZ) ® Q = 

HH*(AIQ)· 

Exercises 

E.1.1.1. Let A and A' be two unital k-algebras. Show that there is a canonical 
isomorphism 

HH*(A X A') ~ HH*(A) EB HH*(A' ) . 

[If A and A' are flat over k one can use the Tor definition. Otherwise one can 
construct an explicit homotopy, see 1.2.15.] 
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E.1.1.2. A left (resp. right) action of z E Z(A) on C*(A, M) is given by 

[resp. (m,al, ... ,an )· z = (mz,al, ... ,an )]. Show that these two actions 
are homotopic. [There exists a simplicial homotopy, hi(m,al,'" ,an) = 
(m, all"" ai, z, ai+l,···, an).] 

E.1.1.3. Let Ii : Ai -+ Ai+1, i EN, be an infinite family of k-algebra homo
morphisms, whose inductive limit is denoted limi Ai. Show that Hochschild 
homology commutes with inductive limits: 

colimHHn(Ai) S:! HHn(colimAi) . , , 

E.1.1.4. Let G be a discrete ~oup and M a k[G]-bimodule, where k[G] is 
the group algebra of G. Let M be the k-module M considered as a right 
G-module for the adjoint action mY = g-lmg. Show that there is a canonical 
isomorphism 

H*(k[G], M) S:! H*(G, M) , 

where the latter group is the homology of the discrete group G (cf. Appendix 
C and 7.4.2). 

E.1.1.5. Find a unital k-algebra A such that the map k -+ HHo(A) is zero. 
[Try A = k[u,v]/(uv - vu = 1) (non-commutative polynomials).] 

E.1.1.6. Let I and J be two 2-sided ideals of the unital k-algebra A. Define 
birelative Hochschild homology H H * (A; I, J) so that there is a long exact 
sequence 

... -+ HHn(A,I) -+ HHn(AjJ,I + JjJ) 

-+ HHn_l(A;I,J) -+ HHn_1(A,I) -+ ... 

Suppose that In J = O. Show that HHn(Aj I, J) = 0 for n = 0 and that 
HH1(AjI,J) = I® AeJ. 

E.1.1.7. Let 0 -+ M' -+ M -+ Mil -+ 0 be an exact sequence of A-bimodules 
which are flat over k. Show that there is a long exact sequence in homology 

E.1.1.S. Let A be a commutative algebra and let A C A' be an etale exten
sion. Show that 

HH*(A') S:! HH*(A) ® AA' . 

(If A is flat over k use the Tor definition. For the general case see Geller
Weibel [1991].) 
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1.2 The Trace Map and Morita Invariance 

The trace map for matrices can be extended to the Hochschild complex. It 
induces an isomorphism on homology (Morita invariance). In fact Morita 
invariance can be proved in full generality. The existence of the generalized 
trace map permits us to enlarge the set of morphisms of the category of 
algebras on which Hochschild homology is defined. A slight generalization 
using separable algebras leads to the computation of Hochschild homology of 
triangular matrix algebras. 

1.2.0 The Trace. Let M be a bimodule over the k-algebra A and let Mr(M) 
be the module of r X r matrices with coefficients in M. 

Bordering by zeroes 

defines an inclusion inc: Mr(M) ---+ Mr+l(M). In the limit we get urMr(M) 
= Moo(M) which we usually denote by M(M). When M = A this inclusion 
is a map of algebras which does not respect the unit. 

The (ordinary) trace map tr: Mr (M) ---+ M is given by 

r 

tr(a) = L aii . 

i=l 

It is clear that tr is compatible with inc and defines tr: M(M) ---+ M. 

1.2.1 Definition. The generalized trace map (or simply trace map) 

is given by 

tr(a ® f3 ® ... ® TJ) = L aioil ® f3i1i2 ® ... ® TJinio , 

where the sum is extended over all possible sets of indices (io, ... , in). 

The module Mr(M) (resp. Mr(A)) can be identified with Mr(k) ® M 
(resp. Mr(k) ® A). Under this identification any element of Mr(M) (resp. 
Mr(A)) is a sum of elements like ua with u E Mr(k) and a E M (resp. 
a E A). 

1.2.2 Lemma. Let Ui E Mr(k), ao EM and ai E A for i 2': 1. The general
ized trace map takes the form 

(1.2.2.1) 
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Proof. Since (ua)ij = Uija one has 

tr{uoao 0 ... 0 unan) = L)UO)ioi 1 {Ul)ili2 ••• (unkioao 0 ... 0 an . 

The expected formula follows from the identity 

tr(uo ... un) = ~)UO)ioil (ulki 2 ••• (Unkio . o 

1.2.3 Corollary. The genemlized tmce map is a morphism of complexes 
from C.(Mr(A), Mr(M)) to C.(A,M). 

Proof. In fact we can prove that tr is a morphism of presimplicial modules. 
Using lemma 1.2.2 it is sufficient to verify that di 0 tr = tr 0 di on elements 
like uoa00 ... 0unan.1t is immediate for i = 0, ... , n-1. For i = n it follows 
from the identity tr(vun ) = tr{unv) in the commutative ring k. 0 

In the following theorem tr. and inc. denote the morphisms induced on 
homology by the trace map tr and the inclusion map inc respectively. 

1.2.4 Theorem (Morita Invariance for Matrices). Let A be a unital 
k-algebm. Then for any r ~ 1 (including r = 00) the maps 

and 

are isomorphisms and inverse to each other. 

Proof. It is immediate that tr 0 inc = id, therefore it suffices to prove 
that inc 0 tr is homotopic to id. In fact there is a presimplicial homotopy 
h = L:{-l)ihi (cf. 1.0.8) constructed as follows. For i = (0, ... ,n) let 
hi : Mr(M) 0Mr(A)®n -+ Mr(M) 0Mr(A)®nH be defined by the formula 

hi (ao, ... ,an) = LEjl (a~k) 0 En (a~m) 0 ... 

... 0 En (a~q) 0 Elq(l) 0 ai+l 0 ai+2 0 ... 0 an, 

where the sum is extended over all possible sets of indices (j, k, m, . .. ,p, q). 
In this formula aO is in Mr{M) and the others as are in Mr{A)j the index 
s is put as a superscript in order to make the formula more readable. 

The maps hi satisfy the first three relations of 1.0.8. We verify only the 
formula doh l = hodo and leave the others to the diligent reader. On one hand 
it comes 

dohl (ao, ... , an) = L Ejl (a~kalm) 0 Elm(l) 0 a 2 0 ... 0 an 

because Ejl(a)En(b) = Ejl(ab). On the other hand 
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hodo (ao, ... ,an) = ho (aOa l ,a2 , ••• ,an) 

= LEjl ((aOal)jl) 0Ell(1)a2 0 ... a n . 

But (aOal )jm = Lk a~kalm' therefore we have dohl = hodo. 

Put h = L~=o(-l)ihi' for instance h(a) = LEjl(ajk) 0 E lk(l) when 
n = 0, and h(a,{3) = Ejl(ajk 0 E lk(1) 0{3-Ejl (ajk) o Eu ({3kl)Ell(l) when 
n=1. 

Then from the relations above one concludes that hd+dh = dOhO-dn+1hn 
(cf. lemma 1.0.9). One computes doho = id and dn+1hn = inc 0 tr. Therefore 
id is homotopic to inc 0 tr as wanted and this finishes the case r finite. 

For r = 00 we have M(A) = limr Mr(A), hence H*(M(A), M(M)) = 
limr H*{Mr{A), Mr{M)) = H*(A, M) (d. Exercise E.1.1.3). Note that 
M{A) is not unital, however it is H-unital (cf. section 1.4). 0 

The general framework of Morita equivalence is as follows. 

1.2.5 Definition. Let Rand S be two unital k-algebras. They are called 
Morita equivalent if there is an R-S-bimodule P, an S-R-bimodule Q, an 
isomorphism of R-bimodules u : P 0s Q ~ R and an isomorphism of S
bimodules v: Q 0R P ~ S. 

This implies that we have the following equivalence of categories: 
Q 0R -: left R-mod -+ left S-mod (with inverse P 08 -), 
- 0R P: right R-mod -+ right S-mod (with inverse - 0s Q), 
Q 0R - 0R P: R-bimod -+ S-bimod (with inverse P 0s - 08 Q). 
As a consequence P is projective as a left R-module and as a right S-module, 
and similarly for Q. 

1.2.6 Example. Let A be a ring, then A and Mr{A) are Morita equivalent. 
For R = A and S = Mr(A), take P = Ar (row vectors) and Q = Ar (column 
vectors). 

1.2.7 Theorem. If Rand S are Morita equivalent k-algebras and M is an 
R-bimodule, then there is a natural isomorphism 

Proof. First we show that the isomorphisms u and v can be supposed to 
satisfy the following formulas: 

(1.2.7.1) 
qu{p 0 q') = v(q 0 p)q' , 

pv(q0p') = u(p0q)p', for all p,p' E P and all q,q' E Q. 

In fact the first formula is a consequence of the second. 
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As a consequence u (resp. v) becomes a ring homomorphism for the prod
uct (p ® q)(p' ® q') = p ® v(q ® p')q' (resp. (q ® p)(q' ® p') = q ® u(p ® q')p'). 
The two composite isomorphisms 

u®id 
P®s Q ®R P-----t) R®R P ~ P 

id®v 
and P®s Q®R P---t) P®s S ~ P 

differ only by an automorphism a of P. Thus a can be considered as an 
element of R X (= group of invertible elements of R) because tensoring with 
idQ gives AutR_s(P, P) ~ AutR(R, R) = RX. In fact a is in the center of 
R. Replacing u by au (which is still an isomorphism) makes the first formula 
hold. The second formula follows immediately (cf. Bass [1968, p.60-62]). 

From now on the isomorphisms u and v are supposed to satisfy (1.2.7.1). 
There exist elements {Pl, ... ,Ps} and {pi , ... ,pa in P and {ql, ... , qs} 

and {qi, . .. , qa in Q such that u{Epj ® qj) = 1 and v{Eqk ® Pk) = 1 be
cause u and v are isomorphisms. For each n 2 0 define 'lj;n : (M ® R®n) --t 
(Q ®R M ®R P, s®n) by 

'lj;n(m,al, ... ,an) = 
L (qjo ® m ® Pi! , v {% ® alPh),···, V (qjn ® anPio)) 

where the sum is taken over all sets of indices (jo, ... ,jn) such that 1 ~ j. ~ s, 
and define ¢n : (Q ®R M ®R P, s®n) --t M ® R®n by 

¢n (q ® m ® p, bl, ... , bn) = 

L (u (Pko ® q) m u (p® qkJ ,U (Pk1 ® blqkJ,··· ,u (Pkn ® bnqkJ) 

where the sum is taken over all sets of indices (ko, kl' k2 , • •• , kn ) such that 
1 ~ k. ~ t. 

When u and v satisfy (1.2.7.1) ¢ and 1/1 are complex homomorphisms. The 
composite ¢1/1 is homotopic to the identity through a simplicial homotopy h 
defined by 

hi (m, al,···, an) = L (mu (Pio ® qko) ,u (Pko ® qio) alu (Pi1 ® qkJ.··· 

U (Pki- 1 ® %-1) aiu (Pji+l ® qki+l) ,U (Pki ® qji) ,aiH, ... ,an) . 

where the sum is extended over all sequences (jo, ... ,ji) and (ko, ... , ki ) such 
that 1 ~ j. ~ sand 1 ~ k* ~ t. Verifying that the hi'S form a simplicial 
homotopy is left to the reader. Similarly 'lj;¢ is homotopic to the identity. 0 
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1.2.8 Example. Let e be an idempotent (e 2 = e) in R such that R = ReR. 
Then put S = eRe. These two algebras are Morita equivalent for P = Re and 
Q = eR. One of the maps is simply the inclusion of S into R. For instance if 
R = Mp(A) and e = Ell, then S ~ A, ¢> = inc and 'ljJ = tr. 

At first glance theorem 1.2.7 does not seem to be symmetric in Rand S. 
However, if one puts U = M 0R P, then M ~ U 0s Q and the homology 
isomorphism becomes H.(R, U0sQ) ~ H*(S, Q0RU), which is a symmetric 
formula. 

1.2.9 Functoriality of Hochschild Homology. We already noted that 
HH*(A) is functorial in the k-algebra A. In fact we can enlarge the category 
of k-algebras with more morphisms as follows. 

Let (k-ALG) be the category whose objects are unital k-algebras A and 
such that a morphism from A to B is the isomorphism class of an A-B
bimodule AMB which is projective and finitely generated as a B-module (the 
"ordinary" category of algebras over k is denoted (k-Alg)). Composition of 
morphisms is by tensor product of modules: BNeo AM a = (AMa )0B (BNe ). 

The functor (k-Alg) -+ (k-ALG) sends f : A -+ B to the isomorphism 
class of ABB with the A-module structure coming from f. In this category 
the generalized trace map defines a morphism from Mr(A) to A. 

1.2.10 Proposition. Hochschild homology A r-+ HHn(A) is a well-defined 
functor from the category (k-ALG) to the category of k-modules. 

Proof. Let M = AM B be a morphism from A to B. Then the action 
of A on M and the zero action of A on B defines a k-algebra mor
phism A -+ Enda (M EfJ B) (not preserving the unit element). The two 
k-algebras EndB (M EfJ B) and B are Morita equivalent: take P = M and 
Q = (M EfJ B)* = HomB(M EfJ B, B). Hence the morphism from H Hn(A) to 
HHn(B) is, by 1.2.7, the composite 

Checking that (M 0 N) = (N 0 M)* is a straightforward calculation. 0 

Remark. More generally, if V is a B-bimodule and AMB a bimodule defining 
morphism in (k-ALG), then there is defined an A-bimodule V' and a k
module homomorphism H*(A, V') -+ H*(B, V). The module V'is f*(M 0B 
V 0B M*). More details on Morita invariance can be found in Kassel [1989aJ. 

In some instances (such as in theorem 1.2.15 below) it is helpful to be 
able to deal with a non-commutative ground ring as follows. 

1.2.11 H H Over Non-commutative Ground Ring. Let A be a not 
necessarily commutative ring with unit and let S be a subring of A (so that 
in particular A is an S-bimodule). By definition the group of n-chains C: (A) 
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is A 0s A 0s A . .. A0s (n + 1 factors A), which means Al8isn+1 factored 
by the relation (ao, ... ,ans) = (sao, ... ,an) for any s E Sand ai E A (this 
explains the presence of the last 0s). For instance A0s = A/[A, Sj. 

Remark that if S = k is commutative and central, then C~(A) = Cn(A). 
It is straightforward to check that the Hochschild boundary map b is com
patible with this equivalence relation so that there is a well-defined complex 
(C~(A),b). Its nth homology group is denoted HH~(A). It is sometimes 
called relative Hochschild homology, but we will not use this terminology 
here since it conflicts with 1.1.16. 

1.2.12 Separable Algebras. By definition a unital k-algebra S is said to 
be separable over k if the S-bimodule map J.L : S 0 sop --+ S splits. This is 
equivalent to the existence of an idempotent e = EUi 0 Vi E S 0 sop such 
that EUiVi = 1 and (s 0 l)e = (10 s)e for any s E S (e is the image of 1 
under the splitting map). Examples of separable algebras are: the algebra of 
r X r-matrices, the group algebra k[Gj where G is a finite group whose order 
is invertible in k, a simple algebra over a field k whose center is a separable 
extension of k. 

The following is a slight generalization of theorem 1.2.4. 

1.2.13 Theorem. Let S be separable over k. Then for any unital S-algebra 
A there is a canonical isomorphism 

Proof. (Sketch). There is an obvious canonical epimorphism </> : C*(A) --+ 
C;(A). 

Using the idempotent e one can construct a splitting 'lj; of </> and also a 
homotopy from 'lj; 0 </> to id as in the proof of 1.2.4: 

'lj;(ao, ... , an) = 2: ViaOUj 0 VjalUI 0 ... 0 vmanUi . 0 
i,j,l, ... ,m 

1.2.14 Corollary. Let S be separable over k and A be a k-algebra. If, more
over, S is flat over k, then HH*(S 0 A) ~ HH*(A) 0 SirS, Sj. 

Proof. It is easily checked that C;(S 0 A) ~ C*(A) 0 SirS, Sj. Therefore 
theorem 1.2.13 yields 

This corollary applied to S = Mr (k) gives essentially the same proof as in 
1.2.4. 
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1.2.15 Theorem. Let A and A' be unital k-algebras and let M be an A-A'-

bimodule. Denote by _ [A M] 
T- 0 A' 

the triangular matrix algebra. Then the two canonical projections from T to 
A and A' induce an isomorphism HH*(T) ~ HH*(A) Ell HH*(A'). 

Proof. Let = [idA 0] 
e 0 0 

and , [0 0] 
e = 0 idA' 

Then the algebra S = ke + ke' is separable over k (take e = e ® e + e' ® e'). 
Let us show that the projection maps induce an isomorphism IT : C: (T) ~ 
C*(A) EllC*(A') on chains. The inclusion maps induce a morphism L such that 
IT 0 L = id. In fact L 0 IT = id as well, since in C: (T) one has the following 

'd . (. h [ai mi ] ) I entIty WIt Xi = 0 a~ : 

(Xo, ... ,xn) = (e [~o ~] + [~ :~] e',Xb""Xn) 

=(e[~o ~]'Xl, ... ,xn)+([~ :~]e"x}, ... ,xn) 

= (aoe,XI, ... ,Xne) + ([~ :~] ,a~e"X2"") 

Applying Theorem 1.2.13 gives 

o 

Exercises 

E.1.2.1. Morita Invariance Revisited. 
(a) Let R be a unital k-algebra and let e be an idempotent in R. Suppose that 

R = ReR and put S = eRe. Show that Rand S are Morita equivalent 
(e.g. R = Mr(A) and S = A). 

(b) Show that for any pair of Morita equivalent algebras (R, S), there exists 
an integer r > 0 and an idempotent e E Mr(R) such that eMr(R)e ~ S. 

(c) Suppose now that R is projective over k (e.g. k is a field). Show that 
the functors Hn(eRe, e( -)) form a family of a-functors (in the sense of 
Cartan-Eilenberg) which agree with Hn(R, -) for n = O. Conclude that 
they agree for all n. 
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E.1.2.2. Transitivity of the Trace Map. Let rand s be two positive 
integers. Show that the composite 

is the trace map for rs x rs matrices. 

E.1.2.3. Let A be a commutative k-algebra and let 0: be an invertible fi
nite dimensional matrix with coefficients in A. Then (0:- 1 ,0:) is a cycle in 
C1(M(A)). Show that its class in HH1(M(A)) ~ HH1(A) is the class of 
(( det 0:)-\ det 0:). 

[It is sufficient to prove it for k = Z and A = Z[ Xij , det -1] where det is 
the determinant of the matrix (Xij). It is obvious for n = 1, then true for 
diagonal matrices. Finally diagonialize the generic matrix.] 

1.3 Derivations, Differential Forms 

Derivations and differential forms are very closely related to Hochschild ho
mology and also, as will be seen later, to Hochschild cohomology. We first 
introduce the algebraic notion of derivation and study the action of inner 
derivations. This gives rise to a link between the Hochschild boundary and 
the Chevalley-Eilenberg boundary. 

Then the module of Kahler differentials ni1k is introduced; it gives rise to 
the module of n-forms n~lk' The case of a polynomial algebra is emphasized. 
We describe two maps which relate Hochschild homology with the module of 
n-forms and show that, rationally, the last module is a direct factor of the 
first. 

Standing Assumptions.In this section A is a commutative and unital k
algebra and M is a unitary A-module (considered sometimes as a symmetric 
A-bimodule), except at the very beginning (1.3.1-1.3.5) where A need not be 
commutative. 

1.3.1 Derivations. By definition a derivation of A with values in M is a 
k-linear map D : A --+ M which satisfies the relation 

(1.3.1.1 ) D(ab) = a(Db) + (Da)b for all a, bE A. 

The module of all derivations of A in M is denoted Der(A, M) or simply 
Der(A) when M = A. 

1.3.2 Inner Derivations. Any element u E A defines a derivation ad(u) 
called an inner derivation: 

ad(u)(a) = [u, a] = ua - au. 
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This operation is extended to Cn(A, M) by the following formula 

ad(u)(ao, ... , an) = L (ao, ... , ai-I, [u, ail, ai+I,·'·' an). 
O::;i::;n 

It is easily checked that ad( u) commutes with the Hochschild boundary. 

1.3.3 Proposition. Let h(u) : Cn(A,M) --+ Cn+I(A,M) be the map of 
degree 1 defined by 

h(u) (ao, ... , an ):= I:: (_l)i (ao, ... , ai, u, ai+I, .. ·, an) 
O::;i::;n 

Then the following equality holds: 

bh(u) + h(u)b = -ad(u) . 

Consequently ad(u)* : Hn(A,M) --+ Hn(A,M) is the zero map. 

Proof. Let hdao, ... ,an) := (ao, ... ,ai,U,ai+I, ... ,an ), and so h(u) = 
I:;O<i<n( -l)ihi . These maps hi satisfy the relations (1.0.8) of a presimpli
ciaChomotopy except that dihi - dihi- I is not zero but sends (ao, all"" an) 
to (ao,al, ... ,ai-I,-[u,ai],ai+I, ... ,an ). Therefore h(u)b+bh(u) = doho -
dn+Ihn + I:;Jdihi - dihi-r) = -ad(u) which is the expected formula. The 
last assertion is a consequence of lemma 1.0.9. 0 

1.3.4 The Antisymmetrisation Map en. Let Sn be the symmetric group 
acting by permutation on the set of indices {I, ... , n}. Then by definition the 
permutation a E Sn acts (on the left) on (ao, ... , an) E Cn(A, M) by 

(1.3.4.1) 

Extending this action by linearity gives an action of the group algebra k[Snl 
on Cn(A, M). By definition the antisymmetrization element en is 

en:= L sgn (a) a E k[Snl . 
a-ESn 

We still denote by en its action on Cn(A, M). By definition the antisym
metrization map 

sends the element ao 0 al A ... A an to en(ao, ... , an). 
In order to understand the behavior of the antisymmetrization map with 

respect to the Hochschild boundary we need to introduce the Chevalley
Eilenberg map 8 : M 0 An A --+ M 0 An- I A which is classically given by the 
following formula 



(1.3.4.2) 
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n 

i=l 

+ L (-l)i+j- l ao 0 [ai, aj)/\ al /\ ... /\ iii /\ ... /\ iij /\ ... /\ an· 
l::;i<j::;n 

Remark that this map uses only the Lie algebra structure of A (deduced 
from its associative algebra structure) and the Lie module structure of M 
(cf. Chap. 10). 

1.3.5 Proposition. For any k-algebm A and any A-bimodule M the follow
ing square is commutative 

En-l 

Cn(A,M) 

tb 
Cn-l(A,M) . 

In particular if A is commutative and M symmetric then b 0 en = o. 

Proof. The proof is done by induction on n. For n = 0 there is nothing to 
prove. For n = 1, e-l = id and b(ao,al) = aOal - alaO. On the other hand 
co = id and 8(ao, at} = [aD, ad = aOal - alaO, so bel = eo8. 

Suppose now that ben = en-18. Put g = (aD, ... , an) and for any y in A 
put (g, y) = (aD, ... , an, y). We first remark that, with this notation and the 
notation of Proposition 1.3.3, we have the relation 

(1.3.5.1) 

One gets 

benH(g, y) = (-ltbh(y)en(g) by (1.3.5.1) , 

= (-l)n(-ad(y) - h(y)b)en(g) by 1.3.3, 

= (-1)nH ad(y)en(g) + (-1)n-lh(y)en_18(g) by induction, 

= (-l)nHad(y)en(g) +en(8(g),y) by (1.3.5.1), 

= en8(g, y) . 

If A is commutative and M symmetric then 8 = 0, whence the second 
assertion of the proposition. 0 

1.3.6 Other Examples of Derivations. Let k = lR and let U C Rn be 
a non-empty open set. The algebra of COO-functions f : U -+ R is denoted 
COO(U). For each i the partial differential operator a/aXi : COO(U) -+ COO(U), 
f M af /aXi is a derivation of COO(U) with values in the same algebra. 

Similarly let A = k[Xl, ... , xnl be the polynomial algebra on n vari
ables. The algebraic partial differential operator a/ aXi is determined by 
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(O/OXi)(Xj) = 8ij (= Kronecker symbol) and the rule (1.3.1.1). Let dXi,"" 
dXn be a set of indeterminates and let M = kdxi EB ... EB kdxn be a free k
module. Then the map d: A -+ M, da := (oa/oxt)dxi EB ... EB (oa/oxn)dxn 
is a derivation of A (da is called the formal derivation of a in this case). 

Let A = EBnezAn be a commutative graded algebra. Define dan = nan 
for a homogeneous element an E An and extend d by linearity. Then d is a 
derivation (sometimes called the Euler derivation). 

1.3.7 Universal Derivation. The derivation d : A -+ M is said to be 
universal if for any other derivation 8 : A -+ N there is a unique A-linear 
map <I> : M -+ N such that 8 = <I> 0 d. It is constructed as follows. Let 1 be 
the kernel of the multiplication p, : A ® A -+ A. The algebra A ® A (and 
hence 1) is an A-bimodule for the multiplication on the left factor and on the 
right factor. Let us show that the A-bimodule 1/12 is symmetric, i.e. the two 
A-module structures agree. As an A-module, I is generated by the elements 
1 ® x - x ® 1, x E A. The difference a(1 ® x - x ® 1) - (1 ® x - x ® l)a = 
(a ® x - ax ® 1) - (1 ® xa - x ® a) is equal to (1 ® a - a ® 1)(1 ® x - x ® 1), 
which is in 12. 

The map d : A -+ 1/12, dx = class of (1 ® x - x ® 1) is obviously a 
derivation. It is universal since for any derivation 8 : A -+ N, there is a unique 
map <I> = 1/12 -+ N such that 8 = <l>od. It is given by <I>(I®x-x®l) = 8(x). 

1.3.8 Module of Kahler Differentials. In 1.1.9 we introduced the module 
of Kahler differentials ni1k generated by the elements adb, for a, b E A. It 

turns out that d : A -+ ni1k is the universal derivation. The isomorphism 
[/[2 ~ .a~lk is given by (1 ® x - x ® 1) ~ dx. 

1.3.9 Proposition. The canonical A-linear map 

is an isomorphism. In other words the functor Der is representable and rep
resented by ni. 

Proof. This statement follows from the universality of ni1k shown in 1.3.7 
and 1.3.8. D 

1.3.10 Example: Polynomial Algebra. Let V be a free module over k and 
let A = S(V) be the symmetric algebra of V. If V is finite dimensional with 
basis Xl! . .. , x n, then one gets the polynomial algebra S(V) = k[xl!" . ,xnJ. 

Let us prove that there is a canonical isomorphism 

S(V) ® V ~ n1(v)lk' a ® v ~ adv . 

Any derivation D on S(V) is completely determined by the value of Don V. 
So the map S(V) -+ S(V)®V, Vi .• ' Vn ~ Li Vi'" Vi ... Vn®Vi is a universal 
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derivation. Hence by proposition 1.3.9 the S(V)-map n1(v)lk --t S(V) ® V 

given by d( VI •.. vn ) I-t Ei VI ... Vi ... Vn ® Vi, an isomorphism. 
In particular, as a k[XI,"" xnl-module, n~[xl, ... ,xnllk is generated by 

dXI,"" dxn . 

1.3.11 The Module .f1Alk of Differential Forms. By convention we put 

n~lk = A. The A-module of differential n-forms is, by definition, the exterior 
product 

n Alk = AAn~lk . 
(Note that the exterior product is over A, not k.) It is spanned by the elements 
aOdal 1\ ... 1\ dan, for ai E A, that we usually write aOdal ... dan. 

For instance, if A = S(V), then by 1.3.10 there is a canonical isomorphism 

(1.3.11.1) 

1.3.12 Proposition. For any commutative k-algebra A and any A-module 
M the antisymmetrization map induces a canonical map: 

en : M ®A n Alk --t Hn(A, M) . 

In particular if M = A it gives en: n Alk --t HHn(A). 

Proof. In the commutative case the map 8 of proposition 1.3.5 is O. Therefore 
the map en : M ® An A --t Hn(A, M) is well-defined (take the homology 
in 1.3.5). In order to show that it factors trough M ® n Alk (where n Alk = 
AA(n~lk)) it suffices to show that 

en(mx, y, a3, a4,"" an) + en(my, x, a3, a4, ... , an) 

- en(m, xy, a3, a4,"" an) 

is a boundary. For n = 1 this element is precisely b( m, x, y). More generally 
this element is equal to 

-b (~,gn (a)a. (m, x, y,a3, "", ... , a,,») , 
where the sum is extended over all permutations a E Sn+1 verifying a(l) < 
a(2). 0 

1.3.13 Remark. The proof of the existence of en, which is given here, 
is purely combinatorial. There is another one using the shuffle product in 
Hochschild homology. This will be given in Sect. 4.2. 

1.3.14 Lemma. Let 1l'n : Cn(A, M) --t M ®A n Alk be the surjective map 

given bY1l'n(ao, ... ,an ) =aOdal ... dan. Then1l'nob=O. 
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Proof. In the expansion of ?Tn-lb(ao, ... , an) the element aOaidal'" dai 
... dan appears twice: once from ?Tn-ldi- 1 and once from ?Tn-ldi . Since the 
signs in front of it are different, the sum is O. D 

1.3.15 Proposition. For any commutative k-algebra A and any A-module 
M the well-defined map 

?Tn : Hn(A, M) --t M ®A n~lk 

is functorial in A and M. 
In particular if M = A it gives ?Tn: HHn(A) --t n~lk' 

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the previous lemma. D 

The maps ?Tn and en are related by the following 

1.3.16 Proposition. The composite map ?Tn 0 en is multiplication by n! on 

M ®A n~lk' So, if k contains Q, then M ®A n~lk is a direct summand of 

Hn{A,M). 

Proof. The equality ?Tn 0 en = n!id follows from aOda".-l(l) ... da".-l(n) = 
sgn(cr)aodal'" dan for all cr E Sn and #Sn = nL D 

Exercises 

E.1.3.1 Let k be a field and let K be a separable algebraic extension of k. 
Show that nK1k = 0, n ;::: 1. [Show that any derivation is trivial and use 
1.3.5.] 

E.1.3.2 Let As be the commutative algebra A localized at the multiplicative 
subset S. Show that n~s'k = n~lk ®A As = {n~lk)S' 
E.1.3.3 Let k, A and B be commutative rings and let k --t A --t B be 
homomorphisms. Show that there is an exact sequence 

n~'k ® AB --t n1,k --t n1,A --t 0 . 

Let W be an A ®k B-module. Show that 

n~®B'k ®A®B W = (n~'k ®A W) EEl (n1'k ®B W) 
and that n~XB'k = n~'k EEl n1lk' 

E.1.3.4 Show that Der(A, A) has a natural Lie algebra structure. 

E.1.3.5 Show that dO! = 0 in n~lz is equivalent to: O! is algebraic. Show that 
Derz{JR, JR) is nonzero if one assumes the axiom of choice [ef. P. Dehornoy, 
Un exemple d'elimination de l'axiome du choix, preprintj. 
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1.4 Nonunital Algebras and Excision 

In order to understand how Hochschild homology behaves with respect to 
extensions of k-algebras 

o -+ I -+ A -+ AI I -+ 0 

we need a definition for Hochschild homology of nonunital algebras since in 
general the two-sided ideal I has no unit. Though the Hochschild complex 
makes perfect sense for nonunital algebras its homology is not the right one. 
It has to be modified by "adding" a complex which is acyclic when A is unital 
(proposition 1.4.5). The striking point is that the cyclic operator, which is 
going to play a fundamental role in cyclic homology, comes in naturally. 
With this definition at hand, one can ask when does the following long exact 
homology sequence hold: 

When this happens for any A, the k-algebra I is said to satisfy excision. 
This property can be translated into the existence of a Mayer-Vietoris exact 
sequence. 

The answer is the following: there is a weaker notion of 'having a unit', it 
is 'being H-unital', which means essentially that the bar complex is acyclic 
(1.4.6). Then the main theorem of this chapter, which is due to M.Wodzicki, 
asserts that being H-unital and satisfying excision are equivalent properties 
(1.4.10). 

The philosophy is that H-unital algebras behave like unital algebras with 
respect to homology. For instance one proves that H-unital algebras satisfy 
Morita invariance (1.4.14). 

This section is taken out of Wodzicki [1989]. 

1.4.0 Homology Functors for Nonunital Algebras. There is a standard 
way to extend a functor F from unital algebras with values in abelian groups 
to the category of not necessarily unital algebras (nonunital algebras for 
short). 

Let I be a nonunital k-algebra. One can form a unital k-algebra h as 
follows .. As a k-module 1+ = k E9 I and the multiplication structure is given 
by ('x,u)(/L,v) = ('x/L,'xv+U/L+uv). The unit is (1,0) and it is customary to 
write ,X. 1 + U for (,x, u). 

By definition the extension of F to nonunital k-algebras is given by 

F(I) := Coker(F(k) -+ F(I+)) . 

Note that the map k -+ 1+, ,x I-t ('x, 0) is unital. 
Suppose that F commutes with the product of unital algebras, that is 

the map F(A x A') -+ F(A) x F(A') induced by the two projections is an 
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isomorphism. Then the two definitions of F(A) (A as a unital algebra and as 
a nonunital algebra) agree. Indeed there is an isomorphism of unital algebras 
A+ ~ k X A, ).. . 1 + u r--t (>.,).. . 1A + u) compatible with the inclusions of k 
which gives 

Coker(F(k) -t F(A+)) ~ Coker(F(k) -t F(k) X F(A)) = F(A) . 

1.4.1 Hochschild Homology for Nonunital Algebras. Since HHn is a 
functor from unital algebras to k-modules one can extend its definition to 
nonunital algebras as above: 

Since HHn commutes with the product (cf. Exercise E.1.1.1), this definition 
coincides with the usual one when I is unital. 

1.4.2 Reduced Hochschild Homology. Suppose that the map k -t A is 
injective and let k[O] be the complex consisting in k in degree O. Then the 
reduced Hochschild complex is defined by the following exact sequence, where 

(A 0 11°*, b) is the normalized Hochschild complex (cf. 1.1.14), 

o -t k[O]-t (A 011°*, b) -t (A 011°*, b) red -t O. 

Remark that the reduced Hochschild complex is the same as the normalized 
Hochschild complex except that the module A in degree 0 is replaced by 
11 = A/k. The homology of this reduced complex is called reduced Hochschild 
homology and denoted HHn(A). From the above exact sequence one obtains 
an exact sequence in homology 

(1.4.2.1) o -t HH1(A) -t HH1(A) -t k -t HHo(A) -t HHo(A) -t 0, 

and HHn(A) = HHn(A) for n 2: 2. 
Suppose that A is augmented, that is A = 1+ and therefore 11 = I. Then 

it is immediate that HHn(I+) = HHn(I) with the definition of HHn(I) 
given in 1.4.1. On the other hand the Hochschild complex (C. (I), b) (resp. 
the bar complex (C.(1),b')) described in 1.1.1 (resp. 1.1.11) is well-defined 
since it does not use the existence of a unit. 

1.4.3 Naive Hochschild Homology and Bar Homology. It will prove 
useful to introduce the following homology theories. For any k-algebra I (uni
tal or not) let H H~aiv (1) = H n ( C. (1), b) be the "naive" Hochschild homol
ogy. If I is unital, then HH~aiv(1) = HHn(1). For any k-module V the com
plex (V 129 C.(1), 10 b') is denoted c~ar(I; V) (or simply c~ar(I) if V = k) 
and its homology is H~ar(I; V). 
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1.4.4 Proposition. For any not necessarily unital k-algebra I there is an 
exact sequence 

... -t HH~aiv(I) -t HHn(1) -t H~~I(1) -t HH~'!:!HI) -t ... 

Proof. The group HHn(1) is the homology of the complex (1+ ®I®*,b)red' 
For n > 0 the chain-module 1+ ®I®n is isomorphic to I®n+l ED (k®I®n). For 
n = 0 it is just I. Let us identify the boundary map on this decomposition. 
On the component I®n+l it is simply b and the image is in the component 
I®n. For the component k ® I®n the image of (1, al, ... , an) is 

(al"'" an) - (1, ala2, a3, ... an) + ... + (_l)n-l(l, al, ... , an-Ian) 

+( -l)n(an, all"" an-I) . 

This sum can be written as the sum of two terms: 

(al, ... , an) + (-It(an , al,"" an-d 

which lies in I®n and 

-(1, ala2, a3, ... , an) + ... + (_l)n-l(l, all"" an-Ian) 

which lies in k ® I®n-l. Define the operator t on I®n by t( aI, ... , an) = 
(-l)n-l(an, all"" an-d and identify k®I®n with l®n. Then the boundary 
map I®n+l ED I®n -t I®n ED I®n-l takes the matricial form 

[~ 1_~,t] 
So we have the following 

1.4.5 Proposition. The complex (1+ ® If*, b)red is isomorphic to the total 
complex of the bicomplex CC(I){2},' 

1 1 
l-t 

I®n+l 

-b'l 
l®n 

l-t 
I®n 

-b'l 
... 

-b'l 
l-t 

I I. D 
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Therefore Hochschild homology of the nonunital algebra I is the homol
ogy of CC(I){2}. Since (C*(I),b) is the first column of this bicomplex and 
(C*(I), -b') is the second one, there is an exact sequence of complexes 

o ~ (C*(I),b) ~ Tot CC(I){2} ~ (C*(I), -b')[-l] ~ 0 

from which proposition 1.4.4 follows by taking the homology. 

(1.4.5.1) We already noted that if I has a unit then (C*(I), b') is acyclic 
(cf. 1.1.12). So in the unital case naive Hochschild homology coincides with 
Hochschild homology. However it may happen that this is still the case even 
if I has no unit, and this justifies the following 

1.4.6 Definition (M. Wodzicki). The not necessarily unital k-algebra I is 
said to be homologically unital, or H-unital for short, if for any k-module V 
the bar complex c~ar(I; V) = (V ® C*(I), 1 ® b') is acyclic with 0 augmenta
tion, i.e. H~ar(I; V) = o. 

Remark that if I is flat over k, then, by the universal coefficient theorem, 
it suffices that (C*(I), b') is acyclic. Of course unital algebras are H-unital 
(cf. 1.1.12). In fact the existence of a left (or a right) unit suffices to imply 
H-unitality (cf. Remark following 1.1.12). Here are more examples. 

1.4.7 Definition. The k-algebra I is said to have local units if for every finite 
family of elements ai E I there is an element u E I such that uai = aiU = ai 
for all i. 

For instance if A is unital, then the algebra of matrices M(A) = colimn Mn(A) 
has local units but is not unital. 

1.4.8 Proposition. Algebras with local units are H -unital. 

Proof (Sketch). Start with a cycle in the bar complex. Since it involves only 
a finite number of elements in I, there exists a unit for these elements. It can 
be used to construct a homotopy (inductively) as in the proof of 1.6.5. 0 

1.4.9 The Excision Problem. Let A be a (not necessarily unital) k-algebra 
and I a two-sided ideal such that A ~ AI I is k-split. Then there exists a 
natural map from the homology of I to the relative homology of A modulo 
I (cf. 1.1.16) 

HHn(I) ~ HHn(A,I) . 

The ideal I is said to be excisive (or to satisfy excision) for Hochschild 
homology if this natural map is an isomorphism in all such situations. It 
implies that the following sequence is exact 

... ~ HHn(I) ~ HHn(A) -+ HHn(AII) ~ HHn-1(I) ~ ... 

Similar excision properties can be stated analogously for H Hnaiv and Hbar. 
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1.4.10 Theorem (Wodzicki's Excision Theorem). The following are 
equivalent 
(a) I is H -unital, 
(b) I is excisive for Hochschild homology. 

Proof. The comparison of the exact sequence of proposition 1.4.4 for I with 
the similar exact sequence for the pair (A, I) implies that excision for H~ar 
and HH~aiv implies excision for HH*. We first prove excision for H~ar. The 
method of proof is quite interesting and will be used several times in this 
section. Since the aim is to prove the acyclicity of a certain complex, the 
point is to show that this complex can be viewed as the total complex of a 
certain multicomplex. Then it is sufficient to verify that this multicomplex is 
acyclic in at least one direction. 

1.4.11 Proposition. If I is H -unital, then I is excisive for H~ar. 

Proof. The point is to prove acyclicity for the complex L* = Ker(C~ar(A) -+ 
c~ar (AI I». There is defined the following decreasing filtration on L*: 

FpLn = linear span of {(a1, ... ,an)1 at least n - p ai's belong to I} . 

The associated spectral sequence is in the first quadrant and we will show 
that E~q = o. 

In order to compute the complex (E2q, dO) we introduce the following 
notation. Let n. = (no, . .. , nt) be an (l+l)-tuple of integers such that no, n1 2: 
o and the others are> o. Put 1n.1 = no + ... + nl and l(11) = 1. For a given n. 
let Y* (n.) denote the total complex of the following multiple complex 

Using the k-splitting A = I (f)A/ I it can be shown that the complex (E2*, dO) 
is canonically isomorphic to (f) Y* (n.) where the sum is extended over all n. such 
that 1n.1 = p and l(n.) 2: 1 (rearrange the entries). 

Let us show how it works on an example. Let Ui E I and Si E S = AI I. 
The element x = (St,U2,U3,S4,US,US) is in F2Ls and so defines an element 
in F2 Ls/ FILs = E~4. It is the image, under the canonical isomorphism, of 
y = (S1, S4) ® (U2, U3) ® (us, us). The image of x under b' is 

(S1 U2, U3, S4, us, us) - (S1, U2U3, S4, us, us) + (Sl, U2, U3 S4, us, us) 

- (Sl, U2, U3, S4US, us) + (Sl, U2, U3, S4, usus) . 

But (S1U2, U3, S4, us, U6) (and some of the other terms) is in FILs and so it 
has trivial image in F2Lsi FILs. Finally there remains only 

whose image under the canonical isomorphism is 
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-(SI' S4) ® (U2U3) ® (U5' U6) + (SI' S4) ® (U2' U3) ® (U5U6) . 

This element is precisely b' (y) in the multi-complex. 
Since I is H-unital, the complex Y*(n.) is acyclic for any n. and so E;* = 0 

as claimed. In conclusion the abutment of the spectral sequence is 0, that is 
H*(L*) = O. 0 

We now prove excision for H Hnaiv . 

1.4.12 Proposition. If A ---+ AI I is k-split and if I is H -unital, then I is 
excisive for H Hnaiv . 

Proof. As before we identify A with UJ)AII. The kernel M* = Ker (G .. (A) ---+ 
G* (AI I)) carries the following filtration: 

FpMp+q = linear span of {(aD, ... , ap+q) I at least q + 1 ai's belong to I} . 

The associated spectral sequence is in the first quadrant. It is immediate that 
(E8*, do) = (G*(I), b). For p > 0 there is a decomposition 

E~* = (AI1)®P ® GZar (I)[-l] ED D~* , 

where D~q = linear span of {(aD, ... , ap+q) I there exists 0 ~ j < i < p + q 

such that ai E AI I, aj E I}. We will show that E~* = 0 for p > o. 
Denoting by D~* the homology of (D~*, ~), it comes 

(1.4.12.1) 

In order to compute D~* we introduce a new filtration: 

'FsD~,r+s = linear span of {(aD, ... , ap+r+s)I there exists p+s ~ i ~ p+r+s 
such that ai E AI I}. 

The associated spectral sequence converges to D~,r+s' Its EO-term (a 
graded complex) can be identified with EDI®r [-1] ® Y* (n.) where the direct 
sum is extended over all n. such that 1n.1 = p, l(n) and nIH ~ 1. 

Since I is H-unital, the homology of this direct sum is trivial and hence 

D!* = O. 
In 1.4.11 we have proved that H~ar(I) = O. An easy generalization of this 

proof shows that, in fact, H~ar(I; V) = 0 for any k-module V. In particular 
H~ar(I; (AII)®P) = O. 

Summarizing, from (1.4.12.1) we get 

E~* = 0 for p > 0 . 

In conclusion the edge map (G*(1), b) = (E8*,~) ---+ M* induces an isomor
phism in homology as wished. 0 

1.4.13 End of the Proof of Theorem 1.4.10. As remarked earlier, exci
sion for HHnaiv and Hbar implies excision for HH. 
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It remains to show that b) :::} a). Consider the k-algebra I E9 V with 
multiplication given by (u,v)(u',v') = (uu', 0). Then H~ar(I;V) is a di
rect summand of HH*(I E9 V). The excision property for I implies that 
H~ar(I; V) = o. 0 

1.4.14 Theorem (Morita Invariance of Hochschild Homology for 
Matrices over H-unital Algebras). Let I be an H-unital k-algebra. 
Then for any integer r (including r = 00) the algebra of matrices Mr (I) 
is H-unital and the maps tr* : HH.(Mr(I),Mr(M)) ~ H.(I,M) and 
inc. : H * (I, M) ~ H. (Mr (I), Mr (M)) are isomorphisms and inverse to 
each other. 

Proof. Let us first prove that Mr(I) is H-unital. Put B = Mr(k) so that 
Mr(I) ~ I ® Mr(k) = I ® B. Let M = I ® (Blk. 1) be the module which 
is embedded in the exact sequence 

O~I~I®B~M~O. 

For any k-module V the complex c~ar(I ® B; V) is filtered by 

Fpc~ar(I ® B; V) = linear span {(SI,"" Sn; v)1 at least q s1's belong to I } . 

Then there is a natural identification Gr*C~ar(I ® B; V) = c~ar(I ><I M; V) 
where, in the semi-direct product I ><I M, M2 = O. Counting the number of 
entries which lie in M gives a decomposition c~ar(I ><I M; V) = E9~oc~ar(I). 
Our aim is to show that the homology of c~ar(z) is O. 

Again we filter it by 

Fpc~ar(z) = linear span {(rl,"" rn; v)lrj E I for j ~ q -Z} . 

The associated spectral sequence E;q :::} H p+q (c~ar (I)) can be computed 
from E2q = c~ar(I; (Blk.l)®V)®C;+.I_l (Z-I)[Z-I], where C;+.I_l (Z-I)[Z-I) 
is viewed as a trivial complex concentrated in dimension Z - 1. 

Since I is H-unital by hypothesis, c~ar(I; (Blk·l)) is acyclic and therefore 
E;q = O. Whence H.(c~ar(I» = 0 and finally H~ar(I ® B; V) = 0, that is 
I ® B = Mr(I) is H-unital. 

We now turn to the proof of the Morita invariance. The morphism of split 
extensions 

0 --+ I --+ 1+ --+ k --+ 0 
t t t 

0 --+ Mr· (I) --+ Mr(I+) --+ Mr(k) --+ 0 

leads to a commutative diagram of exact rows 

0--+ HH*(I) --+ HH.(I+) --+ HH.(k) --+ 0 
t t t 

0--+ HH*(Mr(I» --+ HH*(Mr(I+)) --+ HH.(Mr(k» --+ 0 
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since 1 is H-unital (apply theorem 1.4.10). Morita invariance for H-unital 
algebras follows then from Morita invariance for unital algebras (cf. 1.2.4). 
The proof for r = 00 follows by taking the inductive limit. 0 

Exercises 

E.1.4.1. Let k[e:] be the algebra of dual numbers, that is e:2 = O. Let 1 be 
the ideal e:k[e:]. Show that H~ar(1) "# 0 (i.e. 1 is not H-unital). 

E.1.4.2. Show that if the nonunital k-algebra 1 satisfies 12 "# 1 then the 
Morita invariance for matrices does not hold. 

E.1.4.3. Let 9 be a Lie algebra over k. Let U(g) be its universal enveloping 
algebra and 1(g) the augmentation ideal. Show that 1(g) is H-unital if and 
only if Hn(g, k) = 0 for all n > 0 (cf. Chap. 10 for these notions). 

E.1.4.4. By definition the cone of k is the ring Ck of infinite (countable) 
dimensional matrices (aij), 1 ::; i, j, having only a finite number of elements 
in each column and in each row. For any k-algebra A the cone of A is CA = 
C k0A. This algebra contains the algebra of finite dimensional matrices M (A) 
as a two-sided ideal. The quotient SA = CA/M(A) is called the suspension 
of A. 

(a) Show that M(A), CA and SA are H-unital whenever A is H-unital 
(note that M(A) is not unital even when A is). 

Suppose now that A is unital. 
(b) Show that HH*(CA) = 0 and that HH*(SA) = HH*_I(A). 
(c) Let 

and if its class in SA. Show that if is invertible so that A[x, x-l] -t SA, 
x ~ if is well-defined. Show that the induced homomorphism in Hochschild 
homology is surjective. 

(d) Using the results of Sect. 4.2, show that the product by 

x E HHI(k[x, X-I]) 

defines a map HHn-I(A) -+ HHn(A[x, X-I]) which is inverse to the surjec
tive map described in c) (cf. Connes [C, II Cor. 6J, Wodzicki [1989J, Feigin
Tsygan [FT]). 

E.1.4.5. Mayer-Vietoris sequence for Hochschild homology. Let 

A 

1 
C 
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be a Cartesian square of unital k-algebras with! surjective and k-split. Show 
that if Ker ! is H-unital, then there is a long exact sequence 

E.1.4.6. Show that the excision theorem is true under the hypothesis A and 
A/I are H-unital (cf. Wodzicki [1989]). 

E.1.4.7. Show that theorem 1.2.15 is true under the hypothesis A is H-unital 
(cf. Wodzicki [1989]). 

1.5 Hochschild Cohomology, Cotrace, Duality 

In this section we give an account of Hochschild cohomology. It is essentially 
a translation of the definitions and results of the previous sections in the 
cohomological framework; therefore we omit most of the proofs. On top of 
that we treat the pairing between homology and cohomology, which gives 
the most general definition of the residue homomorphism. The last part is 
concerned with the case of topological algebras, which is easier to deal with 
in cohomology and which is important for applications. 

Note that the seminal article [C] of Connes is written in this framework. 

1.5.1 Definition. Let A be a k-algebra and M an A-bimodule. Hochschild 
homology was shown to be the homology of the complex M ® A.c~ar(A), 
where c~ar(A) is the bar resolution of A (cf. 1.1.11 and 1.1.12). So one defines 
Hochschild cohomology of A with coefficients in M as 

The coboundary map (3' in the Hom-complex is given by 

for. any cochain ¢ in HomA.(C~ar(A),M). Explicitly, such a cochain ¢ is 
completely determined by a k-linear map! : A®n -t M. The relationship is 
given by 

¢ (ao [ad .. . Ian] an+!) = ao! (al' ... ' an) an+! . 

Then the formula for the coboundary map is 

(1.5.1.1 ) 

(3U) (at, ... , an+d = ad (a2, ... , an+!) 

+ L (_I)i! (al' ... ' aiai+l,···, an+d 
O<i<n+l 

+ (-I)n+!!(al, ... ,an)an+! . 
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(Compare with the map b in the homological framework, cf. 1.1.1). Hence 
Hn(A, M) is the homology of the complex (Cn(A, M),.8) where Cn(A, M) = 
Homk (A I8ln, M). 

The cohomological groups (in fact k-modules) Hn(A, M) are Z(A)
modules where Z(A) is the center of A. In particular if A is commutative, 
then they are A-modules. 

For fixed A, Hn(A, -) is a functor from the category of A-bimodules to 
the category of k-modules (or Z(A)-modules as wished). 

Any k-algebra homomorphism f : A' -t A defines an A'-module structure 
on M, denoted f* M, and a map 

So f N f* is contravariant. 

1.5.2 Low-dimensional Computations, Derivations. For n 0, 
HO(A, M) is the subgroup of invariants of M, 

HO(A,M)=MA={mEMlam=ma forany a in A}. 

For n = 1 a l-cocycle is a k-module homomorphism D : A -t M satisfying 
the identity 

D(aa') = aD(a') + D(a)a', for a and a' EA. 

Such a map is called a derivation (or sometimes a crossed homomorphism) 
from A to M and the k-module of derivations is denoted Der(A, M) (cf. 
1.3.1). It is a coboundary if it has the form adm{a) = [m, a] = ma - am 
for some fixed m EM; adm is called an inner derivation (or sometimes a 
principal crossed homomorphism). Therefore 

Hl(A, M) = Der{A, M)/{inner derivations} . 

It is sometimes called the group of outer derivations. In the particular case 
M = A the module Hl(A, A) is in fact a Lie algebra with Lie bracket given 
by [D, D'] = DoD' - D' 0 D. Indeed it is immediate to check that [D, D'] is 
a derivation and that, if D' = adu for some u E A, then [D, adul = adD(u). 

1.5.3 Abelian Extensions of Algebras and H2. An abelian extension 
of A by M 

(E) O-tM-tE-tA-tO 

is an extension of associative k-algebras such that the sequence is split over 
k (i.e. E ~ M Ef) A) and M2 = O. Then M inherits the structure of an A
bimodule. In fact, if we denote by s : A -t E the section corresponding to 
the k-spIitting of E, then a· m· a' = s(a)ms(a') (product in E). 
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Two such extensions (E) and (E') with A and M fixed are said to be 
equivalent if there exists an algebra morphism if; : E -+ E' which commutes 
with idM and idA, 

O-+M-+ E -+A-+O 

II -l- II 
O-+M-+E'-+A-+O 

For a fixed A-bimodule M one considers the set of equivalence classes of ex
tensions of A by M for which the A-bimodule structure of M is the prescribed 
one. 

Any 2-cocycle f : A ®2 -+ M gives rise to such an extension (E) by the 
following procedure. As a k-module E = M EB A. The product law is given 
by (mI,ad(m2,a2) = (mla2 + alm2 + f(al,a2),ala2). It is a straightfor
ward computation to check that the co cycle condition for f is equivalent to 
associativity of the product law. The induced A-bimodule structure of Mis 
obviously the former one. 

1.5.4 Theorem. Let A be a unital k-algebra and M be an A-bimodule. The 
construction described above yields a canonical bijection 

H2 (A, M) ~ £xt(A, M) . 

Proof. We only sketch the proof since it is to be found in many textbooks 
(cf. [CE], [ML], Bourbaki [1980], Brown [1982]). 

The trivial 2-cocycle gives rise to the semi-direct product M ~ A (i.e. 
(ml,ad(m2,a2) = (mla2 + alm2,ala2)). Suppose that the 2-cocycle f is 
modified by a boundary: l' = f - f3(g) where 9 is a I-chain. Then it can easily 
be shown that the two extensions (E) and (E'), corresponding respectively 
fo f and 1', are equivalent. The equivalence is given by E -+ E', (m, a) t-+ 

(m + g(a), a). This shows that the map from H2 to ext is well-defined. 
To prove the bijection one constructs a map the other way as follows. 
Starting with a k-split extension (E) one computes the product (0, al) 

(0, a2) which is of the form (j(al, a2), ala2). Associativity in E shows that f 
is a 2-cocycle. Two equivalent extensions are related by a map M EBA -+ M EBA 
of the form 

d = [idoM it], 
where 9 : A -+ M is a I-chain. One checks that the difference of the two 
cocycles is precisely f3(g), so the map which associates [J] to the class of (E) 
is well-defined. 0 

An interpretation of H3 (A, M) is given in Exercise E.1.S.1. 
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1.5.5 The Particular Case M = A *. Notation. For M = A the groups 
Hn{A, A) have been extensively studied in the literature because they are 
related to deformation theory. But one should note that they are not functors 
of A. However if M = A* = Homk{A, k), then the groups Hn{A, A*) are 
indeed functors of A. This case is particularly important for our purpose since 
it will give rise to cyclic cohomology. The A-bimodule structure of A * is given 
by (a!a')(c) = !(a'ca), a, a', c E A. The cochains can be described as follows. 
Any cochain ! E Cn(A, A*) is equivalent to a k-linear map F : A®n+l -t k, 
F(ao, ab'." an) = !(al,.'" an){ao). With this notation the coboundary of 
F is precisely f3(F) = Fob (up to sign), where here b is the classical Hochschild 
boundary. So finally C*(A, A*) = Hom(C(A), k). 

When no confusion can arise we write Cn(A) instead of Cn(A, A*) and 
HHn{A) instead of Hn(A,A*). 

When A = k one has HHO{k) = k and HHn{k) = 0 for n > o. 
It will prove useful later to consider more general A-bimodules of the form 

A* ® L where L is simply a k-module. Any cochain with values in A* ® Lis 
then equivalent to a map A®n+l -t L. 

1.5.6 Cotrace Map and Morita Invariance. The functors H*( -, -) are 
Morita invariant in the sense of Sect. 1.2. Let us make this explicit in the case 
of matrices (with notations of Sect. 1.2). The inclusion maps A y Mr{A) 
and M y Mr{M) induce a natural map 

inc* : Hn(Mr(A),Mr(M)) -t Hn{A,M) 

as follows. For F : Mr(A)®n -t Mr(M) we define inc*(F) : A®n -t M by 

inc*(F) (ab.'" an) = F (Eri,···, Err)11 EM, 

(i.e. the (1, I)-entry of the image in Mr(M)). 
There is defined an explicit map the other way round, called the cotrace 

map, as follows. Let ! E Cn (A, M) and let al,.' . ,an be in Mr (A). Then 
F(al,." ,an) is a matrix in Mr(M) whose (i,j)-entry is 

L!((al)ii2 ,(a2)i2 i3, ••• ,(ankj) 

where the sum is extended over all possible sets of indices (i2' i 3 , ... ,in). The 
map of complexes C*(A, M) -t C*(Mr{A), Mr{M)), ! t-+ F induces the 
cot race map 

cotr: H*(A, M) -t H* (Mr(A), Mr(M)) . 

The cotrace map and inc* are isomorphisms and inverse to each other. 

1.5.7 Normalized Complex. Suppose that A is unital. Then the reduced 
complex C* (A, M) is the subcomplex of C* (A, M) made up of the maps ! 
which vanish on elements (ao, ... , an) such that one of the ai's (i =j:. 0) is 1. 
The inclusion C* Y C* is a quasi-isomorphism. 
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1.5.8 Ext-interpretation. If A is unital and projective over k, then Hoch
schild cohomology can be interpreted in terms of derived functors (cf. [CE]), 

Hn(A, M) = ExtA_(A, M) . 

1.5.9 Duality. Let M and M' be two A-bimodules. The evaluation of 
co chains on chains is the map 

given by 
(f;(m',al, ... ,an)) H !(al, ... an)®m'. 

Since we tensored over Ae in the module range, it is immediate to check that 

(f3(f) , x) = (J,b(x)) , ! E Cn(A,M) , x E Cn+1(A,M'). 

Therefore, restricted to {cocycles} x {cycles}, the evaluation map induces a 
pairing (called sometimes the Kronecker product) 

(1.5.9.1) 

Remark that the tensor product on the left can be taken over the center Z(A). 
For n = 0 this pairing is the surjection map M 0 z(A)M' -+ M 0 A-M'. 

For n = 1 and A commutative, let D be a derivation of A in M and let 
(D) be its class in Hl(A, M). Then, for M' = A, the pairing 

(-, -) : Hl(A, M) ® An~lk -+ MA = Ho(A, M) is given by 

(D) ® adb H aDb. 

In the particular case M = Hom(P, P), where P is a finitely generated 
projective k-module, the composite 

(-, -): Hn(A,Hom(P,P)) ®Z(A) HHn(A) -+ (Hom(P'P))A ~k 

is called the residue homomorphism. Suppose further that A is commutative 
and that P = AI1 for some ideal 1. Setting [(1 I 12)] = Homp (1 I 12, P) one 
sees that there is a natural map 

EI7 [(I112)]®n -+ H*(A,Hom(P,P)). 
n~O 

Combining this map with the residue homomorphism and the antisym
metrization map en (cf. 1.3.4) one gets the residue symbol: 

EI7 [(I I 12)]®n ® nn -+ k . 
n~O Alk 

The next two results concern the behavior of the Kronecker product under 
change of algebras. Let g : A' -+ A be a map of unital k-algebras. It induces 
g* in homology and g* in cohomology. For any ! E Hn (A, M), g* (f) lies in 
Hn(A', M) and for any x' E HHn(A'), g*(x') lies in HHn(A). 
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1.5.10 Proposition. For any g, f and x' as above there is an adjunction 
formula 

Proof. Applying the definition of the Kronecker product one gets 

o 

This adjunction formula admits the following variation which allows us to 
extend the previous proposition to the category (k-ALG) described in 1.2.9. 

1.5.11 Proposition. {Trace-cotrace adjunction formula}. Let A be a unital 
k-algebra and M an A-bimodule. The trace and cotrace maps are related by 
the following adjunction formula: 

(cotr(f), x') = (f, tr(x')) E MA 

for f E Hn(A,M) and x' E HHn(Mr(A)). 

Proof. One first remarks that, a priori, the left-hand side ofthe formula takes 
values in Mr(M)Mr{A). But this last module is isomorphic to MA via the 
(ordinary) trace map. 

Let (ao, ... ,an) E Mr(M)®n+l and let F = cotr(f) (cf. 1.5.6). By defi
nition one gets 

cotr(f) (ao, ... , an) = tr (aoF (al, ... , an)) 

= L (aO)ioil f ((adi1 i2 '···' (an)iniJ 

= f (tr (ao, ... , an)) . 0 

1.5.12 Hochschild Cohomology of Topological Algebras. Suppose 
that k is a topological ring (the main examples for applications are k = lR and 
C) and let A be a topological k-algebra (for example: a C· -algebra). Then we 
restrict ourselves to continuous multilinear maps f : A x ... x A = An -+ k, 
that we call continuous (or topological) cochains: f E C~p(A). The cobound

ary map b is as in (1.5.1.1), and obviously b(f) E C~tl(A). Therefore we 
get a new complex C;op(A) and a family of cohomological groups denoted 
HH~p(A). When it is obvious from the context that one is working with 
the topological algebras and continuous maps, the subscript 'top' is very of
ten removed. More information and applications will be treated in Sect. 6 of 
Chap. 5. 

Remark that it is more difficult to define continuous Hochschild homology 
as this requires to use a topological version of the tensor product. 
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Exercises 

E.1.5.1 Interpretation of H3(A, M). A crossed bimodule is an exact se
quence of k-algebras 

O-+M-+C~B-+A-+O 

together with a B-bimodule structure on C such that 
- the sequence of k-algebras is split as a sequence of k-modules, 
- B and A are unital and the surjection preserves the unit, 
- ¢>(b . e· b') = b¢>( e)b', e E C, b, b' E B, 
- ¢>(e)· e' = ee' = e· ¢>(e') V e,e' E C. 

(a) Show that MC = CM = 0 (in particular M2 = 0) and that there is a 
well-defined A-bimodule structure on M. 
Fix A and the A-bimodule M. A morphism of crossed bimodules is a 
commutative diagram 

O-+M-+ C ~ B -+A-+O 

II I' ~ /3 ~ II 
o -+ M -+ C' 

</>' 
-'--+ B' -+ A -+ 0 

such that I' and /3 are compatible with the B-module structure of C and 
the B' -module structure of C'. On the set of crossed bimodules with fixed 
A and M one puts the equivalence relation generated by the existence of 
a morphism. The set of equivalence classes is denoted Xmod(A, M). 

(b) Prove that there is a canonical bijection H 3 (A, M) e:: Xmod(A, M). 
(To construct the map in direction -+, take B = T(A), the tensor algebra 
over A. In the other direction, express the associativity in B to construct 
a 3-cocycle. Compare with Kassel-Loday [1982] in the framework of Lie 
algebras.) 

E.1.5.2. Lie-bracket on H*(A, A). For f E cm(A, A) and 9 E cn(A, A) 
one defines "composition at the ith place" to be fOig E cm+n-l(A, A): 

fOig (al, ... , am+n-l) 

= f (al,"" ai-l,g (ai"'" ai+n-l), ai+n,···, am+n-l) 
Define 

m 

fog := I) _l)(i-l)(n-l) fOig and [f,g]:= fog - (_l)(m-l)(n-l)gof . 

i=l 

(a) Show that /3(f) = -[f,lt], where It : A 181 A -+ A is the product map 
and /3 as in 1.5.1. 

(b) Show that the bracket [-,-] induces on H*(A,A)[l] a structure of 
graded Lie algebra. Check that on Hl(A, A) = Der(A) it coincides with the 
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Lie algebra structure of derivations [see M. Gerstenhaber, The cohomology 
structure of an associative ring, Ann. Math. 78 (1963) 267-288]. 

E.1.S.3. Let A be a k-algebra which is projective as a k-module. Show that 
there is a split exact sequence 

E.1.S.4. Let A be a commutative k-algebra, and M an A-algebra. Show 
that there exists a graded product on H* (A, M). Let Di , 1 ::; i ::; n, be 
derivations of A with values in M, and let (D1D2 ••• Dn) be the product of 
their homology classes (this is an element of Hn (A, M)). Show that 

where det is the determinant function (cf. Lipman [1987, Cor.1.1O.3D. 

1.6 Simplicial Modules 

When A has a unit element, the family of modules Cn(A, M), n ~ 0, is an 
example of what is called a simplicial module. A large part of what has been 
done in the previous sections works out perfectly well for simplicial modules. 
We give other examples and introduce the notion of shuffles. It is used in 
the computation of the homology of the product of two simplicial modules. 
This is the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem. More on simplicial theory is done in 
Appendix B. 

1.6.1 Definition. A simplicial module M. (or simply M) is a family of k
modules Mn , n ~ 0, together with k-homomorphisms 

di : Mn -+ Mn- 1 , i = 0, ... , n, called face maps and 

Si : Mn -+ Mn+1 , i = 0, ... , n, called degeneracy maps, 

satisfying the following identities: 

di dj = dj - 1 di for i < j , 

Si Sj = Sj+l Si for i::; j , 

{ 
Sj-l di for i < j 

dis j = idM for ~ = ~, i = j + 1 , 
Sj di - 1 for z > J + 1 . 

(1.6.1.1) 

A morphism of simplicial modules f : M -+ M' is a family of k-linear maps 
fn : Mn -+ M~ which commute with faces and degeneracies: In-ldi = di In 
and f n+l Si = Si In for all i and all n. 
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A paradigm for simplicial modules is given by Mn = L ® AI8In where L 
is an A-bimodule (the particular case L = A gives Mn = Al8in+l) and the 
formulas: 

di (ao, ... ,an) = (ao, ... ,aiai+l, .. · ,an) for i = O, ... ,n -1, 

(1.6.1.2) dn(ao, ... ,an) = (anaO,al, ... ,an-l) , 

Sj (ao, ... ,an) = (ao, ... ,aj, 1,aj+l, ... an) for j = O, ... ,n, 

where ao ELand ai E A for i = 1, ... , n. This simplicial module is denoted 
C(A,L) or simply C(A) when L = A. 

One observes that 1 E A is used only in the definition of the degeneracy 
maps. If we ignore the degeneracies, then M is called a presimplicial module 
(cf. 1.0.6). 

From the relations didj = dj-ldi it is immediate (cf. 1.0.7) that the 
simplicial module M gives rise to a chain complex (M*, d) where 

n 

d = ~) _1)idi . 
i=O 

It will be referred to as the canonical chain complex associated to the simpli
cial module. 

1.6.2 Definition. The homology of the simplicial module M is 

1.6.3 Examples. (a) Let X be a set and put Mn = xn+l (cartesian product 
of n + 1 copies of X) where X is a set. The formulas 

where Xi means xi deleted, and 

put on M the structure of a simplicial set (cf. Appendix B). 
Let k[xn+l] be the free k-module over xn+l. Then n t-+ k[xn+l] is a 

simplicial module (extend di and Sj linearly). 
(b) Let C be a group and put Zn = Cn+ l. There is another simplicial struc-

ture on Z which takes care of the group law. It is given by 

di(go, ... ,gn) = (gO, ... ,gigi+l, ... ,gn) i =0, ... ,n-1, 

dn (gO, ... ,gn) = (gngO,gl, ... ,gn-d , 

Sj(gO, ... ,gn) = (gO,.··,9j,1,9j+l,·.·,9n) , j=O, ... ,n. 

The associated simplicial module [n] t-+ k[Cn+l] is obviously [n] t-+ A®n+l 
where A is the group algebra k[C]. 
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(c) Let Yn = {(go, ... ,gn) E Gn+llgo .. . gn = I}. It is immediate to verify 
that Y is a subsimplicial set of Z defined above. In fact Y is the nerve of 
the discrete group G (cf. Appendix B.12). 

1.6.4 Normalization. Let M be a simplicial module and let Dn be the 
submodule of Mn spanned by the degenerate elements, i.e. Dn = soMn- 1 + 
.,. + Sn-lMn-l. The relations between faces and degeneracies (1.6.1.1) show 
that D. is a subcomplex of M •. We will show that this subcomplex does 
not contribute to the homology of M., in other words M. and its normalized 
complex M./ D. have the same homology. 

1.6.5 Proposition. The canonical projection map M. --t M./ D. onto the 
normalized complex is a quasi-isomorphism. 

Proof. It suffices to prove that D. is acyclic. Consider the following filtration 
of Dn: 

FpDn = {linear span of so, ... ,sp : Mn- 1 --t Dn} . 

This filtration satisfies Fn-1Dn = FnDn = ... = Dn. It determines a spectral 
sequence whose El-term is the homology of Gr.D •. Since the abutment of 
this spectral sequence is the homology of D., by appendix D.8 the proposition 
is an immediate consequence of the following 

1.6.6 Lemma. For any p the complex GrpD. is acyclic. 

Proof. For n ~ p, GrpDn = O. So it suffices to prove that, for n > p, (-I)Psp 
induces a chain homotopy from id to 0, that is 

If i < p, then disp = sp-1di which is 0 mod Fp- 1' The middle terms dpsp 
and dp+lsp cancel with each other. If i > p+ 1, then disp = spdi - b so dispsp 
cancels with spdi - 1 sp for p + 2 < i ~ n + 1. Hence the only term which is 
left over in (dsp+spd)sp is (-1)p+2dp+2spsp = (-I)Pspdp+lsp = (-l)Psp. 0 

There is a simple way to construct a new simplicial module out of a 
simplicial module: shifting dimensions by one (Nn = Mn+l) and ignoring 
part of the structure (that is Sn and dn ). However in a certain sense this 
new simplicial module is not too interesting because its homology is zero. In 
fact we will use this fact the other way round, that is to prove that some 
complexes are acyclic. 

1.6.7 Proposition. Let N be a simplicial module which has an extra degen
eracy, that is a map Sn+l : Nn --t Nn+l which satisfies formulas (1.6.1.1). 
Then the complex N. is endowed with a contracting homotopy, therefore it is 
acyclic. 
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Proof. Formulas (1.6.1.1) for the extra degeneracy are disn+1 = Sndi if i :::; n 
and dn+1snH = id. Therefore we have dSn+1 - snd = (-1)nHid. Hence 
( -1) n Sn is a contracting homotopy from id to O. 0 

1.6.8 Product of Simplicial Modules. Let M and N be two simplicial 
modules with associated complexes M. and N. respectively. The product 
(in the category of simplicial modules) of M and N is M x N, such that 
(M x N)n = Mn i8l Nn, diem i8l n) = diem) i8l di(n) and sj(m i8l n) = 
sj(m) i8l sj(n). The Eilenberg-Zilberg theorem (see 1.6.12 below) is a com
parison between the complex (M x N). and the tensor product of complexes 
M. i8l N •. In one direction the morphism is given by the Alexander-Whitney 
map and in the other direction by the shuffle-product map. The particular 
case of algebras, i.e. Mn = A®nH , is emphasized in Sect. 4.2. 

The following notation will be useful. For x E Mn (or Nn) d(x) = dn(x). 
So d is the "last" face operator. By (d)i we mean d iterated i times. So, for 

. - i . - 0 
x III Mn, we have (d) (x) = dn-i+l ... dn- 1dn(x) for z > 0 and (d) (x) = x. 

1.6.9 Lemma-Definition. The map AW : (M x N). -7 M. i8l N., given by 

n 

AW(a i8l b) = ~)dt-ia i8l (do)ib , a E Mn , bE Nn , 
i=O 

is a natural map of complexes called the Alexander-Whitney map. 

Proof. Cf. MacLane [ML, Chap. 8, Thm.8.5]. o 

1.6.10 Shuffles. Let p and q be two non-negative integers. A (p, q)-shufJle 
(J-t, /.I) is a partition of the set of integers {O, ... , p + q - 1} into two disjoint 
subsets such that J-tl < ... < J-tp and /.11 < ... < /.Iq. So {J-tb"" J-tp, /.lb,'" /.Iq} 
determines a permutation of {O, ... ,p + q - 1}. By convention sgn(JL, /.I) is the 
sign of this permutation. 

1.6.11 Lemma-Definition. The map sh: M. i8l N. -7 (M x N). given by 

shea i8l b) = L sgn(J-t, /.I) (svq ••• SVl (a) i8l SJ.l.p'" SJ.l.l (b)) , 
(J.I.,V) 

for a E Mp and bE Mq, where (J-t, /.I) runs over all (p, q)-shufJles, is a natural 
map of complexes, called the shuffle map. This map is associative and graded 
commutative. 

Proof. Cf. MacLane [ML, Chap. 8, Thm.8.8]. 0 

In this setting graded commutativity means the following. Let T : 
M i8l N ~ N i8l M be the twisting map T(m,n) = (n,m). Then one has 
T(sh(a, b)) = (-1)la l' lbl sh(T(a, b)). 
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1.6.12 Eilenberg-Zilber Theorem. The shuffle map and the Alexander
Whitney map are quasi-isomorphisms, which are inverse to each other on 
homology. 

Proof. Cf. MacLane [ML, Chap. 8, Thm. 8.1] or Cartan-Eilenberg [CE, p. 218, 
219]. 0 

Exercises 

E.1.6.1. Show that on the normalized complexes AWosh = id (cf. MacLane 
[ML, p. 244]). 

E.1.6.2. Let T: M 0 N ~ N 0 M and t: M x N ~ N x M be the twisting 
maps. Show that AW 0 t and To AW (resp. sh 0 T and to sh) are chain 
homotopic. 

Bibliographical Comments on Chapter 1 

Much of the content of this chapter (except Sect. 1.4) is more than thirty years 
old and can be found in several textbooks, for instance Cartan-Eilenberg [CE], 
MacLane [ML], Bourbaki [1980]. Originally Hochschild cohomology appeared in 
Hochschild [1945]. Later on it was recognized that, in the projective case, it is 
a particular case of the general theory of derived functors. In fact one can also 
handle the non-projective case through the theory of relative derived functors as in 
Hochschild [1956J. We do not touch this relative theory in this book. 

Morita invariance of Hochschild homology seems to be more or less folklore 
in the matrix case. Proofs under various hypotheses can be found in Connes [Cl, 
Lipman [1987J, Dennis-Igusa [1982J. The proof of the general case given here, with 
explicit isomorphisms, is due to McCarthy [1988J. The localization theorem in the 
non-commutative framework follows from Brylinski [1989J. For the non-fiat case, 
see Geller-Weibel [1991]. 

Computation of Hochschild homology of triangular matrices (1.2.15) appeared 
in Kadison [1989J and in Wodzicki [1989J. A particular case was done in Calvo 
[1988J. See Cibils [1990J for a nice generalization. 

The homotopy for an inner derivation (1.3.3) is already in [CEJ but has been 
rediscovered by many people. The comparison of the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex 
with the Hochschild complex via the antisymmetrization map is due to J.-L. Koszul 
[1950J (see also [CE]). 

The comparison of Hochschild homology with differential forms is studied ex
plicitly in Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg [1962]. The use of Hochschild homology 
as a substitute for differential forms in residue formulas is worked out in detail in 
Lipman [1987J. 

Section 4 is entirely due to Wodzicki [1989]' who discovered the importance of 
the notion of H-unitality. 

Section 5 is important because several papers in the literature, including 
Connes' work, are written in this framework. The classification of extensions by 
H2 is classical, cf. Hochschild [1945J, [CE]. Exercise E.1.5.1 is the analogue of sim
ilar results for groups and for Lie algebras, cf. Kassel-Loday [1982J. Hochschild 
cohomology is an important tool in "Deformation theory", see Gerstenhaber and 
Schack [1988bJ. 
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Simplicial sets were first introduced (under the name semi-simplicial sets) by 
D.M. Kan. There exist several books or foundational articles on the subject, for 
instance Gabriel-Zisman [1967], May [1967], Bousfield-Kan [1972]. Shuffles and 
their fundamental homological properties were introduced by S. Eilenberg and S. 
MacLane. 

Many papers have been devoted to computations of Hochschild homology and 
cohomology, and only a few of them are listed in the references. 
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There are at least three ways to construct cyclic homology from Hochschild 
homology. First, in his search for a non-commutative analogue of de Rham 
homology theory, A. Connes discovered in 1981 the following striking phe
nomenon: 
- the Hochschild boundary map b is still well-defined when one factors out the 

module A0A®n = A®n+l by the action of the (signed) cyclic permutation 
of order n + 1. 

Hence a new complex was born, whose homology is now called (at least in 
characteristic zero) cyclic homology. As will be seen later (cf. Chap. 10) this 
is exactly the complex which appears in the computation of the homology of 
the Lie algebra of matrices (Loday-Quillen and Tsygan). 

Second, a slightly different way of looking for a generalization of the de 
Rham cohomology in the non-commutative framework is to look for a lifting 
of the differential map d on forms to Hochschild homology. This lifting even 
exists at the chain level, it is Connes boundary map B : A®n -t A®n+l, 
whose construction involves the cyclic operator t. From the properties relat
ing band B one can construct a bicomplex 8(A) whose homology is cyclic 
homology HC.(A) (the notation HC stands for "Homologie Cyclique" or for 
"Homologie de Connes" in French). One should note that the discovery of 
the lifting B of d was already in a paper by G. Rinehart published in 1963, 
but apparently forgotten. 

It is not at all obvious to relate these two definitions of cyclic homology. 
The best way to do it is to introduce a third definition which takes advantage 
of the existence of a periodic resolution of period 2 for the '1./ (n+ 1 )Z-modules. 
This gives rise to the so-called cyclic bicomplex CC(A), which 
- permits to prove the equivalence, in characteristic zero, of the two previous 

definitions, 
- gives the correct definition of cyclic homology in the characteristic free 

framework and for not necessarily unital algebras, 
- permits us to prove easily the exactness of Connes periodicity exact se

quence which relates HH and HC. 
In his seminal paper [C] A. Connes was working in the cohomological 

framework and over the complex number field. In this book we chose to work 

J.-L. Loday, Cyclic Homology
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998
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instead in the homological framework (under the influence of algebraic K
theory) and over an arbitrary ring k. 

Section 2.1 begins with the construction of the cyclic bicomplex CC(A), 
suggested by the work of B. Tsygan, as done in [LQ]. It takes advantage of 
the relationship between the simplicial structure of [n] t-t A®n+1 and the 
action of the cyclic group. It is proven that HCn coincides, in characteristic 
zero, with the original definition of A. Connes denoted H~ as in [C]. In the 
unital case a suitable modification of CC(A) leads to B(A) in which, aside 
from the Hochschild boundary map b, appears the degree + 1 differential map 
B. 

Section 2.2 contains the description of the relationship between Hochschild 
homology and cyclic homology. It takes the form of a long exact sequence 
(Connes' periodicity exact sequence) : 

I S B I 
.. , -t HHn(A) -tHCn(A) -t HCn- 2 (A) -t HHn- 1(A) -t ... 

This shows that, though cyclic homology is not always periodic of period 2, it 
is endowed with a periodicity map S which plays, in cyclic homology, the role 
of the Bott periodicity map in topological K-theory. This exact sequence is 
one of the main tools in the computation of cyclic homology. It is illustrated 
by the proof of the Morita invariance and the excision property for cyclic 
homology. 

In Sect. 2.3 we compare cyclic homology of a commutative algebra with 
differential forms and with de Rham cohomology. The correspondence be
tween Connes' boundary map B and the exterior differential operator on 
forms is the main result of this section. 

Section 2.4 is essentially the translation of all the preceding results in the 
cohomological framework, together with the study of a pairing between cyclic 
homology and cyclic cohomology. 

So far we have concentrated on the case of algebras. However it is easily 
seen that one can axiomatize the properties of this case to elaborate the 
notion of a cyclic module (and more generally the notion of a cyclic object 
in any category). This generalization will prove to be useful later on, even 
in the understanding of the algebra case. This is done in Sect. 2.5 and more 
generally in Chap. 6. 

The theory just described is not the only way to extend the notion of 
differential forms to non-commutative algebras. Section 2.6 describes a dif
ferent philosophy which is closer to the classical differential calculus (with 
its notions of connections, curvature and characteristic classes). It consists 
in working with "non-commutative differential forms" and then abelianizing 
the corresponding complex before taking the homology. It turns out that the 
homology groups so obtained are very closely related to cyclic homology. 

This chapter follows essentially Loday-Quillen [LQ]. 

Standing Assumptions. Throughout this chapter k denotes the commu
tative ground ring and A is an associative algebra over k. The notations 
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AQ?)n,b,b' , etc. are like those in Chap. 1. Note that, when A has no unit, the 
definition of HHn(A) involves the b-complex and the b'-complex (d. 1.4.1 
and 1.4.5). 

2.1 Definition of Cyclic Homology 

First we construct the cyclic bicomplex CC(A) which intertwines the Hoch
schild complex with the classical 2-periodic resolution coming from the action 
of the cyclic group Zj(n + I)Z on A0n+1• Its total homology defines cyclic 
homology. It is immediate to relate it to the original definition of A. Connes, 
which is in terms of the quotient of A 0n+1 by the cyclic group action (The
orem 2.1.5). 

A modification of CC(A) gives rise to a new first quadrant bicomplex B(A) 
whose vertical differential is b and whose horizontal differential is Connes' 
boundary map B (d. 2.1.7). This bicomplex will prove helpful in the com
parison with differential forms in Chap. 3. 

2.1.0 Cyclic Group Action. The cyclic group Zj(n + I)Z action on the 
module A0n +1 is given by letting its generator t = tn act by 

tn (aD, ... , an) = (-It (an, aD,···, an-d 

on the generators of A 0 n+1. It is then extended to A 0n+ 1 by linearity; it 
is called the cyclic operator. Remark that (_1)n is the sign of the cyclic 
permutation on (n+ 1) letters. Let N = 1 +t+ . . . +tn denote the corresponding 
norm operator on A0n+1 . 

2.1.1 Lemma. The operators t, N, band b' satisfy the following identities 

(1- t)b' = b(1 - t) , biN = Nb . 

Proof. It is immediate to check that 

(2.1.1.1) 

The first equality can be rewritten (( -1)'di )t = t(( -1)i- 1di_d, from which 
(b - do)t = tb' follows immediately. Then bt = tb' + (_I)n dn and therefore 
(1 - t)b' = b(1 - t). 

The relations (2.1.1.1) imply that 

ditj = (-I)jt j d,_j when i?: j, and 

ditj = (-It-j+ltj-ldn+l+i_j when i < j . 

Then one can write 
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b'N= 

In this summation the coefficient of (-I)qdq (for 0 ~ q ~ n) is 

t j - 1 = N . 
O:::;j:::;n-l-q n-q:::;j-l:::;n-l 

Therefore we have proved the formula b' N = Nb. o 

Remark. Note that this lemma is a consequence of the relations (2.1.1.1) 
alone. In particular the relation (tn)n+1 = id is not used in the proof. 

2.1.2 The Cyclic Bicomplex. As an immediate consequence of Lemma 
2.1.1, the following is a first quadrant bicomplex denoted CC(A), and called 
the cyclic bicomplex: 

1 1 1 1 
A®3 I-t A®3 N A®3 I-t A®3 N 

+-- +-- +-- +--

bl -b'l bl -b'l 
A®2 I-t A®2 N A®2 I-t A®2 ? +-- +-- +--

bl -b'l bl -b'l 
A 

I-t 
A 

N A 
I-t 

A 
N 

+-- +-- +-- +--

By convention the module A, which is in the left-hand corner, is of bide
gree (0,0), so CCpq(A) = Cq(A) = A®q+l. 

2.1.3 Definition. The cyclic homology groups HCn(A), n 2: 0, of the asso
ciative (not necessarily unital) k-algebra A are the homology groups of the 
total complex Tot CC(A): 

HCn(A) := Hn(TotCC(A)) . 

Note that we did not assume that A is unital in this definition. A thorough 
discussion about unitality will be carried out in 2.2.14. As usual 

HC*(A):= EB HCn(A) . 
n2:0 

We suggest the notation HCn(Alk) if mentioning k is necessary. 
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Let f : A -+ A' be a morphism of k-algebras (which need not preserve the 
unit if any). It induces a morphism of bicomplexes CC{A) -+ CC{A') and 
therefore a functorial map HCn{A) -+ HCn{A'). 

So H Cn is a functor from the category of associative k-algebras to the 
category of k-modules. If k -+ K -+ A is a sequence of ring morphisms, there 
is defined a natural map of k-modules HCn{AJk) -+ HCn{AJK). 

2.1.4 Connes' Complex. The cokernel A®n+1 /(l-t) of the endomorphism 
(I - t) of A ®nH is the coinvariant space of A ®nH for the action of the 
cyclic group Z/{n + l)Z. Following A. Connes we denote it by C~{A) .
A®nH /(1 - t). By Lemma 2.1.1 the following is a well-defined complex 

A{ ) b A{) b A ( ) b b A{) C* A: ",--+Cn A --+Cn- 1 A --+",--+Co A 

called Connes complex, and whose nth homology group is denoted H~(A). 
The natural surjectionp : Tot CC(A) -+ CA(A) is the quotient map A®nH -+ 
A®nH /(1 - t) on the first column and 0 on the others. 

2.1.5 Theorem. For any algebra A over a ring k which contains Q the 
natural map p. : HC.{A) -+ H;{A) is an isomorphism. 

Proof. Consider row number n in the bicomplex CC{A). When k contains Q 
there is defined a homotopy from id to 0 as follows (cf. Appendix C.4). Let 

n 

(2.1.5.1) h' := l/{n + 1). id , h := -(l/{n + 1)) L iti 
i=l 

be maps from Cn{A) to itself. One verifies that 

(2.1.5.2) h' N + (I - t)h = id, Nh' + h{l - t) = id . 

Therefore this row is an acyclic augmented complex with Ho = C~{A). 
As a consequence (cf. 1.0.12) the homology of the bicomplex CC{A) is 

canonically isomorphic to the homology of Connes' complex C;{A). 0 

-A 
An analogous statement for the reduced Connes' complex Cn{A) will be 

proved in 2.2.13. 

Remark. By Appendix C.4 the homology of any row in CC{A) is 

H. (Z/(n + l)Z, A®nH) , 

i.e. the homology of the discrete group Z/(n + l)Z with coefficients in the 
module A®nH. So the bicomplex CC{A) gives rise to the spectral sequence 
(d. Appendix D) 

E;q = Hp (Z/{q + 1)Z,A®q+1) =? HC*(A). 
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It shows in particular that the map H Ci (A) --+ H/' (A) is an isomorphism for 
i :S n provided that n! is invertible in k. 

In the proof of 1.1.12 we proved that the b'-complex is contractible when 
A is unital. So one can expect to simplify the double chain complex CC(A) 
by getting rid of the contractible complexes (odd degree columns). To do this 
we use the following easy result. 

2.1.6 Lemma (Killing Contractible Complexes). Let 

A n- 1 EEl A~_l --+ ... 

be a complex of k-modules such that (A~, 8) is a complex and is contractible 
with contracting homotopy h : A~ --+ A~+l' Then the following inclusion of 
complexes is a quasi-isomorphism: 

Proof. Let us prove that the inclusion (id, -h'Y) : An --+ An EEl A~ induces a 
map of complexes (A., O! - (3h'Y) --+ (A. EEl A~, d). 

One one hand we have 

and on the other hand 

From the relations d 2 = 82 = 0 one deduces that 'YO! + 8'Y = 0 and 'Y(3 = o. 
Hence we only need to show that 'Y - 8h'Y = -h'YO! or equivalently 'Y = 
8h'Y-h'Y0!. Since 'YO! = -8'Y we have 8h'Y-h'Y0! = 8h'Y+M'Y = (Jh+Mh = 'Y 
because h is a homotopy for 8 and we are done. 

Since the cokernel of (id, -h'Y) is isomorphic to (A~, 8), which is acyclic, 
the inclusion (id, -h'Y) is a quasi-isomorphism. 0 

Remark. The case 'Y = 0 (resp. (3 = 0) is well-known and does not change 
the differential in A •. 

2.1.7 Connes' Boundary Map B and the Bicomplex B{A). Now we 
suppose that A is unital. The first b'-column of CC(A) can be considered as 
a quotient of Tot CC(A). Since it is endowed with a contracting homotopy 
one can apply the 'Killing contractible complexes' lemma. The kernel of this 
quotient map is deduced from CC(A) as follows: delete the first b'-column 
and add a map B : CC2q (A) = A0q+l --+ CCoq(A) = A0q+2 described as 
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follows. Sticking to the notation of Lemma 2.1.6 one gets a = b, (3 = (1 - t), 
'"Y = N, 8 = -b' and h = -8 (extra degeneracy). Therefore 

(2.1.7.1) B = (1- t)8N. 

By Proposition 1.1.12 the extra degeneracy is a homotopy for b', so one can 
apply Lemma 2.1.6 successively to the odd degree columns of CC(A) to end 
up with the following diagram 

A A 

It is customary to rearrange the columns in this diagram (changing the in
dexing) to get the bicomplex B(A), where B(A)pq = A®q-p+I if q 2: p and 0 
otherwise: 

+ + + 
A®3 B A®2 B 

A +-- +--

bi bi 
A®2 B 

A +--

bi 
A 

Remark that, as an immediate consequence, we have the formula 

(2.1.7.2) Bb+bB=O. 

Explicitly B : A®n+1 -+ A®n+2 is given by 

n 

(2.1.7.3) B (ao, ... , an) = L( -1ti (1, ai,···, an, ao,···, ai-d 
i=O 

In low dimensions we have 

B (ao) = (l,ao) + (ao, 1) for n = 0, 

B (ao, al) = ((1, ao, al) - (1, aI, ao)) + ((ao, 1, ad - (aI, 1, ao)) for n = 1 . 

Formula (2.1.7.2) implies that B induces on Hochschild homology a homo
morphism denoted 
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(2.1. 7.4) 

The injective map of complexes Tot (8(A)) '-+ Tot (CC(A)) sends an 
element x E 8(A)pq = Cq_p to the element 

x E9 sN(x) E Cq _ p E9 Cq- p+1 

= CC2p,q_p E9 CC2p- 1,q-P+1 c (Tot CC(A))p+q . 

By Lemma 2.1.6 this map is a quasi-isomorphism and we have proved the 
following 

2.1.8 Theorem ({b, B)-Definition of Cyclic Homology). For any asso
ciative and unital k-algebra A the inclusion map Tot 8(A) ~ Tot CC(A) is 
a quasi-isomorphism and therefore Hn(Tot 8(A)) = HCn(A). 0 

Note that the hypothesis, A is unital, is necessary in this statement. 

2.1.9 The Bicomplex B{A). The (b, B)-bicomplex 8(A) can be simplified 
further by replacing the Hochschild complexes by their normalizations (cf. 
1.1.15). Let A = A/k and consider the new bicomplex B(A): 

.!. .!. .!. 
A®A®2 ? A®A 

B 
A +--

bl bl 

A®A 
Ii A +--

bl 
A 

- -®n -®n+l 
where B = sN : A ® A ~ A ® A is given by the formula 

(2.1.9.1) 
n 

B (ao, ... , an) = L( _1)ni (1, ai, . .. , an, ao,.· ., ai-l) 
i=O 

(Remark that the sign (-1 )ni is exactly the sign of the involved cyclic per
mutation). In particular 

B(a) = (l,a), B(a,a') = (l,a,a') - (l,a',a). 

If the context is clear we will often write simply B instead of B. 
By Proposition 1.1.15 the normalization process does not change the ho

mology of the columns. Therefore, by a standard spectral sequence argu
ment (cf. 1.0.12) the surjective map of complexes 8(A) ~ 8(A) is a quasi
isomorphism. Thus we have proved the following: 
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2.1.10 Corollary. For any unital k-algebra A there is a canonical isomor
phism 

H. (TotB(A)) ~ HC.(A) . o 

2.1.11 Summary. Finally we have shown that for any k-algebra A there are 
defined canonical morphisms of complexes 

Tot B(A) +- TotB(A) y Tot CC(A) -+ C'>'(A) , 

the first two being quasi-isomorphisms. The last one is also a quasi-isomor
phism when the ground ring k contains Q. 

2.1.12 Elementary Computations. First, if A = k, then it is obvious from 
the B-complex that HC2n (k) = k with generator 1 E k ~ B(k)nn(n 2 0) and 
HC2n+l (k) = o. 

In the cyclic bicomplex CC(k) the generator of HC2n (k) is the cycle 

un := ((-It(2(n-I))!, ... ,-6,2,-I,I) E (TotCC(k)hn, 

where k®n is identified with k. 
For H~n(k) the class of (1, ... ,1) is a generator. The natural map p sends 

un to (-I)n(2(n-I))!(I, ... ,I) for n > o. 
So cyclic homology of the ground ring is periodic of period two. This is not 

true for all k-algebras and the obstruction to being periodic will be analyzed 
in the next section. 

It is also immediate that HCo(A) = HHo(A) = A/[A, A]. So, if A is 
commutative, then HCo(A) = HHo(A) = A. 

2.1.13 Remark. Though Hochschild homology groups of A are modules 
over the center of A, this is not at all true for cyclic homology groups, as it 
becomes obvious below by looking at HC l (A). 

2.1.14 Proposition. For any commutative and unital k-algebra A one has 

Proof. From the complex B(A) we deduce that the group HC l (A) is the 
quotient of A ® A by the relations 

ab ® c - a ® be + ea ® b = 0, a, b, e E A (image of b) , 

and 1 ® a - a ® 1 = 0, a E A (image of B) . 

Let us show that the map which sends the class of a ® b to adb E .n~lk/dA 

is well-defined. The first relation is a defining relation of .n~lk. The second 

relation is also fulfilled in .n~lk/dA because adl = 0 in .n~lk and Ida E dA. 
It is an isomorphism because it has an inverse map given by adb H a ® b. D 
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2.1.15 Relative Cyclic Homology. Let I be a two-sided ideal of A with 
quotient algebra Aj I. Since the map of complexes CC(A) -+ CC(Aj I) is 
surjective one can define CC(A, I) as the kernel. Then HCn(A, I) is by def
inition the homology of the complex Tot CC(A, I). It fits into a long exact 
sequence 
(2.1.15.1) 

.,. -+ HCn(A,I) -+ HCn(A) -+ HCn(AjI) -+ HCn-I(A,I) -+ ... 

2.1.16 Change of Ground Ring and Localization. As in Hochschild 
homology, cyclic homology depends drastically on the ground ring k. If we 
want to emphasize the choice of k, we write HC*(Alk) or HC:(A). Let k -+ K 
be a ring homomorphism (always preserving the unit). Any K-algebra is also 
a k-algebra. It is immediate that there is defined a canonical map of k-modules 

HC*(Alk) -+ HC*(AIK) . 

Let S be a multiplicative subset of k and put K = ks (that is k localized at 
S) then the above morphism is in fact an isomorphism. In particular if A is 
a Q-algebra, then HC*(AIZ) 0 Q = HC*(AIQ). These results can be proved 
either by direct inspection or by using the analogous results for Hochschild 
homology (cf. 1.1.19) and Connes exact sequence from the next section. 

Exercises 

E.2.1.1. Let Ii : Ai -+ Ai+I' i E N be an infinite family of k-algebra ho
momorphisms, whose inductive limit is denoted liIDi Ai. Show that cyclic 
homology commutes with inductive limits: 

lim HCn(Ai) ~ HCn (limAi) . 

E.2.1.2. Let I and J be two 2-sided ideals of the unital k-algebra A. Define 
birelative cyclic homology HC*(Aj I, J) so that there is a long exact sequence 

... -+ HCn(A,I) -+ HCn(AjJ, (I + J)jJ) -+ HCn-I(Aj I, J) 

-+ HCn - 1 (A, I) -+ ... 

Suppose that InJ = O. Show that HCo(AjI, J) = 0 and that HCI(Aj I, J) = 
10 AeJ. 

E.2.1.3. Check directly that HCI(A) = Hr(A) (without any characteristic 
hypothesis). Compute the kernel and the cokernel of the map HC2 (A) -+ 
Hi(A). Find examples for which they are not trivial. 

E.2.1.4. Let AOP be the opposite algebra of A. Show that there are canon
ical isomorphisms HHn(A) ~ HHn(AOP) and HCn(A) ~ HCn(AOP). [Use 
wn(ao, ... , an) = (ao, an, an-I,"" a2, ad·] 
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2.2 Connes' Exact Sequence, 
Morita Invariance and Excision 

The comparison of cyclic homology with Hochschild homology takes the form 
of a long exact sequence (2.2.1) involving a "periodicity operator" S. This is 
Connes' exact sequence which was first discovered by him in the character
istic zero framework. It is an efficient tool to compute cyclic homology from 
Hochschild homology. It is analogous to the so-called Gysin sequence for the 
homology of an 8 1-space X (see Appendix D.6), where H*(X) plays the role 
of Hochschild homology and H * (X /81 ) plays the role of cyclic homology. 
In fact there is more than an analogy and the relationship will be studied 
extensively in Chap. 7. We study in details the periodicity map 8. The fol
lowing applications are treated: Morita invariance in cyclic homology (2.2.9), 
computations for triangular matrices (2.2.11), excision properties (2.2.16). 

2.2.1 Theorem (Connes' Periodicity Exact Sequence). For any asso
ciative and not necessarily unital k-algebra A there is a natural long exact 
sequence 

Proof. Let CC(A){2} be the bicomplex consisting of the first two columns of 
CC{A). It is clear that the following sequence of bicomplexes is exact 

o -t CC{A){2} -t CC(A) -t CC{A)[2,0] -t 0 . 

The notation [2,0] indicates that degrees are shifted, (C[2, O])pq = Cp- 2,q. 
The expected long exact sequence is the homology sequence associated to 

the bicomplex sequence. Indeed for unital algebras the b'-complex is acyclic 
(cf. 1.1.12) and CC(A){2} is quasi-isomorphic to the Hochschild complex. 
But more generally the definition of the Hochschild homology of non-unital 
algebras (cf. 1.4.1) is precisely the homology of CC(A){2} (cf. 1.4.5). 0 

The map 8 is called the periodicity map. 

2.2.2 Remark. When A is unital Theorem 2.2.1 can be deduced more simply 
from the bicomplex 8(A) (or equivalently from 8(A)), by considering the 
exact sequence of complexes 

o -t C(A) -+ Tot (8(A)) ~ Tot (8{A))[2]-+ 0 , 

where the first map is the identification of C(A) with the first column of 
8{A). Then the periodicity operator 8 is obtained by factoring out by this 
first column. 

When A = k the map 8 is an isomorphism which sends the canonical 
generator un E HC2n (k) to u n - 2 E HC2n- 2 (k), cf. (2.1.12). 
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In many instances Connes' exact sequence permits us to deduce HC from 
HH by induction. 

2.2.3 Corollary. Let f : A -+ A' be a k-algebra map (which need not preserve 
the unit if any). If f induces an isomorphism in Hochschild homology (i.e. 
for H H*), then it induces an isomorphism in cyclic homology and conversely. 

Proof. In low dimension Connes' exact sequence takes the form 

... -+ HCI -+ HH2 -+ HC2 -+ HCo -+ HHI -+ HCI -+ 0 -+ HHo 

-+ HCo -+ 0, 

hence HHo ~ HCo (which we already knew) and therefore HCo(A) ~ 
HCo(A'). The k-algebra map f induces a map of bicomplexes CC(A) -+ 
CC(A') and therefore a commutative diagram 

(2.2.3.1) 

HHn(A) 
I 

HCn(A) 4 HCn_2(A) !!; HHn_I(A) 
I 

.,. -+ -+ -+ ... 

.!. .!. .!. .!. 
HHn(A') 

I 
HCn(A') 

s 
HCn- 2(A') !!; HHn-I(A') 

I 
... -+ -+ -+ -+ ... 

The isomorphisms for HHo, HHI and HCo imply (by the five lemma) an iso
morphism for HCI . By induction the same procedure yields an isomorphism 
for HCn for any n ~ O. The proof in the other direction is similar. 0 

2.2.4 Corollary. For any algebra A over the ring k which contains Q, there 
is a natural long exact sequence 

Proof. It is a consequence of 2.1.5 and 2.2.1. o 

2.2.5 The Periodicity Map S. It is interesting to make the maps I, Sand 
B explicit in the characteristic zero context. The map I is simply induced 
by the natural projection p : Al8in+l -+ Al8in+l /(1 - t) = C~(A). The map 
B : C~(A) -+ Al8in+l is as in (2.1.7.3). As for the periodicity map S the com
putation is a little more elaborate but gives rise to very interesting operators. 
First some notation is in order: 

(2.2.5.1) 

(2.2.5.2) 

f3:= L (-l)iidi : Cn -+ Cn - l , 

O::;i::;n 

b[2]:= L (-l)i+ j di dj : Cn -+ Cn - 2 . 

O::;i<i::;n 
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2.2.6 Lemma. One has b[2] = [b,,Bl == b,B + ,Bb and [b, b[2]l = o. 

Proof. Using the relations didj = djd i +! for i ~ j, one shows that 

O::;i<j::;n 

,Bb= L (-1)i+j(i-j+1)d i dj 
O::;i<j::;n 

from which the first relation follows immediately. The last equality is a con
sequence of b2 = 0 since 

[b, b[2]] = bb,B + b,Bb - b,Bb - ,Bbb . o 

The relationship between the periodicity map S and b~2] is given by the 
following 

2.2.7 Theorem. Let A be a unital k-algebra, where k contains Q. Let x E 

Cn(A) be such that p{x) = x E C~(A) is a cycle. Then the image of its 
homology class [xl under S : H~(A) --t H~_2(A) is the homology class of 

(1/n{n - 1))bl2](x) E C~_2{A). 

Proof. Since x is a cycle there exists an element a = (x, y, z, ... ) E CnEBCn- 1 EB 
Cn- 2 EB ... which is a cycle in Tot CC{A). By construction S{a) = (z, .. . ), 
and its image in H~_2(A) is the homology class of z E C~_2. 

x 

I 
-b(x) = (1- t)(y) +---l Y 

I 
b'(y) = N(z) +---l z . 

The homotopy (h, h') defined in (2.1.5.1) permits us to choose y = -hb(x) 
and z = h'(b'(y)) = -h'b'hb(x). 

We are interested in the computation of [z], hence we can add to z either 
a boundary (image of b) or any element of the form (1- t)(u), u E Cn - 2 • For 
instance one can replace b' = b - (-1)n- 1dn_1 by (-1)ndn_1• Moreover the 
composite map 

(-1)ndn_1h = (-1t(-1/n)dn- 1 L iti 
O::;i::;n-l 

can be simplified further by using the relations (2.1.1.1): 
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n-i 

h'b'h = 1 ~ ·(_l)n-i-id . 
- n(n - 1) L..- ~ n-i-t 

i=O 

1 n-i. 1 
== n(n-1) L(-l)1jdj = n(n-1)(3 mod(l-t,b). 

J=O 

Again, using the fact that one can modify a cycle by adding any boundary, 
we see that z is homologous to «(3b+b(3)(x) = n(n1_l) b[21(x) in C~_2. 0 

We now deal with the Morita invariance of cyclic homology. 

2.2.8 Lemma. The generalized trace map tr : Mr(A)0n+l ---+ A0n+l (cf. 
1.2.1) is compatible with the cyclic action. 

Proof. It suffices to check that totr = trot on elements of the form uoa00 ... 0 
unan with Ui E Mr(k) and ai E A for all i. By Lemma 1.2.2 this amounts 
to verify that tr(unuo ... Un-i) = tr(uo ... un ) which is true because k is 
commutative. 0 

2.2.9 Theorem (Morita Invariance for Cyclic Homology). For any 
r ~ 1 (including r = 00) and any H -unital (e.g. unital) k-algebra A the 
map tr. : HC.(Mr(A)) ---+ HC.(A) is an isomorphism, with inverse induced 
by the inclusion inc: A = Mi(A) Y Mr(A). More generally, if A and 
A' are Morita equivalent k-algebras, then there is a canonical isomorphism 
HC.(A) ~ HC.(A'). 

Proof. We only give the explicit proof for the case of matrices. The general 
proof is along the same lines (verifying that the maps cP and 'lj; of Theorem 
1.2.7 are compatible with the cyclic operator). 

By Corollary 1.2.3 and Lemma 2.2.8 the generalized trace map extends 
to a map of bicomplexes CC(Mr(A)) ---+ CC(A). This map is a quasi
isomorphism on the b-columns (Theorem 1.2.4 for A unital and more generally 
Theorem 1.4.14 for A H-unital). Let us show that it is also an isomorphism 
on the b'-columns. It is obvious when A is unital since both complexes are 
acyclic. When A is H-unital, then Mr(A) is also H-unital (Theorem 1.4.14) 
and we are still facing acyclic complexes. 

So we have proved that the map of bicomplexes is a quasi-isomorphism, 
whence the result. 0 

2.2.10 Corollary. For any r ~ 1 (including r = 00), the trace map induces 
an isomorphism tr. : H~(Mr(A)) ---+ H~(A) for any unital k-algebra A (Ql C 

~. 0 

2.2.11 Functoriality of Cyclic Homology. Let (k-ALG) be the category 
whose objects are unital k-algebras A and whose morphisms have been de
fined in 1.2.9. Theorem 2.2.9 implies that HCn is a functor from (k-ALG) 
to (k-Mod). 
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Let A and A' be two k-algebras and let M = AMA' be an A-A'-bimodule 
which is projective and finite dimensional as A'-module. Denote by M!!H 
(resp. M!!C) the morphism induced by M in Hochschild homology (resp. 
cyclic homology). Since the maps in Connes' exact sequence are functorial 
there is a commutative diagram (2.2.3.1) where the vertical maps are either 
M!!H or M!!c. The five lemma applied inductively yields a generalization 
of Corollary 2.2.3: M!!H is an isomorphism implies M!!C is also an isomor
phism. 

2.2.12 Cyclic Homology of Triangular Matrices. Let A and A' be 
two k-algebras and M be an A-A'-bimodule. The set of triangular matri-

ces T = [~.:] is naturally equipped with a k-algebra structure. Then the 

two canonical projections from T to A and A' induce an isomorphism in 
Hochschild homology (cf. 1.2.15), therefore by 2.2.3 they also induce an iso
morphism in cyclic homology: HC*(T) ~ HC*(A) El1 HC*(A'). 

Before discussing excision in cyclic homology it is necessary to introduce 
reduced cyclic homology and to clarify some properties of cyclic homology of 
non-unital algebras. 

2.2.13 Reduced Cyclic Homology. Suppose that A is unital and that the 
homomorphism k -t A given by the identity is injective. Then reduced cyclic 
homology HC*(A) is defined as the homology ofthe bicomplex B(A)red given 
by the exact sequence 

o -t 8(k) -t 8(A) -t B(A)red -t 0 . 

It follows immediately that the following sequence is exact 

From the definition of reduced Hochschild homology it is also immediate that 
there is a reduced Connes exact sequence 

If A is augmented: A = k El1 I, then the exact sequence (2.2.13.1) splits and 

In order to extend Theorem 2.1.5 to reduced cyclic homology one de-
-A A fines Cn(A) as the quotient of Cn(A) by the sub-k-module generated by 

(ao, ... , an) such that ai = 1 for at least one index i, 0 ~ i ~ n. This gives a 

complex with boundary b, whose homology is denoted H:(A). 

2.2.14 Proposition. Assume that k is a direct summand of A as a k-module 
and that k contains Q. Then there is a canonical isomorphism 
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Proof. Put B = B(A)red and consider the following filtration of B: 

FnB = k ® A®n+1, q - p = n + 1, { 
Bpq , q - p :::; n , 

0, q-p>n+1. 

(Recall that A = k El1 A as a k-module.) 
- ->. -

Put C = C (A) and consider the following filtration of C: 

(Fn C ) = { C p , p:::; n , 
p 0, p>n. 

The surjection <p : Tot 13 --+ C is compatible with the filtration. So, in order 
to prove that it is a quasi-isomorphism, it is sufficient to show that it induces 
an isomorphism on the associated graded modules. 

By construction FnB/Fn-lB is the bicomplex A®n+1 

A®n+1 /!- A®n+1 

I-tl 
A®n+1 /!- A®n+l 

I-tl 

whose total complex is a resolution of C n = FnC/Fn-lC (recall that k 
contains Q). This shows that <p induces an isomorphism at the graded level. 

o 

2.2.15 Cyclic Homology of Non-unital Algebras Revisited. Cyclic 
homology was defined in 2.1.2 without any hypothesis on the existence of 
a unit. On the other hand the general procedure described in 1.4.1 gives a 
definition for non-unital algebras from the definition for unital algebras. The 
following shows that these two definitions agree: 

2.2.16 Proposition. For any non-unital k-algebra I, the complexes CC(I) 
and B(I+)red are canonically isomorphic, hence HC*(I) = HC*(I+). 

Proof. This assertion follows almost immediately from the computation made 
in the proof of Proposition 1.4.5. The only point to check is the compatibility 
of the decomposition I®n+1 El1 I®n ~ h ® I®n with Nand B, which follows 
from: 
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n 

B(uo, ... , un) = 2) _1)in(1, Ui,···, Un, Uo,···, ui-d 
i=O 

o 

Remark that there is no difference between "naive" cyclic homology and 
cyclic homology. 

The general problem of excision was posed in 1.4.9. Its solution for cylic 
homology is given by the following 

2.2.17 Theorem (Excision in Cyclic Homology). Let 0 ~ I ~ A ~ 
AI I ~ 0 be an extension of k-algebras with A and AI I unital. If I is H
unital, then there is a long exact sequence 

Proof. As for Hochschild homology there is a well-defined functorial map 

On the other hand, from the construction of HCn(I) it is immediate that 
there is a long Connes exact sequence in the framework of non-unital algebras. 

Considering the commutative diagram of exact rows (using 2.2.1 and its 
immediate relative version): 

... ~ HHn(I) ~ HCn(I) ~ HCn- 2(I) ~ HHn-1(I) ~ ... 

t t t t 
... ~HHn(A,I)~HCn(A,I)~HCn-2(A,I)~HHn-l(A,I)~ ... 

the five lemma and Theorem 1.4.10. (i.e. HHn(I) -t HHn(A, I) is an isomor
phism when I is H-unital) imply that HCn(I) ~ HCn(A, I) is an isomor
phism for all n. The theorem now follows from the exact sequence (2.1.15.1). 

o 

Exercises 

E.2.2.1. Let A and A' be two unital k-algebras. Show that there is a canonical 
isomorphism 

HC.(A X A') ~ HC.(A) EB HC.(A') . 

E.2.2.2. Show that the following are equivalent (A is unital): 
(a) k ~ AI[A, A] is injective, 
(b) HC.(k) ~ HC.(A) is injective. 
[Use functoriality of the periodicity map S.] 
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E.2.2.3. Dual Numbers. Suppose that A = k EB I is a ring of dual 
numbers, that is uv = 0 for u, v E I. Show that HCn(A) = HCn{I) ~ 
EB;=o Hn-p(Z/(p + l)Z, I®P+l), where the generator of the cyclic group acts 
by t on I®p+l. Deduce that, if k contains Q, then HCn{I) = I®n+l/(l - t). 
(cf. Loday-Quillen [LQ, 4.3]). 

E.2.2.4. Let I be a two-sided ideal of A. Show that there is a long exact 
sequence 

Show the existence of a similar exact sequence in the birelative framework. 

E.2.2.S. Show that if I is excisive for cyclic homology, then I is H-unital (cf. 
Wodzicki [1989)). 

E.2.2.6. Let f3' = LOSiSn-l (-l)ii di and b,[2) = LOSi<jSn-l (-l)i+jdidj . 
Show that b,[2) = [b', f3'] and that 

b[2)(l - t) = (1 - t)b'[2] - 2bb' . 

Deduce from this formula that b~) : H~(A) -+ H~_2(A) is well-defined with
out any hypothesis on the characteristic. Show that H~n(Z) = Z and that 

b~~ is multiplication by -no 

E.2.2.7. Hyper-Boundaries. The hyperboundary b[r) is a degree r map 
defined by the formula 

( l)il + ... +ird d' C --'- C - i 1 • •• i r · n ~ n-r· 

In particular b[l) = b. Show that (b[2))p = (p - 1)!bl2p) and that bl2p+l) = 
bl2p)b. Deduce from these equalities that b[2p+l) is a boundary map (i.e. 
b[2p+l)b[2p+l) = 0). [Use Lemma 2.2.6.J 

2.3 Differential Forms, de Rham Cohomology 

The comparison of Hochschild homology with differential forms done in 
Sect. 1.3 gave rise to a natural map en : 0Alk -+ HHn(A). For differen-

tial forms there is defined a differential operator d : 0Alk -+ O~~l and so it 
is natural to ask for the existence of a map (dotted arrow) which would make 
the following diagram commutative: 

d 
~ 
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It turns out that this map exists and is precisely B*, that is the map induced 
on Hochschild homology by Connes boundary map B (in fact this lifting was 
already discovered by Rinehart in 1963). Hence it is not surprising that cyclic 
homology is strongly related to de Rham cohomology. 

In characteristic zero this relationship takes the form of the existence of 
a natural map: 

which turns out to be an isomorphism when A is smooth (d. Sect. 3.4). 

Standing Assumption. In this section A is a unital commutative k-algebra. 

2.3.1 De Rham Cohomology. Let nAlk be the A-module of differential 

n-forms (d. 1.3.11). The exterior differential operator d : nAlk --+ n~~l is 
defined by 

d{ aOdal ... dan) := daOdal ... dan. 

Since dl = 0 it is immediate that dod = 0, and the following sequence 

A nO d nl nn d nn+l = H Alk ---t H Alk --+ ... --+ H Alk ---t H Alk --+ ... 

is a complex called the de Rham complex of A over k. Remark that (nA1k , d) 

is a DG-algebra (cf. Appendix A.8) for the product 

The homology groups of the de Rham complex are denoted Hi>R(A) and 
are called the de Rham cohomology groups of A over k. These groups should 
really be thought of as cohomology groups of the spectrum Spec A. If we 
wanted to be coherent with our previous notation we should denote them 
by H!!!!(A) or HDR (Spec A) since these functors are covariant in A and 
contravariant in Spec A. We adopt the latter notation, but delete Spec for 
the sake of simplicity. 

2.3.2 Differential Forms and Cyclic Homology. Recall from Sect. 1.3 
that for any commutative k-algebra A there exists a functorial map 'Tfn : 

Cn(A) --+ nAlk inducing'Tfn : HHn{A) --+ nAlk and there exists the antisym

metrisation map en : nAlk --+ HHn{A), which satisfy 'Tfn 0 en = n!id. The 
following propositions show that Connes boundary map B and the classical 
differential operator d on forms are compatible. 

2.3.3 Proposition. For any unital and commutative k-algebm A the follow
ing diagmm is commutative 
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d 
--+ 

HHn +1(A) 

Proof. The commutativity of the diagram 

A ® An(A) ~ A ® An+l(A) 

(2.3.3.1) Eni iEn+l 

follows from the formula en (aOdal ... dan) = LUESn sgn(O')O'. (ao, . .. , an) and 
from the fact that B consists in summing over the cyclic group Z/ (n + 1 )Z. 
The bijection Sn+1 = (Z/(n + I)Z) x Sn implies that 

The diagram of 2.3.3 is obtained by taking the homology groups. 0 

2.3.4 Proposition. For any unital and commutative k-algebra A the fol
lowing diagram is commutative 

B. 
---+) HHn+1(A) 

(n+1)d 
) 

171'n+l 

Proof. The commutativity of the diagram 

(2.3.4.1) 

n~lk 

is a consequence of the formula 

B 

(n+1)d 
) 

n n 

1Tn+1B(ao, ... , an) = ~) -1) indai'" dandao ... dai-l = L dao.·· dan 
i=O i=O 

= (n + l)dao ... dan = (n + l)d1Tn(ao, ... , an) . 

Since 'If is a morphism of complexes (differential b for C(A) and 0 for n~lk) 
the commutativity of the diagram follows by taking the homology groups in 
(2.3.4.1). 0 
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2.3.5 Corollary. For any unital and commutative k-algebra A there is a 
functorial map 

en : nAlk/dn~ikl ~ HCn(A) 

which is split injective when k contains Q and which makes the following 
diagram commutative: 

... ~ nn-l /dnn- 2 ~ nn --t nn /dnn- 1 ~ nn-2 /dnn- 3 ~ •.• 

.!. .!. .!. .!. 
... ~ HCn - 1 B HH ~---'" --t n-----r 

B 
--t ... 

Proof. The map B* : HHn- 1 ~ HHn factors through HCn- 1 and the com
posite loB: HCn- 1 ~ HCn is zero. Then Proposition 2.3.3 shows that 
coker(d) maps canonically to HCn . 

When k contains Q the projection map 1Tn is a splitting on HH (cf. 
1.3.16). Hence by Proposition 2.3.3 it induces a splitting on HC. The rest of 
the proposition follows by inspection of the diagram 

o 

2.3.6 The Characteristic Zero Case. Under the hypothesis k contains 
Q, the analysis of the situation is far easier. Indeed (l/n!)1Tn induces a map 
of bicomplexes from B(A) (cf. 2.1.7) to the bicomplex of truncated de Rham 
complexes 

0.1- 0.1- 0.1-

n~lk 
d 

n~lk 
d 

n~lk f-- f--

V(A) : 
0.1- O.j. 

n~lk 
d 

n~lk f--

0.1-

n~lk 
[this follows from 1.3.14 and (2.3.4.1)]. The complex TotV(A) is sometimes 
called the reduced Deligne complex. In other words {l/n!)1Tn induces a map 
of mixed complexes (c.f. 2.5.13): • 

Since in V(A) the vertical differential is zero, the homology groups of the 
total complex are easy to compute. This gives the following 

2.3.7 Proposition. When k contains Q and A is unital and commutative 
the projection map 1T induces a canonical map 
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The last summand is HO or HI depending on n being even or odd. 

Proof. The spectral sequence associated to the bicomplex V(A) degenerates 
at the El-level since the vertical differential is trivial. Hence E~q = H'b1f(A) 
for p:f:. 0 and E6n = [In !d[ln-I, whence the result. D 

Remark. We will show in 4.6.10 that this map is in fact a direct sum of 
maps, one for each component of the right-hand side. 

2.4 Cyclic Cohomology 

This section is mainly a translation of the preceding sections into the co
homological framework. We only give the definitions, the notation and the 
statements. Proofs are omitted when they are immediate translation of their 
homological analogues. 

The reasons for adding such a section are the following: firstly, several pa
pers are written in this framework, including the seminal paper by A. Connes; 
secondly, there is an interesting pairing between cyclic homology and cyclic 
cohomology (2.4.8); finally topological algebras are easier to handle in the 
cohomological framework, but this will be dealt with in Sect. 5.6. 

HochschiId cohomology was treated in Sect. 1.5, from which we adopt the 
notation. 

2.4.1 Definition. Let A be an associative and unital k-algebra. The dual 
A* = Hom(A, k) of A is also denoted CO(A). More generally we put Cn(A) = 
Hom(A®n+I, k). 

Dualizing the bicomplex CC**(A) gives a bicomplex of cochains CC**(A) 
such that CCpq(A) = Cq(A). It has vertical differential maps b* or b'* : 
ccpq -+ CCpq+I and horizontal differential maps (1 - t)* or N* : CCpq -+ 
CCp+lq. 

By definition cyclic cohomology of A is the homology of the cochain com
plex Tot CC**(A): 

2.4.2 Connes' Definition. A cochain f in Cn(A) is said to be cyclic if it 
satisfies the relation 

(2.4.2.1) 

These cyclic cochains form a sub-k-module of Cn(A) denoted C~(A). The 
important discovery of A. Connes is that the image under b* (also denoted 
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(3 in Sect. 1.5) of cyclic cochains is still a cyclic cochain. This is the coho
mological analogue of statement 2.1.1. Hence (Cx(A), b*) is a well-defined 
sub-complex of (C*(A),b*) whose homology is denoted HHA). 

If k contains Q, then the inclusion map C~(A) Y C*(A) induces an 
isomorphism 

2.4.3 The S* (A)-Complex. In the bicomplex of cochains CC** (A) one can 
get rid of the acyclic b'* -columns. As a result it becomes quasi-isomorphic to 
the following bicomplex of co chains 

S*(A) : T T T 
C2(A) 

B* C1(A) B* CO(A) --t --t 

b* T b* T 
C1(A) B* CO(A) --t 

boT 
CO(A) 

The normalized version of S* (A) is a subcomplex 13* (A) made of (j (A). This 
latter group consists of cochains ! : Al8in+l -t k which vanish on elements 
(ao, . .. , an) for which at least one entry ai, i ~ 1, is equal to 1. 

In conclusion, there are quasi-isomorphisms of complexes of cochains 

Tot 13* (A) Y TotS**(A) +-- TotCC**(A) , 

and therefore canonical isomorphisms of k-modules 

We leave to the reader the task of defining cyclic cohomology of non-unital 
algebras. 

2.4.4 Connes Periodicity Exact Sequence (Cohomological Form). 
Any associative k-algebra A gives rise to a long exact sequence 

As a corollary, if k contains Q, then there is a long exact sequence 

which is the original exact sequence discovered by A. Connes. 

2.4.5 Elementary Computations. For any unital k-algebra A, one has 
HCO(A) = HHO(A) = HO(A, A*) = (A*)A = {! : A -t kl!(aa') = !(a'a) 
for any a, a' E A}. Such an element is called a trace on A. 
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For A = k, it is immediate from the (B*, b*)-complex that 

HC2n (k) = k and HC2n+1(k) = 0, n 2: 0 . 

It will be shown later that HC*(A) can be equipped with a graded commu
tative algebra structure when A is unital and commutative (cf. Sect. 4.2). In 
particular for A = k, if we denote by u the canonical generator of HC2 (k), 
then HC*(k) can be identified with the polynomial algebra k[u] with u in 
degree 2. 

2.4.6 Morita Invariance. Let Mr(A) be the associative k-algebra of r X r
matrices with entries in the unital k-algebra A. The cot race map induces an 
isomorphism 

cotr* : HC*(A) ~ HC*(Mr(A)) . 

This is an immediate translation of the homological statement. 

2.4.7 Cycles Over an Algebra. By definition an abstract cycle of degree 
n is a DG-algebra fl = flo EEl fll EEl ... EEl fln with a differential d of degree + 1 
and a closed graded trace J : fln -+ k. In other words the data (fl, d, 1) is 
supposed to verify 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

d(ww') = (dw)w' + (-1)lw1w dw' , 

d 2 = 0, 

f W2 W l = (_1)lw d w2 1 f WlW2, 

f dw = 0 for w E fl n - l . 

Let A be a k-algebra. By definition a cycle over A is an abstract cycle (fl, d, 1) 
and a morphism (! : A -+ flo. This cycle is said to be reduced if 

(1) fl is generated by (!(A) as a DG-algebra, 

(2) if wE fl and J ww' = 0 for any w' E fl, then w = o. 

From any reduced cycle over A one can construct its character, which is the 
mutilinear functional T : A0n +l -+ k given by 

One can show that T is a cyclic cocycle and that any cyclic cocycle is the 
character of some reduced cycle. This gives rise to numerous examples of non
trivial cyclic cohomology classes (cf. Connes [C, p.114] and [1990, p.88]). 

2.4.8 Pairing, Duality. In 1.5.9 we defined a Kronecker product pairing 
Hochschild homology with Hochschild cohomology. In the particular case 
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M = A· and M' = A one can compose the Kronecker product with the 
evaluation map to get 

(2.4.8.1) 

where ev(f, a) = f (a). This product is obviously extendable to the cyclic 
theory (and still called the Kronecker product) 

(2.4.8.2) 

since at the chain level one can verify that (B*(f),x) = (I,B(x)) for any 
f E cn(A) and x E Cn- 1 (A). 

The resulting map HCn(A) ~ Hom(HCn(A), k) is sometimes an isomor
phism, for instance if A = k or, if k is a field. 

It is clear that the Kronecker product also exists for the HA-HA-theories: 

(2.4.8.3) (. , .) : H~(A) x H~(A) ~ k . 

The comparison of the trace and the cotrace morphisms with the Kro
necker product gives rise to an adjunction formula 

(2.4.8.4) (cotr(f), x') = (I, tr(x')) for f E HCn(A) and x' E HCn(Mr(A)). 

Exercises 

E.2.4.1. Extend cyclic cohomology to the non-unital case. 

E.2.4.2. Let k be a field. Assume that the k-algebra A is finite-dimensional 
as a k-vector space. Show that the map HC*(A) ~ Hom(HC.(A), k) is an 
isomorphism. 

E.2.4.S. Let k = Z and A = Q. Show that HC2n (QIZ) = Q, HC2n+1(QIZ) = 
0, but that Hcn(QIZ) = 0 for all n 2: o. 

2.5 Cyclic Modules 

In this section we axiomatize the properties of the simplicial module C(A) 
(defined by [n] 1---+ A 0 n +1) with respect to the action of the cyclic group 
Z/ (n + I)Z on A 0 n+1. It gives rise to the notion of cyclic module, first de
scribed by A. Connes in [1983]. Almost all the constructions and theorems 
of the previous sections can be carried over to this context. In fact most of 
them do not even require to start with a cyclic module, but only with an 
intermediate structure called a mixed complex that we introduce in (2.5.13). 
Several useful mixed complexes do not come from cyclic modules. 
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More generally there is defined a notion of cyclic object in a category. 
This aspect will be treated in full generality in Sect. 6.1. When the category 
is abelian all the constructions done in the k-module case can be carried over. 

Notation. The standard generator of 7/.,/ (n + I)7/., is denoted by tn or simply 
t (image of 1 E 7/.,). 

2.5.1 Definition. A cyclic module C is a simplicial k-module endowed for 
all n ~ 0 with an action of the cyclic group 7/.,/( n + I)7/., on Cn subject to the 
following relations 

(2.5.1.1) and sitn = -tn+!Si-l for 1 ::; i ::; n , 

and sotn = (-l)nt;'+lSn 

for di : Cn -+ Cn- 1 and Si : Cn -+ Cn+!' 

A morphism of cyclic modules f : C -+ C f is a morphism of simplicial 
modules which commutes with the cyclic structure, i.e. fntn = t,Jn for all n. 

The product of two cyclic modules C and C f is the cyclic module C X C f 

such that 

(2.5.1.2) (C x Cf)n = Cn ® C~ , 

di=di®di , Sj=Sj®Sj, tn=(-lttn®tn' 

2.5.2 Notation. Since there will be several types of homology associated 
with a cyclic module C we will often write H H. (C) for the homology H. (C, b) 
of the underlying simplicial module. This is consistent with our convention 
of replacing C by A when C = C(A). 

2.5.3 Cyclic Objects in Abelian Categories. In this section we concen
trate on the category of k-modules, but it is clear how to define a cyclic 
object in any abelian category E: it is a simplicial object (En )n-20 in E (cf. 
Appendix B) together with a morphism tn : En -+ En for all n ~ 0 satisfy
ing formulas (2.5.1.1) (see Sect. 6.1 for a definition in terms of functors). In 
particular one can work out cyclic homology of cyclic chain complexes as fol
lows. Any simplicial chain complex (C, d) determines a bicomplex (C •• , d, b), 
with homology HH.(C,d) := H.(TotC**) (sometimes called hyperhomol
ogy). If this is a cyclic chain complex, then the cyclic operators permit us 
to construct a B-map, whence a tri-complex (C ••• ,d,b,B), whose homology 
HC.(C,d) := H.(TotC ••• ) is, by definition, cyclic homology of the cyclic 
chain complex. 

We put signs depending on n in formulas (2.5.1.1) only because then they 
disappear in the computations (d. 2.1.1). It is also possible to give definitions 
of abelian cyclic objects without signs so that then we can define cyclic sets, 
cyclic spaces, etc. This will be done in Chap. 6. 
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2.5.4 Proposition. Let A be an associative and unital k-algebra. The sim
plicial module [n] H A®nH equipped with the action of the cyclic group 
Zj(n + 1)Z given by 

is a cyclic module that we denoted by C(A). 

Proof. The formulas were checked in 2.1.1. o 
Most of the results concerning the cyclic module C(A) and proved in the 

previous sections are valid for any cyclic module. The proofs are all strictly 
the same because we only used the simplicial structure and formulas (2.5.1.1). 

2.5.5 The Cyclic Bicomplex. To any cyclic module C there is associated 
the cyclic bicomplex CC: 

1 1 1 1 
C2 

1-t C2 
N C2 

1-t C2 /!-~ ~ ~ 

bl -b'l bl -b'l 
C1 

1-t C1 
N C1 

1-t C1 
N 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

bl -b'l bl -b'l 
Co 

1-t 
Co 

N 
Co 

1-t 
Co 

N 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

where b = E~=o( _1)idi , b' = E~':-Ol( _1)idi , and N = E~o ti . 
The commutation relations b(1 - t) = (1 - t)b', b' N = Nb follow from 

(2.5.1.1) as in the proof of Lemma 2.1.1. 

2.5.6 Definition. Cyclic homology of the cyclic module C is the homology 
of the total complex Tot CC: 

It is immediate to check that HCn (resp. HC*) is a functor from the 
category of cyclic modules to the category of k-modules (resp. graded k
modules). 

Remark that the definition of CC, and so the definition of cyclic homology, 
does not require the existence of the degeneracy operators. Therefore we call 
precyclic module a presimplicial module with cyclic operators satisfying the 
relations involving only tn and di in (2.5.1.1). Then HCn is well-defined on 
the category of precyclic modules. The main example of such a precyclic 
module is Cn(A) = A®nH where A is a (non-unital) k-algebra. 

A morphism of (pre ) cyclic modules f : C ---+ C' induces a morphism of 
graded modules f* : HC.(C) ---+ HC.(C'). 
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2.5.7 The Extra Degeneracy. The operator s = sn+1 = (-1 )n+!tn+! Sn : 
Cn -t Cn+1 satisfies all the relations of the degeneracy operators except 
that dOsn+1 is in general different from sndO. It is a good reason to call 
it the extra degeneracy. Its properties make it into a homotopy in the b'
complex: sb' + b's = id. In the particular case of C = C(A) it takes the form 
s(ao, ... , an) = (1, aD, ... , an) (cf. 1.1.12). 

2.5.8 Theorem (Connes' Periodicity Exact Sequence). For any cyclic 
module C there is a long exact sequence 

I S B I 
... -t HHn(C) ~HCn(C) ~HCn-2(C) ~HHn-1(C) ~ ... 

Proof. Cf. 2.2.1. o 

2.5.9 Connes' Complex. The formula b(l- tn) = (1- tn-db' proves that 
b is still well-defined on C~(C) = Cn/(1 - tn) and we denote by H~(C) the 
homology of Connes' complex 

If k contains Q, then the natural map p : HCn(C) -t H;'(C) is an iso
morphism (same proof as in 2.1.5). More generally there is a first-quadrant 
spectral sequence E~q = Hp(Z/(q + 1)Z,Cq) => HCp+q(C). Remark that 
formulas of 2.2.6 and 2.2.7 are still valid in this general framework. 

2.5.10 The Bicomplexes BC and BC. From the acyclicity of the b'
complex, Lemma 2.1.6 permits us to get rid of the b'-columns in CC. What 
is left is the bicomplex 

BC: 

1 1 1 
C2 ? C1 

B Co f--

bl bl 
C1 ? Co 

bl 
Co 

where B = (_1)n+1(1 - tn+dsN : Cn -t Cn+! is called Cannes' boundary 
map. The relations 

b2 = B2 = bB + Bb = 0 

are proved as in Sect. 2.1. Each column can be replaced by its normalized 
version (cf. 2.1.9) and we get a new bicomplex BC with C n in place of Cn. 
The horizontal differential has the form B = sN. The bicomplex BC (and 
similarly BC) gives rise to an exact sequence of complexes 
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s o -t C -t Tot BC ----+ Tot BC[2J -t 0 

from which one can also deduce Connes' exact sequence. 

2.5.11 Theorem. For any cyclic complex C the maps of complexes 

Tot CC +- Tot BC -t Tot BC 

are quasi-isomorphisms and therefore 

2.5.12 Definition-proposition. An equivalence of cyclic modules is a mor
phism of cylic modules f : C -t C' which induces an isomorphism on the 
homology of the underlying simplicial modules HH*(C) ~ HH*(C'). An 
equivalence of cyclic modules induces an isomorphism in cyclic homology 
f* : HC*(C) ~ HC*(C') and conversely. 

Proof. Cf. 2.2.3. o 

2.5.13 Mixed Complexes. These latter results show that some basic prop
erties of cyclic homology can be derived from the bicomplex BC alone. Hence 
it is helpful to introduce the following notion. By definition a mixed complex 
(C, b, B) is a family of modules Cn, n ~ 0, equipped with a chain map of 
degree -l,b : Cn -t Cn- b and a chain map of degree +l,B : Cn -t CnH , 
satisfying 

(2.5.13.1 ) b2 = B2 = bB + Bb = 0 . 

Of course any cyclic module gives rise to a mixed complex, but there are 
other examples. 

Any mixed complex determines a first-quadrant bicomplex BC (d. 2.5.10). 
The ordinary homology of the mixed complex (C, b, B) is the homology of the 
first column of BC, that is the homology of the complex (C, b) : H H * (C) = 
H*(C, b). By definition cyclic homology of the mixed complex (C, b, B) is the 
homology of the bicomplex BC, that is HC.(C) := H.(Tot BC). As already 
seen in 2.5.10, there is an exact sequence of complexes 

o -t (C, b) -t Tot BC ~ Tot BC[2J -t 0 

where S is factoring out by the first column. This short exact sequence gives 
rise to a long (periodicity) exact sequence 

B I S 
... -t HCn_ 1 (C) ----+ HHn(C) ----+ HCn(C) ----+ HCn_ 2 (C) 

-t HHn _ 1(C) -t ... 
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Of course there is an immediate notion of morphism of mixed complexes: 
it is a sequence of maps fn : Cn -t C~, n ~ 0, such that fn commutes with b 
and B. However there is a larger class of morphisms defined as follows. 

2.5.14 Definition. An S-morphism of mixed complexes f : (C, b, B) -t 
(C', b, B) is a morphism of complexes f : Tot BC -t Tot BC' which commutes 
with S. 

Explicitly, (Tot BC)n = Cn EB Cn- 2 EB Cn- 4 EB ••. and therefore a morphism 
from Tot BC to Tot BC' can be represented as a matrix of morphisms (from 
Cn- 2i to C~_2j). The condition of commutation with S implies that this 
matrix is of the form 

.J 
with f{i) : C*-2i -t C~. The condition "f is a morphism of complexes" is 
equivalent to 

(2.5.14.1) 

Conversely a sequence of complex maps f{i) (of degree 2i), i Ell, satisfying 
(2.5.14.1) determines an S-morphism (a morphism of mixed complexes is a 
particular case with f{i) = 0 for i =f. 0). 

An S-morphism induces a map f* : HC*(C) -t HC*(C'). The commuta
tion condition with S implies the commutativity of the diagram 

0 -t C -t TotBC 
s 

Tot BC[2] ~ -t 0 
.J..f(Ol .J..f .J..f[2] 

0 C' TotBC' 
s 

Tot BC'[2] o. -t -t ~ -t 

Taking the homology and applying the five lemma inductively proves the 
following generalization of proposition 2.5.12: 

2.5.15 Proposition. Let f : (C, b, B) -t (C', b, B) be an S -morphism of 

mixed complexes. Then fin) : HH*(C) -t HH*(C') is an isomorphism if and 
only if f* : HC*(C) -t HC*(C') is an isomorphism. D 

2.5.16 Remark. In most cases the S-morphisms that we will have to deal 
with are such that f{i) = 0 if i =f. 0 and 1. Hence conditions (2.5.14.1) reduce 
to 

(2.5.16.1) 
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(2.5.16.2) 

(2.5.16.3) 

2.5.17 Extreme Cases of Comodule Structure. For any cyclic module 
C the graded group HC.(C) is a k[u]-comodule: 

HC.(C) -+ k[u] ® HC.(C) ,x r--+ Lui ® 5i(x) . 
i~O 

There are two extreme cases: the free case and the trivial case. 

a) Free Co module Case. When HC.(C) is free as a k[uJ-comodule, there are 
isomorphisms of graded modules 

where lui = 2. Under this hypothesis the map B is 0 and Connes exact 
sequence splits into short exact sequences 

This happens when the mixed complex (C, b, B) is quasi-isomorphic to some 
mixed complex (Cf , 8, 0) for instance. An example is given by the cyclic mod
ule associated to the nerve of a discrete group (d. 7.3.9). 

b) Trivial Comodule Case. The forgetful functor from cyclic modules to sim
plicial modules admits a left adjoint F (see 7.1.5 for more details). Suppose 
that C ~ F(D) for some simplicial module D. Then one can show that the 
5-map is trivial and so the k[uJ-comodule structure is trivial. Then Connes 
exact sequence splits into short exact sequences: 

In fact there are isomorphisms HCn(C) ~ HHn(D) and HHn(C) ~ 
HHn(D) EEl HHn- 1(D). 

Topologically these two cases correspond to trivial 5 1-spaces and 5 1_ 
spaces of the form 51 x Y with 5 1-action only on the 51 component, respec
tively (cf. also 4.4.7). 
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Exercises 

E.2.5.1. Show that an exact sequence of cyclic modules 

o -t G' -t G -t Gil -t 0 

induces a long exact sequence in homology 

E.2.5.2. Cyclic Homology of Small Categories. Let A be a small cate
gory such that for any objects A and A' the set Hom (A, A') is endowed with 
a k-module structure and composition of morphisms is a k-bilinear map. Let 
Gn(A) = $[Hom (An' Ao) ®Hom (Ao, AI) ® ... ®Hom (An-I. An)] where the 
direct sum is over all sequences (Ao, . .. , An) of objects of A. Show that there 
is defined a cyclic k-module structure on the simplicial module [n] t--t Gn(A). 
Denote its cyclic homology by HG*(A). Check that the particular case where 
A has only one object *, with morphisms Hom h *) = A (composition being 
multiplication in A) is our classical example. Let P(A) be the category of 
finitely generated projective modules over A (made small). Show that there 
is a canonical isomorphism HG*(A) ~ HG*(P(A)). Deduce a new proof of 
Morita invariance (cf. McCarthy [1992a]). 

E.2.5.3. Let (G, b, B) and (G', b, B) be two mixed complexes and let 1 : 
(G, b) -t (G', b) be a map of complexes. Show that for any map h : G -t G' 
of degree one (i.e. h: Gn -t G~+1) the following are equivalent: 
(a) f + [h, b] is a map of mixed complexes, 
(b) 1 = 1(0) and /(1) = [h, B] form an S-morphism (in the sense of 2.5.16, 

i.e. /(i) = 0 otherwise). 

E.2.5.4. Poisson Algebras. By definition a Poisson algebra is a commuta
tive k-algebra S equipped with a bilinear map {-, -} : S ® S -t S (Poisson 
bracket) satisfying: 
(i) {-, -} is a Lie bracket, 
(ii) {-, -} is a derivation in each variable. 
(a) Let g be a Lie algebra (cf. Sect.lO.l). Show that the symmetric algebra 

S(g) is a Poisson algebra with Poisson bracket {g, h} = [g, h] for g, h E 
SI(g). 

(b) Let S = S(g) and let n~lk be the module of n-forms on the Poisson 
algebra S and let d denote, as usual, the exterior differentiation operator. 
Define 8 : n~lk -t n~~l by the formula 

8(sods1 ••• dsn ):= L (-I)i{sO,sdds l ... dsi ... dsn 

Show that (n~lk' 8, d) is a mixed complex (cf. Koszul [1985], Brylinski [1988], 
Kassel [1988]). 
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2.6 Non-commutative Differential Forms 

For a commutative algebra A the module of n-differential forms is defined as 
the nth exterior power of the module of I-forms. This construction gives a 
symmetric A-bimodule and works only when A is commutative. For a non
commutative algebra A, A. Connes [C) and M. Karoubi (1987) define the mod
ule of n-forms by taking the iterated tensor product of the (non-symmetric) 
bimodule of I-forms. This, together with b, gives a differential graded algebra 
whose abelianization yields a complex. Non-commutative de Rham homology 
is defined as the homology of this complex. 

It turns out that this new module of n-forms is nothing but the module 
Cn(A) of the normalized Hochschild complex. This permits them to relate 
non-commutative de Rham homology to cyclic homology (Theorem 2.6.7). 

This point of view has the advantage of yielding almost the same for
malism as for ordinary forms, and so it permits them to extend the classical 
differential calculus (connections, curvature, characteristic classes, etc.) to 
non-commutative algebras. 

Our exposition follows essentially Karoubi [I987J. 

2.6.1 Non-commutative 1-Forms. Let f..L : A ® A -+ A be the product 
map of the k-algebra A. In the commutative case it was shown (cf. 1.3.9) 
that the derivation functor is representable by [/[2 where [ = Ker J.L. In the 
non-commutative case the derivation functor Derk(A, M) where M is an A
bimodule is also representable: Derk(A, M) ~ Hom Ae ([, M), D t-+ (1 ® x -
x ® 1 t-+ Dx) since 1 ® ab - ab ® 1 = (1 ® a - a ® I)b + a(I ® b - b ® 1). So it 
is natural to take [ as the bimodule of I-forms. 

In fact we have already met this bimodule under a different guise in 1.1.14. 

2.6.2 Lemma. The map (x, y) H X 18> Y - xy 18> 1 is an isomorphism of 
A -bimodules 

Cl(A)=A®A~[. 

Proof. One first remarks that x 18> y - xy ® 1 depends only on the class of y in 
A, so the map is well-defined and obviously its image is in [. The quotient of 
A ® A by the relations x ® y - xy ® 1 = 0 for x, yEA maps isomorphically 
to A (with inverse map given by x t-+ class of x ® 1). Therefore the kernel of 
this factor map is isomorphic to the kernel of f..L. 0 

2.6.3 Bimodule Structure of C1 (A) and Notation. The kernel [ is a 
sub-A-bimodule of A ® A. So, by the isomorphism of Lemma 2.6.2, C1(A) 
becomes an A-bimodule. In order to write down this structure in a more 
familiar way, let us introduce the following notation: an element (x, y) E 
C 1(A) (or equivalently x ® y - xy ® 1 in I) is written xdy. The left module 
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structure is simply a( xdy) = (ax )dy. However the right module structure is 
more subtle. The equalities 

(x (59 y - xy (59I)a = x (59 ya - xy (59 a 

= x (59 ya - xya (59 1 - (xy (59 a - xya (59 1) 

in A (59 A, written with the new notation, give (xdy)a = xd(ya) - xyda. So 
we have the classical formula 

d(uv) = udv + (du)v, for any u, v E A , 

which describes the right A-module structure of I. 

2.6.4 Differential Algebra of Non-commutative Forms (C(A), d). In 
the commutative case the space of n-forms was defined by taking the exterior 
power on I-forms. In the non-commutative case we simply take the tensor 
power of non-commutative I-forms, that is Cl(A) (59A'" (59A Cl(A). It turns 
out that this module is simply Cn(A) with the identification aOdal ... dan = 
(ao, ... , an). So, from now on, C(A) = EBn~o Cn(A) (with Co(A) = A) is 
considered as a graded algebra and the element (ao, ... , an) of Cn(A) will 
be written aodal ... dan. The product in this algebra is performed by using 
the rules of d, for instance (dx)(ydz) = (d(xy) - xdy)dz = d(xy)dz - xdydz. 
There is obviously defined a differential map 

d: Cn(A) -+ Cn+l(A), aOdal." dan r-7 daOdal'" dan 

which makes (C(A), d) into a differentiable graded algebra (DG-algebra for 
short). Commutators in this DG-algebra and the map b are related by the 
following formula. 

2.6.5 Lemma. For any wE Cn(A) and any a E Co(A) = A one has 

b(wda) = (-I)lwl[w, a) = (-I)lwl(wa - aw) , 

where b is the Hochschild boundary. 

Proof. Let w = aOdal '" dan-l and a = an. One first checks that 

dn (aodal ... dan) = anaOdal ... dan-l = aw . 

So it suffices to check that b'(wda) = (-I)lw 1wa. This is a consequence of the 
rule (dx)y = d( xy) - xdy applied several times. 0 

2.6.6 Non-commutative de Rham Homology. Recall that in a graded 
algebra the (graded) commutator is given by (w, w') = ww' - (-I)lw11w'lw'w. 
The abelianization of C(A) is C(A)ab = C(A)j[C(A), C(A)]. The differential 
d is well-defined on the abelianization and so (C (A) ab, d) is a complex. 
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By definition the non-commutative de Rham homology of A is H DR*(A) 
:= H*(C(A)ab, d). This theory is closely related to cyclic homology as will be 
seen below. 

Suppose that (n,8) is a DG-algebra over k and let e : A ~ n° be 
a k-algebra map. As (C( A), d) is universal among DG-algebras whose Oth 
term is A, there is a unique extension of e to a DG-map: aOdal ... dan t-t 

e(ao)8e(al) ... 8e(an). So for any such data there is defined a map 

H*(C(A)ab,d) ~ H*(nab,d) . 

An interesting example is, when A is commutative, n = n~lk with e = idA. 
It gives a map from non-commutative de Rham homology to ordinary de 
Rham homology (compare with 2.3.7). 

It will be shown later that for smooth algebras there is an isomorphism 
HDRn(A) ~ EBO:5i<n/2 H'l>n2i (A) for n > o. 

There is defined a reduced non-commutative de Rham homology by 

HDRn(A):= Hn (C(A)/(k + [C(A),C(A)j),d) 

As usual this reduced theory fits into an exact sequence 

(2.6.6.1) 

... ~ HDRn(k) ~ HDRn(A) ~ HDRn(A) ~ HDRn_l(k) ~ ... 

Since HDRn(k) = 0 for n > 0, there is an isomorphism HDRn(A) ~ 
HDRn(A) for n 2: 1. 

2.6.7 Theorem. Assume that k contains Q and let A be a unital k-algebra. 
Then non-commutative de Rham homology and cyclic homology are related 
by the exact sequence 

In other words, non-commutative de Rham homology is the kernel of 
Connes map B or equivalently the image of the periodicity map S. Note that 
this can be taken as a definition of H DR if one does not want to introduce 
non-commutative differential forms but wishes to work with cyclic homology 
instead. 

We begin the proof of the theorem with two lemmas explaining the behav
ior of band B under abelianization. Recall that the component of degree n in 
C(A)ab is the quotient of C(A) by the submodule generated by the commu
tators [w,w'J with wE Ci(A), w' E Cj(A), i+ j = n. We denote this quotient 
by Cn(A)ab for n > o. For n = 0 we define Co(A)ab := A/(k + [A, AD in 
order to work with H D R. 

2.6.8 Lemma. For any unital k-algebra A there is a commutative diagram 
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and the induced map HHn(A) -t Cn(A)ab is injective when k contains Q. 

Proof. The first assertion is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.6.5. 
In order to prove the second assertion, we introduce the endomorphism 

a of Cn(A) given by a(wda) := (-I) lw1 daw for n ~ 1 and by a(ao) = ao for 
n = O. From the definition of band d it comes immediately 

(2.6.8.1) l-a=bd+db. 

Though a is not of finite order, it is of order n modulo b Cn+1(A). Indeed 
the following formula holds on C n (A): 

(2.6.8.2) 

The proof of this formula is as follows: 

an(aodal ... dan) = dal'" danao 

= aOdal'" dan + [dal ... dan, ao] 
= aOdal ... dan + (-ltb(dal'" dandao) 

= aOdal'" dan + band(aodal'" dan} . 

By (2.6.8.1) a commutes with b and therefore HHn(A) is a submodule of 
the module of invariants (Cn(A}/Imb)"". By (2.6.8.2) a is of order n on 
Cn(A}/Imb, so, since k contains Q, the module of invariants coincides with 
the module of coinvariants Cn(A}/Imb+Im (I-a). Let us show that this is in 
fact Cn(A)ab for n ~ 1. The submodule of commutators in Cn(A) is linearly 
generated by the commutators [w,a] and [w',dx], wE Cn(A), w' E Cn-1(A), 
a and x E A. By Lemma 2.6.5 the first type corresponds to 1m b. The second 
type corresponds to factoring out by the action of a. 

Summarizing: H H n (A) is a submodule of (Cn (A}/Im b)"" = C n (A)/Im b+ 
1m (1 - a) = Cn(A)ab. For n = 0 H H o(A) is precisely equal to A/(k + 
[A, AD = CO(A)ab. 0 

2.6.9 Lemma. For any unital k-algebra A there is a commutative diagram 

B 

(n+l)d 
) 
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Proof. It suffices to check that in CnH (A)ab the equality dandao ... dan-l -
daD . .. dan = 0 holds. This is immediate since the right-hand part of this 
equality is the commutator [dan, daD ... dan-l]. 0 

-). 
2.6.10 End of the Proof of Theorem 2.6.7. Let Cn(A) be the module 
C~(A) (ef. 2.1.4) quotiented by the submodule generated by the elements 
(aD, ... , an) such that at least one of the entries ai is 1. Then Cn(A)ab/Imd 

is isomorphic to C~(A)/Imb as they are equal to Cn(A) quotiented by the 
same set of relations (cf. 2.6.5 and the last sentence in the proof of 2.6.8). 

Consider now the following diagram 

-). 
Cn_l(A) 

----t) CnH (A) 11m b 

lb 

By Lemma 2.6.8 HHn+l(A) can be considered as a submodule of 

Cn+l(A)ab. 

Then, for w E Cn(A)ab/Imd, one has 

(n + l)d(w) E HHnH(A) {:} B(w) E HH n+l(A) 

{:} bB(w) = 0 {:} Bb(w) = 0 {:} db(w) = 0 . 

Consequently the nth homology group of the complex 

-). -).-
is Hn(C*(A),b). The equality Hn(C*{A),b) = HCn{A) (ef. 2.2.15) permits 
us to finish the proof. 0 

Finally the comparison with de Rham homology in the commutative case 
is given by the following 

2.6.11 Proposition. Let A be a unital commutative k-algebra (and k ~ Q). 
Then the following diagram is commutative for n ~ 1, 

o 

Exercises 

E.2.6.1. Show that HDR is a homotopy invariant functor: HDR*{A[t]) ~ 
HDR*(A) [ef. Sect.4.lj. 
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E.2.6.2. Let A * A be the coproduct of two copies of A in the category 
of unital associative k-algebras. Show that there is an algebra isomorphism 
A * A ~ C(A) provided that C(A) is equipped with the Fedosov product 0 

given by 
WOW' = WW' + (-1) lw1 dwdw' . 

[For x in the first copy of A (resp. y in the second), send x to x + dx (resp. 
y to y - dy) cf. Cuntz-Quillen [1992J.J 

Bibliographical Comments on Chapter 2 

Historically, the lifting of the differential operator d on forms as the operator B on 
Hochschild chains was first discovered by G. Rinehart (a student of G. Hochschild) 
and published in the second part of his paper [1963, § 9 and 10]. His notation for 
B is simply d (see loc.cit. p. 221). Moreover he discovered most of the properties of 
this operator: relationship with b, with the derivation operators, with the product 
structure. There is no mention of the (b, B)-bicomplex, nor cyclic homology though 
everything is at hand. It seems that this part of the paper was not very well under
stood and forgotten. C. Kassel drew it to my attention. The cyclic complex C; for a 
tensor algebra is hinted in a paper by Hsiang and Staffeldt [1982]' see Chap.10.BC 
for more. 

The cyclic complex C; was invented (in the cohomological framework) by 
A. Connes [C] and appeared independently in B. Tsygan's work on homology of 
Lie algebras [1983]. A. Connes rediscovered the operator B. The relationship be
tween the (b, B)-bicomplex and the C;-complex was made clear in Loday-Quillen 
[LQ] through the construction of the cyclic bicomplex (inspired by Tsygan's work). 
In Kassel [1989a] it is proved that the complexes 8(A) and C>-(A) are retract by 
deformation of CC(A). 

Connes periodicity exact sequence was first proved by him in characteristic zero 
(cf. Connes [C]), but also appeared in Tsygan's announcement [1983]. The char
acteristic free proof appeared in Loday-Quillen [LQ] and independently in Connes 
[1983]. The Morita invariance can be found in several places: Connes [C, Cor. 24], 
Loday-Quillen [LQ, Cor. 1.7], of the general case the proof is in McCarthy [1988] 
and in Kassel [1989a]. The explicit formula for S (Theorem 2.2.7) can be found in 
Connes [e, p.323] and Karoubi [1987, p.27]. 

The abstract notion of cyclic modules and cyclic objects appeared first in 
Connes [1983]. The notion of a mixed complex is probably present in many places in 
the literature before cyclic homology was discovered (see for instance Andre [1974]). 
It was introduced by D. Burghelea [1986, p. 93] under the name algebraic Sl-chain 
complex and studied systematically by Kassel [1987]. The present terminology was 
coined by C. Kassel [1987] who introduced also the notion of S-morphism. 

The framework of non-commutative differential forms is present in A. Connes 
[C], and also in early work of M. Karoubi [1983, 1987] on the subject. The idea of 
taking the kernel of J.L as a substitute for the module of I-forms is already in Quillen 
[1970, p. 70]. For a recent development see Cuntz-Quillen [1992]. 

Most of the results of this chapter are also dealt with in Feigin-Tsygan [FT]. 
This (sort of) monograph contains a definition of cyclic homology (called additive 
K-theory) by means of derived functors on a non-abelian category (see also Feigin
Tsygan [1985]). This tool gives different proofs of many results in the cyclic theory. 
In Quillen [1988] a different approach to the cyclic bicomplex is treated by means 
of the DG-coalgebra structure of the bar construction. 



Chapter 3. Smooth Algebras 
and Other Examples 

This chapter is devoted to the computation of Hochschild and cyclic homolo
gies of some particular types of algebras: tensor algebras, symmetric algebras, 
universal enveloping algebras of Lie algebras and, finally, smooth algebras, on 
which we put some emphasis. One more important example, the case of group 
algebras, will be treated later, in Sect. 7.4. It is also shown in this chapter 
that Hochschild and cyclic homology are related to many other theories such 
as the homology of Lie algebras, Andre-Quillen homology of commutative 
algebras, and Deligne cohomology. 

Most of the time the computation of the Hochschild homology of a specific 
algebra consists in constructing an ad hoc resolution. In order to compute 
the cyclic homology the game consists in figuring out what plays the role of 
Connes boundary map B. This gives rise to a smaller complex from which 
it is easier to compute the cyclic homology (for a systematic treatment, see 
Exercise E.3.1.3). 

In Sect. 3.1 we consider tensor algebras. The result for Hochschild is well
known, but the proof given here, which is slightly different from the classical 
one, works without the hypothesis of a projective property. 

In Sect.3.2 we deal with polynomial algebras. This is the first step of 
many computations. It will be generalized (with a slightly different proof) 
to smooth algebras in Sect. 3.4. We show that the case of polynomial (versus 
smooth) algebras has some particular features (see Remark 3.2.3). 

Section 3.3 contains an application of the preceding section to the com
putation of HH and He of filtered algebras whose associated graded algebra 
is polynomial. The main example is the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie 
algebra. In this case Hochschild homology is precisely the homology of the 
Lie algebra. The computation of cyclic homology gives rise to a simple mixed 
complex. 

In Sect. 3.4 the important case of smooth algebras is dealt with. The main 
point is the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg (HKR) theorem which asserts 
that for smooth algebras, Hochschild homology coincides with differential 
forms: 

HHn(A) = QA1k . 
In fact this result was (and is) used quite often the other way round: in order 
to generalize some results on forms to non-smooth algebras, or even to non
commutative algebras, one can substitute Hochschild homology groups for the 

J.-L. Loday, Cyclic Homology
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module of forms. The next important point is that, in Hochschild homology, 
Connes boundary map B plays the role of the exterior differential operator 
d (cf. 2.3). Then cyclic homology can be compared with de Rham homology. 
For a smooth algebra A, in characteristic zero, one has an isomorphism 

HCn(A) ~ Q~lkldQ~il/ ED H~R2(A) ED H~R4(A) ED '" . 

There are several ways of defining a smooth algebra. Our choice is based on 
the notion of regular sequence so that the proof given here is close to the 
original proof of HKR. In the next section another proof is sketched starting 
with a different definition of smoothness (equivalent with the first one in the 
noetherian case). Appendix E is devoted to a comprehensive comparison of 
the different definitions of smoothness. 

Section 3.5 is devoted to Andre-Quillen homology theory of commutative 
algebras. We introduce the important notion of a cotangent complex, which 
gives rise to this homology theory. This is the right framework in which to 
deal with smooth algebras. 

In Sect. 3.6 we give a short account of Deligne cohomology theory in the 
affine case. This theory is important because of its modified version called 
Deligne-Beilinson cohomology theory. It is closely related to cyclic homology 
in the smooth case and this comparison is interesting because of the product 
structures (see 3.6.6). 

The case of a group algebra k[GJ of a group G is very similar to the 
universal enveloping algebra case and would perfectly fit in this chapter. 
However, because of its importance in the relationship of cyclic homology 
with Si-spaces and with algebraic K-theory (Chern character), its treatment 
is postponed to Sect. 7.4. 

For the notation and terminology of tensor, symmetric and exterior alge
bras, see Appendix A. 

3.1 Tensor Algebra 

In this section we compute the Hochschild homology and cyclic homology of a 
tensor algebra. For the former, one can introduce a particular resolution to get 
a small complex. In fact one can show that this complex is quasi-isomorphic 
to the Hochschild complex by providing explicit homotopies. This permits us 
to get rid of the flatness hypothesis used in Loday-Quillen [LQ, p.582J. 

3.1.1 The Small Complex of a Tensor Algebra. Let V be any k
module and let A = T(V) = k ED V ED V®2 ED .,. be its tensor algebra. 
The element (Vi,"" Vn ) E v®n is denoted by Vi ... Vn and is said to be 
of length n. The product in T(V) is concatenation: (Vi'" vn )( vi ... v~) = 
Vi ... Vn vi ... v~. We denote by r : v®n -+ v®n the cyclic permutation, 
r(vi" .vn) = (VnVi" .vn-t). 
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Let csmall(T(V)) be the complex 

... ---+O---+A®V---+A 

where the module A is in degree 0 and where the non-trivial map is given by 
(a, v) t-t av - va. 

3.1.2 Proposition. Let cfJ : A®A-t A ® V be defined by 

n 

cfJ(a,vI ... vn) = L ViH ... vnavI··· Vi-l ® Vi for n ~ 1 , and cfJ(a, 1) = 0 . 
i=l 

The map ifJ : C(A) -t csmal1 (A), which is the identity in degree 0 and cfJ in 
degree 1, is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes. 

Proof. There is an obvious inclusion of complexes L : csmal1 (A) -t C(A) such 
that ifJ 0 L = id. Let us prove that L 0 ifJ is homotopic to idC(A). 

Let hn : Cn(A) -t CnH(A) be defined inductively (according to the 
length of the last entry) by 

ho = 0, 

hn(ao, ... ,an-l,v) = 0 and 

hn(ao, ... , an-I, anv) = hn(vao, ... , an) + (-It(ao, ... , an, v) for n ~ 1 . 

A straightforward computation shows that 

bhn + hn-1b = idCn(A) when n ~ 2 , 

bh1 + hob = idcl (A) - L 0 cfJ for n = 1 . 

Hence h is a homotopy from idC(A) to LoifJ and the complexes C(T(V)) and 
csmall(T(V)) are quasi-isomorphic. 0 

3.1.3 Remarks. Suppose that V is free of rank lover k with generator x. 

Then T(V) is the polynomial algebra k[x]. The composite A®A ~ A® V ~ 
A is given by p(x) ® q(x) t-t p(x)q'(x) where q'(x) denotes the deriva
tive of the polynomial q(x). Note that csmall(T(V)) can be thought of as 
T(V) ®T(V)®T(V)OP csm(T(V)) where csm(T(V)) is the resolution 

Jl. 
... -t 0 -t 0 -t T(V) ® V ® T(V) -t T(V) ® T(V) ---t T(V) -t 0 . 

3.1.4 Theorem. For any k-module V Hochschild homology of A = T(V) is 

HHo(A) = ED V®m /(1 - r) = ED (v®m)r (coinvariants), 
m~O m~O 

HHI(A) = ED (v®mr (invariants), 
m~l 

HHn(A) = 0 for n ~ 2. 
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Proof. One checks that b restricted to v®m-10 V is precisely (1-r) : v®m -t 
v®m for m 2: 1: 

b(VI ... Vm-I 0 vm) = VI··. Vm - VmVl ... Vm-l = (1- r)(Vl ... Vm). 0 

Note that sgn(r) is not involved here. 

In order to compute cyclic homology of A = T(V), we replace, in the 
bicomplex 8(A), every vertical Hochschild complex by a copy of the length
one complex csmall(A). We need to know what plays the role of Connes' map 
B. The answer is given by the following 

3.1.5 Proposition. Let'Y :A-t A 0 V be defined by 

n 

'Y( VI· .. Vn ) = L Vi+l ... VnVl ... Vi-I 0 Vi . 
i=l 

The cyclic homology of the tensor algebra A = T(V) is the homology of the 
(periodic) complex 

"I b "I b b ... -'-tA 0 V -'-tA-'-tA 0 V -'-t ... -'-tA. 

Proof. Remark that 'Y(a) = 4>(1, a). The following diagram 

.!
A0V t2-- A 

q 
A0V? A 

b.t. 

A 

can be considered as a bicomplex since b"f = 'Yb = 0 by the following ar
gument: b"f(a) = b4>(1,a) = b(l,a) = 0 and 'Yb(a,v) = 1'(av - va) = 
4>(l,av) - 4>(1, va) = 4>(a,v) + 4>(v,a) - 4>(a,v) - 4>(v,a) = o. 

Its total complex is the complex described in the statement. The mor
phism of complexes ~ extends to a morphism from 8(A) to this new complex 
since l' 0 id = 4> 0 B. By 3.1.2 this is a quasi-isomorphism of bicomplexes, 
whence the assertion. 0 

3.1.6 Theorem. Cyclic homology of a tensor algebra is given by 

HCn(T(V)) = HCn(k) EB EB HnCZ/mZ, v®m) , 
m>O 

where the generator of Z/mZ acts by r on v®m (so for n 2: 1 it is periodic 
of period 2). In particular, if k contains Q, then HCn(T(V)) = HCn(k) for 
n> 0 and HCo(T(V)) = S(V) (symmetric algebra). 
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Proof. Since T(V) = EBm>o v®m the complex of Proposition 3.1.5 can be 
identified with the direct ~um of C(k) with the complexes which compute 
the homology of ZjmZ with coefficients in v®m (d. Appendix C.4). Since 
ZjmZ is a finite group, these homology groups are trivial in positive degree 
when k contains Q. 0 

3.1.7 Example A = k[x]. If V is of dimension 1 and k = Z, then T(V) = 
Z[x]. So HCo(Z[x]) = Z[x] and for n > 0, HC2n (Z[x]) = Z, HC2n+1(Z[x]) = 
EBm>oZjmZ (the torsion group ZjmZ comes from the fact that the derivative 
of xm is mxm - l ). On the other hand if k contains Q, then HC*(k[x]) = 
HC*(k) ED xk[x], where xk[x] is concentrated in degree O. 

3.1.8 Remark. In the decomposition of HCn(T(V)) given by Theorem 3.1.6 
the periodicity map S corresponds to the periodicity isomorphisms for the 
homology of cyclic groups (cf. Appendix C.4). 

Exercises 

E.3.1.1. Let F : (k-Alg) -+ (k-Mod) be the forgetful functor. Show that 
the tensor algebra functor T is left adjoint to F. 

E.3.1.2. Suppose that V is projective over k. Give a non-computational proof 
of Proposition 3.1.2. 

(Show that there is a projective resolution of A of length one which yields 
csmall(A), cf. Loday-Quillen [LQ, p.582].) 

E.3.1.3. Perturbation Lemma. A perturbation of the complex (A, dA ) is a 
graded homomorphism {] :A-+ A of degree -1 such that (dA + {])2 = 0 (Show 
that, for a mixed complex (C,b,B), B can be considered as a perturbation). 

Let (A, dA) ft(B, dB) be complexes and maps of complexes such that 
f 

f g = id B. In this situation, a reduction is a graded homomorphism h : A -+ A 
of degree +1 such that fh = 0, hg = 0, hdA + dAh = idA - gf and hh = O. 

Suppose that he is locally nilpotent (i.e. Va E A, 3n ~ 0 such that 
(he)n(a) = 0) and define Eoo := I::'o( -1)i(he)i. Show that hoo := Eooh is 
a reduction for 

Apply this result to give (different) proofs of some of the computations of 
this chapter (cf. Brown [1967]' Kassel [1990]). 

E.3.1.4. Weyl Algebra. The Weyl algebra An is the associative k-algebra 
generated by PI, .. ' ,Pn, qt, ... , qn subject to the relations 
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[Pi,Pj] = [qi,qj] = 0 for all i,j, 

[Pi,qj] = Dij for all i,j. 

(Note that the endomorphisms of k[XI, ... , xn] given by Pi = multiplication 
by Xi and qi = 8/ 8Xi satisfy these relations.) Show that if k contains IQ, then 

HHi(A ) = {k for i =?n, 
n 0 otherWIse, 

j? n, 

[Do n = 1 first.] 

3.2 Symmetric Algebras 

The example of polynomial algebras is of course fundamental in the com
putation of HH and He of commutative algebras. It will be exploited in 
Sect. 5.4 where we use differential graded models over polynomial algebras to 
perform computations. 

Hochschild homology of a polynomial algebra is simply the module of 
differential forms of this algebra (Theorem 3.2.2). This result will be general
ized in Sect. 3.4 to smooth algebras. However symmetric algebras are peculiar 
among smooth algebras since the isomorphism nS(v)lk ~ HH*(S(V)) is in
duced by a chain map. 

Cyclic homology is then computable in terms of de Rham homology (The
orem 3.2.5). 

3.2.1 Symmetric and Polynomial Algebras. Let V be a module over 
k and let S(V) be the symmetric algebra over V. Explicitly SO(V) = 
k, SI(V) = V, sn(v) = v®n /~, where the equivalence relation ~ is 
(VI,""Vn) ~ (Vu (I),Vu (2)"",Vu (n») for any permutation (J" E Sn. We will 
simply write VIV2",Vn in place of (V},V2,""Vn), The product is given by 
concatenation. If V is free of dimension one generated by X, then S(V) is the 
polynomial algebra k[x]. More generally if V is free of dimension n generated 
by Xl,'" ,xn then S(V) is the polynomial algebra k[Xll'" ,xn]. 

3.2.2 Theorem. Let V be a flat k-module. Then there are isomorphisms 

Proof. The first isomorphism was already proved in 1.3.10 for n = 1 and 
1.3.11 for all n. For the second isomorphism the proof is divided into two 
parts. 
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a) Let us prove the second isomorphism in the particular case of a finite
dimensional free k-module V. For this we introduce the following commuta
tive differential graded algebra C:m(S(V)) = (S(V) Q9 A*V Q9 S(V), 8), where 

8(xQ9vQ9y)=xvQ9Y-XQ9vy, x,YES(V), vEV, 

and where the product is given (for u, u' E A·V) by 

(XQ9uQ9y)(X' Q9u' Q9Y') = (xx' Q9u/\u' Q9yy'). 

Let W be another k-module. Then there is an obvious isomorphism of 
CDG-algebras C:m{S{V)) Q9 C:m{S{W)) ~ C:m(S{V EB W)). Since V is a 
finite-dimensional free k-module one can write V = VI EB ... EB Vr where each 
Vi is free of dimension 1. It is immediately seen that the complex C:m(S{Vi)) 
is a resolution of S{Vi), that is the following sequence is exact: 

o -t S{Vi) Q9 Vi Q9 S{Vi) ~ S{Vi) Q9 S{Vi) ....!:t S{Vi) -t 0 

(Since Vi is I-dimensional S{Vi) = T(Vi) and this is the resolution described 
in Remark 3.1.3.) Therefore C:m(S(V)) = Q9ic:m(s{Vi)) is a resolution of 
Q9iS(Vi) = S{V). As a consequence HH.(S{V)) is the homology ofthe com
plex C:m(S{V)) Q9S(V)®S(V) S(V) which is 

(3.2.2.1) ... ~ S{V) Q9 AnV ~ S{V) Q9 An-IV ~ ... -t S{V) . 

This ends the proof of the case V free and finite-dimensional. 
b) If V is flat over k, then there exists a filtered ordered set J and an 

inductive system of free and finite-dimensional k-modules Lj such that 

V ~ limLj 
JEJ 

(cf. Bourbaki [1980]). Since HH. and S commute with inductive limits over 
a filtered ordered set, the flat case follows from the finite-dimensional case. 

D 

3.2.3 Remark. The composite 

is easily seen to be the antisymmetrisation map en (cf. 1.3.4). Indeed the 
composite of complex maps 

induces on homology the isomorphism given by the proof of Theorem 3.2.2. 
In other words the map e. is induced by a chain map. Note that this is not 
true in general since en is not a well-defined map from nAlk to Cn(A). 
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3.2.4 Remark. No particular assumption has been made on k in Theorem 
3.2.2. For instance k may be equal to Z. For V finite-dimensional of dimension 
n, Theorem 3.2.2 gives a computation of HH*(k[Xb"" Xn]). A generalization 
of Theorem 3.2.2 to smooth algebras will be treated in the next section. 

The following result computes cyclic homology of a polynomial algebra. 
It is a consequence of Theorem 3.2.2 and of Sect. 2.3. 

3.2.5 Theorem. For any flat module V over k there is a canonical isomor
phism 

HC*(S(V)) ~ Q~(v)lddQ;(J)lk EI1 H~R2(S(V)) EI1 H~R4(S(V)) EI1 .... 

Consequently ilk contains Q, then HCn(S(V)) = HCn(k)EI1QS(V)lk/dQ~(J)lk 
forn > o. 

Proof. The commutativity of the square 2.3.3.1 for A = S(V) implies that 
there is a mixed complex map (cf. 2.5.13) (Q;(V)lk' 0, d) -t (C*(S(V)), b, B) 
which is an isomorphism on HH. So, by 2.2.3, it is an isomorphism on HC. 
The bicomplex deduced from the mixed complex (Q~(vlIk' 0, d) is 

VeSey)) : 

1 1 1 
Q2 d nl 

d QO f- f-

01 01 
n l 

d n° f-

01 
no 

Since the vertical differential is trivial it is immediate that the homology of 
the total complex is the right-hand term of Theorem 3.2.5. 

When k contains Q and V is finite-dimensional, then HDR(S(V)) = 0 for 
n > 0 (homotopy invariance of de Rham homology). 0 

Remark. A computation for k = Z is indicated in Exercise E.3.2.3 

Exercises 

E.3.2.1. Give an elementary proof of 

HHn(Z[x]) = {~[xl for n = 0 and 1, 
for n > 1, 

and deduce the computation of HCn(Z[x]) (cf. 3.1.7) by using Connes' exact 
sequence. 
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E.3.2.2. Compute HG.(k[Xl,"" xn]) when k contains Q. [Use Theorem 
3.2.5, see also Sect. 4.4.] 

E.3.2.3. Let P(n) = Z[Xl,"" xn] be the polynomial algebra over Z in n 
variables. Let T (for torsion) be the abelian group T = (J)m?2Z/mZ. Show 
that 

o ( ( )) [n] ®2 k-l [n] ®k H DR P n = Z (J) nT (J) 2 2 T (J) ... (J) 2 k T (J) ... 

(J)2n- 1 [~] T®n , 

and that 

Deduce from this a computation of HG.(P(n)). Compare with the result 
obtained in Exercise E.3.2.2. (Use Theorem 3.2.5, cf. Lodder [1991].) 

E.3.2.4. Give a different proof of HHn(S(V)) 9:! nS(v)lk by showing that 
the cokernel of S(V) ® A·V -t G.(S(V)) is acyclic. 

[First show that the cokernel splits according to the length. Then filter 
each piece by the length of the first entry (i.e. ao in ao ® ... ® an). The 
associated graded complex is 

O-tAnv~v®n-t ... -t EB Sk1V® ... ®SkiV-t ... -tSnV-tO 

k1+· .. +ki=n 

which is acyclic when V is flat over k.] 

E.3.2.5. Let L be a flat A-module and SA(L) the corresponding symmetric 
algebra (viewed as a k-algebra). Show that there is an isomorphism of graded 
k-modules, 

3.3 Universal Enveloping Algebras of Lie Algebras 

Though the universal enveloping algebra U(g) of a Lie algebra g is not com
mutative in general, it is close to being so since it is endowed with a filtration 
whose associated graded algebra is commutative. But more than that, this 
graded algebra is in fact a symmetric algebra. This will permit us to relate 
Hochschild homology of U(g) to the homology of g and then, thanks to the 
previous section, to derive a "small" complex to compute its cyclic homology. 
The proof proposed in this section works for any algebra endowed with such 
a filtration. 
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3.3.1 Universal Enveloping Algebra of a Lie Algebra. Let 9 be a Lie 
algebra over k (always assumed to be free as a k-module) and let U(g) be 
its universal enveloping algebra (cf. Sect.lO.1). For any U(g)-bimodule M we 
denote by Mad the k-module M equipped with the following structure as a 
right g-module: 

(m. g) = mg - gm, m EM, 9 E 9 . 

For any g-module V the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex is denoted C.(g, V) 
with boundary map 8 (cf. 1.3.4.2). See also Sect.lO.1 in which 8 is denoted 
by d. By definition the homology of 9 with coefficients in V is 

3.3.2 Theorem. Let 9 be a Lie k-algebm which is free as a k-module and let 
M be a U(g)-bimodule. Then there is a canonical isomorphism 

H.(U(g),M) ~ H.{g,Mad ). 

This is a classical result which can be found for instance in Cartan
Eilenberg [CE, Chap. Xln Theorem 7.1]. The proof given here is slightly 
modified in order to be easily generalizable to certain filtered algebras whose 
associated graded algebras are symmetric. Moreover this pattern of proof 
simplifies the computation of cyclic homology. Before starting the proof of 
the theorem we recall the following result. 

3.3.3 Lemma. The following diagmm is commutative 

Proof. The map c is the composition 

where the first map is induced by the inclusion of gin U(g) and the second one 
is the antisymmetrization map (cf. 1.3.4). The commutativity of this diagram 
follows from Proposition 1.3.5 applied to A = U{g) and M = U(g)ad. 0 

Proof of Theorem 3.3.2. In order to simplify the notation in the proof we 
treat only the case M = U(g), denoted U hereafter. The canonical filtration 
on U (coming from the filtration of the tensor algebra) induces a filtration 
on Cn{U(g)): 
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Similarly Fp(U0Ang) = Fp_nU0Ang is a filtration of U0Ang and the map 
of complexes c respects the filtration. 

We are now ready to compare the spectral sequences associated to these 
two filtered complexes (cf. Appendix D). On the left-hand side the El-term 
is sp-n(g) 0 Ang since the differential 8 maps Fp_nU 0 Ang into Fp_nU 0 
An-l g = Fp_1(U0An- 1g). On the right-hand side the El-term is HH*(S(g)) 
since grF*C*(U) = C*(grU) = C*(S(g)). . 

By Theorem 3.2.2 the induced map S(g) 0 Ang -+ HHn{S(g)) is an iso
morphism. By the comparison theorem of spectral sequences, an isomorphism 
at the El-Ievel implies an isomorphism on the abutment, that is 

o 

3.3.4 The Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem and the Poisson Bracket. 
From now on, and till the end of the section, we assume that k contains Q and 
that the Lie algebra 9 is a free k-module. In order to compute the cyclic ho
mology of U(g) we need to make explicit the Poincare-Birkhoff- Witt (PBW) 
theorem as follows. The map 

17 : S(g) -+ U(g) , 

17(Xl ... xn) = (lin!) L: Xu(l) ... Xu(n), Xi E 9 , 
uESn 

is an isomorphism of k-modules. 
The Poisson bracket in S(g) is a bilinear map 

{ -, -} : S(g) x S(g) -+ S(g) 

completely determined by the following two properties: 
a) {x,y} = [x,y], for x,y E g, 
b) {-, -} is a derivation in each variable. 
It is easily verified that {-, -} is antisymmetric and verifies the Jacobi 

identity. Hence it is a Lie bracket. One can use this bracket to define a right 
g-module structure on S(g) as follows: 

a.g={a,g}, aES(g), gEg. 

This module structure is compatible with the PBW isomorphism, as shown 
by the following 

3.3.5 Lemma. The PBW isomorphism is g-equivariant, that is 

17({a,g}) = [17(a),g]. 
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Proof. It is a purely combinatorial statement. Put a = Xl .. ' X n , Xi E 
g, then the expansion of n!1]( {a, g}) is a sum of monomials of the form 
±YI ... YigYi+1 ... Yn where YI, ... ,Yn is a permutation of Xl .•• X n . The signs 
are such that after simplification, only the monomials with g at the very be
ginning or at the very end remain alive. And this is precisely n![1](a),gj. 0 

3.3.6 The Mixed Complex (IJS(g)lk' 0, d). As a consequence of the pre

ceding lemma (U(g)ad ® A*g, 8) is canonically isomorphic to (S(g) ® A*g, 8), 
which is isomorphic to (ilS(g)lk' 8). So Theorem 3.3.2 can be rewritten (when 
k contains Q) as: 

One should remark that this new differential map 8 on ilS(g)lk is of degree 
-1 and is given by 

n 

8(aOdal" . dan) = ~) -1)i{ao,ai} ® dal'" dai ... dan 
i=l 

+ L (-1)i+iaod{ai,aj}dal ... dai ... daj ... dan' 
l::;i<j::;n 

On the other hand, there is a differential operator of degree +1 on ilS(g)lk' 
the classical differential operator d. Since d8 + 8d = 0 (as is easily checked) 
there is defined a mixed complex (ils(g)lk' 8, d) whose homology is denoted 

HC*(ilS(s)lk' 8, d) (cf. 2.5.13). 

3.3.7 Theorem. Suppose that k contains Q and let g be a Lie k-algebra 
which is free as a k-module. Then there is a canonical isomorphism 

Sketch of the proof. A complete proof of this theorem along the following lines 
can be found in Kassel [1988b]. 

The point is to compare the following two mixed complexes : 

(ilS(g)lk,8,d) and (C(U(g),b,B). 

By a method similar to the acyclic model method, one constructs degree 2 
maps q}i) such that ¢(O) = €1] and 

b¢(i) - ¢(i)d = ¢(i-l)d - B¢(i-l), for i 2: 1. 

Then, one can show that this data induces an isomorphism on cyclic homology 
of the mixed complexes. 0 
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3.3.8 Almost Symmetric Algebras. Let A be a non-negatively filtered k
algebra. By definition A is almost symmetric if its associated graded algebra 
gr (A) is isomorphic to the symmetric algebra S (V), where V = FI (A) / Fo (A). 
So in particular one asks that Fo(A) = k. Then S(V) becomes a Poisson 
algebra (cf. Exercise E.2.5.4), and there is a well-defined mixed complex 
(Ds(v)lk' 8, d). 

3.3.9 Theorem. If k contains Q and A is an almost symmetric algebra, then 
there are isomorphisms 

HH*(A) ~ H*(Ds(V)lk,8) and 

HC*(A) ~ HC*(Ds(V)lk' 8, d) . 

Proof. A result of Sridharan shows that an almost symmetric algebra is close 
to a universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra. In fact, it is close enough 
so that the proof for U(g) extends to almost symmetric algebras (cf. Kassel 
[1988b]). 0 

Remark. One could wonder rather Theorem 3.3.9 is extendable to smooth 
algebras since, as will be shown in the next section, D:4.lk ~ H H* (A) when 
A is smooth. The proof given here does not extend as such because we used 
the fact (not true for smooth algebras in general) that this isomorphism is 
induced by a chain map (cf. 3.2.3). 

Exercise 

E.3.3.1. Give a proof of Theorems 3.3.7 and 3.3.9 by using the Perturbation 
Lemma (Exercise E.3.1.3). 

3.4 Smooth Algebras 

In this section we introduce the notions of etale algebras and of smooth 
algebras. Then we prove the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg (HKR) theorem 
which asserts that in the smooth case Hochschild homology coincides with 
differential forms: 

D~lk ~ HHn(A). 

In particular Hochschild homology of an etale algebra is trivial. 
We apply this result to the computation of cyclic homology to get the 

isomorphism (at least when k contains Q) 

HCn(A) ~ D~lk/dD~lki EB H~R2(A) EB H~R4(A) EB ••.• 
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Since HCn(A) is defined even when A is non-commutative, one may think 
of cyclic homology as a generalization of de Rham cohomology to the non
commutative setting. In cyclic homology a similar computation for the alge
bra of COO-functions was first carried out by A. Connes in [C]. This algebraic 
version is taken out of Loday-Quillen [LQJ. 

3.4.1 Smooth and Etale Algebras. Let S be a commutative k-algebra 
with unit element. A sequence (Xl. . .. ,xm ) of elements of S is called regular 
if multiplication by Xi in Sj(xlS + ... + Xi-IS) is injective (i.e. Xi is regular 
in the quotient) for i = 1, ... ,m. 

The commutative and unital algebra A is smooth over k if it is flat over 
k and if, for any maximal ideal M of A, the kernel J of the localized map 

J.LM : (A ®k A)J.I-1(M) -+ AM 

is generated by a regular sequence in (A ®k A)J.I-l(M). 
If in the definition of smooth it turns out that the kernel J is 0, then A 

is said to be etale over k. 
The following proposition relates these definitions of smooth and etale to 

other ones used in literature. It will be proved in Appendix E (Proposition 
2). 

3.4.2 Proposition. Let k be a Noetherian ring and A a commutative k
algebra which is essentially of finite type. If moreover Tor! (A, A) = 0 for 
n > 0 (e.g. A flat over k), then the following assertions are equivalent and A 
is said to be 'smooth' over k: 

(a) The kernel of the map J.L : A ®k A -+ A is a locally complete intersection. 
(b) The canonical homomorphism M ®A n!lk -+ Tor:®kA(A, M) is a sur-

jection for any A-module M and n~lk is a projective A-module. 
(c) "Jacobian criterion": let P = k[Xb ... ,XnJm be a polynomial algebra 

over k localized at some ideal m, and ¢ : P -+ A a surjective k-algebra 
map. Let p be a prime ideal in A and q its inverse image in P. Then there 
exist PI, ... ,Pr E P which generate Iq = Ker(J) such that dpb ... , dPr 
are linearly independent in n~qlk ®Pq Ap (by linearly independent we 
understand that the image of this matrix in ApjpAp has rank r). 

(d) "Factorization via an etale map": for any prime ideal p of A there is an 
element f ~ p such that there exists a factorization 

c/> k <-t k[XI , ••• , XmJ--'-+ Af 

with ¢ etale. 

(e) For any pair (C, 1), where C is a k-algebra and 1 an ideal of C such that 
12 = 0, the map Homk(A, C) -+ Homk(A, C j 1) is surjective (here Homk 
means k-algebra homomorphisms). 0 
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3.4.3 Examples. If k is a perfect field (e.g. a field of characteristic zero) any 
finite extension is smooth over k. 

The ring of algebraic functions on a non-singular variety over an alge
braically closed field k is smooth, e.g. k[x], k[XI, . .. , xn ], k[x, x-I], k[x, y, z, tll 
(xt - yz = 1) are smooth. However k[x, y]/(x2 = y3) is not smooth. 

3.4.4 Theorem (Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg). For any smooth al
gebra A over k, the antisymmetrisation map (cf. 1.3.4 and 1.3.12): 

is an isomorphism of graded algebras. 

Remark that since A is flat over k, then H Hn(A) = Tor~®A(A, A) 
(cf. 1.1.13) and this result can be expressed as an isomorphism il~lk ~ 

Tor1®A(A, A). 
The pattern of the proof is first to use the local to global principle to 

reduce the proof to local rings. Then a specific resolution is constructed out 
of a Koszul complex. The computation using this resolution gives the answer. 

Remark that we already proved a particular case of HKR-theorem. Indeed 
if V is flat over k, then the symmetric algebra S(V) is smooth and the 
isomorphism ils(v)lk ~ HHn(S(V)) was proved in 3.2.2. 

3.4.5 Local to Global Principle. In order to check that an A-module 
homomorphism n :M--+ N is an isomorphism, it suffices to check that, for 
all maximal ideals M of A, the localized map nM : MM --+ N M is an 
isomorphism. In fact, for x E Kern (or Coker n), let Ann x be the annihilator 
of x in A and let M be a maximal ideal containing Ann x. If x I- 0, then its 
image in (Kern)M is also different from 0, but this is in contradiction with 
the hypothesis. 

3.4.6 Koszul Complex. Let R be a commutative ring, V an R-module and 
x: V --+ R a linear form on V. Then there is a unique differential map dx on 
the exterior algebra AizV which extends x and which makes (AizV, dx ) into 
a DG-algebra. Explicitly dx : A~+l V --+ Aft V is given by 

n 

dx(vo /\ ... /\ vn ) = ~) -l)ix(vi)vo /\ ... /\ ~ /\ ... /\ Vn , 

i=O 

so that for n = 0, dx = x. The associated complex K.{x) is called a Koszul 
complex. 

Koszul complexes will enable us to construct free resolutions in a context 
slightly more general than needed to prove HKR-theorem. 

3.4.7 Proposition. Let R be a commutative ring and let I be an ideal of 
R which is generated by a regular sequence in R. Then the morphism c* : 
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A~/I(1/12) -t Tor~(R/1,R/1) deduced from el : 1/12 ~ Torf(R/1,R/1) is 
an isomorphism of graded algebras. 

Proof. Let x = (XI, . .. ,xm ) be the regular sequence of elements of R which 
generate I. The linear form x : Rm -t R given by X(Tl, ... , Tm) = EXiTi 
gives rise to the Koszul complex IC(x), which is a resolution by the following 

3.4.8 Lemma. Hn(JC(x)) = 0 ifn > 0 and Ho(lC(x)) = R/1. 

Proof. By induction on m. For m = 1, IC(x) = IC(Xl) is the complex 

... -t 0 ---+ R-=-4R. 

Since by hypothesis the element Xl generates I, one has Ho(lC(xt}) = R/ I. 
Since (Xl) is assumed to be a regular sequence, it means that multiplication 
by Xl is injective and so Hl(IC(xt}) = 0, whence Hn(IC(Xl)) = 0 for n > o. 

Suppose now that the lemma is true for m - 1 and let us prove it for 
m. The length-one complex IC(xm) can be considered as an extension of 
complexes 

o -t ICo -t IC(xm) -t IC l -t 0 

where ICo is concentrated in degree 0 (and this module is R) and IC l is concen
trated in degree 1 (and again is R). The tensor product of this exact sequence 
of complexes by the Koszul complex C = IC(Xl, ... ,Xm-l) is still an exact 
sequence of complexes. Moreover the middle term is C®IC(xm) = IC(x). The 
associated long exact sequence in homology reads as follows 

Kl ®R Hn(C) ~ Ko ®R Hn(C) -t Hn(IC(x)) 

Since Ko = Kl = R, it is easy to check that 8 is simply multiplication by 
X m . In other words the following sequence is exact: 

o -t Coker(Hn(C) ~Hn(C)) ---+ Hn(IC(x)) 

---+ Ker(Hn_l(C) ~Hn-l(C)) -t o. 

The inductive hypothesis is Hn(C) = 0 for n > 0 and Ho(C) = R/(XlR+ 
... + xm-lR), therefore we have Hn(IC(x)) = 0 for n > 1. 

For n = 1, Hl(IC(x)) is the kernel of the multiplication by Xm in R/(xlR+ 
.. . +xm-lR). As, by hypothesis, Xm is regular in this ring, we get Hl(IC(x)) = 
o. 

For n = 0, Ho(lC(x)) is the cokernel of the multiplication by Xm in 
R/(xlR + ... + xm-lR), that is R/ I. 0 

End of the Proof of Proposition 3.4.7. Lemma 3.4.8 shows that the Koszul 
complex IC(x) = (A'R(Rm), dx ) is a free resolution of the R-module R/ I. 
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Upon tensoring by R/ I over R, the homology of (A'R(Rm) 0R R/ I, dx (1) is 
Tor~(R/ I, R/ I). Since the image of x is (by definition) in I, it is immediate 
that dx 01 = 0. Therefore these homology groups are A'R(Rm) 0R R/I = 
A'R((R/ I)m). So we have proved that Tor~(R/ I, R/ I) is an exterior R/I
algebra over Torf(R/I,R/I) ~ (R/I)m = 1/12. 

It remains to check that the canonical product on the Tor-groups is iden
tical to the exterior algebra product. Indeed this follows from the fact that 
the exterior algebra product K{x) 0 RK(x) --t K{x) is a homomorphism of 
complexes lifting idR / 1 . 0 

3.4.9 End of the Proof of HKR-Theorem. Since A is flat over k we can 
work with the Tor-definition of Hochschild homology (d. 1.1.13): Hn(A, M) = 
Tor~~M(A, M). By applying the local to global principle to the A-module 
map e:, HKR-theorem reduces to proving that the map 

(3.4.9.1) 

is an isomorphism. 
First one notes that (Q~lk)M ~ Q~Mlk' Second, the map 

On: (Tor~~M(A,M))M --t Tor(A®A),,-l(M)(AM,MM) 

is a natural map relating two homological functors in M. For n = 0, 00 

is an isomorphism (both modules are MM), so by a classical homological 
argument, On is an isomorphism for all n. 

Hence, (3.4.9.1) being an isomorphism is equivalent to 

(3.4.9.2) 

being an isomorphism. 
This latter result is Proposition 3.4.7 applied to the case 

R = (A 0 A)JL-1(M) and R/ I = AM 

since A is smooth over k. 0 

3.4.10 Cyclic Homology of Smooth and Etale Algebras. We are 
now in position to compute cyclic homology of smooth algebras in terms 
of differential forms and de Rham homology. Remark that for etale algebras 
HH.(A) = HH.(k) = ° and therefore HG.(A) ~ HG.(k) 0k A by Corollary 
2.2.3. 

3.4.11 Theorem. If A is smooth over k, then there is a spectml sequence 
abutting to cyclic homology: 

2 { Q1Ik/dQ1Ikl, P = 0, } 
Epq = Hq-P(A) ° => HGp+q(A) . 

DR , p>. 
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Proof. Consider the spectral sequence associated to the bicomplex B(A) (cf. 
2.1.7). Since A is smooth, by the HKR-theorem E~q = HHq_p(A) = g~1t 
if q ~ p ~ 0 and 0 otherwise. Moreover by Proposition 2.3.3 the d l map, 
which is induced by B, is the exterior differential operator d (or 0), whence 
the computation of the E2-term. D 

3.4.12 Theorem. If A is smooth over k and if k contains Q, then there is 
a canonical isomorphism 

The last summand is H O or HI depending on n being even or odd. 

Proof. The spectral sequence of Theorem 3.4.11 degenerates at E2 since there 
is a splitting. In fact, without spectral sequences, one simply compares the 
bicomplex B(A) with the bicomplex V(A) (cf. 2.3.6) of truncated de Rham 
complexes via the maps 71"n. Since rationally 71"n induces an inverse of en 
in homology, this map of bicomplexes is an isomorphism in homology of 
the columns (thanks to smoothness of A and HKR-theorem). Hence it is an 
isomorphism for the homology of the total complex (cf. 1.0.12). 

The homology of TotB(A) is HC*(A) (cf. 2.1.8) and the homology of 
TotV(A) is precisely the right-hand part of the isomorphism in 3.4.12. D 

3.4.13 Remark. It is easy to see how Connes' periodicity exact sequence 
decomposes in the smooth case: 

HHn 
I 

HCn 
s 

HCn- 2 
B 

HHn- I ... --t ---+ ---+ ---+ --t ... 
II II II II 

... --t gn --t gn /dgn-I --t 0 

EEl 

0 --t H n- 2 
DR --t gn-2 / dgn-3 --t gn-I --t 

EEl EEl 
H n- 4 

DR = H n- 4 
DR 

EEl EEl 

= 
This decomposition will be generalized later to any commutative algebra (cf. 
Sect. 4.6). 

3.4.14 Remark. Recall that Theorem 3.4.12 is also true for A = S(V), 
where V is flat over k, without any characteristic hypothesis on k (cf. 3.2.5). 

3.4.15 Corollary. Let H DR* be the non-commutative de Rham homology 
as defined in 2.6.6. If A is smooth over k, then 
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HDRn(A) ~ EB H~R2i(A) 
O~i~n/2 

( with HgR replaced by HgR / k) . o 

Exercise 

E.3.4.1. Let k be a field and let R = k[X, Y, Z] be a polynomial algebra in 
three variables. Show that the sequence (aI, a2, a3) = (X (Y - 1), Y, Z (Y - 1)) 
is regular, though (all a3, a2) is not (cf. Matsumura [1986]). 

3.5 Andre-Quillen Homology 

Still another homology theory for commutative algebras! There are two rea
sons for giving an account of this theory here. First it is the right tool to 
analyze the notion of smoothness of an algebra (and more generally of an al
gebraic variety). Second it is intimately related to Hochschild homology and, 
in characteristic zero, it permits us to give a splitting of the latter. 

We first introduce simplicial resolutions and the cotangent complex which 
lead to the definition of Andre-Quillen (AQ-) homology and cohomology the
ory (together with the higher versions). Then we state their principal proper
ties: Jacobi-Zariski exact sequence, flat base change, localization. The second 
definition of smooth (and etale) algebras gives rise to an HKR-type theorem. 
These results are used in appendix E on smooth algebras. Finally the relation
ship of AQ-theory and HH-theory is exploited to describe a decomposition 
(in the rational framework) of Hochschild homology of a commutative algebra 
(Theorem 3.5.9, see Sects. 4.5 and 4.6 for more). 

3.5.1 Simplicial Resolutions of Commutative Algebras. By definition 
a simplicial resolution of the commutative k-algebra A is an A-augmented 
simplicial commutative k-algebra p. which is acyclic. It is called a free res
olution if P* is a free commutative algebra, i.e. a symmetric algebra over 
some free k-module. Any commutative k-algebra A possesses a free resolu
tion which can be constructed as follows. 

Let k[i] = k[Xl' ... ,Xi] denote the polynomial k-algebra in i variables. Let 
P(A) denote the (small) category of polynomial k-algebras over A. An object 
of P(A) is an algebra k[i] together with a k-algebra map a : k[i] -+ A. A 
morphism in P(A) from a to a' : kri'l -+ A is a k-algebra map f : k[i] -+ kri'l 
such that a' = a 0 f. Consider the forgetful functor U(A) : P(A) -+ (k
Alg) which sends a to its source k[i]. The idea is to apply the Bousfield
Kan construction (cf. Appendix B.13) to the forgetful functor U(A) to get a 
simplicial k-algebra. 

So let CU(A) be the category associated to U(A) as follows: an object is a 
pair (a,x) where a : k[i] -+ A is an object of P(A) and X is an element of 
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U(A)(a) = k[i]. A morphism (a,x) ---t (a', x') in CU(A) is simply a morphism 
I in P(A) such that I(x) = x'. 

Let P* be the algebra generated by the nerve of CU(A). It is a free resolution 
of A. Explicitly, its nth term can be described as follows: 

Pn = ® k[io) 
(fO •... ,!n) 

where the tensor product is over all strings of maps 

k[ · J fo k[· ] f,,-1 k[· J fn A Zo....=....:.t Zl ---t ••• --+ Zn -'-+ . 

The Oth face sends the factor k[io] corresponding to (fo, ... ,In) to the factor 
k[id corresponding to (II, ... , In) by 10 and the ith face (i > 0) sends the 
factor k[ioJ corresponding to (fo, . .. ,In) to the factor k[io] corresponding to 
(II, ... , Idi-l. ... , In) by the identity. Obviously the augmentation to A is 
simply the composite Inln-l . .. /0. 

3.5.2 Lemma. Any k-algebra A admits a free resolution and any two such 
resolutions are homotopy equivalent. 

Prool. The existence of a free resolution follows from 3.5.1. 
Let P* and Q* be two such resolutions. One constructs a map 1* : P. ---t 

Q. by induction on the degree. It suffices to define In on the generators 
x E Pn . Since Q* is an acyclic simplicial module, it is a Kan complex (cf. 
Appendix B.9) with trivial homotopy. So there exists y E Qn whose faces are 
In-l(dix), i = 0, ... ,no Then one puts In(x) = y. A similar argument shows 
that any other choice I~ is homotopic to I.. 0 

3.5.3 The Cotangent Complex. Let p. be a free resolution of A. By 
definition the cotangent complex of A is the complex lL* (A) deduced from P* 
by 

lLn(Alk) = il~"lk ®p" A. 

(In fact it is the class of lL. in the derived category of complexes which should 
be called the cotangent complex. Hence the choice of a free resolution does 
not matter). 

3.5.4 Andre-Quillen Homology of a Commutative Algebra. By defi
nition Andre-Quillen homology of the commutative k-algebra A with coeffi
cients in the A-module M is 

Other notations in the literature are Dn(A/k, M) in Quillen (1970), 
Hn(k, A, M) in Andre [1974). If M = A one simply writes Dn(Alk) instead 
of Dn(Alk, A). 
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One can also define higher Andre-Quillen homology D(q) for q ~ 1 by 
putting 

D~q)(Alk, M) := Hncrr .. ~q) (Alk) 0A M) , 

where lllq) (Alk) = fl~nlk 0Pn A. So for q = lone has Dn = D~l). 
Andre-Quillen cohomology is defined by 

It is immediate from Lemma 3.5.2 that any free resolution JL. can be used to 
compute all these theories. Note that for n = 0, Do(Alk, M) = fl~lk 0A M 

and DO(Alk, M) = Derk(A, M). 

3.5.5 Properties of AQ-Homology Theory. We will only state these 
properties and refer to Quillen [1970] or Andre [1974] for the proofs. 

3.5.5.0 Homological Functors. Let 0 -t M' -t M -t Mil -t 0 be an exact 
sequence of A-modules. Then there is a long exact sequence of homology 
groups 

... -t Dn+1(Alk, Mil) -t Dn(Alk, M') -t Dn(Alk, M) 

-t Dn(Alk, Mil) -t '" 

3.5.5.1 Jacobi-Zariski Exact Sequence. Let k -t K -t A be rings and homo
morphisms of rings. Then there is a long exact sequence 

... -t DnH(AIK) -t Dn(Klk) 0K A -t Dn(Alk) -t Dn(AIK) -t ... 

-t flklk 0K A -t fl~lk -t fl~IK -t 0 . 

3.5.5.2 Flat Base Change. Let A and B be two k-algebras. If B is flat over 
k, then 

3.5.5.3 Localization. Let S be a multiplicative system in the ring A. Then 
D.(AsIA) = O. 

We stated these results in terms of D., however as usual they are just conse
quences of statements about the cotangent complex. For instance the local
ization property reads: JL(As IA) is acyclic. 

3.5.6 Theorem. Suppose that A is smooth over k in the sense of hypothesis 
d) in 3.4.2. Then 

Do(Alk, M) = M 0A fl~lk and Dn(Alk, M) = 0 for n > 0 . 

More generally 
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the results of Sect.2 (see also 
Appendix E). 0 

3.5.7 Comparison of AQ-Homology Theory with Hochschild Ho
mology Theory. This relationship is given by the next theorem which is 
sometimes called the fundamental spectral sequence for Andre-Quillen ho
mology. It leads to a decomposition of Hochschild homology in the rational 
case and to an HKR-type theorem under the smoothness assumption (d) of 
3.4.2. 

3.5.8 Theorem. For any commutative and flat k-algebra A there is a canon
ical spectral sequence abutting to Hochschild homology: 

If k contains Q this spectral sequence is degenerate and there is a canonical 
decomposition 

HHn(A) ~ EB D(q)(Alk). 
p+q=n p 

Proof. Consider the following bicomplex L.*: 

4- -I. 4-
Lfi!;3 

0 f- L®3 
1 f- L®3 

2 f-

bl -bl bl 
L®2 

0 f- L®2 
1 f- L®2 

2 f-

bl -bl bl 
Lo f- L1 f- L2 f-

where the bottom line is a simplicial resolution of A by free k-algebras. For q 
fixed the (horizontal) homology is Hn(L~q) = 0 if n > 0 and Ho(ll!q) = A®q. 
Therefore Hn(Lu) = HHn(A). On the other hand for p fixed the (vertical) 
homology is Hn{L?*) = HHn(Lp) = QLplk' since Lp is a symmetric algebra 

(cf. 3.2.2). 
A consequence of these computations is the existence of a convergent 

spectral sequence 

If k contains Q, then there is a canonical projection from L** to the bicomplex 
Q* L. 
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.j. .j. .j. 

n2 
Lo ~ n2 

L1 ~ n2 
L2 ~ ... 

01 01 01 
n1 Lo ~ n1 

L1 ~ n1 
L2 ~ ... 

01 01 01 
Lo ~ L1 ~ L2 ~ ... 

inducing an isomorphism in homology. Since these complexes have isomorphic 
vertical homology groups, they have the same total homology. 0 

3.5.9 Corollary. Suppose that A is smooth over k in the sense of d) in 3.4.2. 
Then the antisymmetrization map c: is an isomorphism of algebras 

Proof. It is now an immediate consequence of Theorems 3.5.6 and 3.5.8. 0 

3.5.10 Comparison with Harrison Homology in Characteristic O. 
See Sect. 4.5. 

Exercises 

E.3.5.1. Let I be a commutative and not necessarily unital algebra over a 
field k of characteristic zero. Show that I is H-unital iff D*(k!I+) = O. [Cf. 
Wodzicki [1989, Sect. 3.8].] 

E.3.5.2. Let k --t K --t A be rings and maps of rings such that A is flat 
over K. Show that the Jacobi-Zariski exact sequence for D* = Di1) can be 
generalized to spectral sequences (one for each m): 

for higher Andre-Quillen theories. [If Ln = k[InJ, n ~ 0, is a resolution 
of Kover k, then choose a resolution of A over k of the form k[In] [JnJ. 
Communicated by M. Ronco (unpublished).] 
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3.6 Deligne Cohomology 

Deligne cohomology was constructed to understand a certain product on 
differential forms related to the Hodge filtration. This theory was later gen
eralized into Deligne-Beilinson cohomology theory which is an efficient tool 
in the study of higher regulators. The reason for giving here a short account 
of Deligne cohomology is its close link with cyclic homology in the smooth 
case, and in particular in the comparison of the products. The main feature is 
that in Deligne cohomology the product on chains is commutative only up to 
homotopy, though in Connes' framework this product is strictly commutative 
on chains. 

Standing Assumption. In this section the ground ring is the field C of 
complex numbers. 

3.6.1 Definition. We adopt the following notation: Z(l) := 27fiZ C C and 
Z(p) := Z(l)®P for any p > O. Let A be a commutative C-algebra. The 
Deligne complex is by definition 

Z(p)v(A)* : Z(p) -+ A ~ st~11C -+ ... -+ st~l~ -+ 0 -+ ... , 

where Z(p) is in degree 0 (and so st~,d is in degree p). The inclusion of Z(p) 
in A is via C. 

By definition the Deligne cohomology groups of A are 

Hv(A):= EB Hv(A,Z(p» . 
p2:0 

As in the case of de Rham homology, we should rather write Hv (X, Z(p) ) 
with X = SpecA, the spectrum of A. In fact the definition of these groups can 
be extended to any algebraic variety X over C by taking the hyperhomology 
of the complex of sheaves Z(p)v (() x). But we will only deal with the affine 
case in this book. 

3.6.2 Product Structure on H;5(A,Z(-». There is a product map of 
complexes 

U : Z(p); ® Z(q); -+ Z(p + q); 

defined as follows. Let w E Z(p); and w' E Z(q)"V, then 

{ 
ww' ~f n = 0, "1m (then w is a scalar),} 

I _ w 1\ dw' If n = p, m = q, Z( + )n+m 
w U w - 0 otherwise (i.e. 0 < p < n, "1m, E p q D . 

or p = nand m < q). 

Remark that for the middle case, i.e. n = p and m = q, the result is also in 
the top dimension that is in Z(p + q)~+q. 
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3.6.3 Proposition. This product is associative and homotopy (graded) com
mutative. So it induces on Deligne cohomology a product 

which is associative and (graded) commutative. 

Proof. Associativity is strict and immediate to check. 
Commutativity is not strict on cochains but only valid up to homotopy. 

The homotopy is explicitly given by 

h(w ® w') _ {O if n = 0 and m = 0, 
- (-I)nw !\ w' otherwise. 

We leave to the reader the straightforward task of checking that 

(hd+dh)(w®w') =wUw' - (-ltmw'Uw. D 

3.6.4 Reduced Deligne Cohomology. We call reduced Deligne complex 
the kernel of Z(p) +- Z(p)1J(A)*. It is simply the truncated de Rham com
plex shifted by one. It is immediate to check that it is endowed with a product 
structure as well. Its cohomology groups are denoted by Hi, (A, Z( q)) (and 
more generally by Hi,(X,Z(q)) for the hyperhomology of an algebraic vari
ety). Obviously there is an exact sequence 

In the affine smooth case an immediate translation of Theorem 3.4.12 yields 
the following 

3.6.5 Proposition. If A is smooth over C, then there is an isomorphism 

D 

3.6.6 Compatibility of Product Structures. In Sect. 4.4 we will show 
that for a commutative algebra A, HC*(A)[I] is endowed with a product 
structure, which is graded commutative. The point about the map of 3.6.5 
is that it is an isomorphism of graded algebras. In fact it will be shown that 
"Sullivan's commutative cochain problem" for the reduced Deligne complex 
is solved by Connes' complex. Explicitly, the two quasi-isomorphisms of com
plexes 

CA(A) +-- Tot B(A) ---+ Tot V(A) 

(cf. 2.3.6) are compatible with the product structures on the three complexes. 
This product is commutative up to homotopy on the middle and right chain 
complexes, but is strictly commutative on the left chain complex, i.e. on 
CA(A) (cf. 4.4.5). 
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Bibliographical Comments on Chapter 3 

Most of the computations of Hochschild homology (or cohomology) groups given in 
this chapter have been known for a long time and can even be found in textbooks 
like Mac Lane [ML) and Cartan-Eilenberg ICE). 

For cyclic homology, the case of a tensor algebra, done explicitly in Loday
Quillen [LQ), was hinted at in Hsiang-Staffeldt [1982) for the HA-theory. For almost 
symmetric algebras the proof is due to Kassel [1988b). The case of universal en
veloping algebras of Lie algebras has been done also by Feigin and Tsygan [1987b) 
by using Koszul duality of associative algebras. For smooth algebras the case of 
COO-functions of manifolds was done by Connes [C), the algebraic case appeared 
in Loday-Quillen [LQ). A generalization, with relationship to Grothendieck crys
talline cohomology, is carried out in Feigin-Tsygan [1985]; this is strongly related 
with Sect. 6. Andre-Quillen cohomology was constructed and studied both in Andre 
[1974) and in Quillen [1970), generalizing work of Harrison [1962). There are sev
eral papers devoted to this theory, see for instance Avramov-Halperin [1987). For 
DG-algebras see Sect. 5.3, 5.4 and 5.BC. For group algebras see Sect. 7.4. 

Many papers have been devoted to the computation of cyclic homology groups 
of specific algebras, especially in characteristic zero. See the list of references, which 
is close to completeness at the date of 1.1.1992. 

Few computations have been done in positive characteristic apart from Gros 
[1987], and Wodzicki [1988c). 



Chapter 4. Operations on Hochschild 
and Cyclic Homology 

How does Hochschild and cyclic homology behave with respect to tensor prod
ucts and with respect to operations performed on the defining complexes? 
This is the subject of the present chapter. 

There are two types of operations which are taken up: those which come 
from A itself (conjugation and derivation) and those which come from the 
action of the symmetric group on the module of chains. It turns out that these 
latter operations are intimately related to the computation of cyclic homology 
of a tensor product of algebras. Some of them give rise to a splitting of H H 
and H C in the rational case. 

In Sect.4.1 we first analyze the action of conjugation by an invertible 
element. Then we turn to derivations. Any derivation D of the k-algebra A 
induces a map L D on cyclic homology and the main theorem is the vanishing 
of the composite map L DOS where S is Connes periodicity map. This result is 
analogous to the homotopy invariance of the de Rham theory. An application 
to the computation of cyclic homology of nilpotent ideals is given. 

In Sect. 4.2 we examine Hochschild homology of a tensor product of alge
bras. The Kiinneth theorem HH*(A) ® HH*(A') ~ HH*(A® A') is induced 
by the shuffle product, which is studied in detail. 

In Sect. 4.3 this result is extended to cyclic homology. Here the Kiinneth 
theorem is replaced by the K iinneth exact sequence 

... -t HC*(A ® A') -t HC*(A) ® HC*(A') 

-t HC*(A) ® HC*(A')[2)-t HC*_l(A ® A') -t ... 

Meanwhile a new product is constructed: the cyclic shuffle product. It 
permits us to construct in Sect. 4.4 a product on cyclic homology: 

HCp(A) X HCq(A') -t HCp+q+1(A ® A') 

which corresponds to the product (w, w') f-t w 1\ dw' on forms (as in Deligne 
cohomology). There also exists a coproduct, which, once translated into the 
cohomological framework, gives rise to a product 

Sections 4.5 and 4.6 are devoted to the A-decomposition of Hochschild 
and cyclic homology respectively: 

J.-L. Loday, Cyclic Homology
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998
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These splittings are consequences of the existence of the Eulerian idempo
tents e~) E Q[Sn], 1 ::; i ::; n, which behave fantastically well with respect to 
the Hochschild and Connes boundary maps. These idempotents are related to 
interesting combinatorial formulas involving the classical Eulerian numbers. 
The pieces H H~l) and HC~l) of the decomposition are shown to be related 
to Harrison-Andre-Quillen theory and the pieces HH~n) and HC~n) to dif
ferential forms. As for the intermediate pieces, they coincide with de Rham 
cohomology in the smooth case. Work remains to be done to understand them 
in the general case. 

4.1 Conjugation and Derivation 

In this section we show how conjugation and derivation act on Hochschild and 
cyclic homology. Conjugation by an invertible element acts as the identity. 
Similarly an inner derivation induces O. For an arbitrary derivation D the 
action L D on cyclic homology is such that L DOS = O. These results were 
essentially known by G. Rinehart and rediscovered later by several people 
including A. Connes and T. Goodwillie. 

4.1.1 Conjugation. Let AX be the group of invertible elements of the unital 
k-algebra A. Any 9 E A x induces an action on M ® A~1n called conjugation 
and defined by 

( ) ( -1 -1 -1) g. m,a1,.··,an = gmg ,ga1g , ... ,gang . 

This map obviously commutes with the Hochschild boundary and, when M 
= A, with the cyclic operator (it is even an endomorphism of cyclic module). 
Therefore it induces an endomorphism, denoted g*, of Hochschild and cyclic 
homology. 

4.1.2 Proposition. The endomorphism g* of Hn(A, M) is the identity. 

Proof. The maps hi : M ® A~1n ~ M ® A~In+1, i = 0, ... , n, where 

h ( ) ( -1 -1 -1 ) 
i m,all···,an = mg ,ga1g , ... ,gaig ,g,ai+l,···,an 

define a simplicial homotopy h since the formulas of 1.0.8 are fulfilled with 
doho = id and dn+1hn = g. (-). Hence the proposition is a consequence of 
1.0.9. 

A slightly different proof is given in the proof of the next proposition. 0 

4.1.3 Proposition. The endomorphism g* of HC*(A) (resp. HCrer(A) , 
resp. HC;(A)) is the identity. 
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Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram, where inci (resp. inc2) 
sends the element a to [~g] (resp. [g~]): 

M 2(A) ~ A 

1 [~~] 19 

Let F be one ofthe following functors: HH*, HC*, HCrer , HC; (see Sect. 5.1 
for these last two functors). By Morita invariance the maps F(incI) and 
F(inc2) are isomorphisms. Since the trace map tr induces an inverse to inci 
on homology (cf. 1.2.4 and 2.2.9) and since tr 0 inc2 = id, one has 

F(incd- I 0 F(inc2) = F(tr 0 inc2) = id . 

Therefore F(g*) = (F(incd-IoF(inc2))-loF(id)o(F(incd-loF(inc2)) = id. 
D 

4.1.4 Action of Derivations on HH and He. Recall that a derivation of 
A (into itself) is a k-linear map D : A --t A such that D(ab) = (Da)b+a(Db) 
(cf. 1.3.1 and 1.5.2). For any u E A the map ad(u) : A --t A, ad(u)(a) = [u,a] 
is a derivation called an inner derivation. Any derivation D can be extended 
to Cn(A) = A®n+! by the formula 

LD(ao, ... , an) = L(ao, ... , ai-I. Dai, ai+I,···, an) . 
i~O 

The relation satisfied by D implies immediately that LD : Cn(A) --t Cn(A) 
commutes with the operators di , Sj and t (for instance LDdo(ao, ad = 
LD{aoad = D{aoad = {Dao}al + ao(Dad = do«Dao, al} + (ao, Dad) = 
doLD(aO' al))' In other words LD is a morphism of cyclic modules. Therefore 
LD commutes with band B. So there are induced maps on the Hochschild 
complex and on the bicomplex B(A}, which induce 

4.1.5 Proposition. If D = ad( u) is an inner derivation, then L D is 0 on 
Hochschild and on cyclic homology. 

Proof. It was proved in 1.3.3 that any u E A determines a map h(u) : Cn --t 
en+! such that bh(u} + h(u)b = -ad(u). It is immediate to check that, in 
the normalized framework, Bh(u) + h(u)B = 0 since [u,l] = O. Hence, by 
putting h(u) on each column of B(A), we define a homotopy from ad(u) to 0 
on Tot B(A), whence the result. D 
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4.1.6 Corollary. There are well-defined homomorphisms of Lie algebras 
[D] t--t LD : 

HI(A,A) -t Endk(HHn(A)) and HI(A,A) -t Endk(HCn(A)). 

Proof Since HI(A,A) = Der{A)/{inner derivations}, (cf. 1.5.2), Proposition 
4.1.5 implies that both maps are well-defined. 

The Lie algebra structure of Endk ( -) is given by [1,1'] = f 0 l' - f' 0 f. 
The Lie algebra structure of HI (A, A) is similar and described in 1.5.2. The 
fact that [D] t--t LD is a Lie algebra homomorphism follows from LD 0 LD, -
Lv' 0 LD = L[v,v'j, which is a straightforward check at the chain level (i.e. 
on Cn{A)). 0 

4.1.7 Lifting of the Interior Product: the Operators en and En. In 
the framework of differential forms, any vector field X determines a derivation 
ax and an interior product ix satisfying the formula 

ax = dix +ixd. 

Our aim is to show that for any derivation D there is an operator eD of 
degree -1 which plays the role of the interior product (cf. 4.1.9). To com
pare its behavior with respect to Connes' boundary map it is necessary to 
introduce an operator Ev of degree +1 as follows. 

Let D be a derivation of A. By definition 

-l8in -l8in-1 d E A -Al8in A A l8in+1 ev : A Q9 A -t A Q9 A an D: Q9 -+ Q9 

are given by the following formulas: 

ev{ao, ... , an) := (-l)n+1(D(an )ao, al,"" an-I) , 

Ev(ao, ... , an) := 

L (_l)in+l(l, ai, aHI,.·., aj_I, Daj, aj+I, ... , an, ao,···, ai-I) . 
l:5i:5j:5n 

Remark that both maps are linear in D. 

4.1.8 Proposition. The following formulas are valid on the normalized com
plex C*{A): 

(4.1.8.1) [ev,b] = 0, 

( 4.1.8.2) rev, B) + [Ev, b] = Lv , 

(4.1.8.3) [Ev,B] = o. 
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Proof. Here, the commutators are understood as graded commutators, so 
[eD, bJ = eDb + beD and similarly for the other ones. 

The third formula is immediate since we are working in the normalized 
framework. 

The first formula is proved as follows. From the definition of eD and bit 
is easy to check that 

(eDb + beD)(ao, .. . , an) = (an-1Danao, al,' .. , an-2) 

-(D(an-lan)aO, all"" an-2) + (Dan-lanao, al,"" an-2) . 

Hence the equality follows from the fact that D is a derivation. 
The second formula is a little work. To ease the proof we write i instead 

of ai and therefore Di instead of Dai' To avoid confusion we write * instead 
of 1. 

Applied to (0, ... , n) the operator eDB + BeD + EDb + bED is a sum 
of elements of two different kinds: those with a * as the first entry, and the 
others. First we take care of the second kind. 

They come from eDB and bED: 

n 

eDB(O, ... , n) = eD ~) _1)in(*, i, ... , i - 1) 
i=O 

n 

= (-1t+2~) _1)in(D(i - 1), i, ... , i - 2) . 
i=O 

The elements of the second kind in b( *,0, ... , n) are 

(0, ... ,n)+(_1)n+1(n,0, ... ,n-1) . 

So, after simplification, the elements of the second kind in bED (0, ... , n), 
which contain Dj for some fixed j (1 :5 j :5 n), are (0, ... , Dj, ... , n) + 
(_1)jn+l(Dj, ... ,j -1). Summing over j all the elements coming from eDB 
and bED give 'E'j=o(O, ... , Dj ... , n) which is precisely LD(O, ... , n). 

It is sufficient now to prove that the elements of the first kind amount 
to zero. They appear in BeD, EDb and bED ("interior" part). We will 
prove that the elements coming from BeD + EDb cancel with those com
ing from bED. First, the elements of bED(O, ... ,n) which have (Dn)O as 
entry cancel with the elements of BeD(O, . .. , n). Secondly, an element like 
(*,i, ... ,k(k + 1), ... ,Dj, ... ) coming from b(*,i, ... ,Dj, ... ) cancels with 
one in EDb(O, ... , n) coming from EDdk(O, ... , n). Finally, elements of the 
form (*, i, ... , (j - 1)Dj, ... ) and (*, i, ... , (Dj)(j - 1), ... ) come from (*, i, 
... , D(j(j -1)), ... ) in EDb(O, ... , n). So we have proved that the sum of the 
elements of the first kind is 0 and this finishes the proof. 0 

4.1.9 Corollary. For any derivation D the map eD zs well-defined on 
HH*(A) and satisfies [eD,B*] = LD. 
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Proof The map S : B*(A) ---+ B*(A)[2] sends the first column to 0 and is 
an isomorphism on the others (cf. 2.2.2). Formulas of Proposition 4.1.8 show 
that the matrix 

is a homotopy from Tot (LD 0 S) to o. o 

4.1.11 Corollary. LD = 0 on periodic cyclic homology HCrer (cf Sect. 5.1 
for the definition of periodic cyclic homology). 

Proof In periodic cyclic homology the boundary is b + B, so the equality 
leD + ED, B + b) = LD means that eD + ED is a homotopy from LD to O. 
Therefore L D = 0 on H Crer . 0 

4.1.12 Application to Cyclic Homology of Graded Algebras. In this 
subsection k is supposed to contain Q. Suppose that A is a unital non
negatively graded algebra, that is A = Ao Ef) A1 Ef) A2 Ef) ••• where the product 
sends Ai ® Aj into Ai+j (and 1 E Ao). Let us call n = lal the weight of 
a E An. Since the weight Elail of (ao, ... , an) E A®n+1 is unchanged by b 
and B, the groups HCn(A) split naturally according to the weight. 

There is a natural derivation on A given by Da = lala on homogeneous 
elements. It is clear that LD is multiplication by w on the piece of weight w. 

So, by Theorem 4.1.10, Sis 0 on HCn(A)/ HCn(Ao). Finally we have proved 
the following 

4.1.13 Theorem. Let A be a unital graded algebra over k containing Q. 
~ ~ 

Define HCn(A):= HCn(A)/HCn(Ao) andHHn(A):= HHn(A)/HHn(Ao). 

Connes' exact sequence for HC reduces to the short exact sequences: 

~ :::=: ~ 

0---+ HCn- 1 ---+ H H n ---+ HCn ---+ 0 . 

Another useful application of the vanishing of LDS on relative cyclic homol
ogy is the following result due to T. Goodwillie. 

4.1.14 Theorem. Let A be a unital k-algebra and I a two-sided nilpotent 
ideal of A (1m+! = 0). Then the map p!SP : HCn+2p (A, I) ---+ HCn(A, I) on 
relative cyclic homology is trivial for p > m(n + 1). 

Proof Filter A by the powers of I: 

A = 10 ~ 11 ~ 12 ~ ... 1m ~ I m +1 = 0 . 
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There is defined a decreasing filtration on C(A) as follows: 

FP = n IPo 0 ... 0 IPn C A0n+l = Cn(A) . 

Note that P~ = Cn(A) and that p;:,(n+l)+i = O. Remark that pP is a cyclic 
module for all p 2: 0 and that HC*(A,I) = HC*(Pi). 

Pirst Step. Let us prove that the map S is 0 on HC* (PP / pp+i) for p > O. As 
a cyclic module ffip?,oPP / pp+l is isomorphic to C(gr(A)), where gr(A) is the 
graded algebra of A associated to the filtration by the powers of I. On gr(A) 
there is defined a derivation D given by Da = pa for a E grp(A) = IP / IP+i. 
By Theorem 4.1.10 pS is 0 on HC*(grp(A)). 

As a consequence p!SP is 0 on HC* (pi / pp+i) (d. Exercise E.1.0.1). 

Second Step. The nilpotency of I implies that Pi. = 0 for p > m(n + 1). 
Therefore HCn(PP) = 0 and HCn(P i ) ---+ HCn(P i / pP+l) is injective in the 
same range. 

Combining the results of the two steps, it comes out that 

p!SP: HCn+2p(p i ) ---+ HCn(p i ) 

is 0 provided that p > m(n + 1). o 

4.1.15 Corollary. Suppose that k contains Q and let I be a nilpotent ideal 
of A. Then HCrer (A,1) = 0 and therefore the maps B : HC-i(A,1) ---+ 
HC;(A,I) and HCrer(A) ---+ HCrer (A/1) are isomorphisms. 0 

(For the definition of periodic cyclic homology see Sect. 5.1) 

Exercises 

E.4.1.1. Let D : A ---+ A be a k-linear map. Show that the map LD : Cn(A) ---+ 
Cn(A) of 4.1.4 is simplicial if and only if D is a derivation. 

E.4.1.2. Let D : A ---+ A be a derivation. Show that there is one and only 
one map C(A) ---+ C(A) compatible with the coalgebra structure of C(A) and 
which coincides with D in degree O. 

E.4.1.3. Let D and D' be two derivations of A. Show that [LD' eD'] = e[D,D'] 

(d. Rinehart [1963, p.219]). 

E.4.1.4. Show that the product Hl(A, A) x HHp(A) ---+ HHp(A) of 4.1.6 
can be extended to a product 

so that HH*(A) becomes a graded Lie module over the graded Lie algebra 
H*(A, A)[l] (d. Exercise E.1.5.2). 
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EA.1.5. Let I be a sub-algebra of A which is H-unital. Let 9 E A x be such 
that gI c I and Ig- 1 C I. Show that 9* is well-defined on HH*(I) and 
HC*(I), and is equal to the identity (cf. Wodzicki [1989]). 

EA.1.6. Suppose that k contains Q. Let A and B be unital algebras and M 
an A-B-bimodule. Let 

T= [~ ~] 
be the triangular matrix algebra. Show that HH*(T) = HH*(A) EB HH*(B) 
by using derivations. [Use ad( u) for u = [~ g].] 
E.4.1. 7. Show that LD acts trivially on non-commutative de Rham homology 
(see 2.6.6). 

E.4.1.S. Truncated Polynomial Rings. Let A = k[x]jxrH be a truncated 
polynomial ring over k. We denote by nk and kink the kernel and cokernel 
of the multiplication by n respectively. Show that 

HHo(A) = A ~ kr+1 , 

H H2n- 1 (A) ~ kr EB kl(r + l)k , 

HH2n (A) = F EBrHk, n > o. 
If k contains Q show that 

HCo(A) = A ~ kr+1 , 

HC2n- 1 (A) = 0, 

HC2n(A) ~ kr+1, n > 0 . 

[For the computation of H H use the resolution 

P(y,z) y-z P(y,z) y-z 
... lQ lQ l... >Q-+A, 

where Q = k[y,z]jyr+1 = zr+l = 0 and P(y,z)(y - z) = yr+1 - zr+l. For 
the computation of HC apply Theorem 4.1.13. See also the end of Sect. 5.4.] 
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4.2 Shuffle Product in Hochschild Homology 

The notion of shuffle comes naturally when one tries to decompose a product 
of geometric simplices into a union of other simplices. In algebra the shuffle 
product was introduced by Eilenberg and Mac Lane. It induces a product on 
Hochschild homology and yields the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem which shows 
that Hochschild homology commutes with tensor product. On differential 
forms the shuffle product induces the exterior product of forms. 

4.2.1 The Shuffle Product. Let Sn be the symmetric group acting on the 
set {I, ... , n}. A (p, q)-shuffle is a permutation (1 in Sp+q such that 

(1(1) < (1(2) < ... < (1(p) and (1(p + 1) < (1(p + 2) < '" < (1(p + q) . 

For any k-algebra A we let Sn act on the left on Cn = Cn (A) = A ® A ®n by: 

(4.2.1.1) 

In other words, if (1 is a (p,q)-shuffle the elements {al,a2, ... ,ap} appear 
in the same order in the sequence (1. (ao, ... , an) and so do the elements 
{ap+l, ap+2, ... , ap+q}. 

Let A' be another k-algebra. The shuffle product 

is defined by the following formula: 

(ao,al, ... ,ap) x (a~,a~, ... ,a~) 

(4.2.1.2)= Lsgn((1)(1. (ao ® a~,al ® 1, ... , ap ® 1,1 ® a~, ... , 1 ® a~) , 
0' 

where the sum is extended over all (p, q)-shuffles. This is in fact the formula of 
Lemma 1.6.11 made explicit in this particular case. Remark that this formula 
is well-defined in the normalized setting since if ai = 1 for some i > 1 (resp. 
a~ = 1 for some i > 1) then ai ® 1 (resp. 1 ® aD = 1 ® 1 is the identity of 
A®A'. We think of shp,q = '2:::sgn((1)(1 either as an element in Z[Snl or as a 
map (see above) depending on the context. 

Note that the same formula defines more generally a shuffle product from 

4.2.2 Proposition. The Hochschild boundary is a graded derivation for the 
shuffle product: 

b(x x y) = b(x) x y+ (-l)lxlx x b(y), x E Cp and y E C~. 
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Proof. Let x = (ao,al, ... ,ap) and y = (a~,a~, ... ,a~), and write x x y = 
L ± ( Co, Cl , •.• , cp+q). The element Co is ao ® a~ and for i > 0 the element Ci is 
either in the first set {al ®1, ... , ap®l} or in the second set {l®ai, ... , l®a~}. 
Fix i, 0 ~ i ~ n, and consider the element di (co, C!, ... , cp+q ) appearing in 
the expansion of b(x x y). If Ci and Ci+l are in the first (resp. second) set, 
or if i = 0 and Cl is in the first (resp. second) set, or if i = nand Cn is 
in the first (resp. second) set, then di(co,Cl,""Cp+q) appears also in the 
expansion of b(x) x y (resp. x x bey)) and conversely. If Ci and Ci+1 belong to 
two different sets, then (co, C!, .•. Ci-!, Ci+!, Ci, Ci+2, .•• , CP+ q ) is also a shuffle 
and so appears in the expansion of x x y. As its sign is the opposite of the 
sign (in front) of (co,c!" .. ,cp+q ), these two elements cancel after applying 
di (because CiCi+1 = Ci+1Ci). 

By the end we have proved that 

b(x x y) = b(x) x y + (-l)Px x b(y) 

(checking that the signs are correct is left to the reader). 
This is an elementary and combinatorial proof. For a more conceptual 

proof (proving associativity as well) see Mac Lane [ML, p.312]. 0 

4.2.3 The Shuffle Product Map. Let 

sh: (G*(A) ® G*(A'))n = EB Gp(A) ® Gq(A') -t Gn(A ® A') 
p+q=n 

be the sum of the shuffle product maps shpq for p + q = n. This is the 
map described in 1.6.11 for the simplicial modules G(A) and G(A') once 
G(A) X G(A') is identified with G(A®A'). See 4.2.8 for an explicit description 
in the commutative case. 

4.2.4 Proposition. The map sh : G*(A) ® G.(A') --+ G*(A ® A') is a map 
of complexes of degree 0, that is [b, sh] = O. 

Proof. This follows readily from Proposition 4.2.2. o 

4.2.5 Theorem. (Kiinneth formula for Hochschild Homology). Sup
pose that A' and HH*(A') are fiat over k (e.g. k is a field). Then the shuffle 
map induces an isomorphism 

Proof. Cf. Mac Lane [ML, Chap. 8, Theorem 8.1] or Cartan-Eilenberg [CE, 
p.218-219]. 0 

4.2.6 The Case of a Commutative Algebra. Suppose that A is commu
tative. Then the product map J.L : A ® A --+ A is a k-algebra homomorphism. 
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Composing the shuffle product with the map induced by p. gives an inner 
shuffle product map: 

(ao, al,"" ap) X (a~, ap+l,"" ap+q) 

L sgn(a)a. (aoa~, aI, ... ,ap+q) . 
C7=(p,q) -shuffle 

Remark that this map is well-defined even if A has no unit. So, equipped with 
the shuffle product, C(A) becomes a graded algebra. In fact Proposition 4.2.2 
implies that it is a DC-algebra. 

4.2.7 Corollary. When A is commutative the shuffle product 

induces on HH*(A) a structure of gmded commutative algebm. o 

4.2.8 The sh Map. The multiplication on the first variable makes Cp(A) = 
A ® A®P into an A-module and it is immediate to check that x passes to the 
tensor product over A: 

X : Cp(A) ®A Cq(A) -+ Cp+q(A) . 

Identify Cp(A) ®A Cq(A) with Cp+q(A) by 

and still denote by shp,q the resulting endomorphism of Cp+q(A). By defini
tion 

sh = L shp,q: Cn(A) -+ Cn(A) . 
p+q=n 
p~l.q~l 

This map sh is in fact the action of the element sh = Lsgn(a)a E k[Sn], 
where the sum is extended over all (p, q )-shuffles, p + q = nand p 2:: 1, q 2:: 1. 

Proposition 4.2.3 implies that, in this setting, we have the formula 

(4.2.8.1) [b,sh] = O. 

In other words sh is a morphism of complexes. 

4.2.9 Shuffle Product and Differential Forms. For p = q = 0 the shuffle 
product reduces to the product map p. : A ® A -+ A. For p = 0 it gives 
the A-module structure on Hochschild homology (cf. 1.1.5). For p = q = 
1 the map ni1k ® ni1k -+ HH2(A) factors through n!lk (cf. 1.3.12), via 
(adb) ® (a' db') H aa'dbdb'. More generally the iteration of the product map 
defines a map 
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which is precisely the antisymmetrization map Cn described in 1.3.4, since in 
terms of permutations it is given by 

cn(aodal .. , dan) = L sgn(a)a. (ao, al,"" an) . 
uESn 

As a consequence there is a commutative diagram 

np x nq e~q HHp x HHq 

Al lx 
np+q ~ HHp+q 

where 1\ is the exterior product of forms. In other words n~lk -t HH*(A) is 

an algebra homomorphism (even an iso when A is smooth, cf. Sect. 3.4). 

4.2.10 Harrison Homology. The Hochschild complex C(A) of the commu
tative k-algebra A is a CDC-algebra which is augmented over A. Its product 
is the shufRe product. Let I = EBn>oCn(A) be the augmentation ideal. For 
any A-module M, C(A, M) is a C(A)-module. It follows from Proposition 
4.2.2 that the quotient C(A, M)/ I. C(A, M) is a well-defined complex. By 
definition its homology is Harrison homology and is denoted 

Harrn(A,M):= Hn(C(A,M)/I.C(A,M)). 

4.2.11 Proposition. If A is flat over k containing Q, then Harrison homol
ogy is canonically isomorphic to Andre-Quillen homology {cf. Sect. 3.5}: 

Proof. Let L* be a free simplicial resolution of the k-algebra A. For i fixed, 
the quasi-isomorphism C(Li) -t nr;jk sends the shufRe product into the 
exterior product. The proof of Theorem 3.5.8 implies that the complex 
C(Li)/ h C(Li) (with Ii = augmentation ideal of C(Li)) is quasi-isomorphic 
to the short complex 

.. , -t 0 -t 0 -t nLi1k ~ Li . 

By the same argument as in 3.5.8 we conclude that Harrn(A, M) is isomorphic 
to Dn - l (Alk, M) for n 2: 1. 0 

Exercises 

E.4.2.1. Let A be a commutative k-algebra and D a derivation of A. Show 
that LD is a (graded) derivation of the graded algebra HH*(A). 
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E.4.2.2. Show that on the bar resolution c~ar the product 

(xo, ... , xp+d ® (Yo, ... , Yq+1) ~ L ±(xoYo, Zt, ... , zp+q, Xp+1Yq+1) 

where the sum is extended over all (p, q)-shufHes (zt, ... ,zp+q) of (Xl, ... ,Xp, 
Y1, ... ,Yq), induces the structure of a graded commutative algebra (here A is 
commutative). Show that it induces the standard shufHe product on HH*(A) 
and a coproduct on H*(A,A). 

E.4.2.3. Let A[e] be the algebra of dual numbers (e2 = 0) over A. Show 
that D : A -+ A is a derivation if and only if jj : A -+ A[e] given by 
D(a) = a + eD(a) is a k- algebra map. Use the computation of HH*(A[e]) 
to give an alternative definition of L D on H H and to show that this map 
commutes with the shufHe product. 

E.4.2.4. Show there is a product on the complex (C*(A), b') such that (l-t) : 
(C*(A),b) -+ (C*(A),b') becomes a derivation. Extend the existence of a 
product to Hochschild homology of non-unital algebras (cf. 1.4.5). 

[Take «." ... ,.p), ("1>+" ... ,.p+,)) 

~ L (aq-l(l),aU -l(2), ... ,aU -l(p+q)).] 
u=(p,q)-shuffie 

4.3 Cyclic Shuffles and Kiinneth Sequence for He 

In this section we show how to compute the cyclic homology of a tensor prod
uct of algebras. Unlike what happens for Hochschild homology, it does not 
yield an isomorphism but rather a long exact sequence, called the Kiinneth 
sequence, similar to Connes' exact sequence: 

-+ HC*(A ® A') -+ HC*(A) ® HC*(A') 

-+ HC*(A) ® HC*(A')[2]-+ HC*-l(A ® A') -+ ... 

This similarity can be explained by thinking of the topological analogue 
(cf. introduction of Sect. 2.2). Let X and X' be two Sl-spaces and consider 
X X X' as an Sl-space by the diagonal action. Then H* (X X X' I Sl) plays 
the role of HC*(A ® A'). Since there are two Sl-actions on X X X', the 
quotient X X X' I Sl is itself an Sl-space (difference of the two actions) and 
(X X X' IS1)1 Sl is in fact (XI Sl) X (X' I Sl). Therefore the Gysin sequence 
of the Sl-fibration X X X'IS1 -+ (XIS1) X (X'IS1) is 

-+ H*(X X X'IS1) -+ H*(XIS1) ® H*(X' lSI) 

-+ H*(XIS1) ® H*(X' lSI )[2] -+ HC*_l (X X X' lSI) -+ .... 
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The proof given here is inspired by this analogy. 
The construction of the Kiinneth sequence for cyclic homology requires 

the definition of new operators, the cyclic shuffles, which will prove useful in 
handling product structures in cyclic homology. Consequences and applica
tions to 

4.3.1 Tensor Product of Cyclic Modules and Mixed Complexes. Let 
A and A' be two unital k-algebras. The cyclic module C(A ® A') is canon
ically isomorphic to the product of the cyclic modules C(A) and C(A') (cf. 
2.5.1.2) since (A ® A')®n ~ (A®n) ® (A,®n). Once this identification is made, 
the Kiinneth theorem for cyclic homology is really a result of computing 
HC.(C x C') for two cyclic modules C and C'. The proof of this theorem is 
divided into two parts as follows. 

First, one compares the mixed complex CxC' = (CxC', b, B) (cf. 2.5.1.2) 
with the mixed complex C®C' = (C®C',b® 1 + 1 ®b, B® 1 + 1 ®B) which 
is the tensor product of the two mixed complexes (C, b, B) and (C', b, B). It 
turns out that their Hochschild and cyclic homologies are isomorphic. The 
difficulty of the proof is that there is no mixed complex morphism to compare 
them. Instead there is an S-morphism (cf. 2.5.14). Its explicit construction 
requires the cyclic shuffles. 

Second, the complex TotB(C ® C') which computes HC.(C ® C') (and 
hence HC.(C x C')) is endowed with a mixed complex structure. The asso
ciated Connes exact sequence is the desired Kiinneth sequence. 

4.3.2 Cyclic Shuffles. By definition a (p, q)-cyclic shuffle is a permutation 
{O'(1), ... , O'(p + q)} of {1, ... ,p + q} obtained as follows. Perform a cyclic 
permutation of any order on the set {I, ... ,p} and a cyclic permutation of 
any order on the set {p+ 1, ... ,p+q}. Then shuffle the two results to obtain 
{ 0'( I), ... , O'(p + q)}. This is a cyclic shuffle if I appears before p + 1 in this 
sequence. For instance let p = 2 and q = 1, then the (2, I)-cyclic shuffles are 
{1,2,3}, {1,3,2} and {2,1,3}. Remark that {2,3,1}, {3,1,2} and {3,2,1} 
are not cyclic shuffles since 3 = p + I appears before 1. 

There is defined a map 1.: Cp(A) ® Cq(A') -t Cp+q(A ® A') given by 

(ao, at, ... , ap ) 1. (a~, a~, ... , a~) 

= L sgn(O')O'. (ao ® a~, al ® 1, ... , ap ® 1,1 ® a~, ... , 1 ® a~) , 
fr 

where the sum is extended over all (p, q)-cyclic shuffles. More generally if C 
and C' are simplicial modules there is a similar operation 1.: Cp ® Cq -t 

Cn ®C~,n =p+q. 
Using 1. we define a map of degree 2, called the cyclic shuffle map, 

- x - = sh~q : Cp ® C~ -t Cp+q+2 ® C~+q+2 
by x x' y = sh'(x,y) = s(x) 1. s(y) , 
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where s : Cn -t Cn +1 is the extra degeneracy of the cyclic module C (cf. 
2.5.7). Recall that when C = C(A) the map s is given by s(ao, ... , an) = 
(1, ao, ... , an), therefore sh'(x, y) is of the form 17(1 ® 1, zo, ... , zp+q+1)' An 
immediate consequence is: 

(4.3.2.1) for any x and y, Bx x' y = 0 and x x' By = o. 

This follows from Bx x, y = sBx ..l. y and sB = 0 in the normalized setting. 

The following result shows that the obstruction to B being a derivation 
for the shuffle is equal (up to sign) to the obstruction of b being a derivation 
for the cyclic shuffle. 

4.3.3 Proposition. For any x E Cp(A) and any y E Cq(A') the following 
equality holds in Cp+q+1(A ® A'): 

B(x X y) - (B(x) X y + (_1)lxlx X B(Y)) 

= -b{x x, y) + b{x) x' y + (-1)lxlx x' b{y) . 

Proof. Remember that we are working in the normalized framework so that 
Cn is in fact Cn in the sequel. We have to prove that the sum (with appro
priate signs) of the following six maps is zero: 

sh~q 
(C X C')p+q+2 

b 

bl8l1 
Cp - 1 ® C~ 

Sh~_lq 
) 

1l8lb 
Cp ®C~_l 

Sh~q_l 

Cp®C~ 
) 

(C x C')p+q+l 
shpq B 

(C X C')p+q 
BI8Il 

Cp+1 ® C~ 
shp + 1q 

) 

1l8lB 
Cp® C~+1 

Shpq+l 
) 

Let x = (ao, ... , ap) E Cp and y = (ari, ... , a~) E Cq. The image of x ® y 
under any of these composites is the sum of elements of two different types: 
either it is a permutation of (ao ® 1, . .. , ap ® 1, 1 ® ari, . .. ,1 ® a~), or it is an 
element of the form (1 ® 1, ... ) where one of the other entries is of the form 
ai ® aj. So the proof can be divided into two parts: the sum of the elements 
of the first type is 0 (this proof will be carried out in detail), the sum of the 
elements of the second type is 0 (the proof will be left to the reader). 

Elements of the first type arise only from bosh~q (which also gives elements 
of the second type), shp+1q 0 (B ® 1) and shpq+1 0 (1 ® B). Let us work with 
the permutations of {1, ... , p + q}. Let g = (all'''' an) and T the cyclic 
permutation so that b( 1, g) = g + sgn( T )T{g) modulo the elements of the 
form (1, -). So the permutations coming from bo sh~q are of the form {cyclic 
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shuffle) or 70 (cyclic shuffle). The cyclic shuffles which have 1 in the first 
position cancel with the permutations coming from shp+1q 0 (B ® 1). For 
such a a, consider 7 0 a. If p + 1 is in first position then 7 0 a cancels with 
a permutation coming from shp+1q 0 (B ® 1), if not then it is a cyclic shuffle 
a' (and it cancels with it). So we are led to examine 7 0 a' for which we play 
the same game. By the end all the elements have disappeared. D 

4.3.4 Corollary. The homomorphism B* induced by B on Hochschild ho
mology is a derivation for the shuffle product: 

B.{x x y) = B*{x) x y + (_l)lxlx x B*{y), 

for x E HHp(A), y E HHq{A). D 

4.3.5 Corollary. In the normalized setting the following formula holds on 
chains (and therefore on homology), 

B(x x By) = Bx x By . 

Proof. It is a consequence of 4.3.3 and of the following properties: sB = 0 
and bB = -Bb (cf. 2.1.7). D 

4.3.6 Cyclic ShufHe Product. We denote by 

sh' : (C ® C')n = E9 Cp ® Cq ---+- (C X C')n+2 
p+q=n 

the sum of all the {p, q)-cyclic shuffle maps sh~q for p + q = n and call it the 
cyclic shuffle product. 

4.3.7 Proposition. The maps b, B, sh, and sh' satisfy the following formulas 
in the normalized setting 

(4.3.7.1) [b, sh] = 0, 

(4.3.7.2) [B, sh] + [b, sh'] = 0 , 

(4.3.7.3) [B,sh'J = o. 

Proof. More explicitly the first formula reads bosh - sh 0 (b ® 1 + 1 ® b) = 0 
and similarly for the two other formulas. 

Formula (4.3.7.1) is an immediate consequence of 4.2.4 and (4.3.7.2) is an 
immediate consequence of 4.3.3. 

Formula (4.3.2.1) implies that all the terms in (4.3.7.3) are 0, whence the 
equality. D 
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4.3.8 Theorem (Eilenberg-Zilber Theorem for Cyclic Homology). 
Let C and C' be two cyclic modules and let C ® C' be the tensor product of 
their associated mixed complexes. Then there is a canonical isomorphism 

induced by the shu.fJle product and the cyclic shu.fJle product. It commutes 
with the morphisms B, I and S of Connes' exact sequence. 

Proof. The shuffle map sh : C ® C' -+ C x C' is a map of b-complexes 
by (4.3.7.1); however it is not a map of mixed complexes since B does not 
commute with sh. 

By the classical Eilenberg-Zilber theorem (cf. 4.2.5) sh is a quasi-isomor
phism on Hochschild homology. So, to prove the announced isomorphism, it 
is sufficient to provide a degree 0 map S h : Tot B( C ® C') -+ Tot B( C xC') 
such that the following diagram commutes 

0-+ C®C' 

lSh 
0-+ C x c' 

-+ Tot B(C ® C') 

18h 

-+ TotB(C xC') 

-+ Tot B( C ® C') [2] 

18h[2] 

-+ TotB(C x C')[2] 

-+0 

-+0 

Recollect that (Tot B(C®C'))n = (C®C')nEB(C®C')n-2EB ... , and similarly 
for Tot B(C x C'). So Sh can be viewed as a matrix (S-morphism in the sense 
of 2.5.14). Our choice forSh is 

Sh = sh sh' 0 [
Sh sh' 0 1 

sh sh' . 
. . . 

where sh and sh' are as defined in 4.2.8 and 4.3.6 respectively. By Proposition 
4.3.7 Sh is a morphism of complexes. The commutativity of the right-hand 
square comes from the form of the matrix Sh (same elements on the diago
nals). The commutativity of the left hand square is immediate. This finishes 
the proof of the theorem. 0 

Now we compare HC(C ® C') with HC(C) ® HC(C'). 

4.3.9 Lemma. For any mixed complexes C and C' there is a short exact 
sequence of chain complexes 

0-+ TotB(C®C') ~ 
801-108 

Tot B( C) ® Tot B( C') ) (Tot B( C) ® Tot B( C')) [2] -+ 0 . 

Proof. It is immediate that S ® 1 - 1 ® S is surjective. To compute the kernel 
let us identify Tot B( C) with k[u] ® C where lui = 2 (resp. Tot B( C') with 
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k[u'] ® C' where lu'l = 2, resp. TotB(C ® C') with k[v] ® C ® C' where 
Ivl = 2). Since S : k[u] ® C -+ k[u] ® C is given by S( un ® x) = un- 1 ® X one 
sees that the kernel of S ® 1 - 1 ® S is made of the elements generated by 

L upu'qxx'. 
p+q=n 

Hence..:1 : k[v] ® (C ® C') -+ k[u] ® C ® k[u'] ® C' ~ k[u, u'] ® (C ® C') is 
induced by 

vn H L upu'q. 
p+q=n 

It is straightforward to check that the boundary of Tot B( C) ® Tot B( C') 
restricted to the image of ..:1 coincides with the boundary of Tot B( C ® C').o 

4.3.10 Proposition. Suppose that the k-modules C: and HC*(C') are pro
jective (e.g. k is a field). Then there is a long exact sequence 

r+s=n 

E9 HCp(C) ® HCq(C') ~HCn-l(C ® C') -+ ... 
p+q=n-2 

Proof. The hypothesis about projectiveness implies that the homology of 
Tot B(C)®Tot B(C') is precisely HC* (C)®HC* (C') by the Kiinneth theorem 
(cf. 1.0.16). Hence the exact sequence is the homology exact sequence of 
Lemma 4.3.9. 0 

Finally we can state our main theorem comparing HCn(A ® A') with 
HCn(A) and HCn(A'). 

4.3.11 Theorem (Kiinneth Exact Sequence of Cyclic Homology). Let 
C and C' be two cyclic modules. Suppose that C' and H*(C') are projective 
over the ground ring k. Then there is a canonical exact sequence 

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3.8 and Proposition 
4.3.10. 0 

4.3.12 Corollary. Let A and A' be two unital k-algebras such that A' and 
HH*(A') are projective over k. Then there is a canonical exact sequence 
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r+s=n 

EB HCp{A) ® HCq{A') ~ HCn_I{A ® A') -+ .... 0 
p+q=n-2 

Exercises 

E.4.3.1. Find a conceptual proof of Proposition 4.3.3. [See the last sentence 
of the proof of Proposition 4.2.2.] 

E.4.3.2. Show that the complex Tot 8( C ® C') is equipped with a degree 
+ 1 map which makes it into a mixed complex quasi-isomorphic to the tensor 
product of the mixed complexes Tot 8{C) and Tot 8{C'). (This fits with the 
philosophy described in the introduction of this section.) 

E.4.3.3. Let k be a field and A, A' be unital k-algebras. Show that there is 
an exact sequence 

0-+ (HC*{A) ®k[u] HC*(A'))n_1 -+ HCn{A ® A') 

-+ {Tork[u] (HC* (A) , HC*{A'))n_2 -+ 0 . 

(This is another way of interpreting Corollary 4.3.12, cf. Hood-Jones [i987, 
Theorem 3.2].) 

E.4.3.4. Show that the Kiinneth exact sequence is valid for non-unital alge
bras. 

4.4 Product, Coproduct in Cyclic Homology 

In this section we show that cyclic homology is endowed with a product 

It may seem strange to have p + q + 1 instead of p + q. In fact we will see 
later that cyclic homology is an additive analogue of algebraic K-theory and 
so is sometimes called 'additive K-theory' and denoted HCn = K;!"+I' The 
shift of degree in this notation is due to the fact that Kt (and so HCn- l ) 

is related to Hn of Lie algebras of matrices, like Kn is related to Hn of the 
general linear group. We want to show that, as in algebraic K-theory, there 
is a product K: x K: -+ K:+q, which, in our standard notation, gives 

HCp_1 x HCq_1 -+ HCp+q_1 . 

We also show that cyclic homology is equipped with a coproduct 
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HCn(A 0 A') -+ EB HCp(A) 0 HCq(A') . 
n=p+q 

Translated into cohomology the product becomes a coproduct and vice versa. 
Then the periodicity map S can be interpreted as the product by the canon
ical generator of H C 2 (k ) . 

4.4.1 Product Structure in Cyclic Homology. Let A and A' be two 
unital k-algebras. Recall that Tot B(C)p = Cp EElCp - 2 EEl ... where Cp = Cp(A). 
Define a product on chains 

* : Tot B( C)p 0 Tot B( C/)q -+ Tot B( C x C' )p+q+1 

by the formula 

x * Y = (Bxp x Yq, Bxp X Yq-2, ... ) , 

for x = (xp, Xp-2, ... ) and Y = (Yq, Yq-2, ... ) . 

Let us show that this is a map of chain complexes. It amounts to proving 
that 

b(Bxp x Yq) + B(Bxp x Yq-2) 

= B(bxp + BXp_2) x Yq + (-l)P Bxp x (byq + BYq-2) 

and similarly for the other entries. This formula is an immediate consequence 
of the fact that b is a derivation for x (cf. 4.2.2) and that B is almost a 
derivation for x (cf. 4.3.5). So we have proved the first part of the following 

4.4.2 Theorem. The map * induces a product 

in cyclic homology. It is associative and graded commutative provided that, 
for all n, HCn is considered having degree n + 1: 

x * Y = (_l)(P+1)(q+1)T*(y * x), for x E HCp(A) and y E HCq(A') , 

where T : A 0 A' S':! A' 0 A is the twisting map. 

Proof. We just proved that this map is well-defined. Associativity follows 
from Corollary 4.3.5. To prove graded commutativity it suffices to compute 
(by using the formulas of 4.3.7) the boundary of 

z = (xp x' Yq, xp x Yq + xp x' Yq-2 + Xp-2 x' Yq, ... ) . 

Indeed 

(b + B)(z) = (b(xp x' Yq) + B(xp x Yq), ... ) 

= (b(xp) x' Yq + (-l)pxp x' b(Yq) + B(xp) x Yq + (-l)Pxp x B(Yq), ... ). 
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Suppose that x and yare cycles. Then bXp+Bxp_2 = 0, etc. So b(xp) x'Yq = 
-B(Xp_2) x, Yq = ° by (4.3.2.1), etc. Finally (b + B)(z) = (B(xp) x Yq + 
(-l)Pxp x B(Yq)," .). Since T*(B(Yq) x xp) = (-l)q(pH )xp x B(Yq) we have 
proved that 8(z) = (B(xp) x Yq,"') - (-l)(PH)(qH)T*(B(Yq) x xp, ... ) = 
x * Y - (-l)(pH)(qH)T*(y * x) is a boundary. Passing to homology gives the 
desired result. 0 

4.4.3 Proposition. The boundary map 8 in the exact sequence of Corollary 
4.3.12 is the product * in cyclic homology, 

Proof. This formula is a consequence of the following diagram chasing in the 
exact sequence of Lemma 4.3.9. Let x and Y be cycles. Their tensor product 
is the image by S ® 1 - 1 ® S of 

(0, xP' Xp-2,"') ® (Yq, Yq-2, ... ) + (0,0, xP' Xp-2,) ® (Yq-2, Yq-4,"') + .... 
The boundary in Tot B( C) ® Tot B( 0 ' ) of this lifting is 

(Bxp, 0, ... ) ® (Yq, Yq-2, ... ) + (0, Bxp, 0, ... ) ® (Yq-2, Yq-4,"') + ... , 
which is the image of the cycle 

The image of this cycle under S h is 

(Bxp x Yq + Bxp x' Yq-2, Bxp X Yq-2 + Bxp x' Yq-4, ... ) . 

By (4.3.2.1) we can get rid of all the terms containing x'. Hence we have 
proved that 

8(x ® y) = (Bxp x Yq, Bxp X Yq-2, ... ) = x * Y . o 

4.4.4 Internal Product on Cyclic Homology. If A' = A and A is com
mutative, then we can compose with the map induced by the algebra map 
J.t : A ® A --+ A, a ® b H ab, to get an internal product on cyclic homology: 

Obviously it makes HO*(A)[l] into a graded algebra over k. For p = q = ° this 
product A ® A --+ n~lk/dA is given by a * b = (a db). Graded commutativity 

can be checked directly: a * b + b * a = adb + bda = d(ab) = ° mod dA. 
This internal product behaves as follows with respect to Connes' exact 

sequence: 
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- Connes' map B : HC._l(A) --+ HH.(A) is a graded algebra map. This 
follows immediately from the explicit construction of * (cf. 4.4.2) and from 
Corollary 4.3.5. 

- via B and the shuffle product, HH* becomes an HC*-module. The map I 
is an HC.-module map. In other words there is a 'projection formula': 

( 4.4.4.1) I(B(x) x y) = x * I(y) and also I(x x B(y)) = I(x) * y 

(this follows immediately from the definition of *), 
- finally, Sex * y) = x * S(y). An interesting consequence of this formula is 

x * S(y) = (_1)(P+l)(q+l) S(x) * y . 

In other words the map * factors through HC*(A) ®HC.(k) HC.(A). 

The comparison with the exterior product of differential forms is as 
follows. First one remarks that I 0 en : gn jdfr- l --+ HCn (cf. 2.3.5) 
sends the class of aodal ... dan to the iterated product ao * ... * an. Indeed 
the commutativity of the diagram 2.3.3 and formula (4.4.4.1) imply that 
Io en(aodal ... dan) = I(ao x B(al) x ... X B(an)) = ao * ... * an. As a 
consequence one has 

( 4.4.4.2) 

ep+q+1(wl\dw' ) =ep(w) *eq(w' ) , forw E gPjdgP- l and w' E gqjdgq- 1 • 

When the algebra is smooth we showed in 3.4.12 that there is a splitting 
HCn = gn jdgn- 1 $ HOR2 $ .... Let us write x = (x, ... ) accordingly; then 

(4.4.4.3) x * y = (x 1\ dy, 0, 0, ... ) . 

4.4.5 Product in Connes' Setting. From the definition of the product in 
HC it is immediate that 

* : HC; x HC; --+ HC;+q+1 

is simply given by x * y = Ex x y. The interesting point in this frame

work is that graded commutativity is strict on chains (C:). Indeed the 
first component of z in the Proof of 4.4.2 is xp x I yq, which is trivial in 

C;+q+2(A ® A') since it is of the form (1 ® 1, ... ) (cf. 4.3.2). Therefore one 

has x * y - (-l)(P+l)(q+1)T.(y * x) = 8(z) = 0 in C;+q+1' 

As a consequence (C:, b) is a solution of Sullivan's commutative cochain 
problem for the reduced Deligne complex of an affine smooth algebra over Q 
(or any characteristic zero field). 

4.4.6 Coproduct Structure on He. The map 

.1 : HCn(A ® A') --+ ED HCr(A) ® HCs(A') 
r+s=n 
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appearing in the exact sequence of Corollary 4.3.12 defines a coproduct map, 
which is co-associative. 

Let u denote the canonical generator of HC2(k). Then HC*(k) becomes 
a graded co algebra isomorphic to k[u] = kEEl ku EEl ku2 EEl ... with coproduct 
structure given by 

.::1(un )= L uP®uq • 

p+q=n 

This follows from the description of the inclusion map of complexes .::1 given 
in the proof of Lemma 4.3.9. 

The graded module HC*(A) becomes a k[u]-comodule: 

HC*(A) --+ HC*(A) ® k[uj, x f-t L Six ® ui 

i2:0 

where Si is the periodicity map S iterated i times. 
When A is commutative this coproduct endows A with a structure of 

graded commutative coalgebra structure (cf. Appendix A). 

4.4.7 Trivial and Free Comodule Structures on HC*(A). The k[u]
comodule structure of the graded module M* is completely determined by 
the graded k-linear map S : M* --+ M*-2' As mentioned in 2.5.17 there are 
two extreme cases of comodule structures: 
(a) free comodule structure: let U* be a graded k-module and define S on 

k[u] ® U* (recall that u is of degree 2) by S(un ® x) = un - 1 ® x if n 2: 1 
and S(1 ® x) = 0. 

(b) trivial comodule structure: V* is a graded k-module and S = 0, 
Topologically these two cases correspond respectively to an S1-space X 

such that 
(a) the action of S1 is trivial, hence ES1 XSl X = BS1 X X. So the homology 

group H*(ES1 XSl X) = H*(BS 1 X X) = k[u] ® H*(X) is a free k[u]
comodule. 

(b) X is ofthe form SI x Y with S1 acting trivially on Y, then ES1 XSl X = 
ESl X Y '" Y. So the homology group H*(ES 1 XSl X) = H*(Y) is a 
trivial H*(BS l ) = k[u]-comodule. 

4.4.8 Proposition. Let A and A' be two unital k-algebras. Suppose that A' 
is fiat over k and that HC*(A' ) = k[uj®U*EElV* where U* and V* are (graded) 
trivial k[uj-comodules which are fiat over k. Then 

HC*(A ® A') = HC*(A) ® U* EEl HH*(A) ® V*. 

Proof. It suffices to treat the cases HC*(A' ) = k[uj ® U* and HC*(A') = V* 
separately. Since the k[uj-comodule structure is induced by S, each of these 
cases is a consequence of Corollary 4.3.12. 0 
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4.4.9 Application to Computations. For A' = k[x] one has HC*(k[x]) = 
k[u] Q9 (k EIJ T) EIJ xk[x], where in k EIJ T the component k is in dimension 0 
and T = ElJm?27L/m7L is in dimension 1, and where xk[x] is concentrated in 
degree 0 (cf. 3.1.6). It follows that 

(4.4.9.1) HCn(A[x]) = HCn(A) EIJ HCn_I{A) Q9 T EIJ HHn{A) Q9 xk[x] . 

In particular if k contains Q one has 

(4.4.9.1)Q 

Similarly if A' is the Laurent polynomial algebra k[x, X-I] (which is smooth), 
then rationally HC*(k[x, x-I]) = k[u] Q9 (k.1 EIJ k. dx) EIJ (1 - x)k[x,X-I]. It 
follows that if k contains Q then 

(4.4.9.2)Q HCn(A[x,x- l ]) 

= HCn(A) EIJ HCn-I(A) EIJ HHn(A) 0 (1 - x)k[x, X-I] . 

In fact this last case is a particular example of a smooth algebra A'. So if k 
contains Q one can rewrite Theorem 3.4.12 as 

since S is trivial on this last component. Consequently one has 

4.4.10 Product and Coproduct in Cyclic Cohomology. All previous 
results can be translated in the cohomological framework. The coproduct 
becomes a product (called the cup-product) 

U : HCP(A) Q9 HCq(A') --+ HCp+q(A Q9 A') 

and the product becomes a coproduct 

V' : HCn(A 0 A') --+ E9 HCr(A) 0 HCS(A') . 
r+s=n-I 

(Note the shift of degree.) They fit into a long exact sequence 

r+s=n-I 

€a HCP(A) Q9 HCq(A') ~ Hcn+I(A 0 A') --+ .... 
p+q=n+1 

When A is commutative HC*{A) inherits a structure of graded commutative 
algebra. For A = k, HC*(k) is isomorphic to the polynomial algebra k[v], 
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with Ivl = 2. Then HC*(A) is a HC·(k) = k[vJ-module and the action of v 
is simply the periodicity map S: 

(4.4.10.1) S(x) = v U x for any x E HCn(A) . 

Exercises 

E.4.4.1 Show graded commutativity for the product * on cyclic homology 
by using the proof of Proposition 4.4.3 (i.e. 8(x ® y) = x * y). [Find another 
lifting of x ® y.J 

E.4.4.2 Let CA and SA be the cone and the suspension of the k-algebra 
A as defined in Exercise E 1.4.4. Show that HC*(CA) = 0 and HC.(SA) = 
HC*_l(A). (Prove the case A = k first. Compare with K-theory, cf. Loday 
[1976J.) 

E.4.4.3. Let A' be a separable fiat algebra over k. Show that 

HC.(A ® A') = HC.(A) ® A' I[A' , A'] . 

(Cf. for instance Kassel [1987, p.21OJ.) 

4.5 -X-Decomposition for Hochschild Homology 

If the ground ring k contains Q and if the k-algebra A is commutative, then 
the Hochschild homology groups split functorially into smaller pieces when 
n 2: 1: 

HHn{A) = HH~l){A) Ef7 ••• Ef7 HH~n){A) . 

This is called the A-decomposition of Hochschild homology. The part H H~l) 
can be identified with Harrison-Andre-Quillen homology and the part H H~n) 
is simply nn. Such a decomposition was already obtained in 3.5.8, but here 
we look at this theorem from a completely different point of view, we analyze 
the action of the symmetric group Sn on M ® A ®n . 

In the first part we describe some families of elements I d*k, e(k) in the gen
eral setting of Hopf algebras. Applied to the particular case of the cotensor 

algebra they give elements of Q[Snj, denoted X~ and e~k) (Eulerian idempo
tents). Each family spans the same commutative sub-algebra of Q[Sn]. These 
elements are related to the Eulerian numbers and to several interesting com
binatorial identities. For instance the family e~l) , n 2: 0, plays a striking role 
in the Campbell-Hausdorff formula (cf. Exercise E.4.5.5). 

For us the main property of interest of the Eulerian idempotents is their 
commutation with the Hochschild boundary: 

be~) = e~~l b . 
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The splitting of Hochschild homology mentioned above follows from this prop
erty. The same idempotents will enable us to give a similar decomposition 
for cyclic homology in the next section. If the hypothesis k contains Q is not 
fulfilled, then the A-decomposition has to be replaced by a filtration, which 

-k 
exists because An E Z[ Sn). 

Though the hypothesis 'A commutative' is crucial for the existence of the 
decomposition, something remains for a general algebra A (cf. 4.5.17). 

The relationship between the simplicial structure of A ®n and the action 
of Sn will be axiomatized in Sect. 6.4. It brings to light the category of finite 
sets. 

The results of this section are essentially taken out of Gerstenhaber and 
Schack [1987) and Loday [1989). 

4.5.1 Convolution in a Commutative Hopf Algebra. 
Let 1£ = (1£, f..L, ..:1, u, c) be a commutative Hopf algebra over k (cf. Appendix 
A). By definition the convolution of two k-linear maps 1 and 9 from 1£ to 
itself is 

1 * 9 = f..L 0 (J ® g) 0..:1 . 

(So now * has a different meaning as in the previous section). 
It is easy to check that, if 1 is an algebra morphism, then for any k-linear 

maps 9 and h one has 

(4.5.1.1) 

It is also immediate to check that, if 1£ is commutative and if 1 and 9 are 
algebra morphisms, then 

( 4.5.1.2) 1 * 9 is an algebra morphism. 

From (4.5.1.2) one deduces that Id*k := Id * ... * Id (k times) is an algebra 
morphism and by (4.5.1.1) that 

( 4.5.1.3) 

These constructions and properties are easily generalized to graded commu
tative Hopf algebras. 

4.5.2 Eulerian Idempotents in a CGH-Algebra. It is immediate to 
check that the convolution is an associative operation whose neutral element 
is the map uc. Hence (Endk 1£, +, *) becomes a k-algebra. Suppose now that 
1£ is graded with 1£0 = k and consider only the k-linear maps of degree 0 (the 
convolution of maps of degree 0 is still of degree 0). Suppose moreover that 
1 : 1£ -+ 1£ is such that 1(1) = 0 (where 1 E k = Ho). Then, by induction, 
the map r k = 1 * ... * 1 (k times) is 0 when restricted to 1£n for n < k. 
Consequently the series 
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(4.5.2.1) 

has a meaning, since restricted to 1in it is a polynomial. Similarly the product 

(4.5.2.2) 
( (1) (f))*i 

e(i)(J):= e ., 
t. 

is well-defined and determines a k-linear endomorphism of 1in denoted by 

e~\J). It is clear that e~I)(J) = 0 and, by the same argument as above, we 
get 

(4.5.2.3) 

The formal series exp(X) = 1+ Ei>1 Xi Ii! and 10g(1+X) = Ei>1 (_l)i+l 

Xi Ii are related by the identity (1 + X)k = exp(k 10g(1 + X)). Applying this 
identity to the element f of the ring (Endk 1i, +, *) yields the formula 

(4.5.2.4)k (uc + J)*k = UC + L kie(i)(J) . 

i~1 

The meaning of the left-hand side is clear. For the right-hand side we remark 
that log( uc + J) = e(l) (J) by definition. Therefore 

(ke(l) (J))*i 
exp (ke(l)(J)) = uc + L i! = uc + L kie(i)(J) . 

i~1 i~1 

Our main interest is to apply this formula to f = I d - uc (which readily 
satisfies f(l) = 0) and we put 

(4.5.2.5) 

(Note that extending formula (4.5.2.2) to i = 0 gives e(O) = uc, so e~O) = 1 

and e~O) = 0 otherwise). Making (4.5.2.4)k explicit in this particular case 
gives 

n 

(4.5.2.6)k (Id*k)ll£n = Lkie~i), n 2:: 1. 
i=1 

4.5.3 Proposition. For any CGH-algebra 1i the elements e~) E Endk(1in) 
verify for n 2:: 1: 

( a) 
(b) 

I d = e~l) + ... + e~n) , 

e~)e~) = 0 if i =/: j and e~)e~) = e~) . 

Proof. Formula a) is simply (4.5.2.6h. 
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Fix n 2: 1 and consider the n equations (4.5.2.6)k, k = 1, ... , n. Since 
the Vandermonde matrix (with (k,i)-entry equal to (ki)) is invertible in Q, 

the elements e~), i = 1, ... , n are completely determined by the restrictions 
(Id*k)11-I. n • Therefore formulas (4.5.1.3) imply that there is a unique formula 
f h £ (i) (j) "n (m) A I' . C I ( ) o t e orm en en = L..m=l aijmen . pp ymg agam !Ormu as 4.5.1.3, we 

get 

L kik'jaijm = (kk')m, m = 1, ... ,n, 
l<i<n 
l~J-;n 

for any positive integers k and k'. The only solution is given by b). 0 

4.5.4 -X-Operations and Eulerian Idempotents in Q[Sn]. Let A be a 
k = Q-module (we do not use the algebra structure of A for the time being) 
and let 'fi = T'(A) be the graded cotensor Hopf algebra (cf. Appendix A). 
Explicitly'fio = k, 'fil = A, and more generally 'fin = A®n. The comultipli
cation is given by "deconcatenation" (also called cut-product), 

n 

Ll(al,"" an) = L(al,.'" ai) ® (ai+l,"" an) . 
i=O 

The multiplication is given by the "signed shuffle": 

(4.5.4.1) p, (( aI, ... , an) ® (ap+l, ... , ap+q)) 

= L sgn(a)o-. (al, ... , ap+q ) • 

u= (p,q) -shuffle 

This is a commutative graded Hopf algebra to which one can apply the con-
-k 

structions of 4.5.1. and 4.5.2. We denote by A : T'(A) --+ T'(A) the operator 
I d*k in this setting. Obviously it is a degree zero operator and its restriction 

to A®n, which takes values in A®n, is denoted X~ and called a A-operation. 
By homogeneity the image of a generic element (al,"" an) E A®n = 1ln is 
of the form LUEsn a(a)a. (at, ... , an) with a(a) E Z uniquely determined. 

-k -1 
The element LUEsn a(a)a E Z[Snl is still denoted by An (note that An = 1, 

the neutral element of Z[Sn])' We will sometimes use A~ := (_l)k-lX~ (the 

true A-operations) and also 'l/J~ = kX~ (Adams operations). See 4.5.16 for 
more comments. Since the composition of endomorphisms of tin corresponds 
to the product in the group algebra Z[Sn]' formula (4.5.1.3) becomes 

( 4.5.4.2) 

Similarly there are defined elements 

e~) E Q[Snl, n 2: 1 , 
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called the Eulerian idempotents, which satisfy the formulas of Proposition 
4.5.3. Therefore they are indeed idempotents, in fact orthogonal idempotents. 
An explicit description is given below. Then formula (4.5.2.6)k becomes the 
following formula in Q[Sn]: 

(4.5.4.3)k 

4.5.5 The Eulerian Decomposition of the Symmetric Group. Let 
a E Sn be a permutation acting on the set {I, 2, ... , n}. If a( i) > a( i + 1), 
then a is said to have a descent at i (1 ~ i < n). For instance the permutation 

( 1 2 3 4) 
a= 3 1 4 2 

has 2 descents, at 1 and at 3. 
Let Sn,k := {a E Sn I a has (k - 1) descents}. The partition Sn = Sn,l U 

... U Sn,n is called the Eulerian partition of Sn. Remark that Sn,l = {idn } 
and Sn,n = {wn }, where Wn = (1 n){2 n -1) ... as a product of cycles. More 
generally one checks easily that Sn,kWn = Sn,n-k+l. 

The number O!n,k of elements of Sn,k is classically called an Eulerian 
number whence the name of the partition. Eulerian numbers are different 
from the classical Euler numbers. 

By definition the Eulerian element l~ is defined for 1 ~ k ~ n by the 
formula 

l~:= L sgn(a)a E Z[Sn] . 
UESn.k 

(This definition differs from Loday [1989] by the sign (_l)k-l). In fact we 
extend the definition of l~ to all integer values of nand k by putting zg = 
1 E Z[ So] = Z, and z~ = 0 in all other cases. Remark that l~ = id and 
z~ = (_1)n(n-l)/2 wn . 

4.5.6 Proposition. The relationship between the A-operations, the Eulerian 
idempotents and the Eulerian elements is given by the following formulas: 

n 

e(i) = " ai,jlj 
n ~ n n in Q[ Sn] for 1 ~ i ~ n , 

j=l 

where the Stirling numbers a~j are defined by the identity L~=l a~j Xi = 
(x-~+n). 

Proof. Let Llk : 1{ -t 1{®k be the iterated comultiplication and J.tk : 1-£®k -t 1{ 

be the iterated multiplication. By definition we have ):,k = I d*k = ILk 0 Llk. 
From the definition of Ll (cf. 4.5.4) we have 
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Llk(a1, ... ,an )= 2:)a1, ... ,apl)®(apl+1, ... ,apl+P2)® .. · 

®(ap1 + ... +Pk-l +1, ... , ap1 + ... +Pk) 

where the sum is extended over all k-tuples of non-negative integers (PI, ... , 
Pk) such that PI + ... + Pk = n. From the definition of J1. (in terms of shufHes) 

we deduce that the coefficient of 0- E Sn in the expression of"X~ as an element 
of Z[Snl depends only on the number of descents of 0- (a (p, q)-shufHe is either 
the identity or a permutation with one descent). By direct inspection we see 

that the coefficient of l~-i in "X~ does not depend on k. We compute it for 

k = i + 1: since l~-(k-l) = l~ = id, this coefficient is the number of elements 
in the sum describing Llk(al, ... , an) (see above). This number is precisely 

the binomial coefficient (n+~-l) that is (n~i). 
The other formulas follow from classical combinatorial formulas. 0 

4.5.7 Corollary. 

e~n) = (lin!) L sgn(o-)a- = (l/n!)cn . 
aESn 

Proof. From the definition of the Stirling numbers we get a~,i = lin! for all 
i, whence the result. 0 

In low dimensions the explicit form of e~) is: 

n = 1, eil) = id , 

n = 2, e~l) = ~(id+ (12)), e~2) = ~c2 = ~(id- (12)), 

n = 3, e~l) = ~id -{;((123) + (132) - (12) - (23)) - ~(13) , 
(2) 1 ( ·d ) e3 = '2 l + W3 , 

4.5.8 Hochschild Complex and Eulerian Idempotents. From now on 
we suppose that A is a commutative unital algebra and M a symmetric 
bimodule. The aim of the following proposition is to compare the action of 
the Hochschild boundary map b on C(A, M) = M ®T'(A) and the operations 

-k 
introduced above. The A-operations An are extended to Cn(A, M) = M®A<8In 

by idM ®"X~ but still denoted simply by "X~ : Cn(A, M) -+ Cn(A, M), and 

similarly for the operators e~k) and l~. 

4.5.9 Proposition. Under the above hypothesis the following commutation 
properties hold for all n ~ 1: 

(4.5.9.1) 
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(4.5.9.2) 

(4.5.9.3) bl~ = (l~-l - l~=D b . 

Proof. It is sufficient to prove these formulas for M = A. Since >.k = p,k o..1k 

on T'(A) it suffices to show that the map b on C(A) = A ® T'(A) and 
b ® IT'(A) + IT'(A) ® b on A ® T'(A) ® T'(A) commute with lA ® Ll and 
lA ® p,. For Ll it is immediate by direct inspection. For p, this is precisely 

Proposition 4.2.2. This shows that >.kb = b>.k. 
For (4.5.9.2) one can either use the same method or deduce it from 

(4.5.9.1) by the same argument as in the proof of 4.5.3. Note that the par
ticular case 

be(n) = e(n) b = 0 
n n-l 

was already proved in 1.3.5 since e~n) = (l/n!)en by 4.5.7. 
Formula (4.5.9.3) is a consequence of (4.5.9.1) and Proposition 4.5.6. 0 

4.5.10 Theorem (A-Decomposition for Hochschild Homology). Sup
pose that k contains Q, that the k-algebra A is commutative and that the 

A-bimodule M is symmetric. Then the idempotents e~) naturally split the 

Hochschild complex C*(A, M) into a sum of sub-complexes C~i), i ~ 0, whose 

homology are denoted by H~i)(A,M) (and HH~i)(A) when M = A). There
fore 

Ho(A,M) = HaO)(A,M) , 

Hn(A, M) = H~I)(A, M) EfJ ... EfJ H~n)(A, M), when n ~ 1 . 

Proof. For n ~ 0 we put C~i) := e~)Cn (image in Cn of the projector e~»). 
We remark that under the symmetry hypothesis the map b : C1 ~ Co, 

(m, a) H (am - ma) is trivial. Since e~O) = id this gives the formula for 
n=O. 

Then for n ~ 1 we get Cn = C~l) EfJ ••• EfJ C~n) as a consequence of 

formulas 4.5.3. By formula (4.5.9.2) each d i ) is a subcomplex, and in fact 

a direct summand of C*. Hence C* = EfJi~oC~i). Taking the homology gives 
the announced decomposition. 0 

4.5.12 Theorem. Under the above hypothesis there is a canonical isomor
phism 

en : M ®A stAlk ~ H~n)(A, M) and in particular stAlk ~ HH~n)(A) . 
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Proof. We prove the case M = A in order to simplify the notation. We 
use freely the notation and results of Sect. 1.3. By Corollary 4.5.7, C~n) = 
Ime(n) = Ime ~ A!O. An A and since e(n) = 0 one has C(n) = o. Hence n n '01, n-l n-l 

HH~n) is a quotient of Imen (image of en in Cn). Therefore the map en : 

ilAlk -t HH~n)(A) is surjective. Since it is also injective (split by 1t"n, cf. 

Proposition 1.3.16) it is an isomorphism. 0 

4.5.13 Proposition. If k contains Q and A is flat over k, then the piece 

H H~l) coincides with Harrison-Andre-Quillen homology: 

and more generally (with the notation of Sect. 3.5): 

Proof. Let L* be a simplicial resolution of A as a k-algebra. Then HH*(A) is 
the homology of the bicomplex L**, where Lpq = L~q+l (cf. proof of 3.5.8). 
Since for any i the algebra Li is free over k, the ith column is quasi-isomorphic 
to the ith column of the complex ilL., which has trivial vertical differential. 

The idempotents eii) , which split the complex C*(A), split also the bicom

plex L** accordingly. Since ilij1k is mapped into eii ) Lri+1 (cf. 4.5.12), it is 

clear that finally CY\A) is quasi-isomorphic to the complex ilL1k[i]. Whence 

the isomorphism between HH~i) and D~i~i. The second one follows from the 
first and from the relationship between shuffles and Eulerian idempotents (cf. 
below and Ronco [1992a] for details). 0 

4.5.14 Proposition. The A-decomposition of Hochschild homology is com
patible with the shuffle product: 

HH(i) x HH(j) -t HH(i+j) 
p q p+q . 

Proof. From the description of J.L in terms of shuffles (cf. 4.5.4.1), it is clear 

that ).k = J.Lk 0 Llk commutes with the shuffle product. Then, by (4.5.4.3)k 
the shuffle product is compatible with the Eulerian idempotents, hence with 
the A-decomposition (cf. Ronco [1992a] for details). 0 

4.5.15 A-Filtration in Characteristic Free Context. If the ground ring k 
does not contain Q (for instance in positive characteristic) one cannot use the 
Eulerian idempotents anymore. However since the A-operations are elements 
of Z[ Sn lone can still define a filtration F? Cn (called the 7-filtration) on 

Hochschild homology, such that ).k acts by multiplication by k i on the graded 
associated module F? C* / F?+ 1 C* (more details can be found in Loday [1989]). 
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4.5.16 A-Ring Theory. These A-operations, more precisely Ak = (_I)k-lX~ 
pertain to the theory of A-rings (cf. for instance Atiyah-Tall [1969]) which has 
its roots in the properties of the exterior power functor. Here the involved ring 
structure on H*(A, M) is trivial (the product of any two elements is 0). As 

a consequence the Adams operations are given by ljtk = (_I)k- l kAk = kXk. 
However it can be shown that in a certain context (see Sect. 10.6) they 
are actually restrictions of A-operations on a non-trivial A-ring (actually 
HL*(gZ(A)), see Exercise E.1O.6.4). 

4.5.17 The Non-Commutative Case. Suppose that the ground ring k 
contains Q but that the k-algebra A is not necessarily commutative. Then 
the chain module en = M ® A®n can still be decomposed into the direct 

sum of n pieces e~i) and the map b becomes an (n - 1, n)-matrix. If A were 
commutative and M symmetric, then this matrix would be diagonal (only 
one non-zero term in each row). This is formula (4.5.9.2). It is not true in 

general. However in characteristic zero the last piece e~n) can be identified 

with M ® AnA. Proposition 1.3.5 implies that the image of e~n) by b is 

contained in e~~~l) and that the restriction of b to M ® An A is simply 
the boundary map of the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex (hence only the Lie 
algebra structure of A is in effect). 

Exercises 

E.4.5.1. Let sgn : Q[SnJ ~ Q be the k-linear map which extends the sign 
map. Show that 

sgn(X:)=kn, sgn(e~))=o if i#n and sgn(e~n))=I. 

Deduce from this some combinatorial properties of the Eulerian numbers. 
[Apply 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 to 1l = T'(Z) viewed as a non-graded commutative 
Hopf algebra. The restriction of I d*k to 1ln = Z in this framework is simply 

the multiplication by a scalar which is precisely sgn(X~). Any linear map 
I: T'(Z) ~ T'(Z) is given by a family of scalars In, n ~ o. Since the number 
of (i, n - i)-shuffles is the binomial coefficient C) one gets 

n 

(f * g)n = L (7) lign-i .J 
i=O 

E.4.5.2. Show that 

n ( )-1 e(l) = .!. '" n - 1 (_1)k- 1Zk 
n nL....J k-l n' 

k=l 

e~n-l) = 2(n ~ I)! I)n + 1 - 2k)Z~ . 
k=l 

Show that 
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n 

2)-I)k-le~k) = (_I)(n-l)(n-2)/2wn . 
k=l 

E.4.5.3. Show that the dimension of the representation e~) of Sn is the 
coefficient of 1 = l~ in the expression of n!e~) in terms of the l~ 's, that is 

L (dim e~) ) qi = q( q + 1) ... (q + n - 1) 
i 

(cf. Reutenauer [1986], Hanlon [1990]). 

E.4.5.4. With the hypothesis of 4.5.8 let In E Q[Snj, n 2: 1 be a family of 
elements which commute with b, i.e. bIn = In-lb. Show that 

In = sgn(h)e~l) + ... + sgn(li)e~) + ... + sgn(fn)e~n) . 

(Show first that bIn = 0 implies In = sgn(fn)e~n). Cf. Gerstenhaber-Schack 
[1987]. ) 

E.4.5.5. Let exp(X) = L:k>O Xk jk! be the exponential power series. Let 
XI, ... ,Xn be non commuting variables. Then 

where if!k is a non-commutative polynomial of total degree k. Let ¢n be the 
multilinear part of c[>n. Show that 

¢n(XI,"" Xn) = (e~l)) . (X1X2 ... Xn) , 

with a. (X1X2 ... Xn) = sgn(a)(X<T(1)X<T(2) ... X<T(n))' 
Show that for two variables 

(This result gives a new Campbell-Hausdorff formula which was found inde
pendently by Reutenauer [1986] and Strichartz [1987], see also Hain [1986].) 

E.4.5.6. Eulerian Polynomials. The functions An(t) = L:~=l Ctn,k tk- 1 , 

where Ctn,k is the Eulerian number, are called the Eulerian polynomials. Show 
that 

un 1- t 
1 + ~ -An(t) = (()) . L...J n! -t + exp u 1 - t 

n~l 
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4.6 A-Decomposition for Cyclic Homology 

In the previous section we introduced idempotents e~) which commute with 
the Hochschild boundary. The miracle is that these idempotents behave well 
with Connes' boundary operator B, that is 

Be(i) = e(i+l) B 
n n+l . 

This property allows us to show that cyclic homology splits naturally as a 
sum of smaller pieces in the commutative case: 

First we show how the Eulerian idempotents behave with respect to the norm 
operator Nn . This result permits us to prove the formula above and the 
decomposition of cyclic homology. Then we compare this decomposition with 
Harrison-Andre-Quillen homology, differential forms and de Rham homology. 
It turns out that the decomposition obtained in the computation of cyclic 
homology of a smooth algebra coincides with the A-decomposition. 

In the characteristic free context the decomposition has to be replaced by 
a filtration. 

Concerning the symmetric group the notation is as in Sect. 4.5. Concern
ing cyclic homology the notation is as in Chap. 2. The main reference for this 
section is Loday [1989]. 

4.6.1 Eulerian Decomposition of Sn and Cyclic Descents. The aim 
of the first paragraphs of this section is to prove Theorem 4.6.6 about the be
havior of the A-operations and the Euler idempotents with respect to Connes' 
boundary map. 

Let desc(O') be the number of descents of 0' plus 1, so that desc(O') = 
k ¢:} 0' E Sn,k (cf. 4.5.5). By definition the cyclic descent numbercdesc (0') of 
0' E Sn,k is k if 0'(1) > O'(n) and k+ 1 if O'(n) > 0'(1). The important property 
about this invariant is that it depends only on the cycle «0'(1)0'(2) ... O'(n)). 
In other words cdesc( 0') = cdesc (Ti O'Ti) for any i and j. 

Let us denote by S~,k (resp. S~,k) the subset of Sn,k made of elements for 
which cdesc = desc (resp. cdesc = desc + 1): 

k 1 ... k ... n 

cdesc = desc 0 ... S~,k ., . {wn } 

cdesc = desc + 1 {id} '" S~,k ... 0 

In accordance with this splitting of Sn,k one introduces the following elements 
of Z[Sn], 
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l~'O:= L sgn(a)a and l~,l:= L sgn(a)a, 

so that l~ = l~'o + l~,l . 

4.6.2 Lemma. l~,own = (_I}n(n-l)/2l~-k+1,1. 

Proof. We already know that Sn,kWn = Sn.n-k+1 (cf. 4.5.5). If a(l} > a(n}, 
then awn{l} = a{n} < a{l} = awn{n} and so S~,kWn = S~,n-k+l' Then the 
formula follows from sgn(wn} = {_I)n(n-l)/2. 0 

4.6.3 Notation. Let us change slightly our way of looking at Sn by letting 
it act on {O, 1, ... ,n -I}. Then Sn-l is viewed as a subgroup of Sn by letting 
it act on {I, ... , n - I}. If a E Sn-l, then its image in Sn is denoted by if, 
so if{O) = O. Accordingly any element in Q[Sn-l] gives rise to an element of 
Q[Sn] which is denoted by the same symbol with a - (tilde) on top. Recall 
that in Chap. 2 we introduced the norm operator 

n-l 

Nn = L sgn(ri)ri E Z[Sn] where r = (0 1 '" n -1) . 
i=O 

Proof The idea of the proof is simply to establish a bijection between the 
terms appearing on the left and those appearing on the right of the formula. 

First we prove that for any pair (i, a), a E S~,k and 0 :s i :s n - 1, 
there exist a unique integer j, 0 :s j :s n - 1, and a unique permutation 
W E Sn-l,k such that ar i = rjw. Indeed there exists a unique integer j such 
that r- jar i (l) = (1). Put w = r-jar i , then w(l) = 1 and W is well-defined. 
By hypothesis a E S~,k' so cdesc(a) = desc(a} + 1 = k + 1. We deduce 
desc(w) = desc(w) = cdesc(w) - 1 = cdesc(r-jari ) - 1 = cdesc(a) - 1 = k. 
So w E Sn-l,k as expected. 

In the other direction, fix the pair (j,w), 0 :s j :s n - 1, w E Sn-l,k. 
Then cdesc(rjw) = k and there are k different values (and only k) of i, 
O:S i :s n - 1, such that a = rjwr- i is in S~.k (These i's correspond to the 

positions of the cyclic descents). This gives a bijection between S~ k and k , 
copies of Sn-l.k. 

In conclusion, formula 4.6.4 holds since the signs involved are the signs of 
the permutations. 0 

Proof This formula is a consequence of Lemmas 4.6.2 and 4.6.4. Indeed one 
has 
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l~'o N n = sgn(Wn)Wnl~-k+I,1 Nn = sgn(wn)wnNn(n - k + l)f~=~+1 
= Nn(n - k + l)sgn(Wn_dWn_If~=~+l = Nn(n - k + l)f~=i. 0 

We are now in position to prove the following 

4.6.6 Theorem. Let A be a commutative k-algebra and B : Cn-1(A) -+ 
Cn(A) Connes' boundary map (in the normalized setting). Then 

-k -k 
AnB = BkAn_ 1 . 

If moreover k contains Q, then e~k) B = Be~k_-/). 

Proof. Putting Lemmas 4.6.4 and 4.6.5 together gives 

(4.6.6.1) 

From the definition of 'X in terms of I (cf. 4.5.6) it follows that 

(4.6.6.2) 

In the normalized setting one has B = sNn, where s(ao, ... , an-I) = 
(l,ao, ... ,an-l) (cf. 2.1.9). Remark that the action of Sn on Cn-I(A) = 
A ® A®n-l = A®n, which is involved here, is given by 

The first formula of Theorem 4.6.6 follows from (4.6.6.2). 
The second formula is a consequence of the first by the same argument as in 
the proof of 4.5.3. 0 

4.6.7 Theorem (A-Decomposition for Cyclic Homology). If k con
tains Q and if the unital k-algebra A is commutative, then the bicomplex 
8(A) breaks up naturally into a sum of subcomplexes 8(A)(i), i 2: 0, whose 

homology are denoted by Hcii\A). 
Therefore 

HCo(A) = HC~O)(A) and 

HCn(A) = HCAI) (A) EB ... EB HCAn) (A) , when n 2: 1 • 

Proof. Let C* denote the normalized Hochschild complex. Let 8(i) be the 
bicomplex which has d i ) = e~i)C* in the first column (numbered 0), cii - 1) 

in the second, etc. By Theorem 4.6.6 we can put the restriction of B as 
horizontal differential: 
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B(A)(i) : 

1 1 1 
i+l d i ) 

HI f- d i - l ) 
• f- ... f- etl ) 

2 f- 0 

1 1 1 
d i ) 

• f- di-l) 
i-I f- ... f- e(I) 

1 f- et°) 
° 

1 1 1 
i-I 0 f- 0 f- ... f- 0 f- 0 

0 

It is immediate that B(A) = $i>oB(i) (A). For i = 0, 13(0) (A) is concen

trated in bidegree (0,0), whence HCo(A) = He~O)(A) = A. For n 2: 1, there 

are only n pieces: He~l) (A), ... ,He~n) (A), since e~i) is non-zero only for 

1::; i::; n (cf. the shape ofB(i)(A) above). 0 

4.6.8 Theorem. Under the above hypothesis there are canonical isomor
phisms 

and 
He~n)(A) ~ n~lk/dn~ikl for n 2: 0, 

He~l)(A) ~ Harrn(A) for n 2: 3 . 

For n = 2, there is a short exact sequence 

0--+ Harr2(A) --+ He~l)(A) --+ HgR(A) --+ 0 . 

Proof Consider the bicomplex B(i) (A) for i = n. By definition He~n) (A) 

is the quotient of C~n) by the image of b and of B. By 4.5.12 the cokernel 
of b : e~~l --+ e~n) is n~lk and by 2.3.4 the map B induces d (up to an 

invertible scalar) on these cokernels. Hence He~n)(A) ~ n~lk/dn~ikl. 
For i = 1, B(A){l) has the following shape 

1 
3 C(l) 

3 

1 
2 e(1) 

2 

1 
1 e(l) 

1 
+- dO) 

° 1 
o 0 
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So it is immediate that HC~l)(A) ~ HH~I)(A) ~ Harrn(A) for n ~ 3 (d. 
4.5.13). The presence of CaD) in this bicomplex implies a modification for n < 
3. The expected exact sequence follows from the exact sequence of complexes 

and the fact that B induces d : A ~ nl1k on CaD). o 

4.6.9 Theorem. Under the above hypothesis Connes' exact sequence splits 
into the sum over i of the following exact sequences: 

... ~ HH~i)(A)~HC~i)(A)~Hct'i)(A)~HH~i~I(A) ~ ... 

HC (i) (A) n.-l/dni- 2 ni ni /d ni- 1 0 ... ~ HI ~J&Alk J&Alk~J&Alk~J&Alk J&Alk~ . 

Proof. The bicomplex B(i\A) gives rise to an exact sequence of bicomplexes 

where C~i) is considered as a bicomplex concentrated in the first column. 
Then it suffices to take the homology. The identification of the last part of 
the exact sequence with the forms is deduced from 4.5.12, 4.6.8 and 2.3.4.0 

4.6.10 Theorem. When A is smooth the A-decomposition coincides with the 
decomposition in terms of de Rham cohomology (cf. 2.3.7 and 3.4.12): 

Hc~n)(A) = nAlk/dn~ikl , 

HC~i)(A) = H5iRn(A), for [n/2]::; i < n, 

HC~i) (A) = 0, for i < [n/2] . 

In particular, for A = k, HC2n (k) = Hd:\k) ~ HgR(k) = k. 

Proof. The map 7r (d. 2.3.6) from the bicomplex B(A) to the bicomplex of 
truncated de Rham complexes sends the component B(A)(i) to the bicomplex 
consisting of row number i solely (d. 4.5.12). Whence the result. 0 

4.6.11 Remark. For any commutative algebra A there is a sequence of maps 

HC(n+ j ) (A) S HC(n+j-l)(A) Hc(n+l) (A) H n (A) ... ~ n+2j --+ n+2j-2 ~ ... ~ n+2 ~ DR 

which happen to be isomorphisms when A is smooth. Each group HC~:~y(A) 
is, in a certain sense, a generalization of de Rham homology. Little is known 
about these groups in the non-smooth case. 
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4.6.12 A-Filtration in the Characteristic Free Context. As in Hoch
schild homology, when k does not contain Q, one can replace the graduation 
of B(A) by a filtration. This is a consequence of the first formula of Theo
rem 4.6.6. Thus HC. (A) inherits a filtration and Connes' exact sequence is 
consistent with this filtration (see details in Loday [1989]). 

Exercises 

E.4.6.1. Show that the A-operations and the splittings extend to HC-, Hcper 
(cf. 5.1), HD, HQ (cf. 5.2), even in the case of a non-unital algebra. 

E.4.6.2. Show that the product * on cyclic homology sends HC~i) x Hdj) 

into HC~1i':11) (cf. Ronco [1992a]). 

E.4.6.3. Signed Eulerian Numbers. Let 

(3n,k = L sgn(u). 
<7ESn ,k 

Use 4.5.9.3 and then 4.6.5 to prove the equalities 

{32n,k = {32n-l,k - {32n-l,k-l , 

{32n+1,k = k{32n,k + (2n - k + 2){32n,k-l . 

Deduce from these formulas that the signed Eulerian polynomial Bn(t) = 
"L-l<k<n (3n,k tk - 1 satisfies B2n(t) = (1 - t)n An(t) and B 2n+1(t) = 
(1 ~t)n An+1(t) where An(t) was defined in Exercise E.4.5.6. (Compare with 
Desarmenien-Foata [1992].) 

E.4.6.4. Let 'f/ = 'f/n = L<7ESn U. Show that A~'f/n = (_1)k- 1k[(n+l)/21'f/n' De

duce that 'f/n E 1m e~(n+l)/2]). (Use the preceding exercise, cf. Loday [1989].) 

E.4.6.5. Let k be a characteristic zero field and A = k[x, y, zlj {degree 2 
polynomials}. Show that (x®y®z) defines a non-trivial element «x, y, z » 
in HC2 (A). Show that «x,y,z »=« y,z,x» and that the two elements 
« x, y, z » and « x, z, y » are linearly independent. Show that HC~l) (A) 
and HC~2) (A) are both of dimension lover k. Find explicit generators. (They 
are !(<< x, y, z » ± « x, z, y »). Compare with similar symbols in algebraic 
K-theory, cf. Loday [1981].) 

E.4.6.6. Kiinneth Sequence and A-Decomposition. Show that the 
Kiinneth sequence 4.3.12 for commutative rings (or the Kiinneth sequence 
4.3.11 for functors from the category Fin, cf. Sect. 6.4) over a characteristic 
zero ring k is compatible with the A-decomposition. [Since the Kiinneth se
quence is Connes periodicity exact sequence of some cyclic module, it suffices 
by 4.6.9 to check that this is in fact a Fin-module.] 
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Bibliographical Comments on Chapter 4 

§1. All the basic formulas for the action of a derivation are already in Rinehart 
[1963, section 9 and 10]. Some of them have been rediscovered independently by 
Connes [C] and Goodwillie [1985a] (via the acyclic model method technique). For 
instance the fundamental formula (4.1.8.2) is in p. 220 in Rinehart [1963] and p. 124 
in Connes [C]. The application to nilpotent ideals is in Goodwillie [1985a]. 

§2. The shuffle product is a classical matter and can be found in any textbook 
on homological algebra or algebraic topology. 

§3--4. The product in cyclic homology appeared first in Loday-Quillen [LQJ. 
Then I discovered the cyclic shuffles (and so did Getzler-Jones [1990]), while trying 
to make it more explicit. But then I found out that it was already in Rinehart 
[1963]. The product is also studied in Hood-Jones [1987] by means of the acyclic 
model method, and there extended to negative and periodic cyclic homology. The 
Kiinneth exact sequence appeared simultaneously in Burghelea-Ogle [1986], Feigin
Tsygan [FT] , Hood-Jones [1987]' Karoubi [1986c], Kassel [1986]. The product in 
cyclic cohomology is in Connes [C]. An interesting relationship with Chen iterated 
integrals appeared in Getzler-Jones-Petrack [1991]. 

§5-6. The decomposition in Hochschild homology follows from a spectral se
quence in Quillen [1970]. This paper also contains the relation with Andre-Quillen 
homology and differential forms but in the cohomological framework. The point is 
that Quillen does not use the bar resolution. The first appearance of the idempotent 
e(l) in connection with Hochschild homology seems to be in Hain [1986]. The Eule
rian idempotents and the splitting of HH are in Gerstenhaber-Schack [1987]. They 
also appear in Loday [1989] where several of their properties are shown, namely 
the integrality of the A-operations and the splitting of cyclic homology (see also 
Natsume-Schack [1989]). The relationship with the exterior power operations of 
H.(gl) follows from Loday-Procesi [1989]. Slightly different formulas can be found 
in Feigin-Tsygan [FT]. The relationship with DC A-algebras (which also implies 
the decomposition of He) is in Burghelea-Vigue [1988] (method close to that of 
Quillen). 

Subsequent work can be found in Ronco [1992] (where it is shown that all 
the decompositions are the same), in Burghelea-Fiedorowicz-Gajda [1991, 1992], 
Gerstenhaber-Schack [1991] (Hopf algebra point of view, also communicated by 
Cartier [unpublished]), Hanlon [1990], Vigue-Poirrier [1991a], Nuss [1991]. 



Chapter 5. Variations 
on Cyclic Homology 

There are several ways of modifying cyclic homology: by altering the cyclic 
bicomplex, by putting up other groups than the cyclic groups or by enlarging 
the category of algebras. 

By taking advantage of the horizontal periodicity of the cyclic bicomplex, 
it is immediate to see how to extend it on the left. This gives rise to a 
new theory which is called periodic cyclic homology and denoted Hoper. 
This theory is really the analog in the non-commutative framework of the 
de Rham cohomology theory. Between Hoper and HO fits another theory: 
negative cyclic homology, denoted HO-, which is dual to cyclic homology if 
considered as a module over the polynomial algebra k[u] rather than just k. 
Moreover the negative cyclic homology is the right receptacle for the Chern 
character (generalization of the Dennis trace map) as will be seen later. The 
study of Hoper and HO- is done in Sect. 5.l. 

It is tempting to look for other families of groups playing the same 
role as the family of cyclic groups with respect to the Hochschild complex. 
Though the general case will be treated in Sect. 6.3 entitled "Crossed sim
plicial groups" , we study here the case of dihedral groups and quaternionic 
groups. They give rise to dihedral homology and quaternionic homology de
noted H D and HQ respectively. The importance of these theories is their 
relationship with the homology of the orthogonal and symplectic Lie algebras 
as will be seen later in Sect. 10.5. They are a natural receptacle for invariants 
of quadratic forms (generalization of the Arf invariant). Their study, though 
similar to that of HO, is slightly more complicated since the periodicity phe
nomenon is of period 4 instead of 2. This is the content of Sect. 5.2. 

Enlarging the category of k-algebras on which HO is defined can be done 
in many different ways: graded algebras, simplicial algebras, etc. We choose 
to work out the differential graded algebra case since it arises naturally in 
different sorts of problems. As already seen earlier, the computation of H H 
and HO of tensor algebras and symmetric algebras is well-known. The point 
here is that any k-algebra is equivalent to a DG-algebra whose underlying 
algebra is a (graded) tensor algebra or a (graded) symmetric algebra in the 
commutative case. What really happens is that all the complications of the 
ring structure have been transferred to the differential of the DG-algebra. 
Since equivalent algebras have same H Hand H 0 homology, this gives a way 

J.-L. Loday, Cyclic Homology
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of computing many examples. The general case is handled in Sect. 5.3 and 
the commutative case in Sect. 5.4. 

For any homology-cohomology theories there is a way of treating them 
together by defining a bivariant theory. This is also the case for H Hand HC. 
Section 5.5 is devoted to bivariant cyclic cohomology. 

For many applications, in particular in the study of the Novikov conjec
ture, the relevant k-algebra is in fact a Banach algebra (with k = q and it 
is important to keep track of the topology. So the definitions of H H and H C 
need to be slightly modified to achieve this goal. Moreover one can use the 
topology to construct sharper invariants, in fact a new theory called: entire 
cyclic homology. Section 5.6 gives a brief account of it. 

5.1 The Periodic and Negative Theories 

The dual over k of cyclic cohomology is cyclic homology. However if one con
siders cyclic cohomology as a graded k[v]-module (where k[v] = HC*(k)), 
then its dual is a new theory called negative cyclic homology which is de
noted H C;. This theory is easily constructed from the cyclic bicomplex by 
using the periodicity structure. The "difference" between HC; and HC* is a 
theory which is periodic of period 2, denoted H C~er and called periodic cyclic 
homology. It is a generalization of the de Rham cohomology theory to non
commutative algebras, since it coincides precisely with de Rham cohomology 
for smooth algebras. 

Most of the results of this section are taken out of Hood-Jones [1987], 
Jones [1987] and Goodwillie [1985]. In the first mentioned paper the authors 
point out wisely that there is a nice analogy which helps to understand the 
relationship between these variations of cyclic homology. It is given by the 
following tableau: 

H*(-,Z) HC* coeff = k[v] , 

H.(-,Z) Hc~er coeff = k[u] , u = v-l , 

H.(-,Q) HC; coeff = k[u,u- 1] , 

H*(-,QjZ) HC* coeff = k[u, u-1]juk[u] . 

In this section C = (Cn)n>O is a cyclic module (cf. 2.5.1) with face maps 
di , degeneracy maps Sj, and cyclic operator t (including sign). As usual we put 

b = ~~=o(-l)idi' b' = ~~:Ol(_l)idi' N = l+t+ .. . +tn, and B = (l-t}sN 
where s = (-1) n tsn is the extra degeneracy. 

5.1.1 Periodic and Negative Cyclic Bicomplexes. The following double 
complex, indexed by Z x N, is called the periodic cyclic bicomplex: 
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CCper := 

-b'l bl -b'l 
C2 

N 
C2 

I-t 
C2 

N 
+- +-- +-- +--

-b'l bl -b'l 
C1 

N 
C1 

1-t 
C1 

N 
+- +-- +-- +--

-b'l bl -b'l 
Co 

N 
Co 

1-t 
Co 

N 
+- +-- +-- +--

column# -1 0 1 

The horizontal differentials are alternatively (1 - t) and N and the vertical 
complexes are either the b-complex or the b' -complex. By deleting all the 
negatively numbered columns one gets the usual bicomplex CC. By deleting 
all the columns whose number is 2': 2 one gets the negative cyclic bicomplex 
that we denote by CC- . 

CC-

(Note that this is not an exact sequence since all these bicomplexes have 
columns number 0 and 1 in common). These two maps induce I : HC;; --7 

Hc~er and p: Hc~er --7 HCn respectively. 

5.1.2 The Total Complexes. There was no problem to form the total 
complex of CC since for fixed n there is only a finite number of non-zero 
modules CCpq with p + q = n. However for CC- and ccper it is not the case 
anymore and we have the choice between taking the sum or the product of 
all these modules. If we take the sum, then the homology of ccper is trivial 
rationally since all the horizontal lines have zero homology (cf. remark after 
2.1.5). So we take the product. 

Let us denote by ToT ccper the complex whose term of degree n is 
TIp+1=n cc~:r and whose differential is the total differential induced by (I
t, -b ) and (N, b). (Remark that deleting the letter 0 in ToT gives TT which 
is almost II). This is a periodic complex of period 2, equal to TIi>O Ci in 
degree n. -

Similarly the complex ToT CC- is such that its term of degree n is 

TIp+q=n CC~, that is TIi~n-1 Ci · 
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5.1.3 Definition of HC- and Hcper. Let C be a (pre-)cyclic module. 
Then periodic cyclic homology and negative cyclic homology of C are respec
tively 

As usual, when C = C(A), where A is a k-algebra, we write HCrer(A) = 
EBn~oHc~er(A) and HC;(A) = EBn~oHC;(A) instead of HCrer(C(A)) and 
H C; (C (A)) respectively. In some papers H cper is denoted H P or H C P. The 
maps I and p of 5.1.1 induce the natural transformations I : HC; -+ Hc~er 
and p : Hc~er -+ HCn. 

5.1.4 First Properties. For A = k we get HC~~r(k) = k and HC~~~l(k) = 
o for any n, and 

{
HC;(k) =0 ifn>O, 

HC~_l(k)=O ~fn::;O, 

HC2n (k) = k If n ::; 0 . 

In the following we abbreviate HC(C) into HC if no confusion can arise and 
similarly for the other theories (one can also think of HC as a functor from 
cyclic modules to graded modules). Recall that the generator of HC2(k) is 
denoted by u. The generator of HC:2 (k) is denoted by v, so HC;(k) is 
isomorphic to the graded algebra k[vJ (the product structure will be dealt 
with in 5.1.13). If one still denotes by u and v the corresponding elements in 
HC~er(k) and HC:'''.{(k) respectively, then uv = 1 E k = HCger(k). 

(5.1.4.1) Let h : HC; -+ H Hn be the map induced by the projection of CC
onto CC{2} (last two columns, cf. proof of 2.2.1). 

For Hcper the long periodicity exact sequence is an actual periodicity: 
HC~~r 9:! HC~~~2 and for HC- it takes the form of an exact sequence 

(5.1.4.2) 

Note also that for n ::; 0 one has Hcher 9:! HC;. More generally the exact 
sequence of bicomplexes 

o -+ CC- -+ CCper -+ CC[O, 2J -+ 0 

gives the upper exact sequence of the following 

5.1.5 Proposition. For any (pre-}cyclic module C there is a canonical com
mutative diagram of long exact sequences: 

HCn- I 
B 

He; 
I 

Hc~er 
s 

HCn- 2 
B ... -+ ---+ ---+ ---+ ---+ ... , 

lid lh lp lid 
... ---+ HCn- I ---+ HHn ---+ HCn ---+ HCn- 2 ---+ .... 

0 
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Remark. We put pre-cyclic (d. 2.5.6) in the hypotheses since CC-, ccper 
and CC do not need the degeneracies to be defined. So, for instance, HC-(A) 
and Hcper(A) are well-defined even if the k-algebra A has no unit. Note that 
if A has a unit (i.e. if C is a cyclic module), then one can define CC- by 
taking only the non-positively numbered columns. 

5.1.6 Proposition. Let C -+ C' be a map of cyclic modules which induces 
an isomorphism on H H. Then it also induces an isomorphism on H C- and 
on Hcper (and of course on HC as already shown). 

Proof. Consider the map of bicomplexes ccper -+ cc'per. Restricted to any 
column this map is a quasi-isomorphism. Since these bicomplexes are trivial 
for q < 0 one can apply the classical staircase argument (d. 1.0.12). The 
same is true for CC-. 0 

5.1.7 The Bicomplexes BC- and Bcper. It is sometimes easier to work 
with the (b, B)-bicomplex BC associated to C which exists as soon as C has 
degeneracies (i.e. A is unital if C = C(A)), d. 2.5.10. So let 

Bcper: 

1 1 
f- C1 f- Co 

1 1 
f- C1 f- Co 

1 1 
C1 f- Co 

be the bicomplex constructed from B (horizontal differential) and b (vertical 
differential). By deleting the positively (resp. negatively) numbered columns 
one gets BC** (resp. a new bicomplex denoted BC;*): 

Applying the "killing contractible complexes Lemma" 2.1.6, it is immediate 
to check that 
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and of course H Cn (C) = H n (Tot 13C). It it sometimes useful to rewrite these 
complexes as follows. Let ® = ®k be the completed tensor product, that is 
(C®C')n := I1p+Q=n Cp ® C~. Consider C as a graded k[v]-module, where v 
(which is of degree -2) acts on C by S. Then one has the following identifi
cations: 

ToT 13C- = k[v]®C , 

ToT 13Cper = k[v, v- 1 ]®C , 

Tot 13C = ToT 13Cper /vToT 13C- = k[v, v- 1 Jlvk[v] ® C . 

Remark. In fact negative cyclic homology and periodic cyclic homology can 
be defined by starting from any mixed complex (cf. 2.5.13), since the only 
properties that we have used to define the bicomplexes 13C- and 13cper are 
b2 = B2 = bB + Bb = O. 

5.1.8 From HC- to Hcper and then to HC. Let us summarize the 
relations between all these theories by a diagram. By working with the bi-
complex 13cper these theories differ by the columns which are taken into 
account: 

column# -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 ., . 
HH x 
HC- x x x x 
Hcper x x x x x x x 
HC[-2] x x x x x 
HC x x x x 

Consequently there are natural maps between all these theories as follows: 

HC;; ~Hc~er -+ lim HCn+2r -+ ... 
r 

s 
... -+ HCn+2r ---t HCn+2r - 2 -+ ... -+ HCn , 

and h: HC;; -+ HHn. 

Remark that if we go on, then the map HC;; -+ HCn- 2 that we get is trivial. 
Both theories Hcper and limr HCn+2r are periodic of period 2. Though 

they are isomorphic in many cases, there is in general an extra term: 

5.1.9 Proposition. For any cyclic module C there is an exact sequence 

0-+ liml HCn+2rH -+ Hc~er -+ lim HCn+2r -+ 0 . 
r r 

Proof. Consider the complex ToT 13cper as a projective limit of the complexes 
K.,r = (Tot 13C[-2r])r. Then by the universal coefficient theorem for the 
category of indices {Z}, it comes out that the following sequence is exact: 
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0--+ Ext{z}(k, r H- HnH(K*,r)) --+ Hn(limK*,r) 

--+ Hom{z}(k,r H- Hn+l(K*,r)) --+ O. 

Since Hom{z} = limo = lim and Ext{z} = liml (cf. appendix C.10) the 
proposition is proved. 0 

5.1.10 Vanishing of the limI-Term. When a projective system satisfies 
the Mittag-Leffler condition, then the limi-term is trivial (cf. appendix C.Il). 
In particular this is the case when all the involved maps are surjective. For in
stance, when A is smooth then the periodicity map S : HCn(A) --+ HCn- 2(A) 
is surjective and therefore Hc;:,er = lim HCn+2r (A). More generally suppose 
that HC*(A) is either a trivial k[u]-comodule U or an extended k[u]-comodule 
of the form k[u] ® V (cf. 2.5.17 and 4.4.7). Then the Mittag-Leffler condition 
is fulfilled and Hc;:,er = lim HCn+2r . See Exercise E.5.1.5 for an example 
where Hc;:,er =j:.limHCn+2r . 

5.1.11 Tensor Algebras. It is immediate from the computation of Sect. 3.1 
that periodic cyclic homology of A = T(V), where V is a free module over k 
is the homology of the periodic complex 

bIb 
... t- At-A®Vf-At-A®V t- ... 

It follows that 

Remark that it can be expressed in terms of Tate homology (cf. Appendix 
C.4): 

5.1.12 Smooth Algebras. We follow the same argument as in the com
putation of cyclic homology of smooth algebras. Replacing the Hochschild 
complex by the module of forms and B by d gives immediately the following 
computation for A smooth over k containing Q: 

and 
HCrr(A) = Hg'if(A) = II H~iti(A) , 

i2° 

(cf. Sect. 3.4). So, periodic cyclic homology is a generalization of de Rham 
cohomology. Remark that HCger comes equipped with a filtration by images 
of the operators Si which corresponds to the natural splitting of HD'R (and 
similarly for HCrer ). For negative cyclic homology we get 

HC;;(A) ~ zn(A) x II HD~2i(A) , 
i>O 
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where zn(A) = Ker(d: n Alk -+ n1~l). The exact sequence of Proposition 
5.1.5 decomposes as a product of short exact sequences: 

... -+ HC;:'':l -+ HCn- l -+ HC;; -+ Hc~er -+ HCn- 2 -+ ... 

II II II II II 

H n- 5 
DR = H n- 5 

DR -+ 0 H n- 4 -+ DR = H n- 4 
DR -+ 

X $ X $ 
H n- 3 

DR = H n- 3 
DR -+ 0 -+ H n- 2 '-+ nn-2 j dnn- 3 -+ DR 

X $ X 

H n- 1 
DR '-+ nn-l jdnn- 2 -+ zn -+ H[>R -+ 0 

X X X 

H n+1 DR -+ 0 -+ H n+2 _ H n+2 -+ DR - DR 0 

5.1.13 Operations on HC- and Hcper. Product and coproduct can be 
defined on HC- and Hcper by using all the tools devised in Sects. 4.2 and 
4.3. The proofs are similar to the HC case and are left to the diligent reader. 

Let C and C' be two cyclic modules. Both mixed complexes C ® C' and 
C X C' give rise to a "negative" bicomplex B( C®C') - , respectively B( C xC')
(d. remark after 5.1.7). 

An n-chain in ToT BC- is of the form 

x = (Xn ,Xn+2,Xn+4, ... ) E Cn X Cn+2 X •.. = II Cn+2i = (ToT BC-)n . 
(;::0 

One defines a product X : (ToT BC-)p ® (ToT BC-)q -+ (ToT B(C ® 
C')-)p+q by the formula 

x x Y = (xp ® Yq, xp ® Yq+2 + xp+2 ® Yq, 

xp ® Yq+4 + xp+2 ® Yq+2 + xp+4 ® Yq,···) . 

Summing over p and q such that p + q = n for fixed n gives a chain map 

x : ToT BC- ® ToT BC'- -+ ToT B(C ® C')- . 

The map Sh- = sh + sh' (in fact an infinite dimensional matrix with non
zero elements on two diagonals, d. 2.5.14) defines a chain map from 
ToT B(C ® C')- to ToT B(C x C')-. 

5.1.14 Proposition. The composite Sh- 0 x defines a natural product on 
negative cyclic homology 
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which is associative and graded commutative. Moreover it is compatible with 
the shuffie product in Hochschild homology: 

h(x x y) = h(x) x h(y) for h: HC; -+ HH* , 

and with the product structure in cyclic homology: 

B(x x y) = B(x) x B(y) for B: HC*-l -+ HC; . 0 

For C = C' = C(k) the product structure inherated by HC;(k) makes 
it into an algebra isomorphic to k[v], where v is the canonical generator of 
HC:2(k) = k (dual to the Bott generator in HC2(k), cf. below). Obviously 
the map (- X v) : HC;; -+ HC;;_2 is the periodicity operator S. 

5.1.15 Other Products. Formal manipulations permit us to construct from 
the preceding construction k[v]-bilinear graded products 

x : HCrer(c) ® HCrer(c,) -+ HCrer(c xC') , 

X : HC;(C) ® HC*(C') -+ HC*(C xC') . 

Under this product HCrer(k) is isomorphic to the Laurent polynomial algebra 
k[u,u- 1] where u E HCrr(k) and u-1 = v E HC~~r(k). Again for this last 
product the map HCn -+ HCn - 2 induced by v x - is the periodicity operator 
S. 

5.1.16 Proposition. For any cyclic modules C and C', there is defined a 
coproduct map 

HC;(C xC') -+ HC;(C) ®k[v] HC;(C') 

compatible with the coproduct in cyclic homology. o 
Remark that on the right-hand side the tensor product is taken over the 

graded algebra k[v] = HC;(k). 

5.1.17 Duality of HC* and HC; over k[v]. The functors HC* and 
HC* are dual as k-modules. However when one looks at HC* as a k[v]
module, then the following results show that the dual theory is HC;. As 
a consequence it will be shown in Chap. 8 that the right receptacle for the 
Chern character coming from algebraic K-theory is HC;. 

5.1.18 Lemma. The chain complex map 

Tot BC* (C) -+ Homk[v] (ToT BC; (C), k[v]) 

is an isomorphism. 
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Proof. By definition a cochain in Cn- 2i is a k-linear homomorphism fi 
Cn- 2i -t k. A cochain in Tot BC*(C) is a family (fi)i>O. It gives rise to a 
k[v]-map ToT BC; (C) -t k[v] by Ev j Q?)ej f-t E f( ej )vi+J. On the other hand 
a straightforward computation shows that any k[v]-map from ToT BC;(C) 
to k[v] is precisely equivalent to this data. Whence the lemma. 0 

5.1.19 Theorem. Let C be a cyclic module over k. If C and HC;(C) are 
free over k (for instance if k is a field), then there is a natural shori exact 
sequence 

o -t Extk[v] (HC; (C), k [v]) n+1 -t HCn(C) 

-t Homk[v](HC;(C),k[v])n -t O. 

Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 5.1.18 and a standard homological 
argument. 0 

5.1.20 -X-Decomposition of Hcper and HC-. Suppose that k contains 
Q and that A is commutative. Since the Hochschild complex splits according 
to the A-operations and this splitting is compatible with the B map (cf. 
Sects.4.5 and 4.6), it is immediate that both complexes BC- and Bcper 
split. This gives a splitting for HC- and Hcper which is compatible with 
the computation performed for smooth algebras (cf. 5.1.12). 

Exercises 

E.5.1.1. Show that for any exact sequence of cyclic modules 

o -t C' -t C -t C" -t 0 

there is an exact sequence for periodic cyclic homology 

and similarly for negative cyclic homology. 

E.5.1.2. Show that when A is smooth over k, then the identification of HC
with HDR transforms the product on HC- into the natural product of forms 
on HDR (cf. Hood-Jones [1987, ex. 2.10]). 

E.5.1.3. Let k be a field and A, A' be unital k-algebras. Assume that the 
Mittag-Leffler condition is fullfilled for HC*(A') (cf. 5.1.10). Show that there 
is an isomorphism 

Hcper(A) ,0, Hcper(A') !:>/ Hcper(A ,0, A') * '<Yk[v] * - * '<Y , 

and an exact sequence 
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o ~ (HC;(A) ®k[v] HC;(A'))n ~ HC;;(A ® A') 

~ TOrk[v](HC;(A),HC;{A'))n_1 ~ O. 

(Cf. Hood-Jones [1987, Thm 3.1] and Kassel [1987, Thm 3.10].) 

E.5.1.4. Suppose that k contains Q. Show that HCrer is homotopy invariant: 

and that 
Hc~er(A[x,X-I]) ~ Hc~er(A) EB HC~=\(A) , 

Hc~er(A[xl/P(x)) ~ Hc~er(Ar , 

where P(x) is a polynomial with coefficients in k with r distinct roots in an 
extension of k (cf. Kassel [1987, §3]). 

E.5.1.5. Show that for k = Z and A = Z[Z/pZj, where p is a prime number, 
HCger(A) does not coincide with limr HC2r (A). More precisely show that 
liml HC2r {Z[Z/pZ]) is isomorphic to the sum of (p -1) copies of Zp/Z where 
Zp is the ring of p-adic integers. (Use Sect. 7.4, see Kassel [1989b].) 

5.2 Dihedral and Quaternionic Homology 

If the algebra A is equipped with an involution, then the Hochschild complex 
and the cyclic bicomplex split into two parts (provided that 2 is invertible 
in k) and so do HH* and HC*. A nice way of reinterpreting this result 
is to introduce the dihedral group Dn and its two actions on the module 
A ®n , whence two theories: dihedral homology denoted H D* and skew-dihedral 
homology denoted H D~. They are such that H C = H D EB H D'. One of the 
main reason for studying dihedral homology is its close relationship with 
the homology of the orthogonal matrix algebras and the symplectic matrix 
algebras (d. Sect. 10.5). 

The hypothesis 1/2 E k makes the treatment of dihedral homology anal
ogous to that of cyclic homology since there exists a periodic resolution (of 
period 4) for Dn. If one wants to get rid of this hypothesis, then it is still 
possible to define dihedral and skew-dihedral homology but the method is 
more complicated. One clever way, due to J. Lodder, is sketched in Exercise 
E.5.2.4. Another way, more geometric in nature and giving the same result, 
will be treated in Chap. 6. 

In fact there is still another possibility which gives even finer invariants: 
use the quaternion groups Qn instead of Dn. Then one can define quaternionic 
homology without having to assume that 2 is invertible since there exists a 
periodic resolution (of period 4) for Qn. This quaternionic theory plays an 
important role in constructing invariants for quadratic forms. 

Almost all that was done for cyclic homology in the previous chapters 
can be carried out for dihedral homology and quaternionic homology as 
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well: Morita invariance, generalization to non-unital algebras, mixed com
plex interpretation, cohomological versions, dihedral and quaternionic mod
ules, computation for tensor algebras, smooth algebras, universal enveloping 
algebras, existence of operations, Kiinneth formulas, A-decomposition, peri
odic and negative theories, relation with O(2)-spaces and Pin(2)-spaces (cf. 
Chap. 7), etc. (Some of these topics have been treated in the literature, some 
not). In general the proofs are of the same flavour as their counterpart in 
cyclic homology, however passing from cyclic theory to quaternionic theory 
is not completely formal. For instance in Connes' periodicity exact sequence 
Hochschild homology has to be replaced by a new theory denoted HT*. An
other example showing the kind of complications which comes in is the case of 
group algebras: the involved geometric realizations are far more complicated 
in the dihedral case (cf. Sect. 7.3). 

This section is taken out from Loday [1987aJ. 

Standing Assumptions. Throughout this section the k-algebra A is equip
ped with an involution a t-+ a. This means that ab = ba and a = a. We always 
assume that this involution is trivial on k, in particular I = 1. The element 
a is called the conjugate of a. Such an algebra will be called involutive. 

The most common examples of involutive k-algebras are 

(a) A is commutative and a = a, 
(b) A = k[G], where G is a group, and 9 = g-l for g E G, 
(c) for any involutive k-algebra R the algebra A = M(R) (matrices over R) 

is involutive: a is the conjugate transposed matrix of a, 
(d) A = U(g), where g is a Lie algebra, and 9 = -g for 9 E g, 
(e) A = R x ROp, where R is a k-algebra, and (r,s) = (s,r). 

5.2.1 Involution on the Hochschild Complex. Let M be an A-bimodule 
equipped with a map m t-+ m such that ama' = a' m a for any m E M and 
any a, a' E A (e.g. M = A). Then M is said to be an involutive A-bimodule. 
There is defined on Cn(A, M) = M ® A®n an involution Wn by the following 
formula 

So this involution consists in applying a permutation and replacing each 
entry by its conjugate. Note that the sign of the involved permutation is 
( -1) n{ n+1) /2. It will prove helpful to introduce the notation 

Yn = (_1)n(n+1)/2Wn . 

5.2.2 Lemma. For any i, 0 ~ i ~ n, one has the equality diwn = Wn-1dn-i 
and therefore 
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Proof. Both operators diwn and wn-1dn- i applied to (ao, ... ,an) give 
(ao, an,···, an-ian-i-b"" ad. As a consequence 

n n 

bwn = ~.)-l)idiwn = (-ltwn-l ~)-1)n-idn_i = (_1)n wn_1b. D 
i=O i=O 

5.2.3 Proposition. If the k-algebra A and the A-bimodule M are involutive 
and if 1/2 E k, then Hochschild homology splits up into a direct sum 

H*(A, M) = H:(A, M) EB H;(A, M) , 

and when M = A, HH*(A) = HH'!'(A) EB HH;(A). 

Proof. Let Yn = (_1)n(n+l)/2wn act on On = On(A, M). Since (Yn)2 = id 
and 1/2 E k, On splits into O,t EB 0;; where 0: is the eigenspace of the 
eigenvalue ±1 (i.e. the image of the projector 1/2(1 =F Yn)). By Lemma 5.2.2 
we get bYn = Yn-1b and the complex (0*, b) splits into the direct sum of two 
complexes (0:, b) EB (0;, b). Then it suffices to put H;(A, M) = H*(O;, b). 

D 

5.2.4 Example. Suppose that A is commutative with trivial involution and 
that M is symmetric, i.e. am = ma for all a E A and all m E M. Then 
Ht(A,M) = M, Ho(A,M) = o and Hi(A,M) = 0, Hi(A,M) = M0n~lk' 

More generally if k contains Q we know (d. Sect. 4.5) that HHn splits up 
as H H~O) EB ... EB H H~n). An immediate consequence of the last formula of 
Exercise E.4.5.3 are the following equalities: 

(5.2.4.1) HH;: = HHAO) EB HHA2) EB... and 

HH;; = HH~l) El7 HH~3) El7 ••• 

In particular n~lk c HHtn(A) and n~lkl c HH2n_1(A). Therefore if A is 
smooth, then 

{ 
HH~n(A) = n~lk' HH~n_l(A) = 0 ~n-l 
HH2n (A) = 0, HH2n _ 1(A) = n Alk . 

5.2.5 The Dihedral Group. The comparison of the action of 7 n = 
(-l)ntn and Wn on On shows that Wn7nw;;1 = 7;;1. The group presented 
by {7 n, Wn I 7:::+1 = W; = 1 and wn 7 nW;; 1 = 7;;1} is the dihedral group Dn+l 
of order 2(n + 1). Note that it contains two elements of order 2: Wn and Wn7n. 
The latter one acts on On by 
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5.2.6 Lemma. Let tn = (-l)nTn' Yn = (_1)n(n+l)/2Wn and 
Zn = (-1)n(n-l)/2WnTn , then 

byn = Yn-l b , b' Zn = Zn-lb' and 

Yn(1- tn) = (1 - tn)zn, znN = -NYn . 

Proof. The first equality was already proved in Lemma 5.2.2. The second one 
is a consequence of Lemma 5.2.2 and 2.5.1.1. For the last formula recall that 
N = 1 + tn + ... + t~-l. These formulas are immediate to check. 0 

Consider the cyclic bicomplex CC = CC(A) described in 2.1.2. Let us 
define an involution on this bicomplex by letting (-1 )iy operate on column 
number 2i (more precisely (-l)iYn operates on Cn(A)) and (-l)i z operate 
on column number 2i + 1. By Lemma 5.2.6 this is a well-defined involution 
which splits up CC into CC+ EEl CC- (remember that 1/2 E k) 

CC+: 

1 1 1 1 
c- l-t c+ I!- c- l-t c+ N 

1 f-- 1 1 f-- 1 f--

bl -bll bl -bll 
e- ~ c+ l!- e- l-t e+ N 

0 0 0 f-- 0 f--

Remark that for CC+ column number 0 is (C;, b) and, similarly, for CC
column number 0 is (ct, b) (the bicomplex CC- described here is not the 
bicomplex CC- used to define negative cyclic homology and I apologize for 
this contradiction of notation). 

5.2.7 Definition. Let A be an involutive algebra over k (which is supposed 
to contain 1/2). Then dihedral homology of A (resp. skew-dihedral homology 
of A) is 

HDn(A):= Hn(TotCC+(A)) (resp. HD~(A):= Hn(TotCC-(A))). 

The choice for HD and HD' is different from the one made in Loday [1987a]. 
The motivation for this new choice is, first, that the product HCp x HCq -+ 
HCp+q+1 sends HDp x HDq to HDp+q+1 , HDp x HD~ to HD~+q+1 and 
finally H D~ x H D~ to H Dp+q+1' Second, it will be shown later that the 
computation of the homology of the Lie algebra of orthogonal matrices (and 
also symplectic matrices) is related to HD (and not to HD'). 

It follows immediately from the above definition that there is a canonical 
splitting of cyclic homology 

(5.2.7.1) HCn(A) = HDn(A) EEl HD~(A) for all n. 
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Connes' periodicity exact sequence also splits up naturally into the direct 
sum of the following two exact sequences: 

(5.2.7.2) ... -+ HH; -+ HDn -+ HD~_2 -+ HHLI -+ HD~_l 

-+ H Dn- 3 -+ H H;_2 -+ ... 

(5.2.7.3) ... -+ HH: -+ HD~ -+ HDn- 2 -+ HH;_l -+ HDn- 1 

-+ HD~_3 -+ HH:_2 -+ ... 

As for Hochschild homology, when k contains 10, this splitting is coherent 
with the -X-decomposition studied in Sect. 4.6: 

H Dn = HC~l) EB HC~3) EB ... , and H D~ = HC~O) EB HC~2) EB .. , . 

In the bicomplex CC+(A) the cokernel of the map of complexes cct -+ 
cct is a complex whose nth term is a quotient of A®n+l by the action of 
the dihedral group Dn+l acting by t and y (for cc- replace y by -y). So 
we get the following 

5.2.8 Theorem. Suppose that k contains 10 and let A be an invo
lutive k-algebra. Then dihedral homology HD*(A) (resp. skew-dihedral 
homology H D~(A)) is canonically isomorphic to the homology of the complex 
(C(A)/(l - t, 1 - y), b) (resp. (C(A)/(l - t, 1 + y), b) obtained by factoring 
out the Hochschild complex by the action of the dihedral group. 

Proof. By Lemma 5.2.6 Connes' complex C;(A) (cf. 2.1.4) is split by y into 
the sum of the two complexes referred to above. This splitting is obviously 
compatible, via the projection map from Tot CC(A) to C),(A), with the split
ting of CC(A); whence the result. 0 

Remark that in the bicomplex CC+(A) the homology ofrow number n is 
the group H*(Dn+1,A®n+l) (cf. Appendix C), where the dihedral group acts 
on A®n+l by t and y. Since Dn is finite, rationally these homology groups 
are 0 except for * = 0 for which it is precisely A ®n+l / (1 - t, 1 + y). This gives 
a slightly different proof of Theorem 5.2.8. 

We now deal with quaternionic homology. We do not assume that 2 is 
invertible anymore. First some information on quaternion groups and their 
resolutions is in order. 

5.2.9 Quaternion Group. Let Qn = {T,wlw2 = Tn,WTW- 1 = T- 1} be the 
quaternion group of order 4n. Remark that the two relations imply WTnW- 1 = 
T-n, that is ww2w- 1 = w-2, i.e. T2n = w4 = 1. The main advantage of Qn 
over Dn is that, as a trivial module, k possesses a periodic resolution (of 
period 4). These two groups are related via a central extension 
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5.2.10 Proposition. The following is a 4-periodic resolution of the trivial 
Qn-module k: 

where c; = augmentation, 0: = [1 - T, 1 - W], 

f3= [-(I~W) 1 +TW] 
T-l ' [1-T] 

'Y = WT -1 ' 

L = 1 + T + ... + Tn-1, N = L g = (1 + W + w2 + w3 ) L . 
gEQn 

Proof (Sketch). A presentation of a group by generators and relations gives 
rise to the beginning of a resolution (cf. appendix C, Exercise E.C.l). In the 
particular case of Qn it gives the exact sequence 

(5.2.10.1) 

By applying the functor Homk[Qn] { -, k[Qn]) to this sequence and modify
ing the Qn-module structure of these modules by using the isomorphism 
4>,4>{T) = T- 1, 4>{w) = {TW)-1, one gets (after rearranging the signs) an 
exact sequence 

(5.2.10.2) 

It turns out that the composition c;** 0 c; is precisely N, so the expected 
resolution consists in splicing copies of (5.2.10.1) and (5.2.10.2). 0 

When A is involutive then A®n is a Qn-module since there is a canonical 
surjection from Qn to Dn. This is an example of a quaternionic module whose 
general definition is the following: 

5.2.11 Quaternionic Modules. A quatemionic (resp. dihedrn~ module is 
a simplicial module equipped for all n with an action of Qn+l (resp. Dn+1) 
on Cn satisfying the following formulas 

diwn = wn-1dn- i , SiWn = Wn+lSn-i for 0 ~ i ~ n , 

with di : Cn -+ Cn- 1 and Si : Cn -+ Cn+b Tn E Qn+l and Wn E Qn+l (resp. 
Dn+l). 

As in the cyclic case these formulas imply that 

Here we did not include the signs in the definition. The definition with signs 
is obtained by the formulas 
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xn = (-1)nTn and Yn = (_1)n(n+1)/2Wn . 

Any involutive k-algebra A gives rise to a quaternionic module (resp. 
dihedral module) C (A) through the following formulas 

It is easy to check that what we have done for the particular dihedral mod
ule C = C (A) in the first part of this section can be performed for any 
quaternionic (resp. dihedral) module. Remark also that H D'(A) is just di
hedral homology of the dihedral module C'(A) which is like C(A) but with 
the action of w changed into -w. In the sequel we just sketch quaternionic 
homology, leaving the details to the reader (with the aid of the literature). 

5.2.12 Proposition. Let Cn be a quatemionic module and let ( be a 4th 
power root of unity in k. The following is a well-defined bicomplex, periodic 
of period 4 horizontally, and denoted QC~ • (or simply QC() 

1 1 1 1 
Cn ?- Cn EBCn 

b 1 -(b'EBb) 1 
Cn - 1 ?- Cn - 1 EB Cn - 1 

1 1 
with 

Proof. It is a consequence of the following relations whose proofs are left to 
the reader 

(a) b(1- x) = (1 - x)b' , 

(b) by = yb, 

(c) b'xy = xyb' , 

(d) b'L = Lb, 

(e) b'N= Nb. 0 
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5.2.13 Quaternionic Homology. Let C be a quaternionic module and ( 
be a 4th root of unity in k. By definition quatemionic homology of C is 

HQ~(C) := Hn(TotQCt) . 

When C = C (A), where A is an involutive k-algebra, we denote H Q' (C (A)) 
by HQ'(A). If (= 1 we simply write HQ(A), and if (= -1 we simply write 
HQ'(A). 

5.2.14 Connes Exact Sequence for Quaternionic Homology. Let us 
denote by TCt the double complex formed by the first four columns of Qct. 
By HT; we denote the homology of the associated total complex. 

These groups fit into a long exact sequence: 

... ~ HT~ ~ HQ~ ~ HQ~_4 ~ HT~_l ~ HQ~_l ~ ... 

and they are related to Hochschild homology (when ( = 1 and 1/2 E k) by 
the following exact sequence 

... ~ HH;; ~ HTn ~ HH:_ 2 ~ HTn- 1 ~ HH;;_l ~ '" . 

When A = k, then HT~(k) = 0 for n ~ 3 and so HQ~(k) is periodic of 
period 4. For any n ~ 0 one has 

HTo(k) = HQ4n(k) = k/2k , 

HTl(k) = HQ4n+1(k) = 2k 

HT2(k) = HQ4n+2(k) = k , 

HT3(k) = HQ4n+3(k) = 0 , 

where 2k is the 2-torsion of k. 

HT~(k) = HQ~n(k) = k , 

HT{(k) = HQ~n+1(k) = k/2k, 

HT~(k) = HQ~n+2(k) = 2k, 

HT~(k) = HQ~n+3(k) = 0, 

5.2.15 Proposition. If 2 is invertible in k and A is an involutive k-algebra, 
then there are canonical isomorphisms HQn(A) ~ HDn(A) and HQ~(A) ~ 
HD~(A). 0 

Remark that when 1/2 E k the periodicity operator HQn ~ HQn-4 can be 
identified with the composite H Dn ~ H D~_2 ~ H Dn- 4. 

Exercises 

E.5.2.1. Universal Exercise. Take any result in this book about cyclic 
homology and try to find and prove an analog for quaternionic or dihedral 
homology. 

E.5.2.2. Prove that HH*(A) ~ HH*(AOP), where AOP is the opposite algebra 
(and similarly for HC). (Mimick Lemma 5.2.6.) 
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E.5.2.3. Show that for any 4th root of unity ( one has the following compu
tations: 

HT~(k) = HQ~n(k) = k/Im{1 + () , 
HT;(k) = HQ~n+l(k) = Ker(1 + ()/Im(l- () , 

HT~(k) = HQ~n+2(k) = Ker(1 - () , 

HTi(k) = HQ~n+3(k) = 0 . 

E.5.2.4. Dihedral Homology Without the Assumption 2 Invertible. 
Show that the total complex associated to the following bicomplex is a reso-
lution of the trivial Dn-module k. 

1 1 1 1 
k[Dnl 

I-T 
k[Dnl 

N 
k[Dnl 

I-T 
k[Dnl +--- +--- +--- +---

HTl WT- 11 I-T 1 -WT- 11 
k[Dnl 

I-T 
k[Dnl 

N 
k[Dnl ~ k[Dnl +--- +--- +---

I-Tl -WT-1l HTl WT-1l 

k[Dnl 
I-T 

k[Dnl 
N 

k[Dnl 
I-T 

k[Dnl +--- +--- +--- +---

Use this bicomplex and Hochschild complex to define a tricomplex whose 
homology is a definition for H D(A) which is valid without supposing that 2 
is invertible, and which coincides with our definition when 2 is invertible (cf. 
Lodder [1990]). 

E.5.2.5. Define cohomological functors HD* and HQ* by mimicking Sect. 2.4. 

E.5.2.6. Equip A ® AOP with the involution (a, b) II--~) (b, a). Compute 
HD.(A ® AOP). 

5.3 Differential Graded Algebras 

All the theories considered so far can be extended to the category of graded 
algebras and more generally to the category of differential graded algebras. 
The differential of the algebra brings in some complication, but it gives some 
more freedom since one can replace a DG-algebra by an equivalent one in 
order to compute its homology. In particular one can replace any algebra 
by a DG-algebra whose underlying algebra is a tensor algebra. In a certain 
sense this procedure is equivalent to choosing another resolution to compute 
Hochschild homology. It has the advantage of working as well in cyclic ho
mology. This generalization has been done by Burghelea-Vigue [1988l and 
Goodwillie [1985al independently. 
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5.3.1 Definitions. A Differential Graded k-Algebra, DG-algebra for short 
(also called chain algebra), is a non-negatively graded associative algebra 
A = EBn2:0An (that is Ap. Aq C Ap+q) with unit 1 E Ao, endowed with a 
degree -1 differential 8 : An -+ A n- l (that is 82 = 0) which is a graded 
derivation for the product in A 

8(ab) = 8a. b + (-I)la1a. 8b . 

An element a E Ai is said to be homogeneous of degree i = 14 An ordinary 
algebra is considered as a particular case of a DC-algebra concentrated in 
degree 0 (A = Ao, 8 = 0). 

If A = T(V), the tensor algebra of a positively graded free k-module V, 
then (T(V), 8) is called a tensor DC-algebra. 

Any DG-algebra (A,8) gives rise to a complex 

o 
... -+ An ---t A n- 1 -+ ... -+ Ao 

still denoted (A, 8), whose homology is denoted H*(A, 8) and is simply called 
the homology of the DC-algebra (A, 8). 

The iterated tensor product of complexes (A,8)®nH is a complex whose 
underlying module is the graded module A®n+l and whose differential is still 
denoted 8 (cf. 1.0.14). It is useful to introduce the following notions for a 
homogeneous element x = (ao, ... , an) of A ®n+ I: 

(a) the length of x is l(x) = n, 
(b) the weight (or degree if no confusion can arise) of x is w ( x) = I ao I + I a 11 + 

... + lanl, 
(c) the total degree of x is Ixl = l(x) + w(x). 

5.3.2 Hochschild Homology of DG-Algebras. For any DC-algebra 
(A,8) the functor [n) t-+ (A,8)®nH defines a cyclic chain complex, i.e. a 
cyclic object C(A, 8) in the (abelian) category of complexes over k (cf. 2.5.3). 

Explicitly the faces, the degeneracies and the cyclic operator are described 
as follows (the elements ai are all supposed to be homogeneous): 

dn(ao, ... ,an) = ±(anao, al,' .. ,an-d 

[here we use the Koszul-Quillen sign convention, cf. 1.0.15, more precisely the 
sign is (-1) to the power lanl(laol + lall + ... + lan-d)). 

tn(ao, ... , an) = ±( -It(an , ao, ... , an-d (same sign ± as before) . 

The Hochschild complex associated to C(A,8) is a complex of com
plexes (since A®n+l is replaced by (A, 8)®n+l) with boundary map b = 
L~=o(-I)idi : C(A,8)®nH -+ C(A,8)®n. A straightforward checking shows 
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that b commutes with the boundary map 8: A0n+1 -t A0n +1 of the complex 
C(A, 8)0n +l. In order to make it into a bicomplex we multiply this boundary 
map by (_l)n. Explicitly this bicomplex is 

1 1 1 
(A03 )o 8 (A03 h 8 

(A0 3h 8 
+- +- +-

(5.3.2.1) bl bl bl 
(A02)0 -Ii 

(A02h -8 
(A02h -8 

+- +- +-

bl bl bl 
Ao " Al " A2 " +- +- +-

where (A0n +l )p denotes the (weight p)-part of the tensor product, that is 

(A0n+1)p =. EP Aio lSI ... lSI Ain • 

'O+···+'n=P 

Note that the horizontal map 8 (of weight -1) is given by the formula 

n 

8(ao,.·., an) = L ±(ao, ... , ai-l, 8ai, ai+l,"" an) . 
i=O 

By definition the Hochschild complex C. (A, 8) (or simply C(A, 8)) of the DC
algebra (A,8) is the total complex (with boundary b ± 8) of the bicomplex 
(5.3.2.1). Its homology is denoted by HH.(A,8) [not to be confused with 
H.(A,8) defined in 5.3.1, see 5.4.8.11. 

The reduced Hochschild complex C(A, 8) is defined analogously by rep lac-
-On -

ing A0n +l by A lSI A throughout, A = A/k. 

5.3.3 Cyclic Homology of DG-Algebras. Since C(A, 8) is a cyclic com
plex, there is defined a boundary map B = (1- t)sN : A0n -t A0n+1, where 
the cyclic operator t is as defined in 5.3.2. Therefore there is a tri-complex 
l3C(A,8) such that (l3C(A, 8) )pqr = (A0q-r+1 )p, with differentials ±8, band 
B. 

By definition cyclic homology of the DC-algebra (A,8) is 

HC.(A,8):= H.(Tot(l3C(A,8)). 

[For a tricomplex C, one has (Tot C)n = EBp+q+r=n Cpqr ]. There is of course a 

normalized version B( C(A, 8)) which consists in replacing A0n+l by AISIA0n. 
As in the non-graded case there is a natural isomorphism 

HC.(A,8) ~ H.(TotBC(A,8)). 
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Most of the results of Chaps. 1 to 4 can be extended to DG-algebras (since 
it consists essentially in applying them to cyclic objects in an abelian cate
gory), namely Connes periodicity exact sequence, Morita invariance, opera
tions, existence of the other theories H C; (A, 8), H C~er (A, 8) and H D * (A, 8). 
The details are left to the reader. 

5.3.4 Filtration and Spectral Sequences. Since H H* (A, 8) is the homol
ogy of a bicomplex (cf. 5.3.2.1), it is the abutment of two spectral sequences 
which can be used for computation. In particular there is a natural filtration 
which is induced by the weight. The same comment is valid for HC.(A, 8). 
However, most of the time it is more efficient to work directly with the tri
complex by replacing the columns by quasi-isomorphic complexes, the re
sulting tri-complex being (for good choices) easier to compute. This is the 
method we are going to use in the sequel. 

Note that if 8 = 0, then H Hand HC of (A,O) are not equal a priori to 
H H and HC of A since the last face dn is not the same in the two cases. 
However if A is concentrated in degree 0, then both theories agree. 

When a map of DG-algebras f : (A, 8) ~ (A', 8) induces an isomorphism 
in homology it is called an equivalence of DG-algebras. The importance of 
this notion is clearly seen in the next result. 

5.3.5 Theorem. Let f : (A, 8) ~ (A', 8) be an equivalence of DG-algebras. 
If A and A' are flat over k, then f induces an isomorphism on HH., HC., 
HC~er and HC;. 

Proof. Let us prove the Hochschild case first. The flatness hypothesis implies 
that f : (A, 8)®n ~ (A', 8)®n is a quasi-isomorphism (Kiinneth formula). The 
comparison theorem for the associated bicomplexes C (A, 8) and C (A' ,8) (cf. 
1.0.12) shows that HH.(A,8) ~ HH*(A' , 8). 

A similar argument (cf. 2.2.3) permits us to extend this isomorphism to 
HC. and also to HC~er and HC; (cf.5.1.6). 0 

The interest of this generalization to DG-algebras lies in the following 
result. 

5.3.6 Proposition-Definition. For any unital DG-algebra (A,8) over k 
there exists a graded free module V and a tensor DG-algebra (T(V), 8) which 
is equivalent to (A,8). This is called a ''free model" of the DG-algebra (A, 8). 

Proof. By induction on n one constructs a family of free k-modules Vn and a 
family of DG-algebra maps en : (T(Vn ), 8) ~ (A,8) which are n-connected, 
that is, which induce an isomorphism on Hi for i < n and a surjection on 
Hn. 

For n = -lone takes V-I = 0 and 8 = 0 on T(O) = k. So e-I is the unit 
map k ~ A. Given (T(Vn- I ), 8) one constructs (T(Vn ), 8) as follows. For each 
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pair (w, a), w E T(Vn- 1), a E An such that ~n-1(W) = 8a and 8w = 0, one 
adjoins an element denoted (w,a) to Vn- 1 in order to get Vn. Extend ~n-1 to 
a graded algebra map ~n by setting ~n(w,a) = a and extend the differential 
by setting 8 (w, a) = wand requiring that 8 is a graded derivation. 

By construction the map ~n is n-connected. Put V = U n :2:-1 Vn , then there 
is defined a map ~ : (T(V), 8) --t (A,8) which is a quasi-isomorphism, i.e. an 
equivalence of DC-algebras. 0 

5.3.7 H Hand He of Free Models. By using the small complex devised 
in Sect. 3.1 to compute H Hand HC of a tensor algebra, one can construct 
new complexes to compute HH and HC of a free model. 

Let V = VoEB V1 EB ... be a graded free k-module and let (A,8) = (T(V), 8) 
be a tensor DC-algebra. One denotes by (A i8l V)n the subspace of elements 
of weight n in A i8l V. There is defined a map ¢ : A i8l A --t A i8l V by 

n 

¢(a i8l V1'" vn) = L ±Vi+1 ... vnaV1··· Vi-1 i8l Vi 
i=l 

and a map b: A i8l V --t A by b(a i8l v) = [a, v]. 
As usual we put V+ = k EB V. 

5.3.8 Proposition.Hochschild homology of the DC-algebra (A, 8) = (T(V), 8) 
is the homology of the complex 

- b 
(A i8l V+, b): ... --t An EB (A i8l V)n-1 -+ An- 1 EB (A i8l V)n-2 --t ... --t Ao 

where b = [~ ~] is given by 

b(ai8lv) = [a, v] and 8(ai8lv) = 8ai8lv + (-I)la1a i8l8v. 

Proof. Consider the following bicomplex with only two rows (in degree 0 and 
1) 

~ ... 
(5.3.8.1) 

~ ... 

There is a map of bicomplexes ¢ from C(T(V),8) to the small bicomplex 
(5.3.8.1) which is the identity on the first row, which is ¢ on the next row and 
which is zero on the others (no choice!). The verifications are straightforward. 
By the same argument as in Sect. 3.1, it can be proved that this map is a 
quasi-isomorphism on columns and so is a quasi-isomorphism of bicomplexes. 
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Then it suffices to remark that the complex (A ® V+, b) is the total complex 
of (5.3.8.1). 0 

In order to get a new complex for computing cyclic homology it is sufficient 
to construct the analog of Connes boundary map B on the complex (A ® 
V+, b). It is easier to state this result in terms of mixed complexes (d. 2.5.12). 

5.3.9 Proposition. Let (A,8) = (T(V),8) be a tensor DG-algebra with V 
free over k. Then the map 

E = [~ ~]: An EIJ (A ® V)n-l -+ A n+1 EIJ (A ® V)n , 

where l'(a) = ¢(1, a), that is 

n 

I'(Vl ... vn) = L ±Vi+l ... VnVl··· Vi-l ® Vi , 
i=l 

endows (A ® V+, b) with a structure of mixed complex. Cyclic homology of the 
mixed complex (A ® V+, b, E) is canonically isomorphic to HC*(T(V), 8). 

Proof. First, one needs to verify that bE + Eb = 0, which is equivalent to 

{ b')' = 1'~ = ° (d. 3.1.5), 

81' + 1'8 = 0. 

The last equality follows from the equalities ¢( a, v) = (a, v) and ¢( a, xy) = 
<I>(ax,y) ± <I>(ya,x),a,x,y E A = T(V) and v E V, which determine <I> com
pletely. 

Secondly, one needs to verify that ¢B= E¢, that is ¢ 0 B = 1'. This is 
immediate from the definition of 1'. 0 

These complexes permit us to compute H H* and HC* of (T(V), 0), gener
alizing the non-graded case (d. Sect. 3.1). Recall that (v®m) T = v®m / (1-r) 
denotes the space of coinvariants for the action of the cyclic operator r, and 
(v®m)T = Ker (1- r) denotes the space of invariants for the action of 'To 

5.3.10 Proposition. Let V be a free non-negatively graded module over k. 
There are isomorphisms of graded modules: 

HH*(T(V),O) ~ E1Jm~O(V®m)T EIJ E1Jm>o(v®mr[l] , 

HCn(T(V),O) ~ HCn(k) EIJ E1Jm>O (EIJp+q=nHpCZ!m'Z, (v®m)q») 

The map S on HCn is, when restricted to Hp(Z/mZ, (v®m)q), the peri
odicity isomorphism Hp ~ Hp- 2 for p > 2, an inclusion H2 yo Ho for p = 2, 
and 0 for p = 1 and o. 
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Proof. The hypothesis 0= 0 implies J = 0 and so by Proposition 5.3.8 we have 
HHn(T(V),O) = Coker (b: (A® V)n -+ An) EBKer (b: (A® V)n-I -+ An-I). 
On vl8im-l ® V = vl8im the map b is just 1-7 whose cokernel is (Vl8im),. and 
whose kernel is (Vl8im r. This gives the computation of Hochschild homology. 

For cyclic homology it is clear that HC*(T(V),O) splits as a sum over 
m ~ 0 of some graded modules. By Proposition 5.3.9 this graded module is, 
for fixed m, the homology of the complex 

... -+ v l8im-l ® V ~ vl8im-1 2..t v l8im-1 ® V -+ .... 

The piece which lies in HCn is of total degree n = p + q, where p is the 
length and q the weight. The result follows then from b = 1 - 7 and 'Y = 
1 + 7 + 7 2 + ... + 7 m - l . 0 

5.3.11 Derivations on DG-Algebras. A derivation D on (A, 0) is a degree 
° derivation of A which commutes with 0. It is straightforward to extend D to 
the Hochschild complex C(A, 8) and to the complex BC(A, 8) as in Sect. 4.1 
since the relation [D, 0] = ° on A is also valid on A I8in. So there are well
defined maps LD on HH*(A,o) and HC*(A,o). 

The proof of Theorem 4.1.10 can be carried out in the DC-case mutatis 
mutandis to give the following 

5.3.12 Proposition. Let A be a graded algebra over k containing Q and let 

resp. HC*(A,O) = HC*(A,O)/HC*(Ao). Then Cannes' exact sequence for 
H C splits into short exact sequences 

Proof. Define D(a) = pa for a E Ap. This is a derivation of degree 0 of the 
DC-algebra (A,O). Let FP = FP HC*(A, 0) be the filtration of HC*(A, 0) by 
the weight. The operator LD is acting on FP / FP-l by multiplication by p and 
so is an isomorphism provided p "# O. From the graded version of Theorem 
4.1.10 it follows that S = 0 on HC*(A). 0 

5.3.13 Theorem. Let (A,o) be a DC-algebra which is (r + I)-connected 
(that is Ho(A,o) = k, Hi(A,o) = 0 for 1 ~ i ~ r + 1). Then the map 
p!SP : HCn+2p (A, 0) -+ HCn(A, 0) is 0 for n < rp. 

Proof. By refining Proposition 5.3.6 one can check that, when (A, 0) is (r+ 1)
connected, one can choose a model (T(V), 8) such that Vo = VI = ... = Vr = 
O. One uses this model to compute p!SP. 
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Let BC(T(V),8) = F O :J Fl :J ... :J FP :J FP+l :J ... be the filtra
tion of BC(T(V),8) by the weight. The generalization of Theorem 4.1.10 
to the graded case shows that pS is 0 on HC.(FPjFp+l) and then p!SP 
is 0 on HC.(F 1 jFP+1). The hypothesis on V implies that HC.(F1) -t 

HC.(F1jFp+l) is injective for * sufficiently small, whence the result. 0 

5.3.14 Corollary (cf. Goodwillie [1985a]). Let (A,8) be a DG-algebra over 
a field k of characteristic O. For any chain ideal 1 (i. e. 8I C 1) of A such 
that 10 = 0 the quotient map A -t Aj 1 induces an isomorphism 

o 

Exercises 

E.5.3.1. Let (A,8) be a non-unital DG-algebra. Show that there exists a 
tricomplex CC(A,8) similar to the cyclic bicomplex, which permits us to 
define HC*(A, 8). 

E.5.3.2. Extend the definition of H H, HC, etc, to the category of simplicial 
algebras (cf. Goodwillie [1985a, 1985bJ). 

5.4 Commutative Differential Graded Algebras 

In the previous section we have seen how the generalization to DG-algebras 
can help to find new complexes to simplify the computation of Hochschild 
and cyclic homology. In the commutative case this can be further simpli
fied since in characteristic zero any commutative algebra is equivalent to a 
C DG-algebra whose underlying CG-algebra is a graded symmetric algebra 
(essentially polynomial). This permits us for instance to give another inter
pretation of the A-decomposition of both H Hand HC. We finish this section 
by working out explicitly the computation of H H and HC of the truncated 
polynomial algebra k[xllxT +1 with its A-decomposition and its weight de
composition. The study of HC of commutative CDG-algebra was performed 
in Burghelea-Vigue [1988] and in Goodwillie [1985a]. The computation of 
HC* (k[xllxT +1) appeared in Bach [1992]. 

5.4.1 Commutative DG-Algebras. If ab = (-I)lallblba for any homoge
neous elements a and b of the DG-algebra (A, 8), then (A, 8) is said to be 
commutative (CDG-algebra). For instance let V = $n~oVn be a graded k
module and let A = AV be the graded symmetric algebra over V. Explicitly 
AV = S($n>O V2n)®E($n>o V2n+d where S is for symmetric algebra functor 
and E for e:iterior algebra functor (d. Appendix A). A CDG-algebra of the 
form (A V, 8) is called a free C DG-algebra (though it is not a free object in 
the category of C DG-algebras). 
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Mimicking the proof of 5.3.6 one can show that in characteristic zero any 
CDC-algebra (A, 8) is equivalent to a free CDC-algebra (AV, 8). This is called 
a free model of (A,8). Moreover, one can take 8 such that 8V C A+V. A+V, 
where A + V is the ideal of AV generated by the elements of V. Such an 
equivalence (AV, 8) -+ (A,8) is called a minimal model for (A,8). 

5.4.2 The Graded Module n~lk' When A is non-negatively graded (ac

cording to 5.3.1 we should say weighted) and graded commutative, one can 
still define a graded A-module n~lk as follows. The graded A-bimodule A®A 

is also a graded algebra for the product (a ® b)(x ® y) = (-I)lbllxlax ® by for 
homogeneous elements a, b, x, yEA. Then [is a graded A-bimodule and [/[2 

is a graded symmetric A-bimodule. By definition we put n~lk = [/[2. As in 

the non-graded case n~lk is generated as a graded A-module by the elements 
da, a E A (with Idal = lal for a homogeneous) subject to the relations 

(5.4.2.1) d(ab) = adb + (da)b = adb + (-I)lallblbda . 

(This means that d has weight 0.) The element adb corresponds to a(1 ® b
b® 1) = a ® b - ab® 1 in [/[2. Its weight is lal + Ibl. 

5.4.3 Graded Exterior Differential Module for C DG-Algebras. For 
a graded A-module M the graded exterior product of M with itself over A is 
M /\AM = M ®A M/ '" where the equivalence relation", is generated by 

(5.4.3.0) m ® n '" -( _1)lmlinln ® m, n, m homogeneous. 

More generally ~ M = M®An / ~, where the equivalence relation is gener
ated by (5.4.3.0). Remark that the sign coming in a reordering of mi/\' .. /\ mn 
is the sign of the permutation times the Koszul sign (cf. 1.0.15). If M is 
concentrated in degree 0 (resp. 1) it coincides with the usual exterior prod
uct (resp. symmetric product). In other words there is an isomorphism of 
k-modules, M/\ M ~ M[I) " M[I). 

By definition the graded exterior differential module of the CC-algebra A 
is 

nn -n nl 
HAlk = "AJ&Alk . 

For x E n~lk' the integer n is the length of x. Remark that 

(5.4.3.1 ) dxdy = -(-I)lxllyldydx. 

There is an obvious extension of the differential map 8 to n~lk which de
creases the weight by 1. It is given by 

(5.4.3.2) 8( aOdal ... dan) 

:= (-It (8aoda 1 ••• dan + (-I)lao1 aod(8al)da2'" dan + ... 

'" + (-I)laol+ ... +lan-llaodal.' .d(8an)) 
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The resulting complex is denoted ((n~lk)*' 8) in which the degree * is the 
weight. It will prove necessary to look at the direct sum of complexes 

n(A,Ii) := q~O ( nllk)[q], 8) 
where the module of (total) degree n is 

n(A Ii):= EB (nllk) . , p+q=n p 

The complex n(A,Ii) is the total complex of the bicomplex 

1 1 1 
(n~lk)O 

Ii 
(n~lkh 

0 
(n~lkh ?-+-- +--

(5.4.3.3) 
01 01 01 

-Ii -Ii -Ii 
(n~lk)O +-- (n~lk)1 +-- (n~lkh +--

01 01 01 
Ao 

Ii 
Al 

Ii 
A2 

Ii 
+-- +-- +--

5.4.4 Proposition. Let (A, 8) be a CDG-algebra. There are defined canonical 
maps 11"* : HH*(A,8) ~ H*(n(A,Ii» and e* : H*(n(A,Ii» ~ HH*(A,8) such 
that the composite 11"* oe* is multiplication by q! on H*(n(A,Ii». 

Proof. The map 1I"n is well-defined on chains and is given by 1I"n : C(A, 8) ~ 
n(A,O)' 1I"n(ao, ... , an) = aodal ... dan as in the non-graded case. It can be 
viewed as a map from the bicomplex (5.3.2.1) to the bicomplex (5.4.3.3). On 
the other hand the map en is given by 

en(aodal ... dan) 

= class ofL ±sgn(a) (ao,a.,.-l(I),au -l(2), ... ,a.,.-l(n») E HHn(A,8), 
uESn 

where ±1 is the Koszul sign. For instance 

€2(xdydz) = (x,y,z) - (-l)lyll z l(x,z,y). 

The check is as in the non-graded case (cf. Theorem 1.3.16). o 

5.4.5 Smooth Graded Algebras. The definition of smoothness in the 
graded case consists in taking one of the equivalent definitions of smooth
ness given in Proposition 2 of Appendix E and translating it into the graded 
context. For instance for any graded free k-module V the graded symmetric 
algebra AV is smooth. This is the main example we are going to use since in 
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characteristic zero any CDC-algebra is equivalent to some free CDC-algebra 
(A V, 8). Note that as an ordinary algebra AV is not smooth in general. For 
instance if V = VI = k then AV = k[x]/x2 • 

The main point about graded smooth algebras is the generalization of the 
Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg theorem: 

(5.4.5.1) for any graded smooth algebra A there is an isomorphism 

As in the non-graded case, the free case and the characteristic zero case are 
easier to handle since then the HKR-isomorphism is induced by a chain map 
(cf.3.2.3). 

5.4.6 Proposition. Let (A,8) be a CDC-algebra such that either A = AV, or 
k contains Q and A is smooth. Then the complex C(A, 8) is quasi-isomorphic 
to n(A,O) and so 

HH*(A,8) ~ H*(n(A,O») . 

In particular there is a natural splitting HH*(A,<5) ~ EBi2::oH*-.((n~\k)*'~"). 

Proof. In both cases the map c is a chain map from C(A, 8) to n(A,o) which 
is, by HKR-theorem, an isomorphism when restricted to the columns. So, by 
the standard argument, it is an isomorphism on the total complexes. 0 

To compute cyclic homology of (A,8) when A is smooth it suffices to 
know what the Connes boundary map B induces on n(A,6)' The answer is 
the differential of forms d (not to be confused with 8) as it was proved in 2.3.3 
for the non-graded case. The proof of the graded case is the same mutatis 
mutandis. Since this differential anti-commutes with <5 it endows n(A,6) with 
a structure of mixed complex (d. Sect. 2.5) denoted (n~lk' 8, d). Since n(A,tS) 
is the direct sum of its rows (suitably shifted) the bicomplex associated to 
(n~\k' 8, d) is the sum over i of the following bicomplexes, where nz stands 

for (n1\k)p, 

(n!:,:,8,d) : 

1 1 1 1 
n i 

1 +- ni - I 
1 +- n i- 2 

1 +- ... +- nr 
1 1 1 1 
n i 

0 +- ni - 1 
0 +- n i - 2 

0 +- ... +-ng 

1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 o 

in which nb is in bidegree (0, i). 
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5.4.7 Theorem. Let (A, 8) be a CDC-algebra such that either A = AV, or k 
contains Q and A is smooth. Then HC*(A, 8) is canonically isomorphic to the 
cyclic homology of the mixed complex (n~lk' 8, d), denoted HC*(n~lk' 8, d). 
More precisely 

HC*(A,8) = tfJi'?oH* (Tot (n!-=.:, 8, d») . o 

5.4.8 ,X-Decomposition for HH and HC of a CDG-Algebra. In this 
subsection we use freely the notation of Sect. 4.5, namely the Eulerian idem
potents e~) of k[SnJ. Let (A,8) be a CDC-algebra. Any permutation (j E Sn 
acts on A ®n by 

Hence k[SnJ acts on the nth row of the bicomplex (5.3.2.1) (whose total 

complex is C (A, 8». When k contains Q the idempotents e~) permit us to 
split this bicomplex into a sum of bicomplexes C(i) (A, 8) and so 

In particular we get 

(5.4.8.1) 

(i) 
HH*(A,8) = tfJ HH* (A,8). 

i~O 

It almost behaves as in the non-graded case. However one should remark 
that in the graded case there is no reason for H H~i) (A, 8) to be 0 when i > n. 

Similarly there is a .A-decomposition of cyclic homology for any C DC
algebra (A,8), 

(i) 
HC*(A,8) = EB He (A,8). 

i~O 

Suppose now that A is smooth, for instance A = AV. We already noted 
in 5.4.6 and 5.4.7 that HH*(A,8) and HC*(A,8) are naturally split. This 
splitting corresponds in fact to the .A-decomposition as shown by the following 

5.4.9 Proposition. If k contains Q and (A,8) is a smooth CDC-algebra, 
then the .A-decomposition and the decomposition coming from the graded 
structure agree both in Hochschild and in cyclic homology. 

Proof. The map C(A,8) --+ n~lk restricted to A®n+1 is the composite of 

the projection onto the image of e~n) (which is A ® 11 A) and the map ao ® 
(al /\ ... /\ an) 1--+ aodal ... dan . Therefore the ith piece of C(A,8) is quasi
isomorphic to (n~lk' 8). Whence the result. 0 
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5.4.10 Remark. Any CDG-algebra (A,6) has a free (hence smooth) model 
(AV, 6). In particular, if A is an ordinary algebra, then (A, 0) has a free 
model from which one can define a decomposition of HH.(A) and of HC.(A). 
Proposition 5.4.9 shows that this decomposition does not depend on the 
model. 

5.4.11 The Free CDG-Algebra Case. Let A = AV, where V is a graded 
free module over k. A generalization of the non-graded case (d. 1.3.6) shows 
that nllk is canonically isomorphic as a graded AV-module to AV 0 V and 

more generally n~lk is canonically isomorphic to AV0AnV = AV0An(V[1]). 
Note that the total degree of a 0 (Vl, ... , vn ) is lal + IVll + ... + Ivnl + n. 

The complex which computes HC(A, 6) can be simplified accordingly be
cause the de Rham complex of AV is acyclic. So, if we factor out the bicomplex 
(n!-:::.;, 6, d) by ng = k, then it is quasi-isomorphic to a bicomplex with one 
non-trivial column. This column, which is in degree p = 0, consists of the 
modules n~_ddn~-:::.! (in bidegree (0, q)). So we have proved the following 

5.4.12 Theorem. Suppose that k contains Q and let (AV,6) be a free CDG
algebra. Then there is a canonical isomorphism 

5.4.13 Remark. In this setting the map S can be described as follows. An 

element x E nz defines an element [x] in HC~~p if and only if there exists 

y E n;=i such that 6(x) = d{y). Then S[x] = [y]. 

5.4.14 Application: HC of Truncated Polynomial Algebras. Let r be 
a positive integer and let k[xJ/xr+l be the truncated polynomial algebra. One 
can put a new weight, called the x-weight, on this algebra by decreeing that 
the x-weight of xi is i. Then the Hochschild and cyclic homology groups of 
k[x]/xr+l split into a direct sum of subgroups according to the x-weight. Our 
aim is to compute HHn(k[x]/xr+1) and HCn(k[x]/xr+l) and to determine 
their x-weight decomposition and their -X-decomposition. 

The truncated polynomial algebra k[x]/xr+1 admits the free model (A,6) 
over V = kxtJ)ky (free k-module ofrank 2 generated by x and y), A = A(V), 
8(x) = 0, 6(y) = xr+l , weight (x) = Ixl = ° and weight (y) = Iyl = 1. 

If we assign to y the x-weight r + 1, then the map (AV, 8) -t (k[x]/xr+1, 0), 
x t-+ x, Y t-+ 0, is compatible with the x-weight. Note that, as an algebra 
A = k[x, y]/(y2). 

The AV-module nAlk is generated over A by dx and dy subject to the 

following relations (d. 5.4.3.1): (dx)2 = 0, dxdy = -dydx. Thus nz = 0, 
except for p = q - 1, q and q + 1. As a free k-module 
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- n~_l is generated by xidx(dy)q-l, i ~ 0, 

- ng is generated by xi(dy)q and xiydx(dy)q-l, i ~ 0, 

- n~+l is generated by xiy(dyF, i ~ 0. 

Let us put a(i):= xidx(dy)q-~ i ~ 0, b(i):= xi(dy)q -q(r + l)xi-lydx(dy)q-~ 
i > 0, and b(O):= (dy)q. 

Then 
- n~_l is generated by a(i), i ~ 0, 

- n2 is generated by b(i) and ya(i), i ~ 0, 

- n~+l is generated by yb( i), i ~ 0. 

An easy computation shows that 

5(yb(i))=b(i+r+1), 5(b(i))=O if i>O, 

5 (b(O)) = (-l)q(r + l)a(r) , 5 (ya(i)) = a(i + l' + 1) , 

and of course 5( a( i)) = 0. By Proposition 5.4.6 this proves the following 

5.4.15 Proposition. For any commutative ring k and any integer l' ~ 1, 
one has, for q > 0, 

where the generators of the free part have x-weight q(r + 1) + i for i = 1, ... , l' 
and the torsion part has x-weight q(r + 1), 

HH2q- 1 (k[xJ/xr+l) ~ e EB k/(r + l)k , 

where the generators of the free part have x-weight (q - 1)(1' + 1) + i + 1 for 
i = 1, ... , l' and the quotient part has x-weight q(r + 1). 

Moreover, when k contains Q, one has HH2q = HH~~) and HH2q - 1 = 

HHJ~~l' 

Proof. (Compare with the method suggested in Exercise E.4.1.8). Indeed the 
free generators for H H2q are b( i) for i = 1, ... , l' and b( i) is of x-weight 
i + q(r + 1). The free generators of H H 2q- 1 are a(i) for i = 1, ... , l' and 
a(i) is of x-weight i + 1 + (q - 1)(1' + 1). The other components come from 
5(b(0)) = (-l)q(r + l)a(r). The assertion about the A-degree comes from the 
fact that all these generators are in nq (d. 5.4.9). 0 

A priori one could compute HG.(A) for A = k[xJ/xr+l by working with 
the bicomplex (n:, 5, d). However there is a simpler way to work it out, by 
using the comparison of (n:, 5) with a small complex. Explicitly let Gsm = 
( Gsm (A), 8) be the periodic complex 

o (r+l)xr 0 
... ~ A--+A --+ A--+A, 
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whose homology is HH*(A) (cf. Exercise E.4.1.8).1t is helpful to look at csm 
as a sum of smaller complexes csm,q: 

... -t 0 -t 0 -t q~ -t q~-l -t 0 -t ... -t 0 . 

The quasi-isomorphism n~lk ...... Gsm(A) is the direct sum of the maps 

n~_l 
0 0 

n~+l nq 
q 

1 1 1 
Gsm 2q-l 

(r+l)xr 
( c sm 

2q 0 

which send yb(i) to 0 (of course), b(i) to b(i) = xi E A, ya(i) to 0 and a(i) 
to a( i) = xi E A. 

In order to compute HC*(A) it suffices to understand the analogue d of d 
on the complex csm. This will give rise to a new mixed complex (csm ,8,d). 
Since obviously d(n~_l) = 0, it suffices to compute d(b(i)). It comes 

d(b(i)) = iXi-1dx(dy)q + q(r + I)Xi- 1dx(dy)q . 

We are not only working with nq but also with nq+l so it is necessary 
to refine our notation and write b( i)q for b( i) E ng and similarly a( i)q for 
a(i) E n~_l' Hence 

d (b(i)q) = (i + q(r + 1)) a(i - l)q+l and d (b(O)q) = 0 . 

This determines d completely 

d(a(i)q)=O and d(b(i)q)=(i+q(r+l))a(i)q+l for O:::;i:::;r. 

It shows that (n* ,8, d) -t (Gsm, 8, d) is a map of mixed complexes. Restricted 
to (n*, 8) it is a quasi-isomorphism, so we have proved the following 

5.4.16 Proposition. Let a(p) : kr -t kr be the diagonal matrix 

a(p) = diag (1 + p(r + 1), ... ,i + p(r + 1), ... ,r + p(r + 1)) 

The mixed complex (G(A), b, B) is equivalent to the sum of the two mixed 
b 

complexes (with the notation ~): 
B 

o 0 0 0 
... ~ kr ~ kr ~ F ~ kr and 

o 0(1) 0 0(0) 

r+1 0 r+1 0 
... ~k~k~k~k. 

o 0 0 0 

Proof. From the following equivalences of mixed complexes (cf. Theorem 
5.4.7) 

(C(A),b,B) -t (n*,8,d) -t (Gsm ,8,d) 
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it suffices to make the last one explicit. Indeed c!m is isomorphic to A = 
kl EB kx EB ... EB kxr in all dimensions. We write it k EB kr when * is even and 
kr EB k when * is odd. By the above computation "8 is alternatively 0 or the 

matrix (g rtl) and d is alternatively the matrix (g o:~q)): C2q -t C2q+1 

or O. It is immediate to see that this mixed complex splits as announced. 0 

5.4.17 Corollary. For any commutative ring k, one has 

HC2q (k[x]/xr+l) ~ k EB (r+lk)q EI1 kr EI1 Kero:(O) EB ... EI1 Kero:(q -1), 

HC2q- 1 (k[x]jxr+l) ~ (k/(r + l)k)q EI1 Cokero:{O) EB ... EB Cokero:{q -1) , 

where 

and 
Cokero:(p) = EB (k/{i + p{r + 1))k) . 

l~i~r 
o 

5.4.18 Weights. Note that the description of the generators of these groups 
in terms of x and dx (see 5.4.15) indicates immediately what their x-weight 
and their A-weight is. Remark also that this computation is consistent with 
the result given in Exercise E.4.1.8 in the characteristic 0 framework: 

Exercises 

E.5.4.1. Use Theorem 5.4.12 to give a different proof of the computation of 
HC*(k[x]/xr+l) in the characteristic 0 framework. 

E.S.4.2. Use Proposition 5.4.16 to make explicit B, I and S for A = 
k[x]jxr+l, and compute HC;(A) and HCrer{A). 

E.S.4.3. Use the method of this section to compute HC*(k[x, y]jxy). [There 
is a model with Vo = kx EI1 ky, Vi = kz and 8(z) = xy.] 

5.5 Bivariant Cyclic Cohomology 

A priori the natural definition for bivariant cyclic cohomology is to take 
Ext~cop (E, E'), where E and E' are cyclic modules. The derived functor Ext 
is computed in the abelian category of cyclic modules, which is in fact the 
category of contravariant functors from the cyclic category to the category 
of k-modules (see the next chapter). This version has not been studied in 
details so far, however a slightly different version with interesting properties 
has been developed by J.D.S. Jones and C. Kassel [1989J. The following is a 
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short account of this theory in the framework of k-algebras. Details are to be 
found in loco cit. 

Bivariant cyclic cohomology is a functor HCn(A, B), depending on two 
k-algebras A and B, which is contravariant in A and covariant in B. It has 
the same kind of properties as cyclic homology and cohomology: periodicity 
exact sequence, existence of products and coproducts, A-decomposition, etc. 
It permits us to interpret some results in cyclic homology elegantly and it 
seems to be the right receptacle for characteristic classes coming from bivari
ant K-theory (Kasparov KK-theory). 

Unless otherwise explicitly stated A and B are unital k-algebras. 

5.5.1 Bivariant Hochschild Cohomology. Let C(A) (resp. C(B)) be the 
Hochschild complex of A (resp. B). The graded module of graded maps 
Hom(C(A), C(B)) is in fact a complex with differential a given by 

aU) = bJ - (-l)lfIJb. 

Recall that J E Hom(C(A),C(B)) is homogeneous of degree n if it sends 
Cp(A) into Cp+n(B) for all p. 

5.5.5.1 By definition bivariant Hochschild cohomology of (A, B) is 

HHn(A,B):= H_n(Hom(C(A),C(B)),a), n E Z. 

Note that the index n varies in Z. 
Obviously the functor H Hn ( -, -) is contravariant in the first variable 

and covariant in the second one. Since the normalized Hochschild complex 
C(A) is a deformation retract of C(A), one can as well replace C by C in the 
definition of H Hn ( -, - ). 

The comparison with Hochschild homology and cohomology is given by 
the following identification: 

HHn(k, A) = HH_n(A) = H_n(A, A) , 

HHn(A,k) = HHn(A) = Hn(A,A*). 

5.5.2 Definition of Bivariant Cyclic Cohomology. Since A and B are 
supposed to be unital one can work with the bicomplex B( -) or even the 
reduced version 8( -) (cf. Sect. 2.2). To simplify the notation we simply write 
B(A) in place of TotB(A). Recall that this complex comes equipped with a de
gree -2 endomorphism S : B(A) -t B(A), which is obtained by factoring out 
by the first column (at the bicomplex level). In particular this endomorphism 
is surjective and its kernel is C(A). 

By Horns (B(A), B(B)) we denote the submodule of Hom(B(A), B(B)) of 
elements which commute with S. Remark that a homogeneous map F of 
degree n which commutes with S is completely determined by its value on 
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the first component C*(A) of B*(A) = C*(A) EB C*-2 EB C*_4(A) EB ... , and 
conversely. 

5.5.2.1 By definition bivariant cyclic cohomology of (A, B) is 

This definition makes sense since aU) commutes with S as soon as f does. 
Again the functor H Cn ( -, -) is contravariant in the first variable and co
variant in the second. 

5.5.2.2 Remark that a map F E Homs(B(A),B(B)) is a cocycle if and only 
if it is a map of complexes. 

5.5.2.3 For any other k-algebra R there is a convenient map HCn(A, B) -+ 
HCn(A®R, B®R) (and similarly with R® - in place of -®R) obtained as 
follows. Upon tensoring with the identity any F E Homs(B(A),B(B)) gives 
rise to F®sl E Homs(B(A)®B(R), B(B)®B(R)), which makes the following 
diagram commutative 

0-+ B(C(A) ® C(R)) -+ B(A) ® B{R) -+ (B{A) ® B{R) )[2] -+ O. 

F®sll F®ll F®ll 
0-+ B(C(B) ® C(R)) -+ B{B) ® B(R) -+ (B(B) ® B{R))[2] -+ O. 

(cf. Lemma 4.3.9 and remember that we write B in place of Tot B). 
Since Sh : B(C(A) ® C(R)) -+ B(C(A ® R)) = B(A ® R) is a quasi
isomorphism (cf. 4.3.8), it follows that F ®s 1 determines a well-defined 
element in Homs(B(A ® R), B(B ® R)), whence the desired map. 

5.5.3 Comparison with HC* (-, -) and HC;;. By replacing B(B) by 
B(B) in the definition and taking B = k, one sees immediately that 

On the other hand if the second variable is taken to be the ground ring, then 
(cf. 5.1.7) 

5.5.4 Theorem. For any unital k-algebras A and B there is a long exact 
sequence 

... --+ HHn(A,B) ~Hcn(A,B) ~Hcn+2(A,B) 

~ HHn+1(A, B) ~ .... 

Proof. Consider a homogeneous map F of degree n. It is completely deter
mined by its restriction to C*{A) lying in C*(A) EB C*-2 EB C*_4(A) EB ... , (cf. 
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5.5.2). The first component of this map is a homogeneous map of degree n 
which lies in Hom( C(A), C(B)) and it is clear that there is an exact sequence 
of complexes 

o -t Homs(B(A),B(B))[2]-t Homs(B(A),B(B)) 

-t Hom(C(A),C(B)) -t o. 

Taking the homology gives the expected exact sequence. o 

5.5.5 Composition Product. Since elements in bivariant Hochschild and 
cyclic homology are represented by maps of modules, one can compose them. 
It is a formality to show that this composition behaves well with the complex 
structure and passes to the homology. So, for three unital k-algebras A, A', 
A", composition of maps gives rise to functorial products, called composition 
products, 

HHP(A,A') ® HHq(A', A") -t HHp+q(A,A") , 

HCP(A, A') ® HCq(A', A") -t HCp+q(A, A") , 

which satisfy the obvious associativity condition. 
One can even generalize slightly these products by the following formal 

manipulation (we write this in the setting of cyclic cohomology but everything 
is valid for Hochschild cohomology as well). Let AI, A2, A, Ai, A~ be five 
unital k-algebras. There are natural maps 

HCP (AI, Ai ® A) -t HCP (AI ® A2, Ai ® A ® A2) 

HCq (A ® A2, A~) -t HCq (AI ® A ® A2, Al ® A~) 

and 

(cf. 5.5.2.2) , 

that we can pair with the composition product to give a generalized compo
sition product 

HOP (AI, Ai ® A) ® HOq (A ® A 2 , A~) ~ HOp+q (AI ® A 2 , Ai ® A~) . 

The example Ai =A= A~ = k gives the product in cyclic homology described 
in 4.4.10. The example Al =A= A2 = k gives the product for negative cyclic 
homology described in 5.1.13. The example Al = Ai = A2 = A~ = k gives 
the duality pairing between HC* and HC=* (cf.5.1.17). 

5.5.6 Examples of Bivariant Cocycles. Several constructions and prop
erties of the preceding chapters can be elegantly formulated in terms of bi
variant cyclic cocycles. 

5.5.6.1 Periodicity Operator. Since the endomorphism S of B(A) commutes 
with itself it gives rise to an element of degree 2 in HornS (B(A), B(B)) which 
is a co cycle since it is a morphism of complexes. Let us denote it by [S] E 
HC2 (A, A). The composition map HC2(A, A)®HCn(A, B) -t HCn+2(A, B) 
evaluated on [S] is the periodicity map (denoted by S) of the exact sequence 
5.5.4. 
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5.5.6.2 Generalized Trace. Recall from 1.2.1 and 2.2.8 that the general
ized trace map tr : C(M(A)) ---+ C(A) extends to a degree 0 map in 
Hom(13(M(A)), 13(A)). It obviously commutes with 5 and is a map of com
plexes, so it determines an element [tr] E HCO(M(A), A). 

5.5.6.3 Derivation. In Sect.4.1 we showed that any derivation D of A gives 
rise to a map of complexes LD : 13(A) ---+ 13(A). Since it commutes with 5 it 
determines [LD] E HCO(A, A). When D is an inner derivation D = ad(u) for 
some element u E A, then proposition 4.1.5 can be reinterpreted as: Lad(u) is 
a coboundary (image of h(u)) , that is [Lad(u)] = O. So there is a well-defined 
functorial map 

Remark that the image of this morphism lands in Ker (5 : HCO(A, A) ---+ 
HC2(A, A)) since by Theorem 4.1.10 LD 05 = O. The composition product 
makes HCO(A, A) into an associative algebra over k, whence a Lie algebra 
structure by [x, y] = xy - yx. It is immediate to check that the above map is 
a Lie algebra map (cf. Sect. 10.1). 

5.5.7 Miscellaneous Variations 

5.5.7.1 Non-unital Algebras. For non-unital algebras the correct complex to 
start with to define cyclic homology (resp. Hochschild homology) is the cyclic 
bicomplex CC(A) (resp. the first two columns of CC(A)). Hence in the def
inition of bivariant cyclic cohomology it suffices to replace 13 by CC (resp. 
similarly for HH) (cf. Exercise E.5.5.3). 

5.5. 7.2 ). -Decomposition of H C* ( -, - ). In characteristic zero, the properties 

of the Euler idempotents e~), as described in 4.4 and 4.5, can be used to 
show that there is a canonical decomposition 

Remark that for a fixed integer n the integer i ranges over Z (there is no 
reason to have a finite number of pieces in general). 

5.5.7.3 Dihedral, Periodic, etc. We leave to the reader the opportunity of 
defining and studying bivariant dihedral cohomology, bivariant periodic cyclic 
cohomology, etc. It is also clear from the definition that one can extend the 
bivariant theory to cyclic modules as well. 

Exercises 

E.5.5.1. Prove that HC*(A, B) is Morita invariant in A and B. 

E.5.5.2. Show that there exists a natural map H*(A,A)[l] ---+ HC*(A, A) 
which is a Lie algebra map (cf. Exercise E.4.1.4) and which extends the case 
* = 1 described in 5.5.6.3). 
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E.5.5.3. Define bivariant cyclic cohomology of non-unital algebras by using 
the general principle explained in 1.4.1. Show that it gives the same result as 
the one indicated in (5.5.7.1). 

E.5.5.4. Show that the composition product is consistent with the >.
decomposition, in the sense that it sends HC~) ® HC(j) into HC~~~) (cf. 
Nuss [1992]). 

5.6 Topological Algebras, Entire Cyclic Cohomology 

When the algebra A has a topology it is interesting in some cases to take into 
account this topology in the definition of Hochschild and cyclic homology. In 
the homological framework this requires to use a modified tensor product it 
la Grothendieck. In the cohomological framework it is slightly easier since it 
suffices to use continuous cochains. 

Moreover this topology on the algebra can be used to modify the defini
tion of periodic cyclic cohomology by introducing a growth condition. This 
gives rise to a more subtle theory called entire cyclic cohomology which is of 
significant importance in the applications, in particular in the proof of most 
cases of the Novikov conjecture (cf. Connes-Moscovici [1990] and Connes
Gromov-Moscovici [1990, 1992]). 

This section is a brief exposition without proofs. It is entirely due to A. 
Connes [C, 1988]. 

In this section k = R or C. 

Notation. For any locally compact space X the algebra of complex (or real) 
continuous functions on X is denoted C(X), and Co(X) for the functions 
which vanish at infinity. For any Coo-manifold V, Coo (V) denotes the algebra 
of COO-functions on M. 

5.6.1 Locally Convex Algebras. A locally convex algebra is a k-algebra 
A endowed with a locally convex Hausdorff topology for which the product 
A x A --+ A is continuous. This means that for any continuous semi-norm p 
on A there exists a continuous semi-norm pi such that p(xy) ~ p'(X)p'(y), 
x, yEA. In general we assume that A is complete. 

5.6.2 Topological Tensor Product and Homology. In order to take into 
account the topology of the algebra in the construction of Hochschild and 
cyclic homology one topologizes the tensor product to obtain the projective 
tensor product 011" (cf. Grothendieck [1955]). This completion has the follow
ing property: for any compact differentiable manifold V there is a topological 
isomorphism COO (V)011"Coo(V) ~ COO (V X V). 
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In the Hochschild complex, one replaces A ® ... ® A by Aci'91r ... ci'91rA (we 
suppose here that A is complete). This gives a well-defined complex whose 
homology is still denoted by H H * (A). Similarly one defines topological cyclic 
homology HC*(A) = H;(A). All the properties of the previous chapters 
extend to these new groups, in particular the Morita invariance and Connes 
periodicity exact sequence. Note that, in the case of the Morita invariance, 
not only Mn(A) has the same homology as A, but also Aci'91rK has the same 
homology as A where K is the algebra of trace class operators. 

The only difficulty is in the analysis of the topology of the homology and 
cohomology groups, which are not separated in general. 

5.6.3 Cohomology Theories. It is slightly easier to deal with the coho
mology theories since then we do not need to appeal to ci'91r. Indeed let c n (A) 
be the space of continuous (n + 1)-linear functionals on A. This means that 
¢: An ~ k is in Cn(A) if and only if for some continuous semi-norm p on A 
one has 

I¢(ao, ... , an)1 ~ p(ao) ... p(an) , ai EA. 

Remark that replacing A by its completion does not change cn(A). By 
using this new space of multilinear functionals one can define continu
ous H ochschild cohomology H H* (A) and also continuous cyclic cohomology 
HC*(A)(= H~(A)) like in the algebra case. Most of the properties can be 
extended to the topological case, for instance there is a long exact sequence 

Carefulness is in order when dealing with duality properties. 

5.6.4 Example 1: Coo(V). Let V be a compact smooth (Le. differentiable) 
manifold. The algebra COO (V) of differentiable functions on V is a Frechet 
algebra. Since COO (V)ci'91rCoo(V) = coo(V X V) the Hochschild complex (with 
coo(vn+l) in dimension n) is a familiar one. Connes [C] extended the com
putation of Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg to this context and proved that 
HH*(Coo(V» is the space of de Rham currents on V. He also showed that 
the operator B corresponds to the de Rham boundary of currents under this 
identification. 

As a consequence 

5.6.5 Example 2: The Non-commutative Torus. In this example k = C. 
Let BE JR/Z and put), = exp(27riB). By definition the algebra An of the non
commutative torus is made of the elements 

~ a xnym 
~ n,m 

n,mEZ 
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where (an,m) is a sequence of rapid decay ((Inl + Iml)Qlan,ml is bounded for 
any q EN). The product is specified by the relation xy = >.yx. If () = 0, then 
>. = 1 and by Fourier analysis Ao is the algebra of the commutative torus, 
that is Coo (S1 X S1). In fact if () E QI'lL, then Ao is Morita equivalent to 
coo(S1 x S1). 

Computation of HH and HC of Ao has been performed by Connes [C]. 
Here are the results for non-commutative de Rham cohomology: 

HC"{;er(Ao) ~ ((:2 , 

HCrer = HH1(Ao)/ImB* ~ ((:2 . 

Moreover explicit generators are described as follows. Let 81 and 82 be the 
derivations of Ao given by 

81 (xnym) = 27rinxnym and 82 (xnym) = 27rimxnym . 

Then ¢(aO,a1,a2) = ao(81(at}82(a2) - 82(at}81(a2)) determines a cyclic 2-
cocycle ¢ whose class is a non-trivial element. Another (and linearly indepen
dent) element is given by Sr where r is the canonical trace (r(x) = r(y) = 0 
and r(l) = 1). 

5.6.6 Example 3: C*-Algebra of a Foliation. To any foliation F on 
a smooth compact manifold V one can associate a C*-algebra C(V, F) (cf. 
Connes [1982]). Let us just mention that if the foliation comes from a sub
mersion V -+ B, then this C*- algebra is Morita equivalent to Co(B). For the 
foliation of the torus by lines of slope () the associated C* -algebra is Morita 
equivalent to the completion of the algebra Ao introduced above. In Sect. 12.1 
we show how the Godbillon-Vey class of F can be seen as a cyclic co cycle of 
a dense subalgebra of C(V, F). 

5.6.7 Example 4: Reduced C*-Algebra. Let G be a discrete and count
able group. The left regular representation>. of G in the Hilbert space l2 (G) 
is given by 

(>.(s)e)(t) = e (s-1 t ) , s, t E G . 

The associated *-homomorphism 

is faithful and given by convolution on the left 

>'(J)e(t) = re(t) = L f(s)e (S-1t) , f E C[G], e E l2(G) . 
sEG 

By definition the reduced C*-algebm C;(G) is the norm closure of >'(C[G]) 
in .c(l2(G)). For instance C;('lL) = Co(S1). The inclusion C['lLj = C[z, z-1j Y. 

CO(S1) consists in viewing a Laurent polynomial as a function on S1 paramet
rized by z E ((:, Izl = 1. More generally if G is a discrete abelian group, 
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then C; (G) is the C* -algebra of complex valued continuous functions on the 
Pontrjagin dual G = Hom( G, 8 1). Algebraic K-theory and cyclic homology of 
dense subalgebras of C; (G) play an important role in the Novikov conjecture 
(cf. Sect. 12.3). 

5.6.8 Entire Cyclic Cohomology. Consider the (b, B)-bicomplex BCr:r(A) 
(cf. Sect. 2.1) of the unital Banach C-algebra A, whose norm is denoted by 
II-II. If one forms the total complex by taking the direct sum on each diago
nal, then we already mentioned that one gets trivial homology groups. If one 
takes the direct product, then this gives periodic cyclic homology HCrer(A). 

Dually, if, in the cohomological bicomplex BC;:r(A), one takes cochains 
with arbitrary support, then the total cohomology is trivial. If, on the other 
hand, one takes cochains with finite support, then the total cohomology is 
HC;er(A). In the cohomological framework there is a refinement which con
sists in taking only the infinite sequences of cochains which satisfy a growth 
condition. Explicitly let 

Cev = {(¢2n)nEN, ¢2n E C;~(A)} 

and codd = {(¢2n+1)nEN, ¢2n+1 E C;~+1(A)} 

One modifies slightly the boundary maps in the bicomplex BCr:r by 
putting (cf. Connes [1988a, p.521]) 

d1(¢) = (n - m + l)b(¢) for ¢ E Cnm , 

1 
d2 (¢) = --B(¢) for E Cnm . 

n-m 

So the total boundary operator is 8 = d1 + d2 • 

A continuous cochain (¢2n)nEN E cev (resp. (¢2n+dnEN E codd ) is 
called entire iff the radius of convergence of EII¢2nlizn In! (resp. 
E/I¢2n+1/1zn In!) is infinity. It is immediate to check that the boundary 8¢ 
of the entire cochain ¢ is still entire, and so there is a well-defined complex 

C:V(A) ~ C~dd(A) ~ C:V(A) ~ C~dd(A) , 

where C:V(A) (resp. C~dd(A)) is the space of entire cochains. By definition 
entire cyclic cohomology of the Banach algebra A is the homology of this 
small complex. It consists in two groups denoted 

HC:V(A) and HC~dd(A) respectively. 

Since the complex of cochains with finite support is a sub complex of the 
complex of entire cochains, there is defined a canonical map 

For A = C this map is an isomorphism, but in general this map is not even 
surjective. For some algebras the pairing of algebraic K-theory with HC;er 
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can be extended to He; and this extension plays an important role in the 
applications (see 12.3.14). Notice that entire cyclic homology is defined for 
any locally convex topological algebra in Connes [1994], p. 370. 

Bibliographical Comments on Chapter 5 

§1. The idea of looking at the periodic complex, and so at the periodic theory, is 
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§5. Bivariant cyclic cohomology was taken out from Jones-Kassel [1989], see 
also Kassel [1989a]. The A-decomposition is in Nuss [1992). 

§6. Some computations in the topological framework are done in Connes tel. En
tire cyclic cohomology is treated in Connes [1988] and used extensively for the proof 
of some cases of the Novikov conjecture in Connes-Moscovici [1990] and Connes
Gromov-Moscovici [1990]). Further work can be found in Connes-Gromov-Moscovici 
[1992]) (asymptotic cyclic cohomology, again in relationship with the Novikov con
jecture). Many other papers relating the index theory and the entire cyclic coho
mology are listed in the references. 



Chapter 6. The Cyclic Category, 
Tor and Ext Interpretation 

Simplicial objects in an arbitrary category C can be described as functors from 
the category of non-decreasing maps Llop to C. Similarly one can construct a 
category, denoted £1C and called Connes cyclic category, such that a cyclic 
object in C can be viewed as a functor from £1COP to C. The cyclic category 
£1C was first described by Connes [1983, where it is denoted A or £1K] who 
showed how it is constructed out of £1 and the finite cyclic groups. 

It permits us to interpret cyclic homology as a Tor-functor and cyclic 
cohomology as an Ext-functor. An application to the relationship between 
cyclic homology and equivariant homology of Sl-spaces will be given in the 
next chapter. 

The relationship between the family of finite cyclic groups and £1, given 
by the existence of £1C, can be axiomatized to give a generalization of the 
simplicial groups called crossed simplicial groups. Examples of such are the 
families of dihedral groups, of quaternionic groups, of symmetric groups, of 
hyperoctahedral groups, of braid groups. 

In the dihedral case it permits us to give a Tor (resp. Ext) interpretation 
of dihedral homology (resp. cohomology). 

Section 6.1 describes fully the cyclic category £1C (and also the category 
£1S where the cyclic groups are replaced by the symmetric groups). Section 
6.2 is devoted to the Tor (resp. Ext) interpretation of Hochschild and cyclic 
homology (resp. cohomology). Section 6.3 deals with crossed simplicial groups 
and Sect. 6.4 with the category of finite sets and the relationship with the 
A-operations. These last two sections are not necessary for the reading of the 
subsequent chapters if one is only interested in the cyclic theory. 

The construction of Lle and the Tor and Ext interpretations are all due to 
A. Connes [1983]. The generalization to crossed simplicial groups is taken out 
from Fiedorowicz-Loday [1991], as well as the proof describing the structure 
of £1C. The last section on the relationship with the category of finite sets 
follows Loday [1989]. 

We suppose that the reader is familiar with the category £1 whose defini
tion and properties are recalled in Appendix B. 

Standing Notation. The symmetric group Sn+l is identified with the auto
morphism group of the set {a, 1, ... ,n}. The opposite group is denoted S~~l 

J.-L. Loday, Cyclic Homology
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998
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(same set but opposite group structure). For 9 E S~~l' the corresponding 
element in Sn+! is denoted g, hence gg' = g' g. 

6.1 Connes Cyclic Category .de and the Category .dS 

Connes cyclic category LlC is a nice mixture of Ll and the cyclic groups. In 
fact it has the same objects as Ll and any morphism can be uniquely written 
as a composite of a morphism in Ll and an element of some finite cyclic 
group. Its structure is comparable to that of a group G which contains two 
subgroups A and B, and such that any element of G is uniquely the product of 
an element of A by an element of B (see Exercise E.6.1.1). Here the category 
Ll plays the role of A and the disjoint union of the finite cyclic groups plays 
the role of B. In the last part of the section we provide an isomorphism of 
LlC with its opposite category (this is not true for Ll of course). For several 
reasons it is helpful to see LlC as a subcategory of a category LlS made out 
of Ll and the family of the finite symmetric groups. 

6.1.1 Definition. The cyclic category LlC has objects [n], n E N, and mor
phisms generated by faces 8i : [n - 1] -+ [n], i = 0, ... , n, degeneracies 
O'j : [n + 1] -+ [n], j = 0, ... , n, and cyclic operators Tn : [nJ -+ [n], sub
ject to the following relations: 

(a) 8j 8i = 8i 8j - 1 for i < j , 

O'jO'i = O'iO'j+! for i ~ j, 

(b) 

(c) 

{ 

8iO'j-l for i < j 
O'j8i = id[nJ for ~ =~, i = j + 1 , 

8i - 10'j for Z > J + 1 . 

Tn8i = 8i - 1Tn -l, for 1 ~ i ~ n, 

TnO'i = O'i-lTn+l, for 1 ~ i ~ n, 
Tn+! = id. n 

Remark that the relation T80 = 8n is a consequence of the others, because 
8n = T n+18n = T n 8 n _ 1T = ... = T80T n = T80 . Similarly TO'O = O'nT2 is a 
consequence of the other relations. 

The important property of LlC is that any morphism can be written 
uniquely as the composite of a morphism in Ll and an element in a cyclic 
group C n (see 6.1.3 below) of order n + 1, whence the notation LlC. 

It will be shown later (cf. 7.2.6) that the classifying space BLlC is homo
topy equivalent to BS1 = K(Z,2) = Cpoo. 

6.1.2 Presentation of .deop and Cyclic Objects. For future reference 
let us give a presentation of LlCoP. The notations are such that 
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Generators of LlCop are 

di : [n] -7 [n - 1], O:S i :S n , 

Sj : [n] -7 [n + 1], o:S j :S n , 

tn : [n] -7 [n] . 

The relations are 

(b) 

(c) 

for i:S j , 

for i < j , 
for i = j, i = j + 1 , 
for i > j + 1. 

diin = tn-1di- 1 for l:Si:Sn and 

sitn = tn+1Si-l for l:Si:Sn and 

(tn)n+l = idn . 

dotn = dn , 

sotn = t;'+l Sn , 

6.1.2.1 By definition a cyclic object in a category C is a functor 

X : LlCop -7 C . 

As usual the image by X of a morphism f in LlCop is denoted by f* or, more 
often, simply by f, instead of X(J). Sometimes we prefer to consider X as a 
contravariant functor from LlC to C, then the image by X of the morphism 
1; of LlC is denoted by 1;*. 

Composition with the obvious functor Llop -7 LlCop gives the underlying 
simplicial object of the cyclic object. It is still denoted by X or X.' 

6.1.2.2 For instance if C is the category of modules (k-Mod), then a functor 
C: LlCOP -7 (k-Mod) is equivalent to a cyclic module in the sense of 2.5.l. 
The point is to introduce the sign (sgn in) = (_l)n in front of tn to get the 
right formulas. By abuse of language the functor C is still called a cyclic 
module (or cyclic module without signs if one wants to make clear which 
set of axioms is used). Cyclic sets and cyclic spaces will be studied from a 
topological point of view in Chap. 7. 

6.1.3 Theorem. The category LlC contains Ll as a subcategory and 

(1) the group of automorphisms of [n] in LlC is cyclic of order n + 1, 
(2) any morphism from [n] to [m] in LlC can be uniquely written as the com

posite 1; 0 9 with 1; E Hom4([n], [m]) and 9 E Aut4c([n]) ~ 71,j(n + 1)71,. 

It will prove helpful to deduce this result from the following more general 
statement (for another proof see Exercise E.6.l.2). 
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6.1.4 Theorem. There exists a category LlS with objects [nJ, n 2: 0, con
taining Ll as a subcategory and such that 

(1) the group of automorphisms of [n] in LlS is the group S~~l> 
(2) any morphism from [n] to [m] in LlS can be uniquely written as the 

composite 1> 0 9 with 1> E HomLl([n], [m]) and 9 E AutLls([n]) ~ S~~l' 

Proof of Theorem 6.1.4. Recall that any 1> E HomLl([m], [n]) can be consid
ered as a set-map from [m] = {O, 1, ... , m} to [n] = {O, 1, ... , n}. In fact it is 
a non-decreasing map for the obvious order on these sets (cf. Appendix B). 

~
n 

--n-l _----
---- -----

i ------ xi 

0-------0 0-------0 

6i , ° :S i :S n (}j, ° :S j :S n 

For any 9 E S~~ll corresponding to g E Sn+1, we consider the following set 
map 

(6.1.4.1) g: [nJ-+ [nJ, g(i) = g-l(i) . 

The main technical point of the proof is the following 

6.1.5 Lemma. Given 1> E HomLl([m], [n]) and g E S~~l there exist a unique 
element g*(1)) E HomLl([m]' [n]) and a unique element 1>*(g) E S;:+l such 
that 

(i) the following set diagram is commutative 

[m] 

<1>* (g) 1 
[m] 

~ [n] 

19 
g~ [n] 

(ii) the restriction of 1>* (g) to each subset 1>-1 (i), for i = 0, ... ,n, preserves 
the order. 

Proof. A morphism 1> in Ll is completely determined by the sequence of 
numbers #1>-l(i), i = 0, ... , n (# means number of elements of). In order 
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to fulfill condition (i), #g*(4))-1(i) has to be equal to #(g 0 4»-1(i), which 
determines g* (4)) uniquely. 

To determine 4>*(g) it is sufficient to get it on 4>-1(i). By condition (ii) 
there is only one possibility. The following figure illustrates a particular case: 

4>* (g) 

g* (IP) 

o 

6.1.6 Proposition. The maps g* : HomLl([m}, [n]) ~ HomLl([m}, [n]) for 
9 E 8~~1 and 4>* : 8~~1 ~ 8;:+1 for 4> E HomLl([mj, [n]) satisfy the following 
rules (where 0 is either composition in ..1 or composition in 8~~1): 

1.h. (4) 0 4>')* (g) = 4>'* (4)* (g)) , 

1.v. (g 0 9')*(4)) = g*(g~(4>)) , 
2.h. g*(4) 0 4>') = g*(4)) 0 (4)*(g))*(4>') , 
2.v. 4>*(g 0 g') = (g~(4>))*(g) 0 4>* (g') , 

3.h. (idn)*(g) = 9 and ¢*(1n) = In , 

3.v. (In)*{4>) = 4> and g*(idn ) = idn . 

Proof. Each formula is a consequence of the preceding lemma. Let us prove 
1.h and 2.h in details. 

Consider the following set diagrams 
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",' 
[t]-----+ '" [m] ----t [n] "'0"" [t] ---+) [n] 

cP'* ( cP * (g») 1 1 ""(g) 9 1 (cPOcP')*(g) 1 19 
</>'(g),(</>') 

[t] ) [m] ~ [n] 
g,(",o"") 

[t] ) [n] 

Let us verify that on the left-hand side the maps g*(cP) 0 (cP*(g))*(cP') and 
cP'*(cP*(g)) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 6.1.5 with respect to cP 0 cP' and 
g. It is immediate for condition (i). For condition (ii) we remark that the set 
(cP 0 cP')-l(i) is made of the (ordered) union of subsets. The map cP'*(cP*(g)) 
preserves the order of the subsets and preserves the order in each subset, 
therefore the order of the union is also preserved. 

By uniqueness of Lemma 6.1.5 we get identifications with the correspond
ing maps in the right-hand side diagram. This proves formulas 1.h and 2.h. 
The other formulas are proved similarly by looking at ad hoc diagrams. 0 

End of the Proof of Theorem 6.1.4. Define a morphism in LlS as a pair (cP, g) 
with cP E Hom.a([n] , [m]) and 9 E S:~l' Composition is defined by 

(cP,g) 0 (1f;, h) := (cP 0 g*(1f;) , 1f;*(g) 0 h) , 

where we use composition in Ll and in S:~l' 
Associativity is a consequence of formulas 1 and 2 of 6.1.6 The existence 

of identities (idn, In) is a consequence of formulas 3 of 6.1.6. Hence LlS is a 
well-defined category. 

A morphism cP of Ll is identified with (cP, In) and composition of such 
elements is as in Ll. So Ll is a subcategory of LlS. 

An element 9 of S:~l is identified with (idn,g) and composition of such 
elements is as in S:~l' From the definition of composition and relations 3 of 
6.1.6 we get 

(cP, g) = (cP, In) 0 (idn, g) = cP 0 9 , 

and this proves condition (2). 
An automorphism of LlS is of the form (idn, g), because the only automor

phisms in Ll are the identities. Therefore Aut.as([n]) = S~~l' which proves 
condition (1). 0 

Proof of Theorem 6.1.3. Let tn be the cycle (0 1 ... n) in Sn+l, that is tn(i) = 
i + 1 for 0 ~ i < nand tn (n) = O. It generates the cyclic group Cn = 
Z/(n + I)Z in Sn+!' Denote by Tn the corresponding element in S~~l (with 
our previous notation Tn = tn ). 

From the definition of cP* we compute c5;(Tn) = Tn-l for i = 1, ... , nand 
c5(j(Tn) = In - 1 and also O'i(Tn) = Tn+! for i = 1,,,. ,n, and O'(j(Tn) = T~+!. 
Therefore Ll and the cyclic groups C n generate a subcategory of tlS. 
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In order to verify that this is .:lC as defined in 6.1.2 it suffices now to 
check that T~(6i) = 6i-l for i = 1, ... ,n, and T~(6o) = 6n, and also that 
T~(ai) = ai-l for i = 1, ... , n, and T~(ao) = an. For instance 

r I 
I 

I 

\ \ 
\ 

~ 
I J 

I 
l I 

o 

6.1. 7 Corollary. Under the identifications made in the above proof we have 
the following formula in .:lS (and hence in .:lC): 

o 
6.1.8 The Categories ASop and ACoP. Let us summarize the preceding 
results for the category .:lSoP. It is clear that .:lSop contains .:lop as a subcat
egory and contains all the symmetric groups Sn+l as AutLlSop ([n]). Moreover 
any morphism in .:lSop can be uniquely written a 0 f with a E Sn+l and 
f E HomLlop([m], [n)). For any w E Sn+l and f as above there exist unique 
elements f*(w) E Sn+l and w*(f) in HomLlop([m], [n]) such that 

fow = f*(w) ow*(f). 

In particular if f = di (resp. Si), then w*(di ) = dj (resp. w*(sd = Sj) where 
j = w-1(i). 

If w is in the cyclic group C n of Sn+l generated by the cyclic permutation 
tn, then f*(w) is in Cm • 

6.1.9 Proposition. The family of cyclic groups C n := AutLlcop([nJ) (of 
order n + 1), n ~ 0, forms a cyclic set (and in particular a simplicial set). 
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Proof For any a E Hom,acop ([m], [n]) and any 9 E C m there exist unique 
elements a*(g) E C n and g*(a) E Hom,aop([m], [nJ) such that a 0 9 = 
a* (g) 0 g* (a). From the associativity of the composition in L1Cop we de
duce that a~(a*(g)) = (a' 0 a)*(g) where a' E Hom,acop([n], [n'l). This shows 
that the functor C : L1Cop -t (Sets) given by [n] t---t Cn and a t---t a* is 
well-defined. 0 

6.1.10 The Explicit Structure of C.' Let tn E C n be the dual of Tn as 
in 6.1.2. From the formula di 0 tn = di*(tn ) 0 t~(di) in L1Cop we deduce from 
(6.1.2.b) that 

Similarly we get for degeneracies 

Si(tn) := Si*(tn ) = tn+! and t~(Si) = Si-l for 1 ~ i ~ n , 

so(tn ) := so*(tn ) = t;+! and t~(so) = Sn • 

As a simplicial set C. has only two non-degenerate cells, to and t l . Hence its 
geometric realization is the circle Sl (cf. 7.1.2). 

6.1.11 Proposition. The category L1C is isomorphic to its opposite L1COP. 
Therefore there is an inclusion of categories L10 P -t L1COP ~ L1C -t L1S. 

Proof. One first constructs an extm degenemcyan +! : [n + 1) ---t [n) in <1C 
by putting 

-1 
an+l := aoTn +l . 

Hence formula Tnai = ai-l Tn+! (cf. 6.1.1.b) is also valid for i = n + 1. 
The duality functor L1COP -t L1C sends [n] to [n] di to ai : [n + 1] -t [n] 

for i = 0, ... , n + 1 (this is possible because of the existence of the extra 
degeneracy an+l), Si to 8i+l : [n - 1] -t [n] for i = 0, ... , n - 1 (note that 80 

is not used), and tn to T;1 : [n] -t [n]. 
By using relations 6.1.1 extended as said above, it is straightforward to 

check that all the relations 6.1.2 are fulfilled. For instance didj = dj-ldi for 
i < j becomes aiaj = aj-lCTi for i < j, which is 6.1.1.a if j < n. If j = n, 
then didn = dn-ldi becomes CTiCTn = CTn-lCTi, that is CTiCTOT;1 = CTOT,:;-21CTi' 

This is valid because CTiaO = CTOCTi+! = CTOT,:;-2lCTiTn by 6.1.1.a and 6.1.1.b. 0 

6.1.12 The .AS-Module of an Algebra. For any unital k-algebra A there 
is defined a functor 

CSYffi(A) : L1S -t (k-Mod) 

as follows. The image of [n] is A®n+!. The action of the operators 8i , CTj and 
9 E S~~l (corresponding to g E Sn+!) are given by 
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8i(ao, ... , an-d = (ao, ... , ai-l, 1, ai, ... , an-d, for i = 0, ... , n , 

O'j(ao, ... , an+d = (ao, ... , aj-l, ajaj+b aj+2, ... , an+d for j = 0, ... , n . 

In order to make the verifications (which are left to the reader) it is useful to 
remark that the action of ¢ E HomL\([n], [m]), considered as a non-decreasing 
application, is given by 

(6.1.12.1) 

where bi = ail'" air when ¢-l(i) = {il < i2 < ... < ir }, and bi = 1 when 
¢-l(i) = 0. 

The composite 

Csym(A) 

.. :::Wop ~ LlC '-+ LlS > (k-Mod) 

is the cyclic module C(A) (see 6.4.4). 

6.1.13 Remark on the Extra Degeneracy. Note that the extra degener
acy Sn+l : [nJ -+ [n + IJ in LlCop is such that dOsn+1 '# sndO but dOsn+1 = 
t;;l. In the case of the cyclic module C(A) one has Sn+1(ao, ... ,an) = 
(1, ao, . .. ,an), so this extra degeneracy is precisely the one used in the proof 
of 1.1.12. 

6.1.14 Automorphisms of ..aC. Remark that there are other possible for
mulas for an isomorphism LlC ~ LlCop since LlC has non-trivial automor
phisms. Indeed any sequence i = (io = 1, i l , ... , in,"') of integers gives rise 
to an inner automorphism ai of LlC by the formula 

But there exists also an outer automorphism given by 

O'i f--t O'n-i : [n + IJ -+ [nJ for i = 0, ... ,n , 

8i f--t 8n - i : [n - IJ -+ [nJ for i = 0, ... , n , 

Ti f--t Tn-i : [nJ -+ [nJ . 

Exercises 

E.6.1.1. Let G be a group and let A and B be two subgroups of G such that 
any element of G can be uniquely written as a product ¢ 0 9 with ¢ E A and 
9 E B. Define functions ¢* : B -+ Band 9* : A -+ A by the requirement 
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Show that these functions satisfy the properties of 6.1.6. Show that the case 
¢* = id for all ¢ corresponds to a semi-direct product G = B ~ A. 

E.6.1.2. Connes' Proof of Decomposition in AC. Show that LlC can 
be identified with the category A whose objects are [n], n E N, and whose 
morphisms f E HomA([n], [mJ) are homotopy classes of monotone degree 1 
maps ¢ from 8 1 to itself such that ¢('1../(n + 1)'1..) C '1../(m + 1)'1... Here 8 1 is 
identified with the complex numbers of module 1 and '1../n'1.. with the group 
of nth roots of unity. 

Deduce from this interpretation another proof of Theorem 6.1.3 (cf. 
Connes [1983]). 

E.6.1.3. Show that the relations ditn = tn- 1di- 1 for 1 ~ i < nand dotn = dn 
imply di(tn)nH = (tn-t}ndi for all i. Show some similar implications with 
degeneracies. 

E.6.1.4. Show that the family of modules [nJt--t k [Un+d®A®nH is equipped 
with faces and degeneracy maps like for a simplicial module, except that the 
formulas SiSj = Sj+1Si are not fullfilled. (Cf. Frabetti [1997]). 

E.6.1.5. Prove that all the automorphisms of LlC are generated by those 
described in 6.1.14. Give the complete structure of this automorphism group. 
Show that the outer automorphism becomes inner for LlD (cf. 6.3.4). 

E.6.1.6. Consider a category presented by generators and relations as follows. 
The objects are [n], n 2: 0, the generating morphisms are di , Sj, tn and t~ : 
[n] --t [n]. Relations are as in 6.1.2, plus relations (b) and (c) with t~ in place 
of tn, plus tnt~ = t~tn' Show that, contrarily to what was expected, this 
category is simply LlC. In other words show that all these relations imply 
tn = t~. (This was a naive and unsuccesful attempt to discretize 8 1 x 8 1.) 
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E.6.1. 7. Let Bk , k = 0, ... , n - 1 be the involution (k k + 1) in Sn+1 = 
Aut{ 0, ... ,n}. Show that a presentation of LlS is given by the generators 
6i , a j, Bk and the relations 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

those of Ll (cf.6.1.1.a), 

()k6i = 6 i ()k for k < i-I, 
= 6i - 1 for k = i-I, 
= 6i +l for k = i , 

= 6i Bk - 1 fork> i , 

Bkaj = aj()k for k < j - 1 , 

= aj-1()j()j-1 for k = j - 1 , 

= aj+l ()j()j+l for k = j , 

= ajBk+l for k > j , 

those of S~~l for n 2: 0 . 

(Cf. Clauwens [1992].) 

6.2 Tor and Ext Interpretation of HH and He 

An interpretation of Hochschild homology in terms of Tor-functors of the 
category of Ae-modules was given in 1.1.13. In fact there is another one 
which involves the category of simplicial modules rather than the category of 
Ae-modules. It takes the form 

The advantage of this interpretation is its extension to the category of cyclic 
modules which gives a Tor-interpretation of cyclic homology: 

Dually Hochschild cohomology and cyclic cohomology are interpreted m 
terms of Ext functors: 

6.2.1 Simplicial and Cosimplicial Modules. A simplicial module is a 
functor E : LlOP --+ (k-Mod) or equivalently a contravariant functor from 
Ll to (k-Mod). A cosimplicial module is a functor F : Ll --+ (k-Mod). One 
can do homological algebra within the abelian category of simplicial (resp. 
cosimplicial) modules and so the groups Tor~oP (F, E) are well-defined for all 
n 2: o. They are in fact k-modules. For n = 0 one has 
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where the equivalence relation ~ is generated by: 

x ® ¢*(y) ~ ¢*(x) ® y 

for any x E Em, y E Fn and ¢ E Hom.:1([nj, [m]) . 

When F is the trivial functor k given by F([n]) = k, for all n ~ 0, 
with faces and degeneracies given by the identity, one can relate the groups 
Tor~oP (k, E) to the classical homology groups of the complex E* (with dif
ferential map Ei( -1) idi ) associated to E .. 

6.2.2 Theorem. For any simplicial module E there is a canonical isomor
phism 

6.2.3 Corollary. Let E = C(A, M) be the simplicial module Cn(A, M) = 
M ® A®n associated to the unital k-algebra A and the A-bimodule M. Then 
there is a canonical isomorphism 

..:::lop ~ 
Torn (k, C(A, M)) = Hn(A, M) . o 

Note that this Tor-interpretation of Hochschild homology is different from 
what was done in 1.1.13. In particular one does not need A to be flat over k 
here. 

Proof of Theorem 6.2.2. The idea of the proof is to provide a particular resolu
tion of the trivial .d-module k. Let an := Hom.:1([n], -) be the cosimplicial 
set such that an[m] = Hom.:1([n], [m)). Then Kn = klan] (free k-module 
over an) is a cosimplicial module. 

Define b : Kn -+ K n - 1 by b = L~=o(-l)idi' Then the following is a 
well-defined complex of cosimplicial modules 

where the last map is the augmentation map to the trivial cosimplicial module 
k. 

Let us show that the complex K* [-J is a projective resolution of the trivial 
cosimplicial module k in the category of cosimplicial modules. 
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6.2.4 Lemma. For any m ~ 0 the complex of projective k-modules 

is an augmented acyclic complex. 

Proof. The homology of K.[m) is the homology of the simplicial set 4 [m), 
whose geometric realization is the geometric m-simplex 4 m (cf. Appendix 
B.6). Since 4 m is contractible, K.[m) is acyclic. 0 

End of the Proof of Theorem 6.2.2. An immediate consequence of the lemma 
is that we can use K. to compute the Tor-group. This gives Tor~oP (k, E) ~ 
Hn(E i8l..:l K.). But the map E i8l..:l Kn -t En, which is induced by z i8l cJ> f-t 

cJ>·(z) for cJ> E Hom..:l([n], [m)) and z E Em, is an isomorphism of k-modules. 
Therefore the complex E i8l..:l K. is precisely the classical complex associated 
to a simplicial module. 0 

6.2.5 Remark. We may wish to work with Ll instead of LloP. The same kind 
of property applies since it is a formality to show that 

..:l ..:lop 
Tor. (E, F) = Tor. (F, E) . 

6.2.6 Ext-Interpretation of H H*. Let E and E' be two simplicial mod
ules. Then one can define the derived functors Ext'~op (E, E'). In particular 
Ext~op(E,E') = Hom..:l0p(E,E'). The proof of Theorem 6.2.2 can be mim
icked to show than for any k-algebra A there is a canonical isomorphism 

6.2.7 Tor-Interpretation of Cyclic Homology. The interpretation of 
cyclic homology and cylic cohomology as Tor and Ext functors respectively 
consists in replacing Ll by LlC. The proof is along the same lines as for 
Hochschild homology, though instead of constructing a particular resolution 
for the trivial LlC-module k, one constructs a biresolution. 

6.2.8 Theorem. For any cyclic module E there is a canonical isomorphism 

In particular, for any unital k-algebra A there is a canonical isomorphism 

Proof. The biresolution of the trivial cyclic module k is constructed as follows. 
Let (K(p,q))n = k[Hom..:l([q], [n))) (same module for all p). Then K(p,q) 

can be made into a left LlC-module by using composition in LlC. 
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Obviously K(p,) is a simplicial .dC-module, therefore it defines a com
plex of .dC-modules. We look at it as a vertical complex. The horizontal 
differential K(p,q) --* K(p-l,q) is induced by (1 - t q) when p is odd and by 
N = 1 + tq ... + t~ when p is even. Here tq is the cyclic operator with sign 
(cf.2.5.1). 

This defines a bicomplex of .dC-modules K(.,.). 

For fixed n the bicomplex of k-modules K(.,.)[n] has columns (p fixed) 
which are acyclic but in dimension 0, where the homology is k. In fact the 
resulting horizontal complex (in dimension 0) is 

k?k~k?k~ ... 

and therefore the homology of the bicomplex K(.,.)[n] is k concentrated in 
dimension O. This proves that K(.,.) is a biresolution of the trivial.dC-module 
k. 

The .dC-module K(p,q) is projective because it is equal to the ideal 
k[.dC]. id[q] and id[q] is an idempotent. 

The computation of Tor.dC (E, k) is a consequence of the equality 
E ®LlC K(p,q) = Eq and so the bicomplex E ®LlC K(-,.) is precisely the cyclic 
bicomplex C(E) described in 2.5.5. D 

6.2.9 Ext-Interpretation of Cyclic Cohomology. For cyclic cohomology 
one gets an isomorphism 

and so for any unital k-algebra A one gets 

6.3 Crossed Simplicial Groups 

The notion of crossed simplicial group comes from the following natural ques
tion: are there families of groups which have the same kind of relationship 
with.d as the family of cyclic groups? We have already seen in 5.2 (resp. 6.1) 
that the dihedral groups and the quaternionic groups (resp. the symmetric 
groups) are such families. The axiomatization of the properties of the cate
gory .dC gives rise to the notion of crossed simplicial group. Simplicial groups 
are particular examples of this new structure, in fact examples for which a 
certain type of action is trivial, whence the choice of the adjective crossed for 
the general notion. 

Apart from cyclic, dihedral, quaternionic and symmetric groups, other 
examples are hyperoctahedral groups and braid groups. In fact there is a 
classification of crossed simplicial groups in terms of simplicial groups and 
seven particular crossed simplicial groups (cf. 6.3.5). 
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Any crossed simplicial group gives rise to a theory analogous to cyclic ho
mology, for instance dihedral and quaternionic homology. For the symmetric 
case and braid case the associated theories are related to the functors n°o soo 
and n2 s2 (cf. Exercise E.6.3.2). 

This section is taken out from Fiedorowicz-Loday [1991). 

6.3.0 Definition. A crossed simplicial group is a family of groups Gn , n 2: 0, 
such that there exists a category LlG with objects [n), n 2: 0, containing Ll 
as a subcategory and such that 

(1) the group of automorphisms of [n) in LlG is the (opposite) group G~p, 
(2) any morphism from [n) to [m) in LlG can be uniquely written as the 

composite ¢ 0 g with ¢ E Hom,A([n], [m]) and g E Aut,AG([n]) = G~p. 

6.3.1 Lemma. The family of groups G. = {Gn } form a simplicial set and 
even a LlGOp -set. 

Proof. Once Gn is identified with Aut,AGop ([n]) , the proof is the same as in 
Proposition 6.1.9. 0 

Remark that in general G. is not a simplicial group, example: C (there is no 
non-trivial group homomorphism from Z/nZ to Z/(n + 1)1.). On the other 
hand it is interesting to know when a simplicial set which has a group struc
ture in each dimension is a crossed simplicial group. 

6.3.2 Proposition. A crossed simplicial group is a simplicial set G. such 
that each Gn is equipped with 

- a group structure, 
- an action (on the right) on Hom4([m), [n]) for allm, such that the formulas 

of Proposition 6.1.6 are fulfilled. 0 

6.3.3 Examples. Let Hn be the hyperoctahedral group, that is the semi
direct product of the symmetric group Sn with (Z/2z)n, where the symmetric 
group acts by permutation of the factors: Hn := (Z/2z)n )<I Sn- The quotient 
map is denoted by 7r : Hn """'* Sn. The dihedral group Dn = {r,wlrn = 
w2 = 1, wrw- 1 = r- 1 } = 1./21. )<I Z/nZ can be identified to a subgroup of 
Hn by sending Z/2Z diagonally to (Z/2z)n and r to the cyclic permutation 
(12 ... n). The quaternionic group Qn = {r,wlrn = w2 ,wrw-1 = r- 1 } is the 
2-fold non-trivial central extension of Dn. 

6.3.4 Proposition. The following families of groups are crossed simplicial 
groups: 
(a) any simplicial group, 

and also the following, which are not simplicial groups (except {l}): 
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(b) the seven "fundamental crossed simplicial groups" that is the family of 
hyperoctahedral groups {Hn+1 }, and the following subfamilies: 
{Zj2Z X SnH}, {Sn+1}, {DnH }, {Zj(n + I)Z}, {Zj2Z}, {I}, 

(c) the family {Z}, 
(d) for any fixed integerr the family of cyclic groups (C(r))n={Zjr(n + I)Z}, 
(e) the family of quatemionic groups {QnH}, 
(f) the family of braid groups {BnH }. 

Proof. (a) By Proposition 6.3.2 we only need to provide a right action of Gn 
on HomLl([ml, [n]) or equivalently a left action of G':f. Let this action be 
trivial, that is g* (4)) = 4> for any 9 E G~p and any 4> E HomLl' Then formulas 
of Proposition 6.1.6 are obviously fulfilled. Note that, vice-versa, a crossed 
simplicial group for which Gn acts trivially is a simplicial group. 

(b) The proof is similar to the one provided for LlS by Theorem 6.1.4 but 
with the following modifications concerning Lemma 6.1.5. Write 9 = 
(gO, ... ,gn;1r(g)), gi E Zj2Z and 1r(g) E S~~l> for an element of H~~l' 
In Lemma 6.1.5 
- put H in place of S, 
- in the diagram of (i) replace the vertical maps by 1r(4)*(g)) and 1r(g) 

respectively, 
- condition (ii) is: the restriction of 1r(4)*(g)) to the subset (4))-l(i) 

preserves (resp. inverts) the order if g1f(g)(j) = 0 (resp. 1), 
- there is one more condition: (iii) (4)*(g))i = g</>(i)' 

Note that the action of HnH on HomLl([m], [n]) is via the canonical pro
jection 1r. This ends the proof of the hyperoctahedral case. 

Then it is straightforward to check that all the other families are stable 
under the simplicial structure. The last case was listed for completeness of 
the subfamilies of H .. Remark that {Zj2Z} is not the trivial simplicial group, 
in fact it is not even a simplicial group. 

1~+---------~~1 

For cases (c), (d) and (e) we describe the presentation of LlG. (For case 
(f) see Exercise E.6.3.1). The proof consists in providing another crossed 
simplicial group G~', which is one of the seven fundamental crossed simplicial 
groups, and a simplicial group G~ together with maps 

1 -+ G~ -+ G. -+ G~' -+ 1 
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which form extensions of groups in all dimensions. The uniqueness property 
(2) of 6.3.0 follows from the uniqueness property for G~' and G~. 

(c) The category ,1Z has a presentation by generators and relations like in 
6.1.1 but with condition (c) replaced by: Tn is an isomorphism. Remark 
that now the relations Tn 80 = 8n and 0"0 = O"nT~+l are not consequences 
of the others anymore. Here G~' = C and G~ is the trivial simplicial group 
Z (cf. Exercise E.6.1.3). 

(d) The category ,1C(r) has a presentation by generators and relations like 
in 6.1.1 but with condition (c) replaced by (Tny(nH) = 1. Here G~' = C 
and G~ is the trivial simplicial group Z/rZ (again cf. Exercise E.6.1.3). 

(e) The category ,1Q has for generators those of ,1 and those of Qn for all 
n. The relations are: 

- those of ,1, 
- Tn8i = 8i - 1Tn -l, for 1 :::; i :::; n, Tn80 = 8n , 

wn 8i = 8n - iwn -l, for 0 :::; i :::; n, 
TnO"i = O"i-lTn+b for 1 :::; i :::; n, 
wn 8i = 8n - iwn +b for 0 :::; i :::; n, 

- those of Qn for all n. 

Remark that if one adds the relation w2 = 1, then one gets a presentation 
of the dihedral crossed simplicial group. Here G~' = {Dn+1 } and G~ is the 
trivial simplicial group Z/2Z. 0 

6.3.5 Classification of Crossed Simplicial Groups. The case (b) of 
the preceding proposition is important in view of the following classification 
theorem: 

Any crossed simplicial group G. is an extension of G~ by G~/, where G~ is 
a simplicial group and Gil is one of the seven fundamental crossed simplicial 
groups (see 6.3.4.b), 

1 -t G~ -t G. -t G~' -t 1 . 

Since we will not use this result in the book we refer to the literature for 
the proof (d. Fiedorowicz-Loday [1991]). 

6.3.6 .dGop-Objects. Mimicking what was done for simplicial modules and 
cyclic modules one can define ,1Gop-modules and a homology theory attached 
to them (see 6.3.7 below). More generally a ,1Gop-object in a category C is 
simply a functor 

X : ,1Gop -t C . 

We already noted in 6.3.1 that [n] I-t Gn is a ,1Gop-set. For any a E 

HomL1Gop([m], [n]) and any 9 E Gm the element a*(g) is defined by the fol
lowing equality of morphisms in ,1Gop, 

a 0 9 = a*(g) 0 g*(a), a*(g) E Gn , g*(a) E HomL1op([m], [n]) . 
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The classifying space of this simplicial set is a topological group which 
plays an important role in the theory. The particular case ..:lG = ..:le will 
be studied in detail in the next chapter, in a way which easily allows its 
generalization to any crossed simplicial group (mutatis mutandis). 

Let us indicate what the geometric realizations are in a few cases: 

IC.I = S\ ID.I = 0(2), IQ.I = Pin(2) (normalizer of Sl in S3), I{Z}I = JR., 
I{Z/2Z}1 = Z/2Z, IS. I = Soc = limn sn, IH.I = Z/2Z X Soc. 

6.3.7 Homology and Cohomology Theories Associated to Crossed 
Simplicial Groups. Let G. be a crossed simplicial group with associated 
category .dG. Any functor E : ..:lGop -t (k-Mod) gives rise to a homology 
theory Tor~GoP (k, E). We know by 6.2.3 and 6.2.8 that for G = {1} and 
G = C these homology groups can be computed via the Hochschild complex 
and cyclic bicomplex respectively. 

In the dihedral case, and under the assumption 1/2 E k, we constructed in 
Sect. 5.2 a bicomplex CC+ giving rise to dihedral homology HD*. The same 
proof as in 6.2.8 shows that for any dihedral module E, there is a canonical 
isomorphism 

If 2 is not invertible in k, then one can either work with quaternionic homology 
(cf. 5.2.13) to get an isomorphism (for any quaternionic module): 

or, if one still wants to use Tor~Dop, then take as H D the theory due to J. 
Lodder and defined in Exercise E.5.2.4. 

Of course similar isomorphisms hold in cohomology by using the Ext 
functors. 

For the categories ..:lSop, ..:lHOP and ..:lBop (see Exercise E.6.3.1) the asso
ciated homology theory is simply Hochschild homology, see Exercise E.6.3.2. 
For the category .dC we still recover cyclic homology since ..:lC is isomorphic 
to ..:lCoP. However for the category ..:lS we get another theory that Fiedorow
icz showed to be strongly related to the functor flOC SOC (d. Exercise E. 7.3.8). 

6.3.8 Generalization. One can view a crossed simplicial group, more pre
cisely the category .dG, as a particular case of the following situation: there is 
given a category C with two subcategories A and B having the same objects 
as C with the property that any morphism f in C can be uniquely written as 
a composite f = a 0 b with a E Mor A and b E Mor B. The consequence of 
this feature is that for any C-module X there is a spectral sequence abutting 
to Tor~(k,X). A simple example of such a category (with only one object) 
is given in Exercise E.6.1.1. When, in this example, the action of A on B 
is trivial so that G =A>4B, the spectral sequence is the Hochschild-Serre 
spectral sequence. Crossed simplicial groups are examples in which A = .d 
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and B is a groupoid. The epicyclic category (cf. Exercise E.6.4.3) is a slight 
generalization consisting in replacing the product of A and B by an abelian 
amalgamated product. 

Exercises 

E.6.3.1. Braid Groups. Show that the family of braid groups {Bn+d form 
a crossed simplicial group and identify the components G~ and G~' of the 
decomposition (cf. 6.3.5). (G~' = {Sn+l}n~O and G~ is the simplicial group of 
coloured braids, cf. Fiedorowicz-Loday [1991].) 

4 

o~~~ ______________________ ~ 

E.6.3.2. Show that if G. is the crossed simplicial group {Z} described in 
6.3.4.c or {Sn+l}n~O' or {Bn+dn~o, or {Hn+l}n~o, then one has 

<1GO p ,...., <10P ,...., Torn (k,E) = Torn (k,E) = Hn(E), 

for any functor E : LlGOp -t (k-Mod). (In all these examples there are 
inclusions Gn Co...? Gn+l which can be used to construct a homotopy. cf. 
Fiedorowicz-Loday [1991].) 

E.6.3.3. Denote by LlZ the category associated to the crossed simplicial 
group of 6.3.4.c. Let E : LlZop -t (k-Mod) be a functor. Show that using 
a free resolution of the infinite cyclic group one can construct a bicomplex 
analogous to the cyclic bicomplex. Show that it is the first two columns of the 
cyclic bicomplex (except that t is an infinite cyclic operator instead of being 
a finite cyclic one). Recover the statement of Exercise E.6.3.2 for G = {Z}. 
Note that if we ignore the degeneracies, this statement is no more valid. (Use 

the resolution 0 -t Z[t, e l ] q Z[t, el]-t Z].) 
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E.6.3.4. Let G. be a simplicial group with associated category ..:1G. Then 
\G.\ is a topological group. Show that there is a homotopy equivalence 

B\G.\~B..:1G. 

E.6.3.S. Generalize 6.1.12 to involutive algebras by replacing ..:1C by ..:1D 
and..:18 by ..:1H. 

6.4 The Category of Finite Sets 
and the -X-Decomposition 

In Chap.4 we proved that if A is commutative, then the cyclic module 
C(A) is equipped with A-operations. Moreover if k contains Q, then these A
operations give rise to the Eulerian idempotents which split both Hochschild 
homology and cyclic homology. Suppose now that one deals with a general 
simplicial or cyclic module. Under what conditions do there exist A-operations 
on its homology or on its cyclic homology? The answer is surprisingly simple: 
for a simplicial module it suffices that the functor E : ..:1op -+ (k-Mod) fac
tors through the category of finite pointed sets; for a cyclic module it suffices 
that the functor E : ..:1cop -+ (k-Mod) factors through the category of finite 
sets. Of course this is what happens for C(A) when A is commutative. 

The main reference for this section is Loday [1989]. 

6.4.1 The Category Fin of Finite Sets. Let [n] = {D, 1, ... ,n} be a set 
with n + 1 elements, base-pointed at ° if necessary. The category of finite sets, 
denoted Fin, has for objects the elements [n], n :::: 0, and for morphisms from 
[n] to [m] all the possible set maps between {D, 1, ... ,n} and {D, 1, ... ,m}. 
The category of finite pointed sets, denoted Fin', is the subcategory of Fin 
with the same objects and with morphisms the pointed maps (i.e. f(D) = D). 
Of course composition in these categories is just the usual composition of 
maps. 

6.4.2 Functorial Interpretation of C. The cyclic set C. is a functor 
..:1cop -+ (Sets). Since C n = Z/(n+l)Z = {O,I, ... ,n} = [n] it is clear 
that one can consider it as a functor 

C : ..:1cop -+ Fin. 

Explicitly the image of di : [n] -+ [n - 1] is given by 

C(di)(j) = {~ _ 1 
if j ~ i, 
if j > i, for D~i<n, 

C(dn)(j) = { ~ if j < n, 
if j =n. 
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the image of Si : [n] -+ [n + 1] is given by 

. {j if j5:i, C(Si)(J) = . 1 'f . . J+ 1 J>Z, for 0 5: i 5: n . 

and the image of tn : [n] -+ [n] is given by 

C ( tn )(j) = j + 1, 0 5: j < n, and C ( tn)( n) = 0 . 

C(d i ) 

----:: ~ .---------------
~ xl+l 

Note that the image of the morphisms of Llop are base-point preserving. 
Therefore there is a commutative diagram 

LlOP c F' , ~ In 

1 1 
c Fin. ~ 

6.4.3 Remark. It is classical to think of Ll as the sub-category of Fin' 
of non-decreasing maps. The functor C relates the opposite category LlOP 
to Fin' and so is completely different. In particular the images of do and 
d1 : [1]-+ [0] in Llop are equal in Fin'. However we propose to the reader to 
check that the composite 

Ll y LlC ~ LlCop ~ Fin, 

where the duality isomorphism is the one described in 6.1.11, is the classical 
inclusion. 

Note that the composite functor from LlC to Fin factors through LlS (cf. 
6.1.12), but C does not factor through LlSoP. 

Our favorite example fits into this framework as follows. 

6.4.4 Proposition. Let A be a unital k-algebm and M an A-bimodule. The 
functor C(A, M) : LlOP -+ (k-Mod) given by C(A, M)[n] = M 0 A0n factors 
through Fin' if and only if A is commutative and M is a symmetric bimodule. 
If A is commutative, then the cyclicfunctorC(A) : LlCop -+ (k-Mod) factors 
through the category Fin. 
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Proof· The "only if' statement is easy since for do, d1 : [IJ -t [OJ one has 
C(do) = C(dd. In the opposite direction let us define functors Fin' -t (k
Mod) and Fin -t (k-Mod) as follows. On objects one takes [nJ H M®A®n 

(resp. A®nH) and on morphisms f : [nJ ) [m] in Fin is sent to f* 
M ® A®n -t M ® A®m given by 

f*(ao, ... , an) = (bo, ... , bm ) , 

where bi = ailai2 ... air if f-l(i) = {il,i2 , ••• i r } and bi = 1 if f-l(i) = 0. 
This is a well-defined functor whose composite with C is precisely C(A, M) 
in the Fin'-case and C(A) in the Fin-case. 0 

The point about the category Fin' is that it contains faces, degenera
cies (in fact images of these elements) but also the symmetric groups since 
AutFin/([n]) = Sn (note that AutFin([n]) = Sn+1). Therefore any Fin'
module gives rise to a simplicial module equipped with an action of k[Sn] on 
the n-skeleton. So one can perform the shuffle operations, the 'x-operations, 
etc. In fact all what we did in Sects.5 and 6 of Chap.4 is applicable to 
Fin'-modules and Fin-modules respectively. We just state the decomposi
tion theorem. 

6.4.5 Theorem. Let E be a Fin'-module or more generally a Fin-module. 
Then E gives rise to a simplicial module and in the more general case to a 
cyclic module, which admit ,X-operations on their homology. Moreover, if k 
contains Q, these A-operations induce A-decompositions, 

Hn(E*) = H~l)(E*) EB ... EB H~n)(E*) , 

HCn(E.) = HC~l)(E.) E9 ... E9 Hc~n)(E*), for n;::: 1 . 0 

6.4.6 Remark. Any group G gives rise to a group algebra k[GJ. Similarly 
any small category C gives rise to an algebra, denoted k[C], whose underlying 
k-module is free on the set of all morphisms of C. The product of two such 
morphisms of C is their composite if they are composable, and 0 otherwise. 

In the particular case of the category Fin the algebra k[Fin] contains all 
the algebras k[Sn], n ;::: 0, and also the maps band B (one for each integer 
n). As a result, formulas like 

b2 = B2 = bB + Bb = 0 , 

be(i) = eli) b 
n n-l' 

Be(i) = e(i+1) B n n+l , 
can be viewed as taking place in the algebra k[Fin]. 

Exercises 

E.6.4.1. Let flopS' be the subcategory of flS made of the morphisms "( 
such that, at the set level, "(-1(0) contains o. Show that flopS' fits into the 
following commutative diagram of functors which are the identity on objects, 
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1 1 
t1S ---t Fin, 

where the composite from t1COP to Fin is C. Show that for any unital k
algebra A and any A-bimodule M the simplicial module C(A, M) can be 
extended to a functor t1°p S' --+ (k-Mod) (compare with 6.4.4). 

E.6.4.2. Let X be a space. Show that the assignment [n) t-+ xn+1 (cartesian 
product of n+1 copies of X) and !*(xo, ... ,xn ) = (xf(O), ... ,Xf(m)) for 
f : {O, ... , m} --+ {O, ... , n}, defines a functor 

X# : Finop --+ (Spaces) . 

By composing with the functors t1 --+ t1C --+ Finop (cf. 6.4.2) we get a 
cocyclic space and a cosimplicial space. Show that the geometric realiza
tion of this cosimplicial space is homotopy equivalent to the free loop space 
Map(Sl, X). (See J.D.S. Jones [1987).) 

E.6.4.3. Barycentric Subdivision Functor. Consider t1 as the category of 
non-decreasing maps (cf. Appendix B.1). The barycentric subdivision functor 
sdp : t1 --+ t1 sends [n - 1) to [pn - 1) and a map f to the concatenation 
f 1- f 1- ... 1- f (p times): 

f sdd 

For any simplicial object X. we define a new simplicial object sdpX := 
X 0 sdp • Use the fact that the geometric simplex 4\pn-l is the p-fold join 
4\n-l * ... * 4\n-l to show that there is a canonical homeomorphism IsdpXI ~ 
IXI for any simplicial space X (the cellular structure of IsdpXI is a partial 
barycentric subdivision of IXI): 
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1 

06 , 
Analogously, show that for any simplicial module C. there is a canonical 

quasi- isomorphism (sdpC)* -t C. (Goodwillie [unpublished], Grayson [1992]' 
Bokstedt-Hsiang-Madsen [1992]). 

E.6.4.4. The Epicyclic Category A. ~. Endow LlC with new operators 
1l'~_1 : [pn - 1] -t [n - 1], p, n E N, with the relations 

(1) 1 'd 1l'n-1 = ~ , 

(2) 

(3) a1l'~ = 1l'~sdp(a) for a E HomLw([mJ, [n]) , 

where sdp(a) is as above for a E Hom,1 and Sdp(Tn-d = Tpn-1. Show that 
this new category LllJi (called by Goodwillie the epicyclic category) is a dis
cretization of the monoid 8 1 ~ N where n E N is acting on 8 1 by the power 
map z I-t zn. Show that there is a factorization of ..de -t Fin (see Exercise 
E.6.4.1) through LllJi. (Constructed by Goodwillie [unpublished] this category 
is studied in Burghelea-Fiedorowicz-Gajda [1991J.) 

Image of 1l'; in Fin 

E.6.4.5. Let E : LllJiOP -t (k-Mod) be a functor and still denote by E its 
restriction to LlCOP. Show that there exist operations I[!P on HC.(E) such 
that lJiPlJiq = lJipq . Show that, if E factors through Fin, then these operations 
are the Adams operations described in Theorem 6.4.5. 
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Bibliographical Comments on Chapter 6 

The idea of the cyclic category grew from the feeling of Alain Connes that it should 
be possible to interpret cyclic cohomology in terms of derived functors. He succeeded 
perfectly well in this task and his results appeared in [1983), where he describes 
LlC (denoted A or LlK in loc.cit.). This note contains the interpretation of cyclic 
cohomology in term!;l of an Ext-functor, the duality property of LlC and the proof 
of the homotopy equivalence between BLlC and BS1. It was the starting point of 
many studies on cyclic objects. 

The extension of these results to the dihedral and quaternionic case is done in 
Loday [1987), see also Krasauskas-Lapin-Solovev [1987). It is used in several places, 
Dunn [1989), Lodder [1990, 1992). 

The extension to crossed simplicial groups was done in 1985 by Fiedorowicz and 
Loday and appeared finally in [1991). A similar treatment appeared independently 
in Krasauskas [1987). The category LlB should be the relevant category to look at, 
when dealing with "braided categories" appearing in the quantum group theory. 

The relationship with A-operations and the category of finite sets was done 
in Loday [1989) and subsequent work can be found in Burghelea-Fiedorowicz
Gajda [1991, 1992). Some of the relations intertwining the symmetric group and 
the category Ll appeared in Feigin-Tsygan [FT). For the relationship between the 
A-operations and the subdivision functor sdr see McCarthy [1992b]. 



Chapter 7. Cyclic Spaces 
and Sl-Equivariant Homology 

There are several ways of constructing simplicial models for the circle 8 1 . 

The simplest one consists in taking only two non-degenerate cells: one in 
dimension 0 and one in dimension 1. Another model consists in taking the 
nerve of the infinite cyclic group Z. Then its geometric realization has many 
cells. A priori this latter version, though more complicated in terms of cell 
decomposition, has the advantage of taking care of the group structure of 
8 1 ~ BZ = IB,ZI because the nerve B.Z of Z is a simplicial group. The main 
point about the cyclic setting is that in the 2-non-degenerate cell decompo
sition of 8 1 there is a way of keeping track of its group structure. Indeed the 
corresponding simplicial set has n + 1 simplices in dimension n and there is 
a canonical identification with the elements of the cyclic group Z/(n + l)Z. 
Then one can recover the group structure on the geometric realization 8 1 

from the group structure of the cyclic groups. 
It is this model which gives rise to cyclic spaces and so to a nice simplicial 

version of 8 1-spaces. 
The main result of this chapter reads as follows: - the geometric realization 

of the underlying simplicial space of a cyclic space is naturally equipped with 
an action of the topological group 8 1(= 80(2)). 

Moreover any 8 1-(compactly generated) space can be obtained that way. 
Therefore the study of 8 1-spaces can be reduced to the study of a family of 
Z/(n + l)Z-spaces (for all n 2: 0 at once), that is to discrete group actions. 
One of the examples of spaces which arise from cyclic sets is the free loop 
space. We study in detail the case of the free loop space over BG. 

Section 7.1 is devoted to the 8 1-structure of the geometric realization of 
a cyclic space. 

Then in Sect. 7.2 we show how cyclic homology is related to the 8 1_ 

equivariant homology. More precisely any cyclic set X gives rise to a cyclic 
module k[X] and so to cyclic homology groups HC*(k[X]). On the other 
hand, since the geometric realization IXI is an 8 1-space, its 8 1-equivariant 
homology groups Ht (lXI, k) is well-defined. The main theorem asserts that 
these two theories are canonically isomorphic: 

HC*(k[X]) ~ Ht (lXI, k) . 

Some examples, essentially based on groups, are treated in Sect. 7.3. One of 
them yields the free loop space with its standard 8 1-structure. 

J.-L. Loday, Cyclic Homology
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998
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Section 7.4 is devoted to the computation of H Hand HC of group al
gebras. We put this section here instead of putting it in Chap. 3 because we 
use the examples of the preceding section. 

Standard Assumption. By simplicial space we always mean "good" sim
plicial space in the sense of G. Segal [1974]. This ensures that any simplicial 
map Xn -+ X~, n 2: 0, which is a homotopy equivalence for all n, induces a 
homotopy equivalence on the geometric realization (cf. Appendix B.8). 

As usual k is a commutative ring. 

7.1 Cyclic Sets and Cyclic Spaces 

A cyclic set is a simplicial set equipped in each dimension with an action 
of the corresponding finite cyclic group. These actions are compatible, in a 
certain sense, with the simplicial structure. The main point of this section 
is to show that on the geometric realization the cyclic structure induces an 
action of the topological group 80(2) = 8 1. This property is easily extended 
to cyclic spaces. Examples are discussed in the next section. The only part 
of the previous chapter which is needed here is the structure of the cyclic 
category, that is Sect. 6.1. The proofs are written in such a way that they 
extend word for word to any crossed simplicial group. 

7.1.1 Definitions. A cyclic set is a functor X : LlCop -+ (Sets). So, explic
itly, a cyclic set is a collection of sets X n , n 2: 0, with faces di : Xn -+ X n- 1 , 

o :S i :S n, degeneracies Si : Xn -+ X n+1 , .0 :S i :S n, and cyclic operators 
tn : Xn -+ Xn which verify the relations (a)-(b)-(c) of 6.1.2. By ignoring the 
cyclic operators we are left with a simplicial set which is still denoted by X. 
or simply X. 

A cyclic space is a functor X : LlCOP -+ (Spaces) which is good as a 
simplicial space (see convention above). Of course a cyclic set is a particular 
cyclic space. 

Similarly a cocyclic set (resp. cocyclic space) is a functor LlC -+ (Sets) 
(resp. LlC -+ (Spaces) which is good as a cosimplicial space). Remark that 
by the duality property 6.1.11 any cocylic object determines uniquely a cyclic 
object and conversely. 

We already noted in 6.1.9 that C. is a cyclic set (see below). More exam
ples will be dealt with in the next sections. 

7.1.2 The Circle and C.' The simplest simplicial set whose geometric real
ization is the circle S1 = IRjZ has two non-degenerate cells: one in dimension 
0, denoted * (the base-point), and one in dimension 1, denoted t. It is imme
diate to see that this simplicial set is precisely C. described in 6.1.9 via the 
bijection 
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(sot(*) f--t 1 = t~ , and Sn-1Sn-2 ... Si ... so(t) f--t t~+1 for i = 0, ... , n . 

Its cyclic structure was made explicit in 6.1.10. 

7.1.3 The Cocyclic Space ~ .. The family of standard simplices ~n, n ~ 0, 
assembles to give a cosimplicial space ~ .. For instance c5i : ~n-1 -t ~n is the 
identification of ~n-1 with the face of ~n opposite to the vertex i. 

1 

1 

) o 

Let 1"n : ~n -t ~n be the linear homeomorphism which sends the vertex 
i to the vertex i-I, 1 :::; i :::; n, and the vertex ° to the vertex n. It is 
straightforward to check that this endows ~. with a structure of cyclic space 

J 

(cf. 7.1.1), see figure on the next page. 
Note that for n = 1, 1"1 : [0,1] -t [0,1] is given by u f--t 1 - u. 

The main result of this section is the following 

7.1.4 Theorem. Let X be a cyclic space and let IX! be the geometric real
ization of its underlying simplicial space. 

(i) IX! is endowed with a canonical action of the circle 8 1 , 

(ii) X f--t IX! is a functor from (Cyclic spaces) to (Sl-spaces). 

The naive idea would be to look at the map C. X X. -t X., (g, x) f--t g* (x). 
However this map is not simplicial, so we need to introduce a new simplicial 
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1 
1 

2 

:':':"'~-2 ) o 

1 

o 

set F(X). It will have the same geometric realization as C. x X. and will be 
equipped with a natural map to X. 

7.1.5 The Adjoint Functor F. The forgetful functor from cyclic spaces 
to simplicial spaces admits a left adjoint functor F: (Simplicial spaces) ~ 
(Cyclic spaces) which is described as follows. 

Recall from 6.1.8 that any element 9 E C n determines an endomorphism 
g* of Hom.;lop([mJ, [nJ) and any f E Hom.;lop([mJ, [nJ) determines a map f* 
from C n to C m (simplicial structure of C.). 

Let Y be a simplicial space and let F(Y) be defined by: 

F(Y)n = C n x Yn , f*(g,y) = (J.(g), (g*(J))*(y)) 

and h*(g,y) = (hg,y) for f in .::lop, 9 and hE C n , y E Yn . 

7.1.6 Lemma. (i) F(Y) is a cyclic space (in particular F(pt) = C. is a 
cyclic set, as already shown), 
(ii) if X is a cyclic space, then the evaluation map ev: F(X) ~ X, given 

by (g,x) t-t g*(x) is a morphism of cyclic spaces, 
(iii) the functor F : (Simplicial spaces) ~ (Cyclic spaces) is left adjoint 

to the forgetful functor. 

Proof. (i) Another way of interpreting the action of .::leop on F(Y) de
fined in 7.1.5 is the following. For a E Hom.;lcoP ([m], [nJ) and 9 E C m C 
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HomLlCOp([m], [m]) let us write a 0 9 = a*(g) 0 g*(a) with a*(g) E Cn 
and g*(a) E HomLlop([m], in]). Then, the action of a on F(Y)n is given 
by a*(g, y) = (a*(g), (g*(a))*(y)). From the uniqueness of the decomposi
tion (Theorem 6.1.3) it is clear that this defines a functor from .1cop to 
(Spaces). 

(ii) With the same notation as before we have: 

ev(a. (g, x)) = ev(a* (g), g* (a). (x)) 

= a.(g)*(g*(a)*(x)) = (a*(g) 0 g*(a))*(x) 

= (a 0 g)*(x) = a* (g* (x)) = a.(ev(g, x)) . 

(iii) Let L : X ~ F(X) be the inclusion of simplicial spaces given by 
x f-t (1, x), where 1 denotes the neutral element of C n . Let Y be a 
cyclic space and let Q : F(X) ~ Y be a morphism of cyclic spaces. 
Then Q 0 L : X ~ Y is a morphism of simplicial spaces. 
In the other way, if (3 : X ~ Y is a map of simplicial spaces, then 
ev 0 F({3) : F(X) ~ Y is a map of cyclic spaces. 
It is straightforward to verify that these two constructions are inverse 
to each other and define bijections between Homsimp(X, Y) and 
HOmCycl (F(X), Y). 0 

7.1.7 Comparison of F(X) and C x X. Though the simplicial space 
F(X) is not the product C x X in general, this becomes true after geometric 
realization. This is the matter of the next lemma. 

Let PI : IF(X)I ~ Ie! be the map induced by the projection of cyclic 
spaces (g, x) f-t g. 

The map P2 : IF(X)I ~ IXI is defined as follows. Let (g,x;u) E 
F(X)n x ..:in, and put P2(g,x;U) = (x;g*(u». In this formula we use the 
co cyclic structure of ..:i' (cf. 7.1.3). This map is well-defined, (i.e. passes to 
the equivalence relation which defines the geometric realization) because for 
any f E HomLlop([m], in]) one has 

P2(f*(g, x); u) = P2( (f* (g), g* (f)* (x»; u) 
= (g*(f)*(x)j f*(g)·(u» 
= (x; g* (J)*(J* (g)*(u))) = (Xj (g 0 f)*(u» 
= (Xjg*(J*(u))) 

= P2(g, x); J*(u)) . 

7.1.8 Lemma. For any simplicial space X the map (P1,P2) : IF(X)I ~ 
Ie! x IXI = 8 1 x IXI is a homeomorphism. 

Proof. Let C x X be the simplicial space product and let hx : IF(X)I ~ 
IC x XI be defined by hx(g,xju) = (g-l,x;g*(u». This map is well-defined 
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(same calculation as above) and is a homeomorphism. With this notation 
(PbP2) is the composite map 

hx Iprohlxlprohl hptxid 
IF(X)I--+) IC x XI ) ICI x IXI ) ICI x IXI 

(remark that F(pt) = C), where proh and proh are the two simplicial pro
jections. 0 

7.1.9 Definition of the Action. Let X be a cyclic space. Then the map 
( : ICI x IXI --t IXI is by definition ( := levi 0 (PbP2)-I, where PI and P2 were 
described in 7.1.7 and where ev is the evaluation map described in 7.1.6.ii. 

7.1.10 Lemma.ICI = 8 1 and ( : ICI x ICI --t ICI is the usual group structure 
on 8 1• 

Proof. The identification ICI = 8 1 was done in 7.1.2. In the following com
mutative diagram 

101 x ICI 
(Pl,P2) 

( 

II 

8 1 x 8 1 
id 

IF(G)I 

1~ 

ev 
IGI 

II 

the identification of IF(C)I with 8 1 x 8 1 is given as follows. The simplicial 
set F(C) has 3 non-degenerate I-simplices (1, td, (t1' 1), and (t1' t1); and 2 
non-degenerate 2-simplices (t2' t2) and (t~, t~). They assemble as follows to 
give 8 1 x Sl. 

(l,tt) 

(t2' t2) 

(tll 1) (t1,t1) (tl' 1) 

(t~, t~) 

(1, t l ) 

Let us just check one case (by using 6.1.2): 
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For (u, v) E [0,1]2 we have (u, v) E {(t~, t~)} x ,.1\2 if u + v ::; 1 and (u, v) E 
{(t2' t2)} X ,.1\2 if u + v 2: 1. By the evaluation map we get ev(t2' t2) = t~ = 
SO(t1) and ev(t~,t~) = t~ = t2 = s1(td. In the first case levi sends (u,v) to 
u+v E {tIl x,.1\l and in the second case levi sends (u,v) to u+v-l E {tIl x 
,.1\ 1 . This is exactly the usual multiplication in 8 1 = ,.1\1 / {o = I} = R./71. 0 

Remark. The trick is that there are two ways to triangulate 8 1 X 8 1, one 
is C x C and the other one is F(C). It is the latter one which behaves well 
with respect to the group structure. 

7.1.11 Proof of Theorem 7.1.4. The map J.L: FF(X) --+ F(X), (g, h,x) t-t 
(gh, x) is a map of cyclic spaces. Define 

p~ : IFF(X)I--+ IF(C)I, (g,h,x;u) --+ (g,h;u) , and 

p~: IFF(X)I--+ lXI, (g,h,xju) t-t (xj(gh)*u). 

Same arguments as for P2 show that they are well-defined and (P~,p~) is a 
homeomorphism. 

In the following diagram, X is a cyclic space. The four outer triangles 
are commutative by definition of ( (d. 7.1.9). The four inner squares are 
commutative by direct inspection. 

Since the maps in the "wrong" directions are all homeomorphisms (Lemma 
7.1.8), it follows that the outer circle is commutative and this proves that the 
action of 8 1 on IXI is well-defined. The functoriality is immediate by con
struction. See figure on next page. 0 

Exercises 

E.7.1.1. Let {71} be the crossed simplicial group of 6.3.4.c (same presenta
tion as for C but without the relation t~+l = 1). Show that I{Z}I = lR as 
a topological group and that the natural quotient map {71} --+ C induces 
the universal covering R. --+ 8 1 on the geometric realization. Show that the 
geometric realization of the fundamental crossed simplicial groups are as de
scribed in 6.3.6. 

E.7.1.2. Let C k be the crossed simplicial group described in 6.3.4.d (same 
presentation as for C but with relation t~+l = 1 replaced by t~(n+1) = 1). 
Show that ICkl = 8 1 as a topological group and that the natural quotient 
map C k --+ C is a k-fold cover on the geometric realization. 

E.7.1.3. Show that, in the framework of simplicial modules, the left adjoint 
to the forgetful functor from (Cyclic modules) to (Simplicial modules) is 
given by F(M)n = k[Cn]®Mn with formulas like in 7.1.5 extended by linear
ity. Show that for any simplicial module M there are canonical isomorphisms 
HC*(F(M)) ~ H*(M), and H*(F(M)) ~ H*(M)ffJH*_l(M) (compare with 
2.5.17). 
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E.7.1.4. Show that this section can be extended mutatis mutandis to any 
crossed simplicial group G. in place of C.' In particular IG.I is a topological 
group and for any ..:1Gop-space X. the space IX.I is equipped with a IG.I-action 
(cf. Fiedorowicz-Loday [1991]). 

(xl 

ICI x ICI x IXI 
(PI ,P2) xid 

IF(C)I x IXI 
levi xid 

ICI X IXI ~ ~ 

I idxx(PI,P2) I (p~ ,p;) (Pl'P2)1 

lx( ICI x IF(X)I 
(Pl,P2) 

IFF(X)I 
11'1 

IClx IXI ( ~ ~ 

lidxlevi lIF(ev)1 levil 

ICI X IXI 
(Pl,P2) 

IF(X)I 
levi 

IXI ~ ~ 

7.2 Cyclic Homology and Sl-Equivariant Homology 

For any simplicial set X the homology of its associated simplicial module k[X] 
is the homology of the geometric realization IXI with coefficients in k. Our aim 
in this section is to interpret similarly the cyclic homology groups HC.(k[X]) 
of k[X] for a cyclic set X. The answer can be given in terms of S1-equivariant 
homology of the S1-space IXI. One may as well introduce the space IXlcy = 
ES1 XSI IXI and then the result takes the form HC*(k[Xj) ~ H.(IXlcy, k). 
Under these isomorphisms the Connes periodicity exact sequence becomes 
the Gysin exact sequence of an S1-fibration. 
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Our proof has the advantage of being easily translated to other functors 
and categories. This is done for some cases in the final part of the section. 

7.2.1 Borel Construction and Sl-Equivariant Homology. Let Z be 
an Sl-space and let ES1 be a contractible space with free Sl-action (cf. 
Appendix B.12). Then the Borel space ES1xslZ is the quotient of the pro
duct ES1 x Z by the equivalence relation 

(y,g. z) '" (g-l. y , z) for any y E ES1, any z E Z and any g E Sl. 

Remark that this is a sort of tensor product in the topological framework. 
If Z = {*}, then its Borel space is simply ES1 XSl {*} = ES11S1 = BS1, 
that is the classifying space of the topological group S1. This space is an 
Eilenberg-Mac Lane space of type K(Z, 2). Up to homotopy it is also the 
infinite complex projective space Cpoo. 

By definition the Sl-equivariant homology of the S1-space Z is 

7.2.2 Cyclic Geometric Realization. Let X be a cyclic space (for instance 
a cyclic set). By Theorem 7.1.4 the space IX! is an Sl-space and, by definition, 
the cyclic geometric realization of X is the Borel space 

!X!CY := ES1 XSl IX! . 

Note that if X is the trivial cyclic set {*}, then !{*}!cy = ES1 XSl !{*}! = 
BS1. 

7.2.3 Theorem. Let X be a cyclic set and let k[X] be its associated cyclic 
module. 

(a) There is a canonical isomorphism 

(b) under this identification and the identification H.(k[Xj) ~ H.(!X!, k) the 
Gysin sequence of the homotopy fibration Sl ~ IX! ~ !X!cy coincides 
with Connes' exact sequence: 

... ~ Hn(k[Xj) ~ HCn(k[Xj) ~ HCn- 2(k[Xj) 

t~ t~ t~ 

... ~Hn(!X!,k) ~ Hn(!X!cY,k) ~ Hn_2(!X!CY,k) 

~ Hn - 1(k[Xj) ~ ... 

t~ 

~ Hn- 1(!X!, k)~ ... 

For the Gysin sequence of a fibration with fiber Sl, see Appendix 0.6. 
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7.2.4 Homotopy Colimits and Plan of the Proof of 7.2.3.a. Recall 
from Appendix B.13 that for any small category C and any functor X: C -t 

(Spaces) such that X(C) is an ANR for every object C, there is defined the 
Bousfield-Kan category Cx as follows. An object of Cx is a pair (C,x) where 
C E Obj(C) and x E X(C). A morphism (C,x) -t (C',x') is a morphism 
f : C -t C' such that f (x) = x'. The classifying space BC X of this topo
logical category is the geometric realization of its nerve B.Cx (nerve which 
is a simplicial space). This space is often called the homotopy colimit of the 
functor X. 

In the particular case C = LlOP (resp. C = LlCOP) we denote by IIXII 
(resp. IIXllcy) the classifying space of the category Lli (resp. LlC1) in order 
to simplify the notation. It is well-known (cf. Appendix B) that there is a 
homotopy equivalence (in fact a deformation retraction) IIXII ~ IXI. One 
of our main points is to prove a similar result in the cyclic framework (cf. 
Proposition 7.2.6). 

The proof of Theorem 7.2.3 consists in providing a sequence of isomor
phisms 

(7.2.4.1) 

Isomorphism 1 was proved in 6.2.8. Isomorphism 2 is a particular case of a 
result valid for any small categories (cf. Appendix C.12). Isomorphism 3 is a 
particular case of the more general isomorphism Tor~(k, k) ~ H*(BC, k) (cf. 
Appendix C.lO). So the main point is in proving that there is a homotopy 
equivalence IIXlicy = BLlC1 ~ IXICY. This is done in 7.2.6. 

Note that there is an analogous sequence of isomorphisms for a simplicial 
set: 

(7.2.4.2) 

3 4 
~H*(IIXII,k)~H*(IXI,k) , 

which gives an alternative proof for the identification H * (k[ Xl) ~ H * (I X I, k). 

7.2.5 Lemma. For any simplicial space X the inclusion functor 
if> : Lli -t LlCf(X) induces a homotopy equivalence on the classifying spaces, 

IIXII ~ IIF(X)lIcy. 

Proof. The functor if> is completely determined by its value on objects, it 
simply sends ([n],x) to ([n], (l,x)) where (l,x) E F(X)n = Cn X Xn (here 
1 is the neutral element of Cn). In order to prove the homotopy equivalence 
we construct a functor tJt : LlCf(X) -t .11 the other way round and show 
that 
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(a) lPop=Id, 
(b) there is a natural transformation of functors "I from P 0 lP to I d. These 

two facts imply that Bp is a homotopy equivalence since BlP 0 Bp = id 
by (a) and B~ 0 BlP is homotopic to id by (b). 

The functor lP is constructed as follows. On objects lP([n], (g, x)) = 
([n],x). On morphisms the image of 

¢* : ([n], (g,x)) r-+ ([m], (¢*(g), (g*(¢))*(x))) 

is g*(¢) : ([n],x) r-+ ([m], (g*(¢))*(x)) for ¢ E HomA and the image of 
h* : ([n], (g, x)) r-+ ([n], (h 0 g, x)) is id : ([n], x) r-+ ([n], x) for h E en. 

It is immediate from the definition that lP 0 ~ = I d. 
The natural transformation "I from ~ 0 lP to IdAcop is given by 

x 

"I([n], (g, x)) := 9 : {p 0 lP([n], (g, x)) = ([n], (1, x))} -t ([n], (g, x)) 

The fact that "I is a natural transformation of functors is a consequence of 
the formulas of Proposition 6.1.6. 0 

7.2.6 Proposition. For any cyclic space X there is a canonical homotopy 
equivalence (in fact a deformation retraction): 

In particular we get 

Proof. Let Fe X be the simplicial functor which is Fn+l X = F(F( .. (FX) .. )) 
in dimension n. The faces and degeneracies are defined like in the bar reso
lution cbar(A,M) (cf. 1.1.11) by using the map f.l: FFY -t FY in place of 
the multiplication in A and the evaluation map ev : F X -t X in place of the 
module structure of M. By iterating the evaluation map we get Fn+l X -t X 
which defines a map of simplicial functors Fe X -t X, where X is considered 
as a trivial simplicial functor. There is an obvious inclusion functor X -t Fe X 
and the composite X -t Fe X -t X is the identity. Let us denote by EV the 
composite the other way round Fe X -t X -t Fe X. There exists a simpli
cial homotopy h from IdFox to EV. It is given by hi: Fn+lx -t Fn+2X, 
hi(go, ... ,gn,x) = (1, ... , 1,gOgl" .gi,gi+1, ... ,gn,x) for i = O, ... ,n (com
pare with the proof of the acyclicity of the bar-resolution in 1.1.12). Applying 
the functor II - II dimensionwise, and then taking the geometric realization 
I - I we get a homotopy equivalence 

I[n] r-+ IlFn XIII'" IIXII . 
On the other hand, by Lemma 7.2.5 we have 
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since X is cyclic (cf. 7.1.8). Therefore IIFn+1 Xllcy "" (sl)n X IXI. The simpli
cial structure of[nJ t--+ (sl)n X IXI is such that I(Sl)' x IXII ~ ES1 xSllXI (cf. 
Appendix B.12), therefore I[n] t--+ IIFnXll1 "" ES1 XSl IXI and this completes 
the proof. 0 

7.2.7 Proposition. For any cyclic space X the vertical arrows of the follow
ing commutative diagram are homotopy equivalences and the horizontal rows 
are homotopy fibrations, 

BLlOP 
X -t BLlCoP 

X -t BLlCop 

-l-"" -l-"" -l-"" 
IXI -t ES1xsliXI -t BS1. 

II 
IXICY 

Proof. By Proposition 7.2.6 the middle vertical map is a homotopy equiv
alence. Similarly the right-hand side vertical map is a homotopy equiv
alence since it is the particular case X = {*}, BLlC,;! = BLlCop and 
ES1 XSl I{*}I = BS1. By Lemma 7.2.5, Proposition 7.2.6 for F(X) and 
Lemma 7.1.8 there is a sequence of homotopy equivalences 

IIXII-t IIF(X)lIcy -t ES1 XSl IF(X)I-t ES1 XSl (Sl X IXI) 
= ES1 X IXI -t lXI, 

whose composite is the left-hand side vertical homotopy equivalence. 
The horizontal maps are induced by the evaluation map ev : F(X) -t X 

and the trivial map X -t {*} respectively, so the diagram is commutative. 
Since all the vertical maps are homotopy equivalences and since the lower 
line is a fibration by construction, the upper line is a homotopy fibration. 0 

7.2.8 Remark. An alternative proof of Propositions 7.2.6 and 7.2.7 is to 
show, first, that the first line of the diagram is a fibration (by using Quillen's 
theorem B for instance). Then, since the extreme vertical maps of the diagram 
are homotopy equivalences, so is the middle one. 

Proof of part b) of Theorem 7.2.3. The Gysin exact sequence is the homology 
exact sequence deduced from the spectral sequence associated to the fibration 

(cf. Appendix D.6). However it can also be deduced from the homology spec
tral sequence associated to the fibration 7.2.7 with base-space BS1. This 
spectral sequence comes from a filtration of the complex of chains on the 
total space ES1 XSl IXI. A straightforward (but tedious) verification shows 
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that, via all the isomorphisms of 7.2.4.1, this filtration corresponds to the fil
tration by columns on C(k[X]). Indeed the terms E~q are 0 ifp is odd and are 
Hq(IXI) ~ Hq(k[X]) if p is even. On the abutment we get the identification 
Hn(IXlcy) ~ HCn(k[X]). 

This finishes the proof of Theorem 7.2.3. 0 

7.2.9 Generalizations of the Main Theorem (7.2.3). Let us recall briefly 
the proof of Theorem 7.2.3 in a slightly more abstract framework. For any 
small category C and functor X: C -+ (Sets) the associated C-module k[X] : 
C -+ (k-Modules) gives rise to homology groups Tor~(k, k[X]). Steps 2 and 
3 of 7.2.4 show that there is a canonical isomorphism 

In the case C = LlCop (or LlOP) a particular resolution of the trivial C
module k gives rise to a particular complex interpretation of the Tor-group 
(isomorphism 1). On the other hand one is able to give another type of 
geometric realization for the functor X (isomorphism 4). Combining all these 
isomorphisms gives the final theorem. 

This can be applied equally well to several other categories and functors. 
The following theorems are concerned with the categories (Ll x LlC)OP and 
LlGoP. 

Any (good) cyclic space X. : LlCop -+ (Spaces) gives rise to a functor 
S.X. : (Ll x LlC)OP -+ (Sets) by taking the singular functor in each dimen
sion. This gives rise to a cyclic chain complex S*X. (d. 2.5.3), whose cyclic 
homology is the Tore -group. 

On the other hand it is not too difficult to prove, by using the same 
technique as in 7.2.6, that BLlC,;! is homotopy equivalent to ES l XSl IXI. 
Therefore we get the following generalization of 7.2.3: 

7.2.10 Theorem. Any cyclic space X. gives rise to a cyclic chain complex 
S.X. and there are canonical isomorphisms 

which convert Connes' periodicity exact sequence into the Gysin exact se
~~OC 0 

Another example is given by the crossed simplicial groups (cf. Sect. 6.3). 
Let G. be a crossed simplicial group, LlG its associated category, and let 
X: LlGop -+ (Sets) be a functor. Then G = IG.I is a topological group and 
the geometric realization IX. I of the underlying simplicial set is equipped with 
a (continuous) G-action. 

7.2.11 Theorem. For any crossed simplicial group G. and any functor X: 
LlGop -+ (Sets) there is a canonical isomorphism 
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Tor~coP(k,k[X]) ~ H.(EG Xc 1X.I,k). 

In particular, if G. = D. (resp Q), then for any dihedral or quatemionic set 
X. there are, respectively, isomorphisms 

HD.(k[X]) ~ Hn(EO(2) XO(2) IX.I,k), 

HQ.(k[X]) ~ Hn(EPin(2) xPin(2) IX.I, k) . o 
Here 0(2) is the orthogonal group of 2 X 2-matrices and Pin(2) is the nor
malizer of Sl = SO(2) in SU(2) = S3. 

Exercises 

E.7.2.1. For a fixed integer n let ~C[nl. be the cyclic set 

[m] f--+ HomLlc([mJ, [n]) . 

Show that the geometric realization ~cn of ~C[n]. is homeomorphic to 
Sl X ~n. 

Show that ~C· is naturally equipped with a structure of co cyclic space. 
Show that, under the above homeomorphism, the action of the cyclic operator 
on Sl X ~n is given by 

where ~n = {(uo, ... ,un ) I 0 ~ Ui ~ 1, EUi = I} C IRn+1. 

Show that there is a canonical homeomorphism 

IXJY = X. XLlC ~C" = X. XLlC (Sl X ~') . 

(Cf. Goodwillie [1985aJ and Jones [1987J.) 

E.7.2.2. Cyclic singular functor. Let Z be an Sl-space and let the action 
of Sl on Sl X ~n be by multiplication on the first factor. Let Sn(Z) = 

Maps' (Sl X ~n, Z). Show that S. is a functor from the category of Sl-spaces 
to the category of cyclic sets. Prove that S. is right adjoint to I - ICY. Let 
S.(Z) = k[S.(Z)] be the associated module. Show that 

(Use the cocyclic space structure of [n] f--+ Sl X ~n described above, cf. Jones 
[1987].) 

E.7.2.3. Prove that the homotopy theory of cyclic spaces is equivalent to the 
homotopy theory of Sl-spaces (in the sense of Quillen) (cf. Dwyer-Hopkins
Kan [1985]). 
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E.7.2.4. Let X (resp. Y be a connected pointed CW-complex (resp. finite 
CW-complex). Show that there is a canonical isomorphism 

where HC*(-,-) is reduced bivariant cyclic cohomology and H~l(-'-) is 
equivariant bivariant cohomology (cf. Solotar [1992]). 

E.7.2.5. Let X be a co cyclic set, that is a functor X: .dC -t (Sets). Show 
that the geometric realization of the underlying cosimplicial set is equipped 
with an Sl-action (cf. Jones [1987]). 

7.3 Examples of Cyclic Sets and the Free Loop Space 

After comparing two standard simplicializations of the circle we study two 
examples of cyclic spaces: the twisted nerve of a group and the cyclic bar 
construction on groups. Both of these constructions will be helpful in studying 
cyclic homology of group algebras. Moreover the cyclic bar construction gives 
rise to the free loop space. 

Notation. For any space X, the free loop space LX is the space of all 
continuous maps Sl -t X, with the compact-open topology. When X is 
basepointed the (ordinary) loop space nx, made of basepointed loops, is a 
subspace of LX. 

7.3.1 Cyclic Homology of·k and Homology of BSI. The simplest cyclic 
set {*} is made of one point in each dimension. By 7.2.2 its cyclic geometric 
realization is !{*}!Cy = ES1 XSl {*} = BSI. On the other hand the cyclic 
module associated to {*} is simply the trivial cyclic module k. Therefore 
Theorem 7.2.3 gives an identification 

Under this isomorphism the generator u E HC2 (k) (class of (1,1,1)) cor
responds to the classical generator of H 2 (BS 1 , k) obtained by transgression 
from the generator 1 E k ~ HI (S1, k). 

7.3.2 Simplicializations of the Circle. There are several ways of obtaining 
the circle, up to homotopy, as the geometric realization of a simplicial set. 
As already mentioned the simplest one is C. (cf. 7.1.2), which is a cyclic set. 
It was shown in 7.1.10 that the Sl-structure of !C.! = 'R./Z = Sl is precisely 
the group structure of Sl inherited from the addition in R 

Another classical simplicial set is the nerve of the discrete group Z. In 
fact the homotopy equivalence Sl -t BZ = IB.ZI is induced by the simplicial 
map C. -t B.Z = zn given by 
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t~ M (0, ... ,0) 

and t~ M (0, ... , 1, ... ,0) E zn = BnZ , for i = 1, ... , n . 

In terms of the cyclic theory the interesting point is the following: there is 
a cyclic structure on B.Z such that the above map is a map of cyclic sets. 
Indeed the cyclic structure is given by 

tn(mI, ... , m n) = (1 - (m1 + ... + m n), mI, ... , m n-1) . 

The homotopy equivalence 8 1 ---t BZ is 8 1-equivariant for the 8 1-action of 
BZ induced by the cyclic action. 

7.3.3 The Twisted Nerve of a Group. Let G be a topological group and 
consider its nerve B.G which is a simplicial space such that BnG = Gn (cf. 
Appendix B.12). Let z be an element in the center of G and define an action 
of the cyclic operator tn on Bn G by 

(7.3.3.1) 

One checks easily that this puts a cyclic structure on the nerve of G (cyclic 
structure which depends on the choice of z). In particular 

tn+1( ) (-1 -1) n g1,···,gn = zgl Z , ••. ,zgnz 

and so t~+1 = id because z is central. Note that the verification of the other 
relations (see 6.1.2.b) do not require z to be central. This cyclic space is 
denoted by B.(G, z) and called the twisted nerve of (G, z). In particular for 
z = 1 we get a canonical cyclic structure on the nerve B.(G). 

For G = Z and z = 1 (additive notation), this is the cyclic set used in 
7.3.2. 

7.3.4 Proposition. Let G be a discrete group and z an element in its center. 
Let 'Yz : Z x G ---t G be the group homomorphism given by 'YzCn,g) = zng. 
Then, up to homotopy, the action of 8 1 on BG = IB.(G,z)1 induced by the 
cyclic structure is the composite 

'" B'Yz 
8 1 X BG ----+ B(Z x G) ----+ BG . 

Proof. It suffices to compute the image by 1l'1 of the action of (l,g) E Zx G = 
1l'1(81 X BG). Consider the commutative diagram 

(t1,g;U) E IFB.GI 

(P1,P2) 1 
(t1;U) X (g;ti(u)) E IC.I X IB.GI 

levi 

action 
) 
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where the elements describe loops when u varies over .6\1 = [0,1]. 
By definition ofti = 71 (see 7.1.3) the homotopy class of the loop (g; ti(u)) 

is g-1. Therefore the image of (1, g-1) is zg-1 and we are done. 0 

Remark. In fact one can prove a more precise statement. For any group G 
there is a cellular map KG : BG ~ BG homotopic to the identity which is 
(g; u) H- (g-1; ti(u)) on the I-skeleton. Then the following diagram is strictly 
commutative 

S1 x BG 
action 

BG 

=1 
1 

BZxBG KG 

KZ X id 1 
B"(= 

BZxBG BG. 

7.3.5 The Space X(G, z). Let us denote by X(G, z) the Borel space ES1 XSl 

BG where S1 acts on BG by "(z. By Definition 7.2.2 and Proposition 7.3.4 
we get IB.(G,z)lcy = X(G,z). 

In the fibration 

(7.3.5.1) S1 ~ BG ~ X(G,z) 

the fiber map is induced by Z ~ G, 1 H- z and the action of G = 1f'1(BG) on 
Z = 1f'1(Sl) is trivial (this is a crossed module, cf. Appendix C.8). 

If z is of infinite order, then the map z : Z ~ G is injective and X (G, z) is 
an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space of type K ( G / { z }, 1). If z is of finite order, then 
the space X(G,z) has only two nontrivial homotopy groups, 1f'l(X(G,Z)) = 
G/{z} and 1f'2(X(G,Z)) = Z. 

The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 7.2.3, 
Proposition 7.3.4 and the above notation. 

7.3.6 Corollary. For any discrete group G and any central element z E G 
there is a canonical isomorphism 

In particular, if z is of infinite order in G, then 

o 

Since we know that the action of 1f'l on 1f'2 is trivial, the homotopy type 
of X (G, z) depends on the Postnikov invariant which lies in H3 (G / { z }, Z). 
When this invariant is trivial then X(G, z) is homotopy equivalent to 
B(G/{z}) x BSl. This is the case for z = 1 (neutral element of G) for 
instance, for which X(G, 1) = BG X BSl. Here are some other cases. 
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1.3.1 Proposition. If the group G is abelian and if z is of finite order in G, 
then X(G,z) is homotopy equivalent to BS1 x B(G/{z}). 

Proof. The space X (G, z) is the classifying space of the crossed module z : 
Z ~ G (cf. Appendix C.8). Since Z and G are abelian and since the action 
of G on Z is trivial, the nerve of this crossed module is an abelian simplicial 
group. The geometric realization of an abelian simplicial group is a product of 
Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces. The only nontrivial homotopy groups of X(G, z) 
are 7l'1 = G/{z} and 7l'2 = Z, whence the result since BS1 = K(Z, 2). 0 

1.3.8 Proposition. If z is of finite order in G, then 

(in fact X(G,z) is rationally homotopy equivalent to BS1 X B(G/{z})). 

Proof. It suffices to show that the Postnikov invariant is torsion. Consider 
the Bockstein map 

deduced from the exact sequence 0 ~ Z ~ Z ~ Z/nZ ~ O. From the 
fibration (7.3.5.1) we deduce that the Postnikov invariant of X (G, z) is the 
image under this map of the class of the extension (cf. Appendix C.7) 

(7.3.8.1 ) 
l>-+z 

o~ Z/nZ~G ~ G/{z} ~ o. 

Since the H2 group is torsion, the Postnikov invariant is torsion. 0 

We now deal with another example of cyclic sets. 

1.3.9 Cyclic Homology of a Group (the Case z = 1). In the particular 
case z = 1 the cyclic set B. (G, 1) is simply denoted by B. G. Since the complex 
associated to the simplicial module C(k[B. G]) is the Eilenberg-Mac Lane 
complex of G (cf. Appendix C), one gets 

Similarly, cyclic homology of a discrete group G is denoted H C* (G) (the 
ground ring k is understood) and defined by 

(7.3.9.1) HC(G) := HC*(k[B.G]) . 

Similarly, one puts: 

HCfer(G) := HCfer(k[B.G]) and HC;(G):= HC;(k[B.G]) . 

By Theorem 7.3.4 the action of Sl on BG is trivial, hence the basic 
fibration becomes simply 
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From the triviality of this fibration it follows immediately that there is an 
isomorphism of graded k[u]-comodules (lui = 2): 

(7.3.9.2) 

and that Connes periodicity exact sequence becomes 

(7.3.9.3) 

Moreover I is split injective and identifies Hn (G) with the component 
1 ® H*(G) of k[u] ® H*(G). The map S is given by S(un ® x) = un- 1 ® x for 
n2::1. 

Similarly the HC-HC- _Hcper exact sequence (cf. 5.1.5) splits (again 
B = 0) and there are isomorphisms 

(7.3.9.4) 

(7.3.9.5) 

HC;;(G) ~ II Hn+2i(G) , 
i~n 

HC~~~Oorl(G) ~ II H2i+Oorl(G). 
i~O 

In particular Hn(G) is a direct factor of HC;;(G). We will give in 7.4.8 a 
purely algebraic proof of these isomorphisms. 

7.3.10 The Cyclic Bar Construction on Groups. Let G be a topological 
group. Put rnG = G X ••. X G = Gn+1 (cartesian product) and define a 
simplicial space r. G by 

di(go, ... ,gn) = (go, ... ,gi-l,gigHl,gH2,· .. ,gn) for 0 ~ i < n, 

dn(go, ... ,gn) = (gngO,gl, ... ,gn-l), 

Si(gO, ... ,gn) = (gO, ... ,gi,1,9Hl, ... ,gn), 

(compare with the cyclic module C(A) of an algebra). 
Let the action of the cyclic operator be given by 

tn(gO, ... ,gn) = (gn,gO, ... ,gn-d· 

It is straightforward to check that this defines a cyclic structure on r. G and 
we still denote by r. G the resulting cyclic space which we call the cyclic bar 
construction of G. 

For G discrete it is immediate that the canonical isomorphisms k[Gn] ~ 
k[G]®n assemble to give an isomorphism of cyclic modules k[r.G] ~ C(k[G]), 
which will be studied more algebraically later on (cf. Sect. 7.4). 

Remark that we did not use the existence of an inverse in G, so this 
construction applies equally well to topological monoids. 
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The geometric realization of r. G together with its circle action is described 
in the following 

7.3.11 Theorem. For any topological (or simplicial) group G there is a 
canonical homotopy equivalence from the geometric realization of the cyclic 
bar construction r. G to the free loop space of BG: 

"(: IF.GI--* CBG:= Map (81, BG) . 

This map is 8 1-equivariant for the 8 1-structure of IF. GI inherited from the 
cyclic space structure and for the 8 1-structure of the loop space given by 
multiplication in 8 1. 

Note that if G is topological, then r. G is a simplicial space, and if G is 
simplicial, then F. G is a bisimplicial set. 

Proof. The projection map proj : r. G --* B. G onto the nerve of G, is given by 
proj (gO,' .. ,9n) = (911' .. , 9n). It is obviously a continuous simplicial map, 
but it is even a continuous cyclic map provided that one puts on B. G the 
cyclic structure of B.(G, 1) as described in 7.3.3. The composite map 

Iprojl 
8 1 x Ir.GI--* IF.GI---t IB.GI , 

where the first map follows from the cyclic structure of F. G, has an adjoint 
which is precisely the map 

"( : Ir. GI --* CBG 

we are looking for. It is immediate from the construction that "( is functorial 
in G. 

Since the projection map is cyclic, its geometric realization is 8 1-equivari
ant. But the 8 1-structure of BG = IB.(G, 1)1 is trivial (cf. 7.3.5), so the action 
of 8 1 on CBG is simply by multiplication in 8 1 . 

In order to prove that "( is a homotopy equivalence we consider the fol
lowing commutative diagram: 

G 
Iprojl 
---t IB.GI 

" ilBG --* CBG ---t BG. 

The upper row is the geometric realization of the simplicial fibration of spaces 
G --* r.G --* B.G, where G (trivial simplicial group) is embedded in r.G as 
the first coordinate. The lower row is the standard fibration with fiber the 
based-loop group on BG. In order to prove that "( is a homotopy equivalence 
it is sufficient to show that the induced map at the fiber level, denoted ;:Y, is 
a homotopy equivalence. 
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7.3.12 Lemma. The fiber map "j : G -t [lBG is the classical homotopy 
equivalence. 

Proof. Let us first recall what the classical homotopy equivalence G -t [lBG 
looks like simplicially. It is completely determined by the adjoint map 8 1 x 
G -t BG, which one can construct simplicially as follows. Let 8 1 = IC.I 
and BG = lB. G\, and consider G as a trivial simplicial space (i.e. G in 
each dimension). Then, this map is the geometric realization of the unique 
simplicial map which sends (t;g) E Cl X G to 9 E BIG = G. 

By definition of'Y (cf. 7.3.11 and 7.1.9) its adjoint map is the composite 

Since the restriction of (Pl,P2)-1 to 8 1 X G is the canonical identification of 
IC.I x G with IC. x GI c IFr.GI, it follows that the adjoint map of"j is the 
geometric realization of 

inc ev proj 
C. x G---tC. x r.G---tr.G~B.G. 

By definition of ev (cf. 7.1.6.ii) and proj, we get 

proj 0 ev 0 inc(t; g) = proj 0 ev 0 (t; (g, 1)) = proj(t*(g, 1)) = proj(l, g) = 9 . 

Therefore we are done. o 

7.3.13 Corollary. For any discrete group G there are canonical isomor
phisms 

Proof. It suffices to remark that the cyclic module k[r.G] associated to 
the cyclic bar construction is canonically isomorphic to the cyclic module 
C(k[G]). 0 

Remark. The twisted nerve construction and the cyclic bar construction 
are intimately related. This relationship will be studied in detail in the next 
section. 

7.3.14 Corollary. For any reduced simplicial set X. {i.e. Xo = {*}} we de
note by [lX the simplicial {Kan} loop group of X. Then k[[lXj is a simplicial 
algebra and there are canonical isomorphisms 

Proof. The loop group [lX is a simplicial group to which one can apply 
Theorem 7.3.11. Then one applies a slight variation of Theorem 7.2.10 to the 
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simplicial-cyclic set r.ilX. It suffices to remark that IXI is a deformation 
retract of BilX. 0 

7.3.15 Free Loop Space. In the above corollary one can suppose that X 
is a connected pointed space and let ilX be the Moore loop space of X 
(parametrize the loops by intervals in IR rather than just by [0,1], so that 
composition of loops becomes strictly associative). So ilX is a topological 
monoid, which is group-like, that is 1I"o(ilX) is a group. Then there is a 
canonical homotopy equivalence 

Ir.ilXI ~.eX . 

For another cyclic construction of .e{X) see Exercise E.7.3.9. 

Exercises 

E.7.3.1. Let G be a group equipped with a central element z of finite order 
n. Suppose that the composite map 

h-+z 
ZjnZ----t) G ...... Gab = Gj[G,G] 

is injective (for instance G abelian). Show that X{G, z) is homotopy equiva
lent to B 8 1 X B ( G j { z } ). [There is a proof in Karoubi-Villamayor [1990] based 
on the injectivity of 8 1 in the category of abelian groups. Find another proof 
using 7.3.7 and the fact that the Mac Lane invariant of a crossed module is 
the Postnikov invariant of its geometric realization (cf. Appendix C.8).] 

E.7.3.2. Identify ZjnZ with the subgroup of nth power roots of unity in 8 1 . 

Show that the map induced by 'Y on the fixed points space 

is a homotopy equivalence (Note that this is not true if ZjnZ is replaced by 
8 1 ) (cf. Bokstedt-Hsiang-Madsen [1992]). 

E.7.3.3. Let z E G be such that zr is central for some integer r ~ 1. Show 
that formula (7.3.3.1) defines a structure of .1C{r)OP-set on the nerve of G. 

E.7.3.4. Show that Theorem 7.3.10 is true for group-like topological monoids 
(i.e. 11"0 is a group). (Construct a simplicial group model of the monoid and 
apply Theorem 7.3.10. Other proofs in Burghelea-Fiedorowicz [1986], Good
willie [1985a], Jones [1987].) 

E.7.3.5. Extend the results of this section to dihedral sets and spaces. In 
particular describe a dihedral structure on B.G and identify IIB.Glldih (cf. 
Loday [1987, §4], Lodder [1990], Krasauskas-Lapin-Solovev [1987]). 

E.7.3.6. Extend the constructions and results of this section from discrete 
groups to small categories (cf. McCarthy [1992a]). 
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E. 7.3.7. Show that the space X (G, z) is homotopy equivalent to the clas
sifying space BG(z) of the topological group G(z) defined by the push-out 
diagram 

z ~ G 

1 1 
IR -+ G(z). 

E.7.3.S. Let G be a group and let csym(k[G]) be the functor LlS -+ (k-Mod) 
defined in 6.1.12. Show that there is a natural isomorphism 

Show a similar result with LlB (braid category, cf. Exercise E.6.3.1) in place 
of LlS and fPS2 in place of noosoo (cf. Fiedorowicz [1992]). 

E.7.3.9. For any space X let [n] t-t xn+1 be the cocyclic space defined by 

8i (xo, ... ,xn-d = (xo, ... ,Xi, Xi, ... ,xn-d, 0 ~ i ~ n -1, 

8n(xo, ... ,xn-d = (XO,Xl, ... ,Xn-l,XO), 

O'j(xo, ... , xn+d = (Xo, ... , Xi-I, Xi+I,.·., xn+d, 0 ~ j ~ n , 

'Tn(Xo, ... , Xn) = (Xl, ... , Xn, Xo) . 

Show that its geometric realization as a cosimplicial space is .L:(X) and that 
the Sl-structure induced by the cyclic action is compatible with the standard 
Sl_structure of .L:(X) (cf. Exercise E.7.2.5). Show that this functor is the 
restriction of a functor from LlS. (Cf. Jones [1987].) 

E.7.3.10. Let X be a connected basepointed CW-complex. Denote by nx 
the Moore loopspace of X, which is a topological monoid. Let S* (nX) be 
the algebra of singular chains on nx with coefficients in k. Show that there 
is a canonical isomorphism 

Deduce that for any 2-connected map f : X -+ Y there is an isomorphism 

limH;:2k(.L:X) ~ limH;:2k(.L:Y) . 
k k 

(Cf. Goodwillie [1985a, §5]. See also Burghelea-Fiedorowicz [1986].) 
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7.4 Hochschild Homology and Cyclic Homology 
of Group Algebras 

In Chap.3 we gave several examples of computations for Hochschild and 
cyclic homology. We continue here with the case of a group algebra k[GJ. 
The reason for delaying this computation until now is because the best way 
of expressing the result in the characteristic free case is by using the notions 
of cyclic set and cyclic geometric realization. 

Both Hochschild and cyclic homology of k[G] split as a direct sum over 
the conjugation classes of G. Each term is either the homology of a discrete 
group (i.e. of a K(7r, 1)-space) or the homology of a space which has only 7rl 

and 7r2 homotopy groups (cf. 7.4.5 and 7.4.7). 
These results are essentially due to D. Burghelea [1985J, but the proofs 

are slightly different. 

7.4.1 Notation. Let G be a discrete group and let M be a G-bimodule 
(that is a k[GJ-bimodule). We can convert M into a right G-module it by 
the formula 

mY = g-lmg for mE M and 9 E G . 

The Hochschild homology of k[G] with coefficients in M and the homology of 
the discrete group G with coefficients in the right module it (cf. Appendix 
C) are related by the following 

7.4.2 Proposition (Mac Lane Isomorphism). Under the above hypotheses 
and notation there is a canonical isomorphism 

Proof. Hochschild homology is the homology of the Hochschild complex as 
described in 1.1.1, with module of n-chains M ® k[G]®n. Homology of the 
discrete group G with coefficients in the right module it is the homology of 
the Eilenberg-Mac Lane complex as described in Appendix C.2, with module 
of n-chains it ® k[GnJ. Using the identification k[GJ®n ~ k[Gn], the Mac 
Lane isomorphism of modules 

(Jj: C(k[G], M) = M ® k[GJ®n --t C(G; it) = it ® k[Gn] 

is given by 

(7.4.2.1) 

It is immediate to check that this is a map of complexes (it is in fact a map 
of simplicial modules) and therefore an isomorphism of complexes. 0 

7.4.3 Centralizer and Conjugation Classes. The centralizer of z in G is 
the subgroup Gz := {g E G I zg = gz}. Up to isomorphism this centralizer 
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depends only on the conjugation class (z) of z because if two elements z and 
z' are conjugate, say z' = hzh- 1 for some h E G, then GZI is isomorphic to 
Gz via the map 9 t-+ h-1gh. We suppose that for any conjugation class of G 
we have selected a particular element z in it. The set of conjugation classes 
of G is denoted (G), it is partitioned into a disjoint union (G)fin U (G)OO 
depending on z being of finite order or of infinite order. 

We can now express the Hochschild homology of k[G] in terms of the 
homology of discrete groups. 

7.4.4 Proposition. For any discrete group G and any element z E G, let 
rn(G, z) := {(gO, . .. , gn) E Gn +11 the product gOg1 ... gn is conjugate to z}. 
There is a canonical splitting of cyclic modules: 

C.(k[G]) ~ EB k[r.(G,z)]. 
(z)E(G) 

Proof. Note first that r. (G, z) is a subcyclic set of r. G = {[n] t-+ Gn+1 } (cf. 
7.3.10) since faces, degeneracies and cyclic permutations of (go, . .. , gn) do 
not change the conjugation class. Then the isomorphism is a consequence of 
the bijection 

o 

7.4.5 Definition-Proposition. The natural inclusion ~ : B.(Gz, z) Y 

r.(G,z) given by ~(gb ... ,gn) := ((g1g2 ... gn)-l z ,gl, ... ,gn), is a map of 
cyclic sets which induces an isomorphism on homology (of the underlying 
simplicial sets). 

Proof. From the simplicial structure of B.(Gz , z) (nerve of G z ) and the sim
plicial structure of r. ( G, z) (cf. 7.3.10) it is immediate that the inclusion is 
simplicial. The action of the cyclic operator is given by 

tn ((glg2" .gn)-l z ,gl,'" ,gn) = (gn, (glg2 ... gn)-lz,gl,'" ,gn-l) , 

which is precisely the image oftn(gl, . .. , gn) = (Z(glg2 ... gn)-I, gl,' .. , gn-l) 
by L. So ~ is a map of cyclic sets. 

At the simplicial module level there is a factorization of ~ as 

0< ,z;-l 
k[B,Gz ] = C(Gz,k) ~C(G,k[(z)]) ~k[r,(G,z)], 

where a(gl, ... ,gn) = (Z;gb ... ,gn)' The module k[(z)] is induced by the 
inclusion map Gz Y G from the trivial Gz-module k. Therefore Shapiro's 
lemma (cf. Appendix e.9) implies that a is a quasi-isomorphism. Then the 
proposition is a consequence of 7.4.2. 0 

7.4.6 Theorem. For any discrete group G and any integer n ~ 0, there are 
canonical isomorphisms 
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HCn(k[GJ) ~ EEl HCn(k[B.(Gz,z))) , 
(z)E(G) 

and similarly for H cper and H C- . 

Proof. These assertions follow immediately from Propositions 7.4.4 and 7.4.5. 
Note that the ordinary homology of a cyclic module depends only on the 
simplicial structure, whence the equality at the Hochschild level. 0 

7.4.7 Relationship with Cyclic Homology of a Discrete Group. 
Consider the nerve of a group as a cyclic set by B.G = B.(G, 1). Then by 
definition 

HCn(G) := HCn (k[B. G]) , HC;;(G):= HC;;(k[B.G]) , 
Hc~er(G) := Hc~er(k[B.G]) . 

It is clear from Theorem 7.4.6 that 

is the (I)-component of HHn(k[GJ) and so a direct factor. Here are similar 
results for the other theories. 

7.4.8 Proposition. The (I)-component of HCn(k[GJ) (resp. HC;;(k[GJ), 
resp. Hc,;er(k[G])) is HCn(G) (resp. HC;;(G), resp. Hc,;er(G)). There are 
canonical isomorphisms 

HC;;(G) ~ II Hn+2i (G) , 
i~O 

Hc~er(G) ~ II Hn+2i(G) . 
iEZ 

In particular, in each case Hn(G) is a direct factor. 

Proof. The first assertion is an immediate consequence of Proposition 7.4.5 
for z = 1 and of Proposition 7.4.4. Note that, for z = 1, the inclusion L is an 
isomorphism. 

Let us first prove the second assertion for the functor HCn. Consider the 
cyclic set E. G (cf. Appendix B.I2), where the cyclic structure is given by 

The bicomplex CC(k[E. G]) is a free resolution of the trivial G-complex 
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(7.4.8.1) k-+O-+k-+O-+ ... , 

and its tensor product with the trivial G-module k is 

CC(k[E.GJ) Q9k[Gj k = CC(k[B.GJ) . 

However there is another free resolution of the complex (7.4.8.1). It consists 
in taking C(E.G) for the even columns and 0 for the odd columns. The 
tensor product of this new bicomplex with the trivial G-module k gives the 
bicomplex 

C(k[B.G]) ~ 0 ~ C(k[B.G]) ~ 0 ~ ... 

The comparison of these two resolutions gives rise to a quasi-isomorphism 

Tot CC(k[B.GJ) -+ C(k[B.GJ) $ C(k[B.G]) [2] $ ... 

Hence HC*(G) := HC*(k[B.G]) = H*(G) $H*(G)[2] $H*(G)[4] $ .... This 
ends the computation of HCn(G) (Compare with Exercise E.7.4.8). 

For HC- and Hcper one replaces CC by CC- and ccper respectively. 
Then the complex (7.4.8.1) is replaced by the complexes 

(7.4.8.2) ... -+O-+k-+O-+k, 

(7.4.8.3) ... -+k-+O-+k-+O-+ ... 

respectively, whence the assertions. D 

7.4.9 The Space X ( G z, z). The element z is central in G z, so the map 
'Yz : Z x Gz -+ Gz,'Yz(n,g) = zng, is a group homomorphism which gives rise 
to a map B'Yz : S1 x BGz -+ BGz • This is in fact an S1-action on BGz and 
the space X(G z, z) is by definition (cf. 7.3.5) the Borel space 

X(Gz, z) := ES1 XSl BGz . 

Recall that ?l'1(X(Gz,z)) = Gz/{z} and 

?l' (X(G z») ~ {Z if z is of finite order, 
2 z, 0 if z is of infinite order. 

In particular, in the second case, one has X(Gz,z) = B(Gz/{z}). 

7.4.10 Theorem. For any discrete group G and any integer n ~ 0, there is 
a canonical isomorphism 

HCn(k[GJ) ~ $ Hn(X(Gz, z), k) 
(z)E(G) 

= $ Hn(Gz/{z})$ $ Hn(X(Gz,z),k) , 
(z)E(G)OO (z)E(G)fiU 

where X(Gz, z) is the space described above. 
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Proof. By Proposition 7.3.4 the cyclic geometric realization of B.(Gz , z) is 
the space X(Gz,z). So by Theorem 7.2.3 and by 7.3.5 we get the following 
sequence of isomorphisms: 

Taking the composite and applying Theorem 7.4.6 finishes the proof. 0 

7.4.11 Corollary. If G is a torsion free group, then there is an isomorphism 
of graded modules 

which is equivalent to 

HCn(k[G])~ EB Hn(Gz/{z}) EBHn(G) EBHn- 2 (G) EB ... 
(=)E(G) 

=;0'1 

Proof. Since G is torsion free the only element of (G) fin is 1. In this case 
X(G1 , 1) = BSI x BG (cf. 7.3.9), whence the assertion. 0 

7.4.12 Corollary. If G is abelian, then there is an isomorphism of graded 
modules 

HC*(k[G]) ~ EB H*(G/{z}) EB (HC*(k) 0 ( EB H*(G/{Z})) 
(z)E(G)oo (z)E(G)fin 

Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 7.4.10 and Proposition 7.3.7. 0 

7.4.13 Corollary. If k contains Q, then there is an isomorphism of graded 
modules 

Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 7.4.10 and Proposition 7.3.8. 0 

7.4.14 Comment on the Proof of Theorem 7.4.10. The statements of 
Corollaries 7.4.12 and 7.4.13 are purely algebraic and one can easily give a 
purely algebraic proof of them. However, for Theorem 7.4.10 it seems a priori 
impossible to give a purely algebraic proof since the result involves a space 
with 7l'1 and 7l'2' In fact one can define algebraically the homology of a crossed 
module (see Appendix C.8) and one can replace in 7.4.10 the homology of 
X ( G z, z) by the homology of the crossed module z : Z -t G z. Under this 
modification one can provide a purely algebraic proof of 7.4.10. 
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7.4.15 Proposition. Under the isomorphisms of Theorems 7.4.2 and 7.4.10 
Connes periodicity exact sequence is the direct sum over (z) E (G) of the 
Gysin sequences associated to the homotopy fibrations 

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the splitting of cyclic modules 
described in 7.4.4 and part b) of Theorem 7.2.3. 0 

Exercises 

E.7.4.1. Compute HD and HQ of a group algebra. (Cf. Loday [1987, §4J). 

E.7.4.2. Extend the method of this section to the computation of HH and 
HC of k[M] where M is a monoid. 

E.7.4.3. Twisted Group Algebra. Let A be a k-algebra, G a group and 
a a homomorphism from G into Aut(A). Write a9 for the action of 9 E G on 
a E A. The twisted group algebra Aa[G] is the free A-module A[GJ equipped 
with the product (ag){bh) = (abY)(gh). Show that HC*(Aa[GJ) admits a 
direct sum decomposition over the conjugation classes of G and compute the 
components. (Cf. Feigin-Tsygan [FTJ, Burghelea-Fiedorowicz [1986J.) 

E. 7 .4.4. Hochschild Homology of Hopf Algebras. Let A be a Hopf 
algebra over k with antipodal map 8 (cf. Appendix A.2). Let mr (resp. ml) 
be the right action of A on itself, i.e. mr{a)b = ba (resp. ml{a)b = ab). Define 
a right action e of A on itself (conjugation) by e(a) = (mr ®ml)(l ® 8)~(a). 
Define a complex (C(A),d) by Cn(A) = A®n+l and 

d{ao, ... ,an ) = (e{al)ao,a2, ... ,an) 
n-l 

+ L( -1)i(ao, ... , aiai+l,"" an) + (-1t(c(an)ao, ... , an-d , 
i=l 

(c is the co-unit of the Hopf algebra). 
Show that for A = k[G], 8(g) = g-1, this is the Eilenberg-Mac Lane 

complex. Show that there is an isomorphism of complexes ifJ : (C(A), b) ~ 
(C (A), d). Apply this result to the computation of Hochschild and cyclic 
homology of U(g), AV, quantum groups. (Cf. Feigin-Tsygan [FTJ and Feng
Tsygan [1992].) 

E.7.4.5. Let GC be the G-set G equipped with the action by conjugation. 
Show that there is a natural homotopy equivalence CBG ~ EG Xa GC. 
Deduce from this statement and from Corollary 7.3.13 the splitting of H H* 
and HC* of k[G]. 

E.7.4.6. Show that under the isomorphism of Theorem 7.4.6 the map 
B* : HH.(k[Gj) ~ HH.+l(k[GJ) is the sum of the maps B! : HH.(G z ) ~ 
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HH*+1(Gz), B!(x) = (')'z)*(x u u) where u is the standard generator of 
HI (Z). 

E.7.4.7. Find explicit quasi-isomorphisms (and homotopies) between the 
complexes TotCC(G) and EBi>oC(G)[2i] on one hand, and ToT CC-(G) 
and TIi>O C(G)[-i] on the other hand. (Use the "killing contractible com
plexes" lemma, cf. 2.1.6.) 

E.7.4.S. Show that there exist functorial maps a : k[Gn ] -t k[Gn +2], n ~ 0, 
satisfying ab + ba = B. Deduce from a the existence of an isomorphism of 
mixed complexes 

(C(G),b,B) -t (C(G),b,O) , 

and therefore a new proof of Proposition 7.4.8. (Cf. Karoubi [1987], p.80). 

Bibliographical Comments on Chapter 7 

The idea of looking at cyclic sets and cyclic spaces originates from Connes paper 
[1983], from the example of group algebras and also from constructions in algebraic 
K-theory. The study of the geometric realization of cyclic spaces, the compari
son with Sl-equivariant homology and with the Gysin sequence, and the relation
ship with the free loop space come from Burghelea-Fiedorowicz [1986], Goodwillie 
[1985a], Jones [1987]. See also Carlsson-Cohen [1987] and Vigue-Poirrier-Burghelea 
[1985]. In fact the cyclic structure in the free loop space construction can already 
be traced in the work of Waldhausen [1978, 1984] and of Witten. Our technique of 
proof follows Fiedorowicz-Loday [1991]. 

The computation of He of group algebras is due to Burghelea [1985]. Partial 
results appeared in Karoubi [1983]. A purely algebraic translation in characteristic 
zero was done in Marciniak [1985]. A generalization to real and p-adic Lie groups, 
with application to the "abstract Selberg principle" is due to Blanc and Brylinski 
[1992]. 



Chapter 8. Chern Character 

One of the main themes of differential topology is: characteristic classes. The 
point is to define invariants of a topological or differentiable situation and 
then to calculate them. Many interesting invariants lie in the so-called K
groups. In the case of manifolds, for instance, these invariants are computed 
via the "Chern character", which maps K-theory to the de Rham cohomology 
theory. 

In his study of foliations Alain Connes needed such a Chern character map 
in order to compute the invariants lying in the K-theory of the Banach algebra 
associated to the foliation. These Banach algebras are not commutative in 
general and the classical theory does not work anymore. In order to achieve 
this construction he invented a new theory to play the role of de Rham 
cohomology and constructed a Chern character with values in it. This new 
theory is, as one can guess, cyclic homology and the construction ofthe Chern 
character in this framework is the main purpose of this chapter. 

In the first section we recall the classical construction of the Chern char
acter using connections. Our treatment is purely algebraic: for any finitely 
generated projective module over A there is defined an element in the de 
Rham homology of A. 

In the second section we introduce the Grothendieck group of a ring and 
show that the construction of the preceding section can be interpreted as a 
natural transformation of functors (Chern character) 

Ko -+ HDlt · 
These two sections are classical matter. 

Section 8.3 deals with the generalization due to Connes of this Chern 
character in the non-commutative case. Then de Rham homology has to be 
replaced by cyclic homology. In fact the best receptacle, as shown by J.D.S. 
Jones, is negative cyclic homology: 

cho : Ko -+ HCo . 
Composition on the right with the natural map from negative cyclic homology 
to cyclic homology gives rise to Chern characters with values in HC2i , for all 
i. There are several advantages in lifting this Chern characters to HC-. One 
of them is the nice behavior of ch - with the product structure. 

J.-L. Loday, Cyclic Homology
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998
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Section 8.4 consists in generalizing this transformation by putting n in
stead of 0: 

ch~ : Kn ~ HC;; . 

Higher algebraic K-theory will only be introduced in Chap. 10 and what we 
really perform in this section is the construction of a natural map 

ch~ : Hn{GL{A)) ~ HC;;{A) , n ~ 1 . 

The former map is obtained by composition with the Hurewicz homomor
phism. Composition on the right with maps landing in HCn+2i (A) gives in
variants with values in cyclic homology (as first constructed by M. Karoubi). 
The generalization from cho to chn is far from being straightforward. In fact 
it uses a completely different technique which goes back to an idea of Keith 
Dennis, called Dennis trace map. For this we also need a little bit of knowl
edge about cyclic homology of group algebras. 

The last section (Sect.8.5) is concerned with applications to the Bass 
trace conjecture (due to B. Eckmann) and to the idempotent conjecture as 
done by A. Connes. 

Standing Assumptions. In this section A is always commutative. 

8.1 The Classical Chern Character it la Chern-Weil 

Classically the Chern character of a vector bundle on a manifold is an element 
in the de Rham cohomology of this manifold. Translated algebraically the 
Chern character of a finitely generated projective (f.g.p.) module over A is 
an element of the de Rham cohomology of A. Here we construct this Chern 
character by starting with a connection on the f.g.p. module: this is the 
Chern-Wei! method. 

Standing Assumption. In this section we suppose that k contains Q and 
that A is commutative and unital. 

8.1.1 Connections. Let A be a unital commutative k-algebra and M an 
A-module (mostly considered as a right module). By definition a connection 
on the A-module M is a k-linear map 

V: M®A nAlk ~ M®A n~~l 

defined for all n ~ 0 and such that 

(8.1.1.1) 

for 

V(xw) = (Vx)w+(-1)n xdw, 

x E M®A nAlk and w E n~lk. 
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Note that '\1 is completely determined by its restriction to M = M 0A n~lk' 

that is '\1 : M -+ M 0A nl1k which satisfies 

(8.1.1.2) '\1(ma) = ('\1m)a + mda, for mE M and a EA. 

8.1.2 Proposition-Definition. The composite '\12 = '\1 0 '\1 : M 0A n~lk -+ 
M 0A n~tk2 is n~lk-linear. In particular its restriction to M, denoted R : 

M -+ M 0 A n~1 k and called the curvature of '\1, is A -linear and satisfies 

'\12(m 0 w) = R(m)w for mE M and w E n~lk . 

Proof. One has 

'\1 0 '\1(xw) = '\1 ('\1(x)w + (-1)lxlxdw ) 

= '\12(x)w + (-1)lxl+1'\1(x)dw + (-1)lxl'\1(x)dw + xd2w 

= '\12 (x)w . 

This proves that '\12 is n~lk -linear. The particular case x = m gives the 
second formula. 0 

8.1.3 The Case M Projective. Suppose that M is free over A. Then an A
linear map M -+ M 0A n~lk is nothing but a matrix with coefficients in n~lk 
or, in other words, an element ofEndA(M)0An~lk' Since a projective module 
is a direct summand of a free module (see 8.2.1), the same is true when M is 
projective. Therefore, when M is projective, R can be viewed as an element 
of EndA(M) 0A n~lk' Moreover under this hypothesis the connection '\1 on 
M defines a connection ['\1, -] on EndA(M) by ['\1, -](0) = ['\1, 0] = '\10-0'\1 
where a E EndA(M) 0A n~lk is viewed as a map M -+ M 0A n~lk' This 
connection has the following property. 

8.1.4 Lemma. ['\1,R] = o. 

Proof. Since R E EndA(M) 0A n~lk the expression ['\1,R] makes sense and 

['\1, R] = '\1 0 R - R 0 '\1 = '\1 0 '\12 - '\12 0 '\1 = '\13 - '\13 = 0 . 0 

8.1.5 Lemma. If M is a f.g.p. A-module, then there is a commutative dia-
gram [V,-] 

EndA(M) 0A n~lk EndA(M) 0A n~tkl 

tr®id 1 1 tr®id 

d 

n~lk 
where d is the exterior differential. 
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Proof. Note that the trace homomorphism tr is well-defined because M is 
f.g.p. (see 8.2.1 for the definition). It obviously suffices to prove the com
mutativity when M is a free finite dimensional module. Then, by induction 
on the dimension of M, it suffices to treat the case M = A. In this case 
V(a) = aV(1) + da for some element V(1) E n11k' Since both [V, -] and d 
are n~lk-linear (and also tr: EndA(A)®An~lk ~ n~lk) it suffices to compute 

[V, a] for a E A = n~lk' It comes out 

[V, a] = V(a) - aV(1) = aV(1) + da - aV(1) = da. o 

8.1.6 Proposition. The homogeneous component of degree 2n of ch(M, \7) 
:= tr(exp (R)) is a cycle in n!'jk' 

Proof. By exp (R) we mean the series 

n 

Lemma 8.1.5 and Lemma 8.1.4 imply 

d(tr(exp(R)) = [\7,exp(R)] = o. o 

This proposition implies that ch(M, \7) defines a cohomology class in the 
de Rham cohomology of A. 

8.1. 7 Theorem-Definition. The cohomology class of ch(M, \7) 
tr(exp (R)) is independent of the connection \7 and defines an element 

ch(M) E II H5'R(A) 
n?,:O 

which is called the "Chern character" of the f.g.p. A-module M. 

Proof. Let \70 and \7 1 be two connections on M over A. Denote by \7~ the 
extension of \7 i to M[t] = M ®A A[t] over A[t]. Then \7~ := t\7~ + (1 - t)\7~ 
is a connection on the A[t]-module M[t]. The two projections Pi : A[t] ~ A, 
Pi(t) = i, i = 0 or 1, induce isomorphisms (Pi)* : HrlR(A[t]) ~ Hr)R(A). 
The image of ch(M[t], \7D under (Pi)* is ch(M, \7;). Since (pO);l 0 (Pl)* is 
the identity of Hr)R (homotopy invariance of de Rham homology), one gets 
ch(M, \70 ) = ch(M, \7 1), 0 

8.1.8 The Levi-Civita Connection. In order for the Chern character to be 
really defined, one needs to show that any f.g.p. module M over A possesses 
a connection. If M is given by an idempotent e E Mn(A) for some n, then 
one can define a connection as follows. 
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If M is free of dimension 1, i.e. M = A, then the exterior differential 
operator d is a connection. More generally if M is free of dimension r, say 
M = Ar , then 

is a connection for Ar. 
Let e be an idempotent in Mr(A) and let M = Ime be its image (which is 

a f.g.p. module) so that Ar splits as MEBlm (I-e). Then, from the connection 
on Ar that we just defined, we can extract a connection on M through the 
following composition: 

This connection on M = 1m e, denoted \l e, is called the Levi-Civita connec
tion by analogy with the classical situation in differential geometry. 

Explicitly one sees by direct inspection that if e E Mn(A), then for the 
Levi-Civita connection \leone has 

(8.1.8.1) 
1 

ch(lm e, \l e) = I" class of tr( edede ... de) E n!ik . 
n. 

8.2 The Grothendieck Group Ko 

The best way to interpret the nice properties of the Chern character is to 
interpret it as a map 

cho : Ko(A) ~ Hi)vR(A) 

where Ko(A) is the Grothendieck group of the ring A. This group is the first 
of a family called algebraic K -theory, some rudiments of which will be given 
in Chap. 11. 

The last part of this section deals with vector bundles over spaces. 

8.2.1 Finitely Generated Projective Modules. A finite dimensional free 
module over the ring A is an A-module (let say left A-module) isomorphic to 
An for some integer n. A finitely generated projective (f.g.p.) module P over A 
is a direct summand of a finite dimensional free module. It can be described, 
up to isomorphism, by an idempotent e (e2 = e) in EndA(An) = Mn(A), 
P ~ 1m e. Remark that Im(l- e) is also a f.g.p. module and Im(l- e) EEl 1m e 
is isomorphic to An. 

8.2.2 The Grothendieck Group Ko(A) of Projective Modules Over 
A. Let [P] denote the isomorphism class of the (left) f.g.p. module P. If Pis 
isomorphic to pi, then [P] = [Pi]. Consider the free abelian group on the set 
of isomorphism classes [P] factored out by the Grothendieck group relation 
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[P] + [PI] >=:::! [P EB PI] for all pairs P, pI . 

By definition this quotient is the Grothendieck group of the ring A and is 
denoted Ko(A}. Any element of Ko(A} can be represented by a difference 
[P] - [Q]. In fact Q may even be taken to be free. Note that we did not 
assume A to be commutative in this definition. 

It is immediate to check that if A is a field (or even a local ring) or A = Z, 
then the rank map induces an isomorphism Ko(A) ~ Z. It is also immediate 
that Ko is a functor from the category of rings to the category of abelian 
groups. 

Note also that the tensor product over A induces a ring structure on 
Ko(A) when A is commutative. There is an extensive literature on the 
Grothendieck group functor (see for instance Bass [1968], Milnor [1974]' or 
Magurn [1984]) and we will only mention the interpretation of Ko(A) when 
A is the ring Cc(X) of continuous complex functions on a topological space 
X at the end of the section. 

8.2.3 The Classical Chern Character Map. In the previous section we 
constructed for each f.g.p. module M a Chern character ch(M). One can in 
fact turn this construction into a map from the Grothendieck group of A to 
the de Rham homology group of A as follows. 

8.2.4 Theorem. For any commutative and unital k-algebra A (where k ::) Q) 
the Chern character defines a ring homomorphism 

cho : Ko(A) -4 Hf>'R(A) . 

Proof. We need to verify the following properties for the Chern character: 

(1) ch(M) = ch(M') if M and M' are isomorphic, 
(2) ch(Ml EB M 2 ) = ch{Md + ch{M2 ), 

(3) ch{M1 ® M 2 ) = ch{Mdch(M2 ). 

Property (1) is a consequence of the commutativity of the diagram 

EndA{M) ®A n~lk -t EndA{M' ) ®A n~lk 

tr 1 1 tr 

which follows from the invariance of the trace under conjugation. 
Property (2) follows from the fact that the Levi-Civita connection of a 

direct sum is the direct sum of the Levi-Civita connections, and the fact that 
the trace transforms EB into +. 

Property (3) is left as an exercise to the reader. 
In fact a proof will follow from Proposition 8.3.8 once HC:; (A) is identi-

fied with Hb'R(A) when A is smooth (cf. 5.1.12). 0 
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8.2.5 Grothendieck Group of Vector Bundles. The isomorphism classes 
[E] of complex vector bundles E over a topological paracompact space X 
generate an abelian group whose quotient by the relation 

[E] + [E'l ~ [E EB E'l for all pairs of vector bundles E, E' , 

where EB means direct sum of vector bundles, is denoted KO(X) and called 
the Grothendieck group of vector bundles over X. Taking the space of sections 
of a vector bundle over X provides a f.g.p. module over the algebra of com
plexes functions Cc(X). This assignement yields an isomorphism (Serre-Swan 
theorem): 

KO(X) ~ Ko(Cc(X)) . 

(See for instance Karoubi [1978].) 

8.2.6 Chern Character for Smooth Varieties. Let k = C (complex 
numbers) and let X be a compact smooth manifold. Then one can prove that 
Ko(Cc(X)) = Ko(COO(X)). By the de Rham theorem there is a canonical 
isomorphism 

and therefore the Chern character can be reinterpreted as a ring map 

ch: KO(X) -+ H*(X,q . 

In fact this map can be constructed for more general spaces than manifolds 
(paracompact spaces) by other means (since de Rham theory is not available 
anymore for general paracompact spaces). For instance one can use the fact 
that KO is a representable functor, KO(X) ~ [X, Z x BU] (homotopy classes 
of maps). Then one uses the computation of the cohomology of the infinite 
Grassmanian BU = limn BU(n) (cf. Milnor-Stasheff [1974]). One should note 
that in general the normalization chosen in the manifold framework is slightly 
different, the most common choice is to take exp (R/21ri) to construct the 
Chern character. 

Exercises 

E.8.2.1. Show that for any k-algebra A the groups HHn(A) and HCn(A) are 
modules over Ko(A). (It is another interpretation of the Morita invariance, 
see 1.2.7 and 2.2.9.) 

E.8.2.2. Show that Ko(A) ~ Z for any local ring A (any f.g.p. module over 
a local ring is free). 
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8.3 The Chern Character from Ko to Cyclic Homology 

The Grothendieck group is defined for any ring, not necessarily commutative. 
We already mentioned that cyclic homology is close to de Rham homology 
and defined for not necessarily commutative algebras. So the natural problem 
is to extend cho to this setting. 

We first treat the easiest case, that is H~. Then we show that this Chern 
map Ko -t H~n comes in fact from a Chern map Ko -t HC2n . But, better 
than that, this map can be lifted to HCger and even to HCr;. In other words 
there is defined a natural transformation of functors 

cho : Ko -t HCr; , 

which respects the product structure. Of course in the commutative case it 
lifts the classical Chern character. 

Interpreted in the cohomological framework these Chern maps give rise 
to the original pairings 

constructed by A. Connes [C]. 

8.3.1 The Chern Character for Ko with Values in H>". Let k be a 
commutative ring in which 2 is regular (for instance k = Z or 2 is invertible) 
and let A be a unital k-algebra. Let e be an idempotent in the matrix ring 
R := Mr(A). The image of the chain e®n+l = e ® ... ® e E Cn(R) = R®n+l 
by the Hochschild boundary b is either 0 (for n even) or e®n (for n odd) 
since e2 = e. Suppose now that we are working in C~(R) = R®n+l/(1 - t) 
where t is the cyclic operator. Then, it is immediate that e®n = (_1)n- 1e®n 
in C~_l(R) and so e®n = 0 when n is odd (because 2 is regular). So we have 
proved that for n even e®n+1 is a cycle in C~{R). Applying the generalized 
trace map defined in 1.2.1 and 2.2.8-9 yields elements in C;{A). 

8.3.2 Theorem. If 2 is regular in k, then the map ch~,n : Ko{A) -t H~n{A), 
given by ch~ n([e]) = tree _1)ne®2n+1), is well-defined and functorial in A. , 

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that the map Ko{A) -t H~(M(A)) is well
defined and functorial since the trace map is already available (cf. 2.2.10). 

First one needs to check that if the idempotents e and e' determine isomor
phic f.g.p. modules, then e®2n+1 and e,®2n+l have the same class in HC2n {R). 
This is a consequence of Corollary 4.1.3 since for e, e' E R with the same iso
morphism class there exists a E RX = GLr{A) such that e' = aea- 1• 

Let us now verify that the Grothendieck group relation is fulfilled in 
H~n(M(A)). For e, e' E R the direct sum e (£) e' can be written e(£)O + 0 (£) e' 
in M2r(A) = M 2{R). The trace map C2n {M 2{R)) -t C2n (R) sends 
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(e EEl e')02n+l to e02n+l + e'02n+1 since the 2 x 2-matrix e EEl e' has non
zero entries only in positions (1,1) and (2,2). This proves that in H~n(M(A)) 
one has the equality 

Functoriality is immediate from the construction. o 
At the expense of including some normalization coefficients one can lift 

this Chern character to HC2n (A) as follows. 

8.3.3 Lemma-Notation. For any idempotent e E M(A) let 

Yi := (_l)i (2.~)! e02i+1 E M(A)02i+l 
z. 

and z. '= (_l)i-l (2i)! e02i E M(A)02i 
, . 2(i!) . 

Then the element 

c(e) := (Yn, Zn, Yn-l, Zn-l, ... , y1) E M(A)02n+l EEl M(A)02n EEl ... EEl M(A) 

is a 2n-cycle in the complex Tot CC(M(A)). 
The image of c(e) in Tot BC(M(A)) is (Yn, Yn-b'''' Yl)' 

Remark that (2n)!/2(n!) is integral so k need not contain Q. 

Proof. The equalities t( e02i ) = _e02i and t( e02i+l) = e02i+l imply that 

b (_2e02i+l) = _2e02i = -(1 - t)e02i 

and 

Therefore b(Yi) = -(1 - t)(Zi) and b'(Zi) = N(Yi-l), so the chain c(e) is a 
cycle in Tot CC2n(M(A)). 0 

8.3.4 Theorem. For any unital k-algebra A the map 

cho,n : Ko(A) -+ HC2n (A), chO,n([e)) = tr(c(e)) 

is well-defined and functorial in A. It satisfies the formula 

So chO,n([e)) = ChO,n-l ([e)) . 

Proof. By Lemma 8.3.3 and Theorem 2.2.9 the element tr( c( e)) is a cycle in 
Tot CC(A). Its homology class depends only on the isomorphism class of e 
by the same argument as in the proof of 8.2.4. By properties of the trace map 
one has c(e EEl e') = c(e) + c(e') and so chn is well-defined. 
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Since the periodicity operator S consists in forgetting the first two com
ponents (cf. 2.2.1) it is clear from the explicit form of c(e) that SochO,n([e]) = 
ChO,n-l([e]). 0 

8.3.5 Corollary. The Chern maps chA and ch with values in HA and in HC 
are related by the formula 

( )n (2n)! A 
P* 0 cho n = -1 -,-cho n' , n.' 

o 

8.3.6 Examples. For n = 0 the map 

cho,o : Ko(A) -t HCo(A) = A/[A, A] 

is simply induced by the trace of the idempotent. In particular if A is a field 
or a local ring or Z, then cho,o is an isomorphism. 

Let A = qx, y, zJlx2 + y2 + z2 = 1 be the algebraic 2-sphere. Then it is 
known that Ko(A) = Z EB Ko(C) = Z EB Z and a generator of the non-trivial 
part (first copy of Z) is the class of the idempotent e = (1 + p)/2 where 

( X y + iZ) p= . 
y - iz -x 

The image of [e] by cho,2 is the element 

tr (~PdPdP) = -~(xdydz+ydzdx+zdxdy) E n!lc/dn~lc c HC2(A) 

which is infinite cyclic (volume form). 
More generally ch detects the fundamental generator of Ko of the algebraic 

sphere of dimension 2n. 

8.3.7 Interpretation in Terms of the Universal Example. Consider 
the (universal) ring R = k[eJl(e2 - e). An immediate computation shows that 
HHn(R) = 0 for n > 0 and so HC2n (R) ~ HC2n- 2(R) ~ ... ~ HCo(R) = 
kEBek. An explicit representative ofthe generator {e} of HC2n (R) correspond
ing to e in H Co (R) is given by the cycle (Yn, Yn-l, ... , Yl) E (Tot BC (R) hn 
(cf. Lemma 8.3.3). 

Any idempotent e' E Mr(A) determines an algebra map e' : R -t Mr(A), 
e '""""* e' and obviously 

One can easily extend the computation to negative and periodic cyclic 
homology of R. In particular in degree 0 one gets isomorphisms 

HCr;(R) ~ HCger(R) ~ HC2n (R) ~ ... ~ HCo(R) = k EB ek , 
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and a representative of {e} E HCr; (R) corresponding to e in HCo(R) is given 
by the cycle (Yl,Y2, ... ,Yn,"') E (Tot 13C-(R))o. This permits us to state 
the following 

8.3.8 Proposition. There is a well-defined functorial Chern character map 

chi) : Ko(A) -+ HCr;(A)(= HCger(A)) , 

given by chi) ([eD = c(e), such that the following composite is cho: 

Ko(A) -+ HCr;(A) = HCger(A) -+ lim HC2n (A) -+ '" 
t-

... -+ HC2n(A) -+ HC2n- 2(A) -+ ... -+ HCo(A) . 

This map is compatible with the ring structures on Ko and HCr;. 

Proof. The argument is the same as in the proof of Proposition 8.2.6. Com
mutativity of the diagram follows from the explicit form of c(e) and the fact 
that the various horizontal maps are induced by truncation (cf. Sect. 5.1). 

In order to prove the compatibility with the product it is sufficient to prove 
it in the universal case. So let R = k[e]/(e2 - e) and R' = k[e']/(e'2 - e'). 
In Ko(R ® R') the product of [e] and [e'] is simply the class of e ® e'. We 
know that chi) ([e ® e'D is {e ® e'} E HCr; (R ® R') which corresponds to 
e ® e' E HCo(R ® R'). 

On the other hand chi) ([eD x chi) ([e'D = {e} x {e'} is the class of a certain 
cycle in (Tot 13c- (R))o whose first component is e ® e' by definition of the 
product on 1£Cr; (cf. 5.1.13). Since the projection onto the first component 
gives an isomorphism HCr;(R®R') ~ HCo(R®R') (just as for R) it is clear 
that chi) ([eD x chi) ([e']) corresponds to e ® e' E HCo(R ® R') and we have 
proved the equality 

chi)([e] x cho([e']) = cho([e]) x [e']). o 

The comparison with the classical Chern character with value in the de 
Rham cohomology is given by the following 

8.3.9 Proposition. For any k-algebra A (with k :J Q) the composite 

Ko(A) -+ HCger(A) -+ HOR(A) 

is, up to a constant, the classical Chern character ch. 

Proof. For the idempotent e the image of [e] by the composite map is 

( ) n-l (2n)! (d d d ) 2n -1 -( ,)tr e e e ... e E nAlk . 
2 n. 

Up to a constant this is the Chern character of the Levi-Civita connection 
(cf. formula 8.1.8.1). 0 
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8.3.10 Cohomological Interpretation: Chern-Connes Pairing. In the 
cohomological framework the Chern map is replaced by a pairing 

(-, -) : Ko(A) x H~n(A) ---* k 

which is constructed as follows. Let I E C~n(M(A)) be a cyclic cocycle, 
that is a linear functional I : M(A)®2n+l ---* k, which satisfies the equation 
bol = 0 and which is cyclic (cf. 2.4.2). Then there is a pairing (Chern-Connes 
pairing) Ko(A) x H~n(M(A)) ---* k given by 

([e], (I)) = I(e, ... , e) . 

The last step is to use Morita invariance for H~n. 
This pairing can be lifted (up to multiplication by a constant) to a pairing 

(-, -) : Ko(A) X HC2n (A) ---* k , 

which is compatible with the periodicity map S. The relationship with the 
Chern character described above takes the following form. The composite 

where the last pairing was described in 2.4.8, is the Chern-Connes pairing. 
For a topological algebra A the group Ko(A) is simply obtained by ig

noring the topology of A. So the pairing is easily extended to the topological 
version of cyclic cohomology. 

In Connes [1988J this pairing is extended to entire cyclic cohomology (cf. 
Sect. 5.6). This result plays a fundamental role in the applications to the 
Novikov conjecture (cf. Sect. 12.3). 

8.3.11 Chern Character in the Non-commutative Torus Case. Let 
us adopt the terminology and notation of 5.6.5 about the non-commutative 
torus algebra Ae. A computation due to Pimsner and Voiculescu [1982] shows 
that Ko(Ae) is a free abelian group of rank 2 with generators 

- Ae (considered as a right f.g.p. module over itself), 

- S(R) = the ordinary Schwartz space of the real line, with the right-module 
structure over All given by 

(~. x)(s) = ~(s + B), (~. y)(s) = exp (211'is)~(s) for s E R and x E S(R) . 

Denote their class in Ko(A9) by [IJ and [S] respectively. The Chern-Connes 
pairing (in the topological framework) with the generators Sr and ¢ of 
HCger (A9) = HC2(Ae), alluded to in 5.6.5, is given by the following ta
ble (cf. Connes [C, Lemma 54]): 
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(ST, [1)) = 1 , 

(¢, [1)) = 0, 

(ST, [S)) = () , 

(¢, [S)) = 1 . 

Note that the parameter () does not show up in the computation of HC. In 
particular the result is, up to isomorphism, the same in the commutative case 
and in the non-commutative case. However the Chern isomorphism heavily 
depends on (). 

Exercises 

E.B.3.1. Show that Ko is Morita invariant and that cho is compatible with 
Morita invariance. 

E.B.3.2. Show that HC2n (k[e]/(e2 - e)) is concentrated in the A-degree n, 

that is HC2n = HC~~). 
E.B.3.3. Show that [e®2n+1] generates H~(k[e]/(e2 - e))/Hfn(k) and that, 
in characteristic zero, 

(Use either 2.2.7 or the discussion of this section.) 

E.B.3.4. Show that the Chern-Weil theory can be extended to the non
commutative differential forms framework as described in Sect. 2.6. In par
ticular show that the composite 

ch; 
Ko(A) ---t) HCo(A) -t HDR(A) 

sends tel to the class of edede ... de (d. Karoubi [1983] and [1987]). 

8.4 The Dennis '!race Map 
and the Generalized Chern Character 

This section deals with the construction of the generalized Chern character 

ch~ : Hn(GL(A)) -t HC;;(A) , n 2: 1 . 

Because of the different nature of the source (Hn( GL(A)) versus Ko) the 
construction here differs from the case n = O. The main idea is to use the 
construction of a sequence of simplicial modules due to Keith Dennis [1976] 
(cf. 8.4.2.1) and to remark that this is in fact a sequence of cyclic modules. 

By composing with the maps from negative cyclic homology to the various 
cyclic homology groups one gets natural maps 
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chn,i : Hn{GL{A)) ~ HCn+2i{A) , n:::: 1 and i:::: 0 . 

This case was first treated by Connes for n = 1 and then by Karoubi for all 
n. Its natural lifting to HC- is due to J.D.S. Jones [1987]. 

8.4.1 The Fusion Map. Let G = GLr{A) be the general linear group 
of r x r-matrices with coefficients in the k-algebra A. Its elements are the 
invertible matrices in Mr{A) and so there is a canonical inclusion GLr{A) Y 

Mr{A). The fusion map is the unique k-algebra homomorphism 

which extends this inclusion. It simply consists in replacing a formal sum of 
invertible matrices by an actual sum. Remark that this map is not readily 
compatible with stabilization, since the stabilization process is not the same 
for GL and for M (cf. 8.4.3 below). 

8.4.2 A Sequence of Cyclic Modules. Consider for all n the following 
sequence of k-modules where G = Glr(A): 
(8.4.2.1) 

k[Gn] ~ k[Gn+1] ~ k[G]®n+1 f®n+l) Mr{A)®n+l ~ A®n+1 . 

The left-hand side map is given by £(gl, . .. ,gn) = ({glg2 ... gn)-I, gl,' .. , gn). 
The map f is the fusion map as described above and tr is the generalized 
trace map introduced in 1.2.1. 

All these modules for n :::: 0 assemble to give rise to cyclic modules. 
Indeed the left-hand side cyclic module ([n] H k[GnJ) is k[B.G] (cf. 7.3.3). 
Its (injective) image via £ is the sub cyclic module k[B.(GI, 1)] of k[F.G] (cf. 
7.4.5). The other cyclic modules are respectively C(k[GJ), C{Mr{A)) and 
C{A). It is clear that all the maps in the sequence (8.4.2.1) are simplicial. 
But in fact it is immediate to check that all these maps are cyclic maps: 
- for £ it is proved in 7.4.5, 
- for f®n+1 it comes from the fact that f is an algebra map, 
- for tr it was proved in 2.2.8. 

So one can apply any of the following functors: HHn, HCn, HC;;, Hc~er 
and, under some hypothesis on A, the functors HDn, HQn, etc. 

8.4.3 Proposition (Dennis Trace Map). The sequence of simplicial modules 
(8.4.2.1) defines for any integer r (including r = (0) a natural map, called 
"Dennis trace map": 

which is compatible with the stabilization map on the general linear group. 
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Proof. The Dennis trace map is obtained by applying the functor Hn to the 
sequence of simplicial modules (8.4.2.1). 

Though the fusion map does not commute with stabilization, the com
posite 

does since 

and 1 ® ... ® 1 = 0 in Cn(A). Therefore, under stabilization, we do get a 
well-defined map 

o 

8.4.4 The Chern Character Map. From the sequence of cyclic modules 
(8.4.2.1) one deduces a sequence ofbicomplexes by applying the functor CC
(d. Sect. 5.1) 

(8.4.4.1) 

CC-(G) :=CC-(k[B.G]) '-+ CC-(k[G]) ~ CC-(Mr(A)) ~ CC-(A) . 

Taking homology of these bicomplexes gives a map HC;;(G) ~ HC;;(A). In 
7.3.9 we computed the first group in terms of the homology of G: 

HC;;(G) = II Hn+2i(G, k) . 
i~O 

In particular there is a canonical inclusion of Hn(G,k) in it. The composite 
gives the Chern character map 
(8.4.4.2) 

ch~ : Hn(GLr(A), k) ~ HC;;(GLr{A)) ~ HC;;{A) for n ~ 1 . 

8.4.5 Theorem. The Chern character map 

defined for n ~ 1 and any integer r (including r = (0), is natural in A, 
compatible with the stabilization of G Lr and lifts the Dennis trace map 

~
HC;;{A) 

ch- 1 h 

Dtr 
Hn{GL(A)) ) HHn(A). 
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Proof. Naturality is obvious by construction. Stabilization property is proved 
as in Proposition 8.4.3. Compatibility with the Dennis trace map consists in 
applying the functor h : CC- -t C (cf. 5.1.4.1) to the sequence (8.4.2.1) and 
to remark that h : CC-(k[B.G]) -t C(k[B.G]) = C(G; k) is precisely the 
projection map used in the definition of the Chern character. 0 

8.4.6 Chern Character with Values in HC*. Recall from 5.1.8 that 
HC;; maps naturally to Hc~er and then to HCn+2i for any i ~ O. Therefore 
under composition with the above Chern character one gets new maps, still 
called Chern character, 

ch~er: Hn(GL(A), k) -t Hc~er(A) , 

chn,i: Hn(GL(A), k) -t HCn+2i (A) . 

By definition they all fit into a commutative diagram 

8.4.7 The Particular Case K 1 (A) -t HCl(A). For n = 1 and k = Z, 
HI(GL(A),Z) = GL(A)ab is also denoted KI(A) (here we slightly anticipate 
on Chap. 11, at least as far as notation is concerned). Therefore the Chern 
character gives a map 

In order to give an explicit description of this map (in the spirit of the n = 0 
case) we need to focus on the particular element {x} E H Cl" (Z[x, X-I)) that 
we now define. Let F be the free group on one generator x (it is isomor
phic to the infinite cyclic group Z but adopting this notation would be too 
confusing here). Since Z[x,x- I] s:: Z[F], we know (cf. 7.4.6 and 7.4.7) that 
HCl (Z[x, X-I]) splits into a direct product of abelian groups, all isomorphic 
to HC1(F), the index set being F itself. The element {x} corresponds, under 
this splitting, to the canonical generator of HI (F) c HI(F) x H3(F) x ... = 
HCI(F), where this latter group is identified with the component of index 
1 (trivial element in F) in the decomposition of HCI (Z[x, x-I D. 

The following lemma gives a cycle description of {x}. 

8.4.8 Lemma. Let Zn:= (n-1)!(x-l,x,x-l, ... ,x-l,x) E (Z[x,x- I])®2n. 
Then the element z:= (ZI, ... ,Zn, ... ) E ToT (BC-(Z[x,x-I])h is a cycle 
whose homology class is {x} E HCI(Z[x,x- I]). 

Proof. Recall that ToT means the product and not the sum (cf. 5.1.2), so 
ToT (BC-(A)h = A®2 x A®4 X •••• To prove that Z is a cycle it suffices 
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to show that b(zn) = B(zn-t}. Since we are working with BC (that is in the 
normalized framework) we have 

b(x-l,x, ... ,x) = (1,x-1, ... ,x) - (l,x, ... ,x- I ). 

On the other hand 

B(x-I,x, ... ,x) = n((1,x- I,x, ... ,x) - (1,x,x- I, ... ,x-I)), 

whence the equality b(zn) = B(Zn-I)' 
The element Z is in BC-(Z[B.F]), that is in the component indexed by 1, 

because x-Ix . .. x-Ix = 1. We know a priori that HCI (Z[B. F]) -+ HI (F) 
is an isomorphism because Hi(F) = 0 for i > 1. Therefore it suffices to 
check that the image of ZI in C (F, k) generates HI (F). This is clear because 
ZI = O!(x-I,x) = (x-I, x) comes from the element x E Z[F] c BC-(Z[F]h 
and the class of x is precisely the generator of HI (F). 0 

Giving an invertible matrix a E GLr(A) is equivalent to giving a ring 
homomorphism a : Z[x, x-I] -+ Mr(A), x H a. By naturality one gets an 
element a*{x} E HCI(Mr(A)). 

8.4.9 Proposition. For any a E GLr(A) representing [a] E KI(A) one has 

ch;:-([a]) = tr(a*{x}) 

= class of( ... ,n!(a-I,a, ... ,a-I,a), ... ) E HCI(A). 

If A is commutative its image by the natural map HCI(A) -+ HCI(A) = 
n~lk/dA is (det a)-Id(det a). 

Proof. By naturality of ch - it suffices to show that chI (x) = {x}. The natural 
inclusion F y G = G L(Z[x, X-I]) which sends x to the matrix 

ell J 
determines a commutative diagram 

C(F) 

../. 
C(G) 

-* CC- (Z[F]) 

../. 
-* CC-(Z[G]) 

Under these various maps the element {x} E HCI(Z[x,x- I]) corresponds to 
the canonical generator of HI(F) and so to [xl E HI(GL(Z[x,x- I]). Since 
the composition 
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is the identity (it is already the identity at the algebra level) the formula 
chl(x) = {x} is proved. 

The second equality follows from Lemma 8.4.8. 
In order to check the last formula we first check that the image of {x} in 

HCI is the class of (x-I, x), that is the class of x-Idx E {lI/d{l°. Then one 
applies the result of Exercise E.1.2.3. 0 

The following result compares the Chern character from K o and from K I . 

8.4.10 Proposition. For any ring A there is a natural commutative dia
gram where the vertical maps (which are injective) are product with [x] E 
KI (Z[x, X-I]) and with {x} E HCl (Z[x, X-I]) respectively 

Ko(A) 
ch;;-

HCr;(A) 

1 1 
chi"" 

Proof. On algebraic K-theory the product by [x] is given by [e] t--+ [xe + 1- e] 
where e is an idempotent. Remark that xe + 1 - e is invertible with inverse 
x-Ie + 1 - e. On negative cyclic homology the product is induced by the 
shuffle products (shuffles and cyclic shuffles) and was described in 5.1.13. 

To prove the commutativity of the diagram it suffices again to deal with 
the universal case, that is with R = k[eJl(e2 - e). Then the proof follows 
from the explicit computation of HCl (k[e,j,x,x- IJI(e2 - e,p - 1)) as in 
the proof of Proposition 8.3.8. The details are left to the reader. 0 

8.4.11 Remark. The injective map Ko(A) ----t KI(A[x, x-I]) is in fact natu
rally split (cf. Bass [1968]) and so is the HC- -map. Therefore, strictly speak
ing, the Chern character theory for K o is contained in the Chern character 
theory for K I. 

8.4.12 Chern Character and Product. The preceding result is in fact 
a particular case of a more general one which asserts that the Chern map 
from algebraic K-theory to negative cyclic homology is compatible with the 
ring structures (cf. 11.2.10). In dimension strictly greater than 0 this is a 
consequence of the following assertion: the Chern map 

is compatible with the product induced by the tensor product of matrices on 
the left-hand side (cf. Gaucher [1992]) and by the shuffle product on the right 
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one. At the time of writing there does not seem to be any proof in print (see 
Exercise E.8.4.4). 

A consequence of this property is a formula for the composite 

ch-
Kr (A) -+ K 2(A) ----t HC2"(A) -+ H5R(A) 

where K r is Milnor K -theory (d. 11.1.15). Let x and y be invertible elements 
in A. They determine an element {x,y} (Steinberg symbol) in Kr(A). On 
the other hand x-1y-1 dx dy defines an element in H5R(A). The above com
position sends {x,y} to x- 1y-1 dxdy. One can easily give an ad hoc proof of 
this statement. 

8.4.13 Chern-Connes Pairing (Cohomological Framework). Dualizing 
the Chern character defined above gives a pairing 

which is in fact the composite 

The compatibility of this pairing with the S-map follows from the preceding 
results. Here we anticipate on the next chapters by putting Kn(A) instead of 
Hn(GL(A), k), see Sect. 11.2 for more comments. 

8.4.14 Additive Version of the Chern Character. In this subsection we 
freely use the notions, notation and results of the first 2 sections of Chap. 10. 

U one replaces the general linear group by the Lie algebra of matrices, 
then there is still defined a fusion map 

I: U(gl(A)) -+ M(A) . 

It is induced by gl ® g2 ® ... ® gn 1---+ glg2 ... gn (product in M(A)). The 
relations of the universal enveloping algebra are verified since 

1(0: ® {3 - {3 ® 0:) = 0:{3 - {30: = [0:,{3] = 1([0:,{3]). 

So we can play the same game as before (see Sect. 3.3) for the computation 
of cyclic homology of U(gl(A)) and we get an additive Chern character 

chadd: H*(gl(A), k) -+ HC:;(U(gl(A))) -+ HC:;(A) . 

Suppose now that k => Q. Then in Sect. 10.2 we construct a map HC*_l (A) -+ 
H*(gl(A), k) which turns out to be injective (d. Theorem 10.2.4). 

8.4.15 Proposition. The composite 
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is the boundary map B appearing in the long exact sequence relating HC, 
Hcper and HC- (cf. Proposition 5.1.5). 

Proof. This is a straightforward computation whose ingredients are 

- Sect. 10.2 for the map HC*_l ~ H*{gl), 
- Sect. 3.3 for the map H*{gl) ~ HC;(U{gl)), 
- 8.4.14 for the additive fusion map, 
- 2.2.9 for the trace map. o 

Remark. This map is compatible with the product and this takes the form 
B(x x By) = Bx x By, which is Corollary 4.3.5. 

S.4.16 Corollary. The Dennis trace map in the additive framework gives a 
homomorphism H*(gl(A),k) ~ HH*{A), and the composite HC*-l(A) c....t 

H*(gl(A), k) ~ HH*(A) is Connes boundary map B. 0 

Exercises 

E.S.4.1. Fix a positive integer r. The Chern character ch;;- was defined by 
selecting the component Hn{G) into the product Hn(G) x Hn+2(G) x .... So a 
priori one can define a new Chern character ch;:-,r by choosing the component 
Hn+2r(G). Show that ch;:-,r = sr 0 chn+2r . 

E.S.4.2. Show, on an example, that ch;;- can detect elements which vanish via 
ch~er and a fortiori via chn,i. (Example A = k[cJ/c2 = 0 and take ((c, c, c)} E 
K3(A) C H3(GL(A)), (cf. Loday [1981J or Exercise E.l1.2.5.) 

E.B.4.3. Show that ch- is trivial on the decomposable part of H*(GL(A)). 
In other words let x. y be the product of x and y E it (G L{ A)) induced by 
the direct sum $, (cf. 12.2.12). Then show that ch-(x.y) = O. 

E.S.4.4. Suppose that A is commutative. Show that the tensor product of 
matrices gives rise to a well-defined map 

® : Hp{GL(A)) x Hq{GL{A)) ~ Hp+q{GL{A)) 

which makes the following diagram commutative (Ji = H*{GL{A), k), T = 
twisting map): 

Ji3 
idx. 

Ji2 

{. 4xid 

1° 
Ji4 

{. idxTxid 

Ji4 ®x® Ji2 Ji ) --+ 

(cf. Gaucher [1991a].) 
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8.5 The Bass Trace Conjecture 
and the Idempotent Conjecture 

The Chern character with value in cyclic homology or more precisely the 
Chern-Connes pairing was developed by A. Connes to prove an index formula 
in the non-commutative framework. It turns out that this index formula is an 
efficient tool to attack the so-called idempotent conjecture. This conjecture 
claims that for a torsion-free group G the only idempotents in the group 
algebra C[G], or more generally in the reduced C*-algebra C;(G), are 0 and 
1. It has been proved for some groups G by using the Chern-Connes pairing. 

Closely related to the idempotent conjecture is the Bass trace conjecture 
which concerns the Grothendieck group of the group algebra Z[G]. The con
nection with cyclic homology begins with the following remark: the Hattori
Stallings trace map is nothing but the Chern map cho.o. We begin this section 
by the Bass trace conjecture along the lines of B. Eckmann [1986]. 

The second part of this section, devoted to the idempotent conjecture, is 
essentially due to A. Connes. We only give a sketchy account of it here. 

8.5.1 Hattori-Stallings Trace Map. Let A be a ring and let P be 
a (right) f.g.p. A-module. Let Aab = A/[A, A] be the abelianization of 
A that is the quotient by the additive commutators ab - ba (note that 
Aab = HHo(A) = HCo(A)). The Hattori-Stallings trace map is a homo
morphism T : EndA(P) -+ Aab defined as follows. Since P is f.g.p. there is an 
isomorphism EndA(P) ~ P I8iA P* and T is the composition with the map 
(x I8i j) H f(x), x E P, f E P* = HomA(P, A). Suppose now that A is the 
group algebra k[G] of the group G over the commutative ring k. Then Aab is 
a free module over k with basis the conjugation classes of G. For fixed P and 
fixed conjugation class {z} the coefficient of {z} in T(idp) is denoted rp{z} 
and called the (z) -rank of P (over k). 

8.5.2 Bass Trace Conjecture. Let G be a group and let P be a f.g.p. 
Z[G]-module. Then rp(z) = 0 for z -=f. 1 in G. 

The following easy statement permits us to frame this problem in our 
setting. 

8.5.3 Proposition. For any f.g.p. A-module P one has cho([P]) = T(idp) 
and so, when A = k[G], one has 

cho([P]) = L: (rp{z) ){z} E (k[G])ab = HCo(k[G]) . 
(z)E{G) 

Proof. Let P = 1m e for some idempotent e in M(A). From the definition of 
the Hattori-Stallings map we have T(idp) = Tr(e) E Aab. On the other hand 
the Chern character cho is also given by cho([e]) = Tr(e) E HCo(A) = Aab.D 
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The following result gives homological conditions which ensure the validity 
of the Bass conjecture for torsion free groups. 

8.5.4 Theorem. Let G be a torsion free group. If the group Gz / {z} has finite 
homological dimension for all z E G (where Gz is the centralizer of z), then 
the Bass trace conjecture is true for G. 

Proof. By Proposition 8.3.8 cho factors through HC2n (Z(G]) for all n ~ O. 
On the other hand since G is torsion free the subset (G}fin of the set of con
jugation classes (G) is reduced to the unique element (I) and in order to 
prove that rp{z) = 0 for z i:- 1 it suffices to show that 0 = HC2n (Z(G])(z) = 
HC2n (Z(B. (G z , z)]) for z i:- 1 (with the notation of Sect. 7.3). Since z is in
finite cyclic, one has HC2n(Z(B.(Gz ,z)]) = H2n (Gz /{z},Z) (cf. 7.3.6). It 
follows from the homological assumption that this last group is 0 for n suffi
ciently large. This implies the vanishing of rp{z} for z i:- 1. 0 

8.5.5 Examples. Explicit examples require the computation of homological 
dimension of discrete groups and this is beyond the scope of this book. So 
we refer to the literature (Eckmann [1986]), where it is proved that the ho
mological hypothesis of Theorem 8.5.4 is fulfilled for torsion free groups G, 
with finite homological dimension, which are either 

- nilpotent, 
- solvable, 
-linear (G C GLr(F) with F = characteristic zero field), 
- or of cohomological dimension ~ 2. 

The Bass trace conjecture is obviously related to the following classical prob
lem. 

8.5.6 Idempotent Conjecture. Let k be a field (resp. C) and G a torsion 
free group. Then the only idempotents of the group algebra k[G] (resp. the 
reduced C* -algebra C; (G)) are 0 and 1. 

This is called the idempotent conjecture (resp. the generalized R. V. Kadi
son conjecture). 

8.5.7 The Reduced C*-Algebra and the Canonical Trace Map. Let 
us recall that to any discrete countable group G there is associated a C*
algebra C;(G), called the reduced C*-algebra of G (cf. 5.6.6). It contains the 
group algebra qG]. 

The canonical trace T : C; (G) -t C is the unique positive bounded (hence 
continuous) map which extends the trace on qG] and is given by T(E agg) = 
al (the (I}-rank). This trace can be extended to idempotents in matrices over 
C; (G) and so gives a map 
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8.5.8 Conjecture (Integrality of the Trace). If G is torsion free, then 
the image in C of the canonical trace r* is Z. 

Let us show briefly how this conjecture implies the idempotent conjecture 
for C;(G) (more details can be found in the excellent survey of A. Valette 
[1989]). Let e be an idempotent in C;(G). Up to conjugation by an invertible 
element one can suppose that e verifies e = e* = e2 . Then r(e) = r(ee*) and 
r(l - e) = r«l - e)(l - e*)) are positive integers. Since r(e) + r(l - e) = 1 
one can suppose that r(e) = o. Then r(ee*) = 0 and by the faithfulness of 
the trace it implies e = o. 

8.5.9 Relevance of Cyclic Homology to the Idempotent Conjecture. 
In many cases the canonical trace can be seen as the Chern-Connes pairing 
with a particular element a in HC2n(C;(G)) : 

r*([ej) = ([ej, a) E C. 

If the element a is the character of a p-summable Fredholm module, then 
it turns out that the pairing takes its values in Ko(C) = Z. This shows the 
integrality of the trace. We refer to the literature for explicit examples, cf. 
Connes [1990bj. 

Exercise 

E.8.5.1. Selberg Principle for Modular Representations. Let G be a 
group and let z E G be such that its class in (Gz)ab/(Gz)~b is =f. o. Show that 
for any idempotent e = Lg e(g)g in k[Gj one has 

L e(gzg-l) = 0 in k. 
gEG/G z 

(Mimick the proof of Theorem 8.5.4, cf. Blanc-Brylinski [1992].) 

Bibliographical Comments on Chapter 8 

The Chern character is certainly one of the most famous tools in algebraic topology 
and differential geometry. It has numerous different constructions and is treated in 
even more numerous textbooks. One of them is Milnor-Stasheff [1974]. Here we 
recalled the Chern-Weil definition in a, somehow, algebraic style, because it suits 
the sequel best. 

The importance of the expression tr (e de de ... de) was recognized quite early 
by Alain Connes, and independently by Max Karoubi. In fact it was the main 
motivation of Connes for studying cyclic homology (cf. Connes [CD. The translation 
in the homological framework was routine. Then came the extension of the Chern 
map to Kl = H1(GL) (loc. cit.) and later to Kn by Karoubi [1987]. The invariance 
of this Chern character map under composition with the S-map was proved by 
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these authors in their respective cases. The lifting to the HC- -theory is due to 
J.D.S. Jones [1987], see also Goodwillie [1986]. This is one side of the story. 

The other side goes back to an unpublished paper of Keith Dennis [1976], where 
he constructs the so-called Dennis trace map. In fact, as already mentioned, the new 
idea was really to use the fusion map. It is unfortunate that cyclic homology (and 
the notion of cyclic modules) was not around at that time because it is actually 
the lifting of the Dennis trace map to cyclic homology, which gives interesting 
invariants. 

For an elegant and efficient way to construct cyclic cocycles by using the Chern
Weyl theory, see Quillen [1989]. 

For the bivariant Chern character see Kassel [1989a], Wang [1990,1992]. For the 
Chern character in the C·-algebra setting see Baum-Connes [1988] and subsequent 
papers by A. Connes. 



Chapter 9. Classical Invariant Theory 

In the comparison of the homology of the Lie algebra of matrices with cyclic 
homology one of the key points is the following result which pertains to 
invariant theory: there is an isomorphism 

The aim of this small chapter is to give a self-contained account of the part of 
invariant theory which is needed to compute the homology groups H.(gl(A)) 
in the next chapter together with some more material to begin the computa
tion of H*(glr(A)) for fixed T. 

The first section states the fundamental theorems of invariant theory as 
they are classically stated. 

In Sect. 9.2 they are translated into the coinvariant framework in which 
we are going to work in the next chapter. It gives the isomorphism stated 
above, but we also give information on (glr(k)®n)glr(k) for any T. Though 
these results will only be used for T 2: n - 1 we state them in full generality. 

Section 9.3 describes the relations with the classical Cayley-Hamilton for
mula and Amitsur-Levitzki formula. 

Section 9.4 contains proofs of the fundamental theorems. 
Section 9.5 is devoted to similar results with the general linear group 

replaced by the orthogonal or symplectic group. 

Notation. In this chapter k is a field, unless otherwise stated. We freely 
abbreviate vector space into space. Let G be a group and V be a left k[G]
module. By definition the space of invariants is 

V G := {v E V I g. v = v for all 9 E G} 

and the space of coinvariants is 

VG := k Q$)k[G] V = V / {g. v - v I v E V , 9 E G} . 

When G is finite and IGI invertible in k, there is a canonical isomorphism 
VG ~ VG given by the averaging map 

1 
(v) 1-+ IGI Lg·v. 

gEG 

J.-L. Loday, Cyclic Homology
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998
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A generator VI 0 ... 0 Vn of v®n is denoted (VI, . .. , Vn). 

9.1 The Fundamental Theorems of Invariant Theory 

We state the two fundamental theorems of invariant theory for the general 
linear group in their classical form. 

9.1.1 The Fundamental Map 1-'. Let V be a finite dimensional k-vector 
space and let G L(V) be its group of automorphisms. The left action of the 
symmetric group Sn on v®n is given by place permutation 

o-(VI, ... ,Vn) = (Vu -l(I),.·.,Vu -l(n)). 

Extending by linearity gives rise to a ring homomorphism I-' : k[SnJ -+ 
End (v®n). Let GL(V) act diagonally on v®n, that is a(vt, ... ,vn) = 
(a(vI)' ... ' a(vn)) for a E GL(V), and by conjugation on End (v®n) : 
a(f) = a 0 f 0 a-I. Obviously the image of I-' lies in the invariant alge
bra End (v®n)GL(V). Our aim is to study the following algebra map and its 
dual 

9.1.2 Theorem (First Fundamental Theorem of Invariant Theory). 
Let k be a characteristic zero field. The map I-' : k[SnJ -+ End (v®n)GL(V) is 
surjective. 

The proof is postponed to Sect. 9.4. However we prove in 9.1.4 below a 
particular case for an infinite field (not necessarily of characteristic zero) un
der the assumption dim V 2: n. To fully understand 1-', it remains to compute 
its kernel. This is the object of the following 

9.1.3 Theorem (Second Fundamental Theorem of Invariant The
ory). Let k be a characteristic zero field and let V be a vector space of di
mension r. The kernel Ker{l-': k[SnJ -+ End (v®n)GL(V)) is 

- 0 ifr 2: n, 
- the two-sided ideal In,r of k[SnJ generated by 

er+1 = L sgn (0-)0- , if r < n . 
UE S r+l 

In this formulation the embedding of Sr in Sn (when r ~ n) corresponds 
to the action of Sr on {I, ... ,r}. The proof is also postponed to Sect. 9.4. 

The following corollary is the main ingredient of the theorem relating the 
homology of the Lie algebra of matrices with cyclic homology (Chap. 10). In 
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characteristic zero it follows immediately from 9.1.2 and 9.1.3, but we give 
an independent and elementary proof which has another advantage, it works 
without any characteristic assumption. 

9.1.4 Corollary. Let k be an infinite field and let V be a k-vector space with 
dim V = r ~ n. Then J.L : k[Snl -+ End (Vl8in)GL(V) is an isomorphism. 

Proof. Let el, ... , er be a basis for V and let f E End (Vl8in)GL(V). Then 
f(el, ... ,en) can be written as 'Eaj(eill ... ,eiJ where aj E k and i = 
(ill ... ' in). Replacing el by Ael for some A E k multiplies f(el, ... , en) by A. 
Therefore the sum is also multiplied by A. As k is infinite, this shows that 1 
appears once and only once in each n-tuple i involved in the summation (and 
similarly for the other indices 2, ... , n). Hence i is a permutation of (1, ... , n) 
and f(ell ... , en) = 'E a".a(el, ... , en), where the sum is extended over all 
a E Sn. We claim that f = 'E a".a. 

Indeed, for any other basis vector of Vl8in, there exists a E End (V) such 
that this vector is a(eb ... , en) (here we use r ~ n). Since f is GL(V)
invariant, one has 

f(a(el, ... ,en)) = a(f(el, ... ,en)) 

= a (L a".a{et, ... , en)) = L a".a(a(el, ... , en)) 

as required. 
This decomposition of f is unique because the vectors a(el' ... ' en), a E 

Sn, are linearly independent in vl8in thanks to the hypothesis dim V ~ n. 0 

Remark. In this proof we only use the fact that k is infinite. By a standard 
argument, this implies that the same assertion is true for k = Z. 

9.1.5 Corollary. Let k be a characteristic zero field and let V be an (n - 1)
dimensional k-vector space. Then there is an exact sequence 

Proof. By Theorem 9.1.2 J.L is surjective. By Theorem 9.1.3 the kernel In,n-l 
is generated by en E k[Snl. This element satisfies ena = aen = sgn (a)en for 
all a E Sn. Therefore the two-sided ideal generated by en is one-dimensional, 
whence the exact sequence. 0 

Exercise 

E.9.1.1. Prove that Corollary 9.1.4 is valid for k = Z and V a free abelian 
group. 
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9.2 Coinvariant Theory and the Trace Map 

The aim of this section is to translate the fundamental theorems of invariant 
theory into the coinvariant framework. The dualization introduces the trace 
map which plays a fundamental role. 

9.2.1 The Trace Map T Revisited. Let V* = Hom (V, k) be the dual of 
the k-vector space V. Consider the two maps 

{ (-,-) 
End(V)~V*®V )k 

given by e(¢,v)(w) = ¢(w)v, v E V, w E V, ¢ E V* and by (¢,v) = ¢(v) 
respectively. If V is finite dimensional over k, then e is an isomorphism and the 
composite (-, -) oe-1 is nothing but the standard trace map: (-, -) oe-1 = 
Tr. 

From now on we assume that V is finite dimensional and therefore V** ~ 
V. As a consequence there are canonical isomorphisms (V ® V*) ~ (V* ® V)* 
and End (V) ~ End (V)*. Explicitly the pairing End (V) x End (V) -t k 
associated to the latter one is given by (0.,13) = Tr(af3). 

From this point of view, it is also immediate that End (Vi8In) ~ End (V) ®n 
(rearrange the factors V and V*) and the pairing associated with the isomor
phism End (v)®n ~ (End(V)®n)* is simply ((a1, ... ,an),(f31, ... ,f3n)) = 
Tr(a1f31)'" Tr(anf3n). Remark that the action ofGL = GL(V) on End (v)®n 
is by diagonal conjugation: g(ab' .. , an) = (ga1g- 1, . .. , gang-1). 

We wish to give different formulations of the fundamental theorems by 
using these isomorphisms with dual spaces. First we note that for any G
module W the space (WG)* is canonically isomorphic to (W*)G. 

All the above isomorphisms assemble to give the following composite de
noted T, 

k[SnJ ~ End (v®n)GL ~ (End (v)®n)GL ~ ((End (v)®n)*)GL 

~ ((End (v)®n)GL)* . 

9.2.2 Proposition. Leta= (i1 ... ik)(j1 ... jr) ... (tl ... t s) be the cycle de
composition of a E Sn. Then the map T defined above is explicitly given 
by 

Proof. We freely use the fact that End (V) is isomorphic to V* ® V, where 
the product is given by 'lj; ® w.¢ ® v = 'lj;(v)¢ ® wand the trace map by 
Tr(¢ ® v) = ¢(v). 

As functions of (0.1,"" an), both expressions in the proposition are 
multilinear, therefore it suffices to show that they agree on the generators 
(¢1 ® vI, ... , ¢n ® vn). 
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On one hand we have 

n 

= II <PU-l(i) (Vi) . 
i=l 

The last equality follows from the formula (a, (<p, V)) = <p( a( V)) pairing 
End (V) and V* ® V. 

On the other hand we have 

Tr( ail' .. aik) = Tr( <Pi 1 ® Vit· <Pi2 ® Vi2' .... <Pik ® Vik) 
= Tr( <Pil (Vi2) ... <Pik-l (Vik )<pik ® Vi l ) 

= <pd Vi2 )<pi2 (Vi3) ... <Pik (ViJ 

and similarly for the other factors like (a31 ... ajJ. 
So the right-hand side of the expected formula is precisely equal to 

I1~=1 <Pi(Vu(i)) because i1 = O'(ik ), i2 = O'(i1)' etc. 
Since the two sides of the expected formula agree on decomposable ele-

ments, they agree everywhere. 0 

9.2.3 The Dual Map T*. The k-module k[Sn] is canonically isomorphic to 
its dual k[Sn]* since it comes with a preferred basis. For elements of Sn the 
scalar product is given by (0', T) t-t BUT ' where BUT is the Kronecker symbol. 

Consider the dual map 

obtained by dualizing T defined in 9.2.1 and composing with the isomorphism 
k[Sn]* ~ k[Sn]. 

From Proposition 9.2.2 it is clearly seen that 

In the sequel we state the fundamental theorems of invariant theory and 
in particular Corollaries 9.1.4 and 9.1.5 in the framework of Lie algebras. 

9.2.4 The Lie Algebra Framework. The space End (V) can be considered 
as a Lie algebra with Lie bracket given by [a,,8] = a,8 - ,8a. Then we write 
gl(V) instead of End (V). The Lie algebra gl(V) is a module over itself (i.e. a 
module over the enveloping algebra U(gl(V)), d. 10.1.2) and so is the tensor 
product gl (v)®n. More precisely, in this latter case, the right action is given 
by 

n 

[(a1,"" an), a] = I)a1,"" ai-1, [ai, a], aiH,"" an) . 
i=l 
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9.2.5 Lemma. The module of coinvariants (gl(v)®n)g/(V) is equal to the 
module (gl(v)®n)GL(V) (which is also (gl(v)®n)sL(V)). 

Proof. This is a consequence of the reductivity of SL(V), cf. A. Borel, Linear 
algebraic groups, Benjamin 1969, see §7. 0 

9.2.6 The Module In,r. Let In,r be the two-sided ideal of k[Snl generated 
by cr+l (cf. Theorem 9.1.3). Dualizing this inclusion and identifying k[Snl 
with its dual we get an exact sequence 

o -+ In,r -+ k[Snl -+ J~,r -+ 0 , 

which defines In,r' 
From the properties of In,r we note that the family of modules In,r forms 

a filtration of k[Snl, 

o = In,o C In,l C ... C In,n-l C In,n = In,n+l = ... = k[Snl . 

The choice of a basis for V permits us to identify gl(V) with glr(k), 
r = dim V. The following assertions are translations of 9.1.3,9.1.4 and 9.1.5. 

9.2.7 Theorem. Let k be a characteristic zero field. For any integer r ;::: 1 
the map 

is an isomorphism. o 

9.2.8 Corollary. Let k be an infinite field. The following Sn -equivariant map 
is an isomorphism for r ;::: n, 

o 

9.2.9 Corollary. Let k be a characteristic zero field. There is an exact se-
quence 

T· sgn 
0-+ (gln-l(k)®n)gln_l(k) ~ k[SnJ ) k -+ 0 

where sgn is the sign map (sgn(~auO') = ~ausgn(O')). o 

Note that T* is Sn-equivariant for the action on glr(k)®n by place permuta
tion and the action on k[ SnJ by conjugation. 

For future use let us prove the following result in which Eij is the elemen
tary matrix with 1 in the (i,j)-position and 0 everywhere else. 

9.2.10 Lemma. Let wand 0' be two permutations in Sn. The map T* is 
such that 

T*(Ew(l)U(l), ... , Ew(n)u(n)) = 0' 0 w- l . 
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In particular one has T*(EIlF(l)"'" EnlF(n») = a. 

Proof. Since EabEcd = 0 if b =j:. c and = Ead if b = c, Proposition 9.2.2 implies 
that T(o:) (Ew(l)lF(l), ... , Ew(n)lF(n») = 1 for 

0: = (w(l) a(l) = w(s) a(s) = w(t) .. . )( ... ) ... E Sn , 

and 0 otherwise. This permutation (described as a product of cycles above) 
is simply a 0 w-1 . 0 

Exercises 

E.9.2.1. For 7 = (12 ... n), prove that 1£(7) = E EhhEhj3 ... Ejnjl where 
the sum is extended over all possible sets of indices (jl,h, ... ,jn). 

E.9.2.2. Let sln(k) be the Lie algebra of n x n-matrices with trace zero. Let 
S~ be the subset of the symmetric group Sn consisting of permutations which 
have no I-cycles (examples: S~ = {(12)}, S~ = {(123), (132)}). Prove that 
(sZr(k)®n)slr(k) ~ k[S~] for r ~ n. 

E.9.2.3. Let Yij, 1 ~ i, j ~ n, be indeterminates and let Tn be the subspace 
of k[Yij] spanned by the monomials Yi!i 1 Yi232 ... Yinjn where {it,i2, ... ,in} 
and {jllj2, ... ,jn} are permutations of {1,2, ... ,n}. Prove that there is a 
canonical linear isomorphism between the space of multilinear trace expres-
sions Tr(xi1 ••• Xik )Tr(xjl ... XjJ ... Tr(xtl ... Xt.} and Tn. [The associated 
monomial is Yiki1 Yid2 ... Y.ikYjrjl ...... Y.t.]. Let Ir+l be the ideal of k[Yij] 
generated by the (r + 1) x (r + 1) minors of the generic matrix Y = (Yij). 
Prove that under the above identification the space of trace relations of 
r x r-matrices corresponds to Tn n Ir+1 (in other words k[Sn] ~ Tn, a H 

YIlF(l)Y2lF(2) ... YnlF(n) and In,r ~ Tn n Ir+l)' 

9.3 Cayley-Hamilton and Amitsur-Levitzki Formulas 

In this section we exhibit the relationship of invariant theory as treated be
fore with the classical Cayley-Hamilton formula and the Amitsur-Levitzki 
formula. The Cayley- Hamilton formula is going to be used in the next sec
tion. The Amitsur-Levitzki formula, for which we give the proof by S. Rosset 
[1976], is closely related to the generator of HC2n(k). 

9.3.1 Characteristic Polynomial. Let 0: be an n x n-matrix over k. By 
definition the characteristic polynomial of 0: is 

Pn(o:, X) = det (X idn - 0:) = xn - detl(o:)Xn-l + .. . 
+( -l)ideti(o:)Xn-i + ... + (-I)ndetn(O:) , 
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where X is an indeterminate and det is the classical determinant. 
It is well-known that det1(0:) = Tr(o:) and that detn(o:) = det (0:). More 

generally we have the following 

9.3.2 Lemma. The coefficient deti = deti(O:) is a homogeneous polynomial 
of degree i in Tr(o:), Tr(0:2), ... , Tr(o:i), where Tr(o:i) is of degree j. More 
precisely, with the notation of Sect. 9.2, we have 

Proof. Embed k in an algebraic closure k and suppose that 0: is diagonalizable. 
It is sufficient to treat the case where diagonalizable matrices are dense (for 
the Zariski topology) in the space of all n X n-matrices. By definition deti(O:) 
is the ith elementary symmetric function of the eigenvalues >'1,' .. , An of 0:. 
On the other hand sr(O:) = Tr(o:r) = Xl + .. , + A~, is a symmetric function 
of the eigenvalues. Its expression in terms of the functions deti comes from 
Newton's formulas: 

9.3.3 Remark. The expression of deti as a polynomial in Tr( o:i) does not 
depend on the size of 0:. For instance 

detl(O:) = T(cl}(O:) = Tr(o:) , 

2det2(0:) = T(c2)(0:) = Tr(0:)2 - Tr(0:2) , 

6det3(0:) = T(c3)(0:) = Tr(0:)3 - 3Tr(0:)Tr(0:2) + 2Tr(0:3) . 

9.3.4 Proposition. The Cayley-Hamilton formula for n X n-matrices zs 
equivalent to the fundamental trace identity for n x n-matrices, that is 
T(cn+1)(O:t, ... ,O:n+d = o. 

Proof. By Proposition 9.2.2 cn+1 gives rise to a map T(cn+d from End (v)®n+l 
to k of the form (0:1, ... , O:n+d t--+ Tr(Q(O:l, ... , O:n)O:n+1), where Q is some 
polynomial in n variables. One deduces immediately that 

~ ·n' . 
Q(o:, ... ,o:) = L.,,(-l)'-:iT(ci)(o:, ... ,o:)o:n-,. 

z. 
i=O 

n times i times 

Comparing with Lemma 9.3.2, we get Q(o:, ... , 0:) = n!Pn(O:j 0:). By the 
Cayley-Hamilton formula, which is Pn(O:j 0:) = 0 for all n x n-matrices, we 
deduce Q(o:, ... ,0:) = 0 for all n x n-matrices 0:. Hence its multilinearization 
is also trivial on n X n-matrices. This implies that T( cn+1) is a zero functional 
when dim (V) = n. 

The converse is a consequence of the non-degeneracy of the trace map.o 
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9.3.5 Example. For n = 2, Q(Ql, (2) = QIQ2+Q2QI-Tr(QdQ2-Tr(Q2)Ql
Tr(QIQ2)Id + Tr(Q})Tr(Q2)Id, and then 

Tr(Q(QI, Q2)Q3) = Tr(QIQ2Q3) + Tr(Q2QIQ3) - Tr(QI)Tr(Q2Q3) 

- Tr(Q2)Tr(QIQ3) - Tr(QIQ2)Tr(Q3) 

+ Tr(Ql)Tr(Q2)Tr(Q3) 

= T(E:3)(QI' Q2, (3) . 

9.3.6 The Amitsur-Levitzki Identity. As seen before in the special case 
of the Cayley-Hamilton formula, there is an equivalence between elements in 
In,r and multilinear matrix identities. We are interested here in the special 
case of the Amitsur-Levitzki formula. It corresponds to a particular element 
of hn+1,n which is related to the canonical generator of HC2n (k). 

9.3.7 Theorem (Amitsur-Levitzki Identity). Let QI, ... ,Q2n be n x n
matrices over a commutative ring. Then 

L sgn (a)QO"(l)QO"(2)'" QO"(2n) = 0 . 
O"ES2n 

Proof. Let 

Sr(Ql, ... , Qr) = L sgn (a)QO"(1) QO"(2)'" QO"(r) . 
O"ESr 

As S2n (Ql , ... , Q2n) is a polynomial with integral coefficients in the entries of 
Qi, i = 1, ... , 2n, it suffices to show the Amitsur-Levitzki formula for matrices 
over a characteristic zero field k. 

We first collect a few facts. 

(i) From the Cayley-Hamilton formula and Lemma 9.3.2 we 'deduce that, if 
Q is an n x n-matrix over a commutative ring R such that Tr(Qi) = 0 for 
all i > 0, then Qn = o. 

(ii) If r is even, then Tr(Sr(QI"" ,Qr» = O. This is an immediate conse-
quence of the relation Tr( Qil Qi2 ... Qir - Qi2 ... Qir QiJ = o. 

Now let V be a 2n-dimensional vector space over k with basis el,"" e2n' 
Consider the exterior algebra A*V = k E:B V E:B AV E:B A2V E:B ••• , and let R 
be the subalgebra of A*V generated by k = AOV and A2V. It is clear that R 
is central in A*V and, a fortiori, commutative. Consider the n x n-matrix Q 
over A*V given by 

Q = Qlel + ... + Q2ne2n E Mn(V) C Mn(A*V) . 

Its kth power in Mn(A*V) ~ Mn(k) ® A*V is 
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Obviously a k = 0 if k > 2n. Since we want to prove S2n(al, ... , a2n) = 0, 
we have to look at a 2n = S2n(a1, ... , a2n)el /\ ... /\ e2n. From the equality 
a 2n = (a 2)n and the fact that the entries of a 2 are in the commutative ring 
R, we deduce from (i) that the relation a 2n = (a2)n = 0 is a consequence of 
Tr (a2y = 0 for all r > o. From the expression of a k above, this amounts to 
prove that Tr (S2r(ail' ... ' aiJ) = 0, which is (ii). 0 

We now translate this result into a statement about 12n+1,n' Let Ur C Sr 
be the conjugacy class of circular permutations, i.e. permutations a such that 
a = grg- l for some 9 E Sr and r = (12 . .. r). If r is odd, say r = 2n+ 1, 
then sgn(g) does not depend on 9 (for a fixed a) and we denote this number 
bya(a). 

9.3.8 Corollary. The Amitsur-Levitzki element ALn := L~Eu a(a)a lies 
... 2n+l 

in 12n+1,n n k[U2n+d. 

Proof. The point is to prove that ALn E 12n+l ,n' Let us start with the 
Amitsur-Levitzki formula, and let a2n+1 be another n x n-matrix. Then 

Tr ( L sgn(g)ag(l)". ag(2n)a2n+1) = 0 
gE S2n 

for any set (al,'.' ,a2n+d of n x n-matrices. But the left-hand side of this 
equality is precisely T(ALn) applied to (a1, ... , a2n+1), so T(ALn) = 0 and 
ALn E KerT = 12n+l ,n' 0 

9.3.9 Remark. Since (a, {3) t--t Tr(a{3) is a non-degenerate bilinear form, 
the inclusion ALn E hn+l,n implies the Amitsur-Levitzki formula. This is 
the way this formula is proved in B. Kostant's paper [1958] for instance. 

9.3.10 Remark. It can be proved that 12n+1,n n k[U2n+1] is in fact 1-
dimensional (and so generated by ALn). 

Exercises 

E.9.3.I. Let Xl, X2,.'" Xn be n indeterminates and put ti = xi +x~+ ... +x~. 
Show that XlX2 ... Xn is a polynomial in tl, ... , tn obtained as follows. In the 
expression of en = (l/n!) LuES" sgn(a)a, replace each full cycle of length i 
by ti. Example for n = 3 one gets (1/6)(tltltl - t2h - t2tl - t2h + t3 + t3) = 
(1/6)(t~ - 3t2tl + 2t3). 
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E.9.3.2. The Mixed Discriminant. Let al, ... , an be n n X n-matrices. 
For each permutation a E Sn let D(a) be the determinant of the n X n

matrix whose ith row is the ith row of au(i). The mixed discriminant is then 
defined by D(al, ... ,an) = LUESn D(a). Show that D({3an,.·. ,(3an'Y) = 
(det 'Y)(det{3)D(aI, ... ,an). Show that it vanishes over (n-l) X (n-l)
matrices. Deduce its expression in terms of traces. [By Corollary 9.1.4 and 
Proposition 9.2.2 D is a scalar multiple of Ten. Specializing to ai = Eii shows 
that this scalar is 1. Hence D(al, ... , an) = LUESn sgn(a)Tu(al' ... ' an).] 

E.9.3.3. For any integer n let 

Q(Xl, ... , Xn, YI,···, Yn) 

= L sgn (aw) (X U (1)Yw(1)XU (2)YW(2) ... Xu(n)Yw(n)) , 

where the sum is extended over all a and wE Sn. 
Show that for any n x n-matrices aI, ... ,a2n with coefficients in a com

mutative ring one has 
Q2n(al, ... , a2n) = 0 

(due to Q. Chang on one hand and A. Giambruno and S.K. Sehgal on the 
other hand. See Formanek [1990, p.8].) 

9.4 Proofs of the Fundamental Theorems 

The proofs of the fundamental theorems of invariant theory for the general 
linear case is classical. It uses the double centralizer theorem which we take 
for granted. 

9.4.1 Proof of the First Fundamental Theorem. Let A be the image 
of k[GL(V)] in End (v®n) (where GL(V) acts diagonally) and let B be the 
image of k[Sn] in End (v®n). We want to prove that the centralizer Z(A) of 
A in End (V®n) is B. 

As B is a product of full matrix algebras and v®n is a faithful finitely 
generated representation of B, we can apply the double centralizer theorem 
(d. for instance I. Reiner, Maximal orders, Corollary 7.10). It asserts that 
Z(B) = A implies Z(A) = B. Let us prove the former equality. The central
izer of B is the symmetric algebra sn (End (V)) C End (v)®n. On the other 
hand A is generated by the diagonal elements (a, ... , a), a E End (V). The 
equality Z(B) = A expresses the familiar fact that, rationally, a symmetric 
multilinear function is uniquely determined by the associated form (example: 
a 0 {3 + {3 0 a = (a + (3) 0 (a + (3) - a 0 a - {3 0 (3 is determined by the 
quadratic form x 0 x). 0 

9.4.2 Representations of the Symmetric Group. We recall some ele
mentary facts about the irreducible representations of the symmetric group 
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over a characteristic zero field. Let A = {AI ~ A2 ~ ... ~ An} be a partition 
of n = Al + A2 + ... + An. To any such partition is associated a Young diagram 
of n boxes, for instance for a = {4, 2,1,0,0,0, O} we get 

The irreducible representations of Sn are indexed by the partitions of n 
(or equivalently by the Young diagrams with n boxes). 

A standard Young tableau t is a Young diagram filled in with the integers 
{I, 2, ... ,n} in such a way that all rows and all columns are filled increasingly; 
examples: 

~234 5 6 
7 

F346 

2 7 

5 

To each Young tableau t one can associate an idempotent in the group 
algebra k[SnJ, called the Young symmetrizer of t. It is defined as follows. Let 
R t be the stabilizer of the rows (this is a subgroup of Sn ) and similarly let 
Ct be the stabilizer of the columns. Then, put 

1 1 "-
et = #Ct L sgn(u)u and 'fJt = #Rt L...J u. 

(TEe, (TER, 

Observe that (et'fJt}2 = aet'fJt for some non-zero rational number a. 
The Young symmetrizer of t is et'fJt/a E k[Snl. For instance the Young 

symmetrizer associated to the Young tableau which has only one column is 
en/n!. 

The regular representation of Sn, that is A = k[Snl viewed as an Sn
module via left multiplication, splits into isotypic components AA' A = par
tition of n. One can prove that the isotypic component A,,, is the sum of the 
images of the Young symmetrizers attached to the standard Young tableaux 
of shape A. We denote by A~r+l the direct sum of the isotypic components 
A>. for A a Young diagram whose number of columns is more than or equal 
to r + 1. 

Recall that the map jJ : k[SnJ -+ End (v®n)GL(V) sends a permutation to 
the endomorphism of V which permutes the coordinates accordingly. 

9.4.3 Proof of the Second Fundamental Theorem. In order to prove 
that In,r = Ker jJ (with r = dim V) is equal to the two-sided ideal (er+d it 
is sufficient to prove the following 
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9.4.4 Lemma. There are inclusions 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(cr+d c Ker J1, 

KerJ1, C A;::rH 

A;::r+l C (cr+d . 

Proof. (a) Replace n by r in Proposition 9.3.4. Then the Cayley-Hamilton 
formula implies that T(CrH)(al,"" an) = T(cr+d(al,"" a r ) Tr(arH)'" 
Tr(an ) = 0 for all sets of matrices all'" an. Hence CrH C KerT = Ker J1,. 
Since Ker J1, is a two-sided ideal we have (CrH) C Ker J1, as expected. 

(b) Since J1, is an algebra homomorphism, either J1,(AA) ~ AA or J1,(AA) = 0 
for a given partition >.. Let us prove that J1,(AA) f:. 0 when>. has no more 
than r columns. Consider a Young tableau t of shape >.. Let (el," . , er ) be a 
basis for V. Let Vt be the monomial in v®n which has ei in tensor position j 
iff j occurs in row i of t (this is possible since the number of columns is::; r). 
In our example of Young tableau above Vt = (el' e2, el, el, ea, ell e2)' 

By definition of Vt we have J1,(TJt}(Vt) = (#Rt)vt. So it is enough to show 
that J1,(Ct)(Vt) f:. O. But this is quite easy to see because, if'Y E Ct , 'Y f:. id, 
then J1,C'Y)(Vt) is another monomial (eil' " ., ein) which is distinct from Vt. 
Thus J1,(ct}(vt} = Vt+ (other monomials) f:. O. 

(c) It is sufficient to prove that the Young symmetrizer of t whose shape 
has no less than r columns is in (crH)' First, ct is a multiple of Esgn(a)a 
where the sum is extended over the stabilizer of the first column. But this 
column is of length ~ r + 1, so this element can be written as a sum of 
conjugates of Cr+l' Hence the Young symmetrizer of any such tableau is in 
(crH)' 0 

9.5 Invariant Theory for the Orthogonal 
and Symplectic Groups 

In this section we state the results of invariant theory necessary for the com
putation of the homology of the Lie algebras of orthogonal (9.5.1 to 9.5.6) 
and symplectic (9.5.7 to 9.5.13) matrices. We refer to Procesi [1976] for the 
proofs. 

9.5.1 Notation. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over the char
acteristic zero field k. Let (-, -) : V x V ~ k be a non-degenerate bilinear 
form on V. It induces an isomorphism V ~ V·, v f-t (w f-t (v,w)). Hence 
End (V) can be replaced by V ® V and End (v®n) by v®n ® v®n = V®2n. 
First we suppose that (-, -) is symmetric, (v, w) = (w, v). By definition the 
orthogonal group O(V) is the subgroup of GL(V) such that 

a E O(V) ¢} (a(v), a(w)) = (v, w) . 
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The twisting map on V ® V given by v ® w f-t w ® v induces a f-t at on 
End (V). Obviously a E O(V) iff aat = id. 

Our aim is to describe the space of invariants (End (v®n)* )O(V). The first 
fundamental theorem claims that this space is spanned by the forms 

(al"'" an) f-t Tr(Xil '" Xik)Tr(Xit ... Xjr)'" Tr(xml '" xmJ 

where (il ... ik)(jl ... jr) ... (mI' .. ms) is a permutation of {I, 2, ... , n} and 
Xi is either ai or a~. 

Note that even if dim V is large these invariants are not independent. For 
instance Tr(ata2) and Tr(ala~) give the same invariant map. In fact we will 
give another formulation, more precise and more suitable for our purposes. 

As before the symmetric group Sn acts on End (v®n) = End (v)®n by 
permuting the variables. But now we also have an action of (Z/2z)n, the 
ith generator "Ii acting by "Ii(at. ... ,an ) = (al, ... ,ai-l,af,ai+t, ... ,an). 
Combining these two actions yields an action of the hyperoctahedral group 
Hn = (Z/2z)n ><I Sn (semi-direct product). This group is considered as a 
subgroup of S2n by letting Sn act diagonally, that is similarly on {I, 2, ... , n} 
and on {n + I, ... , 2n}, and by letting "Ii act by the transposition (i n + i). 

Consider now the polynomial algebra k[Yij] where i and j range over 
{1, ... ,2n}. Let An be the subspace spanned by the monomials Yi Ii2 Yi3i4'" 

Yi2n - l i 2n such that {it, ... , i2n } is a permutation of {I, 2, ... , 2n}. Obvi
ously S2n acts transitively on An. In fact any monomial is of the form 
U(YI n+!Y2 n+2 ... Yn 2n) for some U E S2n' The isotropy subgroup of the 
monomial YI n+IY2 n+2 ... Yn 2n is precisely Hn. Therefore there is a canoni
cal isomorphism k[S2n/HnJ ~ An. 

9.5.2 Theorem (First Fundamental Theorem for the Orthogonal 
Group). The composite map 

T: k[S2n/Hnl ~ An ~ ((v®2n)*)O(V) ~ (End (v®n)*)O(V) 

induced by Yi I i 2 Yi3 i4 ••• Yi2n-l i 2n f-t «VI"", V2n) f-t (ViI' Vi 2 ) ••• (Vi2n_I' Vi2J) 

is surjective. 

Proof. Cf. Procesi [1976, p.326]. o 

9.5.3 Remark. The group Hn is acting on S2n/ Hn by left multiplication 
(or equivalently by conjugation) and is acting on the space (End (v®n)*)O(V) 
(see above). It is immediate to verify that T is Hn-equivariant. 

9.5.4 Remark. To compare with the formulation in terms of traces, show 
that for n = 2 the images of (1)(2)(3)(4), (12)(3)(4) and (14)(2)(3) are re
spectively Tr(al)Tr(a2)' Tr(ala2), Tr(ala~). 

For any irreducible representation of S2n associated to a partition >., we 
denote by (Anh the isotypic component of An. 
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9.5.5 Theorem (Second Fundamental Theorem for the Orthogonal 
Group). The kernel of the map T: k[S2n/Hnl ~ An -+ (End (v®n)*)O(V) 

is the sum of the isotypic components (An)., A = {Al,"" An}, such that 
Al ~ dim V + 1. In particular T is an isomorphism as soon as dim V ~ n.D 

9.5.6 Remark. When dim V = n - 1 the only Young diagram involved is 

I I I I I I 
We now translate the stable results needed in Sect. 10.5 in terms of Lie 

algebras. Let dim V = r and choose the standard symmetric bilinear form on 
V. Then the Lie algebra o(V) of skew-symmetric matrices (at + a = 0), is 
denoted Or ( k ) . 

9.5.7 Corollary. Let k be a characteristic zero field. The Hn-equivariant 
map T* : (glr(k)®n)or(k) -+ k[S2n/Hnl is an isomorphism when r ~ 2n. 0 

Remark. We would like to be able to describe the first non-stable case, that 
is the cokernel of T* when r = n - 1. This means getting a description of 
In,n-l in the orthogonal case. But there is no such nice description like in 
9.3.3, because here In,n-l is of dimension> 1. 

9.5.8 The Symplectic Case. We now treat the case of an antisymmetric 
non-degenerate bilinear form (-, -) : V x V -+ k. It is similar to the previous 
case, with some extra information concerning the Pfaffian. 

The isomorphism V Q9 V -+ V Q9 V, v Q9 w f-t -w Q9 v induces an involution 
on End (V) ~ V* Q9 V ~ V Q9 V, which is denoted by a f-t aa. Let Sp(V) = 
{a E GL(V) I (a(v),a(w)) = (v,w)} be the symplectic group and sp(V) be 
the associated Lie algebra. 

The first fundamental theorem has almost the same shape as in the or
thogonal case, except that aa replaces at. The polynomial algebra is now 
k[Yij] with Yij = -Yji and Yii = O. The space spanned by the monomi
als Yi1 i2 Yi3 i4 ••• Yi2n-li2n' where {il' ... ,i2n } is a permutation of {I, ... , 2n}, 
is denoted A;;-l. Note that there is an isomorphism of S2n-modules A;;-l ~ 
An Q9 (sgn), where (sgn) is the one dimensional sign representation. 

9.5.9 Theorem. (First Fundamental Theorem for the Symplectic 
Group). The composite map 

T: k[S2n/ Hnl ~ A;;:l -+ «v®2n)*)Sp(V) ~ (End (v®n)*)Sp(V) 

induced by 

is surjective. 
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Proof. Cf. Procesi [1976, p.340]. o 
9.5.10 Remark. The action of Hn on k[S2n/ Hnl is now by left multiplication 
and multiplication by the sign (through the inclusion Hn C S2n)' Thus T is 
Hn-equivariant. Note that, as an S2n-module, A~l decomposes as a direct 
sum EB>.(A~l)>. where.A has an even number of columns. 

9.5.11 Theorem (Second Fundamental Theorem for the Symplectic 
Group). The kernel of the map T: k[S2n/Hn]9:! A~l ~ (End (V0n )*)Sp(V) 

is the sum of the isotypic components (A~l h, .A = {.AI,"" .An} such that 
.AI 2: (1/2)dim V + 2. In particular T is an isomorphism as soon as dim V 2: 
2n. 

Proof. Cf. Procesi [1976]. o 
The translation in the coinvariant framework gives the following 

9.5.12 Proposition. Let k be a characteristic zero field. The Hn -equivariant 
map T* : (gl2r(k)0n )SP2r(k) ~ k[S2n/Hn] is an isomorphism when r 2: n. 0 

Remember that the Hn-structure of k[S2n/ Hnl is by multiplication on the 
left and multiplication by the sign. 

9.5.13 The Pfaffian. Let a = (aij) be a 2n x 2n antisymmetric matrix. By 
definition the Pfaffian of a is the element 

Pf (a) := L sgn(0')aO'(1)0'(2) '" aO'(2n-l)0'(2n) , 

O'E<P 

where <P = {a E S2n 10'(1) < 0'(3) < ... < 0'(2n - 1) and 0'(2i - 1) < 0'(2i) 
for all i}. For example 

Pf [~a ~] = a and 

PI [ -~" 
a12 a13 0"] 0 a23 a24 

0 = a12 a 34 - a13a 24 + a14a 23 . 
-a13 -a23 a34 

-a14 -a24 -a34 0 

Note that <P is a set of representatives for the classes of S2n/ Hn. If we take 
for a the generic matrix y = [Yijh::;i,j::;2n then Pf(y) is an element of A~l 
and under the isomorphism described above can be considered as an element 
of k[S2n/ Hn]. The Pfaffian plays the following role in invariant theory. 

The first unstable case is for dim V = 2r = 2(n - 1). Then the kernel of 
T* corresponds to 
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and therefore is one-dimensional (as in the linear case). It is generated (as 
an element of A;;: 1) by the Pfaffian of the generic antisymmetric matrix 

[Yij h~i,j9n' 

The translation of these results in terms of Lie algebras is as follows. For 
V = k2r we choose the symplectic form Jr = JED ..• ED j, where 

. [0 1] 
J = -1 0 ' 

and we put sp(V) = sP2r(k). 

9.5.14 Proposition. Let k be a characteristic zero field. There is an exact 
sequence 

Pf' 
0-+ (ghn-2(k) l8in)SP2n_2(k) -+ k[S2n/ HnJ ---t k -+ 0 

where Pf* is dual to the Pfaffian. o 

Exercises 

E.9.5.l. Show that in terms of elementary matrices Eij we have /1-(0') = 
r:(Eil'''(l)' Ei2i ,,(2) ' ••• ,Eini,,(n») where the sum is extended over all possible 
sets of indices {iI, ... , in}. Similarly in the orthogonal framework show that 

where Pij = (1/2)(Eij + Eji ) . 

E.9.5.2. Show that (End (V)18i2)O(V) is isomorphic to the commutative al
gebra generated by a and b with the relations a2 = 1 and b2 = b, when 
dim V 2: 2. 

E.9.5.3. Let 0: be a skew-symmetric matrix of dimension 2n. Show that 
det (0:) = Pf (0:)2. 

Bibliographical Comments on Chapter 9 

The main reference for classical invariant theory is undoubtedly H. Weyl's book 
entitled "Classical groups". However, as R. Howe says, "most people who know 
the book feel the material in it is wonderful. Many also feel the presentation is 
terrible." Among the difficulties to read that book is the fact that the notion of 
tensor product was not fully understood at that time (1946). For instance there is 
no 0 sign in this book. 

There is a lot of ways to present invariant theory. One can work with polyno
mial functions, or multilinear functions. The emphasis can be put on the algebra 
structure or on the Sn-module structure. Some people take bases, some others work 
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intrinsically. As a result it is often difficult to make the connection between different 
papers. 

Of course we also made a choice here. But we tried to show how taking the 
dual gives different versions of invariant theory. Our main references are C. Procesi 
[1976, 1979). For a characteristic free treatment see de Concini and C. Procesi, 
[1976). 

For the Amitsur-Levitzki formula we give the (very elegant) proof due to S. 
Rosset [1976). In our context the reader might like to read B. Kostant [1958). 

Note that the first appendix of Atiyah-Bott-Patodi [1973) contains a quick way 
of deducing the first fundamental theorem for the orthogonal group from its ana
logue for the general linear group. 

After writing this chapter I came across the excellent short monography of E. 
Formanek [1990) on the subject. 



Chapter 10. Homology of Lie Algebras 
of Matrices 

One of the main properties of cyclic homology is its relationship with the 
homology of the Lie algebra of matrices. Explicitly it takes the following 
form. For any unital associative algebra A over a characteristic zero field k, 
there is a canonical isomorphism of graded Hopf algebras 

H.(gl(A), k) ~ A(HC.(A)[l]) . 

The left-hand side is the homology of the Lie algebra of matrices over A with 
coefficients in k and the right-hand side is the graded symmetric algebra of 
cyclic homology (considered as a graded vector space shifted by 1). Another 
way of stating this result is in terms of the primitive part of these Hopf 
algebras, 

PrimH.(gl(A)) ~ HC.-1(A) . 

The point in this main theorem is the absence of matrices in the definition of 
HC.(A), which makes it far easier to compute than the homology of gl{A). 
Obtained as an attempt to compute algebraic K-theory this result was dis
covered independently and simultaneously by Loday-Quillen [1983, LQ] and 
Tsygan [1983]. 

In several problems, what is needed is the computation of the homology 
of glr(A) for a fixed integer T. This is a more complicated problem, which has 
not yet been completely solved. However, in Loday-Quillen [LQJ we proved 
some stability results in this direction, 

and we computed the first obstruction to stability. In the commutative case, 
this computation takes the form of an exact sequence 

The computation of Hn(gZr(A)) for T < n is not yet achieved and in 10.3.9 
we propose a conjecture in terms of the A-decomposition of HC.(A). 

Similar computations can be worked out with the adjoint representation 
as coefficients, and also with the orthogonal and symplectic algebra in place 
of the Lie algebra of all matrices. For these last cases cyclic homology has to 
be replaced by dihedral homology. 

J.-L. Loday, Cyclic Homology
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998
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For a long time I was hoping for a similar result with Hochschild homology 
in place of cyclic homology. The question was: what is going to play the role 
of the homology of gl(A)? The answer came from the following simple, but 
striking fact, that I discovered in January 1989: 

"The Chevalley-Eilenberg boundary map on the exterior algebra Ag can 
be lifted to the tensor algebra Tg into a (new) boundary map". 

This gives rise to a new complex (Tg, d) whose homology is denoted 
H L* (g) and called non-commutative homology of the Lie algebra g. Then, 
the relationship with Hochschild homology is an isomorphism 

HL*(gl(A) 2:: T(HH*(A)[l]) . 

The main tool, in the proof of this theorem, was constructed by C. Cuvier 
[1991]. 

Section 10.1 is concerned with the general properties of Lie algebra homol
ogy and cohomology. It is a classical topic which can be found in textbooks 
(cf. Cartan-Eilenberg [CE], Koszul [1958]). 

Section 10.2 contains the proof of the main theorem which computes 
H*(gl(A» in terms of cyclic homology. One of the main inputs is the iso
morphism (gl@n)gl 2:: k[Sn] proved in the preceding chapter on invariant 
theory. 

Section 10.3 contains the proof of the stability results. Again invariant 
theory plays a crucial role. 

Section 10.4 describes the computation when the coefficients are in the 
adjoint representation. 

In Sect. 10.5 gl(A) is replaced by the Lie algebra of skew-symmetric ma
trices o(A) and symplectic matrices sp(A). Then cyclic homology is replaced 
by dihedral homology (in both cases). The main change in the proof is the 
call to other results of invariant theory which are slightly more complicated. 

Section 10.6 contains the most recent results in this framework. It concerns 
the non-commutative version of Lie algebra homology. First we show that the 
Chevalley-Eilenberg boundary map can be lifted from the exterior module to 
the tensor module. Then the proof of the main theorem which computes 
HL*(gl(A» in terms of HH*(A) begins as in the Lie case. However this 
method gives a new complex which is bigger than the Hochschild complex. 
The second part of the proof consists in proving that these two complexes 
are quasi-isomorphic. Stability properties and the obstruction to stability are 
as expected. 

Standing Notation. For any non-negatively graded module M = $n?oMn 
the graded symmetric algebra of M is denoted AM (cf. Appendix A.1). If 
the grading of M is not specified it is understood that M is concentrated in 
degree 1 (if in degree zero, then we adopt the notation S(M». For instance 
Ag (also denoted A*g) is Eng in degree n. 
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Standing Assumption. In this chapter A is always supposed to be unital 
unless otherwise stated. 

10.1 Homology of Lie Algebras 

In this section we recall the fundamentals of the homology and cohomology 
of Lie algebras. We also state and prove some technical general results which 
are going to be used later. Among them is the triviality of the adjoint action 
on the homology (and also cohomology) and the fact (due to J.-L. Koszul) 
that taking the coinvariants under the action of a reductive sub-Lie algebra 
does not change the homology. 

All this material is standard and can be found in textbooks. The only 
original idea is formula (10.1.3.3), which is going to playa fundamental role 
in Sect. 10.6. 

10.1.1 Lie Algebras and Modules. A Lie algebra over k is a k-module 9 
equipped with a k-bilinear map 

[-, -] : 9 x 9 -+ 9 

called the Lie bmcket, which satisfies the following two conditions: 
(a) antisymmetry: [x, x] = 0 for all x E g. 
(b) Jacobi identity: [:1', [y, z]] + [y, [:, x]] + [:, [x, y]] = 0, for all x, y, z E g. 

Note that (a) implies: [x.y] = -[y,x]' for all x and y E g. 

One of the main examples comes from associative algebras. Let R be an 
associative algebra over k. Then the (additive) commutator [x, y] = xy - yx 
is a Lie bracket (everybody must verify this at least once in his/her lifetime) 
and so R becomes a Lie algebra over k. 

A Lie algebra homomorphism f : g' -+ 9 is a k-module map which respects 
the Lie bracket. 

A right module V over 9 is a k-module equipped with a bilinear map 

[-, -] : V x 9 -+ V , 

satisfying 

(10.1.1.1) [v, [.r,y]] = [[v,;r],y]- [[v,y],x] for all v E V and all x,y E g. 

Such a module is also called a representation of the Lie algebra g. For instance 
let V = 9 and let the action be the Lie bracket (same notation). Then the 
relation (10.1.1.1) is, modulo the antisymmetry property, equivalent to the 
Jacobi identity. This is called the adjoint representation of 9 and denoted 
gad. The adjoint action can be extended to the tensor product g®n and to 
the exterior product. A'''g by the formulas 
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n 

(10.1.1.2) [(gl,' .. , gn), gj = L (g!, . .. , [gi, gj, . .. ,gn) , 
i=l 

n 

(10.1.1.3) [(gl /\ ... /\ gn), gj = L (gl /\ ... /\ [gi, gj/\ " . /\ gn) . 
i=l 

For V = k the trivial representation of g on k is given by [v, gj = 0 for v E V 
and g E g. 

10.1.2 Universal Enveloping Algebra. The universal enveloping algebra 
U(g) ofthe Lie algebra gis an associative algebra constructed as follows. Let 
T(g) be the tensor algebra over the k-module g. Then U(g) is the quotient of 
T(g) by the two-sided ideal generated by the elements g®h- h®g- [h,gj for 
all g, hE g. Note that a module over g is nothing but a U(g)-module in the 
ordinary sense. The functor U is left adjoint to the functor A ~ AL, where 
AL = A as a k-module and the Lie bracket of AL is given by [a, bj = ab - ba. 

10.1.3 The Chevalley-Eilenberg Complex. Let g be a Lie algebra over 
k and let V be a g-module. Consider the following sequence of maps 

(10.1.3.1) 

where Ang is the nth exterior power of g over k, and where the map d is 
given classically by the formula 

(10.1.3.2) 

d(v ® gl/\"'/\ gn):= L (-1)i[v,gi] ® gl/\"'/\ §j /\ ... /\ gn 

+ L (-1)i+i- 1v ®[gi,gij/\gl/\ ... /\§i/\ ... /\§j/\ ... /\gn' 
l~i<i~n 

As usual §i means that the variable gi has been deleted. It was checked 
(indirectly) in 3.3.3 (where d was denoted 8) that d 2 = O. Another proof will 
be given in 10.6.3. The complex (10.1.3.1) is called the Chevalley-Eilenberg 
complex (CE complex for short), sometimes denoted C*(g, V). 

There is a way of expressing d by a more homogeneous formula. Let us put 
v = go (though go E V) and write (go, . .. , gn) in place of (gO ® gl /\ ... /\ gn). 
Then formula (10.1.3.2) can be written 

(10.1.3.3) 

d(go, . .. ,gn):= L (-1)i (gO, g!, . .. , gi-!, [gi, gij, gi+ll' .. §j, . .. ,gn) . 
O~i<i~n 

Remark. Note that though Ag is an algebra, (Ag, d) is not a DG-algebra. 
However it is a DG-coalgebra (cf. Appendix A). 
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10.1.4 Homology of a Lie Algebra. The homology groups of the Chevalley
Eilenberg complex are denoted Hn (g, V) and called the homology groups of 
the Lie algebm 9 with coefficients in the module V. As usual H*(g, V) := 
E9n >oHn (g, V). Any Lie algebra homomorphism f : g' -t 9 induces a map 
Hn(g', j*V) -t Hn(g, V), where j*V is V viewed as a g'-module via f. 

When V = k is the trivial module we simply write Hn(g) instead of 
Hn(g, k). In this case the formula for d is simpler since the first summation 
term in formula (10.1.3.2) disappears. Note that the module of n-chains is 
simply Ang in that case (identify 1 ® gl /\ ... /\ gn with gl /\ ... /\ gn). 

10.1.5 Some Properties of H*(g, V). There is a Tor-interpretation of the 
Lie homology groups. Suppose that 9 is projective over k (as a k-module), 
then there is a canonical isomorphism 

H.(g, V) ~ Tor~(g)(V,k), 

where k is a module over the universal enveloping algebra U(g) via the aug
mentation map (trivial g-structure) (cf. Cartan-Eilenberg [CEl). 

On the other hand, if V = Mad for a certain U(g)-bimodule M, then 
Theorem 3.3.2 provides an isomorphism 

(10.1.5.1 ) 

which is induced by the antisymmetrization map e. 
In low dimension the homology groups are given by 

Ho(g, V) = Vg = V/{[v,g] I v E V,g E g}, hence Ho(g) = k, 
HI(g) = g/[g,g], which is also denoted gab. 

Suppose that 9 and H*(g) are projective over k (e.g. k is a field). Then, 
by the Kiinneth theorem, there is a canonical isomorphism H.(g E9 g) ~ 
H.(g) ® H*(g). Its composition with the morphism induced by the diagonal 
map Ll : 9 -t g E9 9 endows H.(g) with a structure of cocommutative graded 
coalgebra (cf. Appendix A). Our main task in the next section will be to 
compute the primitive part of this coalgebra when 9 is the Lie algebra of 
matrices. 

10.1.6 Cohomology of a Lie Algebra. The cohomological version is de
fined as follows. The Chevalley-Eilenberg cochain complex is 

Ii 
... -t Homk(Ang, V) -----+ Homk(An+1 g, V) -t ... 

where the coboundary map t5 is given by 

n+1 

t5f(gl, ... , gn+d := L( _1)i [J (gl, ... , iii,· .. , gn+d, gil 

+ L (-1)i+ j f([gi,gj],gl, ... ,iii, ... ,§j, ... ,gn+1). 
l:Si<j:Sn+1 
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The cohomology groups are denoted Hn(g, V) and Hn(g) if V = k with 
trivial g-module structure. The interpretation in terms of derived functors 
(when 9 is a projective k-module) is given by 

H*(g, V) ~ Exttr(g)(k, V) . 

The lowest cohomology groups are given by 

HO(g, V) = vg = {v E V I [v,gj = O,g E g}, hence HO(g) = k, 
H 1(g) = Hom(gab, k). 

Note that the diagonal map and the Kiinneth theorem permit us to define 
a graded algebra structure on H*(g) when 9 and H*(g) are projective over 
k. The indecomposable part is 

Indec H*(g) = H*(g)j H*(g). H*(g) , 

where H* (g) means reduced cohomology, i.e. H* = H* j HO in this case. 
The relationship with Lie groups, which historically gave rise to this no

tion of Lie algebra cohomology, is as follows. Let G be a compact Lie group 
and let 9 denote its Lie algebra (over k = q. The de Rham complex O*(G) 
of differential forms on G is endowed with an action of G and the invariant 
space 0* (G)G is a subcomplex. It turns out that there is a canonical iso
morphism on( G)G ~ An(g*) such that the exterior differential map d of the 
de Rham complex becomes precisely the boundary map of the CE cochain 
complex. As a result there are canonical isomorphisms 

H*(g) ~ H*(O*(G)G) ~ H*(G) , 

where the latter group is de Rham (or singular) cohomology of the manifold 
G. 

The remaining part of this section consists in proving properties of the 
CE-complex which we are going to use in the next sections. 

First, we give some results about the adjoint action of 9 on its homology. 

10.1. 7 Proposition. The adjoint action of 9 on V ® Ag given by 

n 

+ L v ® gl /\ ... /\ [gi, 9 j /\ ... /\ gn 
i=1 

is compatible with d. The induced action on H*(g, V) is trivial. 

Proof. The compatibility with d is formula (10.6.3.0) proved in Lemma 10.6.3 
below. 

For any y E 9 let a(y) be the map of degree one given by 

a(y)(a) = (-It- 1a /\ y, a E V ® Ang . 
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The following identity holds among endomorphisms of V ® Ag (cf. 10.6.3.1), 

dO'(y) + a(y)d = [-,yj. 

This proves that O'(y) is a homotopy from [-,yj to 0, whence the assertion. 
o 

10.1.8 Proposition. Let g be a Lie algebra and Vag-module. Let ~ be a 
reductive sub-Lie algebra of g. Then the surjective map (V ® Ang) -t (V ® 
Ang)1) induces an isomorphism on homology, 

Proof. Since g and V are completely reducible ~-modules, the module V ® 
Ang splits, as a representation of ~, into a direct sum of all the isotypic 
components. The component corresponding to the trivial representation is 
(V ® Ang)Q (coinvariant module). Let us denote by Ln the sum of the other 
components. 

Since ~ is a sub-Lie algebra of g, Proposition 10.1.7 implies that d is 
compatible with the action of ~. So there is a direct sum decomposition of 
complexes, 

In order to prove the proposition, it suffices to show that L* is an acyclic 
complex. 

Since L. is made of simple modules which are not trivial as ~-modules, 
the components of H.(L.) are not trivial either. But, by Proposition 10.1.7, 
H.(g, V) is a trivial g-module and so, a trivial ~-module. Therefore H.(L.) 
has to be zero. 0 

Exercises 

E.I0.1.1. H2(g, V) and Extensions. For fixed g and V consider the ex
tensions (~) of Lie algebras of the form 

O-tV-t~-tg-tO 

for which the Lie bracket on V (induced by the Lie backet of ~) is trivial 
and the induced action of g on V is the prescribed one. Two such extensions 
(~) and (~/) are isomorphic when there exists a Lie algebra map from ~ to 
~' which is compatible with the identity on V and the identity on g. Let 
Ext (g, V) be the set of isomorphism classes of extensions of g by V. Show 
that there is a canonical bijection 

Ext (g, V) ~ H2(g, V) . 

(Cf. Cartan-Eilenberg [CE].) 
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E.I0.1.2. Universal Central Extensions. With the notation of the pre
ceding exercise an extension of 9 is called central if V is central in ~, that 
is [V, ~J = o. A central extension u -+ 9 is called universal if for any 
other central extension ~ -+ 9 there is a unique map from u to ~ over g. 
Show that 9 has a universal central extension iff 9 is perfect (g = [g, gJ). 
Show that the kernel of this central extension is H2(g) and its class in 
H2(g, H2(g)) ~ Hom (H2(g), H2(g)) corresponds to the identity (compare 
with 11.1.11). 

E.1O.1.3. H 3 (g, V) and Crossed Modules. A crossed module of Lie al
gebras is a Lie algebra homomorphism J.L : m -+ n together with an-module 
structure rJ of m satisfying the following relations: 
(a) J.L(rJ(n). m) = [n, J.L(m)J for all n E n and all m E m, 
(b) rJ(J.L(m)).m' = [m,m'J for all m,m' E m. 

Show that V = Ker J.L is an abelian Lie algebra and that the action of n on m 
induces a structure of 9 = Coker J.L-module on V. 

For a fixed pair (g, V) two crossed modules J.L : m -+ n and J.L' : m' -+ n' 
are said to be related if there exists a commutative diagram of Lie algebras 

J1. 
m --+ n 

1 1 

where the vertical maps are compatible with the actions of n on m and of 
n' on m'. We also require that these vertical maps induce the identity on 
the horizontal kernel (= V) and cokernel (= g). Let Xmod(g, V) be the 
set of classes of crossed modules with cokernel 9 and kernel V, modulo the 
equivalence relation induced by the relation described above. Show that there 
is a canonical isomorphism 

Xmod(g, V) ~ H 3 (g, V) . 

(A variation in a relative case is treated in Kassel-Loday [1982J.) 

10.2 Homology of the Lie Algebra gl(A) 

This section contains the main theorem ofthe chapter, that is the relationship 
between the homology of the Lie algebra of matrices and cyclic homology. 
For any Lie algebra the diagonal map induces a coalgebra structure on the 
homology. Our aim is to compute the primitive part corresponding to this 
comultiplication for the Lie algebra gl(A) of all finite dimensional matrices. 
The main result (Theorem 10.2.4) is the following isomorphism, 
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PrimH*(gl(A)) ~ HC*_l(A) . 

In fact H*(gl(A)) is a graded commutative and co commutative Hopf algebra, 
therefore it is completely determined by its primitive part, 

Since cyclic homology is computable in many cases, this isomorphism makes 
it possible to compute H*(gl(A)) in a lot of new cases. 

Most of this section is taken out from Loday-Quillen [LQ]. 

Standing Assumptions. The field k is of characteristic zero and A is a 
unital associative k-algebra unless otherwise stated. 

10.2.1 The Lie Algebra of Matrices, Notation. The associative algebra 
of r x r matrices with entries in A is denoted Mr(A). Equipped with the Lie 
bracket [a,,8] = a{3 - (3a it becomes a Lie algebra denoted gZr(A) (general 
linear Lie algebra). The inclusion Mr(A) -t Mr+l(A) given by 

induces an inclusion of Lie algebras inc: glr(A) -t glr+l(A). The inductive 
limit is denoted gloo(A) or, more often, gl(A). As before the elementary 
matrix whose only nonzero entry is at the (i, j)-position is denoted Eij. The 
Lie algebra gZr(k) is abbreviated as gln and the group GLr(k) is abbreviated 
as GLr. 

The trace map Tr : glr(A) -t A/[A, AJ, Tr(a) = Eiaii is a homomorphism 
of Lie algebras and its kernel is a Lie algebra denoted slr(A) (special linear 
Lie algebra). It is obvious that glr(A) is generated as a k-module by the 
elementary matrices Eij a E A, 1 ::::; i,j ::::; r. As a sub-Lie algebra of gZr(A) , 
slr(A) is generated by the elementary matrices Eij with the restriction i ¥- j 
or, if i = j, a E [A, A]. Then it is easy to check that 

10.2.2 Stabilization. In this section we are interested in the homology 
groups Hn(glr(A)) for r large with respect to n. In fact homology commutes 
with direct limit and so 

How large r needs to be so that Hn(gZr(A)) is actually isomorphic to 
Hn(gl(A)) will be dealt with in the next section (Theorem 10.3.2). 
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Since the module of coefficients is the trivial module k, the CE-complex 
that we have to look at takes the following form: 

d 
... -t Anglr(A) ----+An-1glr(A) -t ... -t Alglr(A) -t AOglr(A) = k, 

where 

d(al/\ ... /\ an) 

= L (_1)i+i-l[ai' ai]/\ al /\ ... /\ &;, /\ ... /\ Cij /\ ... /\ an . 
l:5i<i:5n 

10.2.3 From H.(gl(A» to HC*(A). Recall from 2.1.4 that for a k-algebra 
R the module C~(R) is the quotient of the tensor product R®n+l by the 
submodule generated by the image of (1 - t), where t is the cyclic operator 

t(ao, ... , an) = (-It(an, ao,.·., an-d, ai E R . 

Let us define for any associative k-algebra A a map 

by the following formula 

(10.2.3.1) () (ao /\ ... /\ an) = L sgn(a) (ao, a".(l),···, a".(n)) . 
uESn 

Here the symmetric group acts on the set of indices {I, ... , n}. The map 0 is 
well-defined because on the right hand side we are working modulo the image 
of (1 - t). In the course of the proof of the next theorem it will be shown that 
o commutes with the boundary maps d (on the left) and b (on the right) so 
that 

(). : Hn+1{glr(A» -t H~{Mr{A» 

is well-defined (this commutation can be verified directly). Then the compo
sition with the generalized trace map tr. : H~{Mr{A» -t H~(A) (cf. 2.2.10) 
and with the isomorphism H~{A) ~ HCn{A) (we are in characteristic zero, 
cf. 2.1.5) gives the map 

It is clear from the construction that this map passes to the limit and is 
well-defined for r = 00. 

Recall from 10.1.5 that H.(gl(A» is a coalgebra with comultiplication Ll 
induced by the diagonal map. Its primitive part is PrimH.{gl{A» = {x E 

H.{gl(A»ILl{x) = x ® 1 + 1 ® x} (cf. Appendix A). 

10.2.4 Theorem. Let k be a characteristic zero field and let A be a uni
tal associative k-algebra. The restriction of tr. 0 O. to the primitive part of 
H.{gl{A» induces an isomorphism 
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Remark. By analogy with the general linear group case (cf. 11.2.12) the 
primitive part of H*(gl(A)) is sometimes called "additive K-theory" and 
denoted K;:(A) (cf. introduction of 4.4). Hence Theorem 10.2.4 can be read 
as K;t(A) ~ HCn_1(A) for n :::: 1. 

10.2.5 Theorem. With the same hypothesis as above, there is a canonical 
isomorphism of graded Hopf algebras 

H*(gl(A)) ~ A(HC*(A)[1]) . 

We first give a sketch of the proof of these two theorems and their trans
lation into the cohomological framework. 

10.2.6 Sketch of the Proof of 10.2.4 and 10.2.5. The proof of 10.2.4 is 
divided into 4 steps. 

Firstly, we perform a sort of Quillen's plus-construction in the Lie algebra 
framework. It consists essentially in factoring out the CE-complex by the 
action of gl to get a smaller, though quasi-isomorphic, complex. 

Secondly, we apply the invariant theory to simplify greatly this new com
plex so that no matrices are involved anymore. 

Thirdly, we show that factoring out by the action of gl has a second 
advantage: the new complex is a differential graded cocommutative Hopf 
algebra. 

Finally, we are able to identify the primitive part of this Hopf algebra 
which turns out to be Connes complex. 

To prove Corollary 10.2.5 it suffices to show that the GH-algebra H* (gl(A)) 
is not only cocommutative but also commutative, and to apply the Cartan
Milnor-Moore theorem. 

The proof is performed in such a way that steps 1 and 2 give information 
on the homology of glr(A) for fixed r (see Sects. 10.3 and 10.6). 

10.2.7 Theorem. Let k be a characteristic zero field and let A be a unital 
associative k-algebra. The image of the map ()* otr* lies in the indecomposable 
part of H*(gl(A)) and induces an isomorphism (dual to 10.2.4), 

()* 0 tr* : HC*-l(A) ~IndecH*(gl(A)). 

10.2.8 Corollary. With the same hypothesis as above there is a canonical 
isomorphism of graded Hopf algebras 

A(HC*(A)[1]) ~ H*(gl(A)) . 
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10.2.9 Proof of Theorem 10.2.4, First Step: Reductivity of glr. 
For any finite integer r (excluding r = 00) the Lie algebra glr := glr(k) is 
reductive. Since we assume A to be unital, glr is embedded into glrA := 
glr(A), and so we can apply Proposition 10.1.8 to 9 = glrA, ~ = glr and 
V = k to get a quasi-isomorphism of complexes 

10.2.10 Second Step: Application of Invariant Theory. Our aim is to 
show that the following sequence, in which In,r is the submodule of k[Snl 
described in 9.2.6, is a sequence of isomorphisms, 

Isomorphism 1. For any k-module M the exterior power An M is simply the 
coinvariant space (Ml8in)sn where Sn acts by permutation of the variables 
and multiplication by the sign. 

Isomorphism 2. The glr-action on glr(A)l8in is the adjoint action (see 10.1.1.2) 
and obviously commutes with the action of the symmetric group. 

Isomorphism 3. There is a canonical isomorphism glrA ~ glr 0 A whence an 
isomorphism (glrA)l8in ~ glr:n ® A®n. 

Isomorphism 4. Via the above isomorphism the action of glr on (glrA)®n 
corresponds to the adjoint action on glr:n and the trivial action on A I8in • 

Isomorphism 5. Here we apply Theorem 9.2.7 of invariant theory. So this 
isomorphism is T*0idA n. Note that, in the last module, there are no matrices 
anymore. Note also that the action of Sn on In,r C k[Snl comes from the 
adjoint action of Sn, and the action of Sn on A®n is by permutation of 
factors and multiplication by the sign. 

The composite of these 5 isomorphisms is denoted bye. 

Corollary 9.2.8 of invariant theory tells us that, for r ~ n, one has 
In,r = k[Snl. As a consequence we get at the limit a canonical isomorphism 
of modules 

(10.2.10.2) 

The next lemma describes explicitly the values of e on certain specific ele
ments. 
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10.2.11 Lemma. For any permutation (J' in Sn one has 

Proof. By the first four isomorphisms of (10.2.10.1) the exterior product of 
elementary matrices becomes 

So we only need to check that T* (E10'(1), E20'(2), ... , EnIJ'(n)) = (J', which is 
precisely Lemma 9.2.10. 0 

10.2.12 Third Step: Hopf Algebra Properties. The aim of this subsec
tion is to show that the coinvariant CE-complex (A* gl(A)gl, d) is a differential 
graded Hopf (DGH)-algebra, which is cocommutative and commutative. 

The diagonal map Ll : gl(A) -+ gl(A) x gl(A) is a Lie algebra map and 
so it induces a map of complexes A*gl(A)gl -+ A*(gl(A) X gl(A))gl. Since 
k is a characteristic zero field, there is a canonical isomorphism A*(gl(A) x 
gl(A))gl ~ A*gl(A)gl 0 A*gl(A)gl whose composite with the diagonal map 
gives the comultiplication. It is immediate to check that this comultiplication 
is coassociative and cocommutative. 

In order to define the multiplication map we consider the direct sum of 
matrices 

EB : gl(A) x gl(A) -+ gl(A) 

given by 

* * * 
* * * 
* * * 1 ~ = [ 

x x x 
x x x 
x x x 

1 

* 0 * 0 * 0 
0 x 0 x 0 x 

* 0 * 0 * 0 
0 x 0 x 0 x 

* 0 * 0 * 0 
0 x 0 x 0 x 

This is a Lie algebra map which extends to a map of complexes A*gl(A) 0 
A*gl(A) -+ A*gl(A). This product is neither associative nor commutative 
because (aEB,8)EB"( is only conjugate (by a permutation matrix) to aEB(,8EB"(), 
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but not equal, and similarly for 0: EEl P and (3 EB 0:. However, upon passing to 
the coinvariants we get an associative and commutative product 

EB* : A*gl(A)g/ i8l A*gl(A)g/ -t A*gl(A)g/ . 

Here we can either use the fact that A*gl(A)g[ = A*gl(A)cL (cf. 9.2.5) and 
that the permutation matrices belong to GL = GL(k) c GL(A), or use 
Proposition 10.1.7 (cf. Exercise E.10.2.4). 

Since the comultiplication is induced by a Lie algebra map, the multipli
cation and comultiplication of A* gl(A}gl commute. So we have proved the 
following 

10.2.13 Proposition. ((A*gl(A)}g/, d) is a commutative and cocommutative 
DGH-algebra. 0 

Remark. If we were only interested in the Hopf algebra structure, it would 
have been sufficient to factor out by the action of the subgroup of permutation 
matrices. 

10.2.14 Corollary. H*(gl(A}) is a commutative and cocommutative GH
algebra whose primitive part is the homology of Prim (A*gl(A))g/. 

Proof. Cf. Appendix A.9. o 

10.2.15 Fourth Step: Computation of the Primitive Part. Let U" c 
Sn be the conjugacy class of the cycle 'T := (12 ... n). The space P* := 
EBn>I(k[Un10 A0n)s" is a subspace of L* := ffin>o(k[Sn10 A0n}s". There is - -
a coalgebra structure on L* given by 

.1(0" i8l (aI .... , an)) = L (0"[ i8l ( ... , a,., .. . )) i8l (0".1 i8l ( ... , aj," .)}, 
[ . .1 

where the sum is extended over all ordered partitions (I, J) of {I, ... , n} 
such that 0"(1) = I and O"(J) = J. In this formula 0"[ (resp. 0".1) denotes the 
restriction of 0" to the ordered set I (resp. J), and i is in I (resp. j is in J). 

By construction the space P* is a subspace of Prim L •. The next proposi
tion shows that, via e, L* is a connected Hopf algebra which is commutative 
and cocommutative. Hence by the Cartan-Milnor-Moore theorem there is an 
isomorphism APrim L. 9:! L •. Since any permutation is a product of cycles, 
the map AP. -t APrim L*, which is injective, is also surjective. Therefore it 
is an isomorphism and p. = Prim L *. 

10.2.16 Proposition. The coalgebra map .1' on L* induced by the isomor
phism e : A*gl(A)g/ 9:! L. from the coalgebra structure of A*gl(A)g/ is the 
map .1 described above. 
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Proof. Let 0" E Sn and put ai = E;;(i)" Since 8(al,"" an) = 0"0(al,"" an) 
our aim is to compute I: 8(aill"" aip ) 08(ai p +ll"" aip +q ) where the sum 
is extended over all (p, q)-shuffies (i l , ... , ip+q). The element 8(ail"'" aip ) 

is nonzero iff O"(il) = i2, 0"(i2) = i3, ... , O"(ip) = i l . In this case I = 
{iI, ... , ip} is stable by 0" and 8( ail' ... , aip ) = 0"10 ( ... , ai, ' ... ). Therefore 
we have proved the following equality 

il' (0" 0 (aI, ... , an)) 

= 8 0 Ll(ab." ,an) = L8 (ail"" ,aip ) 08 (aip +l ,'" ,aip+.) 

= L(O"I0( ... ,ai, ... ))0(O"J0( ... ,aj ... ))=Ll(0"0(al, ... ,an)). 0 
I,J 

10.2.17 Corollary. There is a sequence of isomorphisms 

Proof. The primitive part is completely determined by the comultiplication 
map. By (10.2.10.2) and Proposition 10.2.16 the map 8 is an isomorphism 
of coalgebras, therefore 8 induces the first isomorphism. 

The map Un -+ Sn/(Z/nZ), WTW- l I--t class of w, is a bijection of Sn-sets. 
Here Z/nZ is embedded in Sn by sending 1 to T. SO the Sn-module k[Unl 
is isomorphic to the module induced from the trivial Z/nZ-module k by the 
inclusion Z/nZ Y Sn. This gives the second isomorphism: 

(k[Un10 A®n) Sn ~ k 0k[Snl k[Sn/(Z/nZ)] 0 A®n 

~ k 0k[Z/nZj (k 18) A®n) = (A®n)z/nZ . 

In order to make explicit the action of Z/nZ on A®n we have to remember 
that Sn acts on A ®n by permuting the factors and multiplication by the sign. 
So the generator of Z/n7L. acts on A®n by cyclic permutation (action of T) 
and multiplication by sgn (T) = (_1)n-l. This is precisely the action of t (cf. 
2.1.0). Whence the equalities 

o 

In order to finish the proof of the main theorem it remains to identify the 
boundary map from C~_l (A) to C~_2(A) deduced from the boundary map 
in the CE-complex. 

10.2.18 Proposition. The isomorphism 8 : Prim (A*gl(A))gl ~ C;_l (A) 
transforms the boundary map d into the Hochschild boundary map b. 
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Proof. By Lemma 10.2.11 the image of the element x = Er~ I\E;jl\ . . . I\E~'i E 
Angl(A)gl under e is the class of (r@(al, ... , an)). So this element is primitive 
and represents the class of (al, ... , an) E C~_l (A). 

On the other hand one has the equality 

(10.2.18.1) 
n 

d( ) - ~( 1)i+lEa l A A Eaia.+1 A A Ean x - ~ - 12 1\ ••• 1\ i i+2 1\ •• • 1\ nl 

i=l 

(where the index n + 1 is replaced by 1 when appearing) in the CE-complex 
since EfiE~l = 0 if j :j:. k and = E'tl if j = k (use formula (10.1.3.3) with 
go = 1). Its image in C~_2(A) is 

n-l 

L( -1)i+1(at, ... , aiai+1,···, an) + (-1t- l (anat, a2,···, an-d 
i=l 

for the same reason as before. So we have proved that e ° d = b 0 e. 0 

10.2.19 End of the Proof of Theorem 10.2.4. Summarizing the previous 
steps we get the following sequence of isomorphisms 

PrimH*(gl(A)) ~ PrimH*(gl(A)gl) ~ H*(Prim(A*gl(A))gt} 

~ H*(C;_l(A),b) ~ HC*_l(A), 

where the last one was proved in 2.1.5. 
It remains to check that this isomorphism is precisely tr*oO*.1t is sufficient 

to check that 

tr* ° 0* (Er~ 1\ E~j 1\ ... 1\ E~n = (al, ... , an) E C~_l (A) , 

which follows from (10.2.3.1) and the identities among the elementary ma
~~. 0 

10.2.20 Proof of Theorem 10.2.5. By Corollary 10.2.14 H*(gl(A)) is a 
commutative and cocommutative GH-algebra, therefore it is isomorphic to 
the symmetric graded algebra over its primitive part by the Cartan-Milnor
Moore theorem (cf. Appendix A.10). Since by Theorem 10.2.4 there is a 
graded isomorphism 

PrimH*(gl(A)) ~ HC*(A)[1] , 

we have proved the theorem. o 

Exercises 

E.I0.2.1. Show that under the standing assumption 
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H.(sl(A)) ~ A (( Ef) HCn(A))[l]). 
n2:1 

E.I0.2.2. Show that the tensor product of matrices can be used to define a 
graded operation on H.(gl(A)) whose restriction to the primitive part coin
cides with the product (cf. 4.4.5) on cyclic homology (cf. P. Gaucher [1991a]). 

E.I0.2.3. Show that the exterior product of matrices can be used to define 
-X-operations on H. (gl (A)) whose restrictions to the primitive part coincide 
with the -X-operations (cf. Sect.4.6) on cyclic homology (cf. Loday-Procesi 
[1989] and Gaucher [1991b]). 

E.I0.2.4. Let the invertible matrix 9 E GLr(A) act on Anglr(A) by 

g. (gl,' .. , gn) = (9glg-1, . .. , ggng- 1 ) • 

Show that this action is compatible with d and that the induced action on 
H.(glr(A)) is trivial (A is supposed to be unital). [One can either use Propo
sition 10.1.7, or Theorem 3.3.2 and Proposition 6.1.2.] 

E.I0.2.5. Let stn(A) be the Lie algebra generated over k by the elements 
Uij(a), a E A, 1 ~ i =1= j ~ n (we suppose that n ~ 3), with the relations 

(a) Uij(-Xa + J..Lb) = -XUij(a) + J..Luij(b) for a, bE A and \ J..L E k , 

(b) { 0 if i =1= land j =1= k , 
[uij{a), Ukl(b)] = uil(ab) if i =1= land j = k . 

Show that for n ~ 3 ¢: stn(A) -t sln{A), ¢(uij(A)) = Eij(A), is a universal 
central extension and that Ker¢ ~ HC1(A). Deduce from these results that 
H2(sln(A)) ~ HC1(A) and H3(st(A)) ~ HC2(A) (see Exercise E.I0.1.2). 
Show that this result is coherent with Theorems 10.2.5 and 10.3.2 (cf. Bloch 
[1981] and Kassel-Loday [1982] in which there is also a relative version). 

E.I0.2.6. Extend the isomorphism H.{gl(A)) ~ A(HC.(A)[I]) to H-unital 
algebras A (cf. P. Hanlon [1988]). 

10.3 Stability and First Obstruction to Stability 

In the previous section we remarked that the homology group Hn{glr{A)) 
does not depend on the size of matrices provided that it is large enough. 
Here, we make this remark more precise by showing that the bound is r ~ n. 
Moreover we are able to compute the first obstruction to stability. In the 
commutative case it is the module n~lk/dn~II/' which happens to be the 
direct summand of cyclic homology generated by HCo(A) under the product. 
So this result is analogous to a theorem of Suslin which claims that the first 
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obstruction to stability, for the homology of the general linear group, is Milnor 
K-theory (cf. 11.2.17). 

A conjecture about the computation of H*{glr(A)), when A is commuta
tive, is proposed in 10.3.9. 

Standing Assumptions. The field k is of characteristic zero and A is a 
unital associative k-algebra unless otherwise stated. 

10.3.1 Homology of glr (A), Notation. In order to compute the homology 
of the Lie algebra glr{A), for fixed r, we can apply the first two steps of the 
gl(A)-case, that is 
- take the coinvariants by glr (k) in the CE-complex, 
- apply invariant theory. 

But then life becomes more complicated, since there is no reason a priori 
for the coalgebra H*{glr(A)) to be a Hopf algebra. The point is that glr{A) 
is not closed under the direct sum of matrices. However one can try to com
pute directly the complex so obtained by exploiting information coming from 
invariant theory. This permits us to prove the following 

10.3.2 Theorem (Stability for the Homology of glr(A». Let k be a 
characteristic zero field and let A be a unital associative k-algebra. For any 
integer n 2: 1 the stabilization maps induce isomorphisms 

The proof will be performed in 10.3.5. 

10.3.3 A Milnor Type Cyclic Homology Group. In order to describe 
the obstruction to stability in the non-commutative case we need to introduce 
the following group. By definition HC:i-l (A) is the quotient of An A (taken 
over k) by the relations 

(10.3.3.1) 

(1O.3.3.2) 
(aoal /\ a2 - ao /\ ala2 + a2aO /\ ad /\ a3 /\ ... /\ an = 0 , 

for all ao, ... , an EA. 

If A is commutative, then condition (10.3.3.1) is automatically fulfilled 
and the map 

HC:!-l (A) -+ n~jkl /dn~I~' al /\ a2 /\ ... /\ an J--t alda2 .. · dan 

induces an isomorphism. Indeed it suffices to verify that this map is well
defined, as well as the inverse map alda2 ... dan J--t al /\ a2 /\ ... /\ an· 

The group HC:i-l (A) is called Milnor cyclic homology group, since it is 
analogous to the Milnor K-group in algebraic K-theory (cf. 11.1.16). 
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10.3.4. Theorem (First Obstruction to Stability). Let k be a charac
teristic zero field and let A be a unital associative k-algebra. For all n 2: 1 
there is an exact sequence 

which takes the form 

when A is commutative. 

10.3.5 Proof of Theorems 10.3.2 and 10.3.4. Let us denote by Ln(r) := 

(In,r 181 A<8In)sn the module isomorphic to (AnglrA)glr by the sequence of 
isomorphisms (10.2.10.1). From steps 1 and 2 of the proof of Theorem 10.2.4 
we know that 

H.(gZr(A)) ~ H.(L.(r), d) . 

We first prove that the following is a short exact sequence of (horizontal) 
complexes 

(10.3.5.1) 

... -+ Ln+l(n - 1) ---+ Ln(n - 1) 

1 1 
d 

... -+ Ln+l(n) ---+ Ln(n) -+ ... 

1 lrr 
... -+ ---+ AnA -+ ... 

The inclusion of L.(n - 1) into L.(n) is induced by the inclusion of I.,n-l 
into I.,n. Therefore the cokernel complex is ((Im,n/1m,n-l) 181 A®m)sm III 

degree m. In particular, this module is 0 if m > n and is 

for m = n (cf. 9.2.6 and Corollary 9.2.9). Note that the surjective map 7r is 
induced by the sign map. 

By taking the homology of (10.3.5.1) we get a long exact sequence 

(10.3.5.2) 

"" 
-+ Hn-l(gln(A)) -+ 0 -+. ---=--+ . -+ ... 

This proves that stability begins at least at Hn- 2 (gln-l(A)) (or equivalently 
at Hn(gln+l(A))). In order to prove that it really begins at Hn-1(gln-l(A)) 
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(or equivalently at H n (gin (A) ), which would finish the proof of Theorem 
10.3.2), it suffices to prove that 11'. is surjective. 

10.3.6 Proposition. The map 11'. is surjective and naturally split. 

Proof. The element x = Efi /\ E~~ /\ ... /\ E~;;: E Angln(A) is a cycle in the 
CE-complex since [E~i, E;j] = 0 for i =1= j. By Lemma 10.2.11 its image in 
Ln(n) via the sequence of isomorphisms (10.2.10.1) for r = n is the class of 
id® (aI, ... , an). Its image under 11' is al /\ ... /\ an, and so we have proved that 
any element in An A is the image under 11' of a (functorial) cycle in Ln(n). 0 

In order to finish the proof of Theorem 10.3.4 it is sufficient to identify 
the equivalence relation :::::i of (10.3.5.2). 

10.3.7 Proposition. There is a canonical isomorphism 

Proof. Recall that the quotient by the equivalence relation :::::i consists in 
factoring out by the image of Ln+ I (n) under 11' 0 d. 

Let us first show that this image is equal to the image of Ln+1 (n + 1) 
under 1I'od. From invariant theory (cf. 9.2.9) we know that there is a splitting 
k[Sn+d = In+1,n+1 ~ In+l,n E8 1. k. In 10.3.6 it is shown that the image of 
(1. k ® A 0 n) Sn is 0 under d. Replacing n by n + 1, this shows that Ln+ I ( 00) = 
Ln+1 (n + 1) and Ln+ 1 (n) have the same image under d. 

It remains now to check that the image of the composite 

d 7r 

Ln+1 ( 00) ----+ Ln ( 00) ----+ AnA 

is generated by the elements appearing in (10.3.3.1) and (10.3.3.2). 
Recall from Sect. 10.2 that L.(oo) is the exterior algebra of (C;(A), b). 

So a generator of L.(oo) is of the form Xl /\ ... /\ Xr where Xi E C;(A), and 
its value under the differential is 

d (Xl /\ ... /\ xn) = Ei ± Xl /\ ... /\ b(Xi) /\ ... /\ Xr . 

So An AI:::::i is the quotient of An A by all the relations 

(10.3.7.1h 

11' 0 b (ao, ... , ak) /\ ak+l /\ ... /\ an = 0 for 0 :S k :S n and all ai EA. 

Recall that 

(10.3.7.2) 

1I'ob(ao, ... ,ak) = 
k-l 

" i k L.J{ -1) ao /\ ... /\ aiai+l /\ ... /\ ak + (-1) akaO /\ a1 /\ ... /\ ak-l . 
i=l 
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For k = 0, 7r 0 b(ao) = 0 and there is no relation. 
For k = 1, 7r 0 b(aO,a1) = aOa1 - alaO and relation (1O.3.7.1h is precisely 
relation (10.3.3.1). 
For k = 2, 7r 0 b(ao, all a2) = aOa1/\ a2 - ao /\ a1a2 + a2aO /\ a1 and relation 
(1O.3.7.1h is precisely relation (10.3.3.2). 

The proof of Theorem 10.3.4 will be completed once we show the following 

10.3.8 Lemma. For k ~ 3 the relation (10.3.7.1A is a consequence of the 
cases k = 1 and k = 2. 

Proof. By induction on k it is sufficient to show that the relation for k is a 
consequence of the relations for k - 1, 2 and 1. 

To simplify the notation let us write i instead of ai. From formula 
(10.3.7.2) we get 

7r 0 b(O, ... , k) - 7r 0 b(O, ... , k - 1) /\ k 

= (-1 )k-10 /\ ... /\ (k - 2) /\ (k - l)k + (_l)k kO /\ 1/\ ... /\ (k - 1) 

-( _1)k-1(k - 1)0/\ 1/\ ... /\ (k - 2) /\ k , 

= ((k - l)k /\ 0 - (k - 1) /\ kO + (k -1)0 /\ k) i\ 1/\ ... /\ (k - 2) , 

= ((k - l)k /\ 0 - (k - 1) /\ kO + O(k - 1) /\ k) /\ 1/\ ... /\ (k - 2) 

=0 

by relation (10.3.7.1)1 

by relation (10.3.7.1)2' 0 

The last part of this section is devoted to H*(glr(A)) for fixed r. 

10.3.9 Conjecture. Let A be a commutative and unital algebra over a 
characteristic zero field k. Then, for any positive integer r, there is a canonical 
isomorphism 

where HC* = EBiHdi) is the A-decomposition of cyclic homology (cf. 4.6.7). 

10.3.10 Comments on the Conjecture. It would be safer to replace the 
conjecture by a question: for which commutative algebras does this isomor
phism hold? 

It holds for A = k. Indeed, On One hand it has been known for several 
years that H*(glr(k)) is a graded symmetric algebra generated by (primi
tive) generators in dimensions 1, 3, ... , 2r - 1 (cf. Koszul [1958]). Under the 
isomorphisms of (10.2.10.1) the generator in dimension 2i + 1 (coming from 
gli+d corresponds to the Amitsur-Levitzki element ALi E 12i+1,i (cf. 9.3.8). 

Its image bye is the generator (-l)i2i(2i -l)ui E HC2i (k) = HC~~)(k) (cf. 
4.6.10). Note that, under the topological interpretation mentioned in 10.1.6, 
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this generator corresponds (for k = q to the Bott element in 7l"2i+1(U(i+1)), 
up to a nonzero constant. 

The conjecture is consistent with the computation of Hn(glr(A)) for r 2: n 

given by Theorems 10.2.5 and 10.3.2 since HC~i) (A) = 0 for i > n. It is 

also consistent with Theorem 10.3.4 since HC~n) = flnldfln- l (cf. Theorem 
4.6.8). 

By the work of P. Hanlon [1986] Conjecture 10.3.9 for the algebras of 
truncated polynomials k[xJ/x s implies the so-called Macdonald conjectures 
for the root systems An. These conjectures are known to be true by some 
other method. Note also that in Hanlon-Wales [1992] there is a proof of 
Conjecture 10.3.9 for A = k[x]. 

Finally remark that Conjecture 10.3.9 implies two important properties 
which are not proved so far: 
- H.(gZr(A)) -t H.(glr+1(A)) is injective, 
- H.(gZr(A)) is a graded symmetric algebra. 

Exercises 

E.I0.3.1. Show that HC~ (Mr(A)) = 0 if r 2: 2. [Use the stability result 
and the fact that gls{Mr{A)) = glrs{A).] 

E.I0.3.2. Show that there is an exact sequence 

HI (AL, [A, AD -t HCI (A) -t HC~ (A) -t [A, A]/[A, [A, A]] -t 0 , 

where AL means gil (A). (Additive analogue of a sequence in algebraic K
theory due to D. Guin [1989, Theorem 4.2.1).) 

E.I0.3.3. Let A be an associative unital algebra over a commutative ring 
k. Suppose that A is free as a k-module. Show that for n 2: 5 the 2-cocycle 
(a,{3) '""""* [tr(a ® (3)] E HCI(A) determines the universal central extension 
stn(A) of sln(A) (cf. Exercise E.1O.2.5). 

10.4 Homology with Coefficients 
in the Adjoint Representation 

The computations performed in the previous sections were done with trivial 
coefficients. But the same method applies equally well when the coefficient 
module is the adjoint representation. T. Goodwillie [1985a] was the first to 
give a proof of this computation, that he applied to the study of relative 
K-theory groups. 

Standing Assumption. The field k is of characteristic zero, A is a unital 
associative k-algebra and M is an A-bimodule. 
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10.4.1 The Adjoint Representation. Consider the k-module Mr{M) of 
r x r-matrices with coefficients in M. Since M is a bimodule over A, the 
products of matrices xa and ax are well-defined for any x E Mr(M) and 
any a E glr(A). Hence Mr(M) is a gZr(A)-module for the action 

(x,a) t-+ [x, a] = xa - ax. 

This is called the adjoint representation for M, already described in 10.1.1 
for M = A. 

10.4.2 Theorem. Let k be a characteristic zero field, A a unital associative 
k-algebra and M an A-bimodule. There is a canonical isomorphism of graded 
modules 

H*(gl(A), M(M)) ~ H*(A, M) ® H*(gl(A)) , 

where H*(A, M) is Hochschild homology of A with coefficients in M. 

As a result H*(gl(A), M(M)) is computable from H*(A, M) and HC*(A). 

10.4.3 First Step of the Proof of Theorem 10.4.2. By mimicking 
the first step of the computation of H*(gl(A)) (cf. 10.2.9) we get a quasi
isomorphism of complexes 

M{M) ® A*gl(A) -t M(M) ® (A*gl(A))gl . 

Mimicking the second step (cf. 10.2.10) and using the isomorphism of gl
modules M(M) ~ gl ® M yield an isomorphism 

where the action of Sn = Aut {I, ... , n} on Sn+1 = Aut {O, ... , n} is by 
conjugation. As usual the action of Sn on A I8>n is by place permutation and 
multiplication by the sign. 

10.4.4 Proposition. There is a canonical isomorphism 

Proof. It is sufficient to treat the case M = k. The point is to analyze the 
Sn-set Sn+1 under the action described above. 

Let (e) be the orbit of e E Sn+1 under Sn. Suppose that the orbit of 0 
under e is of length p + 1. At the expense of changing the representative of 
(e) one can always suppose that the orbit of 0 is {O, 1, ... , p}. Let e be the 
restriction of {! to {p + 1, ... , n} so that e E Aut {p + 1, ... ,n} ~ Sn-p' This 
shows that, as a Sn-set, Sn+1 is the disjoint union Up =O, ... ,n(u;r{7l')), where 7f 
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ranges over representatives for conjugacy classes in Sn-p. Note, for instance, 
that for p = n the orbit of e = (01 ... n) is Sn-free. 

Applying this decomposition to the module (k[Sn+d ® A®n)sn gives the 
expected isomorphism. 0 

10.4.5 Corollary. There is a canonical isomorphism of complexes 

S : C*(A, M) ® (A*gl(A»g/ ~ (M(M) ® A*gl(A»g/ . 

Proof. A computation analogous to formula (10.2.18.1) shows that the map 
(ao, ... , an) I-t Egr ® Er~ /\ ... /\ E:o induces a map of complexes 

e: (C*(A, M), b) --t ((M(M) ® A*gl(A»g/, d). 

Therefore the composite S: 

e®id 
C*(A, M) ® (A*gl(A»g/ >(M(M) ® A*gl(A»gl ® (A*gl(A»gl 

(B. 
Y (M(M) ® A*(gl(A) EB gl(A»)gl >(M(M) ® A*gl(A»gl 

is a map of complexes. 
In order to finish the proof, it is sufficient to show that 80S = (id®e)olJi. 

This follows from a straightforward computation of the images of the element 
(ao, ... , ap ) ® E;+i~+2 /\ ... /\ E;+~~+l) under these two composites. 0 

10.4.6 End of the Proof of Theorem 10.4.2. Taking the homology in 
10.4.5, the proof of 10.4.2 follows from 10.4.3 and 10.4.4. 0 

Exercises 

E.I0.4.1. Show that under the hypothesis of Theorem 10.4.2 there are iso
morphisms 

Hn(gln(A),Mn(M» ~Hn(gln+1(A),Mn+1(M» ~ ... 

~Hn(gl(A),M(M» . 
Compute the first obstruction to stability. 

E.I0.4.2. Show that under the hypotheses of Theorem 10.4.2 there is a 
canonical isomorphism in cohomology 

H*(gl(A), M(M» ~ H*(A, M) ® H*(gl(A» 

(cf. J. Brodzki [1990]). 

E.I0.4.3. Show that there is a well-defined map H* (g, g) --t H*+1 (g) induced 
by 

0:0 ® 0:1/\ ..• /\ O:n I-t (-lto:o /\ 0:1/\'" /\ O:n • 

Show that, for 9 = gl(A), it is related to I: HH*(A) --t HC.(A). 
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10.5 The Symplectic and Orthogonal Cases 

What happens if, in the main theorem computing H*(gl(A)) in terms of 
cyclic homology, one replaces the Lie algebra of matrices gl(A) by the Lie 
algebra of skew-symmetric matrices or the Lie algebra of symplectic matrices? 
The answer is: replace cyclic homology by dihedral homology. The proof is 
along the same lines, the only difference is in the input from invariant theory. 
Stability theorems and obstruction to stability (at least in the symplectic 
case) are given. 

In this section we follow Loday-Procesi [1988]. 

Standing Assumption. The field k is of characteristic zero, and A is a 
unital involutive associative k-algebra. 

10.5.1 Involutive Algebras. Throughout this section the k-algebra A is 
equipped with an involution aHa. This means that ab = ba and (i = a. We 
always assume that this involution is trivial on k, in particular I = 1. The 
element a is called the conjugate of a. This involution is extended to matrices 
a H ta by the classical formula 

10.5.2 Skew-symmetric Matrices. By definition the Lie algebra of skew
symmetric matrices is the following sub-Lie algebra of glr(A), 

or(A) := {a E gZr(A) Ita = -a} . 

The Lie algebra Or (A) is closed under the Lie bracket since t (a,B) = t,B ta 
implies t([a,,B]) = [t,B, h]. The inductive limit of the inclusions or(A) '-+ 
Or+! (A) is denoted o( A) . 

10.5.3 Symplectic Matrices. Consider the 2r x 2r-matrix Jr = JED ... ED j, 
where . [0 1] 

J = -1 0 . 

Define a new operation on gl2r(A) by 

Ta := -JrtaJr . 

By definition the Lie algebra of symplectic matrices is the following sub-Lie 
algebra of gl2r(A), 

sP2r(A) :={a E gl2r(A) ITa = -a}. 

The Lie algebra SP2r (A) is closed under the Lie bracket since t (a,B) = t,Bta and 
J; = -id implies T([a,,B]) = [T,B, Ta]. The inductive limit of the inclusions 
sP2r(A) '-+ SP2r+2(A) is denoted sp(A). 
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10.5.4 Dihedral Homology in Characteristic Zero. Recall that in 
Sect. 5.2 we have defined and studied dihedral homology of an involu
tive algebra A. Since we are working here over a characteristic zero field 
we can use the definition HDn{A) = Hn{{C*{A))D.,b) (cf. 5.2.8), where 
{Cn{A))DnH = {A®n+1 )Dn +1 is the coinvariant space for the action of the 
dihedral group Dn+1 = {xn,Yn I x~+1 = Y; = 1 and Ynxny;;l = x;;l} given 
by 

10.5.5 Theorem. Let k be a characteristic zero field and let A be a unital 
involutive associative k-algebra. The restriction of tr .. 0 ()* to the primitive 
part of H*{o{A)) induces an isomorphism 

The restriction of tr* 0 ()* to the primitive part of H*(sp(A)) induces an 
isomorphism ~ 

tr* 0 ()* : PrimH*(sp(A)) ---+ HD*_l(A) . 

10.5.6 Corollary. With the same hypothesis as above, there are canonical 
isomorphisms of graded Hopf algebras 

Remark that in the stable case skew-symmetric and symplectic matrices 
have the same homology, a fact which is not obvious a priori. Of course this 
is not true in the non-stable case (see 10.5.10 and 10.5.11). 

10.5.7 Proof of Theorem 10.5.5 and Corollary 10.5.6. The proofs are 
along the same lines as in the gl-case. The only change is in the results of 
invariant theory which are going to be used. We sketch the parts of the proofs 
which mimick Sect. 10.2. To simplify the notation we write g(A) for o(A) or 
sp(A), and, consequently, 9 for 0 = o(k) or sp = sp{k). 

Let the group 71,/2 = 71,/271, act on gl{A) by a I---t - h in the orthogonal 
case and by a I---t - Ta in the symplectic case, so that in both cases g(A) is 
identified with the coinvariant space 

(10.5.7.1) g(A) := gl(A)z/2 = (gl ® A)Z/2 . 

Consequently, we get the following sequence of isomorphisms 

(10.5.7.2) Ang(A) = (g{A)®n)Sn ~ ((gl(A)®n)cl/2)n)Sn 

= ((gl(A)®n)Hn ~ (gl®n ® A®n) Hn ' 

where Hn = (71,/2)n )<I Sn is the hyperoctahedral group (cf. 6.3.3). 
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In order to compute the homology of the CE-complex (A * g( A), d) we first 
take the coinvariants with respect to 9 to get, by the same argument as in 
10.2.9, a quasi-isomorphism of complexes 

(A*g(A),d) -+ ((A*g(A))g,d). 

Note that one can apply Proposition 10.1.8, since both Or and SPr are reduc
tive Lie algebras. 

By mimicking 10.2.10 with the aid of (10.5.7.2) we get an isomorphism 

In the last isomorphism we have applied the result of invariant theory stated 
in 9.5.7 for the orthogonal case and in 9.5.12 for the symplectic case. 

The dihedral group Dn = 'L/2 )<3 'LIn is embedded into Hn = ('L/2)n )<3 Sn 
by sending 'L/2 diagonally into ('L/2t and the generator of 'LIn to the cyclic 
permutation T E Sn. Then, there is an isomorphism of graded symmetric 
algebras A(6:)n~l(k(Hnl Dnl0 A0n)HJ ~ 6:)n~O((k(S2nl Hnl0 A0n)HJ. A 
computation analogous to Proposition 10.2.16 shows that e is a coalgebra 
map and therefore 

Finally the sequence of isomorphisms 

permits us to finish the proof of Theorem 10.5.5. 
To finish the proof of Corollary 10.5.6 it suffices to remark that o(A) and 

sp( A) are closed under the direct sum of matrices so that the same argument 
as in the proof of Corollary 10.2.5 applies. 0 

10.5.8 Remark. In the computation of H*(gl(A)) performed in Sect. 10.2, 
we took the coinvariants with respect to the action of gl. But, in fact, we 
could as well take the coinvariants with respect to the action of 0 or of sp. 
This would give a slightly different proof of Theorem 10.2.4 . For instance 
(10.2.10.2) would become 

This version is helpful to show, for instance, that the inclusion o(A) '-+ 
gl(A) induces, on the primitive part of the homology, the natural inclusion 
HD.(A) '-+ HC.(A). 

10.5.9 Theorem (Stability for the Homology of or(A) and sP2r(A». 
Let k be a characteristic zero field and let A be a unital involutive associative 
k-algebra. For any integer n ~ 1 the stabilization maps induce isomorphisms 
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Hn(On+l(A)) ~Hn(on+2(A)) ~ ... ~Hn(o(A)), 

Hn(SP2n(A)) ~Hn(SP2n+2(A)) ~ ... ~Hn(sp(A)). 

Proof. This is a consequence of the stabilization results 9.5.7 and 9.5.12 of 
invariant theory. The proof is as in the gl-case (cf. Sect. 10.3). 0 

10.5.10 Theorem (First Obstruction to Stability in the Symplectic 
Case). Let k be a characteristic zero field and let A be a unital involutive 
associative k-algebra. For all n 2: 1 there is an exact sequence 

Hn(SP2n-2(A)) --+ Hn(SP2n(A) ~A:.t+(A- /[A+,A-]) --+ 0, 

where A ± = {a E A I 0; = ±a}, and Pf * is induced by the Pfaffian. 
In particular, if A is commutative with trivial involution (0; = a), then 

the map Hn(SP2n-2(A)) --+ Hn(SP2n(A» is surjective. 

Proof. By the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 10.3.4 this result 
is a consequence of Proposition 9.5.14 of invariant theory. 0 

10.5.11 Remark on the Obstruction to Stability in the Orthogonal 
Case. Since the first nontrivial cokernel, Coker«gl~.~\)On_l --+ (gl~n)oJ, is 
not one-dimensional (cf. 9.5.6) it is difficult to identify the first obstruction 
to stability in the orthogonal case. 

Exercise 

E.IO.5.1. Make a conjecture about H*(or(A)) and H*(SP2r(A)) in the com
mutative case, and verify it for A = k. [Mimick Conjecture 10.3.9.] 

10.6 Non-commutative Homology (or Leibniz 
Homology) of the Lie Algebra of Matrices 

In the definition of the Chevalley-EiIenberg complex of a Lie algebra 9 the 
module of chains is the exterior module. The non-commutative analog of 
the exterior module Ag is the tensor module Tg. If one replaces /\ by ® in 
the classical formula for the boundary map d of the CE-complex, then one 
gets a well-defined map on Tg, but the relation d2 = 0 is not valid anymore. 
However I discovered that, if one writes d so as to put the commutator [Xi, Xj] 
at the place i when i < j (see 10.6.2.1), then the relation d2 = 0 is satisfied 
in the tensor (i.e. non-commutative) context. So, this gives rise to a new 
complex (Tg, d) for the Lie algebra g. The homology groups of this complex 
are denoted HL*(g) and called the non-commutative homology groups of g. 
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In the proof of the relation d2 = 0 in the tensor module case, I noticed that 
the only property of the Lie bracket, which is needed, is the Leibniz relation 
(see 10.6.1.1). So the complex (Tg, d) and its homology are defined for more 
general objects than Lie algebras, for the Leibniz algebras (cf. 10.6.1). 

The main result of this section is the computation of HL*(gl(A)) when 
A is an associative algebra over a characteristic zero field k. It takes the 
following form (Theorem 10.6.5), 

So this result is analogous to what we proved for the Lie homology. In fact 
the natural map from the tensor module to the exterior module induces on 
the primitive part the natural map I : HH* -+ He •. The first part of the 
proof consists in mimicking the Lie algebra proof. On the other hand, the 
second part is specific and relies on a key construction due to C. Cuvier. 

The same techniques as in the Lie case permit us to give a stability the
orem (same bounds, d. Theorem 10.6.15) and a computation of the first 
obstruction to stability (cf. Theorem 10.6.17). In the case of a commutative 
algebra A this computation takes the form of an exact sequence 

We end up this section with a conjecture about the computation of 

for fixed r and commutative A in terms of the 'x-decomposition of H H. (A) 
(see 10.6.22). 

Standing Assumption. The associative k-algebra A is unital. 

10.6.1 Leibniz Algebras and Modules. By definition a Leibniz algebra 9 
is a k-module equipped with a bilinear map 

[-, -] : 9 X 9 -+ 9 

satisfying the Leibniz relation 

(10.6.1.1) [x, [y, zll = [[x, y], z]- [[x, z], y], for all x, y, z E 9 . 

Since in this book we decided to place the coefficient module on the left
hand side, the Leibniz relation keeps the first entry at the first place. If we 
were placing the coefficient module on the right-hand side, then the Leibniz 
relation would have been 

(10.6.1.1), [[x, y], z] = [x, [y, z]] - [y, [x, zll . 
Any Lie algebra is a Leibniz algebra (for the same bracket) since the 

classical Jacobi identity is equivalent to the Leibniz relation in presence of 
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the antisymmetry property of the bracket (cf. 10.1.1). On the other hand 
the quotient of the Leibniz algebra g by the ideal generated by the elements 
[x, xJ, for all x in g, is a Lie algebra g. 

By definition a Leibniz module Mover g is simply a Lie module over g. 
Composing with g -t g, the module structure on M gives rise to an action 
of g on M, still denoted [-, -] : M x g -t M, which is bilinear and satisfies 
formula (10.6.1.1) for any x E M and any y, Z E g. 

10.6.2 The Tensor Complex Associated to a Leibniz Algebra. For 
any Leibniz algebra g and any Leibniz g-module M we define a map d : 
M 0 gl8ln -t M 0gl8ln - 1 by the following formula (with our classical convention 
(go, ... ,gn) = (go 0 ... 0 gn) for go E M and gl,'" ,gn E g): 

(10.6.2.1) 

d(go, ... , gn):= L (-l)i (gO, . .. ,gi-l, [gi, gil, gi+t, . .. ,9;, ... , gn) . 
O~i<i~n 

Note that the bracket [gi, gj] is at the place inf (i, j). In particular for i = 0 
this element appears as a first entry and so d is well-defined. If we were using 
relation (10.6.1.1)' instead of (10.6.1.1) then we should put the module M on 
the right-hand side and the commutator at the place sup (i,j). Note also (cf. 
10.1.3) that the surjection from the tensor product to the exterior product 
induces, for any Lie algebra g and any Lie module M, a commutative diagram 

(10.6.2.2) M0gl8ln- 1 

1 

10.6.3 Lemma. For any Leibniz algebm 9 and any g-module M, the map 
d : M 0 gl8ln -t M 0 gl8ln-l defined above satisfies d2 = O. Therefore the 
sequence 

M I8In d M I8In-1 d M M ... -t 0g -.-t 0g -.-t ... -t 0g-t 

is a well-defined complex (M 0 Tg, d). 

Proof. Let us recall that g E g acts on a = (go, gt, .. . ,gn) by 

n 

[a,g]:= L(gO, ... ,[gi,g], ... ,gn). 
i=O 

First, we prove the following relation by induction on n, 

(10.6.3.0) d[a, g] = fda, g] for any a = (gO, gl, ... ,gn) . 
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This equality is trivial for n = O. For n = 1 it is precisely relation (10.6.1.1) 
smce 

d[a, g] = d( ([go, g], gl) + (go, [gl, g])) = -[[go, g], gd - [go, [gl, g]] , 

and [da, g] = [-[go, gl], g]. 
Suppose that (10.6.3.0) is true for n - I, and let us prove it for n. We 

adopt the following notation, y := gn and (3 := (gO, gl,· .. , gn-l) so that 
a = ((3, y). From the definition of the action and of the boundary map d 
given in (10.6.2.1), it is immediate that 

(10.6.3.1) d((3,y) = (d(3,y) + (_1)n[(3,y] , 

(10.6.3.2) [((3, y), g] = ([(3, g], y) + ((3, [y, g]) . 

The proof of formula (10.6.3.0) is as follows, 

d[a,g] =d[((3,y),g] = d(([(3,g],y) + ((3, [y,g])) by (10.6.3.2), 

= (d[(3,g],y) + (-l)n[[(3,g]'y] + (d(3, [y,g]) 

+ (-It[(3,[y,g]] by (10.6.3.1), 

= ([d(3, g], y) + (d(3, [y, g]) 

+ (-It([(3, [y, g]] + [[(3, g], y]) by induction, 

= [(d(3, y),g] + (-It[[(3, y], g] by (10.6.3.2) and (10.6.1.1), 

= [d((3, y), g] = [da, g] by (10.6.3.1) and definition of a . 

The proof of d 2 = 0 is by induction on n. For n = 0 and 1 it is trivial. For 
n = 2 it is precisely formula (10.6.1.1). Then, by induction we get 

d 2 a = dd«(3,y) = d«(d(3,y) + (-l)n[(3,y]) by (10.6.3.1), 

= (d 2(3,y) + (-1)n-l[d(3,y] + (-It[d(3,y] by (10.6.3.1) and (10.6.3.0), 

= (d 2(3, y) = 0 by induction since degree (3 = degree a-I. 0 

10.6.4 Homology of Leibniz Algebras (Leibniz Homology). By def
inition the homology of the Leibniz algebra 9 over k with coefficients in the 
g-module M is the homology of the tensor complex (M@Tg,d) and is denoted 
HL.(g,M). When M = k is equipped with the trivial structure ([m,g] = 0), 
these groups are denoted by HL.(g). 

Note that HLo(g) = k and HLl(g) = g/[g,g]. 
Since any Lie algebra 9 is a Leibniz algebra, the groups H Ln (g) are well

defined for any Lie algebra 9 and called the Leibniz homology groups of g. 
There is a natural map 

(10.6.4.1) HL.(g) -t H.(g) 
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which is induced by the natural map from the tensor power to the exterior 
power (cf. 10.6.2.2) (of course this map exists more generally for any g-module 
M). It is an isomorphism for n = 0 and n = 1, but certainly not higher up 
in general, since, for any abelian Lie algebra a, one has HLn(a) = a®n and 
Hn(a) = Ana. 

10.6.5 Theorem. Let A be a unital algebra over a characteristic zero field 
k. The non-commutative homology of the Lie algebra of matrices gl(A) is 
canonically isomorphic to the tensor module over the Hochschild homology of 
A shifted by 1. In other words there is a canonical isomorphism 

HL*(gl(A)) ~ T(HH*(A)[l]) . 

Proof. The proof is in four steps. 

(a) First, we take the coinvariants of the tensor module complex with respect 
to gl to get a quasi-isomorphic complex. 

(b) Second, we apply invariant theory to simplify the new complex, thus 
getting rid of the matrices. The resulting complex, described in terms of 
A and of the symmetric groups, is denoted L(A)[l]. 

(c) Third, we show that the complex of primitive elements of L(A) is quasi
isomorphic to the Hochschild complex C(A). This step (due to Cuvier) 
is the crucial one unlike in the commutative case. 

(d) Fourth, by using the technical result of the preceding step, we generalize 
Cuvier's proof to show that there is a quasi-isomorphism between L(A) 
and T(C(A)). 

10.6.6 First Step. From the property of the action of glr on (glrA)®n with 
respect to the differential (cf. 10.6.3.0), the epimorphism of complexes 

is well-defined. Here TglrA stands for T(glr(A)). By the same argument as 
in 10.2.9 (reductivity of glr), this map is a quasi-isomorphism. 

10.6.7 Second Step. By mimicking (10.2.10.1), we consider the following 
sequence of isomorphisms, 

(10.6.7.1) 

e: ((glrA)®n)glr ~ (gl~n ® A®n)glr ~ (gl~n)glr ® A®n ~ In,r ® A®n . 

The composite e is essentially T* ® idA®n, of which T* was made explicit 
in 9.2.11. The last isomorphism relies on Theorem 9.2.7 of invariant theory. 
Since In,r = k[Snl when r 2: n, it follows that the non-commutative homology 
of gl(A) is the homology of the complex 
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... ~ k[Sn+ll ® A®n+l ~ k[Snl ® A®n ~ ... , 

which we denote by L*(A) or simply L(A). More precisely we put 

Ln(A) := k[Sn+ll ® A®n+l , 

and the differential d is obtained from (10.6.2.1) by applying the isomorphism 
8. The conclusion of these two steps is that there is an isomorphism 

(10.6.7.2) 8* : HL*(gl(A)) ~ H*(L(A)[I]) . 

Remember that, for a graded module M, the notation M[11 means (M[I])n = 
M n - 1 · 

10.6.8 Third Step. Let us first introduce some notation. Put Pn = 
Pn(A) := k[Un+ll ® A®n+l, where Un+l is the conjugation class of the cycle 
T = (012 ... n) E Sn+l' Note that, now, we think of Sn+l as the group of au
tomorphisms of the set {O, ... , n}. We adopt the notation!! = (ao, ... , an) E 
A®n+l. The image of an element of Pn under the boundary map d of L* 
is an element of Pn - 1 (cf. 10.6.10 below). The restriction of d to Pn is de
noted b, 

P(A) : 

This notation is justified by the following fact. By computing at the Lie 
algebra level (as in 10.2.11, see again 10.6.10), it is easily seen that the image 
of T ® g under b is precisely T ® b(g), where, in this last expression, b is 
the Hochschild boundary. Therefore the modules T ® A®n+l, n ~ 0, form a 
subcomplex of P(A), that we identify with the Hochschild complex C(A). 

The inclusion!! I-t T ®!! is denoted L : C(A) Y P(A). The aim of this 
step is to prove the following 

10.6.9 Theorem. For any ring k and any unital k-algebra A, there is a map 
of complexes 1/J : P(A) - C(A) such that 
(aj 1/J 0 L = idc(A), 
(b j L 0 1/J is homotopic to idp(A)' 

As a consequence there is a canonical isomorphism 

L* : HH*(A) = H*(C(A)) ~ H*(P(A)) . 

Note that we did not assume any characteristic hypothesis in this state
ment. 

Proof. First, let us fix some notation. Let a E Un+l be written as a cycle a = 
(WOWl"'Wn ), Then w: {O, . .. ,n} ~ {O, ... ,n},w(i) = Wi, is a permutation 
and a = WTW- 1 . We impose the condition Wo = O. Thus, W is uniquely 
determined by a. Note that the equality wi = ai(O) defines Wj for any j E Z. 
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(10.6.9.1) 

Since W = id when a = T, it follows immediately that 'IjJ 0 i = id, and this 
proves part (a) of the theorem. 

Here is the plan of the proof of part (b) of the theorem. First we construct 
an endomorphism t of Pn, whose restriction to T ® A®n+1 ~ Cn(A) is the 
cyclic operator. It will satisfy the same conditions as the cyclic operator with 
respect to the face operators (d. 10.6.13), which define the differential map 
of p •. Though this new operator is not cyclic, we prove in 10.6.15 that it 
satisfies 

(10.6.9.2) 

In this context, there is also defined an extra degeneracy s (d. 10.6.12), which 
gives rise to a generalization of Connes operator B by B := (1 - t)s(l + t + 
... + tn) : Pn -+ Pn+1' We show in 10.6.14 that it satisfies 

(10.6.9.3) 

From the compatibility of t with the boundary map b of P(A) and (10.6.9.2), 
it follows that 'IjJ is a map of complexes. Then, (10.6.9.2) and (10.6.9.3) imply 
that i 0 'IjJ is homotopic to idp, which is statement (b). 

First we interpret bon P* as E(-l)idi for some di's. 

10.6.10 The Face Maps on P*, Notation. Let x be the class of E~~(O) ® 
E~~(1) 18> ••• 18> E::"(n) in ((gl(A)®n+1 )gl. Note that since the coefficient mod
ule is k, the entry E;~(i) plays the role of gi+l in the formula 10.6.2.1. The 
image of x in Pn+1 is a ® Q. Consider formula (10.6.2.1), giving d(x). In 
the summation there are only n + 1 non-trivial terms because a E Un+1 and 
[Eij,Ekl] = 0 if j =1= k and l =1= i. Let Ji(x) be the element of ((gl(A)®n+l)gl 
which is (_l)i times the term in the summation which involves the commu
tator 

By definition the face map di : Pn -+ Pn - 1, 0 ::; i ::; n, is given by 
di = eJie-1. From this definition of di , it is clear that, on Pn , one 
has b = E~=o(-l)idi' Explicitly di(a ® Q) = (_l)i+r+l(a' ® Q'), where 
r = SUp(Wi, Wi+l), the cycle a' is obtained from a by deleting r and rear
ranging the numbering, Q' is obtained from Q by deleting ar and replacing as 

(for s = inf (Wi, Wi+1)) by aWiaWi+l if r = Wi+1 and by -aW;aWi+l if r = Wi' 

Proof. Since b2 = 0 is valid for any ring A, one can suppose that the variables 
at, ... , an are independent (even non-commuting). In the expansion b2 (x) = 
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l:i<j( -l)i+j(didj - dj _ l di )(x) the only terms, which involve both products 

aw(i)aw(i+l) and aw(j)aw(j+l), are didj(x) and dj - l di(x). Since b2 (x) = 0, this 
implies did j = dj - ldi . 0 

The following lemmas will lead to the proof of the main theorem. 

10.6.12 Lemma-Definition. Let the extra degeneracy s = B-1 : Pn ~ Pn+l 
be given by s{O' ® gJ := s{O') ® s{Q), where, as a cycle, s(O') := (O Wo + 1 WI + 
1 ... Wn + 1) for 0' = (wo WI ... Wn), and s(Q) := (1, ao, . .. , an). Then one has 

do s = idp", and di s = S di- l : Pn ~ Pn for 0 < i ::; n , 

Proof. In terms of elementary matrices (cf. 10.2.11), s is given by 

s ( E~~(O) ® ... ® E~';,.(n)) = EJs(u)(o) ® E~~(U)(I) 0 ... ® E~+1 s(u)(n) . 

Since s(O')(O) = Wo + 1 = 1, it follows that do of this element is obtained by 
performing the commutator of the first two entries, 

[EJ s(u)(O) ' E~~(U)(I)] = E~~(U)(I) . 

So it is clear that dos = id. The other formula is proved similarly. 0 

10.6.13 Corollary-Definition. Put t := (-l)ndn+ls : Pn ~ Pn and N := 

l:~=o ti. Then one has 

(a) dit = -tdi- l , i > 0, and dot = (-l)ndn, 

(b) b(id - t) = {id - t)b', Nb = b'N, b's + sb' = id, 
(c) (id - t)N = id - tn+l, 

(d) the restriction oft to T ® A®n+l ~ Cn(A) is the cyclic operator. 

Proof. This corollary follows from the formulas of Lemmas 10.6.11 and 10.6.12 
as follows. For (a) we get 

dit = (-l)ndidn+ls = (-l)ndndis = (-l)ndnsdi_l = -tdi- l 

in the range ° < i ::; n, and 

The first two relations of (b) were proved in Lemma 2.1.1 as consequences of 
relations (a). For the last relation of (b) one has 

n n 

b's = l:{ _l)idis = dos + l:( -l)idis = id - sb' . 
i=O i=1 
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Formula (c) and statement (d) are straightforward. o 

10.6.14 Lemma. bB + B b = id - tn+l on Pn for B := (id - t)sN. 

Proof. This is a consequence of (b) and (c) in the preceding lemma since 

b(id - t)sN + (id - t)sNb = (id - t)(b's + sb')N = (id - t)N = id - tn+l. 0 

10.6.15 Lemma. tn+l = L 0 'ljJ and so 'ljJ is a map of complexes. 

Proof. From the definitions of dn+1 and s we have 

where Wi = Wi-l + 1 if Wi-I < Wn , and Wi = Wi-I if Wi-I> wn • 

Note that, in the cycle, n appears under the form (n - 1) + 1. Remember 
that Wo = O. Therefore the involved cycle is of the form (0 1 WI + 1 ... ). For 
t2, it is of the form (01 2 WI + 2 ... ). By the end we get 

tn+l(O' ® g) = sgn (w)(O 12 ... n) ® (awo "'" awJ = L 0 'ljJ(0' ® g) , 

as expected (cf. 10.6.9.1). The commutation property btn+1 = tnb is a conse
quence of (10.6.13.a). 0 

10.6.16 Fourth Step and End of the Proof of Theorem 10.6.5. The 
inclusion map L extends naturally to an inclusion map of complexes 

LO : T(C[I)) '--t T(P[I)) '--t L[IJ , 

where T is the tensor module functor. More precisely L() is given by 

L()((ao, ... , au-d ® ... ® (ar , ... , ar+v-d ® ... ® (as, ... , an)) 

= ((OI ... u -1) ... (rr + 1 ... r +v -1) ... (s ... n)) ®g. 

Note that the entries 0,1, ... , u-l, ... , r, r+l, ... , r+v-l, ... , s, ... , n, 
are in increasing order. 

Let us write the permutation 0' E Sn+l as a product of m cycles of length 
u, . .. ,v, ... ,W, with the conditions that, in the notation 

- each of the first entries {wo, . .. ,Wr , • •. ,ws } of involved cycles is the smallest 
number in its cycle, 

- 0 = Wo < ... < Wr < ... < Ws' Therewith the permutation W is uniquely 
determined, and one has 
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(j'=w(~u, ... ,r, ... )w-l 

= w « 0 1. .. u - 1) ... (r r + 1. .. r + V - 1) ... (s ... n))w -1 . 

With the aid of this notation one can define a map 

We prove below that 'ljJ() is a map of complexes. It is immediate to check that 

(a) 

Our aim is to construct operators 

B() : £* ~ £*+1 and t(): £* ~ £* , 

such that 

(10.6.16.1) 

(10.6.16.2) 

These two relations imply 

(b) 

Relation (10.6.16.1) and properties of to will imply that 'ljJo is a map 
of complexes. Relations (a) and (b) imply that T(C[l]) is quasi-isomorphic 
to £[1]. Since the homology of a tensor complex is the tensor complex of its 
homology by the Kiinneth theorem, we are done, 

The proofs of (10.6.16.1-2) are done in the following subsection, where the 
construction of B() mimicks the construction, in the tensor framework, of a 
homotopy from a homotopy on the primitives. 

10.6.17 The Operators s(i), t(i)' B(i) and Proofs of (10.6.16.1-2). 
Remember that the differential map bO on the tensor complex T(C[l]) is 
given by bO = :E::1 b(i)' where 

In other words, applying b(i) consists, up to sign, in performing b on the ith 
component. 

Similarly, the differential d : £[1] ~ £[1] can be written d = :E::l d(i)' 
where d(i) consists in performing b (i.e. the restriction of d to P) on the ith 
component of (j' ® Q, shifting the indices accordingly, and multiplying by the 
appropriate sign. For instance, 
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d(2) ((041)(235) Q9 Q) = (031)(24) Q9 (ao, all a2a3, a4, a5) 

+ (041)(23) Q9 (ao, aI, a2, a3a5, a4) 

- (041)(23) Q9 (aO,al,a5a2,a3,a4). 

The operator t(i) (resp. 8(i)) is defined on a Q9 Q by applying t, as given in 
10.6.13, (resp. 8 as given in 10.6.12) on the ith component of aQ9Q, shifting the 
indices accordingly, and multiplying by the appropriate sign. For instance, 

t(2)((041)(235) Q9Q) = -(051)(234) Q9 (ao,a1,a5,a2,a3,a4), 

8(2) ((041) (235) Q9 Q) = (051)(2346) Q9 (ao, a1, 1, a2, a3, a4, a5) . 

Then we define 
to .- tU tV tW 

.- (1) 0 ... 0 (i) 0 •.. 0 (m)' 

Note that the operators t(1)" .. , t(m)' where u, ... , v, .. . , ware the lengths 
of the cycles, commute with each other. From the definition of t() and the 
properties of t (cf. Lemma 10.6.14), it is clear that to is a morphism of 
complexes as announced, and that to = L()'l/;(). 

The operator B(;) is defined on a Q9 Q by applying L'l/; on the first (i - 1) 
components, B on the ith component, and id on the remaining (m - i) com
ponents, shifting the indices accordingly, and multiplying by the appropriate 
sign. In other words, 

B(i) := ((L'l/; )l8Ii - 1 Q9 idl8lm- i +1) (id - t(i) )8(i) (1 + t(i) + ... + t(i)) . 

Then we put 
m 

i=1 

Let us, now, prove that B() is a homotopy from t() to id. We compute 

dBO + BOd ~ (~d«)) (~BU)) + ( ~ B(j)) (L'.d{;)) 

= L(d(i)B(i) + B(i)d(i)) , 

i 

since d(i) and B(j) anticommute when i =f j, 

= L ((L'l/;)l8I i Q9idl8lm - i - (L'l/;)l8Ii +1 Q9idl8lm- i - 1) 

i 

by Lemmas 10.6.14 and 10.6.15, 

= idl8lm - (L'l/;)l8Im = idL - L()'l/;(). o 

This finishes the fourth step and therefore the proof of Theorem 10.6.5. 
o 
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We now state, and then prove, the stability results for H L* (glr (A)), r 2: 1. 

10.6.18 Theorem. Let k be a characteristic zero field and let A be a unital 
k-algebra. For any integer n 2: 1 the stabilization maps induce isomorphisms 

The proof will be performed in 10.6.21. 

10.6.19 A Milnor-Type Hochschild Homology Group. In order to 
describe the obstruction to stability in the non-commutative case we need 
to introduce the following group. By definition H H~ (A) is the quotient of 
A ® AnA (taken over k) by the relations 

(10.6.19.1) 

ao ® al 1\ ... 1\ (aia~ - a~ai) 1\ ... 1\ an = 0 for all i (including i = 0) , 

(10.6.19.2) 

(aoal ® a2 - ao ® ala2 + a2aO ® al) 1\ a31\ ... 1\ an = 0 for all ai,a~ EA. 

If A is commutative, then condition (1O.6.19.1) is void and the following 
map is an isomorphism: 

10.6.20 Theorem (First Obstruction to Stability). Let k be a charac
teristic zero field and let A be a unital associative k-algebra. For all n 2: 1 
there is an exact sequence 

which takes the form 

when A is commutative. 

Again we remark that this obstruction is the submodule of the primitive 
part generated by the products of elements of low degree. 

10.6.21 Proof of Theorems 10.6.18 and 10.6.20. Let us denote by 
Ln(r) := In,r ® A®n the module isomorphic to (TnglrA)glr by the sequence 
of isomorphisms of (10.6.7.1). We know that 
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is an isomorphism. The following is a short exact sequence of (horizontal) 
complexes 

(1O.6.21.1) 

... -+ Ln+1{n - 1) -+ Ln{n - 1) -+ Ln_1(n - 1) -+ ... 

1 1 1 
.. , -+ Ln+1(n) 

d 
--+ Ln(n) -+ Ln-1{n) -+ ... 

1 l~ 1 
... -+ -+ A~)n -+ 0 -+ ... 

The inclusion of L.{n - 1) into L.(n) is induced by the inclusion of /.,n-l 
into I.,n' Therefore the cokernel complex is (Im,n//m,n-l) I8i A®m in degree 
m. In particular this module is 0 for m > n and is 

for m = n (cf. 9.2.6 and Corollary 9.2.9). Note that the surjective map 
7r : k[Sn] I8i A®n -+ A®n is sgn I8i id. 

By taking the homology in (10.6.21.1) we get a long exact sequence 

HLn(gln_lA) -+ HLn(glnA) ~A®n/';:;j -+ HLn-1(gln-l A ) 

-+ HLn-1(gln-lA) -+ 0 -+.~. -+ .. , 

This proves that stability begins at least at HLn- 2 (gln-l (A) (or equivalently 
at HLn(gln+l(A»). In order to prove that it really begins at HLn- 1 (gln-l (A» 
(or equivalently at HLn(gln(A», which would finish the proof of Theorem 
10.6.18) it suffices to prove that 7r. is surjective. The proof is exactly as in 
Proposition 10.3.6. 

In order to finish the proof of Theorem 10.6.20 it suffices to identify the 
equivalence relation ';:;j. 

The relations of Lemmas 10.6.14 and 10.6.15 imply that g - L o1jJ(g) is in 
the image of 7r 0 d for any g in A®n. In other words, in A®n / ';:;j, one has 

(al,' .. ,an) = sgn (w)(aw{l),' .. , aw(n)) 

for any wE Sn such that w(l) = 1. 

Consequently A®n / ';:;j is a quotient of A I8i An- l A. The rest of the proof is 
exactly as in 10.3.6. 0 

The end of this section deals with HL.(glr{A») for fixed r. 

10.6.22 Conjecture. Let A be a commutative and unital algebra over a 
characteristic zero field k. Then for any positive integer r there is a canonical 
isomorphism 
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HL*(glr(A)) e:! T( EB HHi~l(A)) , 
i<r 

where HH* = EBiHH~i) is the A-decomposition of Hochschild homology (cf. 
4.5.10). 

10.6.23 Comments on the Conjecture. As in the gl-case this conjecture 
may be too optimistic. Again it is consistent with all the results of this section 
and of Sect. 4.5. 

The particular case A = k has recently been proved by C. Cuvier [unpub
lished] under the form 

HLn(slr(k)) = 0 for n> 0 and any r 2': 2 . 

More generally one should have, for any semi-simple Lie algebra g over k, 

H Ln (g) = 0 for n > 0 . 

Exercises 

E.I0.6.1. Show that for any Leibniz algebra g one has 

where g is a module over itself via the bracket (Compare with Exercise 
E.1O.4.3). 

E.I0.6.2. Show that there is defined a cohomology theory H L * (g, M) dual to 
H L*. Give interpretation of the groups H Ll, H L2, H L3 in terms of crossed 
homomorphisms, extensions, and crossed modules of Leibniz algebras respec
tively. (Cf. C. Cuvier [these, to appear] and Loday-Pirashvili [1992].) 

E.I0.6.3. Show that the tensor product of matrices induces a product on 
HL*(gl(A)) whose restriction to the primitive part coincides with the shuffle 
product on Hochschild homology. 

E.I0.6.4. Show that the exterior product of matrices permits us to define 
A-operations on H L. (gl(A)). Show that their restriction to the primitive part 
coincides with the A-operations on Hochschild homology. 

E.I0.6.5. Compute HL.(o(A)) and HL.(sp(A)). 

E.I0.6.6. Let rop be the category ..::lop enriched with morphisms B-1 : [n] ~ 
[n + 1] for each n, satisfying, 

S_lSj = Sj+lS-l for j2':O, 

diLl = s_ldi - l for O<i::;n, 

dOLl = id, 
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(a) Show that ~cop admits a similar presentation with .the last relation 
replaced by (dn+1Ll)n+l = idn. Whence a functor raP -t ~cop. 

(b) Let M. be a raP-module and let Nn = 1m (dn+lLl)n+l. Show that N. 
is a simplicial module, and that the inclusion from N. into M. induces 
an isomorphism on homology. (Compare with Proposition 6.1.11. For 
(d) apply the technique used in the fourth step of the proof of 10.6.5: 
bB + Bb = id - tn+l.) 

E.10.6.7. Let A be an associative algebra and D: A -t A be a k-linear map 
such that D(a Db) = Da Db = D(Da b), e.g. D = id or D is a square-zero 
derivation. Show that the bracket 

[x, y] := x Dy - Dy x 

satisfies the Leibniz relation. 

Bibliographical Comments on Chapter 10 

The classical reference for the basics on homology and cohomology of Lie algebras 
is Koszul [1950]. The main theorem about the relationship to cyclic homology was 
announced in Loday-Quillen [1983] and published (with more material) in [LQ]. It 
was also proved independently by Tsygan, see Tsygan [1983] for the announcement 
and [FT] for the proof. A similar proof for the particular case of a tensor algebra 
is hinted in Dwyer-Hsiang-Staffeldt [1980] and Hsiang-Staffeldt [1982]. 

The stability and the computation of the obstruction to stability is in [LQ]. 
The case of the adjoint representation (same technique of proof) is in Goodwillie 
[1985b], the orthogonal and symplectic cases are in Loday-Procesi [1988]. All these 
cases are also treated in [FT]. Extension of the L-Q-T result to non-unital algebras 
is dealt with in Hanlon [1988]. 

The theory of non-commutative homology of Lie algebras is new. The crucial 
step permitting the comparison with Hochschild homology is due to C. Cuvier 
[1991] as indicated. Interpretation of HL in terms of derived functors and more 
results can be found in Loday-Pirashvili [1992]. 

The computations of this chapter are all in characteristic zero. In positive char
acteristic the right framework is the category of "restricted p-Lie algebras". For 
a first result in this direction, see Aboughazi [1989]. The conjectures 10.3.9 (resp. 
10.6.22) about the computation of H.(glr(A)) (resp. HL.(glr(A))) for a fixed in
teger r, are analogous to similar conjectures about H.(GLr(A)) (see 11.2.18.4), 
which grew out from discussions that I had with Christophe SouIe a long time ago. 
Different proofs of the computation of H L.(gl(A)) can be found in Lodder [1995], 
Oudom [1997] and Frabetti [1997]. 
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The Grothendieck group Ko(A) of a ring A was introduced in the sixties 
by Grothendieck in order to give a nice formulation of the Riemann-Roch 
theorem. Then it was recognized that the Grothendieck group is closely re
lated to the abelianization K 1 (A) of the general linear group, which had been 
studied earlier (1949) by J.H.C. Whitehead in his work on simple homotopy. 
The next step was the discovery of the K 2-group by Milnor in his attempt 
to understand the Steinberg symbols in arithmetic. At that point these three 
groups were expected to be part of a family of algebraic K-functors Kn de
fined for all n ~ o. After several attempts by different people, Quillen came 
with a simple construction, the so-called plus-construction, which gives rise 
to higher algebraic K-theory. 

These K -groups are related to the general linear group in the same way 
as additive K-theory (i.e. cyclic homology) is related to the Lie algebra of 
matrices. Therefore it is not surprising that, in a framework where exponen
tial and logarithm maps exist, these two theories are related to one another. 
Two cases arise naturally, the relative case with nilpotent ideal, and the topo
logical case of Banach algebras. Both cases permit us to do calculations of 
algebraic K -groups using cyclic homology. 

In this short introduction to algebraic K-theory we essentially define and 
study whatever is necessary to understand the relationship with cyclic homol
ogy. Note that the Grothendieck group Ko has been dealt with in Sect. 8.2. 

Section 11.1 begins with the Bass-Whitehead group Kl and the Milnor 
group K2 . It is shown how they are related to GL, to the subgroup E of 
elementary matrices and to the Steinberg group St. 

Section 11.2 introduces the plus-construction of Quillen and the definition 
Kn(A) := 7rn{BGL(A)+) for any ring A and any n ~ 1. It is shown that this 
definition agrees with the former ones for n = 1 and n = 2. For n = 3 it 
is interpreted in terms of the homology of the Steinberg group. One of the 
main properties of the K -groups, that we are going to use later on, is their 
identification with the primitive part of H*(GL(A)) rationally. 

Section 11.3 is devoted to Goodwillie's isomorphism between relative al
gebraic K -theory and relative cyclic homology of a nilpotent ideal in charac
teristic zero, 

J.-L. Loday, Cyclic Homology
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998
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In Sect. 11.4 we use the results of Chap. 8 to construct Chern character 
maps from algebraic K-theory to cyclic homology, both for rings (absolute 
case) and for ideals (relative case). The relative Chern character is compared 
with Goodwillie's isomorphism. 

Section 11.5 handles the case of Banach algebras and it is shown that these 
Chern characters give rise to secondary characteristic classes. The particular 
case of the ring of integers in a number field gives rise to the regulator map. 

This chapter relies heavily on elementary algebraic topology. We assume 
familiarity with classical notions and theorems such as the Hurewicz theorem, 
the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, the J.H.C.Whitehead's theorem, simple spaces, 
homotopy fibrations and their homology spectral sequence, obstruction the
ory, see for instance G.W. Whitehead [1978]. 

At some places we refer to the literature for the proof. In particular the 
last section is proofless. 

Standing Assumptions and Notation. All topological spaces are of the 
homotopy type of CW -complexes and are base-pointed (unless otherwise ex
plicitly stated). Localization of an abelian group over the rationals is denoted 
either by (-h~ or by (-) ® Q. 

11.1 The Bass-Whitehead Group K 1 

and the Milnor Group K2 

In this section we give a brief outline of the functors Kl and K2 • Details and 
more properties are to be found in Bass [1968], Milnor [1974] and subsequent 
articles (see Magurn [1984]). Among the main properties of these groups is 
their relationship with the homology of GL(A) and of the elementary group 
E(A). In fact the equalities 

K1{A) = H1{GL{A),Z) and K2 {A) = H2 {E{A),Z) 

can be taken as definitions (compare with Exercise E.1O.2.5). 

11.1.1 Definition of the Bass-Whitehead Group K 1 • Let GLn(A) be 
the general linear group of n x n matrices with coefficients in A. It is made of 
invertible n x n matrices and the group law is the multiplication of matrices. 
The inclusion GLn(A) Y GLn+l(A) consists in bordering by O's and 1, 

The inductive limit limn GLn(A) = UnGLn{A) is denoted by GLoo(A) or, 
more often, by GL(A). 
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By definition the commutator of x and y in a group G is the element 
[x, y] := xyx-Iy-I. The normal subgroup of G generated by these commuta
tors is the commutator subgroup of G, denoted [G, G]. Obviously the quotient 
G I[G, G] is abelian, and in fact universal for this property. It is sometimes 
denoted Gab. 

By definition the Bass- Whitehead group of the ring A is 

KI(A) := GL(A)/[GL(A), GL(A)] . 

This defines a functor K I from the category of rings to the category of abelian 
groups. 

Note that for any discrete group G one has Gab = HI (G, Z) (cf. Appendix 
C.2). 

So one has 

(11.1.1.1) 

11.1.2 The Determinant and SKI. In this subsection the ring A is com
mutative. For any n the determinant det (a) of the invertible matrix a E 

GLn(A) is an invertible element of A. Clearly the inclusion map described in 
11.1.1 commutes with the determinant (because det (a EEl,B) = det (a) det (13) 
and det (1) = 1) and so det : G L( A) -+ A x is a well-defined group homo
morphism with values in the abelian group of invertible elements of A. Since 
for any matrices a and 13 one has det (aj3) = det (j3a) it follows that the 
determinant map factors through GL(A)ab = KI(A) to give 

det: KI(A) -+ AX . 

From AX = GLI(A) and from det(a) = a for any a E AX it is easily seen 
that det is canonically split. By definition one puts SKI(A) := Ker (det) so 
that Kl (A) = SKI (A) EEl A x. 

11.1.3 First Properties and Computations of K I . In this subsection 
we mention without proof some results on K I . Here are some examples for 
which K1(A) = AX, that is SKI(A) = 0: 
- A is a field or, more generally, A is a local ring, 
- A = Z or, more generally, A is an Euclidean ring, 
- A is the ring of integers in a finite extension of IQ. 

However there are many examples for which SKI (A) i- 0 and there are 
many articles devoted to the computation of SKI (A) (cf. Magurn [1984]). 
Let A = IR[x, y]/(x2 + y2 = 1) and let 

a = [x y] E G L2 (A) . 
-y x 

Since det (a) = 1, the class of a is an element of SKI (A). It can be shown to 
generate an infinite cyclic subgroup. 
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Let A[t, e l ] be the Laurent polynomial ring over the ring A. Then the 
map 

e ~ et + (1 - e) , 

where e is an idempotent in M(A) defines a map 

(11.1.3.1) 

which can be shown to be split injective. 

11.1.4 The Group E(A) of Elementary Matrices. Let eij(a), i =/: j, 
i ~ 1, j ~ 1, be the so-called elementary matrix whose coefficients are 1 in 
the diagonal, a E A in the row i and the column j, and 0 otherwise: 

The normal subgroup of GL(A) generated by the elementary matrices is the 
elementary group E(A). It has the following properties. 

11.1.5 Proposition. For any ring A one has 

[GL{A),GL{A)] = E{A) = [E{A),E{A)]. 

Proof. The proposition follows from the inclusions 

E{A) C [E{A), E{A)] C [GL(A), GL{A)] C E{A) . 

The first inclusion is a consequence of the following formula which is valid 
for any a E A and any set of indices i, j, k such that i =/: j =/: k =/: i, 

The second inclusion is obvious since E{A) C GL{A). Let us show the last 
inclusion. For any finite dimensional (and invertible) matrix x we identify it 
with its image in GL{A). Let y be another one. Then in GL(A) one has the 
equality 

Therefore it suffices to show that for any x the matrix 

is in E(A). This is an immediate consequence of the next 
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11.1.6 Lemma (Whitehead Identity). For any finite dimensional invert
ible matrix x the matrix 

w(x) := [_x- i X] 

satisfies the following identities: 

w(x)w(-I) = [X X- i ] , 

w(x) = [~ ~] [_~-i ~] [~ ~] E E(A). 

Proof. Both of these formulas are immediate to verify by direct computation. 
One has w(x) E E(A) since the matrix 

is the product of the elementary matrices ei,j+n(xij), when x is of dimension 
n. 0 

(11.1.6.1) Note that a group G is said to be perfect if G = [G, GJ. SO by 
Lemma 11.1.6 the elementary group E(A) is perfect. 

11.1.7 The Steinberg Group. By definition the Steinberg group St(A) of 
the ring A is presented by generators Xij(a), i 2: 1, j 2: 1, i =j:. j, a E A and 
relations 

(a) 

(b) 
(c) 

Xij(a)xij(b) = Xij(a + b) , 

[xij(a),xkl(b)] = 1, j =j:. k, i =j:.l, 

[xij(a),xjk(b)] = xik(ab) . 

Obviously St is a functor from the category of rings to the category of groups. 
From the well-known relations satisfied by the elementary matrices, we see 
that there is a natural epimorphism 

¢: St(A) --t E(A) , ¢(xij(a» = eij(a) . 

11.1.8 Proposition. The Steinberg group St(A) and the epimorphism ¢ 
determine a central extension of the elementary group E(A). 

Proof. Cf. Milnor [1974, p. 47J. o 

11.1.9 Corollary. Ker¢ is equal to the center of St(A). 

Proof. For any element x in the center of St(A), ¢(x) is in the center of E(A). 
But clearly center E(A) = 1 and so ¢(x) = 1 and center St(A) C Ker¢. The 
other inclusion is given by Proposition 11.1.8. 0 
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11.1.10 Definition of the Group K2 (Milnor). The group K 2(A) of the 
ring A is by definition 

K2(A) := Ker (1: St(A) -? E(A» , 

where 1 is the central extension described in 11.1.7. By Proposition 11.1.8 
the group K2(A) is abelian. In fact K2 is a functor from the category of rings 
to the category of abelian groups. 

It is beyond the scope of this book to make any computation of K2 • Let 
us just mention that K 2(1.) 9:! 1./21. with generator w(I)4 E St(1.) (notation 
of Lemma 11.1.6, see 11.1.15). Later we will give more information on K2 of 
a field, of a local ring and of Laurent polynomials. But before that we give 
an interpretation of K2 in terms of group homology. 

11.1.11 Universal Central Extensions of Groups. Let us recall a few 
facts about the cohomological group H2(G,H2(G», when G is a perfect 
group. By the universal coefficient theorem (cf. 1.0.7), there is an isomor
phism H2(G, H2(G» 9:! Hom(H2(G), H2(G». Since H2(G, H2(G» classifies 
the central extensions of H2(G) by G (cf. Appendix C.7), there is an ex
tension, well-defined up to isomorphism, which corresponds to idH2 (G)' It is 
called the universal central extension of G, 

o -? H2(G) -? G -? G -? 1 , 

because, for any other central extension r of G, there is a unique map from 
G to rover G. The induced map H2(G) -? Ker'ljJ corresponds to the co
homology class of the extension r via the isomorphism Hom(H2G, Ker'ljJ) 9:! 
H2( G, Ker 7j;). 

11.1.12 Theorem (Kervaire). The extension 

1 -? K 2 (A) -? St(A) -? E(A) -? 1 , 

is the universal central extension of the perfect group E{A). Therefore there 
is a canonical isomorphism 

Proof. Cf. Kervaire [1970] or Milnor [1974]. o 

11.1.13 The Product Map Kl x Kl -? K 2 • One can define an "exterior" 
product K 1 (A) X K1 (A') -? K2 (A0A') and, as usual, for A commutative an 
"interior" product K 1(A) x K 1(A) -? K2 (A) which is the exterior product 
for A = A' composed with the map induced by the product in A. We will 
only deal with the interior product for sake of simplicity. 

Let a E G Ln (A) and {3 E G Lm (A). After choosing an isomorphism of A nm 

with An ® Am there are defined elements a 0 1m and In 0 (3 in GLnm(A) 
which happen to commute. Consider the following elements of GL3nm(A), 
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D(a) = [
aQ9 1m 

[
In Q9 (3 

D'((3) = 

and 

By Lemma 11.1.6 they belong to E3nm(A) C E(A). Choose liftings D(a) 
and D'((3) of these elements in St(A). Since D(a) = 4>(D(a)) and D'((3) = 
4>(D'((3)) commute in E(A), the commutator [D(a), D'((3)] belongs to Ker 4> = 
K2(A). This commutator does not depend on the choice of the liftings and 
depends only on the class [a J of a in K 1 ( A) and on the class [(3J of 13 in 
K 1 (A). So we have proved the first part of the following 

11.1.14 Proposition. The assignment ([aJ, [13]) I-t [D(a),15'(f3)J is a well
defined bilinear map called the "cup-product " 

which is graded commutative (x U y = -y U x). 

Proof. Linearity on the left-hand factor follows from the commutator identity 

[xx', y] = [x, [x', y]][x', y][x, y] 

applied in the case where [x', y] is central. The graded commutativity is a 
consequence of the commutator identity [x, y] = [y, xJ-l and the fact that 
K2(A) is central in St(A), hence invariant by conjugation. 0 

11.1.15 Steinberg Symbols and K2 of Fields. Let A be commutative 
and let x and y be invertible elements in A. They determine elements still 
denoted x and y in Kl (A) and their cup-product xU y E K 2 (A) (sometimes 
denoted {x, y}) is called a Steinberg symbol. Besides the bilinearity prop
erty and the graded commutativity mentioned in Proposition 11.1.14 these 
elements satisfy the following identities (d. Milnor [1974, §9]), 

(11.1.15.1) xU (1 - x) = 1 (Steinberg relation) , 

(11.1.15.2) xU -x = 1, 

where 1 is the neutral element of K 2(A) C St(A). 
For any commutative ring A the Milnor K -group of A, denoted Kr (A) is 

an abelian group defined by generators and relations as follows (we use a mul
tiplicative notation). The generators are {x, y} where x and yare invertible 
elements in A. The relations are 
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(1) { xx' , y} = {x, y}{ x' , y} , 

(2) {x,y}{y,x} = 1 , 

(3) {x, 1 - x} = 1 , 

(4) {x,-x}=I. 

From the properties of the K 2-group it is immediate that there is a natural 
map 

Ktt (A) -t K 2 (A), {x, y} t-+ x U Y . 

The computation of K 2 (Z) mentioned in 11.1.10 is such that Kr (Z) C>! 

K2(Z) ~ Zj2Z with generator {-1,-1}. A fundamental result in this area 
is the so-called Matsumoto's theorem which asserts that 
(11.1.15.3) 

if F is a field, then Ktt (F) -t K 2 (F) is an isomorphism. 

As mentioned before this theorem is still true for F = Z. We refer to Milnor 
[1974] for a proof of these assertions. 

11.1.16 Milnor K-Groups. Let A be a commutative ring and consider 
the tensor algebra T(A X) over Z where AX is the abelian group of invertible 
elements of A. For any x E A x - {I} the elements x 0 (1 - x) and x 0 (-x) 
generate a 2-sided ideal I of T(AX) and we consider the quotient T(AX)jI. 
It is a graded abelian group whose components in degree 0, 1 and 2 are 
respectively Z, A x, Kr (A). By definition the nth graded piece is called the 
nth Milnor K -group of A and denoted K:! (A). 

These groups have been extensively studied for A = F being a field. In 
this case the relation (4) in 11.1.15 is a consequence of the others. 

Exercises 

E.n.1.1. Dennis-Stein Symbols. For any ring A define elements of St(A), 
for any a, bE A such that 1 - ab is invertible, as follows, 

and 

Show that the elements (a, b) are in K2(A) and satisfy the following relations, 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 

(1, c) = 0, c E A , 

(a, b) + (a', b) = (a + a' - aba', b), a, a', b E A , 

(ab, c) - (a,bc) + (ca, b) = 0, a,b,c EA. 

Show that if b is invertible, then (a, b) = {1- ab, b}. Show that if A is a local 
ring (for instance a field), then the generators (a, b) and the relations (1), (2) 
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and (3) form a presentation of K 2(A) (d. Dennis-Stein [1973] and van der 
Kallen-Maazen-Stienstra [1975]). 

E.ll.1.2. Relative K-Groups. For any 2-sided ideal I of the ring A show 
that there exist functorial groups Ko(A,I), K1(A,I) and K2 {A, I) which fit 
into a long exact sequence 

K3{A) -t K3{A/I) -t K2{A,I) -t K2 (A) -t K2 (A/I) -t K1{A,I) 

-t K1{A) -t K1(A/I) -t Ko(A,I) -t Ko(A) -t Ko{A/I) , 

where K3(A) = H3(St(A),Z) (d. Bass [1968], Milnor [1974] and Loday 
[1978]). 

E.ll.1.3. Relative K 2 • Let A be a commutative ring and I an ideal of A, 
which is in the Jacobson radical of A. Show that K 2 (A, I) is isomorphic to 
the group KPS(A,I) generated by the symbols (a, b), a,b E A and either a 
or b is in I, with the relations of Exercise E.n.1.1, where in relation (1) cis 
in I, in relation (2) b is in I or a and a' are in I, in relation (3) either a or b 
or c is in I (cf. Keune [1978]). 

E.ll.1.4. Dieudonne Determinant. Show that for any ring A there is a 
natural map Kl (A) -t A x /[A x, AX] which coincides with the determinant 
map in the commutative case. 

11.2 Higher Algebraic K-Theory 

Quillen's plus-construction is a modification of a space obtained by adding 
a few cells so that a perfect subgroup of the fundamental group is killed, 
though the homology of the space remains unchanged. The point is that the 
higher homotopy groups of the new space differ radically from those of the 
former one. Applied to the classifying space BGL(A) of the discrete group 
GL{A), one obtains a new space BGL{A)+ whose homotopy groups are, 
by definition, the algebraic K-groups Kn{A). Other definitions (for instance 
Quillen's categorical Q-construction [1973a]), more suitable to derive some 
properties of the K -groups, are beyond the scope of this book. 

First, we show that this definition of the K-groups agrees with the previ
ous ones in low dimensions, and we interpret K3 in terms of the homology of 
the Steinberg group. One of the main relations with the general linear group 
is the identification of Kn with the primitive part of Hn{GL{A)) rationally 
(cf. 11.2.18). Another one is given by the stabilization theorems of Suslin 
(11.2.16). 

Then we introduce the Volodin construction of the K-groups, whose rela
tive version is going to play an important role in the comparison with relative 
cyclic homology (Sect. 11.3). 
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We construct the natural product in algebraic K -theory out of the tensor 
product of matrices and show how it relates the Milnor K-groups to the 
Quillen K-groups. We end this section with the definition of relative and 
birelative K -groups and some computations. 

Standing Assumptions. All spaces are supposed to be of the homotopy 
type of CW-complexes. In this section A is a ring. 

11.2.1 Quillen's Plus-construction. Recall that a group N is said to be 
perfect if it is equal to its own commutator subgroup, N = [N, N], equiva
lently Nab = 1. We first describe the plus-construction of Quillen in the case 
where the fundamental group is perfect. The generalization is given in 11.2.3. 

11.2.2 Theorem (Quillen). Let X be a connected basepointed space whose 
fundamental group 11"1 (X) is perfect. Then there exists a connected pointed 
space X+ and a pointed continuous map i : X -* X+ such that 

(i) 11"1 (X+) = 1, 

(ii) the map i induces an isomorphism in homology 

The map i is universal up to homotopy for the maps f : X -* Y such that 
f*(1I"1(X» = 1. 

Note that, by the universality property and obstruction theory, the space 
X+ is unique up to homotopy. 

Proof. Let Ii : 8 1 -* X, i E I, be a set of basepoint preserving maps such 
that the homotopy classes [fi] generate 1I"1(X), We use these maps to glue 
2-cells e~ to X by making the amalgamated sum Xl = XUUiEler The space 
Xl is obviously simply connected (Van Kampen theorem) and therefore the 
Hurewicz map h : 1I"2(Xd -* H 2 (Xl ) is an isomorphism. 

Consider the following commutative diagram of homotopy and homology 
exact sequences associated to the cofibration X Y Xl, where the vertical 
maps are the Hurewicz homomorphisms, 

-* 1I"2(Xl ,X) -* 11"1 (X) 

-l- -l-

~ H2 (Xb X) -* Hl(X)=O. 

We have HI (X) = 0 because HI (X) = 11"1 (X)ab and 11"1 (X) is perfect by hy
pothesis. Therefore j is a surjective map. By construction the relative homol
ogy group (with Z coefficients) H2 (Xl , X) is a free abelian group generated by 
(e~), i E I. Choose maps bi : 8 2 -* Xl such that j oh[bi ] = (en. This is possi
ble since j is surjective and since h is an isomorphism. Using the maps bi, we 
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glue 3-cells (e~), i E I, to Xl to get the amalgamated sum X+ = Xl UUiEle~. 
It is immediate to see that 1TI (X+) is trivial (Van Kampen theorem), and 
so the first condition is fulfilled. To show that the cofibration i : X ~ X+ 
induces an isomorphism in homology (second condition) it suffices to show 
that the relative homology groups H.(X+,X) are trivial. 

The chain complex C*(X+, X) which computes this relative homology 
takes the following form, 

... ~ 0 ~ C3(X+,X) ~C2(X+,X) ~ 0 ... , 

where C3 (X+, X) (resp. C2(X+, X)) is a free abelian group generated by the 
classes (e~), i E I, (resp. (e;), i E I). Therefore it is sufficient to prove that 
d( e~) = (en. By construction the boundary of (en is the image of the map 
bi , and this image is 

So the complex C. (X+, X) is acyclic and we are done. 
In order to prove the universality of the plus-construction one needs to 

show that for any f : X ~ Y such that f.(1TI(X)) = 0, there exists an 
extension f+ : X+ ~ Y such that f+ 0 i is homotopic to f. Then one needs 
to show that two such extensions are homotopic. These are classical problems 
in obstruction theory. All the obstructions are trivial because they belong to 
the relative cohomology groups H*(X+, X) which are trivial by construction. 
The details are left to the reader (cf. for instance Loday [1976]). 0 

11.2.3 Corollary. Let X be a connected CW -complex and let N be a normal 
perfect subgroup of 1TI(X), Then there exists a space X+ (depending on N) 
and a map i : X ~ X+ such that 

(i) i*: 1Tl(X) ~ 1Tl(X+) is the surjection 1Tl(X) ...... 1Tl(X)/N, 

(ii) for any 1TI(X+)/N-module L there is an isomorphism in homology 

i* : H.(X, i· L) ~ H*(X+, L) , 

where i* L is L considered as a 1TI(X)-module. 
The map i is universal up to homotopy for the maps f : X ~ Y such that 

1Tl(f)(N) = 1. 

Proof. Let Z ~ X be the covering associated to the surjection 1TI(X) ...... 
1TI(X)/N. Since 1TI(Z) = N is perfect one can apply the plus-construction 
to the space Z. The space X+ is defined to be the amalgamated sum in the 
following pushout diagram 

Z --+ z+ 

1 1 
X --+ X+. 
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Property (i) follows from the Van Kampen theorem and property (i) of Theo
rem 11.2.2. Property (ii) follows from excision property for a pushout diagram 
and property (ii) of Theorem 11.2.2. 0 

11.2.4 Higher Algebraic K-Groups. Let A be a ring and let GL(A) be 
the general linear group of A (= Un G Ln (A) ). Consider the classifying space 
BGL(A) of the discrete group GL(A). Its fundamental group contains E(A) 
as a normal subgroup (cf. 11.1.5). The plus-construction applied to BGL(A) 
with respect to E(A) gives the space BGL(A)+. By definition the Quillen 
K-groups (or simply K-groups) of A are 

We will see below that this definition coincides with Kl and K2 as constructed 
before. 

It is not immediate a priori that this definition gives functors Kn from 
the category of rings to the category of abelian groups because the plus
construction requires choices. Different choices give different spaces (or "mod
els") but homotopy equivalent ones. Since we are only interested in the homo
topy type we adopt the same notation X+ whatever the choices are. There are 
several ways to prove this naturality property. One of them is the following. 
Fix choices to construct BE(Z)+. Then define BGL(A)+ by the following 
push-out diagram, 

BE(Z) BE(Z)+ 

1 1 
BGL(A) -+ BGL(A)+ 

involving the natural map Z -t A (remember that A has a unit). This makes 
the space BGL(A)+, and therefore Kn(A), functorial in A (see 11.2.11 and 
11.2.13 for other methods). 

11.2.5 The Groups K 1 , K 2 , K 3 • From the property of the plus-construc
tion (cf. 11.2.3) and Proposition 11.1.5 one has 

7rl(BGL(A)+) = GL(A)/E(A) = GL(A)ab. 

Therefore, in dimension 1, Quillen's definition coincides with the Bass
Whitehead definition. 

One can also apply the plus-construction to the classifying space BE(A) 
since its fundamental group E(A) is perfect. It turns out that BE(A)+ is the 
universal cover of BGL(A)+ (because BE (A) is the covering of BGL(A) with 
respect to the subgroup E(A) of GL(A)). So the natural map BE(A)+ -t 
BGL(A)+ induces an isomorphism on the homotopy groups 7rn for n 2:: 2. In 
particular there are natural isomorphisms 
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1 2 3 
K2(A) = 71"2(BGL(A)+) ~ 71"2(BE(A)+) ~ H2(BE(A)+) ~ H2(BE(A» 

= H2(E(A)) , 

where isomorphism 2 is the Hurewicz homomorphism, which is an isomor
phism since BE(A)+ is simply connected, and where isomorphism 3 is the 
fundamental isomorphism given by the plus-construction (Theorem 11.2.2.ii). 

By Theorem 11.1.12 this shows that Quillen's definition for K2 coincides 
with Milnor's definition. 

In order to interpret K3 in homological terms, one needs to bring in the 
Steinberg group St (A). The exact sequence of Theorem 11.1.12 gives the 
following 

11.2.6 Proposition. For any ring A there is a homotopy fibration 

Sketch of the Proof. We apply the homology spectral sequence comparison 
theorem (cf. Appendix D) to the following diagram of horizontal fibrations 

B St (A) 

t 
BE(A) 

t 
F -+ B St (A)+ -+ BE(A)+. 

The base and total space maps induce isomorphisms in homology. In both 
fibrations the fundamental group of the base acts trivially on the fiber. There
fore the fiber map induces an isomorphism in homology. Since both fibers are 
simple, they are homotopy equivalent by Whitehead's theorem. See Loday 
[1976J for more details. 0 

11.2.7 Corollary (S.M. Gersten). For any ring A there is a canonical 
isomorphism 

K3(A) ~ H3( St (A» . 

Proof. From the fibration of Proposition 11.2.6 and the isomorphism K 2 (A) ~ 
H2(BE(A)+) one sees that B St (A)+ is 2-connected (and so H 1( St (A» = 
H 2 ( St (A» = 0). As a consequence there are natural isomorphisms 

K3(A) = 71"3(BGL(A)+) ~ 71"3(BE(A)+) ~ 71"3(B St (A)+) 

~ H3(B St (A)+) ~ H3(B St (A)) = H3( St (A) . 0 

This result has to be compared with its Lie analogue dealt with in Exercise 
E.I0.2.5. 
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11.2.8 H-Space Structure of BGL(A)+. The classical direct sum of 
matrices 

can be extended (up to conjugation) to the whole group GL(A) by using the 
checkerboard construction described in 10.2.12. The resulting group homo
morphism is denoted 

EEl: GL(A) x GL(A) -+ GL(A) . 

When restricted to finite dimensional matrices this map is conjugate to the 
classical direct sum. The following theorem states that this construction in
duces on BGL(A)+ the structure of a commutative H-space. 

11.2.9 Proposition. The map EEl* : BGL(A)+ x BGL(A)+ -+ BGL(A)+ 
induced by the direct sum of matrices is associative and commutative up to 
homotopy. Therefore BGL(A)+ is a homotopy commutative H-space. 

Proof. Applying the functor B( -)+ to the map EEl yields the map 

B(GL(A) X GL(A))+ -+ BGL(A)+ . 

The canonical homotopy equivalence 

B(GL(A) x GL(A)) ~ BGL(A) x BGL(A) 

induces a homotopy equivalence 

B(GL(A) X GL(A))+ ~ BGL(A)+ X BGL(A)+ , 

whence, by composition, the map EEl * . 
It suffices to prove the proposition for G Ln and then pass to the limit 

(telescope construction, cf. Appendix B.13). Since for finite dimensional ma
trices 0:, f3 and 'Y the direct sums (0: EEl 13) EEl 'Y and 0: EEl (13 EEl 'Y) are conjugate 
by matrices which do not depend on 0:, f3 and 'Y (in fact permutation ma
trices), it suffices to show that for perfect groups Hand G two conjugate 
maps from BH to BG induce homotopic maps from BH+ to BG+. This is 
Lemma 11.2.10 below. Similarly 0: EEl 13 and f3EElo: are conjugate by permutation 
matrices, and so commutativity holds up to homotopy by Lemma 11.2.10. 

11.2.10 Lemma. Let Hand G be two groups and suppose that [G, GJ is 
perfect. Let f, l' : H -+ G be two group homomorphisms such that there exists 
g E [G, GJ satisfying f'(h) = gf(h)g-l for any hE H. Then the maps Bf+ 
and Bf'+ : BH+ -+ BG+ are homotopic (that is basepointed homotopic). 

Proof. Since f and l' are conjugate the maps Bf and Bf' : BH -+ BG 
are freely homotopic, that is the basepoint of BH is not fixed during the 
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homotopy. In fact its image is the loop determined by g. Consequently the 
two maps B f+ and B f'+ are freely homotopic. But now the image of the 
basepoint, that is the loop determined by g in BG+, is homotopically trivial 
since g E [G, GJ and 7rl(BG+) = G/[G, GJ. Therefore one can modify the free 
homotopy from B f+ to B f'+ into a basepoint preserving homotopy. 0 

11.2.11 Remark on the Loop-space Structure of BGL(A)+. The 
space BGL(A)+ is a loopspace (and even an infinite loopspace) and a de
looping can be constructed as follows. Consider the disjoint union of spaces 
lln>o BGLn(A) (where BGLo(A) = {pt}). Then one can put a topological 
monoid structure on it by using the classical direct sum of matrices. Then 
the classifying space of this topological monoid B(lln>o BGLn(A), EB) can be 
shown to be a delooping of Zx BGL(A)+. In other w~ds there is a canonical 
homotopy equivalence (given by the group completion theorem), 

This gives another functorial definition of the Quillen space (for details and 
proofs see G.Segal [1974]). 

11.2.12 Corollary. For any ring A, H*(GL(A), IQ) is a Hopf algebra and 
the Hurewicz map induces an isomorphism of graded IQ-vector spaces 

Proof. The coalgebra structure of H * (G L( A), IQ) is induced by the diagonal 
map. The point is to construct the algebra structure. It is induced by the 
direct sum of matrices as described in 11.2.8. Though the first part of this 
statement can be proved directly by using the fact that conjugation induces 
the identity map on the homology of discrete groups, it also follows from 
Proposition 11.2.9 since H*(BGL(A)+) ~ H*(BGL(A)) = H*(GL(A)). 

Then, the classical theorem of Milnor-Moore asserts that, for an H-space, 
rational homotopy is the primitive part of rational homology (cf. Appendix 
A.11). Applied to BGL(A)+ it gives the expected isomorphism. 0 

11.2.13 Volodin Space Model for BGL(A)+. The following construc
tion, due to Volodin, exploits the fact that GL(A) can be covered by triangu
lar matrix subgroups. It will prove helpful in comparing algebraic K-theory 
with cyclic homology later on. 

For any partial ordering "( of {1, ... ,n} the triangular subgroup T' (A) 
(also denoted TJ (A) if we need to specify n) of G L (A) is defined by 

T'(A) = TJ(A) := {1 + (aij) E GLn(A) I aij = 0 if i ~j} . 
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For instance, if'Y is the standard ordering {I < ... < n}, then T"Y(A) is 
the subgroup of upper triangular matrices. The inclusion T"Y(A) '-t GL(A) 
induces a cofibration on the classifying spaces BT"Y(A) '-t BGL(A). 

By definition the Volodin space is the following union in BGL(A), 

X(A):= UBT"Y(A) '-t BGL(A) . 
"Y 

11.2.14 Theorem. For any ring A the connected space X(A) is acyclic 
(H.(X(A)) = 0) and is simple in dimension ~ 2. 

Proof (absence of). The original proof is due to Vaserstein [1976] and Wag
oner [1977]. We refer to Suslin [1981] for a short proof of this technical and 
important result. 0 

11.2.15 Corollary. The Volodin space fits into a natural homotopy fibration 

X(A) --t BGL(A) --t BGL(A)+ 

and therefore 11"1 (X(A)) = St (A), 1l'i(X(A)) = Ki+l(A) for i ~ 2. 

Proof. Note that there is a canonical lifting of the group T"Y into St (A) (cf. 
relations in 11.1.7). So X(A) can also be viewed as a subspace of B St (A). 
This inclusion induces the isomorphism 1l'1(X(A)) ~ St (A) on the funda
mental groups, and its composition with B St (A) --t BGL(A) is the inclusion 
described in 11.2.13. 

Consider the following commutative diagram 

X(A) 

t 
--t B St (A) --t 

t 
BGL(A) 

t 
X(A)+ --t B St (A)+ --t BGL(A)+. 

We saw in the proof of 11.2.6 that the right-hand square is homotopy carte
sian. For the left-hand diagram we can apply the homology spectral sequence 
comparison theorem to the vertical fibrations, since X(A) is simple in di
mension ~ 2 (and then X(A)+ also) and B St (A)+ is simply connected. So 
the fibers of the horizontal maps are homology equivalent, and since they are 
simply connected, they are also homotopy equivalent. This proves that the 
left-hand square is homotopy cartesian. In conclusion the three vertical maps 
have homotopy equivalent fibers. 

The space X(A)+ is acyclic and simply connected, so it is contractible. 
Hence the common fiber of the three vertical maps is homotopy equivalent 
to X(A). 

The last assertion follows from the long exact homotopy sequence of the 
fibration. 0 
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11.2.16 Product in Algebraic K-Theory. For any rings A and A' there 
is defined a natural product 

which is graded commutative. When A is commutative it induces a graded 
commutative product on K*(A). We have already encountered this product 
for p = q = 0 in 8.2.2 and for p = q = 1 in 11.1.13. In this subsection we 
sketch its construction for p, q ~ 1 in the commutative case and refer to 
Loday [1976, Chap. 2] for more details. 

By choosing a basis in the tensor product of modules An 18) Am one can 
identify it with A nm. Then the tensor product of matrices induces a group 
homomorphism 

Note that any other choice induces a map which is conjugate to the first one. 
This map does not extend to G L because any non-identity matrix a tensored 
with the identity of GL(A) gives a matrix (18)1 which is not in GL(A). So 
we use the following trick. Let 

"(n,m : BGLn(A)+ X BGLm(A)+ -+ BGLnm{A)+ -+ BGL(A)+ 

be the map induced by 18) and the stabilization map. Since BGL{A)+ is in 
fact an H-group (cf. 11.2.11 or ExerciseE.11.2.1) one can use the operation 
denoted - (inverse up to homotopy) of the H-group structure to define a 
new map 

1'n,m(X, Y) = "(n,m(x, y) - 'Yn,m( *, y) - 'Yn,m(x, *) , 

where * is the basepoint of BGL(A)+. 
One can show, by using the fact that conjugation induces on BGL(A)+ 

a map homotopic to the identity, that, up to homotopy, 1'n,Tn stabilizes and 
defines a map 

l' : BGL(A)+ 1\ BGL(A)+ -+ BGL(A)+ . 

Here 1\ is the smash-product of basepointed spaces, that is X 1\ Y = 
X X y / X V Y. Taking the homotopy groups and identifying SP 1\ sq with 
Sp+q gives the expected product. 

Of course for p = q = 1 this product coincides with the product defined in 
11.1.13. Note that modifying 0 (resp. (3) into D(o) (resp. D' (f3)) corresponds 
exactly to modifying 'Y into 1'. 

If one starts with the space !1B(Un>O BGLn(A), E9) to define algebraic 
K-theory, then the product is simply induced by the tensor product map 
which sends BGLn{A) X BGLm(A) into BGLnm{A). 
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11.2.17 Milnor K-Groups and Quillen K-Groups. The product de
fined above enables us to construct a natural map 

p : K~ (A) -t Kn(A) , 

as follows. First embed AX into K1(A) (cf. 11.1.2). Then use the product in 
Quillen K-theory to define inductively a map (A x)n -t K1{A)n -t Kn(A). 
From the graded commutativity of the product this map factors through the 
exterior power (over Z) AnA x. Moreover in K2(A) one has {u,1 - u} = 
{u, -u} = 0 (cf. 11.1.15). So by definition of the Milnor K-groups this map 
factors naturally through K~ (A). 

11.2.18 Suslin's Stabilization Theorems. In this subsection F is an in
finite field. Suslin has proved in [1984] the following stabilization theorem 
which is analogous to what we proved in Sect. 10.3 for Lie algebras, 

(11.2.18.1) 

Moreover he was able to compute the first obstruction to stability: 

(11.2.18.2) 

is an exact sequence. 
This result yields a second way to compare Milnor and Quillen K -groups. 

In the diagram 

p is the product in algebraic K-theory, h is the Hurewicz homomorphism, i is 
induced by the stabilization map and 7l" is the cokernel morphism in the exact 
sequence (11.2.18.2). Since by (11.2.18.1) i is an isomorphism, one can use 
its inverse. Then Suslin [1984] computed the composite 7l"i- 1hp, and proved 
that it is the multiplication by (n - I)! on K~ (F). 

So far I do not know any counter-example to the following assertion: 

(11.2.18.3) the stabilization map Hi(GLn(F), Q) -t Hi(GLn+1(F), Q) is in
jective for all i and all n ~ 1. 

This is of course similar to what is conjectured for Lie algebras in 11.3.9. 
Since there is also defined a A-decomposition on algebraic K-theory (see for 
instance SouIe [1985]) one conjectures that (with the notation of loco cit. item 
2.8), 

(11.2.18.4) for any infinite field F (or even any local ring) the graded mod
ule H*(GLr{F), Q) is isomorphic to the graded symmetric algebra over 

(j) 
E!1i~l(E!1j:::;r Ki(F)Q ). 
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11.2.19 Relative Algebraic K-Theory. Let I be a two-sided ideal of A. 
The relative algebraic K -groups are defined for n 2: 1 by 

where K(A, I) is the connected component of the basepoint in the homotopy 
fiber of the map BGL(A)+ -+ BGL(A/I)+. Since this homotopy fiber is not 
connected in general (K 1 (A) -+ K 1 (A/ 1) need not be surjective), it will prove 
useful to introduce the group 

GL(A/1):= {image of GL(A) in GL(A/ I)} . 

Obviously this group contains E(A/1) and the plus-construction space on 
B GL(A/1) with respect to E(A/1) differs only from BGL(A/I)+ by the 
fundamental group. Moreover it fits into a fibration of connected spaces 

(11.2.19.1) qA,1) -+ BGL(A)+ -+ B GL(A/1)+ . 

By construction these relative K-theory groups fit into a long exact se
quence 

A Volodin model for JC(A, I) will be constructed in the next section. 

11.2.20 Birelative Algebraic K-Theory. Similarly, if I and J are 2 two
sided ideals of A, then there is a commutative diagram of homotopy fibrations 

qA; I, J) -+ K (A, J) -+ qA/I,I + J/1) 

4- 4- 4-
qA,1) -+ BGL(A)+ -+ B GL(A/I)+ 

4- t t 
qA/J,I + J/J) -+ B GL(A/J)+ -+ B GL(A/I + J)+ 

which defines the space K(A; I, J). By definition the birelative algebraic K-
groups of (A; I, J) are 

Kn(A; I, J) := 7Tn(JC(A; I, J)) for n 2: 1 . 

By construction they fit into a long exact sequence 

... -+ Kn+1(A/J,I + J/J) -+ Kn(A;I,J) -+ Kn(A, I) 

-+ Kn(AjJ,I + J/J) -+ ... 

(and similarly with I and J interchanged). 
If by any chance the space qA; I, J) happens to be contractible (that is 

Kn(A; I, J) = 0), then there is a long Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence 
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.,. -t Kn+1(A/I + J) -t Kn(A) -t Kn(A/I) E9 Kn(A/J) 

-t Kn(A/I + J) -t ... 

So the birelative theory is the obstruction to the exactness of the Mayer
Vietoris sequence. 

11.2.21 Algebraic K-Theory of Finite Fields. Let lFq be the finite field 
with q elements. The computation of Kn(lFq) was done by D. Quillen [1972]' 

K2i(lFq) =0, and K2i_l(lFq)~Z/(qi_l)Z for i>O. 

In fact this computation was performed before the higher algebraic K-groups 
were properly defined. Quillen proved that the homotopy fiber of the map 
"pq -Id: BU -t BU, where"pq is the Adams operation on the infinite Grass
manian BU = limn BU(n), is the target of a map from BGL(lFq) which hap
pens to be a homology equivalence. So this homotopy fiber F has the homol
ogy of a K(7r, 1) and is an H-space. Quillen discovered the plus-construction 
in the attempt at building F out of BGL(lFq). The final answer is, F is ho
motopy equivalent to BGL(lFq)+. Then the computation of K*(lFq) follows 
from the knowledge of the action of"pq on 7r*(BU). 

11.2.22 Algebraic K-Theory of Rings ofIntegers in a Number Field. 
Let 0 be the ring of integers in a number field K (e.g. Z in IQ, Z[i] in lQ[i]). In 
[1974] A. Borel performed the computation of K.(O) ® IQ by computing the 
homology groups H*(GL(O),IQ) (then apply Corollary 11.2.12). This gives 
the following computation of the rank (ofthe free part) of Kn(O). Let rl and 
r2 be respectively the number of real and complex places of 0 (for instance 
1 and 0 for Z, 0 and 1 for Z[i]), then 

{

I for n = 0, 
rl+r2-1 forn=l, 

rank Kn(O) = 0 for n = 2i, 
rl + r2 for n = 4i + 1, i > 0, 
r2 forn=4i-l, i>O. 

Explicit generators for the free part were constructed by SouIe [1980] and 
Beilinson [1985]. 

Exercises 

E.11.2.1. For any a E GL(A) let at be the transposed matrix of a. Show 
that the group homomorphism 8: GL(A) -t GL(A), 8(a) = (at)-l induces 
on H*(BGL(A)+) the antipodal map. 

E.11.2.2. Let X be a CW-complex. Show that there exists a discrete group 
G with a normal perfect subgroup N such that BG+ (where the plus
construction is performed with respect to N) is homotopy equivalent to X 
(cf. Kan-Thurston [1976]). 
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E.11.2.3. Beilinson-Loday Symbol. Assume that for any noetherian ring 
A and any non-zero divisor element x E A there is a localization exact se
quence 

Show that any n-tuple (al,"" an) of elements of A, such that 1- ala2." an 
is invertible, determines an element (ab"" an) E Kn(A) which coincides 
with the Dennis-Stein symbol for n = 2 and which satisfies 

when a2, ... , an are invertible. (For the localization exact sequence see D. 
Quillen [1973]. For the symbols see Beilinson [1984], Guin [1982], Loday 
[1981b]. Such a symbol can be defined in any theory for which the localiza
tion sequence holds, for instance Deligne-Beilinson cohomology, cf. H. Esnault 
[1989].) 

E.11.2.4. Higher Symbols. Let al,"" an E A be such that ala2 = a2a3 = 
... = anal = O. Show that there exists a higher symbol ((ab"" an)} E 
Kn{A) with the following properties 
- it is multilinear, 
- it coincides with the Dennis-Stein symbol for n = 2, 
- it is invariant under cyclic permutations (up to sign), 
- it satisfies more generally {see above for the notation (-, ... , - ) ): 

L sgn(a)((aO,aO'(I), ... ,aO'(n)}} = (aO,al, ... ,an) 
O'ES" 

(cf. Loday [1981b], Ogle [1987]' Geller-Reid-Weibel [1989, §7]). 

E.ll.2.S. Let I be a two-sided ideal of A and x, y, z E A such that 1- xyz E 
A x, xy, yz, zx E I. Denote by x, fj, z, their class in A/I. Show that the 
boundary map a: K3 (A/I) --+ K2 (A, I) sends ((x,fj,z}) to 

(xy, z) - (x, yz) + (zx, y) 

(cf. Loday [1981a]). 

11.3 Algebraic K-Theory and Cyclic Homology 
of Nilpotent Ideals 

The aim of this section is to compute the relative K -groups in terms of the 
relative cyclic homology groups for nilpotent ideals in characteristic zero. 
This theorem, due to T. Goodwillie in its final form, takes the form of an 
isomorphism 
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Kn(A,I) ®Q ~ HCn_l(A,I) ®Q. 

The two key points of Goodwillie's proof are the following. First one works 
with the Volodin model of algebraic K-theory so that one can make the con
nection from G L to gl via Malcev's theory of nilpotent groups. This yields 
an isomorphism of some homology groups which happen to be Hopf alge
bras. Taking the primitive part gives the relative K-theory on the GL side. 
Second, applying the Loday-Quillen-Tsygan theorem yields the isomorphism 
with relative cyclic homology on the gl side. 

Though slightly different from what exists in the literature our proof is 
based on the articles of T. Goodwillie [1985a], B.L. Feigin and B.L. Tsygan 
[FT], C. Ogle and C. Weibel [1992], and also of A. Suslin and M. Wodzicki 
[1992]. 

Standing Assumptions. When there is no mention of a perfect group, it 
is understood that the plus-construction is performed with respect to the 
maximal perfect subgroup of the fundamental group. 

11.3.1 Theorem (T.Goodwillie). Let A be a ring and let I be a two-sided 
ideal which is supposed to be nilpotent. For any n 2: 1, there is a canonical 
isomorphism 

In this statement the ground ring for cyclic homology is Z, but in fact 
HC~(A, 1)Q = HC~(AQ' IQ), cf. 2.1.16. Since, on the other hand, we will 
prove that Kn(A, 1)Q = Kn(AQ, IQ)Q (Proposition 11.3.16), the main part of 
the proof will consist in proving the existence of an isomorphism 

for any Q-algebra A and any nilpotent ideal I. 

11.3.2 Pattern of the Proof. The rational case is divided into 3 steps as 
follows. 

From a certain family (indexed by the orderings 1') of nilpotent subgroups 
T"Y(A, I) of GL(A), one constructs a relative Volodin-type space X(A, I) = 
U"YBT"Y(A,1), which is a model for relative algebraic K-theory in the sense 
that there is an isomorphism 

(a) K*(A,I) ~ Prim H. (X(A, I) . 

This is the first step (from 11.3.3 to 11.3.9). 
On the Lie side, one constructs a relative Volodin-type complex x(A, I) = 

E"Y C.(t"Y(A, I», where t"Y(A, I) is the Lie sub-algebra of gl(A) associated to 
the nilpotent group T"Y (A, I). This is a model for relative cyclic homology in 
the sense that there is an isomorphism 

(b) HC._l(A,I) ~ PrimH.(x(A,I»). 
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This is the second step (from 11.3.10 to 11.3.12). 
Then Malcev's theory of nilpotent groups and nilpotent Lie algebras per

mits us to construct a map of Hopf algebras 

which happens to be an isomorphism when restricted to each ,,(-piece, 

This ensures that the global map (c) is also an isomorphism. By restriction 
to the primitive part and using (a) and (b) (tensored with (11) we get the 
expected isomorphism of Theorem 11.3.1. This is the third step (from 11.3.13 
to 11.3.15). 

The localization properties (see 11.3.16) yield the proof of the general 
case. 

Note that the second part (Lie version) is in fact two-fold. The beginning 
is an analogue of the K-theory part with GL replaced by gl and algebraic 
K-theory replaced by "additive K-theory". Then there is a computation of 
this additive K-theory in terms of cyclic homology using the Loday-Quillen
Tsygan theorem. 

11.3.3 Relative Volodin Construction. For any ordering "( of {1, ... , n} 
the triangular subgroup T'Y (A, I) (also denoted TJ (A, J) if we need to insist 
on n) of GL(A) is defined by 

T'Y(A,I):= {1 + (aij) E GLn(A) I aij E I if i~j}. 

The inclusion T'Y(A,I) C GL(A) induces a cofibration on the classifying 
spaces, 

BT'Y(A,J) Y BGL(A) , 

and by definition the relative Volodin space is the following union in BGL(A) 

X(A,I):= UBr(A,I). 
'Y 

Warning: the absolute Volodin space is acyclic, but not the relative one. 
The fundamental group of X(A,I) is the pullback GL(A) XGL{A/I) 

St (AI J), whose maximal perfect subgroup is E(A) X E{A/ I) St (AI J). The 
plus-construction on X(A, J) with respect to this maximal perfect subgroup 
yields the space X(A,I)+. 

11.3.4 Proposition. The direct sum of matrices induces on X(A, I)+ an 
H -space structure. 

Proof. For fixed n define Xn(A, J) := U'YBTJ(A, I). The direct sum of ma
trices induces a group homomorphism 
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T;{(A,I) X T:: (A,I) --+ T:~~:(A,I), 

where "( V "(' is the obvious ordering of {I, ... , n, ... , n + n'}. By mimicking 
the argument of Proposition 11.2.9, one shows that the space X(A, I) inherits 
an H -space structure from the direct sum of matrices. 0 

Remark. A slightly different proof would be to use the topological monoid 
structure of lln>oXn(A,I) in order to show that, as in 11.2.11, there is a 
canonical homotopy equivalence 

DB (U Xn(A,I)) ~ Z x X(A, 1)+ . 
n?O 

11.3.5 Corollary. For any ring A and any two-sided ideal I, there is a 
natural graded isomorphism 

Proof. This is a consequence of the Milnor-Moore theorem (cf. Appendix 
A.11) which asserts that in characteristic zero the primitive part of the ho
mology of an H-space is its rational homotopy. So 7T*(X(A,I)+) ® Q ~ 
Prim (H*(X(A, I)+, Q)). Then the main property of the plus-construction 
permits us to replace X(A, 1)+ by X(A, I) in the right-hand term. 0 

The next result shows that X(A, I) is the relevant space to look at. 

11.3.6 Proposition. For any ring A and any two-sided ideal I, there is a 
natural homotopy equivalence X(A, I)+ ~ JC(A, I) and therefore a natural 
isomorphism 

7Tn(X(A, 1)+) ~ Kn(A, I) for n ~ 1 . 

Note that we did not assume A to be a Q-algebra in this statement. 

Proof. By definition Kn(A,I) is the nth homotopy group of the homotopy 
fiber JC(A, I) (cf. 11.2.19). So, from the property of the plus-construction (cf. 
11.2.2), it suffices to prove that there is a natural map 

X(A,I) --+ JC(A,I) , 

which is an isomorphism in homology (note that JC(A, 1) is simple because it 
is the fiber of an H-map). We first prove a lemma connecting relative Volodin 
spaces with absolute Volodin spaces. 

11.3.7 Lemma. The following square (in which G L( A/ 1) denotes the image 
of GL(A) in GL(A/ I)) is homotopy cartesian, 
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X(A,1) -+ BGL(A) 

1 1 
X(A/I) -+ BGL(A/1) . 

Proof. Let us work in the simplicial framework. The right-hand side vertical 
map is induced by a surjection of groups, hence it is a Kan fibration (cf. 
Appendix B.9). As a consequence it suffices to show that the square is a 
pull-back of simplicial sets. 

An n-simplex (91, ... ,9n) in B.GL(A) maps to some B,T'Y(A/I) C 
B.GL(A/ I) iff 9i E T'Y(A, I) for all i. So such a simplex is also in X(A, I) by 
definition of the Volodin space and conversely. Hence the simplicial pullback 
~X(A,I). 0 

End of the Proof of Proposition 11.3.6. By Corollary 11.2.15 the following 
sequence is a homotopy fibration (see in 11.2.19 the definition of GL), 

X(A/I) -+ B GL(A/I) -+ B GL(A/I)+ . 

Therefore Lemma 11.3.7 implies that the following sequence is also a homo
topy fibration because X(A/1)+ is contractible, 

X(A, I) -+ BGL(A) -+ B GL(A/1)+ . 

In the following diagram 

X(A) -+ X(A,I) -+ K(A,I) 

=+ + + 
X(A) -+ BGL(A) -+ BGL(A)+ 

=+ + + 
{*} -+ B GL(A/I)+ ~ B GL(A/I)+ 

the middle column is a fibration by our last argument, the right-hand column 
is a fibration by definition (cf. 11.2.19.1), and the middle row is a fibration 
by 11.2.15. It follows that the upper row is also a fibration (everything up to 
homotopy). Since X(A) is acyclic (cf. 11.2.14), the map X(A, I) -+ K(A, I) is 
a homology equivalence and so X(A, 1)+ is homotopy equivalent to JC(A, 1)+, 
which is JC(A, I) since this space is simple. 0 

11.3.8 Corollary. Kn(A, I)Q ~ Prim (Hn(X(A, I), '(1) for n ~ 1. 

Proof. This is immediate from 11.3.5 and 11.3.6. o 

11.3.9 Remark. Another way of phrasing the result of Proposition 11.3.6 is 
to say that 

X(A, 1)+ -+ BGL(A)+ -+ B GL(A/I)+ 
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is a homotopy fibration (of H-spaces). Rationally the homology spectral se
quence of this fibration is a spectral sequence of Hopf algebras of the form 

Taking the primitive part yields an exact sequence of homotopy groups (cf. 
Appendix D.8), whose comparison with (11.2.19.2) yields the desired result. 

We now enter the second part of the proof which deals with Lie algebras. 

11.3.10 Lie Analogue of Volodin's Construction. The Chevalley-Eilen
berg complex associated to the Lie algebra 9 is denoted C.(g) (cf. 10.1.3). 
For any ordering 'Y of {1, ... , n} let fY (A) (resp. fY (A,l)) be the following 
nilpotent Q-sub-algebra of the Lie algebra gl{A) 

(resp. 

fY{A) = {{aij ) E gin (A) I aij = 0 if i; j} 
{Y(A, I) = {(aij ) E gin (A) I aij E I if i;j}) 

There is a natural inclusion of complexes C.(fY(A,1)) y C*{gl(A)) (resp. 
C.(t'Y(A, I)) Y C.{gl{A))) and by definition x{A) (resp. x(A, I)) is the com
plex: 

x{A) := L C*{t'Y(A)) C C.{gl{A)) 
'Y 

( .... P. x(A,I) ,= ~C.(t7(A,I)) c C'(9'(A))) 

Mimicking the proof of the acyclicity of X(A) shows that the complex x(A) 
is acyclic in positive degrees (cf. Suslin and Wodzicki [1992, theorem 9.1]). 

Continuing the analogy with the GL-group case (cf. Remark 11.3.9) one 
can show that there is a first quadrant spectral sequence of Hopf algebras 

(11.3.10.1) 

11.3.11 Proposition. The following is a long exact sequence 

... -+ Prim Hn+t (gl(A)) -+ Prim Hn+1 (gl{A/I)) -+ Prim Hn(x{A,l)) 

-+ Prim Hn{gl{A)) -+ Prim Hn{gl(A/I)) -+ ... 

Proof. Taking the primitive part in the spectral sequence (l1.3.1O.1) yields a 
new spectral sequence with E5n = Prim Hn(x(A, J)), E;o = Prim Hn(gl(A/ 1)) 
and E;q = 0 for p > 0 and q > o. Since the abutment is Prim Hn(gl(A)), one 
gets the expected exact sequence (cf. Appendix D.8). 0 
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Under the notation of additive K-theory (cf. remark after 10.2.5) this 
result can be rephrased as K;;(A,I) ~ Prim Hn(x(A, I)). 

11.3.12 Proposition. PrimHn(x(A,I)) ~ HCn_1(A,I) forn 2: 1. 

Proof. The map tr 0 () of 10.2.3 sends x(A, 1) into the kernel of CA(A) --+ 
C>-'(AII), hence tr 0 () sends the exact sequence of Proposition 11.3.11 into 
the exact sequence 

(11.3.12.1) 

... --+ HCn(A) --+ HCn(AII) --+ HCn- 1(A,I) --+ HCn- 1(A) 

--+ HCn_1(AII) --+ ... 

Then this isomorphism is a consequence of the L-Q-T-theorem (cf. 10.2.4) 
for A and for AI I, and of the five lemma. 0 

We now enter the third part of the proof. 

11.3.13 Malcev's Theory. There is a 1-1 correspondence between nilpotent 
Lie algebras over Q and uniquely divisible nilpotent groups. Starting with a 
nilpotent Q-algebra n, the nilpotent group N is constructed as follows. Let J 
be the augmentation ideal of the universal enveloping algebra U(n). Denote 
by U (n)l' = limn U (n) I r the completion of U (n) for the J -adic topology. 
The classical exponentiation map exp : J" --+ 1 + J" is convergent in the 
J-adic topology. Then, by definition, the associated nilpotent group is 

Note that n t-+ N is a functor from the category of nilpotent Lie algebras to 
the category of nilpotent groups. 

Under this functor the triangular matrix Lie algebra over the Q-algebra 
A gives the triangular subgroup of the general linear group. More generally, 
the group associated to fY(A, I) is T'Y(A, I). 

11.3.14 Proposition. For any nilpotent Lie algebra n over Q there is a 
natural diagram of complexes 

in which C.(N) denotes the Eilenberg-McLane complex of the discrete group 
N (cf. Appendix C.2) and C.(n) denotes the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of 
the Lie algebra n (cf. 10.1.3). Moreover these two maps are quasi-isomor
phisms, and therefore there is a natural isomorphism 

Proof. Let Q[N]" (resp. U(n)") be the completion of Q[N] (resp. U(n)) with 
respect to its augmentation ideal. By definition of N (in terms of n) there is 
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an inclusion N Y U(n)A, that we can extend to a map IQl[N] -+ U(n)/\ whose 
completion is 

IQl[NjA -+ U(n)/\ . 

The proof of the proposition is based on the following properties of these 
completed algebras for which we refer to the literature (cf. Pickel [1978]). 

If n is a finitely generated nilpotent Lie lQl-algebra, then 
(1) the algebra map IQl[N]/\ -+ U(n)/\ is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras 

(Malcev), 
(2) IQl[NY is fiat as a IQl[N]-module, 
(3) U(n)/\ is fiat as a U(n)-module. 

For any supplemented lQl-algebra R let C!t(R) be the standard complex (func
torial in R) which computes Tor~(IQl, 1Ql). 

In the following diagram 

- the middle map is an isomorphism by property 1 above, 
- the two adjacent maps are quasi-isomorphisms by properties 2 and 3, 
- the extreme maps are quasi-isomorphisms by the classical theorems which 

interpret homology of discrete groups and of Lie algebras respectively as 
Tor-functors (cf. Appendix C.3 and 10.1.5). 

Since any nilpotent Lie lQl-algebra is the inductive limit of its finitely 
generated sub-Lie algebras, and since all the involved functors commute with 
inductive limits, the proposition is proved, with C*(N, n) being the middle 
complex. 0 

See ExerciseE.11.3.5 for another argument, based on an idea due to C. Ogle. 

11.3.15 Corollary. There is an isomorphism H*(X(A, I)) ~ H*(x(A,I)). 

Proof. Let " be an ordering which is finer than ,. Then there is a natural 
commutative diagram (where T'Y = T'Y(A,I) and t'Y = t'Y(A,I)): 

-+ C*(T'Y,t'Y) ~ C*(t'Y) 

.r .r 
-t C* (T'Y', t'Y') ~ C*(t'Y'). 

In other words there is a functor from the category of indices , (which is a 
poset) to the category of diagrams of complexes and quasi-isomorphisms. 

By gluing all these quasi-isomorphisms together one gets a diagram 

(11.3.15.1) 

C*(X(A,I)) = L C*(T'Y) -+ L C* (T'Y , t'Y) ~ L C*(t'Y) = x(A, 1) . 
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These two maps are still quasi-isomorphisms by a standard Mayer-Vietoris 
argument and Proposition 11.3.14. So we have shown that there is an iso
morphism H*(X(A,I)) ~ H*(x(A,I)). 0 

End of the Proof of Theorem 11.3.1 when A is a Q-Algebra. Since on both 
sides of the isomorphism of Corollary 11.3.15 the coalgebra structure is in
duced by the diagonal map (cf. Pickel (1978]), the restriction to the primitive 
part is still an isomorphism. It suffices now to use Corollary 11.3.8 and Propo
sition 11.3.12 to get 

11.3.16 End of the Proof of Theorem 11.3.1. Now, the proof of The
orem 11.3.1 will be completed once we show that there are localization iso
morphisms 

For cyclic homology it is immediate by construction (d. 2.1.16). For algebraic 
K-theory the proof is more elaborate. 

11.3.17 Proposition. Let A be a ring and I a two-sided nilpotent ideal of 
A. Then there are natural isomorphisms 

Proof. Since all these groups are primitive parts of corresponding Hopf alge
bras, it suffices to prove similar isomorphisms for the functor H*(X( -, -)). 

By a standard Mayer-Vietoris argument we are reduced to the functor 
H*(BT'Y ( -, - )). 

Since T'Y (A, I) is a nilpotent group, a spectral sequence argument reduces 
it to the proof of the isomorphisms 

when G is an abelian group. One can even suppose that G is finitely generated 
(then pass to the limit over the finitely generated subgroups). Then G is of 
the form 'lit x Tors where Tors is the torsion subgroup of G, which is a finite 
group. In this case these isomorphisms are immediate. 0 

Exercises 

E.11.3.1. Let I and J be 2 two-sided ideals of A such that In J = O. Show 
that 

Kl (A; I, J) = HCo(A;I, J) = 0 and 

K2 (A; I, J) ~ HC1(Aj I, J) ~ I Q9Ae J. 
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(Cf. Bass [1968J or Milnor [1974J for the first statement and Guin-WaIery and 
Loday [1981J for the second.) 

Conjecture. If n! is invertible in A, then KmH(Aj I, J) ~ HCm(Aj I, J) for 
m ~ n (see infra for the rational case). 

E.n.3.2. Let I and J be 2 two-sided ideals of A such that In J is nilpotent. 
Show that there is an isomorphism of birelative theories 

Kn(A; I, J) ® Q ~ HCn-1(Aj I, J) ® Q 

(announced in Ogle and Weibel [1992]). 

E.ll.3.3. Let f : R -+ S be a homomorphism of simplicial rings such that 
the induced homomorphism 7ro(R) -+ 7ro(S) is a surjection with nilpotent 
kernel. Show that 

Kn(l) ® Q ~ HCn-1(l) ® Q, 

where -(I) designates the relative theory (d. Goodwillie [1985aJ, Fiedorow
icz, Ogle and Vogt [1992]). 

E.ll.3.4. Generalize all the above results to the multirelative context (d. 
Ellis [1988J for K 2 , Ogle-Weibel [1992J for the rational case). 

E.n.3.5. Another Proof of the Isomorphism H*(N)Q ~ H*(n)Q' 
(a) Let N be a group whose commutator subgroup N' is abelian. Show that 

the Eilenberg-Mac Lane complex C*(N) is isomorphic to the twisted ten
sor product of complexes C*(Nab ) ®r C*(N'), where the twisting cochain 
7 is a 2-cocycle defining the extension 

1 -+ N' -+ N -+ Nab -+ 1 , 

(see J.P. May [1967, §30] for the notion of twisting cochain). 
(b) Show that for any abelian group G the map (C(G),d) -+ (AzG,O) in

duced by (gIl"" gn) I---t gl 1\ ... 1\ gn is a map of complexes. Show, 
assuming 2 is invertible, that the above case gives rise to map of com
plexes 

C*(N) = C(Nab) ®r C(N') -+ A(Nab) ®r' A(N') ~ (A(n), d) , 

where 7' is the twisting cochain induced by x 1\ Y I---t 1/2[x, yJ E N' for 
any x, y E Nab (x, yare liftings to N of x and y). The last complex is the 
Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of n ~ Nab Ef) N'. 

(c) Iterate the above construction to construct, in characteristic 0, a quasi
isomorphism of complexes C*(N) -+ C*(n) for any nilpotent torsion free 
group N. [Idea suggested by C. Ogle.J 

E.ll.3.6. Show that the ,X-operations on algebraic K-theory (see for instance 
SouIe [1985]) extend to relative algebraic K-theory and that Goodwillie's map 
e commutes with these ,X-operations (d. 5.6) (cf. Cathelineau [1991]). 
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11.4 Absolute and Relative Chern Characters 

First we show that there exists a Chern character from K-theory to negative 
cyclic homology, which detects at least part of K -theory. The case of Banach 
algebras will be dealt with in the next section. The case of a nilpotent ideal, 
in relationship with the previous section, is treated in the second part of this 
section. 

11.4.1 Absolute Chern Character. In Sect. 8.4 we defined a Chern char
acter from Hn(GL(A)) to HC;;(A) for any ring A,k = Z. In fact it yields a 
map from Kn(A) to HC;;(A) as follows. 

The Hurewicz map for the space BGL(A)+ gives rise to 

Kn(A) = 1Tn(BGL(A)+) --t Hn(BGL(A)+) ~ Hn(BGL(A)) = Hn(GL(A)) . 

Composed with the map ch - it gives 

ch~ : Kn(A) --t Hn(GL(A)) --t HC;;(A) , n ~ 1 . 

For n = 0 this Chern character map was described in Sect. 8.3. Summarizing, 
we have the following 

11.4.2 Theorem. For any ring A (considered as an algebra over the ground 
ring k = Z) the graded map 

ch- : K*(A) --t HC;(A) , 

is well-defined and functorial in A. 

11.4.3 Absolute Chern Character with Values in He. Under com
position with the canonical map HC;; --t Hc~er (resp. HC;; --t HCn+2r, 
r ~ 0), cf. 5.1.8 and 8.4.6, one gets the Chern character with values in peri
odic and cyclic homology respectively, 

(11.4.3.1) ch~er : Kn(A) --t Hc~er(A) , 

(11.4.3.2) 

By construction they commute with the periodicity map S: 

(11.4.3.3) 

chn,i-2 
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Note also that composition with the map h : HC;; -+ H Hn induced by 
truncating the negative part of the bicomplex CC- (cf. 8.4.5) gives the so
called Dennis trace map 

(11.4.3.4) Dtr = h 0 ch~ : Kn(A) -+ HHn(A) . 

11.4.4 Pairing with Cyclic Cohomology. Any element y in the cohomol
ogy group HC~(A) defines a function on Kn(A) by 

ch- (Y,-)HC 
Kn(A) ---+) HC".:,(A) -----+) k , 

where (y, -)HC is the pairing in the negative cyclic theory. It would be 
desirable to have K-contravariant groups Kn(A) and a Chern character 
ch· : Kn(A) -+ HC~ (A) such that the following formula holds, 

(11.4.4.1) 

where {-, -)K would be a pairing in K-theory. 
A first attempt to define Kn is to take K n of the category of finite di

mensional representations of A in the sense of Quillen [1973J (cf. also Loday 
[1976, Chap. 5]). 

In the Banach algebra case such K -contravariant functors have been de
fined by using Kasparov KK-theory (Kn(A) := KKn(A,C)) and formula 
(11.4.4.1) has been proved (cf. Sect. 12.3). 

11.4.5 Relative Chern Character. Our first aim is to construct a relative 
Chern character, that is a functorial map 

ch~ : Kn(A,I) -+ HC;;(A,I) , n 2: 1 

for any ring A and any 2-sided ideal I. At first the ground ring for HC- is 
Z. 

From the construction of the relative Volodin space done in 11.3.3, 
it is clear that X(A,1) is the geometric realization of the sub-simplicial 
set X.(A,I) = U,,/B.T"/(A,I). Hence C.(X(A,I)) is a sub-complex of the 
Eilenberg-Mac Lane complex C.(GL(A)), and its homology is H*(X(A,I)). 

In the following sequence 

(11.4.5.1) C.(X(A,I)) y C*(GL(A)) -+ ToT CC-(A) -+ ToT CC-(A/I) 

the middle arrow is the Chern character map at the complex level (cf. 8.4.4) 
and the last map is induced by the projection from A to A/I. 

11.4.6 Lemma. The above construction gives rise to a well-defined map of 
complexes 

C*(X(A,I)) -+ Ker(ToT CC-(A) -+ ToT CC-(A,I)) , 
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Proof. It suffices to show that the composite (11.4.5.1) is O. In fact it suffices 
to show that this composite is 0 with BT'Y(A,I) in place of X(A,I). But 
then the image in CC-(A) is a certain bicomplex generated by elements 
(ao, ... , an) (in degree n) such that at least one entry is in I. So the image 
in CC- (A/ I) is O. 0 

11.4.7 End of the Construction of the Relative Chern Character. 
As a consequence of this lemma we get, on homology, a natural map 

since the relative HC- group is, by definition, the homology of the above 
kernel. It suffices now to compose on the left with the Hurewicz map 

as in the absolute case, to get the relative Chern character 

ch;:;-: Kn{A,I) --+ HC;;{A,I) , n ~ 1. 

11.4.8 Proposition. The absolute and relative Chern characters fit into a 
commutative diagram 

... --+ Kn+1(A) --+ Kn+1{A/I) --+ Kn(A,I) --+ Kn(A) --+ Kn(A/I) --+ ... 

t t t t t 
... --+HC;;+l (A)--+HC;;+l (A/ 1)--+HC;; (A, I)--+HC;; (A)--+HC;; (A/1)--+ ... 

Proof. Of course we expect such a result. It is not completely straightforward 
since we used BGL(A)+ to define absolute K-theory and X{A,I) to define 
relative K-theory. 

Let C*(GL(A),GL(A/I)) be the relative complex (defined as a kernel). 
It is immediate to show that the inclusion from C*(X(A,I)) into C*(GL(A)) 
lifts to C*(GL(A), GL(A/ I)). 

Between the two rows of the above diagram one can insert the following 
exact sequence 

... --+ Hn+l(GL((A)) --+ Hn+1(GL(A/I)) --+ Hn(GL(A),GL(A/I)) 

--+ Hn{GL{A)) --+ ... 

The commutativity from H*{GL) to HC; is clear. On the other hand, for any 
fibration of connected spaces F --+ E --+ B, there is a commutative diagram 
of homotopy fibrations 

F --+ 

t 
:F --+ 

E --+ B 

t t 
spoo E --+ spoo B, 
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where S poo X stands for the infinite symmetric product of the connected 
space X. The homotopy of S poo X is the homology of X (this is the Dold
Thorn theorem, cf. for instance May [1967J or G.W. Whitehead [1978]). It is 
known that X -t Spoo X induces the Hurewicz map on homotopy and that 
E -t F factors naturally through SpOOF. 

Applying these general results to the fibration X(A, I)+ -t BGL(A)+ -t 

B GL(A/I)+ (cf. 11.3.9), we get 7rn{F) = Hn{GL(A),GL{A/I)), and the 
map 7r n (F) -t 7r n (F) is precisely the composite 

Kn{A,I) -t Hn{X{A,I)) -t Hn{GL{A),GL(A/I)). 

Hence we get the commutativity of the diagram from K. to H.(GL) (maps 
between long homotopy exact sequences). 0 

11.4.9 The HC-HC--Hcper Sequence in the Relative Setting. From 
the definition of HC- we derived immediately an exact sequence relating 
HC, HC- and Hcper (cf. 5.1.5). It is clear, by taking kernels at the chain 
complex level, that such an exact sequence still exists in the relative setting, 

... -t HCn_1(A,I) -t HC;;(A,I) -t HCher(A,I) -t HCn- 2{A,I) -t .... 

11.4.10 Proposition. Let A be a Q-algebra and I be a two-sided nilpotent 
ideal in A. Then HCrer(A, I) = 0 and therefore there is an isomorphism 

B: HCn- 1(A,I) ~HC;;(A,I). 

Proof. The vanishing of the relative cyclic homology groups was proved in 
4.1.15. The isomorphism follows from the exact sequence of 11.4.9. 0 

We can now compare the relative Chern character with Goodwillie's iso
morphism 1]. 

11.4.11 Theorem. Let A be a Q-algebra and let I be a two-sided nilpotent 
ideal in A. Then the composite 

Kn(A, I) --4 HCn_1(A, I) ~HC;;(A,I) 

is the relative Chern character ch;; . 

References for the proof. Goodwillie [1985aJ see also Ogle-Weibel [1992J. 
Here is a suggestion for a different kind of proof using Ogle's trick (cf. 

Exercise E.11.3.5). 
Recall that Goodwillie's map is defined on the sub complex U'YC.(BT'Y) 

of C.{BGL{A)). So it suffices to check that the restriction of B 0 e and ch
agree on C.(BT'Y). 
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By using Ogle's trick one extends the twisting cochain method to CC
and so one is reduced to the commutativity of the case when T"I is abelian. 
In this latter case the associative algebra is k ® [ where the ideal I is such 
that [2 = 0, then T"I = 1 + I, and the associated commutative Lie algebra is 
t"l = [ and the verification becomes straightforward. 0 

11.4.12 Corollary. For any Q-algebra A and any two-sided nilpotent ideal 
I in A, the relative Chern character is an isomorphism: 

o 

Exercises 

E.ll.4.1. Show that the absolute Chern character commutes with the prod
uct on K-theory as defined in 11.2.16 and the product on cyclic homology 
as defined in 5.1.13. (cf Mc Carthy, R., The cyclic homology of an exact 
category, J. Pure Appl. Alg. 93 (1994), 251-296). 

E.ll.4.2. Show that the relative and absolute Chern characters ch~ com
mute with the >.-operations on algebraic K-theory (cf. the references in Ex
erciseE.l1.3.6) and on negative cyclic homology (cf. ExerciseE.5.6.20). (Cf. 
Cathelineau [1991] for the relative case, use Gaucher [1992] for the absolute 
case.) 

E.ll.4.3. Compute the image of the symbols (-, ... , -) and ((-, ... , -)} 
defined in Exercises E.l1.2.3 and 4 by the Chern character maps. 

11.5 Secondary Characteristic Classes 

The classical Chern character can be viewed as a map from the K-theory of 
a space to its singular homology. The K -theory of a space is the same as the 
K-theory of its algebra of complex valued functions, and in fact the classical 
Chern character can be extended to a map from the topological K-theory of 
a Banach algebra A to periodic cyclic homology of A. The comparison with 
the algebraic K-theory of A and its associated Chern character with values in 
negative cyclic homology gives rise to a Chern character type map from the 
"relative K-theory" of the Banach algebra A to (ordinary) cyclic homology 
(see 11.5.6 and 11.5.7). This gives secondary characteristic classes. 

The following is a survey without proofs of these secondary characteristic 
classes as defined and studied in Connes-Karoubi [1988] and Karoubi [1987], 
to which we refer for the proofs. 

Standing Assumptions. In this section k = C, A is a Banach algebra, and 
cyclic (as well as Hochschild, negative cyclic, periodic cyclic) homology takes 
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the topology of A into account. This means that, in the definition of these 
homology theories, the tensor product is replaced by the completed tensor 
product ®1r of Grothendieck (d. 5.6.2). In the cohomological framework, the 
cochains have to be continuous. 

11.5.1 Topological K-Theory of Banach Algebras. Let A be a Banach 
algebra and let GL(A) be its general linear group. It is a topological group and 
BGL(A) (or BtoPGL(A) if some confusion can arise) denotes its classifying 
space for which the topology is taken into account. Its homotopy groups 
are denoted K~OP(A) = 7rn(BGL(A)), n ~ 1. For n = 0, one simply puts 
K~OP(A) = Ko(A), the classical Grothendieck group. So, for n = 0, the 
topology does not play any role. However for n = 1 one has K 1(A) =1= K~OP(A) 
(for instance K1(C) = ex and K~OP(C) = 0). By Bott periodicity (cf. for 
instance Karoubi [1978]) topological K-theory is periodic of period 2, 

KtoP(A) ~ KtoP(A) d Ktop (A) ~ KtoP(A) 2n - 0 an 2n+l - 1 , n~O. 

For instance for A = e the topological group GL(C) is homotopy equiva
lent to its subgroup U = limn U(n) (unitary group) and BGL(C) is homo
topy equivalent to the infinite Grassmanian BU. Hence K~~P(C) ~ Z and 
K~~:rl (C) = O. 

11.5.2 Relative K-Theory for Banach Algebras. Ignoring the topol
ogy, one can build a K(7r, I)-space BDGL(A) which is the classifying space 
of the discrete group GL(A). The identity map from the discrete group to 
the topological group is continuous and gives rise to a well-defined map of 
connected spaces 

BDGL(A) -t BGL(A) . 

Since 7rl(BGL(A)) is abelian, this map factors through the Quillen space 
BDGL(A)+, (d. Theorem 11.2.2) to give 

BDGL(A)+ -t BGL(A) . 

By definition relative K -theory of the Banach algebra A is the homotopy 
theory of the homotopy fiber BreIGL(A) of this map, 

K~el(A) := 7rn(BreIGL(A)) , n ~ 1 . 

So, by definition, there is a homotopy fibration 

(11.5.2.1) 

which gives rise to a long exact sequence 

... -t K~el(A) -t Kn(A) -t K~OP(A) -t K~~l (A) -t .... 

One may even define an ad hoc K6el-group so that this exact sequence 
goes as far as K~oP. 
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Remark that the direct sum of matrices endows Bre1GL(A) with a struc
ture of commutative H-space. 

11.5.3 Absolute Chern Character. Recall from Sects. 8.4 and 11.4 that 
the Hurewicz map composed with the Chern character defines, for any ring A, 
the Chern-Connes character map from algebraic K-theory to negative cyclic 
homology: 

(11.5.3.0) ch;;: : Kn(A) -+ HC;;(A) n ~ 0, 

(the case n = 0 was taken care of in Sect. 8.3) and by composition 

(11.5.3.1) chper . K (A) -+ Hcper(A) n • n n' 

(11.5.3.2) 

11.5.4 Lemma. Let A be a Banach algebra. The periodic Chern character 
ch~er factors through K;OP(A) to give the "classical" (or topological) Chern 
character 

References for the proof. Karoubi [1987] and Connes-Karoubi [1988]. Note 
that in the above statement the periodic cyclic homology group takes the 
topology of A into account (see standing assumptions). In the papers referred 
to above, it is shown that for any r the map chn,r factors through K;OP(A). 
Taken at the chain level, this proof says, in essence, that the factorization 
factors through the periodic theory. 0 

11.5.5 Topological Chern Character for Banach Algebras. The topo
logical Chern character ch~op given by Lemma 11.5.4 is periodic of pe
riod 2. For M a smooth compact differentiable manifold, let A = COO(M) 
be the algebra of complex differentiable functions on M. Then one has 
K~OP(A) ~ KO(M), K~OP(A) ~ K-1(M) (topological K-theory of the space 
M) and also HC8er(A) ~ H:V(M), HCrer(A) ~ H~dd(M) (de Rham or sin
gular homology of the manifold M, cf. 5.6.4). Via these isomorphisms ch~op 
can be identified with the classical Chern character (cf. Karoubi [1987)). 

11.5.6 Relative Chern Character for Banach Algebras. In Karoubi 
[1987] and Connes-Karoubi [1988, §3] it is shown that for any Banach algebra 
A there is defined a canonical relative Chern character 

(11.5.6.1) 

Let us give an idea of this construction in the particular case A = Co 
Let G be a connected Lie group (here G = GLn(C)) and let 9 be its Lie 
algebra. The group G is acting on the de Rham complex (n*G, d) of the 
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manifold G and it is a classical result (cf. Chevalley-Eilenberg [CEJ) that the 
invariant part of this complex under the action of G is isomorphic to the 
Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of cochains on g* (dual of g): 

The inclusion of the invariant complex in its ambient de Rham complex yields 
a natural map 

H*(g) --+ H*(G) . 

By duality one deduces a natural map of homology theories, 

H.(G) --+ H.(g) . 

Here G is viewed as a topological space. By letting n tend to infinity for 
G = GLn(C), we get a map H.(GL(C)) --+ H.(gl(C)), whose restriction to 
the primitive part is 

It turns out that this map factors through K~el(C) and gives ch:el for A = C. 

11.5.7 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebm (or even a Frechet algebm) 
and let the ground ring be k = Q. Then, there is a commutative diagmm with 
exact rows 

... --+ K~el(A) --+ Kn(A) --+ K~OP(A) --+ Krel (A) n-l --+ ... 

1 ch~el 1 Dtr 1 chn,o 1 chre1 n-l 

... --+ HCn_1(A) --+ HHn(A) --+ HCn(A) --+ HCn_2 (A) --+ .. , . 

Proof. Cf. Connes-Karoubi [1988J. o 

11.5.8 Corollary. Under the same hypotheses as above there is a commuta
tive diagmm with exact rows 

... --+ K~el(A) --+ Kn(A) --+ K~OP(A) --+ Krel (A) n-l --+ ... 

1 ch~el 1 ch; 1 ch~er 1 chrel n-l 

... --+ HCn-1(A) --+ HC;(A) --+ HC!:er(A) --+ HCn- 2 (A) --+ .. , 

whose composition with diagmm 5.1.5 gives the commutative diagmm of 
11.5.7. 

Hint for a proof: rewrite Connes-Karoubi's proof of 11.5.7 by using the Den
nis fusion-trace map (see 8.4.2) instead of the non-commutative differential 
forms. 0 
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11.5.9 The Example A = Co In this particular case one can compute 
the HC-HC- _Hcper sequence in terms of de Rham homology. In particular 
HgR(C) = C/Q when the ground ring is Q. Note that CjQ ~ (CX )/Tors 
where Tors is the torsion subgroup of CX , that is the subgroup of roots of 
unity. Then the Chern character ch~ composed with the projection from 
HC2n- 1(C) to HgR(C) gives a map 

K 2n - 1(C) -+ CjQ ~ (CX )/Tors. 

In fact there is a natural lifting K 2n- 1 (C) -+ CX which is an isomorphism 
on torsion (cf. Suslin, and Karoubi [1987]' p.112). 

11.5.10 Regulator Maps. For the ring of integers Z the composite map 
BGL(Z)+ -+ BGL(IR.)+ -+ BGL(IR.) is homotopically trivial. Therefore there 
is a lifting BGL(Z)+ -+ Bre1GL(IR.) well-defined up to homotopy, and hence, 
after applying the homotopy group functor 11' 4n+l' a morphism 

The point is that the composite detects the free part of K 4n+l (Z). 
More generally let 0 be the ring of integers in a number field. Embed 0 

in IR.Tl X CT2 where rl (resp. r2) is the number of real (resp. complex) places 
of O. Then the same procedure as above gives rise to maps K4n- 1(0) -+ IR.T2 
and K 4n+1(0) -+ IR.Tl+T2 which are called regulator maps of O. 

The computation done by A. Borel (cf. 11.2.21) can be rephrased by 
saying that the regulator map tensored by IR. over Z is an isomorphism of 
real vector spaces for n 2: 1. Note that a set of generators for the free part of 
K 2n+1 (0) gives a basis of IR.Tl +T2 or IR.T2. The comparison of this basis with 
the basis coming from cyclic homology of 0 over Z gives, for all n 2: 2, a real 
number (volume of the lattice) which is called the higher regulator. These 
higher regulators together with the torsion ,of algebraic K-theory of 0 are 
essential ingredients in the Lichtenbaum-Quillen conjectures which predict a 
formula for the value of the (-function of 0 at negative integers (cf. Beilinson 
[1985], Soule [1986]). 

Exercise 

E.l1.5.1. Compare these secondary characteristic classes with the Cheeger
Chern-Simons character (cf. Cheeger-Simons [1985] and Karoubi [1990]). 

Bibliographical Comments on Chapter 11 

Papers on algebraic K-theory are numerous and the book Magurn [1984] contains 
all the reviews of the Mathematical Reviews related to the subject until 1984. Since 
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then, the reviews appear in Sect. 19 of the Mathematical Reviews. Basic and classi
cal references are Bass [1968J and Milnor [1974] for low dimensional K-groups, Lo
day [1976] for Quillen's plus-construction and the multiplicative structure, Quillen 
[1973aJ for the Q-construction and the basic properties of higher K-groups. For a 
generalization to the algebraic K-theory of spaces, see Waldhausen [1978, 1984J. 

The comparison theorem between K-theory of a nilpotent ideal is due to Good
willie [1986J. A particular case using a slightly different method is in [FT]. The 
Volodin's construction appeared first in Volodin [1971], see also Vaserstein [1976J 
and Suslin [1981]. A generalization of Goodwillie's isomorphism to AOO-ring spaces 
is worked out in Fiedorowicz-Ogle-Vogt [1992J. For the comparison of homology of 
nilpotent groups and homology of Lie algebras, besides Pickel [1978J already men
tioned, see Haefliger [1984]. A general theory of secondary characteristic classes has 
been undertaken by Karoubi [1990J. More recent results on multiplicative K-theory 
are to be found in: M. Karoubi, Sur la K-theorie multiplicative, preprint 1995. 



Chapter 12. Non-commutative 
Differential Geometry 

This chapter is an exposition, without any proof or detail, of some topics in 
Non-Commutative Differential Geometry (NCDG), which involve the cyclic 
theory. 

Classically the geometric invariants of a manifold or of a topological space 
can be computed in terms of the algebra of COO-functions or of the algebra of 
continuous functions. By construction these algebras are commutative. In fact 
a theorem of Gelfand asserts that there is a categorical duality between locally 
compact spaces and commutative C* -algebras. In some geometric situations, 
for instance a foliation F on a manifold M, the space that one wants to look 
at (the space of leaves in this example) is so bad topologically that its algebra 
of functions is not relevant to construct interesting invariants. The idea of A. 
Connes is to construct, instead, a non-commutative C* -algebra to describe 
the situation. In our example this C* -algebra C* (M, F) is going to replace 
the algebra of functions over the space of leaves. 

In the first section we give a brief account of this topic and we indicate 
how a classical invariant like the Godbillon-Vey invariant can be recovered 
from a cyclic cocycle on a dense sub-algebra of the algebra C*(M, F). 

K-theory is well-adapted to get invariants of non-commutative algebras 
and formulas like in the Atiyah-Singer index theorem can be generalized 
in this setting. In the commutative case explicit computations of the index 
theorem can be made by using the Chern character with values in the de 
Rham theory. In the non-commutative case the cyclic theory was invented 
by A. Connes precisely to play the role of the de Rham theory. Then one 
can write an index formula by using cyclic cocycles. This is the content of 
Sect. 12.2 (see also 12.3.12.1). 

In Sect. 12.3 we choose to illustrate the power of these results through the 
proof of the Novikov conjecture for hyperbolic groups as given by A. Connes 
and H. Moscovici. This conjecture claims the homotopy invariance of the 
higher signatures (numbers computed from the Pontrjagin classes of a man
ifold). 

There is a version of the Novikov conjecture which can be translated word 
for word into the algebraic K-theory framework. It asserts that the rational 
"K-theory assembly map" 

J.-L. Loday, Cyclic Homology
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998
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is injective. It turns out that a solution of this conjecture in a lot of cases, 
announced by M. Bokstedt, W.C. Hsiang and I. Madsen [1991], involves the 
cyclic theory (among other ingredients). Section 12.4 contains a brief outline 
of this work. 

It is interesting to note that both proofs of the Novikov conjectures involve 
the Chern character in the cyclic theory but in different framework. Connes
Moscovici's proof, which handles the "hermitian" case, uses analysis (to be 
able to pass from the hermitian K-group to the linear K-group, i.e. Ko). On 
the other hand Bokstedt-Hsiang- Madsen's proof of the "linear" case uses 
an arithmetic method to check injectivity of the assembly map. Whether 
each proof can be translated into the other framework is a challenge for the 
younger mathematicians. 

Finally we urge the reader to have a look at A. Connes' book "Geometrie 
Non-Commutative" [1990] in which he/she will find more applications (the 
index theorem for foliations, the quantum Hall effect) and a guide to the 
literature. 

In this chapter the bibliographical comments are included in the text. 

Standing Notation. For a paracompact space X the algebra of continuous 
functions which vanish at infinity is denoted by Co(X). The algebra of com
pact operators on a separable Hilbert space is denoted by K. The space of 
COO-sections of a bundle E over the Coo-manifold M is denoted by Coo(M, E). 

12.1 Foliations and the Godbillon-Vey Invariant 

To any foliation :F on a Coo-manifold M one can associate a C*-algebra 
which plays the role of the algebra of functions on the space of leaves. Then 
the Godbillon-Vey invariant (of a co dimension 1 foliation) can be interpreted 
in terms of a cyclic cocycle over a dense subalgebra of C*(M, :F). The main 
references are Connes [1986b], [1982 Chap.7]. See also Chap. 2 of Connes 
[1990]. 

12.1.1 Foliations. Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension n and let TM 
be its tangent bundle. For each point x E M the fiber TxM is the tangent 
space of M at x. A Coo-foliation (foliation for short) is a smooth subbundle 
:F of T M which is integrable, i.e. which satisfies the following equivalent 
conditions: 

(a) Coo(F) = {X E Coo(M,TM),Xx E Fx for all x E M} is a sub-Lie 
algebra of COO (M, T M), 

(b) the ideal J(:F) of smooth exterior differential forms which vanish on F 
is stable under exterior differentiation, 
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(c) for every x E M there exists a neighborhood U C M and a submersion 
71': U --t IRq with Fy E Ker(7l'*)y for all y E U. 

From the last condition we see that there is a second topology on M which 
looks locally like IRq x IRn-q with IRq equipped with the discrete topology. The 
integer q is called the codimension of the foliation. The leaves of the foliation 
are the maximal connected submanifolds L (of dimension n - q) such that 
Tx(L) = Fx for all x E L. The set ofleaves is denoted by M/F. 

12.1.2 Examples. (a) Submersion. Any submersion 71' : M --t B of manifolds 
defines a foliation whose leaves are the fibers. In this case the space of leaves 
has a nice topology since it is simply B. 
(b) Kronecker foliation of the torus. The lines of slope 0 E IR determine a 

foliation of the torus Sl x Sl. If the torus is identified with IR2 /'llJ with 
coordinates (x, y), then the differential equation is dx = Ody. 

(c) Lie group action. Let G be a connected Lie group acting freely on the 
compact manifold M. The the orbits of G determine a foliation of M. 

12.1.3 Godbillon-Vey Invariant. Let (M, F) be a codimension 1 foliation 
with transverse orientation. Denote by w a differential I-form which defines 
F (Fx = Kerwx). The Frobenius integrability property (condition (b) of 
12.1.1) reads 

wl\dw=O. 

Hence there exists a differential I-form 0 such that dw = 0 1\ w. One can show 
that the 3-form 01\ dO, which is obviously closed, defines a cohomology class 
in H3(M,lR) which is independent of the choice of w (for a given F) and of 
the choice of O. This fact was discovered by C. Godbillon and J. Vey and this 
cohomology class is called the Godbillon- Vey invariant of the codimension 1 
foliation. It is denoted by GV(F). 

The first example of a foliation with non-trivial GV-invariant is due to 
R. Roussarie. On the Lie group SL2(lR) there exists a canonical basis {w, a, i3} 
for the space of invariant I-forms such that 

dw = w 1\ a, da = w 1\ 13, di3 = a 1\ 13 . 

(Compare with the classical generators of the Lie algebra Sl2(lR).) Let r 
be a discrete subgroup of SL2 (lR) such that the quotient SL2(IR)/ r is a 
compact manifold (such a group is called cocompact). Then the form w is still 
well-defined on the quotient and determines a foliation. Its GV-invariant is 
non-trivial since a I\w 1\13 is a volume form. For a survey on the GV-invariant 
see Ghys [1989). 

12.1.4 C*-Algebra of a Foliation. In [19821 A. Connes associates canoni
cally to any foliation (M, F) a C*-algebra denoted C*(M, F). If the foliation 
comes from a submersion (case (a) of 12.1.2) this C*-algebra is *-isomorphic 
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to Co(B)0K (in other words C*(M,F) and Co(B) are Morita equivalent). In 
the case of the Kronecker foliation (case (b) of 12.1.2) with 0 irrational, the 
C*-algebra C*(M,F) is *-isomorphic to Ae01t'K, where Ae is the C*-algebra 
generated by two unit aries x and y which satisfy the relation xy = e21t'ie yx 
(cf. 5.6.5). 

In order to describe the Godbillon-Vey invariant of F by a cyclic cocycle 
we need to introduce a subalgebra A of C* (M, F) as follows. For simplicity we 
suppose that F has no holonomy (which is the case in example (c) of 12.1.2). 
The graph 9 of the foliation consists of all pairs (x, x') EM x M such that x 
and x' belong to the same leaf. It has a natural smooth manifold structure (in 
fact it is a differentiable groupoid). A smooth compactly supported function 
k (= kernel) on 9 gives rise to a family of operators K = {KL I L E M/F} 
acting on the family of Hilbert spaces {L2(L) I L E M/F} by the formula 

KLf(x) = [ k(x,x')f(x')dx' . 
ixlEL 

These families form the convolution algebra of COO-functions on 9 with com
pact support denoted A := C~ (9). The C* -algebra C* (M, F) of the foliation 
F is the completion of C~((J) with respect to the norm IIKII = SUPL IIKLII. 

Up to Morita equivalence, one can replace the differential groupoid 9 by a 
reduced groupoid 9T using a transversal T (meeting each leaf) to the foliation. 

12.1.5 Transverse Fundamental Class of a Codimension 1 Foliation 
as a Cyclic Cocycle. For a codimension 1 foliation which is transversally 
oriented, the role of the fundamental class is played by the cyclic 1-cocycle T 

defined as follows: 

so T E HC1(A). The form w which defines the foliation gives rise to a weight 
4> on A (non-commutative analogue of a positive measure). This weight de
termines a one-parameter group o-t in A. Let H be the derivation on A given 
by at = exp(itH). Then the "derivative" LHT of T with respect to T is given 
by (cf. 4.1.4) : 

By applying the contraction operator eH (cf. 4.1.7), sometimes denoted iH, 
one gets a cyclic 2-cocycle eHLHT E HC2(A) which is an invariant of the 
foliation. It is a cocycle by the Bott vanishing theorem, (L H)2 = O. 

In order to describe the relationship with the GV-invariant one needs a 
localization map (cf. A. Connes [1990, Chap. 2 Sect. 4]), 

I: HC2(A) --+ H 3 (M) , 

where the latter group is the cohomology of M twisted by the orientation of 
the transverse fiber space. To construct this map one takes advantage of the 
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local triviality of the foliation. Locally, A is Morita equivalent to an algebra 
of COO-functions on a smooth submanifold and one can use the comparison 
with de Rham cohomology (cf. 5.6.4) to get the map I. 

Finally the comparison with the GV-invariant reads as follows: 

This allows Connes to prove results which can be stated independently of 
C* -algebras, for instance the invariance under leafwise homotopy equivalence 
of the longitudinal L-genus paired with secondary classes of the foliation, and 
also the existence of an invariant measure on the canonical flow for foliations 
with non-trivial GV-invariant. This extends previous results of S. Hurder and 
A. Katok. 

12.2 Fredholm Modules and Index Theorems 

We first explain an elementary case of the index formula which serves as a 
model for the generalization. Then we expose briefly A. Connes' seminal work 
on the character of p-summable Fredholm modules. The last part is devoted 
to a generalization to B-summable Fredholm modules. This version is, so far, 
the most efficient in the applications. 

The main references for this section are A. Connes [Cl, [19911, Connes
Moscovici [19901. 

12.2.1 The Index Formula in the Most Elementary Case. Let k be 
the ground field (which is going to be the field of complex numbers C most 
of the time) and let A be a unital k-algebra. Let 7r be a finite dimensional 
(f.d.) representation of A in k, that is a k-algebra homomorphism 7r : A --+ 
Mn(k). The isomorphism classes of f.d. representations of A form a monoid 
under the direct sum and the Grothendieck group (defined as in 8.2.2 with 
f.d. representations in place of f.g.p. modules) of this monoid is denoted 
KO(A) := Ko(Rep (A, k)). 

(a) Cohomological Chern Character. Composing the trace map with the rep
resentation 7r gives rise to a linear map Tr 0 7r : A --+ Mn (k) --+ k that 
we think of as a cyclic O-cycle, denoted ch*(p) E HCO(A). It is easy to 
check that ch* is a well-defined group homomorphism. 

(b) Homological Chern Character. On the other hand any idempotent e in 
Mr(k) determines an element tel E Ko(A) and also an element ch*(e) E 
HCo(A) (cf. 8.3.6). 

(c) K -Theory Pairing. At the level of K -theory there is a well-defined pairing 
(cf. Loday [1976]) 
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obtained as follows. Firstly, one forms the idempotent 7r*(e) in Mnr(k) 
(apply 7r to the coefficients of e). Secondly, one takes the class of this 
idempotent into Ko(Mnr(k)) ~ Ko(k) = Z. Note that this is nothing but 
the dimension of the associated projective module. Finally one defines 

(d) H C -Theory Pairing. At the cyclic level there exists a well-defined pairing 

(-, -)HC: HCO(A) x HCo(A) ~ k 

which consists in evaluating a (cyclic) co cycle on a (cyclic) cycle (cf. 
2.4.8). 

12.2.2 Proposition. The following diagram is commutative 

(-,-)K 

ch' xCh.l 1 inclusion . 

(-,-)HC 
) k 

In other words there is an equality called the index formula which reads as 
follows 

(12.2.2.1 ) 

Proof. It is a consequence of the following fact, the dimension of the projective 
module determined by an idempotent in M(k) is precisely given by the trace 
of this idempotent. 0 

12.2.3 Discussion of the Elementary Case. First one notes that the 
scalar (ch*(7r),ch*(e))Hc E k is in fact an integer. 

The previous result is far from being sufficient to handle problems like the 
Novikov conjecture or the idempotent conjecture because the set of objects 
we started with (f.d. representations) is not large enough, and so the image 
of ch * is too small. Therefore the game consists in enlarging this set with 
more objects for which one can perform the constructions (a)-(b)-(c)-(d), 
and ultimately prove the index formula. 

These generalizations will undergo two important modifications. The first 
one is technical, HCo has to be replaced by Hc2n and later on by HC:v 
(entire cyclic cohomology), and similarly for HCo. The second one is more 
difficult to handle, the algebra A has to be replaced by a subalgebra A which 
depends on the given data. The cases which give highly valuable results arise 
when the inclusion A ~ A induces an isomorphism on Ko. 

We describe briefly and without proofs the generalizations, together with 
some examples, in the rest of this section. 
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12.2.4 Fredholm Modules. From now on k = C and A is a C-algebra 
with trivial Z/2Z-grading. By definition a p-summable Fredholm module 11" = 
(11., F, e) over A is 
- a Z/2Z-graded Hilbert space 11. (with grading e) equipped with a graded 

homomorphism 11" from A into the algebra £(11.) of bounded operators in 
11., 

- a bounded operator F E £(11.) such that 

F2 = 1, Fe = -eF and [F, a] := Fa - aF E /( for any a EA. 

The trace map (i.e. a cyclic O-cocycle) is not defined any more here because 
F need not be a traceable operator. Nevertheless, there is a way of associating 
a character map to 11", provided that one works with a smaller algebra Ap. In 
fact A. Connes constructs a cyclic 2n-cocycle r depending on 11" (2n 2: p - 1) 
as follows. 

12.2.5 The Character of a p-Summable Fredholm Module. The 
Schatten ideal 0(11.) is made of the operators T which verify the following 
growth condition 

£P(1I.) = {T E £(11.) I LJ.tn(T)P < oo} , 
where J..Ln(T) is the nth eigenvalue of ITI = (T*T)1/2. (For the properties of 
the Schatten ideals see for instance Appendix 1 in Connes [Cl). 

The subalgebra Ap is defined by the requirements 

Ap:= {a E A I [F,a] E £P(1I.)}. 

When Ap is norm-dense in A then the inclusion map from Ap into A induces 
an isomorphism in K -theory. Since we are working with graded spaces we 
need to use the graded trace (also called super-trace) 

Trs := (l/2)Tr(eF[F, xl) . 

(a) Under these notations the following 2n-cocycle (co cyclicity has to be 
checked!) 

r(ao, ... ,a2n) := Trs(ao[F,al]'" [F,a2nl) , 

is a cyclic cocycle on Ap for all n such that p ::s 2n + 1. So it defines 
an element r = ch*(1I") in H~n(Ap) = HC2n (Ap), which is called the 
character of the Fredhom module 11" (cf. Connes [Cl). The cohomology 
class ch*(1I") E Hc2n(Ap) is defined for n large enough. One can wonder 
about its behavior under varying n. It turns out that these characters cor
respond to one another by the S map from HC2n to HC2n+2 (cf. loc.cit. 
Theorem 1 p.227). So the element ch * (11") should really be considered as 
an element in HC;er(Ap) and paired with ch*(e) E HCrer(Ap). 

(b) The homological Chern character ch* : Ko(Ap) --+ HC2n(Ap) has been 
constructed in Sect. 8.3. 
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(c) For any idempotent matrix e with coefficients in Ap the operator eFe 
from eH+ to eH- is a Fredholm operator. It means that its kernel and 
its cokernel are finite dimensional. Therefore it has an index which is 
dim Ker (eFe)-dim Coker (eFe). This index, denoted by ind (eFe), gives 
rise to the K-theory pairing by the formula 

([71'], [e])K := ind (eFe) E Z . 

(d) The HC-theory pairing has been constructed in 2.4.8 (evaluation of a 
cocycle on a cycle). 

With these constructions A. Connes has proved the following index for
mula in this setting in [C, Cor. 3 p. 279] : 

(12.2.5.1) 

12.2.6 Example: The Tree. (Cf. Julg and Valette [1984). Let Ll be a tree 
with vertices Llo and edges Ll1. Let r be a discrete group acting freely on Ll 
(by a result of J.-P. Serre r is free): 

Part of the tree Ll corresponding to r = Z * Z. 

A Fredholm module 71' = (1£,F,e) on A = C;(r) is defined as follows: 

1£+ = e(LlO) , 1£- = e(Ll l u {*}) = e(Lll) $ C , 

[0 U*] 
F= U 0 ' 

where U is the isomorphism 1£+ ~ 'H.- induced by the identification ¢> of Llo 
with Ll1 u { *} obtained as follows. First choose a vertex xo. Since Ll is a tree, 
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for any x E Ll 0 - {xo} there exists a unique path from x to Xo. Then ¢( x) is 
the edge of this path adjacent to x. For x = Xo set ¢(xo) = *. 

One verifies that the algebra Al = {a E A I [F,a] E C1(H)} is dense in A 
and that T(a) = TrA(a) for all a E A1. Here TrA denotes the canonical trace 
of A associated with the left regular representation of r in e(r). 

A consequence of the index formula is the integrality property 

which can be used to prove the following result due to Pimsner and Voiculescu 
[1982] (R.V. Kadison's conjecture, cf. 8.5.6) : 

If r is a free group, then the reduced C* -algebra C; (r) 
does not contain any non-trivial idempotents. 

12.2.7 Theta-Summable Fredholm Modules. The integer p in the notion 
of p-summability corresponds to a dimension. But in many examples this 
dimension is 00. So A. Connes has introduced the notion of "O-summable 
Fredholm modules" to handle these cases. In this framework the character 
map takes values in the entire cyclic cohomology as defined in Sect. 5.6. Here 
are some more details taken out from Connes [1991]. 

Let A be a C* -algebra and 71' = (1l, F, e) a Fredholm module over A. Let 
J be the 2-sided ideal of C(1l) defined by 

J = {T E K I J.Ln(T) = 0 ((Logn)-1/2)} . 

By definition the Fredholm module 71' is said to be O-summable iff the subal
gebra A = {a E AI[F, a] E J} is norm-dense in A. Note that any p-summable 
Fredholm module (p < 00) is O-summable. 

In order to define the character of a O-summable Fredholm module we 
work with the "complete" b-B-bicomplex, more precisely with the subcom
plex which gives rise to entire cyclic cohomology (cf. 5.6.8). 

For any O-summable Fredholm module there exists (cf. loco cit. Theorem 
3) a self- adjoint operator D on 1l such that 
(a) D/IDI- 1 = F, 
(b) A = {a I [D,a] is bounded} is norm-dense in A, 
(c) Trace (exp( _D2)) < 00. 

Then it is proved in Connes [1988a] that these conditions are sufficient 
to construct an entire cyclic cocycle of A. The simplest formula has been 
devised by A. Jaffe, A. Lesniewski and K. Ostwalder [1988] under the form 

with ai E A. 
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Let us now stick to the case where A = C:nax(F) (i.e. the enveloping C*
algebra of the involutive Banach algebra Il(F)), where F is a discrete group 
of finite type. By using the finiteness property of F, A. Connes constructs a 
Banach subalgebra C1(r) of A which is stable under holomorphic functional 
calculus (this ensures an isomorphism on K-theory) and whose entire cyclic 
cohomology receives the character of 7r, 

Then, in Connes [1991, Theorem 7], it is shown that the index formula 
(12.2.5.1) holds in this framework. 

12.3 Novikov Conjecture on Higher Signatures 

We first describe Novikov conjecture and its origin which is the Hirzebruch 
signature formula. Then we describe briefly how the index theorem using 
the cyclic theory is used to prove the Novikov conjecture in the hyper
bolic group case. The main references are Connes-Moscovici [1990], Connes
Gromov-Moscovici [1990, 1992]. There exist numerous surveys on the Novikov 
conjecture, for instance Fack [1988]' Skandalis [1992], Weinberger [1990]. 

12.3.1 The Signature of a 4k-Manifold. Let M = M4k be a compact 
oriented Coo-manifold. The cup-product U in cohomology together with the 
evaluation on the fundamental class [M] (via the Kronecker product (-, - ) ) 
induces a symmetric bilinear form 

This symmetric bilinear form has a signature (number of +1 minus number 
of -1 in the diagonalized form) which is an integer denoted by sgn(M) and 
called the signature of the manifold M. 

12.3.2 Hirzebruch Signature Theorem. On the other hand the tan
gent bundle of M has got Pontrjagin classes Pi in the cohomology groups 
H4i(M, Z) (as any vector bundle over M). In the sixties F. Hirzebruch has 
proved the following striking theorem 

For any positive integer k there exists a universal polynomial Lk(XI, . .. ,Xk) 
with rational coefficients, such that, for any compact oriented Coo -manifold 
M of dimension 4k, one has 
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12.3.3 The L-Polynomials. In low dimensions the polynomials Lk are 

Ll(pd = ~Pl' L2(PbP2) = l5(7p2 -pi), 

L3(PbP2,P3) = 9!5 (62p3 - 13p2Pl + 2pf) . 

The general definition of Lk is as follows. Let {Pn(Xl, ... ,Xn)}n>l be an 
infinite sequence of polynomials such that Pn(Xb ... , xn) is of degre~ n when 
Xi is of degree i for all i. This sequence is said to be multiplicative if for 
any elements X = (Xl, X2, ..• ) and Y = (Yl, Y2, .•. ) in a commutative graded 
algebra A = Ao EB Al EB A2 ••• one has P(x)P(y) = P(xy), where P(x) = 
1 + Pl(xd + ... + Pn(Xl,"" xn) + .... For any formal power series f(t) = 
1 + Alt + A2t2 + ... there is one and only one such sequence which satisfies 
P(l + t) = f(t), where t is in degree 1. The series 

Vi 1 1 2 k-l 22k k 
~=l+-t--t + ... +(-1) (k),B2kt + ... , 
th vt 3 45 2 . 

where B2k are the Bernouilli numbers, gives rise to the L-polynomials. By 
definition the L-class of M is the cohomology class 

L(M) = LLk(Pl(M)"",Pk(M)) E H*(M,Q) . 
k 

The series til - e-t gives rise to the so-called A-polynomials and the corre
sponding cohomology class is the Todd class denoted by Td (M). 

12.3.4 Homotopy Invariance of the L-Numbers. A priori the Pontr
jagin classes depend on the differentiable structure of M. More precisely if 
f : M -t M' is a homotopy equivalence which preserves the orientation, then 
in general Pi(M) #- Pi(M'). However Hirzebruch's signature theorem implies 
that the numbers (L(M), [Ml) and (L(M'), [M'l) are equal since f induces 
an isomorphism in homology. In other words: 

The number (L(M), [M]) is homotopy invariant. 

12.3.5 Higher Signatures. When M = Mn is simply-connected there is 
no other homotopy invariant computed from the Pontrjagin classes. However 
in the non-simply connected case S.P. Novikov [1970) proposed to construct 
the following classes. Let r = 7rl (M) be the fundamental gr~p of M and 
let f : M -t Br be the classifying map of the universal cover M of M. Then 
any cohomological class X E H*(Br,Q) = H*(r,Q) gives rise to an element 
f*(x) E H*(M,Q) and the element 

sgnx(M) := (L(M) U f*(x), [M)) = (x, f.([M) n L(M))) 

is called (somewhat mistakenly) a higher signature of M. 
Let M' be another manifold and let g : M' -t M be a homotopy equiv

alence of oriented manifolds. Then M and M' have the same fundamental 
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group r (in fact the two fundamental groups are canonically identified by 
g*) and "sgn", is a homotopy invariant" means sgn",(M) = sgn",(M') under 
the above hypothesis. 

When the fundamental group r is commutative (essentially isomorphic 
to some zr) Novikov was able to show that these numbers are homotopy 
invariant for any x E H*('l1). So he was led to make the following conjecture. 

12.3.6 Novikov Conjecture on Higher Signatures. For any cohomolog
ical class x E H* (r, Q) the higher signature sgn", (M) is homotopy invariant. 

12.3.7 Remarks. For x = 1 E Ho(M) this conjecture is true by Hirzebruch's 
theorem. For x E Hi(M), sgn", is non-zero only if n - i is divisible by 4, let 
us say n - i = 4j. And the combination of the Pontrjagin classes which is 
involved, is the L-polynomial L j • A priori we are only interested in finitely 
generated groups since so is the fundamental group of a manifold. However a 
slightly different version of this conjecture makes it interesting for any kind 
of group (cf. 12.3.9). 

12.3.8 Symmetric Signature. In the non-simply connected case there is an 
analogue of the bilinear symmetric form on H2k(M,lR.), which is as follows. 

Take a cellullar decomposition of M = M n and consider the complex C*(M) 
of chains over a r-equivariant version of the universal cover M. From the 
natural action of r on C*(M) and Poincare duality one can construct an 
element in the Wall group Ln(Q[r]). These groups are periodic of period 4 
and for n = 4k it is essentially the Grothendieck group of the f.d.p. modules 
equipped with a symmetric bilinear form, modulo the hyperbolic ones. This 
element is the symmetric signature and is denoted by lJi(M) E Ln(Q[r)). Note 
that lJi(M) is a homotopy invariant by construction. If r = 1 and n = 4k, 
then L4k (Q) ~ Lo(Q) ~ Z and the equivariant signature is identified with 
the classical signature. 

12.3.9 The Assembly Map in L-Theory. The cap-product [M] n L(M) 
is in H*(M, Q) and so f*([M] n L(M)) E H*(Br, Q). There is a map 

H4*+n(r, Q) -t Ln(Q[r])Q , 

called the assembly map, which is functorial in r and which maps f*([M] n 
L(M)) to lJi(M). Since lJi(M) is homotopy invariant, the injectivity of the 
assembly map (for finitely generated groups) would imply the Novikov con
jecture. Note that, under this form, the Novikov conjecture makes sense for 
any group r. 

In the sequel we suppose that the dimension of M is even. When the 
dimension of M is odd, there is a similar theory with Kl in place of Ko 
throughout. 
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12.3.10 Index Theorem of Kasparov and Mischenko. The natural map 
Q[r) -t C;(r) induces a homomorphism Lo(Q[r)) -t Lo(C;(r)). Since the 
spectrum of a self- adjoint invertible element in a C* -algebra A is included 
in lRx , one can show that there is a canonical isomorphism Lo(A) S:! Ko(A). 
Putting these two maps together one gets 

Lo(Q[r)) -t Lo(C;(r)) S:! Ko(C;(r)) . 

To any pseudo-differential elliptic operator D on M, on can associate an 
equivariant index IndrD in Ko(C;(r)) where r = 7rl(M). The theorem of 
Kasparov and Mischenko asserts that, when D is the signature operator on 
M, the image of !li(M) under the above map is precisely IndrD. This shows 
that IndrD is homotopy invariant. 

12.3.11 Baum-Connes Map. From the family of pseudo-differential ellip
tic operators on M one can construct a K-homology group Ko(M) (former 
Ell(M) group of Atiyah). By using the KK-theory of Kasparov one can 
even enlarge this construction to define the K-homology group with com
pact support Ko(Br). The class determined by the operator D is denoted 
aD E Ko(M) (symbol of D) and its image in Ko(Br) is f*(aD). Note that 
the Chern character ch* (aD) of aD is an element of H * (M, q. 

P. Baum and A. Connes [1988a) have constructed a natural map 

J.L: Ko(Br) -t Ko(C;(r)) , 

which is the assembly map in the C* -algebra setting. This map can be fac
tored as follows. 

Let R be the algebra of infinite dimensional matrices over C with rapid 
decay: 

'R = {(o:m,n)m,n~l' O:m,n Eel 3k such that ~)m + n)kIO:m,nl < +oo} . 
m,n 

It is a subalgebra of the algebra K. of compact operators. Let E+ and E
be two C=-complex vector bundles over M and let D : C=(M, E+) -t 

C=(M, E-) be a pseudo-differential elliptic operator on M. There is a way 
of assigning to this data (cf. Connes-Moscovici [1990)) an idempotent PD in 
M 2 (Rr+) (Rr = R ® qr), and + means that a unit has been adjoined), 
whose class in Ko(Rr) is denoted by [PD)' 

Connes and Moscovici showed that the map J.L factors through Ko(Rr) 
and that the image of f*(aD) is [PD) in Ko(Rr) and IndrD in Ko(C;(r)): 

Lo(Q[r)) 

1 
Ko(Br) -t Ko(Rr) -t Ko(C;(r) , 

Ili(M) 

I D = signature operator 

f*(aD) t-+ [PD)t-+ IndrD 
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Therefore when D is the signature operator the element J.L(J*(aD)) = IndrD 
is a homotopy invariant by Kasparov and Mischenko (see Hilsum and Skan
dalis [1992] for a more direct proof). As a consequence the rational injectivity 
of J.L implies the Novikov conjecture. In fact Baum and Connes even conjec
ture that J.L is an isomorphism without tensoring by Q provided that r is 
torsion free. 

12.3.12 Where the Cyclic Theory Comes in. Connes' idea is to use 
cyclic cohomology to prove the injectivity of J.L. Let x be a cyclic cocycle 
determining x E H~n(Cr). There is defined a pairing with Ko(Cr) by 

Tx : Ko(Cr) --t C, Tx(e):= (x,ch*(e))Hc , 

where e is an idempotent on M(Cr). 
This pairing can easily be extended to Ko(Rr) by using the trace map 

and we still denote by Tx this extension. 
We know from Sect.7.4 that there is a canonical injective split map 

Hn (r, q <-+ H~ (Cr), so any cocyc1e x of r can be considered as a cyclic 
cocycle that we still denote by x. 

One of the main results of Connes-Moscovici [1990] is the following index 
theorem, 

- for any cohomology class x E H2n (r, q and any pseudo-differential 
elliptic operator D on the Coo-manifold M one has 

(12.3.12.1) 
1 q! 

Tx (IndrD) = -( -.-) -( )' (x, f. ([M] n Td(M)) U ch*(aD)) . 
27l'Z q 2q. 

Let us now specialize to the case of the signature operator. This index formula 
becomes 

Tx{IndrD) = (x, f* ([M] n L(M))) = sgnx(M) . 

Suppose that we would be able to extend the pairing Tx from Ko(Rr) to 
Ko(C;(r)). Then the homotopy invariance ofsgnx(M) would be proved since 
J.L(PD) is homotopy invariant. This is in general impossible. The strategy 
consists in constructing an ad hoc intermediate algebra A: 

Rr --t A --t C; (r) 
which would be 
- close enough to Rr so that Tx can be extended to fx : Ko(A) --t C, 
- close enough to C;(r) so that 0: : Ko(A) --t Ko(C;(r)) is an isomorphism. 

If such an A exists, then sgnx(M) = Tx(PD) = fx oo:-l(IndrD) and sgnx(M) 
is homotopy invariant. 

Note that this extension problem is easily solved when x is the Chern 
character of a Fredholm module (cf. Sect. 12.2). 

12.3.13 Novikov Conjecture for Hyperbolic Groups. By using the 
work of P. de la Harpe on the functions of rapid decay on r (extending 
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earlier work of U. Haagerup and P. Jolissaint), one can show that there exists 
a subalgebra A of C;(r), which contains Rr and is stable under functional 
calculus. It implies that the map Ko(A) -t Ko(C;(r)) is an isomorphism. 

For any bounded cocycle x one can extend the pairing Tx from Ko(Rr) 
to Ko(A). It suffices now to invoke a theorem of Gromov claiming that for 
a hyperbolic group r, any cohomology class x E Hn (r, q (n ~ 2) can be 
represented by a bounded cocycle. 

This is the pattern of the proof of Novikov conjecture for hyperbolic 
groups as given in Connes-Moscovici [1990]. 

12.3.14 Novikov Conjecture for Hyper-linear Elements. At the time of 
writing the ultimate proof of the Novikov conjecture is in Connes-Gromov
Moscovici [1992]. For any finitely generated discrete group r the authors 
introduce the notion of hyper-linear elements in H* (r, lR). This notion is 
based on the Lipschitz maps (r, d) -t lRN where d is the word length metric 
on r. In this setting cyclic cohomology has to be replaced by entire cyclic 
cohomology. All cases for which the Novikov conjecture has been proved so 
far fall into this framework. 

12.4 The K-Theoretic Analogue 
of the Novikov Conjecture 

The Novikov conjecture gives information on the L-groups of the group alge
bra zr in terms of the homology of r. One can wonder if a similar information 
can be obtained when one replaces the L-groups by the K-groups. Indeed, 
a K-theoretic analogue of the Novikov conjecture does exist, and takes the 
form of the injectivity of the K-theoretic assembly map, that I constructed 
in Loday [1976]. Several cases have been proved in the literature (T. Farrell 
and W.C. Hsiang, F. Waldhausen, P. Vogel). 

When the Chern character with values in cyclic homology was known, 
there was some hope that it was the right kind of test map to check the injec
tivity of the K -theoretic assembly map. Ultimately M. Bokstedt, W.C. Hsiang 
and 1. Madsen announced a proof which involves a generalization of this 
Chern character into Waldhausen's setting. 

After constructing the K-theoretic assembly map we comment briefly on 
this proposed proof. 

12.4.1 Assembly Map in K-Theory. As noted in 12.3.9 the Novikov 
conjecture would be implied by the injectivity of the assembly map in L
theory. This assembly map has an analogue in algebraic K-theory : 

(12.4.1.1) 

and it is natural to hope it to be an injection. 
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In fact this map is induced from the assembly map in K -theory 

(12.4.1.2) 

where K z is the spectrum associated to the algebraic K -theory of Z (i.e. to the 

infinite loop space Z x BGL(Z)+) and h*(-,Kz) denotes the corresponding 
extraordinary homology theory. Let us recall briefly the construction of () 
as it was first given in Loday [1976, Sect.4.1j. The idea is to embed T into 
GL(ZT) by 

j : T -+ (ZT) X = GLl(Zr) -+ GL(ZT) 

and then use the multiplicative structure of K-theory (cf. 11.2.16) as follows. 
The composite 

is compatible with the infinite loop space structure of BG L( - ) + and therefore 
defines a map of spectra 

BT+ 1\ K z -+ Kzr. 

By taking the homotopy groups one gets the assembly map (12.4.1.2) III 

algebraic K-theory, 

() :h* (BT,Kz) =11"* (BT+I\Kz) -+11"* (Kzr) =K*(ZT). 

The same principle applies equally well in other frameworks like the Q
construction of Quillen or the Waldhausen's K-theory of rings up to ho
motopy. In characteristic zero the spectrum (K z)Q splits as a product 
of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra (thanks to the computation of K*(Z)Q by 
A. Borel) and so we get the rational assembly map (12.4.1.1). 

So far there is no counter-example to the injectivity of the assembly map 
() (without tensoring by Q) provided that T is torsion free (this is the strong 
K-theoretic analogue of the Novikov conjecture). The results of Quillen on 
the computation of Kn(A[t, ell) and the compatibility of () with the product 
imply the validity of the strong conjecture, when T is a free abelian group 
(cf. Loday, loco cit.). 

12.4.2 The Work of M. B8kstedt, w.e. Hsiang and I. Madsen 
[1992]. In 1991 these authors announced the following result: 

The K -theoretic assembly map () is injective for all groups T such that 
Hi(T, Z) is finitely generated for all i ~ O. 

Here is a brief outline of the various steps of the proof as given in loc.cit. 

(a) Waldhausen's A-Theory. The first move is to change the framework from 
algebraic K-theory of "rings to homotopy". More precisely the ring Z is 
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replaced by the ring up to homotopy [loo SOO = limn [In sn. Rationally it 
makes no difference since the stable homotopy groups of spheres are finite 
in positive dimensions (J.-P. Serre) and 7l"o([looSOO) = limn 7l"n(sn) = Z. 
For any topological space Y let us denote by Q(Y) the space [looSOO(y). If 
Y = [lX then Q([lX) is a ring up to homotopy which, for X = Br, is going 
to play the role of the group algebra zr. In [1978] Waldhausen has extended 
algebraic K-theory from rings to rings up to homotopy and this new theory 
is denoted A( -). The relevant point, here, is the rational isomorphism 

(b) Cyclotomic Trace Map. The main ingredient of the proof is a gener
alization of the Chern character as described in Sect.8.4 to Waldhausen's 
framework. First Hochschild homology is replaced by the so-called topolog
ical Hochschild homology devised by Bokstedt and the Dennis fusion-trace 
map from K-theory to Hochschild homology is extended to a trace map from 
Waldhausen theory to topological Hochschild homology. We know already 
that better results are obtained with cyclic theory in place of Hochschild the
ory. However, due to the fact that the map "y : Ir.T! -+ CBr = Map(S1, Br) 
of 7.3.11 is a G-homotopy equivalence for any finite subgroup G of S1 but 
not for S1 itself (d. Exercise E.7.3.2), the authors have to use a p-variation 
of "topological cyclic homology". Then, they are able to construct a lifting 
of the Dennis fusion-trace map to TCp. They call this Chern character type 
map the "cyclotomic trace map": 

(c) Reducing the Problem to r = 1. (Compare with Cohen-Jones [1990].) The 
topological cyclic theory TCp comes equipped with a natural map 

in which we recognize the geometric realization of a cyclic set (cf. 7.3.11 
and 7.2.2). Here E+X denotes the suspension of X+, the subscript 0 means 
connected component and (-)~ means p-completion. 

The cyclotomic trace map and a yield a commutative diagram 

Br+ /\ A(*) 
(J 

--t A(Br) 

1 lTrcp 

Br+ /\ TCp(*) 
(J 

--t TCp(Br) 

1 la 
Br+ 1\ Q(E+BS1); 

'8 
Q(E+(ES1 XSl CoBr)); . --t 
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Since 7J is a homotopy equivalence of spectra, injectivity of () on the homotopy 
groups will follow from the injectivity (on homotopy) of Q 0 Trcp : A(*) ~ 
Q(E+BS1);, and from the technical condition on the homology groups of r 
(which ensures that Hi(r)Q ~ (limn Hi(r) ® Z/pnZ)Q is injective). 

(d) The Last Step: r = 1. In order to show that Q 0 Trcp induces an in
jection on 7r * ( -)Q the authors utilize a construction of the Borel generators 
of 7r*(A(*))Q = K*(Z)Q due to C. SouIe [1980] to test their image by Trcp • 

Then, comes up a factor Lp(l + 2m) which is the value at 1 + 2m of some 
p-adic L-function. Since this number is invertible when p is a regular prime 
(and possibly always) the proof of the theorem is completed. 

Though the details are more complicated than this brief summary can let 
one think, there is some hope that a simpler proof emerges in the future (cf. 
Pirashvili-Waldhausen [1992]). 

Exercise 

E.12.4.1. Construct an assembly map for cyclic homology. Show that, in this 
framework, the Novikov conjecture is true. 



Chapter 13. Mac Lane (co)homology 
by Jean-Louis Loday and Teimuraz Pirashvili 

The second Hochschild cohomology group of rings (that is algebras over 
k = Z) classifies the extensions of a ring by a bimodule provided that the ex
tensions are split as abelian groups. In order to classify non-split extensions, 
Mac Lane introduced in the fifties the so-called Mac Lane (co)homology the
ory, that we denote by H M L and which is closely related to the cohomology 
of the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces. Hochschild {co)homology and Mac Lane 
{co ) homology coincide when the ring contains the rational numbers, but they 
differ in general. 

In the late seventies Waldhausen introduced a variant of algebraic K
theory, called stable K -theory and denoted KS, in order to study the homology 
of the general linear group with coefficients in matrices. Kassel, and then 
Goodwillie, showed that stable K-theory is strongly related to Hochschild 
homology, for instance the Dennis trace map (cf. 8.4.3) factors through stable 
K-theory. 

More recently (late eighties) Bokstedt, with some help by Waldhausen, 
introduced still another variant of Hochschild {co ) homology, called topological 
Hochschild (co)homology and denoted THH, in order to study the algebraic 
K-theory of topological spaces as constructed by Waldhausen. This theory 
originated from the study of diffeomorphism groups of manifolds. It was also 
shown that the Dennis trace map factors through T H H. 

Mac Lane theory was completely forgotten until 1991, when it was proved 
by Jibladze and Pirashvili that Mac Lane cohomology has a nice interpreta
tion in terms of Ext-groups in functor categories. Indeed, Hochschild coho
mology is Ext over the category of bimodules (cf. 1.5.8) and, similarly, they 
proved that Mac Lane cohomology is Ext over the category of "non-additive 
bimodules" , that is functors from the category of finitely generated free mod
ules to the category of modules (cf. 13.2.10). As an immediate consequence 
of the homological version of this result, they showed that the Dennis trace 
map factors through Mac Lane homology. 

It turns out that these three theories, HML., K! and THH., are iso
morphic to each other and that the main tool to compare them is precisely 
the interpretation in terms of derived functors over the "non-additive bi
modules". The isomorphism between H M Land T H H was first proved by 

J.-L. Loday, Cyclic Homology
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998
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Pirashvili and Waldhausen [1992] : 

K!(R) 

Here R is a ring and F( R) is the category of nonadditive bimodules over R. 
The existence of an isomorphism between T H H* and K! was first announced 
by Waldhausen [1987] (see also Schwanzl, Staffeldt and Waldhausen [1996]). 
The first complete proof for simplicial rings was published by Dundas and 
McCarthy [1994] . 

The interpretation in the category of functors can also be expressed in 
terms of the homology of the small category F(R) of f. g. free R-modules 
with coefficients in the Hom bifunctor. Not only does this tool permit us to 
construct the isomorphisms, but it helps greatly in doing computation. In 
the first three sections it is proved that, for any ring R, the following maps 
are isomorphisms 

and similarly for the cohomological analogues. However we do not deal with 
topological Hochschild homology (nor with topological cyclic homology), 
which is beyond the scope of this book. The last section is devoted to the 
computation of HML(Z) and HML(Z/pZ) : 

n 0 1 2 3 ... 2n 2n+ 1 

HMLn(Z/pZ) Z/pZ 0 Z/pZ 0 ... Z/pZ 0 

HMLn(Z) Z 0 0 Z/2Z ... 0 Z/(n+1)Z 

Here is the detailed content of the sections. 

Section 13.1 begins with the definition of the category F(R), made of 
"non-additive bimodules" over R. This is the category of functors from the 
small category F(R) to the category of R-modules. Then we define the 
(co)homology of R with coefficients in T E F(R) as Tor or Ext functors. 
We also relate this (co ) homology theory with the (co ) homology of the cate
gory F(R) with coefficients in the bifunctor Hom. 

In section 13.2 we introduce Eilenberg-Mac Lane's cubical construction 
and prove that its (co ) homology is isomorphic to the stable (co ) homology 
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of Eilenberg and Mac Lane spaces. Then we define the cup product on the 
cubical construction. As a result we get a chain algebra Q.(R) associated to 
the ring R and Mac Lane (co ) homology of R is the usual Hochschild homology 
of the chain algebra Q*(R) with coefficients in R. Then we prove that Mac 
Lane (co ) homology is isomorphic to the (co ) homology theory introduced in 
the preceding section. 

In section 13.3 we introduce stable K-theory in the sense of Waldhausen 
and then we prove the theorem asserting that stable K -theory and Mac Lane 
homology are isomorphic (via the homology of F(R) with coefficients in Hom) 
according to the paper of Dundas and McCarthy [1994]. We are restricting 
ourselves to discrete rings. The method is to mix the homology of small 
categories with coefficients in bifunctors with Waldhausen S.-construction. 

In section 13.4 we give the computation of Mac Lane (co ) homology for 
Z/pZ, where p is prime, and for Z. This computation was first done by 
Bokstedt [1985] in terms of THH using heavy topological methods. It is in
teresting to mention that for the purpose of algebraic geometry Breen made 
calculation of some Ext groups (cf. Breen [1978]) by methods similar to those 
which were used latter on by Bokstedt for finite fields. Recently Franjou, 
Lannes and Schwartz [1994] gave purely algebraic calculation for finite fields 
and also explained the exact relationship between Breen's Ext-groups and 
Mac Lane cohomology. Our approach follows closely the calculation of Fran
jou, Lannes and Schwartz for prime fields and of Franjou and Pirashvili in 
the case of the ring of integers. The main tool to handle this computation is 
again the Ext and Tor interpretation in the category of functors. 

We are grateful to Vincent Franjou, Randy McCarthy and John McCleary 
for their comments on a first draft of this chapter. 

13.1 (Co)homology with Coefficients in Non-additive 
Bimodules 

The aim ofthis section is to introduce a modification of Hochschild (co) homo
logy of a ring R which will prove to be equivalent to Mac Lane (co)homology, 
stable K -theory and also to topological Hochschild (co) homology (not treated 
here). This modification is conceptually simple since it consists in replacing 
the category of R-bimodules by the category of "non-additive R-bimodules" , 
that is, the category F(R) of functors from the small category F(R) of f. g. 
free R-modules to the category of R-modules. We give the axiomatic charac
terization of this theory and we prove its equivalence with (co ) homology of 
the small category F(R) with values in the bifunctor Hom. This construction 
plays a fundamental role in the comparison of the theories listed above. 

Note that it would make no difference, in the sequel, to replace free by 
projective in the definition of F(R). 
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13.1.1 Non-additive bimodules : the category F(R). The enveloping 
algebra of the ring R is denoted, as usual, Re := R ® Rap. Denote by R-M od 
the category of left modules over R. Let F(R) be the full subcategory of R
!vIod whose objects are the free modules Rn, n ~ 0. By abuse of terminology 
we say that F(R) is the small category of finitely generated free R-modules. 
We denote by I : F(R) Y R-M od the embedding. 

By definition a non-additive R-bimodule is a functor T : F(R) --t R
!vIod and the category of these functors, with natural transformations as 
morphisms, is denoted F(R). This category is abelian and possesses suf
ficiently many projective and injective objects. There is a full embedding 
Re-Mod = R-Bimod Y F(R) given by M t--+ M ®R -, which establishes an 
equivalence of the category of Re-modules with the full subcategory of F(R) 
consisting of additive functors. Consequently the objects of F(R) can be 
viewed as certain "non-additive bimodules" , and conversely, genuine bimod
ules can be identified with additive functors of F(R). Under this identification 
the Re-module R corresponds to the inclusion functor I : F(R) Y R-M od, 
which, therefore, is going to play an important role. 

13.1.2 Linearization of functors. The embedding Re-Mod Y F(R) has 
both left and right adjoint functors, which can be described as follows. Con
sider the following homomorphisms : 

Jt : X --t X EEl X and di : X EEl X --t X, 

where i = 0,1,2: 

JO(x) = (O,x), Jl(x) = (x,x), J2(x) = (x,O), 

do(x, y) = y, d1 (x, y) = x + y, d2(x, y) = x. 

Then for any functor T E F(R), we set 

JX (T) = T(Jo) - T(J 1 ) + T(J2): T(X) --t T(X EEl X), 

dx(T) = T(do) - T(dll + T(d2 ): T(X EEl X) --t T(X). 

It is easy to check that J( er JX (T) and Coker dx (T) are additive func
tors on X. Hence for X = R we have R e - modules given by K er J R (T) and 
Coker dR(T) which we denote respectively by A~T and AdoT. These con
structions give two functors Ado and Ado: F(R) --t Re_M od. It turns out 
that A~ (resp. Ado) is right (resp. left) adjoint to Re-Mod Y F(R). Explic
itly this means that one has isomorphisms: 

Homw(JVI,AdoT) ~ HOmF(R)(M®R -,T), 

Homw(AdoT,M) ~ HomF(R)(T,M®R -). 

If we put AI = R, then we get an isomorphism 
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We leave to the reader the task to check that there is an isomorphism 

I* 0F(R),R T ~ Ho(R, AdoT), 

where I* : F(R)OP ~ Mod-R is the functor given by I*(X) = HomR(X,R). 
Here we use the tensor product of functors as defined in Appendix C. 

13.1.3 (Co)homology theory over F(R). Since the abelian category :F(R) 
has enough projective and injective objects, the cohomology of R with val
ues in the functor T : F(R) ~ R-M od is given by the derived functors of 
H omF(R) (1, T) and denoted 

Ext'}(R) (I, T). 

Similarly the homology of R with values in the functor T : F(R) ~ R
Mod is given by the derived functors of I* 0F(R),R T, which are denoted 

Tor;(R),R(I*, T) in Appendix C. Observe that, for the definition of coho
mology, one only needs functors from F(R) to R-Mod (i.e. :F(R)). However, 
for the definition of homology, one needs functors from F(R) and also from 
F(R)Op. Nevertheless, by abuse of notation, we denote these Tor-groups by 

Tor;(R)(I* , T). 

When the functor T is determined by a bimodule M, that is, T( -) = M 0 R -, 

then we simply denote these groups by ExthR)(R, M) and Tor;(R)(R, M), 
respectively. 

Observe that the natural embedding Re_M od "--t :F(R) induces natural 
maps to (resp. from) Hochschild (co)homology : 

a*: H*(R,M) = Ext'Re(R,M) ~ Ext'}(R)(R,M), 

a* : Tor;(R)(R,M) ~ Tor~e(R,M) = H*(R,M). 

13.1.4 Axioms for homology. In the sequel we use the following well
known axiomatic characterization of derived functors for the groups 
Tor;(R) (I* , - ). It is also used in Pirashvili-Waldhausen [1992] to identify 
them to THH. 

13.1.5 Proposition. The family of functors lln (R, -) := Tor:(R) (I*, -) is 
the unique (up to isomorphism) family of functors l-l.n (R, -) : :F(R) ~ Ab 
satisfying the following properties 

i) for any short exact sequence of functors 

there exists a natural long exact sequence of abelian groups 
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ii) if n > 0 and P is a projective object in F(R), then 1ln (R, P) = 0, 

iii) one has a natural isomorphism 1lo(R, T) £:! Ho(R, AdoT). 0 

There is a similar characterization for cohomology. 

13.1.6 Relationship with (co)-homology of small categories. 
(Co ) homology of a small category with coefficients in a bifunctor is defined in 
Appendix C. Here the small category is F(R) and the bifunctor is Hom(I, T) 
given by (X, Y) ~ Hom(X, T(Y)). It is immediate to check that 

ExtCj(R) (I, T) £:! HO(F(R), Hom(I, T)) 

and 
Tor{(R) (I*, T) £:! Ho(F(R), H om(I, T)). 

More generally one has the following identification. 

13.1.7 Theorem. For any ring R and any functor T E :F(R) there are 
canonical isomorphisms 

ExtF(R/1, T) £:! H*(F(R), Hom(I, T)), 

Tor;(R} (I*,T) £:! H*(F(R), Hom(I,T)). 

Proof. For the Tor case this is a consequence of the spectral sequence C.lD.1 
(see Appendix C), where we put C = F(R), M = I*, N = T. We leave it to 
the reader to dualize this argument for cohomology. 0 

13.1.8. Trace map with values in H*(F(R),Hom). As mentioned in the 
introduction of this chapter the Dennis trace map (see 8.4.3) 

Dtr: H*(GL(R), Z) --t HH*(R) 

factors through Mac Lane homology. In fact we will show here that it factors 
through H*(F(R), Hom). 

By the isomorphism 13.1.7 one can consider the map O!* in 13.1.3 as a 
map 

O!* : H*(F(R), Hom) --t HH*(R), 

so we need to construct a lifting 

DTr: H*(GL(R), Z) --t H*(F(R),Hom). 

The homomorphism DTr is obtained by composition of two homomorphisms 

and 
H*(GL(R), M(R)) --t H*(F(R), Hom). 
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Here M(R) = colim Mn(R) and the group GL(R) = colim GLn(R) acts by 
conjugation on M(R). Moreover both homomorphisms are obtained as the 
colimit of the homomorphisms 

and 
H*(GLn(R), Mn(R)) -t H*(F(R), Hom). 

The first one is induced by the homomorphism of coefficients Z -t Mn(R) 
which sends 1 to the identity matrix. In order to describe the second ho
momorphism one considers the group GLn(R) as a 'one object category' 
and Mn(R) as a bifunctor on it (using multiplication of matrices). There 
is an obvious functor from this one object category to F(R) sending the 
unique object to Rn. It yields the homomorphism H*(Z[GL(R)], Mn(R)) -t 
H*(F(R),Hom) and the expected homomorphism is obtained by composi
tion with the Mac Lane isomorphism of Proposition 7.4.2. One needs to check 
that the different homomorphisms 

H*(GLn(R), Mn(R)) -t H*(F(R), Hom) 

are compatible when passing from n to n + 1. This can be seen by using the 
homotopies Sk = L:~=o(-l)ihf in the chain complex C*(F(R),Hom), where 
the homomorphism hf sends the component 

to the component 

A >-1 >-. A (l,OlA ffi R>-·+lffil >-kffiIA ffi R 0---=-+"'---=-+ i'--+ iw ...:....-.t ••• ~ kw . 

Moreover the restriction of hf to the component>. is the canonical inclusion 
Hom(Ak, Ao) -t Hom(Ak EB R,Ak)' 

13.1.9 Proposition. For any ring R the Dennis trace map Dtr is the com
posite 

Dtr = Q* 0 DTr : H*(GL(R), Z) -t H*(F(R), Hom) -t HH*(R). 

Proof All the homomorphisms are explicit, so it is immediate by checking on 
GLn· 0 

Exercises 

E.13.1.1 For any abelian group A define an abelian group P2(A) with gen
erators p(a) for any a E A modulo the following relations 

p(a + b + c) - p(a + b) - p(a + c) - p(b + c) + p(a) + p(b) + p(c) = O. 
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Show that there exists an exact sequence in .r(Z): 

o +- Id +- P2 +- &l +- .,p +- Id/2Id +- O. 

Here ,12 (X) = X ® X / {x ® y + y ® x}. Prove that the above exact sequence 
gives the generator for Exthz) (Z, Z/2Z) = Z/2Z. Use the results of E.13.1.4 
and E.13.1.5 below (see Pirashvili [1993]). 

E.13.1.2 Let f : A -+ B be a map between two abelian groups which maps 
o to O. The cross-effects of f are defined by 

and more generally, on n + 1 variables, by 

A map f : A -+ B is called polynomial of degree :::; n if 

for each ai E A, i = 1, ... , n + 1. Show that, if f : A -+ B is a polynomial map 
of degree n, then 

F(a) := f)_I)iw~n) (7) f(ia) 
i=1 

defines a homomorphism of abelian groups F : A -+ B. Here W(n) = 
l.c.m.{I, ... , n}. 
(Hint: use the following identities: 

where 1 :::; j ~ k :::; n and k + j ~ n.) 

E.13.1.3 A functor T : A -+ B between additive categories with T(O) = 0 is 
called polynomial of degree:::; n if for any objects AI, A2 of A the map 

HornA(A I ,A2 ) -+ HomB(TA b TA2 ) 

given by f f--t T(f) is polynomial of degree:::; n. We denote by Pn(R) the 
category of polynomial functors 

T: F(R) --+ R-Mod 

of degree less or equal to n. Prove that Pn(R) is an abelian category with 
sufficiently many projective and injective objects. The natural embedding 
Pn(R) y.r(R) induces natural maps: 
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Prove that a~ is an isomorphism for i :::; 2n, provided that R is a torsion free 
as abelian group (see Pirashvili [1993]). 
(Hint: Let Pn(A) := I(A)/In+1(A), where A is a free abelian group and I(A) 
is the augmentation ideal of the group ring of A. Then Pn is a polynomial 
functor of degree n, which can be used to construct the projective generators 
in Pn(R). Use the fact that 1l"i(In+l(K(A,m))) = 0, when i < m + 2n and 
m> 1.) 

E.13.1.4 Show that, for any T E Pn and any 0 < i :::; 2n, the multiplication 
map by tJi(n) (see E.13.1.3) is zero on HMLi(Z, T). 
(Hint. Use E.13.1.4 and the fact that there is a natural epimorphism: a : 
Pn -+ I given by a(Pna) = a. Then apply E.13.1.3 to the polynomial map of 
degree n 

Pn : A -+ Pn(A), 

where Pn(a) = (a -1) mod In+1(A), a EA.) 

E.13.1.5 A quadratic Z-module 

is a pair of abelian groups Me and Mee , together with homomorphisms P 
and H satisfying 

PHP = 2P and HPH = 2H. 

Prove that the category of quadratic Z-modules is equivalent to P2 (Z) (see 
Baues [1994]) and that 

Extp2 (z)(Z, Z) ~ Z[171/217 

where deg17 = 4 (see Pirashvili [1993]). 

E.13.1.6. Let A be a small additive category. We let CML*(A) denote the 
chain complex of A, with coefficients in the bifunctor Hom, as defined in the 
Appendix C. So, one has 

CMLo(A):= EB Hom(X, X), 
XEObA 

where the sum is extended over all objects of A and more generally: 

Xo-+ ... -+Xn 

where the sum is extended over all the n-simplices of the nerve of A. Hence, 
by definition one has HML*(A) := H*(CML*(A)). For any endomorphism 
f : X -+ X, we denote by tr(f) the class of f in HMLo(A). Show that 
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tr(f + g) = tr(f) + tr(g) and tr(fg) = tr(gf), when it has a meaning. Prove 
that tr is the universal map with those properties. Prove that X f-t tr{lx) 
yields a well-defined map Ko(A) ~ HMLo{A). Extend this homomorphism 
in higher dimensions (see Pirashvili [1989]). 

E.13.1.7 Let A be a small additive category. We recall that in E.2.5.2 we 
defined a simplicial (even cyclic) abelian group C .. (A). We let H*(A) denote 
the homology of C .. (A). Define the natural chain epimorphism CML .. (A) ~ 
C .. (A). Prove that for A = F(R), this gives an alternative description of a .. 
as constructed in 13.1.3. 

E.13.1.S. Notation as above. Let M : AOP x B ~ Ab be an additive bi
functor, where A and B are additive categories. Define the category C = 
(! ~) with set of objects Ob(A) x Ob(B), while morphisms from (X, Y) 

to (X',Y') are matrices (~ ~), where X,X' E Ob(A);Y,Y' E Ob(B), 

and f E A(X, X'), 9 E B(Y, Y'), m E M(X, Y'). The composition is given by 
the multiplication of matrices. Show that 

(compare with theorem 1.2.15, see also Dundas-McCarthy [1994)). 

13.2 Mac Lane (co)homology 

In this section we introduce Mac Lane (co ) homology of a ring R as the 
(co )homology of a certain differential graded ring Q .. (R). The complex Q .. (R), 
given by the cubical construction of Eilenberg and Mac Lane, is a good al
gebraic model for the homology of Eilenberg and Mac Lane spectra. If R 
contains the rational numbers, then Mac Lane {co ) homology coincides with 
Hochschild (co ) homology. We prove the equivalence with the (co )homology 
of F(R) with coefficients in Hom, whence the equivalence with Ext and Tor 
groups over F(R) introduced in the first section. 

A key role is played by a peculiar functor t from the small category of 
finite pointed sets to abelian groups (cf. 13.2.4). 

13.2.1 Eilenberg-Mac Lane's cubical construction. The cubical con
struction of Eilenberg and Mac Lane assigns functorially a chain complex of 
abelian groups Q .. (A) to any abelian group A. This complex has the following 
property: 

13.2.2 Theorem. The homology of Q*(A) is isomorphic to the stable ho
mology of the Eilenberg and Mac Lane spaces: 
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We first construct Q*(A), then we prove a few lemmas before giving the 
proof of theorem 13.2.2. 

Recall that the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space K(A, k) is a topological abelian 
group (or equivalently a simplicial abelian group), whose homotopy groups 
are trivial except for trk which is precisely A. For a more general result see 
E.13.2.2 which describes, as a particular case, the homology of a spectrum 
associated to a r -space in terms of a generalized cubical construction. 

The complex Q*(A) is obtained by some normalization process from an 
auxiliary chain complex Q~ (A) described below: 

In low dimensions Q~(A) and N*(A) look as follows: 

Q~(A) = Z[A], Q~ (A) = Z[A2], Q~(A) = Z[A4]. 

The generators of Z[A], Z[A2] and Z[A4] are denoted by (a), (a, b) and 

(~ ~) respectively. The boundary map acts on the generators by 

d(a, b) = (a) + (b) - (a + b), 

d (~ :) = (a, b) + (c, d) - (a + c, b + d) - (a, c) - (b, d) + (a + b, c + d). 

The subcomplex N*(A) is generated by the following generators: 

(0); (a,O), (O,a); (~ ~), (~ ~), (~ :), (~ ~). 
In order to describe it in higher dimensions, we fix the following notation. Let 
Cn denote the set of vertices of the n-dimensional unit cube. The elements 
of Cn can be described as sequences (E1' ... , En), where Ei = ° or 1, for n ;::: 1. 
If n = 0, then the unique element of Cn is denoted by O. Define the maps 

for 1 ~ i ~ n + 1, by the equalities 

Oi( E1, ... , En) = (El, ... , Ei-1, 0, Ei, ... En), 

1i(E1' ... , En) = (E1' ... , Ei-1, 1, Ei, ... En). 

For any abelian group A and any set S, let A[S] denote the direct sum of 
lSI copies of the group A indexed by S. Since the set Cn is finite, the group 
A[Cn ] can be identified with the group of all maps x : Cn -t A. Let Q~(A) 
be the free abelian group generated by the set A[Cn ], i.e., 

Q~(A) = Z[A[Cn ]]. 
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Define for i = 1,2, ... , n the maps 

P,S,R: A[Cnl-+ A[Cn-d 

as follows: 

Here e E Cn- 1 and x E A[Cn]. Thus Si is the restriction to the ith upper 
face, Ri is the restriction on the ith lower face, while Pi adds the ith upper 
face vertexwise to the ith lower face. Now we put 

Ri = Z[Ri ], Si = Z[Si], Pi = Z[Pi ], 

which are homomorphisms Ri,Si,Pi : Q~(A) -+ Q~_l(A). Let 8: Q~(A)-+ 
Q~-l (A) be the homomorphism given by 

8 = L (-l)i(Pi - Ri - Si). 
l::;i::;n 

Then 82 = 0 and we get the chain complex Q~(A). 
A generator x : Cn -+ A of the group Q~(A) is a slab when xO = 0, 

for n = 0, and an i-slab, i = 1, ... , n, for n ~ 1, if either X(Oie) = 0 for all 
e E Cn- I or X(lie) = 0 for all e E Cn-I. 

Let Nn(A) denote the subgroup of Q~(A) generated by all the slabs. It 
is easily seen that N*(A) is a subcomplex of Q~(A) and hence the quotient 
Q*(A) = Q~(A)/N*(A) is a well-defined complex. We remark that N*(A) is 
not acyclic, so Q*(A) and Q~(A) have different homology in general. 

In order to prove theorem 13.2.2 one needs to introduce a set-version of 
the above constructions, following Pirashvili [1996]. 

13.2.3 Cubical construction for sets. Recall that Fin* denotes the cat
egory of finite pointed sets (cf. 6.4.1). For any set S, we denote by S+ the 
pointed set which is obtained from S by adding a distinguished point denoted 
+. Moreover we denote by lSI the cardinality of S. 

For each X+ E Fin* and n ~ 0, we define a chain complex SQ:(X+) and 
its subcomplex SN*(X+) as follows. Let BI(X) be the set of subsets of X. 
More generally, define Bk(X) as the set of all sequences (Sl, ... , Sk), where 
Si, i = 1, ... , k are pairwise disjoint subsets of X. Now we put: 

SQ~(X+) = Z[Bl(X)], SQ~(X+) = Z[B2(X)], SQ~(X+) = Z[B4(X)],··· 

The generators in Z[B1(X)], Z[B2(X)] and Z[B4(X)] are denoted by (S), 

(S, T) and (~ ~) respectively, where S, T, U, VeX. The boundary map 

acts on the generators by 

d(S, T) = (S) + (T) - (S U T), 
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d(~ ~) = (S,T)+(U,V)-(SuU,TUV)-(S,U)-(T,V)+(SUT,UUV). 

The subcomplex SN*(X+) is generated by the following generators: 

(0); (S,0), (0,S); (~ ~), (~~), (: ~), (~:). 
We leave to the reader, as an exercise, the task of describing SQ~ and SN.(A) 
in higher dimensions by using higher dimensional cubes (see Pirashvili [1996]). 

As for abelian groups, one defines 

13.2.4 The functor t . Let t : Fin~P -+ Ab be given as follows: 

t(X+) = Z[XJ, t(f)(y) = L x. 
f(x)=y 

Here X and Y are finite sets, x EX, Y E Y, f E Fin*(X+, Y+). The same 
functor may be described by 

t(X+) = Fin.(X+, Z). 

13.2.5 Lemma. Hi(SQ*(X+)) = a for i ;::: 1 and Ho(SQ.(X+)) = t(X+). 

Proof. The proof is obvious when Card X = 1. Since t(X+ V Y+) ~ t(X+) EB 
t(Y+) it remains to show 

The following complex SQ*(X)EBSQ.(Y) is a direct summand ofthe complex 
Q * (X + V Y+), because SQ. ( *) = 0, and thus one needs to construct a homo
topy between the identity morphism of Q*(X+ V Y+) and the corresponding 
retraction. In low dimensions this homotopy is : 

h(S) = (SnX,SnY), 

h«(S T)) = (snx sny) 
, TnX TnY . 

13.2.6 Lemma. The projections Q~ -+ Q. and SQ~ -+ SQ. have natural 
sections. 

Proof. The argument in both cases is the same. Corresponding sections in 
low dimension for abelian groups are induced by 

(a) H (a) - (0); 

(a,b) H (a,b) - (a,O) - (O,b) + (0,0). 
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We let to the reader, as an exercise, the task of describing the sections and 
the homotopies in Lemma 13.2.6 and Lemma 13.2.5 in higher dimensions (see 
Jiblaze-Pirashvili [1991] and Pirashvili [1996]). 0 

Proof of the Theorem 13.2.2. Let A be the category of contravariant functors 
from Fin. to the category of abelian groups. This is an abelian category with 
enough projective (and injective) objects. For any set S, we define a functor 

hs : (Fin.)OP -+ Ab 

by hs(X+) = Z[Fin.(X+, S+)]. So hs(X+) is a free abelian group generated 
by lSI pairwise disjoint subsets of X. Thanks to the Yoneda Lemma each 
functor hs is a projective object in A. We remark that SQ~ ~ hs , with 
lSI = 2n. SO SQ~, as well as SQn, are projective in A, by Lemma 13.2.6. 
Moreover, by Lemma 13.2.5, SQ* is a projective resolution of tEA. Let ab 
be the category of finitely generated abelian groups. Obviously t has values 
in abo Composition with t yields a functor Abab -+ A, which has a left adjoint 
functor t! : A -+ Abab known as left Kan extension of t. So t! is a right exact 
functor. Moreover it preserves the direct sums and 

(13.2.6.1) t!(hs)(A) = Z[Z[S] ® A]. 

This shows that t!(SQ~) = Q~ as well as t!(SQ*) = Q •. Therefore we get the 
following isomorphism: 

(13.2.6.2) 

Here L. t, denotes, as usual, the left derived functors of the functor t!. Now we 
use another projective complex in A to finish the proof. Let Sk be a simplicial 
model of the pointed k-dimensional sphere with finitely many simplices in 
each dimension. For any X+ E Fin*, we consider the reduced chains of the 
simplicial set Fin. (X+, Sk), which is nothing but the product of IXI copies of 
Sk. By varying X+ we obtain a chain complex in A, whose components have 
the form hs , for suitable S, and hence are projective objects in A. Moreover, 
the homology of this complex in dimension < 2k is zero, except in dimension 
k, where it is isomorphic to t. Therefore, in order to compute Lnt!(t), one can 
use this complex, for k > n. By (13.2.6.1) the functor t! sends this complex 
to the reduced chains of Z[Sk] ® A. Since Z[Sk] ® A has a K(A, k)-type we 
have 

(13.2.6.3) 

By comparing the two calculations (13.2.6.2) and (13.2.6.3) of (Lnt!)(t) we 
get the result. 0 

13.2.7 Dixmier Product and augmentation. Define an augmentation 
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by 'f}X = 0 if x is a positive degree generator, and by 'f}X = xO for the generator 
x of degree zero. For any abelian groups A and B there is a product map 

with nice coherence properties. This product is defined by 

(XU)(€b ... , €n+m) = X(€l' ... , €m)u(€m+1' ... , €m+n). 

Here x E A[Cm ], U E B[Cn ] and €i = ° or 1, 1 :::; i :::; m + n. When R is a 
ring, the Dixmier product equips Q*(R) with the structure of a differential 
graded (DG) ring. Observe that, if R is concentrated in degree zero, then 'f} 
is a morphism of DG rings. When M is a module over R, then Q*(M) has 
a natural Q*(R)-module structure. As a particular case we obtain the fact 
that R has a natural bimodule structure over Q*(R). 

13.2.8 Definition of Mac Lane (co)homology. The Mac Lane cohomol
ogy of a ring R with coefficients in the bimodule M is defined as Hochschild 
cohomology of the DG ring Q*(R) with coefficients in the bimodule M: 

HML*(R,M):= H*(Q*(R),M) 

and the Mac Lane homology of a ring R with coefficients in the bimodule M 
is defined as Hochschild homology of the DG ring Q*(R) with coefficients in 
the bimodule M: 

In the case M = R, the Mac Lane homology H M L* (R, R) is simply denoted 
by HML*(R). 

A definition of Mac Lane (co )homology in terms of coptriples can be found 
in McCarthy [1997]. 

13.2.9 Relationship with Hochschild theory. The augmentation 17 : 
Q*(R) --+ R induces a natural map from Mac Lane homology to Hochschild 
homology and from Hochschild cohomology to Mac Lane cohomology: 

'f}* : HML*(R,M) --+ H*(R,M), 17*: H*(R,M) --+ HML*(R,M). 

It follows from the properties of the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces that 

Thus 17* and 17* are isomorphisms for * = 0, 1. Moreover if R is an algebra 
over the rational numbers, then Hi(Q*(R)) = 0, for i 2: 1 and hence 'f}* and 
'f}* are isomorphisms in each dimension. However "72 (resp. 'f}2) is generally 
only an epimorphism (resp. monomorphism). See also Exercise E.13.2.7. 

13.2.10 Theorem (Ext-interpretation of Mac Lane cohomology, Jibladze
Pirashvili [1991]). For any ring R, and any R-bimodule M one has a natural 
isomorphism: 
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HML*(R,M) ~ Ext'F(R)(I,M ®R -). 

This is the analogue of the isomorphism 1.5.8. Note that the modification 
consists in taking Ext groups, not in the category of bimodules i.e. of additive 
functors, but in the larger category :F(R) of non-additive bimodules. Theorem 
13.2.10 motivates the following 

13.2.11 Definition. The Mac Lane cohomology of an associative ring R with 
coefficients in an arbitrary functor T E Db :F(R) is defined by 

HML*(R, T) := Ext'F(R)(I, T). 

In order to prove the theorem one needs some additional results. Recall 
that, when X and Yare left and right modules over a DG ring 11, their 
two-sided bar construction B(X, 11, Y) is defined by 

13.2.12 Lemma. Let V be a finitely generated free left R-module. The com
position 

B(R, Q*(R), Q*(V)) ~ B(R, R, V) ~ V 

induced by the augmentation maps Q.{R) ~ Rand Q.(V) ~ V is a quasi
isomorphism. 

Proof If V = R, the Lemma is a consequence of well-known properties of the 
two-sided bar-construction (1.1.12 is a particular case, see Exercise E.13.2.5). 
The general result follows from this because Q.{V) is additive up to quasi
isomorphism, which is a consequence of Theorem 13.2.2 (it can be proved 
also by using the same argument as in Lemma 13.2.5). 0 

13.2.13 Lemma. The functors 

are projective objects of the category of all functors from F(R) to Ab. 

Proof. Recall that, by definition, for any R-module X one has: 

Q~(X) = Z[X[CnJl. 

The functor X t-+ X[CnJ is representable since X[CnJ = HomR(R2n, X). So 
projectivity of Q~ follows from the Yoneda Lemma. By Lemma 13.2.6 Qn is 
also projective. 0 

13.2.14 Lemma. Let e be the category of functors from F{R) to the category 
of abelian groups and let T be an additive functor in £. Then 

Home(Qi,T) = 0, for 1 ~ is n, 

Home(Qo, T) = T{R). 
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Proof. By definition one has an exact sequence of functors 

Z -* Z[HomR(R, - )]-* Qo -* 0, 

where the first map sends the generator to the trivial homomorphism. Hence 
HomdQo, T) = T(R) thanks to the Yoneda Lemma. Similarly, by definition, 
one has an exact sequence of functors 

where the sum is taken over all (i - 1 )-dimensional faces of i-dimensional 
cubes. Hence for i > 0 one has 

again thanks to the Yoneda Lemma. o 
Proof of theorem 13.2.11. Lemma 13.2.13 implies that 

B(R,Q*(R),Q*(-)) -* I 

is a resolution. According to Lemma 13.2.6 this is indeed a projective resolu
tion of F(R). So one has 

Ext*(I,T) = H*(Hom(B(R,Q*(R),Q.(-)),T) = 
= H·(HomR_R(B(R,Q.(R),R),T)) = H*(R,M), 

where Ext and Hom are taken in F(R). The second isomorphism is a con
sequence of Lemma 13.2.14. 0 

13.2.15 Tor interpretation of Mac Lane homology. There is a well
known notion of tensor product of functors. One defines the Tor groups on 
small categories as the left derived functor of this tensor functor (cf. Appendix 
C). Let 

1* : (F(R))OP -* Mod-R 

be the functor given by J*(X) = HomR(X,R). Then the same argument as 
in the proof of Lemma 13.2.13 shows that 

B(Q(X*),Q(R),R) -+ X· 

is a quasi-isomorphism. By varying X we obtain the projective resolution 

B(Q(-)*),Q(R),R) -+ 1* . 

Then by the same argument as in Theorem 1.13.21, we obtain the following 

13.2.16 Theorem. For any bimodule M over the ring R there is a canonical 
isomorphism 

HML.(R,M) ~Tor;(R),R(1*,M®-). 
R 
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o 
13.2.17 Definition. As for cohomology, this isomorphism allows US to define 
the Mac Lane homology of a ring R with coefficients in the functor T E F(R), 
by 

Exercises 

E.13.2.1 A generator x : Cn -+ A is i-diagonal if X(€l' ... , IOn) = ° for all 
(101, ... , IOn) with €i :f:. €i+l. Here n ~ 2, 1 ~ i < n. Prove that if one kills all 
diagonal elements in Q.(A), then one gets a complex which is homotopically 
equivalent to Q.(A). (Note that the complex denoted by Q.(A) in Mac Lane 
[1956]' Jibladze-Pirashvili [1991] and Pirashvili [1996] is in fact the quotient 
by diagonal elements). 

E.13.2.2 For 1 ~ i ~ n, we let Pi,Ti,Si : (Cn)+ -+ (Cn - l )+ denote the 
following morphisms in Fin*: 

Si( 101.' .. , €i-l. 0, €i+l. ... , IOn) = (101, ... , €i-1. €i+1. ... , IOn), 

Si(€l,···,€i-l,1,€i+1.···'€n) = +, 
Ti(€l,"" €i-l, 0, €i+l.···, IOn) = + , 
Ti(€l,'" ,€i-l,1,€i+l"",€n) = (101," ',€i-l,€i+l,"',€n), 

Pi(€l,"', €i,"', IOn) = (lOb"', €i-!, €i+l,"', IOn). 

For any functor T : Fin. ---+ Ab define the chain complexes Q~ (T) and 
Q.(T) analogous to Q~(A) and Q.(A) as follows: 

Q~(T) := T([Cnl+), n ~ 0, 

while the boundary map is given by 

8 = L (-1)i(T(Pi) - Th) - T(Si)). 
l::;i::;n 

Note that, ifT(X+) = Z[Hom(t(X+),A)], then Q*(T) coincides with Q.(A). 
Prove that one has isomorphisms 

Tor:in·(t,T) ~ Hq(Q.(T)) ~ 7l'n+q(T(sn)) if q < n, 

where sn is a simplicial model of the pointed n-dimensional sphere, with 
finitely many simplices in each dimension (this is a generalization of theorem 
13.2.2). 

E.13.2.3 Let R be a ring, for a fixed R-bimodule M one considers the set of 
equivalence classes of all abelian (not necessarily split as abelian groups) ex
tensions of R by M for which the R-bimodule structure of M is the prescribed 
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one. One denotes this set Extrings(R, M). Show that one has a canonical 
bijection 

HML2(R,M) ~ Extrings(R,M) 

(see Mac Lane [1956]). 

E.13.2.4 From the previous exercise and E.1.5.1 one could think that the set 
of components of the category of all (not necessarily split as abelian groups) 
crossed bimodules Cros'(R,M) and HML3(R,M) are in bijection. Show 
that there is a natural monomorphism: 

Cros'(R,M) -t HML3(R,M). 

Show that it is not a bijection in general. 

E.13.2.5 Show that HoB(X,A,Y) ~ X ®A Y. Assume A,X and Yare 
torsion free, then prove that 

H.B(X, A, Y) Co! Tor1(X, Y). 

13.3 Stable K-theory and Mac Lane homology 

We start with the definition of stable K-theory of discrete rings via Quillen's 
plus-construction and we show how this theory comes into the computation 
of the homology of the general linear group with matrix coefficients. Then we 
give the proof of B.I. Dundas and R. McCarthy [1994J of the following impor
tant theorem: stable K -theory of the ring R is isomorphic to the homology 
of the category of f. g. projective R-modules with coefficients in the bifunc
tor Hom. As we mentioned in the introduction (and proved in section 1) 
this is the same as Mac Lane homology of R. The proof requires the study of 
algebraic K -theory of simplicial rings and the S. -construction of Waldhausen. 

13.3.1 Stable K-theory of discrete rings. Let R be a ring and let N 
be an R-bimodule. Let Mk(N) be the bimodule of k x k-matrices over N. 
The linear group GLk(R) acts by conjugation on Mk(N). Since this action 
is compatible with stabilization we get an action of GL(R) on M(N). Re-

call that, in GL(R), a matrix A is identified with (~ ~) while in M(N) 

it is identified with (~ ~ ). It is important to know how to calculate the 

homology groups H*(GL(R),M(N)) of GL(R) with twisted coefficients, at 
least in terms of the homology with constant coefficients. Stable K-theory 
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plays an important role to handle this problem. Following FriedheIm Wald
hausen (see Kassel [1982]), we consider the homotopy fiber IJt(R) of the map 
BGL(R) --t BGL(R)+. Since the group 1I'11Jt(R) = St(R) (Steinberg group, 
cf. 11.1.7) acts on M(N) via GL(R), we may consider M(N) as a local 
coefficient system on the space IJt(R). 

By definition the stable K -theory of R with coefficients in the bimodule 
N is the homology of IJt(R) with coefficients in the local coefficient system 
M(N) : 

K~(R,N):= Hn(IJt(R),M(N)), for n ~ O. 

13.3.2 Proposition. There exists a spectral sequence 

E;q = Hp(GL(R),K;(R,N)) ~ Hp+q(GL(R),M(N)), 

where GL(R) acts trivially on K!(R, N). 

Proof. The homotopy fibration 

IJt(R) --t BGL(R) --t BGL(R)+ 

gives a Serre spectral sequence with abutment H*(BGL(R), M(N)) = 
H*(GL(R),M(N)). Since 1I'1BGL(R)+ = K1(R) acts trivially on H*(IJt(R), 
M(N)) and since the +-construction does not change the homology with 
trivial coefficients, the E;q-term of the spectral sequence is 

o 

This spectral sequence is a particular case of a more general one estab
lished by Kassel [1983]. One can show that this spectral sequence always 
degenerates at E2 (see M. Bokstedt [1985b] and Betley - Pirashvili [1994]). 
So H.(GL(R), M(N)) is computable from the homology of GL(R) with triv
ial coefficients K!(R, N). The following theorem computes stable K-theory 
from Mac Lane homology theory. 

13.3.3 Theorem (Dundas and McCarthy [1994]). For any ring Rand 
any R-bimodule N there exists a natural isomorphism 

HML*(R,N) ~ K!(R,N). 

The proof of this theorem is in two steps. The first one is the isomorphism 
HML*(R,N) ~ H*(F(R),Hom(-,-@RN)) due to Jibladze and Pirashvili 
(cf. section 1). The second one, due to Dundas and McCarthy, occupies the 
rest of this section and needs several auxiliary constructions, most of them 
having independent interest. 
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13.3.4 Algebraic K -theory for simplicial rings. Let R. be a simplicial 
ring. The homotopy groups of the geometric realization of R. can be cal
culated purely algebraically as follows. Consider the chain complex whose 
underlying graded abelian group is the same as R. and the boundary map is 
the alternate sum of the face homomorphisms. The homotopy groups of IR. I 
are isomorphic to the homology groups of this complex and are denoted by 
7riR •. It is easy to check that 7roR. has a natural ring structure and that the 
natural augmentation map R. ---t 7roR. is a homomorphism of rings. Follow
ing Waldhausen [1978), one defines the simplicial monoid mk(R.) by the 
pull-back diagram : 

--+ GLk(7roR.) 
t 

--+ Mk(7roR.). 

Here Mk(R.) and Mk(7roR.) are considered as multiplicative monoids. So, 
by definition, elements of mk(R.) are matrices which are invertible up to 
homotopy. One has 7r1BGLk(R.) = GL(7roR.), so one can take Quillen's 
+-construction to get a new space: Bmk(R.)+. 

By definition the algebraic K -theory of R. is the space 

and the homotopy groups of this space are the algebraic K -groups of the 
simplicial ring R. : 

This construction is invariant with respect to weak equivalences. Moreover if 
R. ---t R~ is k-connected, meaning that it yields isomorphism on homotopy 
in dimensions < k and epimorphism in dimension k, then Ki(R.) -+ Ki(R~) 
is k + I-connected. This can be seen by using the commutative diagram 

where the subscript (O), resp. (e), denotes the zero and identity components 
respectively. Since the vertical maps are the isomorphisms given by the ad
dition of 1, the result follows. This property shows that K-theory of sim
plicial rings is in general very far from the homotopy groups of the space 
obtained by the degreewise +-construction. However these two approaches 
give the same result in the following situation. Recall that for any ring R 
and any R-bimodule N, one can construct the ring REB N with the follow
ing multiplication: (r, n)(r', n') = (rr', rn' + nr'). This construction has an 
obvious generalization for simplicial rings. As usual, for any abelian group 
A, one denotes by K(A, m} the simplicial abelian group whose normalization 
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is nontrivial only in dimension m, where it is A. Usually we will identify a 
ring with its corresponding constant simplicial ring. Obviously if m > 0 and 
S* = R $ K(A, m), then GL(S*) is isomorphic to the group obtained by 
degreewise action of GL on S* and BGL(S*)+ is homotopy equivalent to the 
degreewise +-construction: 

13.3.5 Relative algebraic K-theory. For N* a simplicial R* -bimodule, 
let K(R* $ N*) denote the homotopy fiber of K(R* $ N*) -+ K(R*). Let 
Kn(R* $ N*) be the n-th homotopy group of K(R* $ N*). 

13.3.6 Proposition. For any ring R and any R-bimodule N one has natural 
isomorphisms: 

KiH+m(R$ K(N,m)) ~ Ki(R,N), 

for i ~ m-1. 

Proof Since K(N, m) is a square zero ideal, there is a short exact sequence 

0-+ M(K(N,m)) -+ GL(R $ K(N,m)) -+ GL(R) -+ 0, 

which gives rise to a fibration 

M(K(N,m + 1)) -+ BGL(R$ K(N,m)) -+ BGL(R). 

Consider the following commutative diagram of fibrations: 

M(K{N,m + 1)) 
.I-

Um 

.I
l/t(R) 

= M(K(N,m+l)) 

- .I-
-t BGL{R $ K{N, m)) 

.I-
--+ BGL{R) 

-t BGL{R)+ 

II 
-t BGL{R)+. 

Since 7r1Um = 7r1l/t(R) = St(R), one can perform the +-construction on Um. 
We claim that U;;;' has the same homotopy type as K(R $ K{N, m)). This 
follows from the Zeeman comparison theorem for the horizontal fibrations 

Um 

.j, 

K(R $ K{N, m)) 

-t BGL(R$K(N,m)) 
.j, 

--+ BGL{R $ K{N, m))+ 

--+ BGL(R)+ 

II 
-t BGL(R)+ 

and because 7r1BG{R)+ acts trivially on the homology of the fibres. Now 
we see that the spectral sequence for the first column and for the homology 
theory 7r! (stable homotopy) has the form 

E;q = Hp(l/t(R), 7r~(MK(N, m + 1))) ===} 7r;+q(Um) = 7r;+Q(U;;;'). 

By the Freudenthal theorem we have 7r~{MK(N,m + 1)) = 0 if 0 ~ q ~ m 
or m + 1 < q ~ 2m and 7r~H (MK(N, m + 1)) ~ N. Having this in mind, 
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the spectral sequence gives the isomorphisms 7rt(U;;;J ~ 0 for i :::; m and 
7ri(U;;;) ~ Hi-m-I(Ift(R),M(N)) for m < i:::; 2m. Hence 

Ki(R, N) = Hi (Ift(R) , M(N)) ~ 7ri+m+l (U;') ~ 7rHm+lK(R EB K(N, m)) 

for i :::; m-1. o 

13.3.1 Waldhausen S.-construction. In order to compare the relative K
theory with the homology of small categories, we need to introduce a new 
construction of the K-theory spaces. This technique, due to Waldhausen, is 
a variation of the Q-construction of Quillen. 

By definition a category with cofibrations C is a small category equipped 
with a subcategory co C (whose morphisms are called cofibrations and denoted 
>---t) which satisfies the following axioms: 

(0) C has a null object 0, 
(1) isomorphisms of C are cofibrations, 
(2) for any object C of C, 0 >---t C is a cofibration, 
(3) for any pair of maps B +--< A --+ C the push-out B UA C exists in C 

and the resulting map C >---t B U A C is a cofibration. 

A functor between categories with cofibrations is called exact if it maps 
o to 0, cofibrations to cofibrations and push-out squares like (3) to push-out 
squares. 

To any category with cofibrations one can associate a simplicial set S.C 
as follows. An element of the set SnC is a sequence of cofibrations Aoo >---t 
AOI >---t ... >---t Aon such that Aoo = O. The i-th face consists in deleting 
the i-th object for i ~ O. For i = 0, the image is AOl/AOl >---t A02/AOl > 
--t ... >---t Aon/ AOl (so the condition that the first object is 0 is fulfilled). 
The j-th degeneracy map consists in inserting idAOj (which is a cofibration). 
So this construction is a slight variation of the nerve of co C. However some 
comment is in order. If A >---t B is a cofibration, then the quotient B/A is 
defined as the push-out 0 U A B. The problem is that the push-out is defined 
only up to isomorphism and this is not at all sufficient to describe do. So, the 
exact definition of an element in SnC is not just the sequence {AOi }, but all 
the objects Aij subject to the following condition: Aik/Aij is isomorphic to 
Ajk. 

This can be formalized by introducing the category Mor{ 0 < 1 < ... < n}, 
see Waldhausen [1985]. 

One sees immediately that 7r1(S.C) = Ko(C), where the Grothendieck 
group of C is taken with respect to the exact sequences 0 --+ A >---t C --+ 
B --+ O. 

Examples 
1) Let C be the small category Fin. of pointed finite sets with the inclusions 
as cofibrations. Then IS.CI is homotopy equivalent to Q(SI) = [loo Eoo(SI). 
2) Let C be the category P(A) of f.g. projective modules over the ring A with 
split monomorphisms as cofibrations. Then there is a homotopy equivalence 
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nls.p(A)I~Ko(A) X BGL(A)+ . 

3) Quillen (cf. [1973]) has constructed a space IQCI for any category C with 
exact sequences (this Q is for quotient and has nothing to do with n°o 1700 ). 

If one takes for cofibrations in C the monomorphisms appearing in the exact 
sequences, then one can show that there is a homotopy equivalence 

By definition the algebraic K -theory of the category with cofibrations C is 
the homotopy groups of the pointed space n 1 S. C I, 

The main property of the S. -construction is the so-called additivity theo
rem, which has a lot of important consequences for computation. Let C be a 
category with cofibrations and A, B be two subcategories with cofibrations. 
By E(C; A, B) we denote the category of exact sequences, whose elements are 
the exact sequences 

O~A~C~B~O, 

for which A is an object of A, B an object of Band B = C UA 0 (push-out 
in C). This is obviously a category with cofibrations and it is equipped with 
forgetful functors 

s: E(C;A,B) ~ A and q: E(C;A,B) ~ B . 

Additivity Theorem (Waldhausen [1985)) The simplicial map 

S.s x S.q : S.E(C; A, B) ~ S.A x S.B 

induces a homotopy equivalence under geometric realization. 

For the proof we refer to the original paper (cf. loco cit.) or to McCarthy 
[1993]. 

Denote by 8nC the category whose objects are the elements of SnC (the 
morphisms are the obvious ones). A cofibration in SnC is a commutative 
diagram 

Aoo >--+ AOI >--+ >--+ Aon 

t t t 
Boo >--+ BOI >--+ >--+ Bon 

where AOi ~ BOi as well as AOk+I UAOk BOk ~ BOk+l are cofibrations, i = 
0,···, nand k = 0,···, n - 1. The category 8n C is still a category with 
cofibrations, so one can iterate the S. construction to obtain a (bi)simplicial 
category 8.8.C, and so on. Observe that, under the additivity theorem, the 
bisimplicial set S.S.C satisfies the condition of E.13.3,4, hence one gets an 
n-spectrum whose n-th component is the space n 1 s.(n)c I, n 2: 1, where 
s.(n)c = S . ... S.C (n times). 
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Let T be the subcategory of C with the same set of objects and whose 
morphisms are the isomorphisms. It determines a subcategory tSnC of SnC, 
with the same objects and morphisms consisting of morphisms from T. Let 
N,tS.C be the nerve of the resulting simplicial category. One observes that 
Not.S.C is just S.C. It follows from Lemma 1.4.1 of Waldhausen [1985], that 
S.C ---* N,tS.C is a homotopy equivalence. 

13.3.8 K-theory with coefficients in a bimodule. Let R be a ring and 
N be a R-bimodule. According to Dundas and McCarthy the K -theory of 
R with coefficients in N is defined as the K -theory of the exact category, 
whose objects are the pairs (P, a) consisting of a projective R-module P 
and a R-module homomorphism from P to P ®R N, with obvious mor
phisms. One denotes the corresponding space by K{R; N). One observes that 
K{R; 0) = K{R) and K{R, R) is the same as the K-theory of the category 
of endomorphisms of finitely generated projective R-modules. In general one 
has 

K{R; N) = n 1 II Homs.R-Mod{X, X ®R N) I· 
XES.P 

Here P := P{R) is the small category of projective f. g. left R-modules. 
The functor K{R; -) is extended to simplicial R-bimodules by applying it 
degreewise. 

13.3.9 Proposition. For any R-bimodule N, there exists a natural weak 
homotopy equivalence 

K{R; K{N, 1)) ~ K{R $ N). 

Proof. By cofinality property, it is known that K-theory is not changed, ex
cept in dimension 0, when projective modules are replaced by free modules. 
On the other hand the isomorphism classes of projective modules do not 
change under quotienting by a nilpotent ideal. Hence it is enough to prove 
the corresponding statement for free modules. Recall that F{R) denotes the 
category of finitely generated free R-modules. The category F{R $ N) has 
the following description: the objects are the same as for F{R), but the mor
phisms from PI to P2 are 

while composition is given by 

(j,a) 0 (g,(3) = (j9,{N®Rf) o f3+aog). 

Let T be the subcategory of F{R$N) whose morphisms have the form (I, a). 
Since (I, a) 0 (I, (3) = (I, f3 + a), we see that T is indeed the subcategory 
whose morphisms are isomorphisms. As was mentioned in 13.3.7, one has a 
homotopy equivalence: S.F{R$N) ---* N,tS.F{R$N). On the other hand the 
subcategory whose morphisms are pairs (j,0) is equivalent to the category 
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F(R). Since the n-th component of K(N, 1) is Nn, one needs to prove that 
the two bisimplicial sets 

([n], [kJ) f-t II HomSnR-Mod(X, X ®R N)k 
XESnF(R) 

and ([nJ, [kJ) f-t NktSnF(R $ N) have the same homotopy type. The assign-
ment 

defines a morphism 5 •• from the first bisimplicial set to the second one. Here 
h h In. 

X = (AD >--t Al >--t ... >--t An) E SnF(R) and 

(h.O) (hO) (In,O) 
Y = (AD >--t Al >--t ... >--t An) E SnF(R $ N). 

It is enough to show that 5 m is a homotopy equivalence for each n. It is 
clear that 5 n • is an isomorphism into the nerve of the full subcategory of 
tSnF(R $ N) whose objects have the form 

( (II,O) (hO) (In.,0) ) 
AD >--t Al >--t ... >--t An . 

We recall that the morphisms in tSnF(R $ N) have the form (1, a). We left 
to the reader the task of showing that the inclusion of the subcategory into 
tSnF(R $ N) is actually an equivalence of categories to finish the proof of 
the proposition. 0 

13.3.10 Proof of Theorem 13.3.3. By Proposition 13.3.6, one has an 
isomorphism Ki(R, N) ~ KHm(R $ K(N, m - 1)), for i ~ m - 2, condition 
that we assume allover this subsection. By the remark at the end of 13.3.4 
one can take for K Hm (R $ K (N, m - 1)) the degreewise construction, so one 
can apply Proposition 13.3.9 degreewise and get the isomorphism 

By definition of the Waldhausen K -theory spectrum, one has an isomorphism 

Ki+m(RjK(N,m)) ~ 7rHm+k I II HomS(k)R_Mod(X,X®RK(N,m)) I 
XES(k)p 

for any k ~ 1. By using exercise E.13.3.3 one then gets the isomorphism 

(*) Ki(R,N) ~ 7ri+m+k I EB HomS~k)R_Mod(X,X ®R K(N,m)) I· 
XES(k)P 

On the other hand one has an isomorphism (see 13.2.16 and 13.1.7) 
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Here C*(A, D) denotes the standard chain complex of the small additive 
category A with coefficients in the bifunctor D, considered as a simplicial 
abelian group (see Appendix C and E.13.1.6). 

Since for additive categories Waldhausen S.-construction gives a simpli
cial additive category, one can mix C* ( -, Hom) and S. in order to get the 
bisimplicial abelian group C*(S.P, Horns R-Mod( -, - ®R N)). This is the 
clue of the proof. 

Remark that, under the notation of exercise E.13.1.8, one has an equiva
lence of categories 

S2P ~ (Jam ~) 
because all the cofibrations in P split. According to exercise E.13.1.8 one has 
an isomorphism 

HML*(S2P,Horn(-, - ®R N)) ~ HML*(R,N) EI1 HML*(R,N). 

Similarly 

and by E.13.3.4 we get 

HMLi(R,N) ~ 'lTiHC*(S.P,Homs.R-Mod(-, - ®R N)). 

By iteration we obtain: 

HMLi(R,N) ~ 'lTi+kC*(S.(klP,HomS(k)R_Mod(-, - ®R N)). 

It follows from the additivity of the functor C* (X, -) that 

HMLi(R, N) ~ 'lTi+k+mC*(S.(klp, HOmS(k)R-Mod( -, - ®R K(N,m))). 

We remark that 

EB HOmS(k)R_Mod(X,X ®R (?)) 
XES(k)P 

in (*) is the O-th component in the C-direction of 

C*(S~klp, HOmS(k)R-Mod( -, - ®R (?))). 

Hence the theorem follows from the following proposition. 

13.3.11 Proposition. The inclusion of the O-th component into the full 
simplicial object yields an isomorphism 

'lTk+iCO(S~klp, HOmS(k)R_Mod( -, - ®R N)) ~ 

'lTk+iC*(S.(klp, HornS(k)R_Mod( -, - ®R N)) 

provided i < k - 1. 
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Proof. For simplicity we set 

Cn(S(k») := Cn(S.(k)p,HomS~k)R_Mod( -, - ®R N)). 

We will show that the iteration 8 of degeneracy operators from the zeroth 
component to the n-th component 8 : Co(S(k») -+ Cn(S(k») yields an isomor
phism on 7rk+i for i < k - 1. This implies the result by applying the spectral 
sequence of a bicomplex. Denote by d : Cn(S(k») -+ Co(S(k») the iteration of 
the zeroth face map. We observe that do 8 = id, so it is enough to show that 
c = 80 d : Cn (S(k») -+ Cn (S(k») yields the identity map on 7ri+k for i < k - 1. 
Denote a homogenous element of 

EB Hom(ao, a-I) 
aof-.··f-an 

corresponding to the summand ao ~ ... ~ an and the element ao -+ a-I 

by a = (a_l ~ ... ~an)' Observe that c(a) = (a_I~an = ... = an), where 
f30 = 0:00:1 ... O:n' We recall that S2 can be identified with the set of admissible 
short exact sequences, and that the face homomorphisms di , i = 0, 1,2, in the 
S. -construction are given by 

di(O -+ a2 -+ al -+ ao -+ 0) = ai. 

According to Dundas and McCarthy [1994] [1996], one defines homomor
phisms tid, t{3 : Cn -+ Cn S2 , by 

where 

tid (a) = (X-l ~ ... ~Xn) 
t{3(a) = (Y-l ~ ... ~Yn) 

Tli = ~i = (1, ( ~ ~J, O:i), i ~ 1, 

~o = (0, (~ :~ ),0:0) , 

770 = (f30, (~ :~),O). 
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One checks that dotid = id, d2t(3 = C, d2tid = 0 = dot(3, d1tid = d1t(3. 
Observe that Cn and CnS2 are the I-components of CnS. and CnS.S2 re
spectively and that tid, t(3 have obvious extensions Tid, T(3 : Cn(S.(k)) -+ 
Cn(S.(k))S2, simply by applying tid and t(3 to each level of filtration. By 
Lemma 13.3.12 below one has 

7rk+i(id) = 7rk+i(doTid) 

= 7rk+i(d1Tid) 

= 7rk+i(d1T{3) 

= 7rk+i(d2T{3) 

= 7rk+i(C) 

assuming i < k - 1, and the proof is complete. 

13.3.12 Lemma. The two maps 

and 

agree on 7rk+i if i < k - 1. 

Proof. The proof of the additivity theorem, that is S. S2 -+ S. X S. is a 
homotopy equivalence, as given in McCarthy [1993], uses only constructions 
and homotopies by exact functors. Thus 

is also homotopy equivalence. On the other hand 

yields an isomorphism on 7rk+i for i < k - 1, because as a multisimplicial 
group, they agree in total degree less than 2k. Therefore 

yields an isomorphism on 7rk+i for i < k -1. This map has a section ¢( a, b) := 
(so). + (sd., where Si, i = 0,1 : S1 -+ S2 are the degeneracy operators in 
S •. One checks that (dd.¢ is the addition and the proof of the lemma is 
complete. 0 

Exercises 

E.13.3.1 According to Quillen [1972] : 

Hi (GL(Z/pZ), Z/pZ) = 0, for i > o. 
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Use this fact as well as Theorem 13.4.2 of the next section to show that 

H2i(GL(ZjpZ),M(ZjpZ)) = ZjpZ, 

H2iH(GL(ZjpZ),M(ZjpZ)) = O. 

E.13.3.2 Let R* be a simplicial ring and 1* be the kernel of R* -+ 7roR*. Show 
that, if R* is complete in the I.-adic topology, then GL(R.) is isomorphic 
to the simplicial group GL(R.) given by [k] t-t GL(Rk), and BGL(R.)+ is 
homotopy equivalent to the degreewise +-construction: 

One calls such simplicial rings complete. Show that if 7roR* is torsion free, then 
there exists a complete simplicial ring S. and a weak homotopy equivalence 
S. -+ R* (see Song [1992]). 

E.13.3.3 Let B be a simplicial set. We say that p : E. -+ B* is an abelian 
group over B if p is a map of simplicial sets such that, for each b E B n , the 
set p-l(b) has an abelian group structure. Moreover for any nondecreasing 
map f : [m] -+ [n], the induced map f* : p-l(b) -+ p-l(J*(b)) is assumed to 
be a homomorphism. Let tr(p : E* -+ B.) be the simplicial abelian group 
given by EBbEB• p-l(b). Suppose p-l(b) is c-connected for any b E Bn and 
p-l(b) = 0 if n < q, where c and q are the integers. Then the natural map 

is (2c + q + I)-connected (J. Lannes. Talk in a seminar at IRES). 

E.13.3.4 Let X.* be a bisimplicial set such that Xo• is contractible. Let ik : 
[1]-+ [n] be given byik(j) =j+k-l. Assume that the maPPn = (ii,· ··,i~): 
X n • -+ Xl. is a weak homotopy equivalence. Show that !Xh ! -+ n!x •• ! is 
a weak homotopy equivalence if and only if the monoid 7rOXh is a group, 
where the monoid structure on 7rOXh is induced by (7rOdh ) 0 (7rOP2)-1. (cf. 
Segal [1974]). 

13.4 Calculations 

In this section we compute Mac Lane (co)homology for the rings Z and ZjpZ. 
First, we give a brief review of a computation based on the Steenrod algebra 
(i.e. using the cubical definition of Mac Lane). This computation is fairly 
simple for p = 2, but more complicated for p odd. Second, we give a purely 
algebraic computation for ZjpZ based on the vanishing lemma 13.4.5 (i.e. 
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using the Ext definition}. Third, we use this result to achieve the computation 
for Z. 

13.4.1 Brief review of a topological approach to HML.(ZjpZ). Let 
p be a prime number. Let A.(p) be the dual of the Steenrod algebra. By 
Theorem 13.2.2 one has an additive isomorphism: 

Moreover, one can prove that this is an isomorphism of associative algebras. 
By a theorem of Milnor one knows that 

where deg ei = 2i - 1 and for odd p one has 

where deg ei = 2(pi - 1), i 2:: 1 and deg Tj = 2pJ - 1, j 2:: O. Here A· denotes 
the exterior algebra. Since ZjpZ ® ZjpZ = ZjpZ, one has 

Since, by definition, the Hochschild homology of a DG ring is the homology 
of a bicomplex, there are two associated spectral sequences. If we calculate 
homology first in the vertical direction, that is for the cubical construction, 
and second in the horizontal direction, then we get a spectral sequence: 

The case p = 2 is easy to handle. By Section 2 of Chapter 3 the Hochschild 
homology of a polynomial algebra is known, thus 

where ai has bidegree (1,2i - 1). Since ai has total degree 2i, we see that 
all nontrivial terms in the spectral sequence have even total degree, so all 
the differentials vanish, by a degree argument. Moreover, again by a degree 
argument, one sees that the total E2-module is trivial in odd degrees and is 
one-dimensional in each even degree. Hence 

HML2i (Zj2Z) = Zj2Z 

and 
HML2i+1(Zj2Z) = O. 

The situation changes dramatically, when p is odd. Calculation of E2 (see for 
example Proposition 2.1 of McClure and Staffeldt [1993]) gives: 

E:* = A*(al,a2"") ® r*(rJO,rJb" .), 
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where r* denotes the divided power algebra. The bidegree of (Ti (resp. 1]i) is 
(1,2pi -1) (resp. (1, 2pi)). However there is no reason for the differentials to 
be zero. Indeed, as was proved independently by Breen [1978] and Bokstedt 
[1985b], there is one nontrivial differential (and only one), namely dP- 1 (ac
tually Bokstedt used a similar, but different, spectral sequence). The final 
answer looks similar. 

13.4.2 Theorem (Breen [1978]' Bokstedt [1985]). For any prime p one has 
isomorphisms 

and 
HML2i+1(Z/pZ) = 0, i ~ 0. 

The proof involves the Dyer-Lashof operations and is quite complicated. 
Moreover Bokstedt was able to prove the following 

13.4.3 Theorem (Bokstedt [1985]). One has isomorphisms 

HML2i(Z) ~ Z/iZ, 

HML2i-l(Z) = 0, i ~ l. 

By the universal coefficients formula one gets the computation in homology 

HML 2i (Z/pZ) ~ Z/pZ and HML2i+l(Z/pZ) = 0, i ~ 0, 

HML 2i- 1(Z) ~ Z/iZ and HML2i(Z) = 0, i ~ l. 

In 13.4.14 and 13.4.20 we give a purely algebraic proof of the calculation of 
HML*(Z/pZ, Z/pZ) and HML*(Z, Z). 

13.4.4 Algebraic approach to HML*(Z/pZ) (V. Franjou, J. Lannes and 
L. Schwartz [1994]). We start with the following simple but important obser
vation, which goes back to Dold and Puppe [1961] (see Korollar 5.20 of loco 
cit). A functor F from an additive category A to another additive category 
B is called diagonalizable if it is a composite of the form F = T 0 ..:1, where 
..:1 : A -+ A X A is the diagonal map and T : A x A -+ B is a bifunctor 
satisfying T(O, X) = ° = T(X, 0) for every object X in A. 

13.4.5 Lemma (Pirashvili [1988]). If F is a diagonalizable functor in F(R) 
and J is an additive functor, then 

ExtF(R)(J,F) = ° = ExtF(R)(F,J). 

In particular if F' and FI! are two functors which map 0 to 0, and if R is 
commutative, then 

EXt'F(R)(J, F' ® F") = ° = EXt'F(R)(F' ® F", J). 
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Proof. The category of bifunctors T satisfying T(O, X) = 0 = T(X,O) is 
an abelian category with sufficiently many projective and injective objects. 
Moreover T f-t To ..::1 is an exact functor which preserves projective and 
injective objects. Hence it is enough to check the assertion in dimension zero, 
which is easy to do. 0 

The following is an application of Lemma 13.4.5, where sn (resp. An) 
denotes the n-th symmetric (resp. exterior) power functor. 

13.4.6 Proposition. Assume A is a commutative ring and n 2:: 2. 
i) Ifn is not a prime power, then HML*(A,sn) = O. 
ii) If n = ph is a power of a prime p, then HML*(A, sn) is annihilated 

by p. 
iii) One has an isomorphism 

HMLi(A,An) ~ HMLi-n+1(A,sn). 

Proof. i)-ii) (compare with the proof of Satz 10.9 of Dold-Puppe [1961]). By 
Lemma 13.4.5 we know that HML*(A,Symi®Sym j ) = 0, for i, j > 1. The 
composition sn -t Si ® sn-i -t sn is the multiplication by the binomial 
coefficient (7). Here the first (resp. second) map comes from the comultipli
cation (resp. multiplication) in the symmetric algebra. Thus H M L * (A, sn) 
is annihilited by (7), for 1 ::; i ::; n - 1. Now it is enough to remark that the 
greatest common divisor of the numbers G),(~)," "(n~l) is p, if n is power 
of p, and is 1, if n not a prime power (see loco cit.). 

iii) Take R = S*(W), V = S*(W) ® W and define x : V -t R to 
be multiplication in the symmetric algebra. By Lemma 3.4.8 we know that 
the Koszul complex K:(x) is acyclic. Moreover the formula for dx in 3.4.6 
shows that the Koszul complex splits as the direct sum of its homogeneous 
components. Hence for any n 2:: 0 one gets the following exact sequence: 

Varying W we get an exact sequence in F(A): 

o -t An ~ An- 1 ® I ~ ... ~ I ® Sn-l ~ sn -t 0 

and the result follows from Lemma 13.4.5. o 

Notation. For simplicity we denote F(ZjpZ) by F and H M L * (ZjpZ, T) by 
HML*(T). We recall the following 

13.4.7 Lemma (Kuhn [1995]). Assume T E F has a projective resolution of 
finite type. Then, for any k > 0, one has 

colim Ext}(T, Spn) = 0, 

where sn denotes the n-th symmetric power and the limit is considered with 
. n ~l 

respect to the Frobemus maps ~ : SP -t SP . 
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We use this fact, for T = I. By Lemma 13.2.12 and Lemma 13.2.13 we 
know that I has a projective resolution of finite type. There is an elementary 
(though quite long) proof of this lemma in Kuhn [1995], and also in the 
appendix of Franjou, Lannes and Schwartz [1994]). In 13.4.19 we give a more 
conceptual proof, along the lines of the second appendix of Franjou, Lannes 
and Schwartz [1994], which, however, uses deeper facts. 

First recall some auxiliary results. 

13.4.8 Cartier homomorphism and de Rham cohomology in charac
teristic p. Let A be a commutative Z/pZ-algebra. It is easy to check that the 
coboundary map in the de Rham complex.ftA is A-linear, when the A-module 
structure on .ftA is given via Frobenius: 

a*w = aPw. 

Thus HvR(A) has the natural A-module structure, given by the same for
mula. Let C : A ~ HiJR(A) be the map given by C(a) = aP-Ida. Since 
C(ab) = a*C(b) + b*C(a), it can be uniquely extended to a homomorphism 
of A-algebras: 

C : .ftA ~ HVR(A). 

This homomorphism was introduced by Cartier [1957]. It turns out that it is 
an isomorphism for symmetric algebras. Indeed, the result is quite easy when 
dim W = 1 and the general case follows from the fact that C is compatible 
with the identifications .fts*(WEBV) ~ S*(W) 0 S*(V) and HiJR(W EB V) ~ 
HVR(W) 0 HVR(V), Observe that one has a natural (in V) isomorphism: 
.ft~*(V) ~ S*(V) 0 An and the de Rham differential sends Sk(V) 0 An to 

Sk-l(V) 181 An+l. Thus we get a co chain complex: 

Sn ~ Sn-I 0 I ~ ... ~ 10 An- I ~ An ~ ° ~ ° ~ ... 
which is denoted by .ft~. 

h h+l 
13.4.9 Proposition. The Frobenius transformation cP : SP ~ SP yields 
an isomorphism 

Proof. Consider the hypercohomology spectral sequences corresponding to 
the bicomplex .ft;h' Since 

H *(n* ) ~ n* Jtph - Jtph-l 

(thanks to Cartier result), they have the following form: 

if s = 0, 

if s = ph, 
otherwise, 
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if t = 0, 
if t = ph-I, 
otherwise. 

Both spectral sequences have the same abutment HML*(fl;h)' The first 

spectral sequence gives the isomorphism: HMLi(Sph) ~ HML*(fl;h) for 

i :::; 2ph - 2, while the second one gives HMLi(Sph-l) ~ HML*(fl;h) for 

i :::; 2ph-l - 2 and we get the result. 0 

13.4.10 Corollary. The group HMLO(Sph) is one dimensional and the it
erated Frobenius homomorphism is a generator. Moreover if 1 :::; i :::; 2ph - 2, 
then Hi(Sph) = o. 
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Lemma 13.4.7 and of Proposition 13.4.9. 

o 
In order to continue, we need to consider the hypercohomology spectral 

sequence for some auxiliary complex K~. The morphism of complexes K~ -+ 
fl~ gives rise to a morphism of the corresponding spectral sequences. This 
will be of great help in understanding the differentials and the whole picture 
of the above spectral sequences. 

13.4.11 Euler Formula for Differential Forms. We recall that r;, denotes 
the boundary in the Koszul complex, while d is the de Rham boundary map. 
Both of them acts on the same graded vector space fl~, where r;, has degree 
-1, and d has degree + 1. The Euler formula asserts that 

coincides with multiplication by n. Indeed the additive map grn : EBfln -+ 
Ef)fln given by grn(wn ) = nwn , Wn E fln is a derivation. The same is true for 
dr;, + r;,d. Since both of them coincide in degree one, they are equal to each 
other. 

Consider now the case where pin. By the Euler formula r;, yields a 
well defined homomorphism in H*(fln)' Since the Cartier homomorphism is 
multiplicative, we see that r;, is compatible with it. 

13.4.12 The Functors K~. We set 

K~ = K er(r;, : Sn-i 0 Ai -+ sn-iH 0 Ai - 1 ). 

By the exactness of the Koszul complex there is an exact sequence 

o -+ K~ -+ sn-i 0 Ai -+ K~-l -+ O. 
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13.4.13 The Complex Kpn. The Euler formula shows that the de Rham 
differential sends K~ to K~+l provided that pin. Hence Kpn is a subcom
plex of llpn. We claim that the Cartier homomorphism yields the following 
isomorphism: 

K~ ~ H*(K;n' d). 

Indeed, consider the Koszul complex as a module over the dual numbers 
D = (ZjpZ)[E], where E2 = 0 and where the action of E corresponds to 
K. Then HomD{ZjpZ, -) (with trivial action of Eon ZjpZ) represents the 
kernel of the action of E. In the category of D-modules, acyclic complexes are 
free and injective objects. Hence 

13.4.14 More notation. Let A denote the following graded algebra: 

where eh is a class of degree 2ph. Let Ak be the quotient of A by the ideal 
generated by eo, ... , ek-l. 

Now we are ready to formulate the following 

13.4.15 Theorem (Franjou, Lannes and Schwartz [1994]). There exist iso
morphisms of graded associative algebras: 

HML*(ZjpZ,ZjpZ) ~ A, 

where the ring structure on HML*(ZjpZ, Z/pZ) = Ext,}(/, I) is given by the 
Yoneda product. Moreover for any integer h ~ 0, there exists an isomorphism 
of right A-modules 

HML*(Z/pZ,SPh) ~ Ah, 

where the right A- module structure on HML*(Zjpz,sn) ~ Ext,}(/,sn) is 
still given by the Yoneda product. 

Proof. Consider the hypercohomology spectral sequences corresponding to 
the bicomplex Kpn" By 13.4.12 and 13.4.13 they have the following form: 

KI~t = {HMLt-S(SPh) if 0:::; s :::; ph - 1, 
o otherwise, 

KII~t = {HMU-t(SPh-l) if 0:::; t :::; ph - 1, 
o otherwise. 

Both of them have the same abutment H*(Kpn). The inclusion of cochain 
complexes K;,. y w;,. yields the morphism of spectral sequences 

, : K II:t --+ n II:t 
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Observe that 'Y is the identity on the line t = 0 and 'Y is zero on the 
terms t > 0, by a degree argument. Hence all differentials of the spec
tral sequence K II~t which land on the line t = 0 are zero and hence 
KII~o = H*(Sp"-l) -+ H*(Kpn) is a monomorphism. After this observation, 
the proof will be performed in several steps. 

13.4.16 First Step. For odd k one has HMLk(Sph) = O. Indeed, fix a 
natural number N and consider the following properties 

Observe that for a fixed integer N the property (PN(h)) holds for h » 0 
(thanks to 13.4.10) and 

(thanks to the spectral sequence KI). On the other hand, the observation 
made in 13.4.14 shows that 

Thus (PN(h)) is true for any h ~ O. Since N was arbitrary, the claim is 
proved. 

13.4.17 Second Step. The theorem is true additively, that is H M Li (Sph) is 
Z/pZ if 2ph I i and 0 otherwise. Indeed, it follows from the claim in Lemma 
13.4.16, that all terms in the spectral sequences KI and KII are zero if the 
total degree is odd. Thus they are degenerate at KII and KII2 • We denote 
by Ph(X) the Poincare series (with coefficients in N U 00 ) for HML*(Sph): 

00 

~ dimHk(Sph)Xk. 
k=o 

Since K I and K II have the same abutment, one can compare their Poincare 
series and we get: 

ph_l ph-l_ 1 

L X 2a Ph(X) = L X 2a Ph-l(X). 
a=O a=O 

Therefore, for any h one has: 

ph_l 

(13.4.17.1) Po(X) = L X 2a Ph(X). 
a=O 
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It follows from Corollary 13.4.10, that the < N degree part of Ph(X) is 1 if 
N » o. This fact, together with equation (13.4.17.1), shows that Po(X) = 
Ea~o X 2a . Applying (13.4.17.1) again finishes the proof of the second step. 

13.4.18 Third Step. End of the proof. We return to the spectral se
quences .171 and nIl. Since the additive structure of H M L * (Sph) is known, 
we can compute the differentials. First observe that, by a degree argument, 
there are no nontrivial differentials on .171 and it degenerates at .1711. Hence 
HMLi(n;h) = Z/pZ for i = 0, 2ph - 1, 2ph, ... , 4ph - 1, 4ph, ... and is zero 
otherwise. Now we know the abutment of nIl. Clearly, the nontrivial differ
entials are 

dph : HMLk- 2ph-l(SPh-l) -+ HMLk(Sph-l). 

By comparing the nontrivial terms we can conclude that dph = 0 when 2ph I k 
and an isomorphism otherwise. Thus 

iPk : HMLk(Sph-l) -+ HMLk(Sph) 

is an isomorphism, when 2ph I k. Therefore, when 2ph I k, the iteration 

iPZ- l : HMLk(I) -+ HMLk(Sph) 

is an isomorphism too. Now we define 

From the above information on differentials, it follows that ek is nontrivial 
and e~ = o. By the well-known properties of Hochschild cohomology (see 
Gerstenhaber [1963]), one knows that H*(R, R) is a commutative algebra. 
Since Mac Lane cohomology is Hochschild cohomology of Q*(R) (cf. 13.2.8), 
one sees that H M L * (Z/pZ, Z/pZ) is a commutative algebra. Hence we have 
a well-defined algebra morphism A -+ HML*(Z/pZ,ZjpZ), which is an iso
morphism, by counting the dimensions of both sides. The same is true for 
HML*(ZjpZ,Sp\ 0 

13.4.19 Unstable modules over the Steenrod algebra and the cat
egory F. Comparing the topological and algebraic approaches leads one to 
look for the existence of a link between the representations of the Steenrod 
algebra and our category F. Indeed, such a link is given by a remarkable re
sult due to Henn, Lannes and Schwartz [1993] (see also Kuhn [1994a] for an 
algebraic explanation). For simplicity we consider the case p = 2, but what 
follows is also true for p odd, with slight modifications (see Kuhn [1994a]). 
We let A denote, as earlier, A(2), that is the Steenrod algebra. Recall that a 
graded A-module M is called unstable if the following holds 

- if x E Mi and j > i, then Sqix = o. 
Remark that for any space X, the mod-2 cohomology H*(X) is an exam

ple of an unstable A-module. Let U be the category of unstable A-modules. 
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An unstable A-module M is called nilpotent if, for any x E M, there exists 
k > 0 such that (Sqo)kx = O. Here Sqo : Mn -+ M 2n is given by m H Sq2nm 
and (Sqo)k denotes the k-th iteration of Sqo. Let N be the category of nilpo
tent unstable modules. Obviously it is a Serre subcategory in U. The result of 
Henn, Lannes and Schwartz [1993] claims that the category U/N is equivalent 
to the category of analytical functors, that is, the full subcategory of F whose 
objects can be represented as unions of finite degree functors (see E.13.1.3). 
Without using the notion of factor-categories, this means the following: 

- there exists an exact functor f : U -+ F, with right adjoint functor 
m:F-+U, 

- f(M) = 0 if and only if MEN, 

- if FE F is analytical, then f 0 m(F) -+ F is an isomorphism. 

Moreover, the following holds 

- if the values of F are finite dimensional, then 

m(Ft = Hom:F(DF,sn), 

where DF : X H (F(X*))* is the dual of F. Here (-)* denotes the linear 
dual of a vector space. 

- By the previous property, the Frobenius transformation sn -+ s2n yields 
a map m(F)n -+ m(F)2n, which coincides with Sqo. 

Now we are able to give 

13.4.20 The proof of Lemma 13.4.7. Let P* be a projective resolution of 
finite type. By duality, DP* is an injective resolution. Hence 

Ext'j:(F, S2n) = Hk(Hom'j:(P*, S2n)) 
Hk((m(Dp*))2n) 
(llk(m(LJp*)))2 k

, 

and it is enough to show that Hk(m(LJP*)) E N. The last inclusion holds 
because 

o 
We now begin the computation for the ring Z. 

13.4.21 Algebraic proof of Bokstedt's computation of H M L * (Z, Z) 
(Franjou-Pirashvili [1997]). Here is the strategy for calculation: we first use 
the change of ring argument for the ring homomorphism Z -+ Z/pZ in order 
to compute H M L * (Z, Z/pZ), then we use the Bockstein spectral sequence to 
end up the calculation. The multiplicative structure of the spectral sequence 
is used to calculate the higher order differentials. 
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13.4.22 Change of Rings. For a small category A and a ring R we let A-R 
denote the category of functors from A to R-modules. The proof of Theorem 
13.2.10 shows that 

HML*{R,T) ~ ExtC_R(IR,T). 

Here C is the full subcategory of the category R-M ad containing all Rn, n ~ 
o ; T is in C-R, and IR is the inclusion of C into R-M od. Indeed, the pro
jective resolution B{R,Q*{R),Q*{-)) described in Lemma 13.2.12 is also a 
projective resolution in C-R. For any functor U : B -+ A we denote by 
U* : A-R -+ B-R the precomposition with U. If U has a left adjoint F, 
then for each X : A -+ R-Mod and Y : B -+ R-Mod there is an obvious 
isomorphism: 

(13.4.22.1) ExtS_R{U* X, Y) ~ ExtA_R{X, F*Y). 

For any homomorphism of rings f : R -+ S we would like to take A = 
R-Mod, B = S-Mod, F = S ®R -. To avoid set-theoretical difficulties, 
let us consider only modules whose cardinalities are less than or equal to 
max {Card N, Card R, Card S). We agree that any S-module has a canonical 
module structure over R, via the homomorphism f. We put X = IR and 
obtain the natural isomorphism 

(13.4.22.2) HML*(R, Y(S ®R (-)) ~ Exts_R(iIs, Y) 

where Y : S-Mod -+ R-Mod is a functor and for any functor D : B -+ S
Mod we let iD denote the same functor as D, but considered as an object 
in B - R. It follows from the Grothendieck spectral sequence of a composite 
functor that for any pair of functors D : B -+ S-Mod and E : B -+ R-Mod 
one has a spectral sequence 

Now we take D = Is and use the isomorphism in 13.4.22.2 in order to get 
the following change of ring spectral sequence for Mac Lane cohomology: 

(13.4.22.3) E~q = HMLP(S, Ext'h(S, E( -))) ==? HMLp+q{R, fIE). 

Here fIE E F{R) is defined by fIE = E{S ®R X). 

Remark that it is compatible with the right H M L * (S, S}-module and 
left ExtS_R{E, E)-module actions. In the case, when E = iIs, the spectral 
sequence has the following form: 

(13.4.22.4) 

13.4.23 Proposition. One has an isomorphism of graded algebras 

HML*{Z, Z/pZ) ~ Al ® A*(6) 
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where 6 is a class of degree 2p - 1 and 11* (~) denotes the exterior algebra on 
a generator ~. 

Proof. Consider the spectral sequence (13.4.22.4) for Z --+ Z/pZ: 

E~q = HM£P(Z/pZ,Ext~(Z/pZ,Z/pZ)) ~ HMLp+q(Z,Z/pZ). 

We have E~q = 0 for q > 1. Recall that (see Theorem 13.4.14) 

HML*(Z/pZ,Z/pZ) ~ 11. 

So E;q ~ Ext~(Z/pZ, Z/pZ) ® A is a free graded right A-module of rank 
one when q = 0 or q = 1. It is easy to show that HML2(Z,M) = 0 for any 
abelian group M (see for example E.13.2.3 or E.13.1.1). Hence there exists 
u E Ext~(Z/pZ, Z/pZ) such that d2(u ® 1) = 1 ® eo. Since d2 is A-linear, 
we get that E::!, = E;q is a free right Ai-module of rank 1, whose generators 
have bidegree (0,0) and (2p - 2, 1) respectively, for q = 0 and 1 respectively. 
This shows that 

HMLi(Z,Z/pZ) = Z/pZ if i == 0, -1 (2n), 

HMLi(Z, Z/pZ) = 0 otherwise. 

We let ~ denote a generator of H M L2p-l (Z, Z/pZ). Since 

HML4P-2(Z,Z/pZ) = 0, 

we see that e = O. On the other hand HML*(Z/pZ, Z/pZ) is a commuta
tive algebra (thanks to Gerstenhaber [1963]). So one has a homomorphism 
of algebras Ai ® A*(~d --+ HML*(Z,Z/pZ). One easily sees that it is an 
isomorphism by checking the dimensions. 0 

13.4.24 Bockstein spectral sequence. Let 

HML*(Z, Z) 2..t HML*(Z, Z) 
'\ ./ 

HML*(Z, Z/pZ) 

be the Bockstein exact couple. It yields the Bockstein spectral sequence 
(E;, dr ), r ~ 0 with E~ = H ML*(Z, Z/pZ). Since the Bockstein exact couple 
may be obtained by a short exact sequence of Hochschild cochain complexes 

with DG-algebra structure given by the cup-product on C*(Q*(Z), Z), one 
checks that (E;, dr ) is a DG algebra for any r ~ O. 

13.4.25 Lemma. There exists an isomorphism of graded algebras: 
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where deg( ~r) = 2pr+1 - 1. 

Proof. We already observed that the statement is true for r = O. We remark 
that in the Bockstein exact sequence multiplication by p yields an injection 
on HML*(Z, Z) if i ~ 0 (mod 2p). This implies 

HML2i- 1(Z, Z) = O. 

We then work by induction. Let us assume that the statement is true for 
r = k. Hence Er ~ Z/pZ for m == -1,O(mod 2pk+1) and Er = 0 otherwise. 
The exact couple 

EZ 
shows that the following sequence is exact for i = 2pk+1t, t ~ 1 : 

By induction assumption 

E~-l ~ Z/pZ ~ Et. 

We take t = 1. By E.13.1.5 the p-component of HMLi(Z, Z) is annihi
lated by pk+1. Hence the middle homomorphism in (13.4.25.1) vanishes on 
p-components and we get dk(~k) = ek+1 (up to a scalar), because ~k is a gen
erator of E~-l and ek+1 is a generator of Et. Since dk(ei) = 0, by a dimension 
argument we know the values of dk on whole Et: 

(13.4.25.2) 

Thus Ker dk = Ak EB Aket+i~k and 1m dk = Akek+l' Hence Ek+1 ~ Ak+1 ® 

A(~k+l), where ~k+1 is the class of et+i, whose degree is 2pk+2 - 1 and we 
get the lemma. 0 

Now we are in position to prove Bokstedt's theorem. 

Proof of theorem 13.4.3. We prove by induction the following statement 

Ck : the p-component of HMLi(Z, Z) is equal to Z/pk+lZ, when i = 2pk+1t, 
(t,p) = 1. 

Observe that the validity of Ck for any k ~ 0 implies the theorem. By the 
Bockstein exact sequence and Lemma 13.4.25 for r = 0, multiplication by p 
yields an injection on HML*(Z, Z) if i ~ 0 (mod 2p). This implies 

HML2i- 1(Z, Z) = 0 

and, also, that the statement Co holds. 
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In order to show Ck+l assuming Ck, we consider the exact sequence 
(13.4.25.1). The generator of E~-l has the form y~k. Then the relation 
(13.4.25.2) shows that dk(Y~k) = 0 if and only if t == O(mod p). If the con
dition Ck holds, then dk(Y~k) is a generator of E~. Thus the middle map in 
(13.4.25.1) is zero on the p-components and we get the condition Ck+l. 0 

A different proof, which includes the multiplicative structure, was given 
in Franjou and Pirashvili [1997] : 

13.4.26 Theorem. Let r(x) be the free divided-power algebra on one gen
erator x of degree 2, that is, the subring of Q[x], generated by the classes 
Xli] = xi/it, i ~ 1. Then the algebra HML*(Z,Z) is isomorphic to the quo
tient of the divided-power algebra r(x) by the ideal generated by the degree 2 
class x. 

Exercises 

E.13.4.1 A generalized monoidal algebra (GMA) over a commutative ring 
A is an A-algebra R which is free as an A-module and has a basis B such 
that any finite product of elements of B is again an element of B or is zero. 
Monoid algebras and truncated polynomial algebras are examples of GMA. 
Prove that, if R is a GMA over Z, then b Q9 x t-+ Q*(1Jb)(X), bE B yields a 
multiplicative chain map 

which is a weak equivalence. Here 1Jb : Z -t R corresponds to b E R. Deduce 
from this fact a formula for H M L(R) in terms of H H(R) and H M L(Z) (see 
Pirashvili [1994b]). 

E.13.4.2 Let R be a ring which is torsion free as abelian group and let 
T E F(R). Let T' E F(Z) be the functor defined by T'(X) = T(X Q9 R). 
Then there is a natural structure of R-bimodule on HML*(Z,T') and there 
exists a spectral sequence 

When T = M Q9 R -, the spectral sequence has the following form 

Prove that this spectral sequence collapses when R is a GMA. Prove that all 
differentials are zero, when R is a smooth Z-algebra (see Pirashvili [1994b]). 

E.13.4.3 Use the change of ring spectral sequence for Mac Lane cohomology 
for Z -t Z/pZ and Z -t Z/pkZ, in order to compute HML*(Z/pkZ, Z/pZ) 
(see Pirashvili [1995]). 
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E.13.4.4 Show that if n = ph is a power of a prime p, the right mod
ule structure over HML*(Z,Z) factors through HML*(Z,Z/pZ), making 
HML*(Z, Symn) into a free Ah-module on a class of degree 1. In particular: 

HMLi(Z,Symn) = Z/pZ if i == 1 mod (2n) 

HMLi(Z,Symn) = 0 otherwise. 

Bibliographical Comments on Chapter 13 

The cubical construction was introduced in Eilenberg - Mac Lane [1951]. The 
proof of theorem 13.2.2 given here follows Pirashvili [1996] and is different 
from the original proof of Eilenberg and Mac Lane which required the two 
papers [1951] and [1955]. The definition of Mac Lane homology was given in 
Mac Lane [1956]. Theorem 13.2.10 was proved in Jibladze-Pirashvili [1991]. 

The category of nonadditive bimodules F(R) was introduced in Jibladze
Pirashvili [1991]' where it was used to interpret Mac Lane cohomology in 
terms of Ext functors. For R = Z/pZ this category plays an important 
role in the theory of unstable modules over the Steenrod algebra (cf. Henn, 
Lannes and Schwartz [1989] and [1993]' as well as Schwartz [1994]). For more 
on the homology of small categories with coefficients in bifunctors see Baues
Wirsching [1985] and Baues [1988]' ch. IV. 

Stable K-theory was introduced by Waldhausen [1979]' where he also 
constructed the transformation from stable K-theory to Hochschild homol
ogy. A detailed analysis was done by Kassel [1982J. A good reference for the 
Waldhausen S. construction is Waldhausen [1985J. In Kassel [1985J it was 
proved that the transformation from K: to HH. mentionned above is an 
isomorphism in dimensions 0 and 1. Later Goodwillie [1985J proved that, ra
tionally, it is always an isomorphism. It was announced in Waldhausen [1987] 
that stable K-theory and topological Hochschild homology are isomorphic 
(see also Schwanzl, Staffeldt and Waldhausen [1996] for the outline of the 
proof). Dundas and McCarthy [1994] found a more simple proof of the fact 
that stable K-theory and Mac Lane homology are isomorphic for simplicial 
rings. Recently Dundas proved the same result for Ac",-ring spectra. Note that 
McCarthy [1997] constructed the algebraic K-theory spectrum of an exact 
category by using Mac Lane's Q-construction. 

As said in the introduction topological Hochschild homology is also 
isomorphic to Mac Lane homology (proved in Pirashvili and Waldhausen 
[1992]). It was introduced in the nonpublished preprint Bokstedt [1985], 
where T H H(Z) is computed. This theory requires the notion of smash prod
uct for spectra, which is quite complicated to define and delicate to apply. The 
cyclic variant is called topological cyclic homology and the interested reader 
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may consult Madsen [1992], Bokstedt and Madsen [1994] and the references 
given there. 
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Appendix A. Hopf Algebras 

The following is a brief summary about the notions of coalgebras and Hopf 
algebras. One of the results used in this book is the Cartan-Milnor-Moore 
theorem which gives the structure of a cocommutative Hopf algebra in char
acteristic zero. We also introduce the notion of shuffle used in the construction 
of operations in Hochschild and cyclic homology, and in the Kiinneth type 
theorem. 

The classical references are Milnor-Moore [1965]' Quillen [1969, appendix]. 

Standard Assumption. As usual k denotes a commutative ring. 

A.1 Tensor, Symmetric and Exterior Algebras. Let V be a k-module 
and v®n its n-fold tensor product over k, v®n = V 0 V 0 ... 0 V (n 
times). Most of the time a generator VI 0 ... 0 Vn E v®n will be denoted by 
( VI, ... , Vn) or VI V2 ... Vn. 

The infinite sum 

T(V) = k EB V EB V®2 EB .•• EB v®n EB .•• 

is called the tensor module of V. It can be equipped with two distinct kinds 
of algebra structure (see below and A.6). One one of them is the following 
product, called concatenation, 

(Vb ... , Vp)(VP+1"'" Vn) = (VI,"" Vn) , 

for which T(V) is called the tensor algebra. The unit is 1 Eke T(V). It is 
not commutative unless V is one-dimensional, and then T(V) ~ k[x]. 

Let the symmetric group Sn act on v®n by place permutation, 

a,(vl,""Vn) = (V/T-l(l), .. ·,Vu -l(n))' 

This is a left action (it would be a right action if one put a instead of a-I). 
Note that a(j) indicates the place where the entry Vj goes under the action of 
a. The quotient by this action (i.e. factoring out by the equivalence relation 
a. x = x for all x E v®n and all a E Sn) gives the symmetric product 
sn(v) := (v®n)Sn' The infinite sum 
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is the symmetric algebra of V. Note that if V is finite dimensional and free 
with basis Xl, .•• ,xk, then S(V) is the polynomial algebra k[Xb." ,xkj. 

If we modify the action of Sn by introducing the sign of the permutation, 

(j. (Vb . .. ,Vn) = sgn ((j)( Vu-l(l), ... ,Vu-1 (n) , 

then the new quotient is the exterior module En(v). The infinite sum 

E(V):= EB En(v) 
n~O 

is the exterior algebra of V. The class of (VI,'."Vn) E En(v) is usually 
denoted by VI /\ •.• /\ Vn . 

Let V = Vo EB VI EB V2 EB ' .. be a non-negatively graded k-module. Let 
vev := Yo EB V2 EB ... and vodd := VI EB V3 EB ... be the even and odd part 
respectively. Then the graded symmetric algebra of V is 

If V is concentrated in degree 1, that is V = Vb then A*V = E(V) and 
A n V = V /\ ... /\ V. For a permutation (j E Sn and for homogeneous elements 
Vb . .. , Vn of V, the associated Koszul sign ± is such that VU(I) /\ ... /\ vu(n) = 
±VI /\ ••• /\ Vn in AV. 

A.2 Coalgebras, Hopf Algebras. By definition a coalgebra Rover k is a 
k-module R equipped with a k-linear map called the comultiplication 

Ll:R-+R®R, 

and a co-unit map 
c:R-+k, 

satisfying 

(a) coassociativity: (id ® Ll) 0 Ll = (Ll ® id) 0 Ll, 
(b) co-unit: (id ® c) 0 Ll = (c ® id) 0 Ll = id. 

It is a cocommutative coalgebra if moreover LloT = Ll, where T is the twisting 
map T( a®b) = b®a. Note that k is a coalgebra from the natural identification 
k ® k ~ k. The tensor product of two coalgebras is naturally equipped with 
the structure of a coalgebra. 

By definition a Hop! algebra 1/. = (1/., JL, u, Ll, c) over k is a k-module 
which is, at the same time, a (unital) k-algebra (JL = multiplication, u = unit 
map) and a (counital) k-coalgebra (Ll = comultiplication, c = counit map), 
and satisfies the following compatibility conditions 
- the multiplication is a coalgebra map or, equivalently, the comuitiplication 

is an algebra map, 
- the unit map is a coalgebra map, 
- the counit map is an algebra map, 
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- the composite map co u : k -+ k is idk. 

A map 5 : 1£ -+ 1£ which satisfies the conditions: 

52 = id and J.l 0 (id ® 5) 0 .1 = J.l 0 (5 ® id) 0 .1 = id 

is called an antipodal map. Some authors prefer the term bialgebra (or even 
bigebra) in place of 'Hopf algebra' and the term Hop! algebra in place of 'Hopf 
algebra with antipodal map'. 

A.3 Primitive Part and Indecomposable Part. By definition the prim
itive part of a coalgebra R (with a fixed element 1) is the module 

PrimR:= {x E R I .1(x) = x ® 1 + 1 ® x} . 

When R is a Hopf algebra the bracket [x, y] = xy - yx of x, y E Prim R is 
still in Prim R and endows Prim R with the structure of a Lie algebra over 
k (exercise: check this). Then Prim becomes a functor from the category 
of Hopf algebras to the category of Lie algebras. For instance the primitive 
part of the tensor coalgebra T' (V) is V, and the primitive part of the tensor 
algebra T(V) is the free Lie algebra on V (cf. for instance Wigner [1989]). 

Let A be an augmented k-algebra with augmentation c : A -+ k. Define 
A + = Ker c. Then, the indecomposable part of A is by definition 

A.4 Group Algebra. Let G be a discrete group and let k[G] be its group 
algebra over k. Since k[G] ®k[G] is identified with k[G x G]' the diagonal map 
G -+ G x G, g H (g, g) induces a comultiplication on k[G]. The counit map is 
given by the augmentation 9 H 1. This coalgebra is obviously cocommutative. 
It is immediate to check that it is a Hopf algebra. It is a commutative Hopf 
algebra iff the group G is abelian. Note that the particular elements 9 E 

G C k[G] satisfy the property .1(g) = 9 ® g. In a general coalgebra, elements 
satisfying this property are called group-like elements. 

There is an antipodal map 5 on k[G] induced by 5(g) = g-l for 9 E G. 

A.5 Shuffles, Tensor Algebra. Let T(V) be a tensor algebra. Define a 
map .1 : T(V) -+ T(V) ® T(V) by the requirements 

(a) .1(1) = 1 ® 1, 
(b) .1(v) = v ® 1 + 1 ® v, for v E V 
(c) .1 is a k-algebra map. 

Then it is immediate to verify that T(V) becomes a cocommutative Hopf 
algebra. There is an antipodal map S induced by S(v) = -v for v E V. 

The explicit formula for the value of .1 on a generator of dimension n is 
given by 
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(V17(I) , ... ,V17 (p)) ® (V17(p+I) , ... ,V17(p+q)) . 
p+q=n 

,,=(p.q)-shuffle 

This can be taken as the definition of a (p, q)-shuffie. Explicitly a (p, q)-shuffle 
is a permutation a E Sp+q such that 

a(l) < a(2) < ". < a(p) and a(p + 1) < a(p + 2) < ". < a(p + q) . 

Most of the classical properties of the shuffles (associativity for instance) can 
be derived without much computation from this Hopf algebra definition. 

Note that the primitive part of T(V) is precisely V = TI(V). 

A.6 Tensor Coalgebra. It is clear that the dual of a Hopf algebra is still a 
Hopf algebra, but of different nature in general. Let us describe more explic
itly the dual of a tensor algebra. 

The tensor coalgebra T' (V) is the tensor module T(V) equipped with the 
coalgebra map called deconcatenation (or cut product), 

n 

L1(VI,"" vn) = :~::)VI"'" vp) ® (vp+l,"" vn) , 
p=o 

It becomes a Hopf algebra when equipped with the multiplication map 

p+q=n 
u=(P.q) -shuffle 

Thus T' (V) is a commutative Hopf algebra. The primitive part of T' (V) is 
the free Lie algebra on V. 

A.7 Graded Algebras. The definitions of algebras, coalgebras and Hopf 
algebras can be carried over to the graded framework and in the graded dif
ferential framework. Let us treat the case of non-negatively graded algebras. 

A (non-negatively) graded k-algebra A is a graded k-module 

A = Ao EB Al EB A2 EB •.• 

equipped with a product structure J-L : A ® A -t A which sends Ai ® Aj into 
Ai+j. As usual J-L(a ® b) is simply denoted by abo If A has a unit lA = 1, 
then 1 E Ao. Let T : A ® A -t A ® A be the graded twisting map given 
by T(a ® b) = (-1)pq(b ® a) for a E Ap and b E Aq. Then A is said to be 
graded commutative if J-LoT = J-L. An augmentation of A is a graded morphism 
e : A -t k, where k is concentrated in degree O. The graded unital algebra A 
is said to be connected when the map k -t Ao, A r--t AlA is an isomorphism. 
Note that a connected algebra is augmented. 

If, in the definition of the tensor algebra, one considers Vasa graded 
module concentrated in degree 1, then T(V) becomes a graded algebra. The 
formula for the coalgebra map is slightly altered by the introduction of the 
sign. A similar modification applies in the tensor coalgebra case. 
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A.8 Differential Graded Algebras. Let A be a non-negatively graded 
k-algebra. Let d: An -t An-l, n> 0, be a k-linear map which satisfies 

(a) d2 = 0, 
(b) d(ab) = (da)b + (-l)Pa(db), for a E Ap and bE Aq. 

The map d is called a differential map and the pair (A, d) is called a differential 
graded algebra. The following sequence 

d 
... -t An --+ An-l -t '" -t Ai -t Ao 

is a complex (A*, d) of k-modules whose homology is denoted by Hn(A, d) or 
simply Hn(A). 

We leave to the reader the task of defining the graded and differential no
tions for coalgebras, Hopf algebras, Lie algebras (d. Sect. 10.1). Note that the 
notions of commutativity and cocommutativity require the graded twisting 
map. 

If (C, d) is a complex, that is a differential graded module, then T( C, d) 
is still a differential graded module, whose differential is given by 

Notation. It is useful to abbreviate 'differential graded algebra' to DG
algebra and similarly to replace 'commutative' by C, 'cocommutative' by Co 
and 'Hopf' by H. So a CDGH-algebra is a commutative differential graded 
Hopf algebra. 

A.9 Theorem (Cf. Quillen [1969 Appendix 2]). On CoDGH-algebras 1i over 
a characteristic zero field k the homology and primitive functors commute, 

H(Prim H.) ~ Prim H(H.) . o 
As noted in A.3 the primitive part of a Hopf algebra H. is a Lie algebra. 

The inclusion Prim 1-£ '--t 1i can be extended to a canonical map 

U(Prim 1-£) -t H., (gl,"" gn) f-7 glg2'" gn , 

where U is the universal enveloping algebra functor from the category of Lie 
algebras to the category of associative algebras (d. 10.1.2). 

A.10 Theorem of Cartan-Milnor-Moore (d. Quillen [1969, Appendix 
2]). Let 1-£ be a connected cocommutative GH- (resp. DGH-) algebra over a 
characteristic zero field k. Then the canonical map 

U(Prim 1-£) -t 1-£ 

is an isomorphism of GH- (resp. DGH-) algebras. 
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Note that everything is taken in the graded sense, including the Lie al
gebras and the functor U. If 1/. is commutative, then the graded Lie algebra 
Prim 1/. is graded commutative and U is simply the graded symmetric algebra 
functor. In this case the Cartan-Milnor-Moore theorem becomes 

APrim (1/.) ~ 1/. . 

A.ll H-Spaces. Let X be a connected H-space (e.g. the loop space of a sim
ply connected space or a connected topological group) with homotopy groups 
7r*(X) and homology groups H*(X, k) where k is a characteristic zero field. 
The diagonal map induces (via the Kiinneth isomorphism) a comultiplication 
on H*(X, k) and the H-space map induces a multiplication. Then H*(X, k) 
becomes a graded Hopf algebra. A classical theorem of Milnor and Moore 
[1965J asserts that the Hurewicz homomorphism induces an isomorphism 
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The aim of this appendix is to give the principal definitions, constructions 
and theorems on simplicial objects which are used throughout the book. In 
fact simplicial modules are treated in Sect. 6 of Chap. 1 and therefore this 
appendix is mostly devoted to simplicial sets and spaces. The last part is 
about bisimplicial sets. Proofs can be found in May [1967]' Bousfield-Kan 
[1972], Gabriel-Zisman [1967], Quillen [1973a, 

1]. 

B.t The Simplicial Category .d. Let [n] be the ordered set of n + 1 
points {O < 1 < ... < n}. The map f : [n] ~ [m] is non-decreasing if 
f(i) 2:: f(j) whenever i > j. The category L1 is the category with objects 
[n], for n 2:: 0 and with non-decreasing maps for morphisms. Remark that the 
only isomorphisms in L1 are the identities l[nJ because a non-decreasing map 
which is a bijection is the identity. 

It is usual to focus on some particular morphisms, the faces 8i : [n-l] ~ 
[n] and the degeneracies aj : [n + 1] ~ [n] defined as follows. The map 8i is 
an injection which misses i (0 ::; i ::; n). The map aj is a surjection which 
sends both j and j + 1 to j. They are important morphisms in view of the 
following structure theorem. 

B.2 Theorem. For any morphism ¢: [n] ~ [m] there is a unique decompo
sition 

¢ = 8il 8i2 ... 8ir ail ai2 ... ai. 

such that i1 S i2 S ... S ir and jl < j2 < ... < js with m = n - s + r. (It is 
understood that if the set of indices is empty then ¢ is the identity). 0 

To be precise one should make it clear which n is involved when writing 
8i (or aj) but the context is always sufficient to clear the ambiguity. 

B.3 Corollary. The category L1 is presented by the generators 8i , 0 S i ::; n 
and a j, 0 ::; j ::; n (one for each n ) subject to the relations 

8j 8i = 8i 8j - 1 for i < j , 
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for i < j, 
for i = j, i = j + 1, 
for i > j + 1. 

o 

B.4 Simplicial Objects. Let C be a category (in our examples it will es
sentially be the category of sets or of spaces or of k-modules). By definition 
a simplicial object in C is a functor 

x = X. : .1op ~ C 

where .1op is the opposite category of .1. Equivalently one can think of X as 
being a contmvariant functor from .1 to C. The image of a morphism ¢ in 
.1 by X is denoted by X (¢) or by ¢*. If f is a morphism of .1oP, then one 
simply denotes its image by f. 

A functor Y : .1 ~ C is called a cosimplicial object in C. 
Theorem B.2 and Corollary B.3 allow us to give another description of a 

simplicial object. 
A simplicial object X. is a set of objects X n , n ~ 0, in C and a set of 

morphisms di : Xn ~ Xn - 1 (0 ~ i ~ n), Sj : Xn ~ Xn+1 (0 ::; j ::; n), for 
all n ~ 0, satisfying the following formulas 

didj = dj-1di for i < j , 

SiSj = Sj+lSi for i::; j , 

{
Sj-1di for i < j, 

disj = idxn for ~ = ~, i = j + 1, 
sjdi - 1 for l > J + 1. 

Obviously one has Xn = X([n]), di = 8; and Sj = 0';. When C = (Sets) 
the object Xn is called the n-skeleton and its elements are called the n
simplices of X. We let the reader to write the analogous description of a 
cosimplicial object. 

When the degeneracy maps are ignored, then such an object is called a 
pre-simplicial object. 

The main examples used in this book are the categories of k-modules, 
of sets and of spaces, whence the notion of simplicial module, simplicial set 
and simplicial space. In this latter case we always suppose that the spaces 
Xn are absolute neighborhood retracts (ANR) in order to avoid pathological 
situations, see B.8. 

B.5 Simplicial Modules. To any simplicial module is associated a complex 
(M*, d), where 

n 

d = ~)-1)idi . 

i=O 
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The relation d2 = 0 is a consequence of the relations didj = dj-Idi . In fact 
it suffices to have a presimplicial module to construct the complex (M*, d). 
The homology groups are denoted Hn(M*, d) or simply Hn(M), n ~ o. Ele
mentary properties of this complex have been recalled in 1.0.6 to 1.0.9. Other 
properties of simplicial modules are worked out in Sect. 1.6. 

B.6 The Geometric n-Simplex and the Cosimplicial Space 4. The 
topological space ~n := {(to, ... , tn) E lR.n+IIO ~ ti ~ 1, all i and Eti = 1} 
is called the geometric n-simplex. 

o 
][ 

n=O 

1 
J[ 
~,o 

0,1 
o 

n=1 n=2 

0,0,0,1 

A> 0,0,0,1 

~ 
1,0,0,0 0,1,0,0 

n=3 

The functor ~ : L1 -t (Spaces), [n] H ~n is a cosimplicial space. In
deed it suffices to check that 8i(to, ... ,tn-d = (to, ... ,ti-I,O,ti, ... ,tn- l ) 
and that O'j(to, ... , tn+d = (to, ... , tj-I, tj + tj+l, tj+2,"" tn+!) satisfy the 
formulas of B.3. 0 

B.7 Geometric Realization of a Simplicial Set. If X is a simplicial 
space (a set is considered as a discrete space) and Y is a cosimplicial space, 
their product over ..1 (analogous to the tensor product) is the quotient space 

X X..1 Y = U Xn X Yn/ ~ 
n~O 

where the equivalence relation ~ is generated by 

(x,4>*(y)) ~ (4)*(x),y) for any x E X n , Y E Ym and any 4>: [m]-t [n] in ..1. 

Note that Xn x Yn is given the topology of the product. 
In particular the geometric realization of X is by definition the space 

IXI = X X..1~' In other words 

IXI = U Xn X ~n / ~ . 
n~O 

In order to figure out what the geometric realization of a simplicial set is, 
the following remark is quite useful. An element x E Xn is called degenerate 
if there is some z E X n - I such that x = Sj(z) for some j. Then, as a CW
complex, the geometric realization of X is a union of cells, which are in 
bijection with the non-degenerate simplices. The face operators tell us how 
these cells are glued together to form IXI. 
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The geometric n-simplex is itself the geometric realization of a simplicial 
set. Let p be a fixed positive integer and let L1[p] be the simplicial set defined 
by (L1[P])n = HomLl([n], [Pl). Then the evaluation map (I, t) t-+ f*(t) for 
f E (L1[Pl)n and t E ..1\n permits us to identify 1L1[P] I with ..1\p. 

For a description of simplicializations of the circle 8 1 see 7.1.2 and 7.3.2. 
The geometric realization functor I . I is a functor from the category of 

simplicial sets to the category of spaces. In the other direction there is the 
singular complex functor which is defined as follows. For any space X let 

Sn(X) := {J:..1\n -+ X I f is continuous} . 

The cosimplicial structure of..1\· induces a simplicial structure on S.(X). The 
two functors 1.1 and S are adjoint, 

Hom(Spaces)(IK.I,X) ~ HOm(Simpl) (K.,S(X)) . 

For any two simplicial sets X. and Y there is a canonical homeomorphism 
IX.I X IYI ~ IX. X YI where the product X. X Y is such that (X. X Y)n = 
Xn X Yn, provided that IX.I x IYI is a CW-complex. 

B.8 Geometric Realization of Simplicial Spaces. By simplicial space 
we mean "good simplicial space" in the sense of G. Segal [1974, appendix A]. 
In particular the horizontal (resp. vertical) realization of a bisimplicial set is 
"good" . This ensures that a map of simplicial spaces X. -+ Y which, for each 
n ~ 0, is a homotopy equivalence Xn -+ Yn, induces a homotopy equivalence 

IX.I -+ WI· 

B.9 Kan Fibration and Kan Complex. A simplicial map p : E. -+ B. is 
said to be a K an fibration if it satisfies the following extension condition: 
- for every collection of n-simplices Xo, ... , Xk-l, xk+l,"" Xn +l in En which 

satisfy the compatibility condition dixj = dj-lXi, i < j, i :f. k, j :f. k, and 
for every simplex y in Bn+l such that diy = p(xd, i :f. k, there exists a 
simplex x in En+! such that dix = Xi, i:f. k and p(x) = y. 

Let Xo E Eo be a point and let bo = p( xo) be its image in B. Then the 
inverse image F. := p-l(bo) of the subsimplicial set generated by bo is a 
simplicial set with base point Xo. F is called the (simplicial) fiber of p at boo 
When p is a Kan fibration the following sequence is a Serre fibration 

For instance a simplicial group homomorphism, which is surjective in each 
dimension, is a Kan fibration. 

If, in the definition of a Kan fibration, one ignores the condition relative 
to Band p, then E is called a Kan complex. Let X. and Y be two simplicial 
sets and suppose that Y is a Kan complex. Then there is a natural homotopy 
equivalence 
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IHOM(X., Y)I rv Map (IX.I, WI) , 

where HOM (., .) is the "simplicial set Hom-functor": 

HOM (X., Y)n = Hom(Simp) (X. x Ll[n], Y) . 

B.IO Simplicial Homology. Let k be a commutative ring. Any set E gives 
rise to a free k-module k[E] with basis E, so any simplicial set X. gives rise 
to a simplicial module k[X.]. Since any simplicial module gives rise to a com
plex and hence to homology groups, one gets H*(k[Xj) called the simplicial 
homology of X. 

The following result relates simplicial homology and singular homology. 

B.ll Theorem. Any simplicial set X gives rise to a simplicial module k[X] 
and there is a canonical isomorphism 

where the latter group is singular homology of the topological space IXI. 0 

B.12 Nerve and Classifying Space of a Category. Let C be a small 
category, i.e. a category whose objects form a set denoted Ob C. Put 

f f fn-l 
MornC = {Co ~ C1 -.:.4 ... ----t) Cn I Ci E Ob C, Ii E MorC} . 

The functor LlOP --t (Sets) given by [n] t--t MornC is well-defined and de
termines a simplicial set B.C called the nerve of the small category C. The 
classifying space BC of the small category C is, by definition, the geometric 
realization of the nerve of C, BC = IB.C!. 

Example 1. Let G be a (discrete) group. It can be considered as a category 
"G" with only one object *, with morphisms the elements of G and composi
tion equal to the group-law. The nerve of "G" is denoted by B.G. It is given 
by BnG = Gn and 

{ 
(g2,'" ,gn) 

di(gl, ... ,gn) = (gl, ... ,gigi+l, ... ,gn) 
(gl,··· ,gn-l) 

Sj(gl,···,9n) = (gl, ... ,gi,l,gi+l,gn)' 

for i = 0, 
for 1 ~ i ~ n - 1, 
for i = n - 1, 

The classifying space of "G" is BG := IB.GI. It is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane 
space of type K(G, 1), i.e. a connected space such that 7ri(BG) = 0 for i > 0 
and 7rl(BG) = G. One way to prove this statement is as follows. 

Let "EG" be the category whose objects are the elements of G and which 
has one and only one morphism from one object to any other one. Denote by 
E. G the nerve and by EG the classifying space. Obviously EG is contractible 
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(there exists an initial object in "EG") and G acts freely on "EG", hence on 
EG. The quotient by this action is precisely BG, whence a fibration 

G~EG~BG . 

The same construction can be performed with a topological group G. In 
this case the nerve is a simplicial space and the classifying space is not a 
K(7r, 1) any more. For instance if G = S\ then BSI = K(Z, 2). 

Example 2. Let G be a topological group (it may be discrete) and let X 
be a topological G-space. There is defined a topological category as follows. 
The objects are the elements of X, a morphism from x E X to x' E X is 
an element of 9 such that g. x = x'. Then the nerve of this category is a 
simplicial space equal to Gn X X in dimension n. Its geometric realization is 
the Borel space EG X G X. 

B.13 Bousfield-Kan Construction and Homotopy Colimit (see also 
C.IO). Let F : C ~ (Sets) be a functor from a small category C to the 
category of sets. There is a way of associating to it a classifying space as 
follows. First one constructs a category C F with objects the pairs (C, x) where 
C is an object of C and x E F(C). A morphism from (C,x) to (C', x') is a 
morphism f : C ~ C' in C such that f*(x) = x'. By definition the homotopy 
colimit of the functor F is the space 

hocolim F:= BCF , 

that is the geometric realization of the category CF. This is also called the 
Bousfield-Kan construction. Note that if the functor F is trivial (F( C) = {*} 
for all C E ObC), then this is nothing but BC. 

When the category of sets is replaced by the category of spaces the nerve 
of the category is a simplicial space. 

Example 1. Let C = {o ~ I} be the category with two objects 0 and 1 
and only one non-trivial morphism. A functor X : {o ~ I} ~ (Spaces) is 
completely determined by a continuous map f : Xo ~ Xl. Then the space 
BCx is the classical cylinder of f. Note that when f is a cofibration Xl, 
which is the colimit of X, is homotopy equivalent to the cylinder of f (that 
is the homotopy colimit of X). 

Example 2. Let C = {o ~ 1 ~ 2 ~ ... } be the category of indices (one and 
only one map from ito j, i ~ j). A functor X : C ~ (Spaces) is completely 
determined by the sequence of continuous maps (inductive system): 

Xo ~ Xl ~ ... ~ Xn ~ .... 

The space hocolim X is called the telescope of the inductive system. There is 
a natural map colim X ~ hocolim X which is a homotopy equivalence when 
all the maps are cofibrations. 
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Example 3. For C = ..:lop one has two spaces associated to the simplicial 
space X : ..:lop -t (Spaces), the usual geometric realization and the ho
motopy colimit. In Bousfield and Kan [1972] it is proved that for any such 
simplicial space (with Xn an ANR) there is a canonical homotopy equivalence 
hocolim X -t IXI. 

Example 4. For C = ..:l the homotopy limit gives a notion of geometric 
realization for cosimplicial spaces. 

The main advantage of the homotopy colimit versus the classical colimit 
is in the following result. 

B.14 Proposition. Let F and F' be two (good) functors from C to (Spaces) 
and let 0: F -t F' be a transformation of functors. If for any C E Ob (C) the 
map o(C) : F(C) -t F'(C) is a homotopy equivalence, then BCF -t BCF' is 
a homotopy equivalence. 0 

A similar statement is valid with (Spaces) replaced by (k-Mod) and 
homotopy equivalence replaced by quasi-isomorphism. 

B.lS Bisimplicial Objects. By definition a bisimplicial object in a category 
C is a functor 

X = X" : ..:lop x ..:lop -t C . 

Such a bisimplicial object can be described equivalently by a family of objects 
Cpq , p 2:: 0, q 2:: 0, together with horizontal and vertical faces and degeneracies 

d7 : Cpq -t Cp - 1 q, s7: Cpq -t CpH q' 0 SiS p 

d:'t : Cpq -t Cpq - 1 , sf: Cpq -t CpqH , 0 S i ~ q , 

which satisfy the classical simplicial relations horizontally, vertically, and such 
that horizontal and vertical operators commute. 

For any bisimplicial set X there are three natural ways to make a geomet
ric realization. One can realize horizontally (to get a simplicial space) and 
then realize vertically, or the other way round, or one can make the geometric 
realization of the diagonal simplicial set [n] 1-4 Xnn (with di = dfdi, etc.). 
It turns out that these three constructions yield canonically homeomorphic 
spaces (denoted without distinction by IXI): 

I[n] t-t IX.nll ~ I[n] t-t Xnnl ~ lIn] t-t IXn.11 . 

Any bisimplicial module Moo gives rise to a bicomplex M** with horizontal 
differential 

n 

L(-1) id7 
i=O 

and vertical differential 
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n 

(-It l)-I)idf . 
i=O 

Therefore this gives two spectral sequences to compute H.(Tot M •• ) (cf. 
Appendix D on spectral sequences). 

Note that any bisimplicial set X gives rise to a bisimplicial module k[X] 
and H.(IXI, k) = H.(Tot k[X]). So there are two spectral sequences to com
pute the singular homology of IXI. 



Appendix C. Homology of Discrete Groups 
and Small Categories 

In this appendix we give a brief summary of some essential facts about the 
homology of discrete groups and small categories as needed in the text. Proofs 
and more comprehensive material can be found in classical books on homo
logical algebra (cf. Cartan-Eilenberg [CE], Mac Lane [ML], Bourbaki [1980]) 
or in some more specialized books like K.Brown [1982]. For the small category 
case see Quillen [1973, 

1]. 

C.I Group Algebras and G-Modules. Let G be a (discrete) group and 
let k[G] be its associated group algebra over the commutative ring k. The 
functor G t-t k[G] from the category of groups to the category of unital k
algebras is adjoint to the unit functor A t-t A x = {invertible elements of 
A}: 

HomGrp(G,A X ) ~ HOmk-Alg(k[G],A) 

By definition a right G-module Mover k is a right k[G]-module and 
similarly for left and bi-modules. For any m E M and any g E G the result 
of the right action of 9 on m is denoted by mg (or sometimes mg). Note that 
if G is considered as a category "G" (see B.12 Example 1), then a left (resp. 
right) G-module can be considered as a functor (resp. contravariant functor) 
from "G" to (k-Mod). 

C.2 Homology of a Discrete Group with Coefficients. Let M be a 
right G-module over k and let Cn(G,M):= M0k[Gn] = M0k[G]®n be the 
module of n-chains of G with coefficients in M. The map d : Cn(G, M) --t 
Cn - 1(G, M) given by 

d(90, ... ,9n) = (9091,92, ... ,9n) - (90,9192, ... , 9n) + ... 
... + (-1)n(go, 91. .. · ,9n-d , 

where go E M and gi E G otherwise, is a boundary map (d2 = 0). There
fore (C * (G, M), d) is a complex called the Eilenberg-Mac Lane complex. By 
definition its homology, denoted Hn(G, M), is called the homology of G with 
coefficients in M. Note that Ho(G, M) = M 0k[G] k = MG is the coinvari
ant module of M by the action of G, that is M divided by the submodule 
generated by the elements m9 - m, mE M, 9 E G. 
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When M is the trivial G-module k one often writes C*(G) and H*(G) 
instead of C*(G,k) and H*(G,k) respectively. Note that Ho(G) = k and 
HI(G) = G/[G, G] = Gab Q9 k is the abelianization of G tensored by k. 

C.3 Standard Resolution and Tor-Interpretation. The EM-complex 
is in fact the tensor product C*(G,M) = M Q9G c~ar(G) of M with the 
bar complex over G. This bar complex c~ar(G) = C.(G, k[GJ) (where k[G] 
is viewed as a right module over itself) is a free resolution of the trivial 
G-module k and is often called the standard resolution. This shows that 

Hn(G, M) ~ Tor~[Gl(M, k) , for all n ~ 0 . 

If M is a left G-module one puts M on the right-hand side in the definition of 
C*(G,M) and the above isomorphism becomes Hn(G,M) ~ Tor~[Gl(k,M). 

C.4 Homology of Cyclic Groups. For a particular group it is often easier 
to choose an ad hoc resolution to compute the homology. For instance, let 
G = Z be the infinite cyclic group with generator t. Then k[Z] = k[t, rl] 
and the following sequence 

I-t aug 
... -+ 0 -+ 0 -+ k[t, rl]-----+ k[t, t- I]-----+ k -+ 0 

is a free resolution of the trivial k[Z]-module k. Hence Ho(Z) = k, HI (Z) = k 
and Hi(Z) = 0 for i ~ 2. 

Now let G = Z/nZ be the finite cyclic group of order n. Then, when n is 
regular in k (e.g. k = Z), there is a free resolution which is periodic of period 
2: 

I-t N I-t aug 
... -+ k[Z/nZ] -----+ k[Z/nZ] -+ k[Z/nZ] -----+ k[Z/nZ] -----+ k -+ 0 , 

where N = 1 + t + t 2 + ... + tn - 1 is the norm map (cf. Exercise E.l.O.2). 
When n is invertible in k the maps 

1 n-l . 1 
h = -- L it' and h' = -id 

n i=1 n 

give a homotopy of the identity to 0 since 

h(l - t) + Nh' = h' N + (1 - t)h = tn = id . 

As a consequence, for any Z/nZ-module M the homology of the complex 

I-t N I-t 
... -+ M -----+ M -+ M -----+ M , 

is precisely H*(Z/nZ, M). If n is invertible in the ground ring k (e.g. k con
tains Q), then these groups are 0 except for * = 0 for which Ho(Z/nZ, M) = 
Mz/nz· 
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Obviously one can extend this sequence periodically on the right. This 
gives rise to a new complex, whose homology is called Tate homology of 
'llln'll with coefficients in M, and which is denoted by H*('llln'll,M). For a 
generalization to any group (not just even finite), due to P. Vogel, see Goichot 
[1992]. 

C.5 Topological Interpretation. From the simplicial interpretation of the 
classifying space of a discrete group (d. Appendix B) it is clear that there is 
a canonical isomorphism 

H*(G,M) ~ H*(BG,M), 

where the latter group is singular homology of the classifying space BG 
(which is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space of type K(G,1)). For instance if 
G = 'll, then B'll is homotopy equivalent to the circle 8 1 • Note that the bar 
resolution of G is in fact the complex associated to the universal cover EG 
of BG and the acyclicity of this complex corresponds to the contractibility 
of EG. 

Any extension of discrete groups 

1 -+ G' -+ G -+ G" -+ 1 

gives rise to a Kan fibration by taking the nerve, and then to a topological 
fibration 

BG' -+ BG -+ BG" . 

The homology spectral sequence of a fibration (d. Appendix D) reduces, in 
this case, to the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence of an extension of groups: 

E;q = Hp(G", Hq(G')) :::} Hp+q(G) . 

C.6 Cohomology of Discrete Groups. The cohomology groups of G with 
coefficients in the left G-module M are the homology groups H* (G, M) of the 
complex (e* ( G, M), 8) where en (G, M) is the module of functions 1 from 
Gn to M and the boundary map 8 : Cn- l (G, M) -+ en (G, M) is given by 

(8(f))(9I,· .. , 9n) = 9I!(92, ... ,9n) - 1(9192,' .. , 9n) + .. . 
... + (_1)n 1(91, ... ,9n-l) . 

The interpretation in terms of derived functors is given by the isomorphism 

Hn(G, M) ~ Extk[Gj(k, M) . 

The topological interpretation is given by the isomorphism 

Hn(G,M) ~ Hn(BG,M). 

For n = 0 one gets HO(G,M) = HomG(k,M) = MG (submodule of G
invariant elements M). When M = k is the trivial G-module, then HO (G) = k 
and H l (G,k) = Hom(Gab,k). 
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C.7 Extensions and H2. For n = 2 there is a classical interpretation in 
terms of extensions as follows. Let G be a fixed group and A be a fixed 
G-module. Consider all the extensions of groups 

(C.7.1) O..--tA..--tE..--tG..--t 1 

such that the G-module structure of the abelian group A induced by the 
extension is precisely the G-module structure we started with. Two such 
extensions are said to be equivalent if there exists an isomorphism of the 
middle groups over G which induces the identity on A. Denote by Ext(G,A) 
the set of equivalence classes of extensions. Then there is a canonical bijection 

(C.7.2) 

C.s Crossed Modules and H3. By definition a crossed module is a group 
homomorphism J.L : M ..--t N together with an action (on the left) of N on M 
(denoted nm for n E Nand m E M) satisfying the following two conditions 
for all n E Nand m,m' E M: 

(a) J.L (nm) = nJ.L(m)n- 1 (in other words J.L is equivariant), 

(b) J.I(m)(m') = mm'm- 1• 

Let G = Coker J.L and A = Ker J.L. It is easy to check that A is abelian and that 
the action of N on M induces a well-defined G-module structure on A. A 
morphism from the crossed module M ..--t N to the crossed module M' ..--t N' 
is a commutative diagram 

M ..--t N 

,,+ ,8+ 
M' ..--t N' 

which is compatible with the actions (0: (nm) = ,8(n)o:(m)). 
Let us fix the group G and the G-module A. Consider all the crossed 

modules with cokernel G and kernel A (as G-modules). Two such crossed 
modules are said to be related if there exists a morphism from one to the 
other inducing the identity on the kernel and the identity on the cokernel. 
Denote by Xmod(G, A) the set of equivalence classes of crossed modules with 
cokernel G and kernel A (as G-module) for the equivalence relation generated 
by the relation above. Then there is a canonical isomorphism 

(C.8.1) H3(G,A) ~ Xmod(G,A). 

The element in the H3 group corresponding to the class of a crossed mod
ule under this isomorphism is called the Mac Lane invariant of the crossed 
module. 

To any crossed module (M, J.L, N) one can associate a simplicial group as 
follows. First, construct a category C with Ob C = N, MorC = M)<I N (semi
direct product using the action of N on M). The source of the morphism 
(m, n) is n and its target is J.L( m )n. Composition is given by 
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m I m'm I 
{n ~ p,(m)n ~ p,(m') (p,(m)n)} = n ) p,(m m)n . 

The nerve B.C is such that BoC = N, B 1C = M )q N, B2C = M )q (M )q 

N), etc. One can check that B.C is in fact a simplicial group. Its geometric 
realization BC is a topological group whose classifying space BBC is called the 
classifying space of the crossed module. One checks that BBC is a connected 
space with homotopy groups 71"1 = G, 71"2 = A and 7I"i = 0 for i > 2. Moreover 
the action of 71"1 on 71"2 is precisely the G-module structure of A. Such a 
space is completely determined up to homotopy by its Postnikov invariant 
which lies in H3 (B7I"1,7I"2) = H3 (BG, A) ~ H3 (G, A). It turns out that this 
Postnikov invariant corresponds exactly to the Mac Lane invariant of the 
crossed module. 

C.9 Shapiro's Lemma. Let H be a subgroup of G and let M be a right 
H -module. Then the module 

Ind~M := M ®k[H] k[G] 

is a right G-module called an induced module. 
Shapiro's lemma asserts that there is a functorial isomorphism 

A similar assertion holds in the cohomological framework: 

H*(H,M) ~ H* (G, Coind~M) . 

Here the coinduced module is by definition Coind~M := HOmk[H] (k[G), M). 
C.lO Homology of Small Categories (cf. Quillen [1973] and Baues
Wirsching [1985]). Let C be a small category, that is a category whose class 
of objects form a set. Let M : C -t R-Mod and N : cop -t Mod-R be two 
functors. Let N ®C,R M be the abelian group defined by 

N ®C,R M := ( E9 N(X) ®R M(X) )/U 
XEObC 

where U is the subgroup generated by elements of the form 

N(o.)x ® y - x ® M(o.)y, 

where 0. : Y -t X is a morphism in C, where x E N(X) and y E M(Y). 
Let Tor~,R denote the left derived functors of ®C,R. When R is the ground 
ring, we simply write ®c and Tor~. For any object X E C we let hx and hX 

denote the functors: 

hx := R[Homc(X,-)):C-tR-Mod, 

hX := R[Homc(-,X)]: Cop -t Mod-R. 
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Remark that, the set of objects hx (resp. hX) form a set of small projective 
generators in the category offunctors (R-Mod)C (resp. (Mod-Rf. Moreover 
one has isomorphisms 

hX Q9C,R M ~ M(X), 

N Q9C,R hX ~ N(X). 

Now we take R to be the ground ring k. By mimicking the Bousfield-Kan 
construction (cf. B.13) one gets a simplicial module C.(C,M), whose module 
of n-chains is . 

M(Xo) , 

where the sum is extended over all the n-simplices of the nerve of C. 
By definition the colimit of M is the module, denoted colim M, which is 

universal among the modules V equipped with natural maps M(Xi ) --t V 
for all Xi E Ob C. In other words, coHm M = Torg(k, M). The left derived 
functors of the right exact functor colim are denoted colimf : = Torf ( k, - ). 
The relationship with the above homology groups is given by a canonical 
isomorphism 

H*(C,M) ~ colim~M. 

If M is a local coefficient system, that is the image of any morphism in C is an 
isomorphism of k-Mod, then the following topological interpretation holds, 

where BC is the classifying space of the category. 
However sometimes it is useful to work with the more general notion of 

homology of a small category with coefficients in a bifunctor. Let D : cop x 
C --t k-Mod be a bifunctor. By mimiking the construction of the Hochschild 
complex one gets a simplicial module C*(C, D) whose module of n-chains is 

Xo-+ ... -+Xn 

where the sum is extended over all the n-simplices of the nerve of C. The 
analogue of Proposition 1.1.13 is the following isomorphism 

In section 13.1 we need the following spectral sequence. For M : C --t R-M od 
and N : cop --t M od-R functors, one defines the bifunctor 

Tor~(N, M) : cop xC --t Ab 

by (X, Y) t-+ Tor!!(N(X), M(Y)). Then one has a spectral sequence: 

(C.lO.l) 
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which is a consequence of Grothendieck spectral sequence for composite of 
functors once one knows that Hp(C,N ®R M) = 0 for p > 0 and that N 
is projective. In order to show this last fact, it is enough to take N = hX. 
One easily checks that C*(C, N ®R M) ~ C*(C .J.. X, M), where C .J.. X is the 
category of diagrams? -+ X in C. Since this last category has a final object, 
its homology vanishes and we are done. 

We leave to the reader the task of figuring out the cohomological version 
with lim in place of colim, of which the next item is a particular case. 

c.n Inverse Systems. Let 

Mo f-- Ml f-- ... f-- Mn tl- Mn +1 f-- ... 

be an inverse system of k-modules indexed by the non-negative integers. The 
limit of {Mn} is the module limO {Mn} = {(xo, .. . ,Xn,· .. ) E On Mn I j(xn) 
= Xn-l}. 

An inverse system can be interpreted as a functor M from the category 
C = {o f- 1 f- ... f- n f- n + 1 f- ... } to the category (k-Mod}. Under 
this interpretation one has limo{Mn } = Hg := Extg(k,M). Here is a useful 
criterion for the vanishing of liml, the first derived functor of lim. 

C.n.1 Mittag-Leffler Criterion. If for each n ~ 0 there exists an integer 
a(n) ~ n such that 

1m (Mr -+ Mn) = 1m (Ma(n) -+ Mn} for all r ~ a(n) , 

then lim1{Mn} = O. 
This criterion is useful in view of the long exact sequence relating the 

limi -modules of an exact sequence of functors. 

C.I2 Shapiro's Lemma for the Homology of Small Categories. Let 
X : C -+ (Sets) be a (covariant) functor. Denote by k[X} the associated 
functor with values in (k-Mod). Then, with the above notation, there is a 
canonical isomorphism 

Tor~X(k,k) ~ Tor~(k,k[XD, 

where C x is the category with objects (C, x), C E Ob( C) and x E X (C). Here 
is a sketch of the proof. Let p : C X -+ C be the forgetful functor, which induces 
p*: Funct(C,k-Mod) -+ Funct(Cx,k-Mod). Let p*: Funct(Cx,k-Mod)-+ 
Funct (C, k-Mod) be the left adjoint to p*. This natural transformationp* has 
adjoint on both sides, hence it is exact and preserves projectives. Therefore 
its derived functors are trivial and 

Tor~x (k, k) ~ Tor~(k,p*(k)} . 

Since p*(k) = k[X}, we are done. o 
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Exercise 

EC. 1 Fox's Derivatives. Let G = {Xl, ... , Xn I rl, ... , rm} be a group de
fined by generators and relations. The free differentials ar i/ ax j are elements 
of Il[ GJ defined by the rules 

a(ab) aa ab 
a;;- = ax + a ax ' 

ax 
-=1, 
ax 

ay 
and ax = 0 

when y is a generator different from x. Show that the following sequence is 
the beginning of a free resolution, 

where e(g) = 1, a = [1 - XI, ••. , 1 - xnJ, (3 = the n X m-matrix ari/aXj. 
Apply this procedure to the quaternionic group. (Cf. Fox [1953J.) 
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Though spectral sequences have the reputation of being a difficult and techni
cal subject it suffices to work out one particular example to understand how it 
works. The following is a brief overview of a spectral sequence deduced from a 
first quadrant bicomplex. Any textbook on homological algebra or algebraic 
topology contains a section or a chapter on spectral sequences including our 
favorites [CE] and [ML]. The very first account appeared in Koszul [1947]. 

D.I Bicomplexes and Homology. Let us consider a bicomplex of modules 
(Cpq , dh, dV) in the first quadrant, that is Cpq = 0 if p < 0 or if q < 0, 
dh : Cpq --; Cp_lq,dV : Cpq --; Cpq- l , dhdv + dVdh = dhdh = dVdv = O. 

1 1 1 
CO2 +-- C12 

1 1 
COl +-- Cll 

d V 1 1 
coo 

d h 
C lD +-- +-- C20 +--

Each individual column is a complex with homology E~q = Hq(Cp., dV). 
From the commutation properly of dh and dV , the horizontal differential 
induces a map dl := (dh). : E~q --; E~_lq, which is still a differential. So, 
again, one can take the homology of these (horizontal) complexes to get 

E;q:= Hp(E;q,d1) = H;H~(C •• ) . 

D.2 The Map d2 • Now there is a way of producing a map 

d2 : E;q --; E;_2 qH 

as follows. Let [x] E E;q be the class of the cycle x E E~q (i.e. d1 (x) = 0). This 
element x is itself the class of some vertical cycle x E Cpq (i.e. dV(x) = 0). 
The cycle condition d1(x) = (dh).(x) = 0 is equivalent to dh(x) = dV(y) for 
some y E Cp- 1 qH' From all these relations we get 
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Therefore dh(y) is a vertical cycle in Cp- 2q+1 and determines a class z = 

[dh(y)] E E~-2q+ll 

Cp- 2q+1 +- Cp- 1q+1 

1 
Cp - 1q +- Cpq 

Let us compute d1 (z), 

Therefore z is a cycle (for d1 ) and determines an element d2 [x] := [z] E 

~-2q~1' We leave to the reader the task of proving that the resulting map 
d~ : Epq -+ E;_2 q+1 is well-defined (independent of the choice of x for in
stance) and that it is a differential. 

Note that in the notation d2 the figure 2 is an index and ~ does not mean 
dod here. 

D.3 The Spectral Sequence. The first part of the theory of spectral se
quences consists in proving that the construction of (E2, d2) can be pushed 
further to get an infinite sequence of modules E;q and differentials d! : E;q -+ 
E;-rq+r-l related to one another by the condition 

q 

-4--~--~---+---+---+--~P 

Note that if, for some fixed (p, q), it ever happens that E;q = 0 for some 

r, then E;~ = 0 for any r' ~ r. In particular, since Cpq = 0 for p < 0 or 
q < 0, it follows that E;q = 0 for p < 0 or q < 0, any r. As a consequence, 
for fixed (p, q), the differentials ending at and starting from E;q are 0 if r is 
large enough (say r = r(p, q)) and therefore 

for r ~ r(p, q). 

Er - E r+1 - - Eoo 
pq- pq - ••• - pq 



q 

o 

Er 
pq 
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Let us now consider the homology of the total complex Tot G ••. There is 
a canonical increasing filtration on this complex obtained by taking the first 
columns: 

(FiTot Gu)n = EB Gpq . 
p+q=n 
p~t 

This induces an increasing filtration (still denoted Fi) on An = Hn(TotG •• ), 

o c FoAn C FIAn C ... C Fn-lAn C FnAn = An . 

D.4 Theorem. The modules E~ and the filtered module An = Hn(Tot Gu ) 

are related by 
o 

In the literature this theorem is often written under the following form: 
there exists a spectral sequence 

The symbol ~ is to be read "converges to" . Most of the time the filtration of 
the abutment An is not specified, but in many applications it is not needed 
(see for instance D.6 to D.8). 

Note that one could take on Tot G •• the filtration by columns. This would 
give a second spectral sequence of the form 

E~! = H;(H;(G •• )) => A p+q = Hp+q(TotG •• ) . 

Though the abutment An is the same, the filtration is, in general, different. 

D.5 Leray-Serre Spectral Sequence. There are more general data giving 
rise to spectral sequences. In particular, instead of starting with a bicomplex, 
one can start with a filtered complex. Hence one can define El, E2, etc and 
Theorem D.4 expresses the relation between the homology of the graded 
complex versus the graded module of the homology of the complex. 

In particular let 
F-+E-+B 
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be a fibration of connected CW -complexes. There is a filtration of the singular 
complex of E coming from the inverse image of the skeleton filtration of B. 
This gives rise to the so-called Leray-Serre spectral sequence: 

D.6 S1-Fibration and Gysin Sequence. In the particular case F = 8 1 

there are only two rows in the E2-plane which are not 0, the rows q = 0 and 
q = 1, since Hq(8 1 ) = 0 for q ~ 2. For both cases the E;q-group is isomorphic 
to Hp(B). Hence the only non-trivial dr-map is d~q : Hq(B) -+ Hq- 2(B) 
and therefore the Leray-Serre spectral sequence degenerates into an exact 
sequence called the Gysin sequence of the S1-fibration 

One of the most useful applications of spectral sequences is the follow
ing theorem that we state in the case of filtered complexes for the sake of 
simplicity. 

D.7 Theorem (Spectral Sequence Comparison Theorem, cf. Mac Lane [ML, 
p. 355]). Let C. and C~ be two non-negatively filtered complexes and let 
f : C. -+ C~ be a map of filtered complexes. Then there is a canonical 
transformation of spectral sequences r : E:* -+ E~:. If r happens to 
be an isomorphism for some r ~ 1, then f. : H.(C.) -+ H*(C~) is an 
isomorphism. 0 

D.8 Theorem. If in a first quadrant spectral sequence abutting on An the 
term E;q is 0 when p > 0 and q > 0, then there is a long exact sequence 

2 2 dn E2 ... -+ Eon -+ An -+ Eno --t On-1 -+ .... o 



Appendix E. Smooth Algebras 

by Maria O. Ronco l 

Our aim is to understand the relationship between the different definitions 
of "smooth" that appear in the literature. 

We shall only deal with commutative rings, so from now on all rings and 
algebras are supposed to be commutative. 

The main result of this part is Proposition E.2. Before stating it, let us 
give the following: 

Definitions E.!. 
(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

An ideal J c A is said to be a locally complete intersection if for every 
maximal ideal m of A, such that J c m, the ideal Jm C Am is generated 
by a Am-regular sequence. Since after localization a regular sequence 
either stays regular, or generates the unit ideal, it is clear that one 
obtains the same concept if in the definition the ideal m ranges over the 
prime ideals of A. 
A k-algebra A is said to be unramified if n~lk = o. If A is essentially 
of finite type over k (i.e. a localization of a finite type algebra), then 
this is equivalent to the following condition: for any maximal ideal n 
of A and its inverse image m = n n k in k there is an equality mAn = 
nAn, and the induced extension of residue fields An/nAn :J km/mkm is 
finite separable. By the localization property of the module of Kahler 
differentials, one obtains the same concept if in the definition the ideal 
n ranges over all prime ideals of A. 
A finitely generated k-algebra A is said to be etale if it is flat and 
unramified. 

Proposition E.2 and Definition. Let k be a noetherian ring and A 
a commutative k-algebra which is essentially of finite type. If moreover 
Tor~(A, A) = 0 for n > 0 (e.g. A fiat over k), then the following assertions 
are equivalent and A is said to be "smooth" over k: 

1 I wish to thank Prof. Luchezar Avramov, who carefully read this Appendix, for 
his helpful corrections and comments. 
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(a) The kernel of the map 
J1,: A®k A -+ A 

is a locally complete intersection. 
(b) The canonical homomorphism M ®A D~lk -+ Tor~®kA(A, M) is a sur-

jection for any A-module M and Dllk is a projective A-module. 

(c) "Jacobian criterion": let P = k[Xb ... ' XnJm be a polynomial algebra 
over k localized at some ideal m, and ¢ : P -+ A a surjective k-algebra 
map. Let p be a prime ideal in A and q its inverse image in P. Then there 
exists PI, ... , Pr E P which generate Iq = Ker(f) such that dPI, ... , dPr 
are linearly independent in D~q Ik ® Pq Ap (by linearly independent we 

understand that the image of the matrix (~) in ApjpAp has rank r). 

(d) "Factorization via etale map": for any prime ideal p of A there is an 
element f ~ p such that there exists a factorization 

with ¢ etale. 
(e) For any pair (C, I), where C is a k-algebra and 1 an ideal of C such 

that 12 = 0, the map Homk(A,C) -+ Homk(A,Cjl) is surjective (here 
Homk means k-algebra homomorphisms). 

In fact, we shall establish (under suitable conditions) the equivalence be
tween each one of the assertions of Proposition E.2 and a vanishing criterion 
for Andre-Quillen (co ) homology. 

All these results are scattered through the literature, namely in S. Lichten
baum and M. Schlessinger [L-SJ, M. Andre [AJ and D. Quillen [QuJ. S. Licht
enbaum and M. Schlessinger worked with their homology and cohomology 
theory for commutative algebras, they defined Di(Alk, M) and Di(Alk, M) 
for i = 0, 1, 2, which are constructed in a quite different way of Andre-Quillen 
homology and cohomology groups (although they are isomorphic). 

Let us begin by giving a scheme of our proof. First, we shall demonstrate 
the following: 

Proposition E.3. Let k be a noetherian ring and A a commutative k-algebra 
which is essentially of finite type, such that Tor~(A, A) = 0 for n > 0 (e.g. A 
flat over k). Then the following statements are equivalent: 

(1) DI(Alk,M) = 0 for any A-module M, 
(2) DI(Alk) = 0 and Dllk is projective over A, 

(3) D2(AIA Q9k A, N) = 0 for any A-module N, 
(4) D2(AIA ®k A) = 0 and Dllk is projective over A. 

Then we shall show that the characterizations of smooth given in Propo
sition E.2 are related to the vanishing conditions for A-Q homology. Some of 
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the implications do not require the full noetherian hypothesis nor require the 
flatness hypothesis. So in each lemma we will indicate precisely the required 
hypothesis. The pattern of the proof of Proposition E.2 is the following: (a) 
( :::} 4) (¢: if A ® k A noetherian) 

.IJ. H-K-R Theorem 

(b) :::} 4) 
(c) :::} 2) (¢: if k noetherian and A essentially of finite type) 

( d) :::} 2) (¢: if k noetherian and A essentially of finite type) 

(e) <=> 1) 

Before entering the proof of Proposition E.3, let us recall the definition 
of Andre-Quillen homology: 

If A is a k-algebra, L a free simplicial resolution of A and A # the triv
ial simplicial algebra associated to A, then there exists a homomorphism of 
simplicial algebras e : L ®k A -+ A# which extends the multiplication map 
p, : A ®k A -+ A (namely, en = p, 0 (do ® idA». If we denote by 1 the ker
nel of e, then it is easy to check that there is an isomorphism of simplicial 
A-modules: 

nl1k ®L A ~ 1/12. 

Moreover, if M is a module over A, then nl1k ®L M and 1/12 ®A M are 
isomorphic. 

Definition EA. The Andre-Quillen homology groups Dn(Alk, M) are the 
homology groups Hn(I/12 ®A M) for n ~ 0 (resp. the A-Q cohomology 
groups Dn(Alk,M) are the cohomology groups Hn(HomA(1/12,M»). 

Notation E.5. From now on, and until the end of this Appendix, we shall 
denote by B the tensor product A ®k A. We shall consider A as a B-algebra 
with the structure given by p" and B as an A-algebra with the structure given 
by £ : A -+ A ®k A which sends a to a ® 1. The algebra of polynomials in n 
variables over B will be denoted B[n] instead of B[Xt. ... , Xn]. 

Proof of Proposition E.3: (1) :::} (2): The functors Di(Alk, -) are cohomo
logical functors, therefore the vanishing of DI implies that DO(Alk, -) = 
HomA(n~lk' -) is an exact functor. This shows that n~lk is projective. 

Let P -+ A be a surjective k-algebra map with kernel J, where P 
is a polynomial algebra over k. Then an easy calculation gives us that 
D1(AIP,M) = J/J2 ®A M and D1(AIP,M) = HomA(J/J2,M). Or, ap
plying the Jacobi-Zariski exact sequence to k -+ P -+ A we obtain that 
DI(Alk,M) = Ker(j) and DI(Alk,M) = Coker(HomA(j,M» where j is 
the homomorphism given by the following exact sequence: 
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The resulting exact sequence gives an isomorphism HomA(D1(Alk), M) ~ 
Coker (HomA(j, M)) = Dl(Alk, M). 

Let M be an injective A-module and apply the functor HomA(-,M) to 
(*). Then Dl(Alk,M) = 0 implies that HomA(Dl(Alk),M) = o. Since one 
can choose M to contain D1(Alk), this shows that D1(Alk) = o. 
(2) ::::} (1). From the exact sequence (*) we see that Dl (AI k) = 0 implies 
that Dl(Alk,M) ~ Ext~(n~'k,M), which is zero since nl,k is projective. 

(2) ¢:> (4). This equivalence requires the Tor-vanishing hypothesis. Consider 

the following sequence of ring maps: A ~ B ~ A . The Jacobi-Zariski exact 
sequence applied to this situation gives rise to the exact sequence: 

... -t Dn(BIA,M) -t Dn(AIA,M) -t Dn(AIB,M) -t Dn-1(BIA,M) -t ... , 

for any A-module M. 
Since Di(AIA) = 0, the maps Dn(AIB, M) -t Dn-1(BIA, M) are iso

morphisms. By the Hat base change property for AQ-homology one gets 
Di(BIA,A) ~ Di(Alk) for i 2:: o. So finally Dn(AIB) ~ Dn-1(Alk) and 
the vanishing of one of these two groups implies the vanishing of the other. 

(1) ¢:> (3). Same arguments as for (2) ¢:> (4). o 

We can now start the proofs of the equivalences between the conditions 
of Propositions E.2 and E.3. 

The main tools to study the relations between conditions a), b) and 4) 
are the Koszul complex K (Jl.) associated to a sequence Jl. = (Xl, . .. , xn) (cf. 
Sect.3.4) and the following theorem of D. Quillen, called the fundamental 
spectral sequence for Andre-Quillen homology: 

Theorem E.6. With the same notation of Definition E.4, if A is a quotient 
of k, then there is a spectral sequence: 

E;q: H p+q[S1(I/I2)]::::} Tor;+q(A,A) , 

where SA(I/I2 ) denotes the simplicial algebra over A whose n-term is the 
symmetric algebra SA«(I/I2)n) over the A-module (I/I2 )n. 

Proof. Cf. [QuJ 
6 or [A] Chap. XX.Prop. 24 and Chap. XIII for the convergence of the 

spectral sequence. 0 

Corollary E.7. If A is a quotient of k, then there is a five term exact se
quence: 
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Proof. It is a consequence of the theorem, because 

o 

We enter now in the proof of the relations between vanishing conditions 
of Proposition E.3 and the different definitions of smoothness. 

Lemma E.8: (a) => 4». If J = Ker (B = A®kA ~ A) is a locally complete 
intersection, then Dn(AIB, N) = 0, for n ~ 2 and nl,k is a projective A
module. 

Proof. It suffices to prove that Dn(AIB, N)m = 0 for any maximal ideal m 
of A, so by the localization property of Andre-Quillen homology one can 
assume that A and B are local and that J is generated by a regular sequence 
x = (Xl"'" xn ). Let us consider now B with two different structures of 
B[n]-algebra: 

e(x) 
- we shall denote by B the B[n]-algebra structure given by: B[n]---+ B 

which sends P(XI"",Xn) to P(XI,""Xn), 
- we shall denote by B the B[n]-algebra structure given by the projection 

B[n]-4 B which sends P(Xr, ... , Xn) to P(O, .. . ,0). 

Then we have A = B ®B[n] B. The long Jacobi-Zariski exact sequence 
applied to 

B~B[n]-4B 

gives us that 

Dm(BIB[n],N) = 0 for m> 1 and any B-module N . 

By the flat base change property (cf. 3.5.5.2) it suffices to prove that 
Tor![n](.B, B) = 0 for m =1= 0, because in this case 

Dm(AIB, N) ~ Dm(BIB[n], N) for m > 1 

and any A-module N. But this result follows from the fact that X = 
(XI, ... , Xn) is a regular sequence in B[n] and then: 

B[n] -Torm (B,B) = Hn(K(X) ®B[n] B), 

where K(X) is the Koszul resolution of B. As K(X) ®B[n] B ~ K(;f) and (;f) 
is regular, by Lemma 3.4.8, Hn(K(;f)) = 0 for n > O. 

As ;f is regular, then nl,k is locally free, generated by the classes of 

Xl, ... , Xn. So the projectivity of nl,k becomes evident. 0 

We have proved that condition (a) implies D2(AIB, N) = 0 for any A
module Nand DI (AlB) ~ nl,k is a projective A-module. We are now going 
to look at the converse implication. 
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Lemma E.9: (a) <= 4». Let B be a noetherian ring, then the conditions 
D2(AIB) = 0 and n11k is a projective finite A-module imply that J is a 
locally complete intersection. 

Proof. We can assume that A and B are local rings. Using the same notation 
as in Lemma E.8, since A is a local ring ni1k ~ J/J2 is a free A-module. 

Denote by ~ = (x!, ... ,xn ) a set of elements of J whose classes form a 
basis of J/J2, by Nakayama's lemma the xi's generate J. We have that 
Tor![n] (11, B) = Hm(K(~)) for m 2: o. By Corollary E.7 and the fact that 
D2(AIB) = 0, the following morphism is an epimorphism: 

A~DI(AIB) --t Tor:(A,A) . 

But there is a well-known exact sequence for the functor Tor: 

B[n] - B B[n] -
Tor2 (B, A) --t Tor2 (A, A) --t TorI (B, B) 0B A 

B[n]( -) B() --t TorI B, A --t TorI A, A --t 0 . 

As Tor~[n](B, A) =Hn(K(X)0B[n]A), then it suffices to note that K(X)0B[n] 
A is the complex: 

o AmAn 0 0 A2 An 0 An 0 A ... ---t A -+ ... ---t A ---t ---t . 

SO, since An ~ J/P as A-module, Tor~[n](B,A) ~ A'A(J/P). 
Applying this result to (**), we have: 

- Tor:[n] (B, A) --t Torf (A, A) is an epimorphism, 

- Tor~[n](B,A) --t Torf(A, A) is an isomorphism, and 

B[n] -
- TorI (B, B) 0B A = 0, then by Nakayama's lemma 

B[n] -
TorI (B,B) ~ Hl(K(~)) = O. 

Now, as B is a noetherian ring, HI(K(~)) = 0 implies ~ is a regular sequence 
(cf. [Ma)). 0 

Lemma E.I0: 
(i) If B is a noetherian ring, then the conditions D2(AIB) = 0 and ni1k is 

a projective A-module imply Dn(AIB, N) = 0 for any A-module Nand 
n> 2. 

(ii) (b") => 4) The fact that n~ I k --t Tor:® k A (A, A) is a surjection implies 

that D2(AIB) is zero. And if B is a noetherian ring, then the conditions 
n~lk --t Tor:®kA(A, A) is a surjection and ni1k a projective A-module 

imply that J = Ker (B ~ A) is a locally complete intersection. 
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Proof. Assertion (i) is a straightforward consequence of Lemmas E.8 and E.9. 
If .n~lk -t Tor:®kA(A, A) is a surjection, by Corollary E.7 we have that 

D2(AIB) is zero because D1(AIB) ~ n~lk' In the case where B is noetherian 

and n~lk is a projective A-module, we can apply Lemma E.9 to finish the 
proof of assertion (ii). 0 

Note that the converse is true if A is flat over k by the Hochschild-Kostant
Rosenberg theorem (cf. 3.4.4). 

We shall now look at the assertion e) ("lifting property") of Proposition 
E.2; the following lemma states that it is equivalent to a vanishing condition 
of A-Q cohomology. 

Lemma E.ll: (e) ¢> 1». Dl(Alk, M) = 0 for any A-module M if and only 
if A and k verify condition e) of Proposition E.2. 

Proof. Let us suppose that A verifies condition e) of Proposition E.2. If Pis 
a free k-algebra such that A is a quotient of P, the following Jacobi-Zariski 
sequence is exact: 

o -t HomA(n~lk' M) -t Homp(n~lk' M) 2.t D1(AIP, M) 

-t Dl(Alk, M) -t 0 . 

If 1 = Ker(P2...tA), then D1 (AIP,M) = HomA(I112,M). Clearly it suffices 
to prove that T is an epimorphism. Consider the exact sequence: 

o -t 1112 -t PI 12 ~ A -t 0 . 

As A verifies e), it exists L : A -t PI12 such that q 0 L = idA' If f E 
HomA(I112,M), let us define j E Homp(n~lk,M) by 

j(adx) = af(x - L 0 q(x» 

where x is the class of x in P / /2. It is easy to check that T(j) = f. 
Conversely, if Dl(Alk,M) = 0, suppose that we have a morphism of k

algebras f : A -t GIN, where G is a k-algebra and N an ideal of G such 
that N 2 = O. As P is a free k-algebra it exists a morphism of k-algebras 
] : P -t G such that fop = 7r 0] (where 7r is the projection from G to GIN). 
SO ](x) EN if x E 1. The map] induces then a morphism 7' : 1112 -t N of 
A-modules. 

As Homp(n~lk' N) 2.t Dl(AIP, N) is an epimorphism, we may find h E 

Homp(.n~lk,N) such that T(h) = 7'. For any a E A let x E L be a lifting of 

~, that is p(x) = a. Then, define j by j(a) = ](x) - h(dx). Verifying that 
f 0 7r = f is trivial. 0 

Our final task is to establish the relation between assertions (c) and (d) 
of Proposition E.2 and the vanishing condition for Dl(Alk). 
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Lemma E.12. 
(i) If B IL -l(m) = (AQ9kA)IL-1(m) -+ Am is an isomorphism for any maximal 

ideal m of A then Do(Alk, N) = 0 for any A-module N. 
(ii) If A Q9k A is a noetherian ring and Do(Alk) = 0, then Br l(m) = 

(A Q9k A)IL-1(m) -+ Am is an isomorphism for any maximal ideal m of 
A. 

(iii) If A is etale over k, then Dn(Alk, N) = 0 for any A-module Nand 
n ~ o. 

Proof· 
(i) As Br l(m) -+ Am is an isomorphism, then 

Do(Aml k , Nm) = Q~mlk Q9Am Nm = 0 

for any maximal ideal m of A, which implies Do(Alk, N) = O. 
(ii) Let m be a maximal ideal of A and denote by J the kernel of 

(A Q9k A)IL-1(m) -+ Am . 

Clearly Do(Alk) = 0 implies JfJ2 = 0 and so by Nakayama's lemma 
J=O. 

(iii) By (ii) Br l(m) -+ Am is an isomorphism for any maximal ideal m 
of A. As A is flat over k, using the Jacobi-Zariski exact sequence for 
A -+ B ~ A and the flat base change property of A-Q homology, 
Dn(Alk,N) = Dn+1(AIB,N) for n ~ o. Now, by the localization prop
erty, [Dn(AIB, N)Jm is isomorphic to Dn(AmIBIL-l(m), Nm) which is zero 
for any maximal ideal m of A. Then Dn(Alk, N) = 0, for n ~ o. 0 

Remark E.13. In Lemmas E.14 and E.15 we are going to make statements 
for essentially of finite type algebras but, with the purpose of making notation 
easier, we are going to give the proof for algebras of finite type. In fact it 
suffices to note that in all cases we may replace the polynomial rings by 
their localizations and, as A-Q homology is stable by localization, the proofs 
continue to be valid. 

Lemma E.14. If k is a noetherian ring and A is a k-algebra essentially of 
finite type such that Dl(Alk) = 0 and Q~lk is a projective A-module, then A 
is fiat over k. 

Proof. (Cf. [KJ, 

8.1 and [MaJ Chap. 11). 
Let P = k[X1 , ••• , XnJ be such that it exists a surjective k-algebra map 

4> : P -+ A. Let p be a prime ideal in A, q its inverse image in P and i its 
inverse image in k. Then it exists a Jacobi-Zariski exact sequence: 
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As n~p Ik is free as Ap-module, then Iq / I~ is also a free module over Ap. 
Denote by p = (Pll ... , Pr) a set of elements of I q whose classes form a basis 

of Iq/ I~, by Nakayama's lemma the Pi'S generate Iq and dPlloo" dPr are 
linearly independent in n~qlk 0Pq Ap. 

If we look now at the residual field e of ki, then Ap/iAp and Pq/iPq are 
e-modules. Let us denote Ap/iAp by Ap, Pq/iPq by P q, J the image of Iq in 
P q and.l\ the common residue field of P q and Ap. The Krull dimension of Ap 
is m - ht(JPq), where m is the Krull dimension of P q. We know that P q is a 
regular local ring and we want to show that Ap is regular, i.e. that JPq is a 
prime ideal generated by a subset of a regular system of parameters of P q' But 
it is equivalent to show that the rank of the image of II is equal to ht(JPq ), 

where II is the natural map from J / J2 0t[x1 , ... ,Xn ) .1\ into q/q2 0t[x1 , ... ,Xn ] .1\ 
and q is the image of q in P q (the rank of the image of II is always ~ ht(JPq) 

d. [Mal, Chap. 11.29). 
We have now that the following sequence is exact (cf: [MaJ, Chap. 10, 

Theorem 58) 

q/q2 0Pq .1\ ~ n~q It 0Pq .1\ -+ n11t -+ 0 . 

So if we look at the composition 8 0 II, we find that its image is generated by 
the images of dPl, ... , dPr in n~q It 0Pq .1\, which implies that the rank of the 
image of II is greater than r = ht(JPq ). 

Using the local criterion of [MaJ Chap. 8, 20.F, as J is generated by a 
Pq-regular sequence and P q/ JPq ~ Ap is flat over e (in fact e is a field) we 
may assert that Ap is a flat k-module. Then Ap is flat over k for any prime 
ideal p of A, which implies that A is flat over k. 0 

Lemma E.15. 
(i) (c) =} 2» Condition c) ("Jacobian criterion") of Proposition E.2 im

plies Dl(Alk) = 0 and .n~lk is a projective A-module. 
(ii) (c) {:::: 2» If A is a k-algebra essentially of finite type and k is a 

noetherian ring then the converse of (i) is true. 
(iii) (d) =} 2» Condition (d) ("Factorization via etale map") of Proposi

tion E.2 implies D1(Alk) = 0 and n~lk is a projective A-module. 
(iv) (d) {:::: 2» If A is a k-algebra of finite type and k is a noetherian ring 

then the converse of (iii) is true. 

Proof· 

(i) If P is a polynomial algebra over k and </> : P -+ A a surjective k-algebra 
map, then we have the same exact sequence of Proposition E.3: 

(*) 0 -+ Dl(Alk) -+ D1(AIP) -+ n~lk 0p A -+ n~lk -+ 0 . 

If we localize, as Dl(ApIPq) ~ Iq/I~ (with Iq = Ker(Pq -+ Ap)) and 
dPl,"" dPr are linearly independent in n~qlk 0Pq Ap, the morphism 
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DI(ApIPq) -+ n~qlk0Pq Ap is a monomorphism, which implies that DI(Aplk) 
= O. By the localization property for A-Q homology we deduce Dl(Alk) = O. 
As n1p1k is the cokernel of Dl(ApIPq) -+ n~qlk 0Pq Ap then it is free, con

sequently n1
1
k is projective. 

(ii) Conversely, we know that there exists a localization of a polynomial 
algebra P over k such that there is an epimorphism of k-algebras 4> : 
P-+A. 
Applying Jacobi-Zariski, we have (*) and, localizing at p, as DI (Aplk) = 
0, the homomorphism DI (Ap I Pq) -+ n~q I k 0 Pq Ap is a monomorphism. 

As n1p1 k is a free Ap-module, Dl(ApIPq) is a free module over Ap too. 
We can choose then a system of generators PI, ... ,Pr of Iq such that 
dpI,'" ,dPr are linearly independent in n~qlk 0Pq Ap. 

(iii) Suppose that for any prime ideal p of A there is an element f ~ p such 
that there exists a factorization 

<P k Y k[XI , ... , Xm] -'--+ Af 

with 4> etale. Then by Jacobi-Zariski there is an exact sequence: 

0-+ Dl(Aflk) -+ DI(AfIP) -+ n~lk 0p Af -+ n1 f1 k -+ Do(AfIP) -+ O. 

and by Lemma E.12. (iii), DI(AfIP) = Do(AfIP) = O. As a consequence we 
get DI(Alk) ~ DI(Aflk) = O. Now n1,Ik ~ n~lk 0p Af is free over Af so 

n1p Ik is free over Ap for each prime ideal p and n11k is projective over A. 

(iv) Suppose now that DI(Alk) = 0 and n1
1
k is projective over A and let 

P = k[X1 , ••• , Xnlm be such that A = PI I. If p is a prime ideal of A and t is 
the residual field of A p, the Jacobi-Zariski exact sequence induces an exact 
sequence: 

0-+ Iq/I: -+ n~qlk 0Pq Ap -+ n1p1k -+ O. 

As n~plk is a free Ap-module we may choose PI, ... ,Pr E Pq which generate 

Iq such that dPI, ... , dpr+l are linearly independent in n~q Ik 0Pq Ap. Upon 

tensoring with t we complete to a basis of n~qlk 0Pq t with the elements 

dpr+l,"" dPn such that dpr+l,"" dPn is a system of generators of n~plk' 
Let us consider now 4> : k[X1 , ... , Xn- r] -+ Ap such that 4>(Xi ) = Pr+i 
(i = 1, ... ,n - r). From the corresponding Jacobi-Zariski exact sequence, it 
is easy to see that: 

D1(Aplk[Xb ... ,Xn-rJ) = Do(Aplk[XI"" ,Xn-rJ) = 0 

then, Ap is etale over k[XI' ... ,Xn- r ] and so it exists f ~ p and that verifies 
2) (cf. [SGA 1], Expose 1, Proposition 4.5). 0 

So we have established that any statement of Proposition E.2 is equivalent 
to a statement of Proposition E.3. Since the second ones are equivalent, this 
ends the proof of Proposition E.2. 0 
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